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ADVERTISEMENT. 

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the 

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the pubhc that it fully 

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated 

declarations which have been made in several former TroMsactions, that the printing of 

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till 

the Forty-seventh Volume; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any 

further in their pubhcation than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to 

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the 

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems 

prmcipally to have been done v^dth a view to satisfy the public that theff usuai 

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of 

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Boyal Charters, and which 

they have ever since steadily pursued. 

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more 

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be 

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as 

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was 

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, 

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the 

advantageous manner of treatmg them ; without pretending to answer for the 

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several pajrers 

so pubhshed, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective 

authors. 

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of 

tlie Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body, 
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upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the 

thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of 

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose 

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of 

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The 

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of 

various kmds, which are often exhibited to the Society; the authors whereof, or those 

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the 

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. 

And therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and 

public notices; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the 

dishonour of the Society. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS. 

I. Bakerian Lecture.—On the Variation of the Specific Heat of Water^ 

with Experiments hy a Neio Method. 

By H. L. CALLENDAR, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Physics at the 

Imperial College of Scie^ice and Technology, London, S. W. 

Received December 5, 1911,—Received in extended form as Bakerian Lecture, February 6, 1912,— 

Lecture delivered February 22, 1912. 

The question of the mode of variation of the specific heat of water is so fundamental 

in calorimetry, there are so few experiments between 50° C. and 100° C., and the 

results in this region obtained by different observers are so discordant, that no 

apology is needed for the publication of new experimental work tending to throw 

light on the subject. But in order to elucidate the points at issue, it will first be 

necessary to review briefly the experimental evidence already in existence, and to 

exhibit the results graphically as an indication of the order of accuracy of the various 

methods. 

A minor difficulty in comparing the residts of different observers arises from the 

fact that they are expressed in terms of different thermometric scales and units, and 

that the reduction to a uniform standard of comparison cannot always be effected 

with certainty. Throughout the present paper, for reasons which have been fully 

explained elsewhere, all heat quantities are expressed in terms of the specific heat of 

water at 20° C. taken as unity. The scale of temperature, t, adopted is that deduced 

from the temperature pt by platinum resistance thermometer by means of the difference 

formula,* 
= 1-50 100) X 10-‘,.(1) 

* Many computers have corrected this formula by assuming values from 414°‘8 C. to 445°‘0 C., or 

even 445°'5 C., for the sulphur boiling-point on the perfect-gas scale. But the recent, experiments of 

Holborn and Henning (‘Ann. Phys.,’ 35, pp. 761-794, 1911) with a quartz-glass bulb give the value 

444° • 51 C. on the perfect-gas scale. They assume the linear expansion coefficient of quartz-glass 

constant and ecpial to 0'54 x 10“'’, which makes the cubical coefficient 1 ’62 x 10“'’. But it appears that 

the linear coefficient vanishes at - 100° C., and is likely to be smaller between 0° C. and 100° C. than at 

higher temperatures. In any case it is unsatisfactory to deduce the cubical coefficient from the linear, 

because the latter is difficult to measure accurately, and may well be different in difierent directions for a 

drawn bulb, especially as quartz-glass cannot be annealed owing to its rapid devitrification at temperatures 

in the neighbourhood of 1,000° C. Direct measurements of the cubical coefficient of a cpiartz-glass bulb, 

by E. J. Harlow (‘Proc. Phys. Soc.,’ Bond., Nov., 1911), employing the method of the mercury weight 

VOL. CCXII.—A 484. B 16.4.12 



PROF. II. L. CxVLLENDAR ON THE VARIATION OF THE SPECIFIC 

which was proposed at the British Association meeting in 1899 as an easily 

reproducible scale of reference for the experimentalist. The correction of the 

practical scale, as above defined, to the absolute scale is so small and uncertain, and 

has so often been applied incorrectly, that its application appears more likely to lead 

to confusion than to improved agreement in experimental work. 

The specific heat of water at 15° C. has often been adopted as the standard. It 

exceeds that at 20° 0. by little more than 1 in 1,000. The reduction from 15° C. to 

20° C. can be efiected with comparative certainty, but does not materially affect the 

question of the variation of the specific heat, since all the values are altered nearly in 

the same proportion, and few results are accurate to 1 in 1,000. 

Begnault’s Experiments, 100° C. to 200° C. 

Begnault operated by mixing 10 litres of water from a boiler at various tempera¬ 

tures between 107° C. and 187° C. with 100 litres of water in a calorimeter at the 

atmospheric temperature. His ol)servations gave directly the mean specific heak^ of 

water from the temperature and pressure of the l)oiler to the final temperature of the 

calorimeter at atmospheric pressure in terms of the mean specific heat between the 

initial and final temperatures of the calorimeter. The results did not give any direct 

eA'idence with regard to the variation of specific heat between 0° G. and 100° C., but 

were fairly consistent over the range 100° C. to 200° C. with the assumption of his 

well-known parabolic formula 

s,* = 1-f 0-002(^/100)+ 0-003 (^/100)2.(2) 

for the mean sj^ecific heat between 0° C. and t° C. 

Howland’s discovery, in 1879, that the specific heat of water diminished by about 

1 per cent, between 0° G. and 30° G., showed that Begnault’s formula could not 

possibly be correct at low temperatures, and necessitated a recalculation of his 

thermometer, and assuming the absolute expansion of mercury from the observations of Callendar and 

Moss (‘Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,’ A, vol. 211, pp. 1-32) give a value 1 -00 x between 0° C. and 100° C., 
increasing to 1 "50 x 10“'^ between 0° C. and 184° C. If this should be correct, the result of HOLBORN and 

Henning would require to be raised by 0°’10 C., giving 444°'61 C. on the absolute scale. It is hoped 

that experiments now in progress by N. Eumorfopoulos by the constant-pressure method, with a quartz- 

glass thermometer of the Callendar type, will throw further light on this important point. It would 

appear in any case that formula (1) gives a better apjiroximation to the absolute scale of temperature than 

has previously been supjjosed. It has been possible for the last twenty years to obtain jilatinum for 

thermometric purposes of the same unvarying degree of purity, giving a temperature coefficient approxi¬ 

mating to O'00390, and a practically constant difference-coefficient. It seems, therefore, preferable to 

eliminate errors of observation of the sulphur boiling-point, and differences of opinion as to its absolute 

value, by assuming a standard value 1'50x10“^ for the difference-coefficient in the definition of "the 

practical scale. 

* More accurately, the change of total heat E+jiv. 



HEAT OF WATER, WITH EXPERIMENTS BY A NEW MEITIOD. *) 
•J 

experimental results. Tliis was undertaken by J. M. Gray (‘ Proc. Inst. Meclr 

Eng’./ 1899) who found that the data given l)y Kkgnault did not i]i all cases agree 

with liis calculated results, the discrepancies occasionally reaching 2 or 3 per cent. 

It appeared, from measurements of the original apparatus, that in all these cases the 

recorded quantity of water exceeded the total capacity of the calorimeter. Gray' 

concluded that IIegnault’s calculations were probably correct, and that the dis¬ 

crepancies arose from deficient information or erroneous entries in the data columns. 

Adopting this assumption, it is possible to recalculate Regnault’s observations, 

allowing for the known variation of the specific heat from 0° C. to 30° C., and to 

express his results for the mean specific heat from 0° G. to t° C. in terms of the 

specific heat at 20° C. The separate observations, reduced in this manner, are 

represented l)y the small crosses in fig. 1. The large crosses surrounded by circles 

indicate the means of each group. The general effect of this reduction is to Indiig the 

results on the average about 2 parts in 1,000 below Pi,egnault’s original formula. 

The correction is fairly certain, and is less than the discrepancies between the 

observations in any one group. 

The probable errors of Regnault’s thermometers remain to be considered. These 

have not been included in the reduction, as being much less certain, because the 

original thermometers cannot now l)e recovered and tested. It appears from recent 

observations on the absolute expansion of mercury, and on the pressures of steam 

between 100° C. and 200° C. that Regnault’s temperature scale over this range did 

not differ materially from that given* by formula (l). It is certain, however, that 

Regnault was ignorant of the phenomenon of the temporary depression of zero of a 

mercury tliermometer when heated, and that he was unable to detect any systematic 

B 2 
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difference between the mercury and gas scales of temperature over the range 0° C. to 

100° C., both of wliich facts would appreciably affect the reduction of the readings of 

the thermometers employed for observing the rise of temperature in the calorimeter. 

The correction for these two sources of error combined might reduce Regnault’s 

values by 5 or 6 parts in 1,000 if the thermometers he employed were of French 

“ cristed ” glass. In any case the reduction could hardly be less than 2 or 3 parts in 

1,000. This would bring the observations into fairly good agreement with my 

extrapolated formula, indicated by the lower curve in fig. 1, but the corrections 

involved are so hypothetical that no great stress can be laid on them. The only 

satisfactory solution is to repeat the observations, for which I have affeady made 

such preparations as my scant intervals of leisure will permit. In the meantime we 

may regard Regnault’s observations as giving, with some degree of probability, the 

rate of increase of the mean specific heat between 100° C. and 200° C., although the 

absolute values given by his formula probably require reduction by about 0'4 per cent. 

It should be observed that, even if all the corrections could be applied with certainty, 

the order of accuracy of his final results could not be expected to exceed 1 or 2 parts 

in 1,000, because the calorimetric thermometers were read to 0°'01 C. only on a rise 

of temperature of 8° C. to 15° C., and the individual observations in each group show 

corresponding discrepancies from the means. Regnault himself did not claim any 

higher order of accuracy, and endeavoured to indicate this by the values of the 

coefficients given in his formula. 

Range 0° C. to 100° 0. (Ludin). 

Many of the investigations by able experimentalists extending over the range 0° C. 

to 100° C. have given rates of variation exceeding 10 per cent, per 100° C., which 

were doubtless due to defective experimental methods and insufficient appreciation of 

the real difficulties of the problem. Such results are of no value except as an 

indication that the problem is not quite so simple as it appears at first sight. The 

first investigation in which sufficient attention was given to the well-known difficulties 

of mercurial thermometry, was that of E. Ludin (‘ Die Abhangigkeit der specifischen 

Warme des Wassers von der Temperatur,’ Inaug. Diss. Zurich, 1895), carried out by 

the method of mixtures under the direction of Prof. Pernet. His observations gave 

directly the mean specific heat over eight different ranges of temperature above 

18° C., and two different ranges below 11° C., in terms of the mean specific heat over 

the range 11° C. to 18° C. The variation of the actual specific heat was deduced by 

assuming a formula of the type 

s = 1at-\-hd + cd,.(3) 

and calculating the values of the coefficients by the method of least squares to agree 

with the observed ratios of the mean specific heats over the various ranges. This 

method is somewhat indirect, and makes the result depend to some extent on the 
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particular type of empirical formula chosen. The formula given hy Ludin for the 

actual specific heat s was as follows* :—■ 

.s = 1-0-OOU76668^ + 0-000019598^'-0-00000011G2^' .... (4) 

±0-0000025 ±0-0000040 ±0-000000030. 

The probable errors of the several coefficients, as calculated by Ludin, are given in 

the second line below the coefficients to which they apply. It would appear that this 

type of formula is unsuitable for representing the variation of specific heat of water 

from 0° C. to 100° C., because the coefficients come out relatively large and of 

opposite signs. For instance, the value of the specific heat at 100° C. is made up as 

follows, according to Ludin’s formula :— 

.s- = 1-0-076668 ±0-00025 

+ 0-19598 ±0-040 

-0-1162 ±0-030 

Sum = 1 + 0-0031 ± ? 

The small difference 0-0031, representing the required variation of the specific heat, 

is less than 1 per cent, of the sum 0-388848 (taken without regard to sign) of the 
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terms by which it is represented, and is only a tenth of the probable error of either of 

the last two terms. It is obvious d 2^nori that a measurement of the mean specific 

heat between 18° C. and 89° C., combined with a measurement between 18° C. aiid 

* Ludin’s results have since been corrected by reference to a comparison made by Thiesbn, Scheel, 

and Sell between the French “Terre Dur” and the Jena 16^^^ glass thermometers. This reduction is 

somewhat uncertain, and does not affect his values materially except in the neighbourhood of 0° C. His 

original formula has been retained for purposes of discussion, because it is more nearly correct between 

0° C. and 20° C., and because it was employed by Messrs. Bousfield in their comparisons. There is an 

obvious misprint in Ludin’s corrected formula as cpioted in the ‘Fortschritte der Physik,’ 1900, IL, p. -304, 

but the tables appear to be correct. Ludin’s ratio of the mean specific heat from 0° C. to 100° C. to the 

specific heat at 20° C. is reduced from 1 • 0063 to 1 • 0058. His value for the specific heat at 90° C. is 

reduced from 1'0136 to 1 ’0127 in terms of the specific heat at 20° C. 
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97° C., could not give very certain information with regard to the actual specific heat 

between 89° C. and 97° C. The observations themselves, giving the ratios of the 

mean specific heats over different ranges, cannot be represented graphically in relation 

to the curve of actual specific heat represented by formula (4), which is shown by the 

dotted line in fig. 3. It is easy, however, to deduce the corresponding formula for 
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the mean specific heat from 0° C. to t° 0., shown in fig. 2, in relation to which the 

observations may be represented by a slight reduction (as in the case of Regnault’s 

observations) which does not materially affect their relative errors. The individual 

observations at each point are shown by the small crosses. The large crosses 

surrounded by circles represent the means of each group. The full curve, marked 

Lupin’s formula, represents the equation 

.V = l‘0084-0-00038656^ + 0-000006588^"-0-00000002929^® . . . (5) 

which gives the mean specific heat from 0° C. to t° C. by Ludin’s formula in terms of 

the specific heat at 20° C. taken as unity. The group means are seen to differ by less 

than 1 in 1,000 from Ludin’s curve. It must be remembered, however, that the 

observations in each group were all taken consecutively under the same conditions 

with the same calorimeter and thermometers, and would give no indication of possible 

constant errors. Thus in Ludin’s method of operation it was necessary to vary the 

quantity of hot water introduced into the calorimeter from 460 gr. at 30° C. to 

102 gr. at 90° C., with a corresponding variation in the initial water content of the 

calorimeter, and in the temperature of the walls above the water level. In spite of 

the great care taken in reading the thermometers and applying all corrections to 

0°’001 C., the results of consecutive observations under the same conditions often 

differ by 2 or 3 parts in 1,000, especially near the ends of the range. This is probably 

due to the uncertainty of heat loss or gain during the transference of the hot water 

to the calorimeter, of which no account could be taken. Such gain or loss would 
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vary, on the whole, systematically with the temperature of the hot water, and would 

inevitably lead to constant errors. 

It will be observed, on reference to fig. 1, that Ludin’s formula for the mean 

specific heat, when extrapolated, gives results agreeing closely with IIegnault’s 

observations up to 130° C. But this is really without significance, because 

Regnault’s results, as plotted, are not corrected for the probable errors of his 

calorimetric thermometers, and would certainly require to be further reduced. 

Ludin’s curve, if extrapolated to 200° C., would give results about 10 per cent, too 

low, and is obviously of a type which cannot be trusted for extrapolation. It is 

almost inconceivable on any theoretical grounds that the specific heat of water, after 

reaching a maximum at 87° C., should then diminish and increase again. Ludin’s 

method, as already explained, could not be trusted to give certain results with regard 

to the variation of the specific heat near the ends of his range. The experimental 

evidence for the drop in the curve near 100° C. is very weak, and, such as it is, may 

be most readily explained by a slight loss of heat due to evaporation of the nearly 

boiling water on its way to the calorimeter. It would appear almost hopeless to 

obtain reliable results by the method of mixtures with an open calorimeter. 

Regnault’s method, employing a nearly closed calorimeter of large volume, per¬ 

manently connected to the heater by a tube for introducing the water, appears to be 

the only satisfactory means of avoiding the uncertainty of heat loss in transference if 

the ordinary method of mixtures is employed. 

Continuous-Electric Method (Callendar and Barnes). 

The continuous-electric method, in which a steady current of water at any desired 

temperature is heated through a small range of temperature by a steady electric 

current, has the great advantage that it gives directly the actual specific heat over a 

small range at the desired point in place of the mean specific heat over a large range, 

and appears for this reason peculiarly suited for determining the variation of the 

specific heat. The method has been very fully described and discussed in previous 

papers (Callendar, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, 1902, voL 199, pp. 55-148; Barnes, Ioc. cit., 

pp. 149-263), but it appears desirable to enumerate briefly its principal features. 

The form of the calorimeter, being merely a fine-bore tube about half a metre long 

with enlargements at either end for the thermometers, gives a very small water 

equivalent and radiating surface, and permits complete enclosure in a hermetically 

sealed vacuum-jacket, which reduces the external heat-loss to a minimum. The 

vacuum-jacket is surrounded by a water-jacket maintained at a steady temperature. 

The water current is brought to the same temperature as the jacket before passing 

the inflow thermometer. The rise of temperature of the water passing through the 

tube is obtained by a single reading on a pair of differential platinum thermometers, 

sensitive to 0°‘0001 C., and probably in all cases accurate to 0°'001 C., thus avoiding 

nearly all the difficulties of mercurial thermometry. The electric heating current 
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passes through a conductor of bare platinum wire, extending throughout the length 

of the fine-flow tube, and connected at either end to massive terminals of negligible 

resistance in the form of thick copper tubes enclosing the thermometers. These 

terminals serve to define accurately the resistance of the heater, and also to equalise 

the temperatiire along the length of the bulbs of the thermometers. The fineness of 

the flow tube renders any insulation of the conductor unnecessary. Sufficient stirring 

is obtained by causing the water to flow spirally round the thermometer bulbs and 

along the fine tube, or by subdividing the heating conductor. The heat generated by 

the friction of the water current in passing through the tube could be accurately 

measured by observing the difference of pressure between the ends of the tube, but 

its effect on the results was in all cases less than 1 part in 40,000. The electric 

current of 4 to 6 amperes was maintained steady by a battery of very large cells 

(300 ampere rate of discharge) because this permitted an order of accuracy of 1 or 2 

parts in 100,000 in the electrical readings and appeared preferable to discontinuous 

hand regulation. For this and other reasons the potential difference on the heating 

conductor was not directly balanced against an integral number of Clark cells, but 

was measured on a carefully calibrated potentiometer, together with the potential 

difference due to the same current passing through a specially designed standard 

resistance of platinum-silver maintained at a constant temperature in an oil-bath. 

As is usual in calorimetric experiments, the accuracy obtainable was limited chiefly 

by the determination of the heat-loss, which was deduced from experiments in which 

the electric and water currents were varied in such a way as to maintain the same 

rise of temperature. The heat-loss for the same rise of temjDerature was found to be 

not quite independent of the flow. It was also found to vary slightly owing to slight 

changes in the vacuum, when the apparatus was maintained for some time at a high 

temperature. It was inferred, however, that the uncertainty from all causes combined 

could not have exceeded 1 in 1,000 even at the limit of the range, and was probably 

much less at lower temperatures. 

The experiments have been criticised chiefly on the ground of the uncertainty of 

the absolute values of the electrical units ten years ago, but this would not affect the 

question of the variation of the specific lieat with temperature, as there was no 

question of the constancy of the standards employed. It is true that it was not at 

that time possible to secure a direct comjjarison of the Clark cells with the inter¬ 

national standards which have since been established. In default of this I made, 

with the assistance of Mr. King, an absolute determination of the E.M.F. of the cells 

at that time in use in the laboratory, l:)y means of an electro-dynamometer speciallj^ 

designed to read to 1 or 2 parts in 100,000. I was confident that the result of this 

determination, namely, 1’4334 volts for this type of cell at 15° C., would prove 

accurate to at least 1 in 10,000. This lias since been verified independently by 

Wolff and Waters (‘Bull. American Bureau of Standards,’ vol. 4, p. 64, 1907), who 

give the value 1*43330 volts at 15° C., in terms of modern standards, for Clark cells 
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constructed with washed mercurous sulphate according to the specification then 

adopted. 

The idea that the absolute values of the mechanical equivalent deduced from the 

continuous-electric method were uncertain to the extent of more than 1 in 1,000, and 

had recently required correction, appears to have arisen from the fact that some of 

the residts were origdnally expressed in terms of the conventional, or legal, value, 

I'4342 volts at 15° C., of the Clark cell, adopted twenty years ago. This value was 

known at the time to l)e inaccurate, and was employed merely for the purpose of 

comparing results with those of other observers who had also assumed the conven¬ 

tional value. 

The resistance of the standard platinum-silver coil employed in the current 

measurements was probably known to 1 in 10,000 in terms of then existing standards, 

but it has been suggested that some uncertainty existed with regard to the heating 

effect of the current. The coil was designed with eight wires in parallel, so that its 

rise of temperature in a well-stirred oil-bath when carrying 8 amperes (4 watts in 

each wire), should not exceed 1° C., or 1 in 4,000 increase of resistance. The currents 

actually employed in the specific-lieat determinations gave about 2‘5 watts in each 

wire. It is, therefore, unlikely that the increase of resistance could have been greater 

than 1 in 5,000, even if allowance is made for slight differences between the experi¬ 

mental coil on which the design was based and the actual standard. 

The experiments, made by Profs. Viriamu Jones and W. E. Ayrton, with the 

Lorenz apparatus, which I ordered for McGill College in 1895, had shown (Callen- 

DAR, loc. cit., p. 7l) that the Board of Trade Standard Ohm was probably 2 or 3 parts 

in 10,000 larger than 10® C.G.S. Since the absolute values of the Clark cells as well 

as the platinum-silver resistance were determined witli reference to this standard, the 

absolute values of the mechanical equivalent woidd require to be raised on this 

account by 2 or 3 parts in 10,000. Correction for the heating effect of the current 

would require the results to be lowered to nearly the same extent. Since these 

corrections were nearly equal and of opposite sign, and since both were so small and 

uncertain, it did not appear desirable at the time to correct for either. 

Formula for the Variation from 0° C. to 200° C. 

When the preliminary results of the continuous-electric method were first announced 

at the meeting of the British Association at Dover in 1899, I suggested two simple 

formidae to represent the variation empirically, one covering the range of miiiimum 

specific heat from 20° C. to 60° G., and the other, a simple modification of Regnault’s, 

fitting the first at 60° C. and representing Regnault’s corrected and reduced results 

up to 200° C. The first formula was subsequently modified by the addition of a small 

term below 20° C. to represent more accurately the rapid increase of specific heat as 

the freezing-point was approached. It is for many purposes inconvenient to have to 

deal with different formula covering limited ranges, however carefully they may have 

VOL. ccxii.—A. c 
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been fitted together. I have, therefore, devoted some attention to devising a single 

formula of a suitable type to cover the whole range. Of the many possible types of 

formula which might he devised for the purpose, the following has appeared to me, 

after exhaustive trials of many types from different points of view, to he the simplest 

and the most generally convenient ;—• 

.9 = 0-98536 + 0-504/(;^ + 20) + 0-b084(^/l00) + 0-009(//l00)". ... (6) 

This formula was obtained by combining a formula with Regnault’s coefficients to 

represent the variation from 100° C. to 200° C., with a formula containing a reciprocal 

term to represent the rapid fall in the neighhourhood of 0° C. The value of the 

constant term 0’98536 is adjusted to make = 1 when t = 20° C., which is the most 

convenient temperature in practice to use as a standard of reference. The other 

terms are all small and positive, and can be calculated with sufficient accuracy for all 

possible purposes by means of a 10-inch slide-rule, which is far from being the case if 

a formula of the Ludin type is employed. 

This formula is represented by the full line in fig. 3. The observations of Barnes, 

represented by the crosses, have heen reduced to a unit at 20° C., and corrected for 

the variation of the temperature-gradient in the flow-tube, as explained in my paper 

(/oc. cit., p. 129). The results are plotted in terms of the temperature scale defined 

l)y formida (l), and are not reduced to the hydrogen scale on account of the smallness 

and uncertainty of this correction, as previously stated. It may be observed that the 

agreement of the observations witli the curve would be slightly improved if the mean 

of the large group of observations near 30° C. had been taken as the basis of reduction 

in place of the few observations near 20° C. This would have the effect of depressing 

all the points by 0'00014, but would not alter the form of the curve. It happens that 

the absolute value of the specific heat can be most easily determined by the 

continuous-electric method in the neighbourhood of 30° C., which would naturally be 

selected as the standard temperature if this method were the only one to be 

considered. None of the observations deviate from the curve by more than 1 in 1,000, 

and only seven hy more than 1 in 2,000. The agreement is very good considering 

that the observations were taken with several different calorimeters and thermometers 

at dates extending over more than a year. Taking account of all the changes of 

condition which were made in testing the method, it seems hardly likely that the 

variation of the specific heat given by the formula (6) can be in error by so much as 

1 in 1,000 even at 80° C. 

0° C. -to 300° C. (Dieterici). 

The earlier experiments of Dieterici (‘Wied. Ann.,’ 33, p. 417, 1888), in which ho 

determined the absolute value of the mean calorie (0° C. to 100° C.) by passing a 

current of 0'5 ampere to 07 ampere, measured with a silver voltameter, through a 

resistance of 171 ohms in a Bunsen ice-calorimeter, gave a result 4’2436 + 0'0017 

joules per gr. ° C., assuming the constant of the calorimeter as 15’44 mgr. of mercury 
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per mean calorie from the mean of the values given by Bunsen 15’41, Schuller 

and Wartha I5'44, and Velten 15*47. Taking Rowland’s values for tlie 

mechanical equivalent from 0° C. to 30° C., and assuming a linear increase from 

30° C. to 100° C. to fit with his own value for the mean calorie, Dieterici deduced a 

table {loc. cit., p. 441) for the variation of the specific heat from 0° C. to 100° C., 

which has been frequently quoted and employed for reducing observations. According 

to this table, the mean calorie exceeded that at 20° C. by 1’5 per cent. The specific 

heat at 90° C. was 3 per cent, greater than the value subsequently found by the 

continuous-electric method, but appeared to be in fair agreement with older 

observations. 

Dieterici’s later determinations of the mean calorie (‘Ann. Phys.,’ 16, p. 593, 1905) 

by a similar method, in which the current was reduced to 0’05 ampere and the 

resistance increased to 40 ohms in order to diminish errors due to conduction and 

generation of heat in the leading wires, gave a result 4'1925 joules per gr. ° C., 

exceeding the value 4’187 given by the continuous-electric method by only 1‘4 in 

1,000, which is almost, if not quite, within the possible limits of error of the ice- 

calorimeter. Accepting Dieterici’s value of the specific heat at 20° C., namely, 

0'9974 in terms of the mean calorie, his value for the mechanical equivalent at 20° C. 

would be 4T815, which agrees to 1 in 3,000 with the continuous-electric method. 

Dieterici’s value of the calorie at 20° C. has accordingly been taken in place of the 

mean calorie in reducing his results for comparison with those of other observers. It 

should be remarked, however, that the rate of heat supply in his experiments with 

the ice-calorimeter was 300 times smaller than in the continuous-electric method, and 

that, in order to obtain equally good results with the ice-calorimeter, it would be 

necessary that the uncertainty of the heat-loss should also be 300 times smaller, the 

probability of which is open to doubt. 

Dieterici also redetermined the constant of the ice-calorimeter by an improved 

method, employing sealed tubes of quartz-glass to contain the water at 100° C. The 

value thus found was 15"491 mgr. per mean calorie, exceeding the value previously 

employed by 1 in 300. His results by the same method for the mean specific heat 

from 0° C. to t° C., reduced to his calorie at 20° C. as unit, are indicated by the 

diagonal crosses in figs. 1 and 2. Between 0° C. and 100° C., his results, as shown hi 

fig. 2, agree to 1 in 1,000 with my formula, except for one observation at 14°'6 C., 

where, as he admits, an inferior degree of accuracy was to be expected. For 

temperatures above 35° C. he represents his results for the mean specific heat from 

0° C. to f C. in terms of the mean calorie by the formula 

.V* = 0-99827-0-005184 (^/l00) + 0-006912(^/l00)2 

which gives a minimum at 35° C., agreeing with his observations. He points out 

that the coiTesponding formula for the specific heat at t, 

St = 0•99827-0•010368 (^/l00) + 0•020736 (^/l00)^ 

c 2 
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l)eiiig obtained by differentiation, has an inferior degree of accuracy, which he sets at 

0’3 per cent, in the neighbourhood of 100° C. The curve marked Dieterici, in fig. 3, 

represents this forniida reduced to a unit at 20° C. by dividing lyy the factor 0'9974, 

representing his value at 20° C. Dieterici employs this formula for the actual 

specific heat, s^, in calculating the values given in his table down to a temperature of 

25° C., although it does not strictly apply below 35° C. Below 25° C. his values for 

the specific heat are calculated in a different way, but agree so closely with my 

formula that his curve could not be shown separately. This agreement is very 

satisfactory, but gives rise to a somewhat sharp change of curvature at 25° C., which 

is repeated at 35° C. in his formula for the mean specific heat, and introduces some 

uncertainty in the interpretation or application of the taludated results. Below 

35° C. his talde of mean specific heat appears to represent his experimental results 

between 35° C. and 20° C. (neglecting the discordant observation at 14°’6 C.) with an 

almost linear extrapolation which follows my curve very closely from 20° C. down to 

0° C. Values of the actual specific heat calculated from this table show a rapid fall 

from 1‘0075 at 0° C. to 0‘99I2 at 30° C., and a sudden jump from beloAv 0'9900 up to 

the value 0'9973 at 35° C. If, on the other hand, his table of actual specific heat is 

taken as the basis of calculation, the value of the meau specific heat from 0° C. to 

40° C. comes out 0'9992 in place of 0'9973, given in his other table. The observations 

themselves do not afford any valid evidence for the existence of these discontinuities, 

which might prove very troublesome in the practical application of his tables. A 

single continuous formula, such as (G), presents many advantages in tliis respect, 

especially for representing observatioiis on the mean specific heat, which ought not to 

show sudden changes of curvature. The deduction of the true specific heat at any 

temperature from the mean specific lieat is most uncertain in any case, and the 

observations cannot be said to support the minimum at 25° C., shown in Dieterici’s 

curve for the actual specific heat. The uncertainty in the reduction of the results 

from 0° C. to 35° C. must afiect the whole form of tlie curve, and even the apparent 

discrepancy of 0’4 per cent, at 100° C., shown in fig. 3, does not exceed the limits of 

possible error in the calculation. 

Apart from variations in the fundamental constant (depending possibly on the 

quality of the ice formed), and uncertainty of tlie correction for creep of zero, which 

might give rise to accidental errors, the main source of systematic error in Dieterici’s 

method would he in tlie correction for the water equivalent of the quartz-glass bulbs, 

and in loss or gain of heat during transference from the heater to the calorimeter. 

The water equivalent of each bulb was calculated from its mass by means of a formula 

for the variation of the specific heat of quartz, which is appropriate if there is no 

heat-loss in transference. It appears probable, however, that bulbs of different form 

and thickness would experience different losses in transference. In fact, a small 

systematic error of this kind is indicated bj^ the observations themselves, and might 

produce appreciable errors at the higher temperatures. 
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Below 100° C. the uncertainty would probably not exceed 1 in 1,000, as the 

thermal capacity of the bulbs employed was only a quarter of that of the contained 

water. From 130° C. to 220° C. all the observations, except one at 130° C., were 

made with bulbs having a thermal capacity nearly equal to that of the contained 

water. In the observations at 100° C., 109° C., and 130° C., where both thick and 

thin bulbs were employed, the results deduced from the thick bulbs, assuming the 

same formula for the specific heat of quartz-glass, were systematically higher by 0‘12, 

0'17, and 0'23 per cent, respectively than those deduced from tlie thin bulbs. The 

point shown at 156° C. in fig. 1, which is the lowest depending entirely on observa¬ 

tions with the thick bulbs, shows so great an increase, when compared with 

Regnault’s ol)servations, as to suggest a systematic error of this kind. Assuming 

that the error might amount to OT per cent, in the mean specific heat at 100° C. with 

the thin bulbs, and that it would probably increase in proportion to the temperature 

and to the relative thermal capacity of the bulbs, it would amount to 0‘8 per cent, at 

200° C., which would be more than sufticient to bring the results of Dietebici into 

agreement with the most probable reduction of Regnault’s observations as indicated 

by my formula. A similar uncertainty would appjly with greater force to the 

experiments at higher temperatures where the thermal capacity of the quartz-glass 

bulbs amounted to four times that of the contained water. The heat-loss in 

transference might have been in part eliminated from the results for water by using 

the same hulbs full and empty at each temperature, but even in this case the accuracy 

of the results for water would have been reduced to about a fifth with the thickest 

bulbs. 

The large correction for the water ecpfivalent of the bulbs, which could not easily 

be reduced, is a serious objection to Dieteeici’s method as compared with Regnault’s 

at the higher temperatures. Below 100° C. this source of error is unimportant as 

compared with evaporation losses incurred in transferring hot water when exposed to 

evaporation, as in Ludin’s method. On this account there would probably be little 

hesitation in preferring Dieterici’s results to Luuin’s between 0° C. and 100° C., if 

it were not that, within the last year, Messrs. W. R. and W. E. Bouseield (‘ Phil. 

Trans. Roy. Soc.,’ A, 1911, vol. 211, pp. 199-251) have succeeded in reproducing 

Ludin’s results with remarkable fidelity by a method of electric heating with a 

vacuum-jacket calorimeter, which presents many ingenious and novel features. 

Owing to the uncertainty in the reduction of Dieterici’s results for the specific heat 

at 20° C., it might naturally be argued that his curve for the mean specific heat 

should be fitted to Ludin’s at a higher temperature, such as 60° C. or 70° C. This 

could easily be done by raising all the points representing Dieterici’s observations in 

fig. 2 by only 0'25 per cent., in which case .they would nearly aU agree with Ludin’s 

curve to 1 in 1,000 except those below 30° C., where Dieterici admits a larger 

possible error. It would then appear that Messrs. Bouseield, Ludin, and Dieterici 

were in fair agreement in assigning a much higher value to the mean specific heat 
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from 0° C. to 80° C. than that assigned by the continuous-electric method, and that 

the error probably lay with the latter. It is usual to take the curves for the actual 

specific heat in making these comparisons, but these do not represent the observations 

themselves, except in the case of the continuous-electric method, and little can fairly 

be deduced from such a comparison (though Dieterici, Ludin, Bouseield, and many 

others have adopted this method), owing to the great uncertainty involved in 

deducing the actual from the mean specific heat. There is no similar uncertainty in 

deducing the mean from the actual specific heat, so that the method adopted in fig. 2 

is the more appropriate. Since the evidence for the slow rate of increase of the 

specific heat between 60° C. and 100° C., in the continuous-electric method, rested 

chiefly on half-a-dozen observations taken under conditions of exceptional difficulty, 

it appeared desirable to confirm them, if possible, over this range by an entirely 

different method, at least equal in accuracy. 

Continuous-Mixture Meth od. 

If two steady currents of fluid at different temperatures are passed through an 

arrangement of concentric tubes called a “heat exchanger,” it is clear that, neglecting 

external heat-loss or gain, the loss of total heat by the hot current will be equal to 

the gain of total heat by the cold current. By measuring the currents and the 

temperatures of inflow and outflow, we have all the data required for determining 

the ratio of the mean specific heats over tlie respective ranges. This method does 

not appear to have been applied to any extent in accurate calorimetry, on account of 

the experimental difficulties involved in regulating and measuring the currents and 

the temperatures simultaneously to a sufficient order of accuracy. As applied to the 

variation of the specific heat of a single fluid, the method permits of a most important 

simplification which does not appear to have been hitherto noticed. In place of 

employing two separate currents, each of which must be measured and regulated to 

the limit of accuracy, the same current is passed twice through the heat exchanger, 

first as a hot current, and then, after suitable cooling, as a cold current, or vice versa. 

If there is no leakage the ratio of the currents is always one of equality, and a 

comparatively rough determination of the absolute value of the current suffices for 

the application of small corrections. The experimental problem is reduced to the 

regulation and measurement of the temperatures, which, taken by itself, is compara¬ 

tively easy. The method possesses the advantage, common to all continuous-flow 

methods, that a knowledge of the water equivalent of the calorimeter and of its 

variation with temperature is not required provided that the conditions are fairly 

steady. There is no uncertainty of lieat-loss in transference, or by evaporation, as 

with an open calorimeter. It is also easy, by a suitable arrangement of the flow- 

tubes, to reduce the external heat-loss almost to a vanishing quantity without the 

employment of vacuum-jackets or elaborate precautions in lagging. The method 
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requires considerable variation in detail to suit different ranges of temperature, and is 

in some ways less direct than the electric method, l)ut it is peculiarly suitable as a 

means of independent verification. 

(ireyieral Arrangement of the Apparatus. 

The continuous-mixture metliod was primarily designed for determining tlie 

variation of the total heat of water at temperatures above 100° C., where the 

continuous-electric method appeared to present greater difficulties. But, as the 

arrangements for this were not complete, it was decided to apply the method in the 

first instance as an Independent test of the accuracy of formula (6) over the range 

60° C. to 100° C., where it differed most widely from those of LiiDm and Bousfield. 

The arrangement adopted for this purpose will be readily understood from the 

diagrammatic scheme in fig. 4. 
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The current of air-free distilled water is supplied from a boiler C in which the 

level is kept constant by means of a float-feed B, from an auxiliary tank A, maintained 

at a temperature of about 80° C. From the boiler the current passes with a fall of 

about 15 feet to a reservoir r>i surrounded by a steam-jacket, in which it is again 

raised to the boiiing-point before entering the exchanger E. 

Tliere is an air-trap at the top of the reservoir D, and 

similarly at each of the highest points of the circulating 

system, to facilitate filling the apparatus completely with 

water before starting tlie flow. Just before entering the 

exchanger E, the current passes through thermometer- 

pocket Tj, the construction of which is shown on a larger 

scale in the section of the exchanger, fig. 5. In order to 

protect the thermometer-pocket itself from loss of heat, the 

current is made to circulate upwards through a jacket-tube 

surrounding the thermometer-pocket before circulating 

downwards past the thermometer. Any small loss of heat 

which may occur before reaching the thermometer is 

immaterial. The tliermonieter-pockets and other tubes 

throughout the exchanger are made of thick copper, with 

deep screw-threads carefully fitted to produce a spiral 

circulation of the current. After passing thermometer T^ 

the current flows downwards through the central tube to 

the Ijottom of the exchanger and thence upwards through 

a concentric tube, where it loses heat to the cold current. 

Its temperature on first leaving the exchanger is taken by 

a thermometer Ta in a pocket constructed similarly to Tj, 

but not shown in fig. 5, in order to avoid confusion. The 

thermometer-pockets are all connected to the exchanger by 

thin tubes about 2 cm. to 3 cm. long and O'5 cm. bore. 

These connections are exaggerated in the diagram, fig. 4, 

so as to permit the general course of the circulation to be 

more easily followed. After leaving T2 at a temperature 

between 60° C. and 70° C., the current passes through 

a cooling-tube F surrounded by an easily regulated jacket 

of cooling water ; thence through a long tin spiral immersed 

in a large cooling tank G to steady the temperature, 

before reaching a similar spiral in the regulator tank K, where its temperature 

is reduced precisely to that required for the cold current. From the regulator 

tank the current passes directly through the thermometer-pocket T3 before entering 

the exchanger again as a cold current. In order to prevent loss of heat from the 

exchanger to the regulator tank in which it is immersed, the current, at very 

Fig. 5. 
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nearly the same temperature as the regulator tank, first circulates downwards 

through the outer jacket J and then upwards through the next inner tube, where it 

comes in contact with the hot current, emerging finally through the thermometer- 

pocket T4, whence it passes to the collecting bottle, where the flow is measured from 

time to time. The head being maintained constant, steady currents of suitable 

values are obtained by fitting exit tubes of various bores between and the 

collecting bottle. From the collecting bottle the water is continuously returned to 

the heater on the floor above by means of a small rotary pump. With the exception 

of the heat exchanger itself, the details require considerable modification for different 

ranges of temperature. But the arrangement above described has been found to 

work very well for comparing the mean specific heat from 70° C. to 100° C. with the 

mean specific heat from 30° C. to 60° C., and will sufficiently illustrate the general 

nature of the method. 

With a flow of 10 c.c. per second the heat-exchange amounts to about 300 calories 

per second, and the external heat-loss with the arrangement above described can be 

reduced to less than a tenth of a calorie per second, or about 1 in 3,000 of the total 

quantity measured. Owing to the relatively small thermal capacity of the exchanger, 

and to the fact that the distribution of temperature is nearly independent of the 

flow, the conditions become steady to 0°‘002 C. in a few minutes when the flow is 

changed. The accuracy attainable depends chiefly on the limit of accuracy in reading 

the thermometers. 

The Platinum Thermometers. 

The thermometers employed were of my usual pattern in glass tubes, with leads 

partly of silver and partly of platinum, insulated by mica discs, spaced at intervals of 

2 cm. throughout the length of the tube by means of mica crosses. Spacing the discs 

by means of mica crosses appears preferable to spacing the discs by long thin tubes of 

biscuit porcelain, as commonly practised by many makers, because the porcelain tubes 

are more hygroscopic than the mica. They also make the compensation less sensitive 

by shielding the leads. The thermometer coils were of pure standard wire, O’Ol cm. 

diameter (0"'004), and the ends of the compensating leads were connected by fusing 

on a short piece of the same wire to eliminate any conduction effects which might 

exist. Thick platinum leads extended for a distance of 7 cm. from the coil, where 

they were fused to silver leads. The object of this is partly to avoid possible 

contamination* of the fine wire with silver and partly to diminish conduction along 

the tube near the bulb. The immersion of the thermometers in the apparatus was 

* From the first I have always adopted this method of construction in my own thermometers for 
accurate work at high temperatures. It seems likely that many of the small variations of zero and 
difference-coefficient, found by careful observers, are due to contamination of the fine wire with gold or 
silver solder at its junction with the copper or silver leads. Holborx and Henning, in their recent paper 
(he. cit.), attribute some of the small variations of their platinum thermometers to this causa 

VOL. CCXII.—A D 
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15 cm. At the head of each thermometer the silver leads were soldered to flexible 

copper leads, 3 m. long, with amalgamated copper terminals fitting the mercury cups 

of the compensated box described in a previous paper (Callendae, loc. cit., p. 90). 

This was essential to permit of rapid interchange of the thermometers in taking 

readings. 

The ice- and steam-points were observed on several occasions. The sulphur-point 

was also observed on one occasion, when the following readings were taken:— 

Thermometer. Ti. T2. T3. I4, 

Steam at 100°‘262 C. 1785-39 1783-70 1785-38 1782-39 
Ice at 0° C. 1284-07 1282-84 1284-1] 1281-85 
Fundamental interval. 500-03 499-57 499-98 499-25 
Sulphur reading. 3394-67 3391-26 3394-38 3389-10 
^4 deduced. 422-09 422-05 422-07 422-08 
4 from barometer. 445-22 445-19 445-21 445-21 
4-i?4. 23ffi3 23-14 23-14 23-13 
Difference-coefficient x 10^ . . . 1-505 1-506 1-506 1 - 505 

Readings at the fixed points were taken and corrected for box-temperature and 

coil-errors to one figure beyond that given in the above table (corresponding to 

0°‘0002 C.), but the last figure has been rejected as not being fully significant even at 

the fixed points, and as being beyond the limit of accuracy at the sulphur-point. The 

fundamental intervals of the thermometers were approximately 5 ohms each, or 

500 cm. of the bridge-wire. Thermometers T^ and Tg had been made at the same 

time, by my assistant Mr. W. J. Colebrook, for use as a difierential pair, and had 

been adjusted with special care so that their uncorrected readings agreed to 1 in 

10,000 throughout the scale. Tg and T4 were precisely similar thermometers made at 

different times, with resistances adjusted to about 1 in 1,000. The readings at the 

sulphur-point were taken in succession on the same day, when the barometer was 

falling slightly, in the order T^, T3, T4, Tg. The corresponding temperatures, on the 

gas-scale are calculated from the observed barometer readings by assuming the normal 

boiling-point to be 444°'53 C., and the pressure variation to be 0°’090 C. per mm., as 

found by Chree. The results show tliat all four thermometers agreed in their 

temperature scales to 0°’01 C. at the sulphur-point, which is nearly the limit of error 

of the readings. An iron-tube apparatus was employed for boiling the sulphur and 

the thermometers were fitted with a single screen. Experience has shown that this 

apparatus gives consistently a temperature nearly 0°’10 C. lower than the glass-tube 

apparatus with two screens, as originally described. Allowing for this, the difterence 

coefficients of all four thermometers woifid be within 1 in 1,500 of the standard 

value, lAOxlO-^, for pure platinum when the S.B.P. is taken as 444°‘53 C. 

In any case, this correction (from 1'506 to lAOO) would not affect the scale of 

the thermometers by so much as 0°‘002 C. at 50° C. In my experience, platinum 
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thermometers, when carefully constructed of suitable wire, always agree so closely 

with this scale that it is seldom worth while to make a special determination of the 

difference-coefficient by reference to the sulphur boiling-point. It was, however, 

considered desirable to make the test in the present instance because the apparent 

variation of the specific heat of water depends in a great measure on the thermometric 

scale employed. The thermometers were also compared differentially between O'" C. 

and 100° C. and were found to agree so closely that no differences in their scales 

could be detected. 

Method of Reading the Thermometers. 

The galvanometer employed was of the moving coil type, with a resistance of 

about 13 ohms. Readings were generally taken by the constant-current method 

which I first introduced in 1891. In this method the platinum thermometer is 

connected on the compensator side of the box in series with the box coils, and is 

balanced against a compensated resistance,* equal to, or greater than, the resistance 

of the thermometer at the highest point of the range it is desired to cover, in this 

case 17'84 ohms. With this arrangement the current through the thermometer is 

nearly the same at all temperatures, since the resistances on both sides of the bridge 

are kept nearly constant. The current through the thermometer was approximately 

0‘005 ampere, and was adjusted so that the deflection of the galvanometer was 1 mm. 

at 1 metre on reversal for a change of temperature of 0°‘001 C. Readings were 

taken by setting the contact-point on the bridge-wire as exactly as possible with a 

lens to the nearest millimetre, and then observing the small deflection of the 

galvanometer on reversing the battery. The definition was so perfect that it was 

jjossible to read to 01 mm. of the scale, or 0°‘0001 C., by the galvanometer deflection 

when the temperature was steady. But this was the case only at the fixed points. 

No attempt was made to read nearer than 0°'001 C. at other temperatures, but the 

provision of ample sensitiveness greatly facilitated quickness and certainty of reading. 

The constant-current arrangement of the measuring apparatus possessed special 

advantages for the continuous-mixture method, because it was necessary to read four 

* These compensated resistances are very useful in accurate resistance measurements or platinum 

thermometry. They are best constructed of platinum-silver, wound on mica and annealed in situ at a dull 

red heat, compensated by a small resistance of pure platinum, having an equal temperature increment, 

and connected in the opposite arm of the bridge (Callendar, ‘ Brit. Patent,’ No. 14,509, 1887). The 

two coils may conveniently be enclosed in a glass tube with compensated leads like a platinum thermo¬ 

meter, and the point of zero temperature-coefScient may easily be adjusted as near to 20° C. as desired. 

In this case the whole change of resistance of the combination between 0° C. and 40° C. is less than 1 in 

100,000, and the change between 15° C. and 25° C. is only 1 in 2,000,000. The best specimens of 

manganin generally have a temperature-coefficient of 2 or 3 in 100,000 per 1° C. at 20° C., which is more 

than 100 times as great; but even if the point of zero-coefficient for manganin could be adjusted to 

20° C., the changes in the neighbourhood of 20° C. would be more than 10 times as great as with the 

platinum-silver coil compensated with platinum. For a further discussion of this point see Callendar, 

‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 199, p. 89, 1902. 
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thermometers at different temperatures in rapid succession. It was important that 

the sensitiveness of the galvanometer should be the same for each, and it was 

desirable that the rise of temperature produced by the measuring current should be 

nearly the same for each thermometer. This last condition is approximately secured 

by keeping the current constant. ChapPuis and Harkee (‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, 1900, 

p. 62 ; Callendar, loc. cit., p. 93) proposed to do this by keeping the watts 

constant, adjusting the current C to suit the value of R. But the emissivity of the 

wire increases somewhat more rapidly than R, so that the rise of temperature due to 

C at different points of the scale is nearly proportional to C^. The rise of temperature 

produced by a current of O'OOS ampere at 30° C. was measured and found to be 

0°‘0066 C. The rise at 100° C. was found to be 0°'0063 C. Assuming that the 

variation between these limits was regular, it was evident that it could not produce a 

systematic error of the temperature scale greater than 0°’0001 C. between the limits 

0° C. and 100° 0. In measuring the mean specific heat over a range of 30° C., a 

limit of accuracy of 0°'001 C. in the. thermometric readings appeared to be ample, 

because this would amount to only 1 in 30,000 of the heat measured, and it was 

hardly to be expected that the external heat-loss could be determined with a much 

higher order of accuracy than 1 in 10,000. 

Theory of the Continuous-Mixture Method. 

If X is the external heat-loss in calories per second, and Q the water current in 

grammes per second, the equation connecting the mean specific heats ^4,3 over the 

ranges h to t^ and ^4 to t^ for a single value of the flow Q is evidently 

^1,2 (b b) ~ '^4,3 (b b) +X/Q.(7) 

If the heat-loss X could be neglected by sufficiently increasing the flow, this equation 

would give the required ratio of the specific heats directly, being simply the inverse 

ratio of the temperature ranges. In any case, if X is small and Q large (say 10 to 

20 gr./sec.), this would give a good first approximation, better than 1 in 1,000 if X is 

less than 1 in 1,000 of the whole heat exchange. Assuming that the temperature 

distribution in the exchanger, and consequently the heat-loss X, does not vary 

appreciably when the flow is changed within reasonable limits, a second approximation 

could easily be secured by employing the first approximation to evaluate the heat-loss 

for a small flow, say 1 gr./sec., and employing the value so obtained for the large 

flow; or the heat-loss X might be directly eliminated by subtracting one equation 

from the other if the temperature ranges were so nearly the same that the values of 

the mean specific heats could be assumed to be the same for the small flow without 

sensible error. This method of reduction would undoubtedly give good results if the 

losses were small. In practice, however, it is impossible to secure exact similarity in 

the temperature distribution for flows varying in the ratio of 10 to 1, and it is, 
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therefore, preferable to adopt a method of reduction depending on some assumed 

variation of the total heat. This appears at first sight a less direct method, but is 

peculiarly appropriate when the primary object of the experiment is to verify formulse 

already obtained by different methods. 

Variation of the 'Total Heat. 

The variation of the total heat is not so familiar as the variation of the specific 

heat, but since the change of total heat between given limits is the quantity actually 

measured in a calorimetric experiment, the total heat is generally the most useful 

quantity to tabulate for experimental purposes. The numerical value of the total 

heat h from 0° C. to t° C. in terms of a unit at 20° C. differs but little from t over the 

range 0° C. to 100° C. It is, therefore, convenient to write 

h = t + dh,.(8) 

where dh is the small excess of h over t at any temperature, which may appropriately 

be called “ the variation of the total heat.” 

The value of dh given by Ludin’s formula (5) is 

dh = 0-84 -3-8656 y + 6-588 f—Y-2-929 (— 
100 Vloo/ Vloo/ \ioo 

whence the value at 100° C. is 0-84 + 6-588 —3-8656 —2'929 = +0-633. 

The corresponding formula for dh deduced from my formula (6) representing the 

results of the continuous-electric method is 

d/i = 1-1605 logio^^-1-464 -^+0-42 f—Y +0-30 f-^Y, . . (lO) 
^ 20 100 \100/ VlOO/ ^ ' 

whence the value at 100° C. is 0-903-r464 + 0-420 + 0-300 = +0-159, differing from 

Ludin’s formula by nearly 0-5 per cent. 

These two formulse are represented by the curves in fig. 6. In order to save space. 
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Ludin's curve from 65° C. to 100° C. is represented in three pieces, the curve being 

shifted downwards through 0'200 when it reaches the upper limit of the diagram. 

Rowland’s observations on the mechanical equivalent from 5° C. to 35° C., if plotted 

on the same scale, would agree to 0'003 throughout his range with formula (lO), the 

full curve. His experiments do not, as generally stated, afiPord any conclusive 

evidence of a minimum at 30° C. in the specific heat. Rowland himself considered 

that, owing to the increasing magnitude and uncertainty of the radiation correction 

beyond 30° C., “there might be a small error in the direction of making the 

mechanical equivalent too great at that point (30° C.), and the specific heat might 

keep on decreasing to even 40° C.” The discrepancy from Ludin’s curve in this 

region is less than 1 in 1,000 of the total heat, and is within the limits of error of 

Ludin’s experiments. Formula (6) gives a minimum at 37°’63 C. Ludin’s formula 

gives a minimum at 25°'22 C., which cannot be reconciled with Rowland’s obser¬ 

vations. 

The point at which the specific heat in absolute units can be most accurately 

infei’red from Rowland’s experiments is 20° C., at the middle of his temperature 

range. The value at this point is probably within 1 in 2,000 of 4T80 joules per 

gr.-deg. C. on the scale defined by formula (l). Rowland himself gave the value 4T79 

on the air scale; Day’s reduction of Rowland’s thermometers gave 4’181 on the 

hydrogen scale. The results of Reynolds and Moorby, when corrected to cover the 

range 0° C. to 100° C., give 4T84 joules for the mean calorie. Combining these two 

results we find 4T84/4T80, = I'OOlO, for the ratio of the mean calorie to the calorie 

at 20° C. My formula (lO) would make the ratio I’OOIG, which is fairly good agree¬ 

ment. But Ludin’s formula gives the ratio 1'0063, showing a discrepancy of O'53 

per cent., which would appear to be beyond the possible limits of error of Reynolds 

and Moorby’s experiments, since the extreme variations of their results did not 

exceed 0'36 per cent., and the mean would probably be correct to 1 in 1,000. 

The evidence to be deduced from the observations of W. R. Bouseield and 

W. E. Bouseield {loc. cit.) with regard to the variation of the total heat rests on 

their “point-to-point” experiments over the following ranges :— 

Range of temperature . 0-13°C. 13-27°C. 27—40°C. 40-55°C. 55-73°C. 55-80°C. 

Mean value of J . 4'1937 4'1752 4'1756 4'1935 4'2024 4'2056 

dh deduced 0'058 0'058 0'059 0'124 0'242 0'306 

dll Ludin . . . . 0'057 ’ 0'059 0'064 0'119 0'285 0'371 

The values of the variation dh at the points 13° C., 27° C., 40° C., 55° C., 73° C., 

and 80° C. are deduced from Messrs. Bouseield’s observations by taking their value 

4'1752 for the unit at 20° C. and adding up their values of the total heat for the 

separate ranges. Up to 55° C. they agree very closely with Ludin’s curve, as 

indicated by the crosses in fig. 6. Their values at 73° C. and 80° C. are somewhat 
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lower than Ludin’s, but the discrepancy here is only from 0°‘043 C. to 0°’065 C. 

They considered that the measurements could not be carried beyond this point with 

an open calorimeter owing to the rapidly increasing uncertainty of the lieat-loss due 

to evaporation, “obturator” heating, &c. The general agreement with Ludin’s curve 

is so striking that it would seem at first sight as though it could hardly be due to 

chance. Their methods had no points in common, except that they both used 

mercury thermometers and open calorimeters. 

Reduction of Observations by the Total-Heat Method. 

The curves of variation of total-heat above described and explained, when plotted 

on a scale of 1 mm. to 0°’001 C. for dh, atforded the most accurate and expeditious 

method of reducing the observations by the continuous-mixture method, since it was 

easy to take exact account in this way of small differences of range with different 

flows. If /?i, /?2, hs, Ih are the total heats from 0° C. corresponding to the observed 

temperatures b; L) L) equation (7), when expressed in terms of the total heat, 

becomes 

< Ih — ^h = Ih—k-i + X/Q.(ll) 

Substituting k = t + dh, and writing Xt for the sum b"L + ^.3—L) and 'Edh for the 

sum dhi — dh2 + dhr^—dhi, this equation may be written 

Q (2^-l-2db) = X.(12) 

If the formula assumed for dh is correct, the values of the heat-loss X deduced from 

different flows should be nearly the same for the same temperature range, or should 

vary in relation to the mean excess-temperature of the calorimeter above its 

surroundings. If the formula employed for dh is incorrect, the calculated values of 

the heat-loss X will vary with the flow, and will bear no consistent relation to the 

external conditions. 

As there was some delay in procuring the requisite sizes of solid-drawn copper tube 

for the high-pressure apparatus designed for work at temperatures up to 230° C., the 

appai’atus was in the first instance constructed of ordinary brass tubing with solder 

joints for work below 100° C. The soft-solder joints would not stand high tempe¬ 

ratures, but had the advantage that the apparatus could be taken to pieces I'eadily 

and remade in different forms, to test the effect of variations in the external 

conditions on the heat-loss observed. Thus in order to test for possible errors due to 

conduction of heat along the thin tubes, 2 to 3 cm. long, 5 mm. bore, and 0'5 mm. 

thick, connecting the thermometer-pockets to the exchanger, the connecting tubes 

were replaced by short thick brass cylinders 1 cm. long by 2 cm. in diameter. This 

produced an appreciable effect on the thermometer readings only with the smallest 

flow of 1’25 gr./sec. It was inferred that the conduction error with the thin tubes 

actually employed would be inappreciable even with the smallest flow. 
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A possible source of error to be carefully avoided in the continuous-mixture method 

is leakage of fluid at any point of the circuit between the first and last thermometers. 

Precautions against this were taken in designing the apparatus by making the 

cooling coils and other inaccessible parts of the apparatus of continuous lengths of 

solid-drawn tubing, and arranging all joints and connections as far as possible so as to 

be easily accessible and at all times open to inspection. 

In addition to this, a leakage test was regularly applied each day before starting 

observations, when the apparatus was at a nearly uniform temperature. The boiler 

was disconnected, and a glass tube of small bore was attached to the inflow at the 

top, to serve as an index. Any possible leaks were thus subjected to the full head of 

15 feet. A special test was also made for leakage between the hot and cold tubes in 

the exchanger. A small continuous leak due to strain, amounting to about 1 c.c. per 

hour, was detected on one occasion, and immediately rectified. But, as a rule, the 

movements of the sensitive index were negligibly small, being due merely to slight 

changes of temperature, and more often positive than negative. 

The apparatus was also tested with and without the jacket-tube J, figs. 4 and 5, 

between the exchanger and the regulator tank in which it was immersed. The loss 

from the thermometer-pockets, when unjacketed, was found to be from 1'2 to 1'4 

calories per second, according to the conditions of the experiment, and to be nearly 

independent of the flow, since the mean excess-temperature of the thermometer- 

pockets above the regulator tank, namely + + varied but slightly with 

the flow. The loss from the inner tubes of the exchanger itself, ivJien unjacketed, 

was nearly 2 calories per second, but varied by nearly 20 per cent, of itself when the 

flow was changed in the ratio of 1 to 10. This could easily be foreseen, because the 

cold current was raised to a higher temperature when the flow was small. The actual 

distribution of temperature in the outer tube of the exchanger was observed by means 

of thermocouples, and found to correspond with theory and with the observed changes 

in the heat-loss with flow. The jacket-tube J was designed to intercept this variable 

heat-loss and reduce it to about a tenth for the smallest flow. The mean rise of 

temperature of the jacket-tube for the smallest flow was found to be of the order of 

1° C. The mean difference of temperature between the jacket-tube and the regulator 

was always measured and allowed for in estimating the mean excess-temperature, but 

it was generally less than 0°‘2 C. for the largest flow, corresponding to a heat-loss of 

about 1 in 10,000, which was about the limit of agreement of the temperature 

measurements. It was ultimately, decided to do without jackets for the thermometer- 

pockets at temperatures below 100° C., because the heat-loss from the thermometer- 

pockets at these low temperatures was fairly small and nearly independent of the flow. 

The omission of these jackets considerably simplified the construction and connection 

of the apparatus. The main jacket J for the exchanger was employed in nearly all 

the experiments, because it made the heat-loss so nearly independent of the flow, and 

made the reduction of the observations comparatively simple and certain. 
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For regulating the temperature of tlie cold current, an electric temperature 

regulator was employed of the same type as that used in the continuous-electric 

method, which had been specially designed to prevent hunting. With a 32 c.p. lamp, 

and suitable adjustment of the cooling water, currents up to 20 gr./sec. could be kept 

steady to a few thousandths of 1° C. for considerable periods, over a range from 

20° C. to 35° C. But this was not such an easy matter as might be imagined, owing 

to variations of temperature of the cooling water. 

During the months of May, June, and July, 1911, upwards of 150 complete sets of 

readings were taken, each for a single flow. The upper limit of temperature was 

always nearly 100° C., but the lower limit was varied from 25° C. to 35° C. The 

flow was varied from 1 c.c./sec. to 20 c.c./sec. It is a great advantage of the method 

that it permits the flow to be so widely varied without introducing any serious 

experimental difficulties, but the largest flows were somewhat difficult to regulate, 

and there was no material gain in accuracy beyond about 10 c.c./sec., at which point 

the limit of accuracy of the thermometric readings corresponded with the limit of 

reading the total heat curves. Many variations were tried in the disposition of the 

apparatus, with corresponding variations in the heat-loss, which, even without jackets 

or lagging, seldom exceeded 1 per cent, of the heat-exchange for the largest flow. 

The results of all these experiments were so nearly similar that it will suffice to give 

one example of the detailed readings. The following readings were taken with the 

jacket-tube J surrounding the exchanger, but without lagging or jackets on the 

thermometer-pockets;— 

Obseevations of July 3, 1911. 

Flow gr./sec. Q 10-44 10-47 7-43 4-08 2-55 1-240 
Thermometer ti . . -H 99-980 99-972 99-901 99-702 99-451 98-762 

„ t-2 . . - 68-979 68-989 67-107 64-383 62-996 61-763 

» h ■ • -f 25-442 25-445 25-466 25-524 25-548 25-587 
»J ^^4 • • -56-452 56-436 58-205 60-628 61-567 61-486 

Sum 2/. - 0-009 - 0-008 + 0-055 + 0-215 + 0-436 + 1-100 
'Zdh from curve . . + 0-152 + 0-152 -h 0-153 + 0-154 + 0-152 + 0-148 
Heat-loss X. . . . 1-49 1-50 1-54 1-51 1-50 1-55 

The above table includes observations for five different values of the flow. Each 

flow was maintained steady for about haff-an-hour, during which time two measure¬ 

ments of the flow were taken, and four sets of readings of the thermometers. The 

flows generally agreed to 1 in 500, and the thermometers seldom varied more than 

0°'01 C. in half-an-hour. In the above example the readings for the maximum flow 

were continued for over an hour. Such changes in the thermometer readings as 

occurred during each flow were due partly to change in the barometer and partly to 

change in the temperature of the cooling water, which also made it necessary to reset 

the regulator between each flow, as indicated by the readings of the thermometer 
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It was found on reducing the above observations that insufficient time had been 

allowed for the conditions to become steady after changing the flow from 10'47 to 

7‘43 gr./sec. A change of 0°’016 C. occurred in after the first pair of readings at 

Q = 7'43. All the readings have been included in the mean, hut, if the first pair had 

been rejected, the heat-loss would have djeen I‘50 for this flow. The signs attached 

to the temperatures are those taken in finding the sum ZC The values of Zd/^ were 

taken from the curve given in fig. 6, representing my formula (lO). The values of 

the heat-loss X deduced are nearly the same for all the flows. It should be observed 

that the heat-loss, IffiO cal./sec., is less than 0'5 per cent, of the heat-exchange, 

325 cal./sec., for the large flow, and that the flow could easily be varied in the ratio 

of I to 8. In the continuous-electric method with a vacuum-jacket, the heat-loss at 

92° C. amounted to 4 per cent, of the maximum watts, or 10 per cent, of the 

difference between the flows, on which the result depends. In Reyxolds and 

Moorby’s experiments the heat-loss amounted to 5 or 10 per cent, (with or without 

lagging) of the difference of the loads in the heavy and light trials. In neither case 

could the flow be varied satisfactorily in a ratio greater than about I to 2. The 

continuous-mixture method is undoubtedly preferable to either in this respect, 

since it permits a wider range of variation of the flow, and a greater reduction in the 

heat-loss. The agreement of the values of the heat-loss deduced from the different 

flows by means of foi’inula (lO) is closer than might have been expected, because 1 in 

the last figure of the heat-loss corresponds to 0°‘001 C., or 1 in 30,000 of the heat- 

exchange for the large flow. It may be said that formula (lO) is verified to at least 

1 in 5,000 for the ratio of the mean specific heat from 69° C. to 100° C., where it 

differs most widely from Ludin’s, to the mean specific heat from 25° C. to 56° C. 

Formula (lO) gives 1'0050 for the ratio. Ludix’s formula gives I'OIOI, differing by 

0‘54 per cent. If Ludin’s formula had been employed for the reduction, the heat- 

loss, instead of being nearly the same for the different flows, would have appeared to 

vary from 3‘38 for the largest flow to 1’79 for the smallest flow. The heat-loss 

should, as a matter of fact, have been slightly less for the large flows than for the 

small, because the rise of temperature of the jacket J with the smallest flow was 

rather more than sufficient to compensate for the fall of mean temperature of the 

thermometer-pockets. 

Seeing that the results of the continuous-electric method have now been so closelj^ 

verified by the continuous-mixture method, which is independent of electrical energy 

measurements, it would appear to follow that the discrepancy of I per cent, at 80° C. 

between these methods and those of Messrs. Bousfield and Ludin is to be attributed 

mainly to fundamental differences in the thermonietric and calorimetric methods 

employed. In my continuous-flow methods the troublesome and uncertain corrections 

of mercurial thermometry at temperatures between 40° C. and 100° C. have been 

avoided, and a higher order of accuracy in the temperature measurements has been 

secured by the direct employment of platinum thermometers. Errors due to lag, or 
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to uncertainty of tlie water-equivalent of the calorimeter and its variation with 

temperature, have been practically eliminated by keeping all the conditions steady, 

so that the observations could be pushed to the limit of accuracy of tempei'atui'e 

measurement. Errors due to dissolved air and to evaporation, which are quite 

appreciable at 40° C., and begin to be serious at 50° C., with an open calorimeter, 

have been minimised by keeping tlie water free from air up to the moment of its 

passage into the calorimeter, where it is completely enclosed and protected from 

evaporation. Without presuming to criticise in detail tlie work of Messrs. Bousfield, 

I maintain that tliese difficulties have not been adequately met in tlieir investigations, 

and would inevitably give rise to constant errors, which could not be detected without 

fundamental variations in the conditions of experiment. While their method may 

undoubtedly be suitable for the purpose for which it was originally devised, namely, 

that of comparing the specific heats of similar solutions over the same range of 

temperature, I cannot admit that it afibrds any promise of exceptional accuracy in 

the determination of the variation of the specific heat O'ver different ranges of 

temperature, which is a much more difficult problem. According to my own work 

and that of Dr. Barxes, the whole variation of the specific heat of water between 

10° C. and 80° C. is less than one-half of 1 per cent., and demands the most accurate 

metliods of investigation. The occurrence of so high a maximum as Ludin’s 

experiments show in tlie neighbourhood of 80° C. is theoretically inadmissible, and 

cannot be reconciled with the work of Beynolds and Moorby, or with the corrected 

results of B;EGNAULT, which are satisfactorily represented by my formula. 

Variation of Specific Heat with Pressure. 

The continuous-electric and continuous-mixture methods both compare the varia¬ 

tions of the total heat of the fluid, li — E-|-pc, under the condition of practically 

constant pressure, or give ratios of the values of the mean specific heat at constant 

pressure over dlfterent ranges of temperature. Below 100° C. the pressure is always 

atmospheric, and the variation of the specific heat with pressure does not exceed 1 in 

10,000 per atmosphere. At higher pressures and temperatures it would be necessary 

to take account of the variation of the specific heat with pressure in comparing 

observations taken at different pressures, since the pressure in the apparatus must 

always exceed the saturation pressure at the highest temperature observed. This 

reduction can be eftected with sufficient approximation by means of tlie thermo¬ 

dynamical relation, 

{dsldp)e = —9{dihi/dd“)p. 

The variation amounts to nearly 2 in 10,000 per atmosphere at 200° C. The quantity 

of heat supplied to water in a boiler, maintained at constant pressure and tempe¬ 

rature, per unit mass of water pumped into it at the same pressure but at a lower 

E 2 
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temperature, is the change of total heat at constant pressure, and is a quantity of 

the same khid as that measured in the continuous-mixture method. The work 

wliich is generally included in tabulated values of the total heat, is 

supplied as work by the feed-pump, and not as heat in the boiler. It would amount 

to oidy 1 in 500 of the total heat at 200° C., and might be neglected except in the 

most accurate calorimetric work. 

The quantity measured in Regnault’s method was the change of total heat from 

boiler pressure and temperature down to the final temperature of the calorimeter at 

atmospheric pressure, which may be denoted by the expression (E-l-pi’) — (Ei-t-ppij), 

where the suifix 1 denotes atmospheric pressure at the final temperature of the 

calorimeter. The differential of this is the rate of change of the total heat of water 

under saturation pressure, and exceeds the specific heat at a constant pressure equal 

to that of saturation by the expression \y — 9{d^^/d0)p]{d2)/d9)s^^,whlch amounts to 

nearly 0'3 per cent, at 200° C. The specific heat at constant pressure exceeds the 

so-called “ saturation ” specific heat at the same pressure and temperature by the 

expression 9 {dv/d9)p{d2J|d9)^^^, which amounts to O'G per cent, at 200° C. The values 

of the total heat and the specific heat from 100° C. to 200° C. given in the following 

tables, in so far as they represent a reduction of E,egnault’s observations, must be 

taken as representing the total heat of water and its rate of variation under satura¬ 

tion pressure, and not under constant pressure; liut the uncertainty of the reduction 

probably exceeds the difterence in question. 

The quantity measured by Dieterici was the change of intrinsic energy E of 

water from saturation pressure and temperature in the heater to saturation pressure 

at 0° C., whicli may be denoted l)y E —E^. Neglecting the small change of intrinsic 

eiiergy diie to 1 atmosphere at 0° C., tlie quantity measured by Dieterici is less 

than that measured by Regnault by the expression (jpc—pp’u), which amounts to 

0‘43 calorie at 200° C., or 0'2 per cent, on the mean specific heat. His tabulated 

values of the mean specific heat at 200° 0., when reduced to a unit at 20° C., are 

already 0'8 per cent, higher than my reduction of Regnault’s observations, so that 

tlie discrepancy is increased to 1 per cent, at this point if allowance is made for the 

difterence in the quantities measured. The actual specific heat at t tabulated by 

Dieterici is the rate of increase of the intrinsic energy under saturation pressure, 

which is less than that of tlie total heat E+jic under the same conditions by the 

expression \_d { •pv)ld9\^^^ which amounts to nearly 1 per cent, at 200° C. The specific 

heat tabulated by Dieterici already exceeds that deduced from Regnault by 2 per 

cent, at 200° C., so that the discrepancy is increased to 3 per cent, in the value of 

the actual specific heat at this point. The discrepancy is of the same order as the 

whole variation of the specific heat, and is not nnimportant from a theoretical stand- 

jioint. Accurate experiments at these temperatures are very difficult, but it is clear 

that further experiments are desirable, if any theoiy of the variation of specific heat 

is to be framed or tested, 
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Explanation of the Tables. 

The most useful table in practice is that of the variation of the total heat, which 

also permits the mean specific heat between any limits to be readily calculated. The 

corresponding curve, representing the variation between 0° C. and 100° C., has been 

given in fig. 6, but the scale of fig. 6 does not permit the values to be read with 

sufficient accuracy from the curve as reproduced. It should be observed that it is 

important to tabulate the variation in terms of the specific heat at 20° C. taken as 

unity, and not in terms of the specific heat at 15° C., which is so often taken as the 

standard, l)ecause in the latter case the values of dh from 42° C. to 92° C. would all 

be negative, which would be inconvenient in using the table. If, on the other hand, 

the miiiimum value of s, or the value at 30° C., were taken as the standard, the 

values of dli would be inconveniently large. 

The table gives the values of dh for each degree, and a column of differences is 

added to facilitate interpolation if desired, but the differences are so small for the 

greater part of the range 0° C. to 100° C. that this is seldom required. Above 

100° C. the differences are larger, but the values are here so uncertain that it could 

seldom be worth while to interpolate. The method of using the table is fairly 

obvious, but the following examples may make it clearer. 

To find the total heat h from 0° C. to any point t; add to the exact value of t, 

expressed to 0°'001 C., the corresponding value of dh for the nearest whole degree 

taken from the table, interpolating for fractions of a degree if great accuracy is 

required in a problem depending on small differences. Unless t is known to 0°‘001 C., 
interpolation is unnecessary. 

To find the change of total heat between and t.^; find from the table the corre¬ 

sponding values of dh, namely, d/q and d/q, and add the difierence dl^—dhi to the 

difference with due regard to sign. 

To find the mean specific heat from 0° C. to ^; divide the corresponding value of dh 

by t and add unity. 

To find the mean specific heat between q and q! fbe difierence d/q—d/q, divide 

by the difierence q—q, and add unity. Thus, if the given values are q = 25°'442 C., 
q = 56°'452 C., we find d/q = 0‘073, d/q = 0’037, whence d/q—d/q = —0'036, 

^1,2 == 1 —0‘036/31'0 = 1 —O'OOllG = 0’99884. The result will be correct to 1 in 

10,000, if q—q is not less than 10° C. If the range is less than 10° C., the specific 

heat at the mean point of the range, taken from the table of specific heat at t, is a 

sufficiently close approximatioii in most cases. 

The values of the entropy of water cp i-eckoned from 0° C. are sometimes required, 

and are generally given in steam-tables. Assuming that 0° C. is 273°'10 C. from the 

absolute zero, the formula for the entropy obtained by integrating from 0° C. to t 

formula (6) for the specific heat divided by ^-l-273‘l is as follows ; 

0 = 2-36602 logi, (^ + 273-l)/273-U-0-004586 logio (^ + 20)/20 

-0’01618 (^/l00)-h0-0045 (^/lOO)". 
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If the specific heat were constant and equal to unity the value of <p would be 

2-30259 logio (;^ + 273-l)/273-l. 

The values of the specific heat, total heat, and entropy between 0° C. and 100° C. 

are for a constant pressure of 1 atmosphere. The values above 100° C. are for water 

under saturation pressure. The difference between saturation pressure and 1 atmo¬ 

sphere would not affect the values by 1 in 10,000 below 100° C. 

In conclusion, my best thanks are due to Mr. W. J. Colebrook, Superintendent of 

the Physics Workshop of the Imperial College, and to other members of the staff 

under his direction, for the great care and skill displayed in making and adjusting 

the platinum thermometers and other apparatus required for this investigation. 
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IL A Critical Study of Spectral Series.— Part II. The p aad s Sexpuences and 

the Atomic Volume Term. 

By W. M. Hicks, Sc.D., F.R.S. 

Ecceived January 24,—Read March 7, 1912. 

Notation and Abbreviations. 

Part I. refers to the First Communication on this Subject in the 'Phil. Transj A, 

rot. 210, _p. 57 (1910). 

n = 10®/A = wave number = number of waves per cm. 

Adopted formula «, = A - N/(m + y + almp. 

A is the limit of the series = ti when ni = c&. 

vi, V2 denote the first and second triplet separations. 

Ai, A2 denote the differences in /x which give rise to I'l, V2. 

w denotes the (atomic weight)/100. 

V denotes the atomic volume. 

Rydberg’s notation for the series is adopted. Thus— 

P denotes a principal series, S sharp, D diffuse, F the series in the ultra red whose limits depend 

on the first D sequence. K. and R. call the S the 2nd associated and D the 1st associated 

series. F is often referred to as Bergmann’s series. 

ZnS denotes the three shaiqj series of Zn. 

ZnS2 the second S series of Zn. 

ZnSi (3) the 3rd line in the first S series of Zn. 

HgDoi (3), HgD22 (3) denote respectively the chief line and the first satellite of the 3rd order in 

the second diffuse series of mercury. 

N/(-m +/X + a/TO)2 in any series, say P, is referred to as VP (m), the V standing for variable part. 

K.R. stands for Kayser and Runge. 

E.H. stands for Exner and Haschek. 

The present communication is in continuation of one presented to the Society in 

1909. The greater part of the work was completed at that time, and it was hoped 

that it would be published shortly afterwards. Certain points, however, arose which 

the author was anxious to settle, and this led to a consideration of a number of 

specti’a in which series of the ordinary type had not yet been recognised. He hopes 

to deal with some of the most interesting points which hax'e come to light in the 

VOL. CCXII.-A 485. F Published separately, June 17, 1912. 
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course of that consideration, chiefly connected with the atomic weight term, and the 

constitution of certain spectra, in an ensuing paper. In the present one the 

constitutions of the sequences on which the Principal and Sharp series depend, and 

their relation to the atomic volume of the element, which were brought to light in 

Part I., are further considered in connection with the spectra of the second and third 

groups of elements. It was hoped to have included in the third group the high 

melting-point sub-group Sc, Y, La, Yb, and considerable progress had been made in 

reducing their spectra. They all show doublet series of S and D types, hut their 

complete consideration would have taken so much time, better devoted to the general 

constitutional points which had arisen, that it was decided to postpone it. The 

evident importance, however, of the comparative study of all the elements in the 

same group of the periodic system made it seem desirable to give some attention to 

those elements which might possibly fill the gaps. It is generally acknowdedged that 

these belong probably to elements associated with the rare earths, and their atomic 

weights give some indication of the places they should fill. Their spectra consist of a 

multitude of lines chiefly of medium or small intensity, and their complete discussion 

involves a great deal of time and close attention. All those, however, which the 

author has so far investigated sliow more or less analogous relationships, intimately 

connected, and irresistibly suggesting the debris, so to say, of strong lines. The 

connection is based on certain properties of the atomic weight term referred to above. 

The evidence of the spectrum of Eu leaves little doubt but that it fills the vacant 

space between Cd and Hg. Probably the gap between In and T1 is occupied by Gd. 

A superficial consideration of the spectrum of the latter shows a large number of 

doublets with a separation of 5000."^ This number agrees with its atomic weight and 

its position between In (2212) and T1 (7792). As is well known, the spectrum of Pa 

is quite analogous to those of the Ca group, whilst possibly the gap between it and 

Ba may he filled by another radio-active substance. An attempt has been made to 

allot the S and D series of Eu and Ba and the result is given in Appendix I. In 

response to suggestions made to me in respect of Part I., I have ventured to give in a 

second aj^pendix lists of the S and P series lines of the elements considered in the 

present communication. 

Tlie type of formula used here and in Part I. has been employed by Mogendorff 

in a still earlier paper read before the Boyal Society of Amsterdam in November, 

190G. He there showed that the formula reproduces the lines of Li, Na, Zn, and T1 in 

the diflerent series with great exactness, and stated that he had also obtained 

corresponding formulm for other elements. 

The fact that the series depends in some way on the atomic volume of the element 

has been pointed out by Beinganum. f He showed that if the atomic volumes of the 

2nd group of elements be divided by 4, and those of the 3rd by 6, and if the 

* There are 53 within -50 of 5000, or 76 within 1 A.U. of that value, 

t ‘ Rhys. Zeitsch.,’ 5, p. 302, 
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logarithms of these modified atomic volumes and of the Ihrdts of the S series he 

plotted, then, with the exception of Zn and In, the corresponding points lie roughly 

on a straight line. 

The p-sequence.—In determining the formulm constants for the Sharp series, it 

immediately becomes evident that they are based on the P-sequence, viz., that which 

in the alkalies give the Principal series. It is impossible to get constants based on 

the S-sequence to reproduce the lines within considerable multiples of the possible 

errors. Not only does the P-sequence do so, but it will be found in correspondence 

that the Principal series are formed on the S-sequence, viz., that which in the alkalies 

gives the Sharp series. Confirmatory evidence is also afforded from the facts that 

the relationships between the constants are of a similar kind to those found in the 

alkalies and that the limit of the Principal series (S-sequence) is the same as the 

variable part of the first line of the Sharp whilst that of the Sharp is not rigorously 

the same as the variable part of the first line of the Principal. In other words, VP 

and VS denoting sequences, the limit of the Principal series is VP(l), whilst that for 

the Sharp series deviates considerably from VS (l). This fact renders the notation of 

the sequences introduced in Part I. confusing. The confusion may, however, to some 

extent be avoided if small letters are used to denote sequences and large letters the 

lines or series. Thus, in these elements VP {m) = s {ni) and VS {m) — p) {m). 

The features of the p-sequence, as developed in Part I., are (l) ju = I+/where/is 

a fraction (2) if the denominator be written in the form 1—W {l—m~^) + iu + a7n~^, 

where W is the atomic weight term, a. is negative, ajm is a constant (’215), /x is 

proportional to the atomic volume of the element, andp (l) = S(co). The s-sequence 

has (l) /x =/ a negative, /u about '5 less than the corresponding value for the 

principal and s (l) is not P ( go) but very nearly so, being always slightly less. 

In the alkalies it was found necessary, if Rydbeeg’s relations between the limits of 

the S and P series were to be valid, that a very small term in had to be applied, 

although it was unnecessary, so far as reproducing the lines within observational 

error was concerned. In the present case, also, no term in is required for the 

Zn or T1 groups. In the alkaline earths themselves such a term is required, 

/3, however, being a small fraction of a. 

The formulse constants determined for the various elements are given in Table I. 

They are determined, as a rule, by taking the measures of the first three lines as 

having no observational errors, the limits of variation of constants due to these 

possible observational errors Joeing given in brackets, as in Part I. It is found, 

however, that in the case of Zn, Cd, Hg, Sr it is necessary to allow for these errors if 

the subsequent lines are to come within observational limits. In these cases the 

constants have been slightly modified within permissible limits so as to bring all 

within, and the numbers attached to the constants in the tables are limits allowable 

on these modified constants. There is some uncertainty in the case of Ba. The 

series is ill defined. No lines were assigned by Kayser and Runge to the S series— 
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in fact, they only observed the triplet S (2), Si (3), 8^(3) of the next and Sj (4)—too 

few to give the series. The triplet S (1) was observed first by Lehmann"^ (more 

accurately later by HeemannI) and the series completed and arranged by Saundees.| 

The first three are only sufficient to determine the constants with a only; in the 

analogous cases of Mg, Ca, and Sr the limits so determined have all come out too 

large. Here it makes the calculated values of wave numbers for Si (4) and Si (5) 

differ from those assigned by Saundees by amounts too large respectively by 71 and 

159—in other words, the limits here, also, are much too large if his allocations are 

correct. If we use his allocation of Si (4) and attempt to find constants for we 

get a formula quite out of line with the others. The first impression is to infer tliat 

Saundees’ allocation of the two last lines is quite wrong, but a closer acquaintance 

with other series gives more caution and suggests another way of meeting the 

difficulty. As a fact, it is difficult to represent all the P series, and especially the 

D series by any modification of the simple formulae hitherto used. In the case of AID 

it seems impossible to do so at all. Further, it will be shown in Part III. that the 

atomic weight term plays a very important part in producing new lines or displacing 

expected ones. 

New lines are produced by the addition (or subtraction) of multiples of the atomic 

weight term to the denominators in the formulm which irresistibly suggest modified 

molecular groupings. The full evidence for this .can only come later when these lines 

are being discussed, but as bearing more especially on this part of the sulqect it will 

be convenient here to show how it enables us to explain why in tlie alkalies 

Pydbeeg’s relations S(oo)=^j)(l) hold while the other P(co) = s(l) does not. 

(F, G of Part I., pp. 75-76.) 

If the first term of a series is modified by the addition of a number to the 

denominator, it may still be possible to represent the series by a formula containing 

am~^ only. If, however, the second be also changed in a similar way, it will in 

general not be possible to do so. We shall require a third term, so that the 

successive changes in the denominator produced by the two alterations may be 

represented. If a change be also made in the third line, it may still be possible to 

retain only because it is an addition to a large number {m large), and it may 

still be possible so to apportion the four formulse constants that the calculated 

results err by amounts less than the observational errors. In general, however, tlie 

limit will be considerably wrong. In Ca and Sr the limit with /3m“^ is certainly very 

nearly the correct value. But, as above mentioned, is not sufficient for Ba. 

Now we have before us the results of the discussion of the alkalies, where it was 

found that if Bydbeeg’s relations {i.e., F, G) are both to hold the jj-sequence must 

have a small term and the s-sequence a term in whicli is of the same 

* ‘Ann. der Phys.’ (4), 8, p. G50 (1902). 

t ‘Ann. der Phys.’ (4), 16, p. 698 (1905). 

X ‘ Astro. Phys. Jour.,’ 28, p. 223. 
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order as the a. But the difficulty may be met as follows: If D denotes the 

denominator of s (l) and D' that of P (Qo), the values of D-D' instead of being zero 

are respectively (see Part L, p. 76)— 

Na . . . •002772±(8390); Rb . . . •010696 + (16119), 

-(3210); 

K . . . •009150 + (8716); Cs . . . •01672± ? 

The values of 2W or A are given at the bottom of p. 80, viz. ; 

Na. K. Rb. Cs. 

•000744, -002933, -012887, -032435, 

whence* 

8W = -002976 = -002772 + 1/41 x possible error for Na, 

6W =-008799 == -009151-1/25 X „ „ K, 

2W = -012887 = -010696 + 1/8 x „ „ Kb, 

W = -016217 = -016712- ? „ „ Cs. 

It is thus possible to assert the truth of Rydberg’s relations if they are referred 

to the sequences—but not if referred to the series. The value of the first line of the 

S series is found by adding a multiple of the atomic weight term to the sequence 

term for that line, viz., 8W for Na, 6W for K, 2W for Rb, and W for Cs. The 

essential point now is that the term in does not enter. In any case the 

multiple is to be obtained l^y first determining the real limit of the series and then 

the change in the denominator calculated for m = 1 to correct it to the observed 

value. This suggests a similar explanation for the appearance of the terms in 

the Ca group, either an addition of an atomic multiple to the first term of the 

p-sequence, or the deduction of the same multiple from every term after the first, 

and this suspicion is intensified when we notice that the values of tlie /3 are them¬ 

selves multiples of the atomic weight terms. If we compare the values of /3 and of 

Ao, given in Table I., this is at once clear. We find with extreme closeness 

Mg. Ca. Sr. 

/8 =- 20A,„ I4A2, 3A2. 

To obtain the proper values for the limit it is found necessary to deduct from the 

observed denominators respectively 5A2, 5A2, A2. Ba is too uncertain to get definite 

results from. If all Saunders’ lines belong to BaS and the modification de23ends on 

an addition to the first term only, it is necessary to deduct I2A2 from the first and 

the // and a become so large in comparison with the values for the other elements as 

to render the explanation very doubtful. It can, of course, be met by deducting 

multiples from the second line as well as the first, but we can have no certain grounds 

* Too much weight must not be given to these as the possible errors are so large. 
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to work upon until we can get some evidence as to wliat the limit really is. The 

constants determined for the three elements in this way are given in the following 

scheme. Values for Ba are also given on the supposition that A2 is subtracted in the 

same way as for Sr. 

For 

Mg . . n = 39754-31-N/{m+1-379975-•067249m-'}' add 5A2 for m ^ 1, 

Ca . . = 33981-96-N/{m+l-572477--094220m-'}' „ 5A2 

Sr . . - 31027-58-N/{m + l-640373--097552m-'}' „ A^ 

Ba . . w = 28619-23-N/{m+l-692912--084616w-'}' „ As 

In the following Table II. a comparison of the calculated values with the observed 

is given. The first column under the element gives tlie maximum permissible error 

and the second the difference between calculated and observed. The tliird column, 

under Mg, Ca, Sr, gives the same difference when the lines are calculated from the 

formula in ^m~^. Under Eu no estimates of observational errors are available, and 

the two columns refer to the two series referred to in the text below and in 

Appendix I. In all cases the deviations are only given for the first lines of a doublet 

or triplet. 

It will be seen that the only real deviations from observed values greater than the 

possible are for TTS (4) and CaS(5). In the case of TIS (4) the doublet separations 

given by the observed values is too small by 1-5, and the calculated value corrects 

this. The whole of the calculated values agree so closely with the observed as to 

-make it certain that the error must be in the observed. The observed is 2665-67—a 

transcription error of 2665-76 would bring the two sets in agreement. As to the case 

of CaS(5) the line 3181-40 also gives an incorrect separation which the calculated 

corrects. It has an observed accuracy of -03 A.U., and the calculated differs by 

15 times this amount. It should be noticed, however, that its intensity is higher 

than we should expect, viz., 4 as against 1 for S(5). Moreover it is an enhanced 

line and therefore does not belong to the S-series. It is probable, therefore, that it 

hides the true S line, which should be about 3181-00 and of less intensity. 

A curious point is that in In the 83 lines appear to be more persistent than the S^. 

Kayser and Bunge give a line 2200-0 as 83(8), with possible error "30. The 

calculated, however, deviates by more than 5 times this from the observed, and as 

the formula reproduces the other lines with good accuracy it is probable that 2200 is 

wrongly assigned to 8, or should be 2201-6. 

Connection of a and jx.—The study of the alkalies led to the result that the denomi¬ 

nator of the p-sequence can be tlirown into the form 7)z + l—W (l—-f g(l — 

where W is the atomic weight term, and k is a constant which is about -21520, the 

only exception was for Cs for which a slight modification was required. It is 

important to see whether a similar relationship holds for the analogous sequences in 

the elements now under consideration. In the alkalies W is one-half the difference 
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(a) of the denominators which give the doublet separations. Here, liowever, t)-iplets 

enter and two constants Aj and Ag appear. It is found tliat the Zn, Cd, Ilg grouj) 

follows the same rule if W is taken to be Aa, wliicli is rOughly one-half of Aj, hut, as 

in the case of Cs, a modification is recjiiired for the liigh separations of Hg. Using 

the numbers given in Table I., it will be found that the following forms for the 

denominators hold :—■ 

Zn . . . m+l-W(l-m-')-h-290534(l--21558m-'), 

Cd . . . m-M-W(l-w-')-U359854 (l--21537w-'), 

Eu . . . m-M-W(l-?>r')+-3U993()(l--2124G?n-'),* 

Hg. . . m+l-W/4 -h'317077 (1--21534^1-1). 

The numbers in hi’ackets after each formula give respectively the possible limits of 

variatioii of the k. It is clear that, as in the alkalies, k can easily he the same for all. 

In Mg and the Ca sub-group we have the complication of the additional terms in 

or of the modified form of the sexpience itself with only. In the first case 

/3, as we have seen, is a multiple of A^,. The constant ratio k does not enter now 

unless we nse f3 in place of Ag, in which case ther-e results 

Mg. . . 777 + 1- /3( 1 -777-i) +-382402 (I--21533777-1) +/8777--. /3 = 20As 

Ca . . 777+1- /3(I-777-i)+-574797 (l--215727r7-i)+/3777-k 14As 

S . . . 777+ 1 -2/3(1 -777-1) +-070150 (1--21404777-1) +/3777-11. /3- 3 As 

Ba . 1 

The modified form does not so naturally fall into line. It is, of course, only a 

matter of calculation to put in a term such that the ratio of a//x left over 

is the same constant as in the other cases. If we confine ourselves to multiples of As 

or of A = Ai-f As = 3A2 roughly, and use multiples of these to give aj/j. as nearly as 

possible constant, we get the following results :— 

Mg. . . r/i+l-i5A (l-m-')+'399010 (I--21G247>?-'), 

wi+l-45As (I-7u-')+-398GU5(1-'215457^-0, 

Ca . . . 77i-fl— 9A (l-I-4)09908 (l—'2 1 5 8 5777“^), 

7H+l-27As(l-7i7-') +-G09413 (1--215227>d'), 

Sr . . . 7U + 1- 3A (1-777-1) +-092393 (l--21G027n^'), 

777+1- 9As(1-W7-i) + -G90053 (1--2133G777-1), 

Ba . . . 777+1- 2A (I-777-1)+ -77574G (1--21584777-1), 

777+1- 7As (1-777-1) +-770744 (1--21085777-1). 

* Might quite possibly be '215, see Appendix 1. [also note at end]. 

VOL. ccxri.-A. Cr 
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These last arrangements- are, of course, no argument in favour of the constant ratio 

'21520. They can only be regarded as suggestions of the way in which the 1— 

term may enter if we know that the constant ratio has a real existence, and that this 

modified sequence is the correct form. But in the present state of our knowledge 

nothing is to be gained by attempting a closer approximation. It may, however, be 

noted that the general agreement between the two arrangements A and Ag is due to 

Lhe fact that except for Ba A is roughly SA^. Also as affecting the argument in 

favour of the arrangement, it may be mentioned that a change of unity in the 

multiples of A or Aa in the most favourable dii-ection towaixls the value '21520 affects 

that ratio in the two cases as follows, viz. 

For Mg. . '21380,-21626; Ca. . '21054, '21697; Sr. . '19588, '21960 ; 

and, of course, very much larger deviations for Ba. 

A glance at Table I. sliows that in A1 and the Ga sub-gi’oup the a is always larger 

than '215/4. In fact, the actual ratios of a//4 are 

A1 . . '2528 ; Ga . . '2641; In . . '2419; T1 . . '2664. 

These cannot be the same within observation limits, and even in the Ga sub-group 

In IS too far out to l/e due to mere erroi's of observation. It is clear, therefore, that 

no terms in can occur in the same way as in the other cases. 

In the discussion of the alkalies the term W (l—was supposed to be based on 

the F-sequence, which was taken to be m-i-l—2W^ (l—Here we have only two 

lines each m A1 and 'll allocated to the F^ series by Bitz, whilst those for the other 

elements of this group have not yet been observed. The limits of the F series are the 

values of VD(2). Using this, the denominators of the F series are found to be 

A1 = m+i-•043761 (1-m-i), 

[25A = 50W = '043850±(24)], 

T1 = 791-M--037389 (1-w-i). 

If now as before the ji-seqiience be supposed based on the F-sequence, but that the 

factor i—rn ^ does not now occur, the denominator for A1 may be written 

m -1-1-'043761 A-294286 (1-'21526m-0. 

Unfortunately wo are not able to compare with the other elements of the A1 sub¬ 

group (Sc, Y, La) to see if tliey follow an analogous rule ; Ijiit the appearance of the 

C.alled by some German writers Bercmann’s 

alkalies. 
series, as he discovered the analogous series in the 
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constant ratio is at least suggestive. A similar arrangement does not hold for Tl, hut 

we have been led not to expect it in the highest at(unic weiglit of a group. If we 

define W as before, viz., 2W = A, we can write for the fornnd® 

A1 = 771+1-50W +'294286 (1 --21526^1-’), 

Ga = 77r+T-10W+'359895 (l-'2148377i-'), 

In =771+1- 2W + '325202(1-'2U78777-’), 

Tl = 777+1- W + '331405 (l-'21248777-'). 

Ga and In may give '21520 within observation limits. 

The foregoing results, combined with those previously (7btained for the alkalies, 

produce a strong conviction that the number '21520 is an essential constant—-possibly 

for all elements—-but at the same time raise the question of the cause why they do 

not follow precisely the forms shown by the alkalies, the Zn group, and to some extent 

by the alkaline earths. 

Atomic Volume Tei'm.—In the spectra of the alkalies it was found that when the 

^-sequence was thrown into the form considered above the fx was very nearly propor¬ 

tional to the atomic volume, and still more nearl}^ so if the denominators were written 

777 + '987...+ , &c. Since the atomic weight term disappears when m = 1 the same 

result should hold for the denominator of ^^(l), with the advantage that this can be 

determined much more precisely than /j.. The value of the atomic volume of an 

element as calculated from its atomic weight and density must have some degree of 

indefiniteness, depending as it does on the temperature and physical state of the 

substance when its density is measured. Nevertheless there must be some physical 

property peculiar to each element of which the atomic volume as usually determined 

is a rough measure, and it is this which would occur in the spectral formulse if the 

relation indicated in the alkalies is a reality. Probably the relation between this 

physical constant and the atomic volume would be exact if tlie latter were determined 

at absolute zero. Failing the possibility of doing this we might try to extrapolate 

downwards by using the coefficient of expansion determined at ordinary temperatures, 

or compare the substances in corresponding states, say at tlie melting-points. In this 

first survey, however, it is needless to attempt such refinement, and we shall confine 

ourselves to seeing what evidence there is that such relationships do enter, and try to 

get a rough idea of the way in which they do. 

It will be better to discuss the relationship on the basis of the denominator of 

rather than the former being less dependent on errors of observation. In Part I. 

the quantities in question were considered as being proportional to the atomic volume, 

but as a result of the discussion below it will be found best to consider them as 

proportional to twice the atomic volume. The constant of the ratio for the alkalies 

was not determined ; but the values of the denominators there given, combined with 

G 2 
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the ^■alues o(‘the atomic volumes "iveii hy T\.TcriARDS and Brink,* lead to values of 

D/2r, o'iven hy the first line of figures in the tollowinfic table :— 

Na. K. Rl). Cs. 

•002466 •002578 •002615 •002541 

•002761 •002762 •002710 •002640 

the values for (fs heiuo; very uncertain. Idie values show first a gradual rise with 

atomic weight, and then a fall. The fall of melting-poiiit, i.e., increase of the 

measured atomic volume on nearing the melting-point, wo\dd explain a fall in the 

ratio shown hy ('S. The first rise must he explained by another cause. Now, it was 

pointed old in Part 1. that the ]n'o]iortionality (a/^) Avas closer if the denominators 

Avere measured from about 'DSC) instead of 1, the numhei’ ’hSl) having appeared in 

quite another relation. In other Avords, a number about '014 shoidd be added to the 

fractional part of the denominator. Tf'this he dcAue, the results obtained are shoAvn 

in the second line of figures in the ahoAm table. In this case, the exactness of the 

ratio is striking, the fall in Cs being probably due to error of formula as well as 

closeness of melting-point. We may take the ratios as A’ery close to ■(HT2740. This 

is for the alkali elements. It iioaa' remains to see Avhether any similar relationships 

hold for the elements here considered. 

Taking first the Zn sub-group, the fcAllowing values are obtained from Table I. for 

the values of the fractional parts (if the denominators of(l), i.e., of V8 (l) 

Zn . . ■•227000 ; Cd . . •282050 ; Eu . . 

The densities at (Ardinary temperature, as given 

respectively 

•244080 ; Hg . . -241297. 

in Landolt and Bornstein, are 

Zn . . 7-01 ; (1(1 8-05 ; E u llg 10-55 ; 

AAh.ieh giA^e for the atomic Aolumes at ordmaiw temperatures 

9-00, uroo, ?, i4-7(;. 

It IS clear, at a glance, that the aboA'e denominators cannot be ju'oporfional tci the 

atomic Aadinnes, but it is easy to sIioav that m Zn, CM, and Tig theA" ai’e respectiA'ely 

proportional to 9c, 8c, and Oc. ■ In fact, the ratios to these come out to 

•002715 X 9c, -002715 X 8c, • -002725 xGc. 

The ratios sIioav 

tlie alkalies AA'heii 

a remarkable agreement Avith themselA’es and also with those of 

referred to 98(). The practically exact equalitj^ of the aboA'C 

* ‘Jour. Amer, Chem. Soc.,’ 1907, p. 117 
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numbers must be due to chance, for they would he altered hy the slight alteration in 

density as measured in different physical conditions. We should be prepared to 

expect a considerable difference in the numher for Hg, as it is so far above its melting- 

point. Without, however, giving any special weight to the exactness of the 

agreement, it yet affords strong evidence for the dependence of the p-sequence on the 

real atomic volume in the manner indicated. If Eu behaves in an analogous way we 

should expect it to be proportional to 7v, i.e., '244083 = '002720 xfv or v = 12'8G, 

whence, taking the atomic weight of Eu to he 152'03,'*' the density of Eu at ordinary 

temperatures should be about 11'86, ^.e., intermediate between those of Cd and Hg, 

as is to be expected. 

In the case of the alkaline earths we have to consider the two forms of the 

sequence—(l) that involving and (2) that in which multiples of A2 are added to 

give the first spectral line of the series. Also, in the first form the question arises 

whether the quantity to be discussed should he the denominator of VS(l) or with /3 

left out. In fact, if the atomic volume term is the factor ^ wlien the denominator is 

thrown into a form containing a term (l — ■21520??i“^), tlien the quantity to be 

considered would be the latter, assuming the results given in (p. 4l). For comparison 

both cases are treated, 1 («) and 1 {h), in the table below. The fourtli line gives the 

numbers for Case (2). As in the Zn sub-group it will be found that multiples of 

V enter. 

Mg (8v). Ca (7v). Sr (6v). Ba (6v). Ra {xv). 

Density . 
1 (a) . . . . 
1 (/*)... . 
2 

1-72 
•002783 
•002710 
•002764 

1-57 
•002731 
•002625 
•002693 

2-54 
•002649 
•002570 
•002623 

3-77 
•002862 

1 
•002782 

1 -023; 

The densities used in calculating are the means of those given by Landolt and 

Bornstein ; the values for Ca and Sr are not very accurate. In the case of Sr the 

density is given as between 2’50 and 2'58 ; tlie latter would alter the numbers above 

for Sr to '002604 in Case (2) and '002690 in Case 1 (a) The number for Ba is 

calculated on the doubtful basis of (p. 39), and it is necessary to take a multiple of 

6r. If Saunders’ allocation be correct the value of S ( 00) is very much less, and the 

value of the denominator of VS (l) is close to 1'492765. In this case, if a multiple 5v 

is taken, the ratio is '002705. Moreover, this ratio is in analogy with the others, and, 

so far, it adds weight to Saunders’ allocation. It is quite possible that the value of 

SrS (CO) is too high, which would result in too small a value for the ratio. The 

numhers, however, are sufficiently close for all these elements to afford additional 

* Jantsch, ‘C. R.,’ 1908, vol. 146, p. 473. 
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evidence for the dependence on atomic volume.* In doing so, howevei, the best 

result is obtained by 1 i.e., by taking the values of the denominatoi of VS(l) 

witliout any modification, although (2) is nearly as good. 

The density found for lla, using as constant '002740, is l'02x, where .x is a whole 

number. If the’number for Ba is 6, i.e., the same as for Sr, we might expect that 6 

micrlit he a limit and x = 6 for Ra. If for Ba the ratio is 5, ohen x might possibly 

he 5. If, however, the series runs down in regular order, then allowing foi the gap 

between Ba and Ra, x would be 3, giving a density 3'06, i.e., less than that of Ba. 

If X = 5 or 6, the densities calculated are 5'10 and 6'12 ; either are in fair order with 

' the other elements of the group. 

If the elements in the third group are treated in the same way, using the densities 

A1 = 2'583, Ga = 5'95, In = 7'26,t T1 = 11'85, A1 does not fall into step with the 

others. The results are 

A1 ='002744 x6'5u, 

Ga = '002613 X 7u, 

In ='002760 x 5u, 

? = ? 

T1 ='002816x47:. 

The agreement with the supposed law is very unsatisfactory, and in the case of A1 

is clear against it. A1 is the case where, in order to produce the '21520 constant, the 

fji liad to be referred to the F-sequence (p. 42), whicli produced an addition to ij. of 

'043761. If this he done in this case also, the value of the denominator comes out to 

he '002751 x8u. This is so close to the law that it suggests the possibility of the 

elements of the tliird group behaving like the alkalies—themselves elements with 

doulfiet series. In that case it was found necessary to refer the quantities in question 

to '086+jf, i.e., add '014 to the /x + a, where '986 was a constant for the whole group. 

If so the result fixr A1 would indicate that the constant for the third group should he 

'956239, I.e., (f—'043761), or that the quantity '043761 should be added to the /x + a 

as found. If this is done the following scheme results ;— 

Al. Ga. In. Tl. 

'002751 x 87:, '002752 x 8t:, '002758 x 6i:, '002761 x 5y, 

which recalls the close agreement found with the Zn group. 

Probably the F-sequence depends on the group constant ('956) plus a multiple of 

the atomic weight term. For Al this is very small, so that the group constant would 

be somewhat smaller than '9562 determined from the F. The difference would not 

appreciably afihct the coefficients alcove. This would explain, however, the apparent 

* These results for the two groups were given in a paper read before Section A of the British Asso¬ 

ciation at the Sheffield meeting (1910). ‘Rep.,’ p. -574. 

t Mean of values given l)y Landolt and Buknsteix. 
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dependence of the value required on the F-sequence of Al, whilst the corresponding 

value from T1 is very different, viz., '962661. For suppose tlie F-sequence takes tlie 

form m-1-group constant + A (l—m“^) (see Part I.). The A for Al and Tl are 

respectively '001754 and '134153, whilst m is always 2 for the first line of the 

F series. Hence the difference of the values of the denominators of the F sei'ies 

of Al and Tl is |('134153-'001754) = '06620, whilst the values found are 

'962611— '956239 = '006372, sufficiently close to show that the above explanation 

may be on the right lines. The fact that '014 and '0437 are in the ratio 1 : 3, he., of 

the valencies of the Groups I. and III., may be a coincidence, but should he borne in 

mind for future testing. The results for these two groups suggest a similar kind of 

group constant for Zn and the Mg sub-groups of II., but if so no F series have yet 

been observed to determine them. It is at least to the point to notice that such a 

term would raise the coefficients of the Zn set ('002715) more to an equality with the 

values ('002755) of the Al set. 

The evidence for the dependence of the p-sequence on the atomic volume is 

therefore strong from all the cases in combination. The actual value of the constant 

('002740) cannot be accurately determined as yet, because we have no knowledge of 

the actual value for any element of the physical quantity we denote by “ atomic 

volume”; but it is probably not far from '002740. The results of the foregoing 

discussion therefore point to they>-sequence being of the form sv, where a 

and h are constants for all elements, not very diflerent from '002740/(l —A:) and 

'21520 respectively; v is tlie essential atomic volume of the element (possibly sphere 

of activity), and s is a whole number. How s depends on the position of the element 

in its group is a problem which it is to be hoped further knowledge may solve. 

Putting /.’ = '21520 makes a approximately = '003490. 

Tlie values of s for the elements so far considered are as follows :— 

Na 2 Mg 8 Zn 9 Al 8 Ga 8 

K 2 Ca 7 Cd 8 Sc ? In 6 

Pb 2 Sr 6 Eu 7 ? Y ? ? 

Cs 2 Ba ? 5 or 6 Hg6 La ? Tl 5 

Yb ? 

Pa ? 5 or 6 

The Term in W(l—7n“^).—This term does not affect the first line in the series, and 

its appearance would seem to indicate the possibility of some modification of the 

formula. In the course of some calculations connected with the Zn series, it was 

noticed that tlie lines could be reproduced when this term was absent provided the 

value of N was slightly altered for all terms beyond the first. It seemed worth while 

to test whether a similar connection held for other elements. The method adopted 

was to use the limit obtained by the eailier formulae, calculate the denominator in 

VS(l), throw it into the form (1 —'2152Um'^) (m = l), use this as the denominator 
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for the succeeding terms and calculate the value of N required to lepioduce the 

observed value. These were then corrected so that the separations of the Sj, Sg, and 

S-i lines should have the constant value found for p^, p.j. As an example, the case of 

Zn may he taken. The limit is 42876'42 and T)„, = w + l+ 290534(1— 2l520«i ^). 

The results, with possible errors due to possible ol)servational errors, are as follows :— 

m. 

2 109790'5±5-6 

3 109783-8± 12-39 

4 1098l7-7±42-0 

5 109836-7 ±94-5 

G 109618-0 ±220 

These numbers require correction to make the values of p^, p.j correct, viz., 389-19, 

190-20. For ni = 2 the observed values are 388-75, 190-09, i.e., dilference of —-44 

and —-10. Least squares give as the most probable corrections —-33 to tq, -11 to n.^, 

and -21 to This adds a correction of -6 x possible variation, %.e., 3-3 to the N, 

making N = 109793-8. Similarly for m = 3, I'l is -46 too small and p.^ is -33 too small. 

Treated in the same way a correction of ]A the possiljle must be added, making 

N = 109791-1. It is clear that the value of N can easily be constant and 

= 109790 ±5 within limits of error. In fact, with this value the errors in X are 

respectively about 0, i, L y, f possible ones. The results are given in the 

following table:— 

N. p. 3N. 

Zn (5). 109792 (3) 0 •290534 117 (3) 
Cd(4). 110022 (2) 0 •359856 346 2) 
Hg(9). 109G07 (4) 0 •307463 - 68(4) 
Mg (5). 110457 (3) - 1 • 400856 782 
Ca (5). 111406 (4) - 1 •617130 1737 
Sr (4). 111704 (2) - - -6 •697845 2030 
Ba(2). 113023 (3) - 19 •789911 3348 
A1(4). 
tla(2). 

109267 (4) 0 •238500 -398 

I»(6). 109348 (6)I 
109400 J 

0 •277705 -3321 
- 175 J 

T1. 109088 1 
109200 / 

0 •247083 -577 1 
-475 

1 he numbers alter the chemical symbol {ejj., Zii(5)) give the number of lines 

involved; ^ is a small alteration in the limit S(oo) as determined from the three 

first lines ol a series. It is unnecessary to give a, as the formula for is 

m+ 1 + p. (l— 21520ui”^). The slight uncertainty in the last two digits of the number 

21520 will not appreciably modily the result. It is noticeable that the limits in the 

cases of the Mg group, in which a term was found to be necessary, are close to 
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those found when the series is determined from the first three lines only, and 

consequently with the term in m~'^ only. In only nine lines out of the whole 

known were compared {m — 2...9 and 12). In all there appear only foiii" exceptions 

to the rule that the calculated values of N are constant in any one series after tlie 

first. They occur in Ca, Sr, In, and Tl. In Ca for m = 3 the numljer is 1 11458+ 8'5 

instead of 111406±4. In Sr for m = 3 the number is 111779+ ? This triplet is 

interesting as having been missed in K. and R.’s first list of the Sr spectrum and as 

having been calculated by Rydberg. The other two exceptions are for In and Tl, 

in which the values appear to go in two steps, viz., for In 109348, 109348, 

109390‘3 ± 22‘6, 109390, with the two last equal to either within limits of error. If 

^ be taken to be —1 they may, however, all be brought to 109343 by allowing the 

maximum observational eri'ors, hut this is scarcely permissible. In Tl w = 2, 3 give 

109088, m — 5, 6 109200, m = 6 either value, whilst m = 4 gives 108671. The last 

is the case mentioned on p. 39, where there is a large error between calculated and 

observed, and in which a transcription error is suggested. If the value given by the 

original formula is used, the value for N becomes 109134. Here also, with a small 

change in the limit, the value of N may l^e made the same, but only at the expense 

of allowing maximum errors. It is probable the two last cases correspond to a 

real change. It is to be noted that, mercury excepted, all the elements of Group II. 

show a greater value than Rydberg’s constant 109675, whilst those of Group III. 

show a less value. The generality of the rule is striking, but a further discussion 

must be postponed until the atomic weight terms are considered. It does not, of 

course, affect the question of the atomic volume terms considered above, as the 

reasoning there is based on the first terms of the series, in which N retains the normal 

value. It may be noted that this change of N gives the ratio = '21520 for all 

the elements, and explains why the rule to deduct W(l—always failed for the 

elements of large atomic weight. 

The Principal Series.—No principal series were known in the 2nd and 3rd group 

of elements until Paschex^' discovered those of Zn, Cd, Al, Tl and suggested certain 

lines in those of Mg, Ca, and Hg. Those for the first four were clear and definite, 

and little doubt could be felt as to the correctness of their identification as a whole. 

The same certainty cannot be felt as to those for Mg and Ca, and, in fact, I give 

below certain considerations which tend to throw doubt on some of them. The first 

definite observations of the HgP are due to Milner,! who gave the lines of orders 

5 to 16. For 5 to 8 he gave values for Pj and Pg but, as later work of Paschen has 

shown, lie allocated the Pg lines to the real P^ and his Pj lines do not come into the 

direct line of the series, although it is possible they may be collaterals. Since then 

PaschenJ has published a long list of lines observed by Wiedmann, and has attempted 

* ‘ Zur Kenntnis ultraroter Linienspectra,” ‘Ann. der Phys.,’ 29 (1909). 

t “The Series Spectrum of Mercury,” ‘Phil, Mag-.,’ XX. (1910). 

t ‘ Ann. d. Phys.’ (4), .35. 

VOL, CCXII,-A, H 
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to complete the series. It is, however, difficult to be certain, as to any identification 

proposed, as there is a maze of lines in this portion of the spectrum. Below I propose 

certain changes in his identification, for reasons which will he given. 

If we now discuss the series for Zn, Cd, Al, and T1 we find that the limits of the 

series, as found from the lines as a whole, agree very closely with the values of VS (l), 

hut the calculated values of VP (1) deviate very consideralily from the values of 

S (oo). Tills is in agreement with the deduction already drawn that the S series 

depend on what was called the p-sequence in Part I., and the P series on the 

.s-sequence. When, however, we attempt to find the constants ^ and a in the usual 

way we get formuhe which reproduce the lines witli fair accuracy in the case of Zn 

only. It is possible to modify the form so as to get good agreement within 

observational errors, but it seems preferable to proceed in another way and attempt 

to discover the connection between the Pi, P^, and Pg terms and the relationship 

which undoiilitedly exists betvv^een the S and P series by direct compai'lson of 

their values. Such relationship will most probably show itself between the values 

of corresponding denominators. The values obtained, on the supposition of constant 

N, are given below. For comparative study the corresponding numbers are given for 

the alkalies. 

As in previous cases figures in brackets after a number give the greatest possible 

variations in the last digits of the number, so far as the variation depends on errors 

of observations. Other systematic variations may enter by the possilile changes in 

the limits P ('^) or S ( oo). With the exception of the alkalies the values for S are 

calculated from the formulm (see Table I.). Then VS(l) (or ^^(l)) is taken to be 

P(oo)j and using this as the limit the denominators for the P lines are calculated 

direct from their observed values. This metliod, therefore, assumes the validity of 

the relation P('») =p(l) = VS(l). In the cases in question, as we have seen, this 

has always been found to be the case. In the case of the alkalies, however, one of 

the relations indicated does not liold unless we use tlie limit found directly from the 

series (see Table II., Part L), and that accordingly has been done. Since, however, 

the top lines in the alkalies are so ill determined the value of P ( oo) is used for 

VS(1). OsS(2) is so iincertain that the value from the foi'inula is also inserted. 

IIbS(2) is also from the formula, as Bergmann’s observed vahie is very considerably 

in erro]'. Tlie difference between corresponding numbers are entered between 

them. 

Arranged in this way a number of facts emerge at once. Begarding Zn, Cd, Al, 

and Tl, they all with one or two exceptions clearly indicate a general law that from 

m — 2 onwards the denominators for the different triplets or doublets in each element 

differ by the same amount, and that this amount is somewhere about 7 to ‘8 times 

tlie corresponding difference for m = 1, which gives the values of Aj, Ag, or the 

atomic weight terms. We may feel justified, tlierefore, in using this as a test to 

apply to Paschen’s allocation of the upper lines of the P series for Hg. The values 
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of the denominators calculated for his lines, the first line being, of couise, taken to be 

also the first of the S series, are as follows:— 

P,3 ■ . 1-535163 ? 3-764993 4-775856 5-780490 6-782813 

30002 4944 18593 13165 10837 

P. . . 1-565165 2-734512 3-769937 4-794449 5-793655 6-793650 

87815 9763 84538 96441 96760 

P, . . 1-652980 ? 3-860174 4-878987 5-890106 6-890410 

The numbers clearly do not follow the law. It is possible, however, to select a set 

which do so, but oidy by supposing tliat the Pg lines from m = 4 and beyond do not 

occur. Tliey are given in the table above, where the agreement with the law is 

evident. Paschen also suggests another set for 7)i = 2, in which the separations are 

still more out of order, viz.: 
2734512 

13667 

2748179 

159052 

2-907231 

He supports tliis with a considerable list of combination terms, which, though 

striking, do not prove that the lines in question belong to the direct P series. In 

fact, there is evidence that some of tliese combinations are related to the D series. 

Further, I hope to show, in the next part, that ids P^ (2) here is a collateral of the 

singlet P series discovered by him and published in tlie same paper. A comparative 

list of the lines is given in Appendix II. 

A similar rule is seen to hold (as was indeed known from the results of Part I.) in 

the case of the alkalies, except that here the difference of the Pj and Pg is the same 

for all orders. In this group, it will be remembered, the principal series is based on 

the jp-sequence. 

Another law also appears in the relation of the Sharp series to the Principal, viz., 

that the denominators for the Sharp series of any element are found by deducting a 

constant value from the corresponding denominator of the Principal series, except 

that the difference is a greater one for the first term, they are roughly as follows :— 

Zn . . -5283,-5249; Cd . . ‘5263, -5224 ; A1 . . -4893,-4844 ; IT . . '5949, -5891 ; 

Na . . -4901; K-. . -4660; Pb . . ‘4856; Cs . . -4880; 

a similar arrangement also is shown by the suggested allocation in Hg, vi^., ‘6036, 

59, an additional evidence in its favour. The differences Ijetween P and S in the list 

do not appear to be rigorously constant after m = 2. This can be easily explained 

by very small changes in the limits P(oc.) or S(go). In fact, as has been seen 

already, Rydeebcis law does not appear to be quite rigorousl}^ exact. Paschen’s 
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2'907231 would make the first number '6659, and, therefore, quite out of analojry 

witli the others. Again, in the alkalies the same law is seen, witli just the same 

modification as in the previous case, viz., constant for each. 

A closer inspection shows that the differences between the P terms cannot he 

exactly constant after m = 2. They seem to descend in two steps instead of one. 

The general law, however, seems so well established that the cause of the real 

variation is to be sought. It is possible it may be due to the properties of the atomic 

weight term. The second law, however, affecting S, P seems to be very closely 

followed. It should he noticed that the alkalies and A1 give differences less than '5, 

whereas the others give values greater than ’5. It suggests that the remainder of 

the A1 sub-group, viz.. Sc, Y, La, Yb, would also require values less than '5. If such 

a rule held for the two sub-groups in each group of the periodic table, we sliould 

expect the Mg, Ca, &c., to require values less than '5. The evidence, however (see 

below), is rather against this so far as any evidence is available. 

In the alkalies the Principal series are formed on the p-sequence, and the 

subtraction of the respective constants by the second of the above laws gives the 

first term of the S series as hitherto recognised. The question naturally arises, what 

becomes of the term deduced in a similar way from the first term of the s-sequence, 

and do lines exist corresponding to these ? If we attempt to calculate them we must 

know the value of the constant to be deducted. Is it the same as for m = 2, which 

is larger than that for the others, or is it a number larger still ? If we use the rough 

values obtained for ni = 2 in Table III. and apply them to m = 1, the following 

values of the denominator result:— 

Zn . . 1'0710; Cd . . I'llfO; Hg . . 1'0494 ; A1 . . 1'0203; T1 . . 1'0313; 

corresponding to lines in the neighbourhood of 

Zn. Cd. Hg. Al. Tl. 

'.3 • . 191(3 2198 1884 

'2 • . 1909 2173 1824 1752 1856 

1 • . 1896 2119 1682 1748 1622 

We should expect such lines, if they exist, to be exceptionally strong. A number 

of weak lines are known in these regions, but the only strong ones that could possibly 

belong are the Cd lines— 

Intensity. A, n. 

1 . . . . 2170'11 46066'38 +10’6 
551-26±14 

4,r. . 2144'45 46617'64± 4'3 
1076*36 ±15 

3w. . . . 2096'! 47694-00+11 
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but the nature of the tliree lines are different and 1076 is about The V2 should 

be 542 and the observed is within limits of error. A1 has a weak doublet 

1 . . . . 1857-56 53816-42 

100-66 

3 . . . . 1854-09 53917-08 

The separation is probably witliin error limits of v = 112, but is as it stands also 

about -roi'- The evidence is therefore against the existence of the terms in question, 

but the possil)ility of the lines splitting up into collaterals of smaller intensity, as is 

the case of HgP, sliould be borne in mind. 

If the Cd triplet is correctly assigned, viz., n = 47694, the number to be deducted 

from the s-sequence should be -5275 in place of -5243. This is as much above -5243 

as tliat is above -5222. 

We may now })roceed to consider Pasohen’s Identification of lines for the MgP and 

CaP series in the light of the regularities discovered above. In applying them it is 

necessary to decide on the limits to employ, using, at least at first, IIydberg’s law as 

to their connection. The limit calcidated for MgS from the first three lines gives 

(see Tal)le I.) 39758-18 + 1-12, and from the first four (be., term in 7n"“) 39752-83 + 2-73, 

from wliich Ryduergs law gives (MgSi(l) = 19285-44) respectively 20472-74 and 

20167-39. The value 39752 agrees best with the measurements of the higher orders, 

wliilst 20464-43 is the actual limit calculated from the three first lines of Paschen. 

Taking then S(co) = 39752-83 and P(oo) = 20467-39, the numbers for comparison 

are given in the table above, using for Pi (2) Pasciien’s bolometer reading (7655-3), 

as it gives tlie most favourable comparison. It will be seen that the differences are 

respectively 2739 (138), 1097 (900), 4792 (2741), 7626 (5803). These by rather 

forcing the limits of variation can he made to give typical differences of about, say, 

2700, 2000. A closer agreement can, of course, be found by allowing Rydberg’s law 

to be only approximate. The result of the discussion, therefore, does not contradict 

Pasohen’s identitication. 

In view, liowever, of the suspicion raised above that the difference for Mg and Ca 

might be expected to be less than '5, it will be interesting to see if lines satisfying 

tliis can be found. Out of observed lines, however, I have only been able to find two 

which might fit in with this system, viz., 15768-3 = P3(2), 15759-1 = P2(2). These 

give values of the denominator of -786281 and -786645 with a difference 364, fitting 

in well with that of P3(l) and P2(l), but there is no appearance of a Pj (2), which 

should have a diflPerence of about 4725 over the denominator of S (l). 

For Ca Paschen gives for the first triplet 19856-9, 19935-8, 19946-8, and for the 

first of the next triplet 9546-8. Using limits on the same basis as for Mg it is found 

the P(oo) l676()-56, S(co) = 33983-45. The first S triplet, which Rydberg’s law 

makes also the first of the P, gives separations 2792 and 1368. Paschen’s first 

triplet gives 2600 and 359, which is not in order. If, however, the line 19917-5 
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observed also by him be taken for Pj, the separations become 1995, 963, and quite in 

order, being both about 7 times the first set. In the table above I liave, tlierefore, 

ventured to insert it in place of his selection, althougli it coincides with an undoubted 

D line. The denominator of this triplet is '5733 above the corresponding one for S. 

His next is ‘6510 above it, which is far out and cannot be made normal by any 

reasonable change in the limits. If the line 9694"5 be taken the difference becomes 

’5990, which is better but still too large. This is the only other available line 

observed in the neighbourhood, so that it is probable that the first line of the next 

triplet has not been observed. 

Summary. 

1. The most important result of the discussion would seem to be tlie considerable 

weight of evidence, in addition to that afforded in Part I., that the series lines—at 

least the Principal and Sharp—depend in a very definite way on a certain physical 

quantity peculiar to each element which is approximately measured by what is 

generally understood as its atomic volume. The numerical evidence afforded from a 

study of the low melting-point elements of the first three groups of the Periodic 

Table is remarkably exact. The numerous lines of all these series are represented 

within limits of error, and as a rule with extreme closeness, by the formula adopted. 

The argument is based on the denominator of p(l), and this is determinable with 

great exactness ; in fact, any possible error in this due either to error of observation 

or error in the limit chosen for the series will exert practically no infiuence on the 

result."^ A change in N might do so to some extent. Any uncertainty is due to 

uncertainty in the values used for the atomic volume, which might amount to as 

much as 1 per cent., e.g., changing 2740 by 30. The high melting-point elements of 

Group II. do not show the law with such certainty, but there are clear indications of it. 

In these elements the type of formula has required a modification, and, in addition, 

the series are not well developed in the higher members Sr, Ba and Ba. Consequently 

the limits are not determined with such certainty as in the other cases. Nevertlieless 

Mg and Ca quite fall into line with the others, and even in Ba it is possible to give 

some indications of the value of the density of the solid metal. 

The fact that the terms depend on multiples of atomic volumes as ordinarily 

calculated may be interpreted in one of two ways. Either that the periods of the 

vibrating configurations do actually depend on multiples of the essential atomic 

volumes or that multiples do not enter here, but that the packing together of the 

configurations when they are aggregated into solid masses is closer or less close. 

E.g., compare Zn with factor 9 and Hg with factor 6. The period of Zn may depend 

* An increase of ^ in the limit of Zn would alter the ratio by (1 - '00022^), and ^ cannot be more than 

a few units. In the case of Ba only is 'q indeterminate to the extent of so much as 170, and for Ba the 

corresponding factor is (1 - '00013^), large enough to require a change in the multiple of v. 

VOL. CCXII.-A. I 
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on 9 times its volume constant, and Hg on G times its corresponding volume constant. 

On the other hand, Zn and Hg may depend on their volume constants in the same 

way, but the centres of the Zn molecules be packed 9 times more closely together 

tlian in the normal case, and the centres of the Hg molecules 6 times. On the first 

view the multiples depend on the internal configuration of the atom, on the second 

on the configurations of the molecules in gross matter, in other words, on the value of 

the ratio atomic weight to density. If the first interpretation is correct, we might 

expect to find other series in an element depending on other, multiples. I am not 

sure that I have not oliserved indications of such, but it will require further search 

liefore a definite reply can be given. On the second interpretation no such additional 

lines can be expected. 

2. Additional evidence to that obtained in Part I. has been afforded of the 

existence of a universal constant, approximately '21520, which gives the ratio of a//^ 

in the j^-sequence fx + ajm, and also in the 5-sequence if certain relations indicated 

lietween the s- and p-sequences are found to be exact. This constant must be a pure 

number* in contradistinction to N, which is of the dimension (length)~h 

3. A comparison of the denominators of VPj (m), VP2(m), VP3(m) has indicated 

that whilst in the alkalies they differ by the same amount in the same element for all 

orders, in the 2nd and 3rd groups the difference proceeds in two steps, viz., that after 

the first order the remaining differ liy the same amount, and that this is about '7 

times the difference for m — 1. Further, a comparison of the above with VS(7n) 

shows that a similar law holds between the denominators of VS (771) and VP(w). 

These laws are applied as a criterion to the lines allotted by Paschen for HgP, MgP, 

and CaP, and, in consequence, ceifain modifications are suggested. 

4. It is found in the 2nd and 3rd groups, in opposition to the rule in the first, that 

the S series follows the j7-sequence and the P series the 5-sequence. 

5. An attempt is made to arrange the S and D series for Europium and Iladium. 

Eu is found to fit the gap between Cd and Hg and a density 12'58 deduced for it. 

The density of Ea should be l'02a;, where x is probably 5 or 6. 

APPENDIX I. 

The S ciJid D Series of Europium. 

Tlie only published spectra of Europium are tlie arc and spark spectra of the ultra 

violet lines by Exneu and Haschek. CROOKEsf has observed, l)ut not published, its 

spectrum, but remarks that the Europium used by Exner and Haschek must have 

contained seveml impurities. Exner and Has(JHEk’s list of arc lines contains over 

* 2/(37r) = -21511. 

t “On Europium and its Ultra-Violet Spectrum,” ‘Roy. Soc. Froc.,’ 74, p. 550 (1905). 
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500 lines shorter than 4698. A photograph of a portion of the longer wave-length, 

kindly given me by Sir W. Crookes, contains a few faint lines above Exner and 

Haschek’s limit, as well as a few others not given by the latter. 

Scandium and its group, Yt, La, Yb, show doublet series.* On the contrary. 

Europium, with which they are associated, has a spectrum of triplets witli separations 

2632 and 1004. Moreover, when expressed as fractions of the square of the atomic 

weight (l52'03),t these au’e found to be in correspondence with those for Cd and Hg, 

and therefore suggest that Eu is the member wanting in the Periodic Table between 

those elements; if so, we should expect to find the corresponding S and D series, 

which are well developed in Cd and Hg, as well as other peculiarities. Unfortunately, 

however, the first line Si(l) and 83(1) should come about 5400 if they are similar to 

Cd and Hg, and this region is outside the published lists. 

It is possible, however, to allocate observed lines to fit the conditions for the S and 

They are given in the following lists:— 

Sharp Series. 
A. n. i'. 

' (5379-1)^ (18585-5) 
2632-5 

m — \ < (4711-09)t (21218) 
1004 

, 4498-81 22222-00 

f 3322-01 30093-73 

2629*42 

m = 2 -( 3055-07 32723-15 
1001-38 

, 2964-35 spark 33724-53 

" 2909-10 34365-08 
m = S < 

L 2701-99 36998-94 
2633-86 

f 2744-36 36427-75 
m = 4: 2634-60 

1 2559-30 39062-35 

m = 5 2659-50 37590-17 

II 2577-69 38783-00 

* Discussion deferred to a later communication, 

t Jaxtsch, ‘C. R.,’ 1908. 

[I See note at end.] 
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Diffuse Series. 

A. 

' 3637-84 1 

3638-22 J 
spark 

n. 

27480-991 

27478-27 j 

2630-691 

( 
2633-41j 

>30111-68 

V, 

1004-13 

3629-94 27541-00 2630-45 30171-45 

II 3619-97 27616-83 

3320-03 

3313-46 

3212-89 

' 3004-9 spark 33269-45 2632-45 35902-00 1002-45 

II C
O

 

3001-48 33307-36 

, 2708-91 spark 

' (2787) (35869-76) 2632-5 38502-26 

II {278G) 35881-25 

. 2596-49 spark 

2683-29 spark 37258-85 2632-5 (39891-35) 

II 2682-72 37264-77 

. (2506) 

' (2624-72) 

C
X

D
 

O
 

oo 
00 
o

 
00 
C

O
 2632-5 40720-59 

m — 6 < {2624'36) {38093-38) 

L 2455-03 

' (2588-18) (38625-87) 2632-5 41258-37 

m = 7 ^ {2587-9G) {38G29-12) 

. 2423-03 spark 

m = 8 < 
f 2564-27 

1 2401-15 spark 

38986-05 2648-07 41634-22 

m = 9 2387-41 spark 41873-94 

31II5-8I 

36904-45 
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The first two X\ for S 5379T and 4711'69 are extrapolated from the observed faint 

line 4498 by taking = 2632‘5 and V2 = 1904, which is a])Oiit the mean value of 

the i^’s. Several other alternatives might be taken, but this gives the best analogy 

with Cd and Hg. The first three lines give for the formula 

n = 40364-08-N/{m+l-291G03--047520m-'}2 

with errors for m = 4, 5 of '14 and '36, probably within any observational error. The 

values of the A come out (with v-^ = 2630‘5 and I'a = 1004) to 

Ai = -051222 = •022162-2(;^ 

As = -018327 = -007929^1;'. 

Ag is intermediate to those for Cd and Hg, viz., -008208and -007500-?^' 

respectively, but for the latter A^ are '0182897^^ and -0219537.t^^, so that Aj for Eu is 

a slightly larger multiple of than for Hg, supposing that the atomic weight of Eu 

is correctly given as 152-03. 

The ratio (a +W)/(/z +W), which ought by analogy to be -21520, is -21246. But 

the uncertainty of the top line might account for this: e.g., if this supposed line be 

taken 2-2 A.U. greater this ratio would he -21520 with m + W = -310572. 

There is some appearance of a satellite series for EuS., viz., tlie lines whose wave 

numbers are 
812(1) (18516-60) 

822(1) (21150) 

812(2) 30090-02 

based on 22155-46, 

2633*13 32723-15. 

These give the formula 

40361-90-N/{m+l-294528-053875m-'}", 

in which the calculated values of X for m = 4 and 5 differ from the observed by 

-12, -41. The limit is so close to the former that they may be taken as coincident, 

indicating, therefore, that the lines are satellites as ordinarily understood. There 

appear, also, to be series associated with these. For instance, writing the wave 

numbers, with separations. 
Si. t'l. S2. S3. 

r (18858)* 2633 21491-37 (1 + ) 998 22489-34 (1) 
lor (18856)* 2630 (21486) 1003 22489-34 (1) 

30090-02 (3) 2633*13 32723-15 (4) 1001*38 33724-53 (1+) spark 

34365-08 (3) 2633*86 36998-94 (4) 

36440-76 (2) 

37604-15 (1 + ) 

38325-24 (2) spark 

38789-61 (2) 

39128-98 (1) spark 

the numbers in brackets denoting intensities. 

[* See note at end.] 
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With 1885G for the first line the first three give 

n = 40397•87-N/{77^ + l•267384-•010971m-l}^ 

and the dift’erences of X from the observed for «i = 4, 5, 6, / , 8 aie lespecthely — 01, 

— ’02, -'34, +‘20, —'54. The last possibly does not belong to the series. 

The agreement is good and the extrapolation is made on an observed pair So and 

S3, so that there is a temptation to take it as the real S series. The ^ and the a are 

not, however, analogous to those of Cd and Hg, and the ratio (a + W)/(/x + W) is 

about ’1 instead of ‘215. 

Tlie following lines also give a parallel series : • 

Si. I'l. S2. S3. 

(19913-0) 2633-80 22546-80 (1 + ) 1004-39 23551-19 (2) 

30171-45 (2) 

31626-68 (5) 2635-05 39061-73 (l). 

The first is extrapolated as before by i^i only. The second has no observed lines for 

I'l or I'.,, the magnitudes seem in wrong order, and no other orders have been observed. 

Little weight can therefore be given to it. But the formula is 

40440-60-N {(m+l-379503--0680507/r'}", 

with a limit about half way between those of Cd and Hg, and with a ratio 

(a + W)/(/x + W) = -21703. Moreover, the r/s associated with the three series show 

an increase with the limit, as should occur. For instance, Aj = -051160 would give 

respectively 2629, 2631, 2635 for limits 40364, 40397, 40440. This is quite in 

accordance with tiie general constitution of spectra."'^ The abnormal intensities may 

be due to the kind of instability referred to above. 

The D series has been filled up by using spark lines where arc were wanting. If, 

as we suppose, Eu is analogous to Hg, the spectrum taken from the salt on the 

carbon arc might be expected to partake somewhat of the nature of a spark spectrum. 

To get a spectrum analogous to the simple spectrum of Hg use should be made either 

of the arc in vacuo, or with the salt in a vacuum tube. In addition, it is reasonable 

to expect that the wanting elements throughout the horizontal row in the Periodic 

Table might show a greater amount of instability in the molecular groupings than 

the coriesponding elements in the vertical groups. I hope to show in a future 

communication that there is direct evidence of such re-groupings in other spectra, 

and that we can oljtain indications of their nature. If the grouping peculiar to a 

particular series is sulqect to an excessive disrupting force in the production of the 

spectrum, a few ordy will survive, and consequently the line observed will be faint, 

“ On the Dependence of the Spectrum of an Element on its Atomic Weight,” ‘ Brit. Assoc. Reports,’ 

1911 [p. .342]. 
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and others be observed displaced according to certain laws. The matter is far too 

large to deal with here and will require a paper to itself. I mention it iiere, however, 

in order that judgment may be suspended if any natural doubt is felt concerning the 

small intensities of the series, the mingling of the arc aiid spark lines, and the various 

lacunse which appear. That lacunae actually do occur in Exnee and Hasohek’s list is 

shown by the absence of the line 4552'6 from the arc, its appearance as a weak line in 

the spark, whilst it is of considerable strength in Crookes’ photograph. 

In the list of D lines those in iR’ackets have not been observed. Tliey are either 

Di2 lines deduced from Dgj, or Dgi deduced from Dj2. The lines in italics are those 

calculated from the formula for D^. The values of and D,2 gradually converge, 

as they should do, their differences being 

75-83, 37-91 ?, 11-49, 5-92, 5-30, 3-25. 

There may be some doubt whether the series generally assigned to tlie diffuse for 

Zn, Cd, Hg are really diffuse. The a term is negative, and agreement within obser¬ 

vational errors is obtained only by using m — 'b instead of m, but they are clearly of 

the same type for all these elements. The formula for Eu was therefore taken of tliis 

form. The constants were determined by using the same limits as for S, viz., 40364-08, 

and only the two first lines. The result for is 

n = 40364-08-N/{?n + -95G04G--0G8460/(2w-l)}2. 

D2i is determined from this by finding the difference between the ^I’s for the first line 

of Dji and D12. This is practically the same as Aj/G, and tlie altered fx is used for the 

calculation of the succeeding values. The table gives the difference between the 

observed and calculated values, on the supposition that I'l is 2632-5. The third 

column is the result if l^e taken as 2633. As throughout the paper, * denotes a 

line used for calculation. 

m. D„. D21. D21. 

2 * * '¥r 

3 * • 53 
4 - -29 - -25 
5 

0
 1 - -22 - -18 

6 - -02 •00 
7 - -03 •00 
8 •60 - -52 - -49 
9 + -76 + -79 

(The last two are probably not the real lines.) 

In this note I am not going into the question of the constitution of the Europium 

spectrum in general. Indeed, the list of triplets with separations 2630 and 1004 is a 
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very long one, and, in addition, there are the usual narrow triplets depending on the 

D satellites. As an example of a strong triplet the following set may be taken, all 

of intensity 50 on Exner and Hasohek’s scale : 

A. n. V, 

4435-74 22537-95 

2630‘30 

3972-16 25168-25 

1003‘87 

3819-80 26172-12 

The S and D Lines of Radium. 

Judging from the falling off both in intensity and number of the S and D lines as 

we pass from Mg and Ca to Sr and Ba, it might be expected that the corresponding 

series for Ra—two places farther on in the Periodic Table—would be difficult to 

allocate even if they were present at all. The difficulty is increased the more because 

the only spectral measures published are those of the spark, in which these series are 

always weakened. Spark spectra, in general, show a greatly increased number of 

lines which are related to one another in quite definite ways and many related to 

series lines. This makes the search for doublets much more difficult, as there exist 

whole series of doublets with separations slightly different from one another. This 

necessitates a coniplete study of tlie whole spectrum in order to feel complete 

certainty in any allocation of lines to a series, unless such series is clearly marked by 

many terms. There is, therefore, some degree of uncertainty in the allocation 

proposed below, in spite of the evidence adduced in its favour.* 

The most complete and reliable measurements of the spectrum are those of Runge 

and Precht,! between 6487 and 2709. Their plates were only sensitive up to 6500. 

In addition, Exxer and Haschek publish tables both for the arc and spark, but their 

material can hardly have been pure. They give comparatively few lines, and probably 

not so reliable as their other lists. 

Even in Runge and Precht s work it is probable that most of the lines which 

would be comparaUe with the weaker ones in the Ba lists have not been observed. 

The lesult is that it is not so easy to allocate the D series, as the separations result 

from a pair of lines the second of which is strong and the other is a not observed 

weak satellite of tlie first. In conse(|uence we shall get separations less than the 

true I'l and i/2, and this is exemplified in the list which follows. The wave-numbers 

only are given—^the wave-lengths will lie found in Appendix II. 

i/i = 2050-27, i/2 = 832-00 ? 

There is also some additional evidence drawn from their relation to other lines, of a similar nature to 

that referred to under Europium, 

t ‘Ann. der Phys.,’ 14, p. 419. 
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The D Series. 

' (16107-45) 2050-27 18157-72 (4) 832-00 18989-71 (6) 

12-31 12-31 

7n = 3 < (16119-76) 2050-27 18170-03 (8) 

3-34 

16123-10 (10) 

^ (18510-67) 2050-27 20560-94 (2) 

II 1-75 

18512-42 (8) 

m = 5 19804-02 (1) 

ni = 6 (20582-97) (X = 4857-05) ? hidden by X = 4856 25 (8) 

m =■ 7 21089-93 (2) 

m = 8 21438-12 Exner and ITaschek’s arc. . 

The S Series. 

m = 3 (14728-20) 2050-26 16778-46 (10) 882-05 17660-51 (10) 

in = 4 < 
17846-78 (8) 2050-27 19897-05 (1) 

, 17879-71 (1) 2043-50 19923-21 (4) 890-95 20814-91 (2) 

m = 5 (19440-00) 2050-22 21490-22 (1 + ) Exner and Haschek’s arc 

In the above the figures in brackets after the wave-nnmhers represent intensities ; 

the wave-numbers in brackets are those of unobserved lines, put in partly to illustrate 

the arrangement of satellites. 

The lines 16107, 16119 (XX = 6206'6, 6201'9) would be in the region where the 

photographic plates were insensitive ; in fact, the measured lines here are of intensity 

4 at least, whereas X = 6206’6 would certainly he less (by analogy), but 6201'9 (by 

analogy) ought to have been seen if it existed, unless overshadowed by the very 

strong line 16123 (X = 6200‘3). 18510 would certainly be of small intensity, probably 

less than those actually measured, but the convergence (3‘34) and (l’75) of the two 

satellites of the lines looks correct. If 0^3(3) is correctly allotted and 1/3 = 882, there 

must be a satellite D23 = 18107’66. Its distance from D32 = 50, which lies in order 

with 12‘31 and 3'34. 

In the S 14728 (X = 6787'86) is extrapolated. The next set (m = 4) appear to 

show satellites. It may be noted that an alteration of 7 in 83(4) = 19923 brings 

both i/j and 1/2 into order. The strong line 17846 has been used in the calculation. 

Exner and Haschek give 21490'22 in the arc as a weak line and 19440'58 is extra¬ 

polated from this. The value calculated from this formula in is 19430’58, and 
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from analogy with Ba and Sr the true value should be expected to be somewhat 

larger than this. It should be noted that it is outside Exxee and Haschek’s region 

of observation ; 21490 may possibly, therefore, he a coiiect identification foi 1)21 (0). 

The first three lines (m = 3, 4, 5) give the formula 

n = 22760’09-N/{m+fl30149-'1952367?r^}h 

This gives the following values of obs.-cal. of X for the next three (711 = 6, 7, 8), 

viz., -78, -'ll, -’17. The first is too large for an observational error, and the 

true line is possibly hidden by the strong line 4856, but there may possibly he another 

explanation which would at the same time make the others in still better agreement, 

and bring into relation with the series the strong lines 5041'52 (6), 4856’25 (8). As 

this depends on the relations of the atomic-weight terms to D series its discussion 

must be deferred. The object at present is to determine the limit, which cannot be 

far from 22760’09. This should also be the limit for the S series. Using this with 

the two first suggested lines=^ for Si, i.e., (14728‘20) and 1784678, the resulting 

formula for Si is 
n = 22760-00-N/{7n-hl783424-T7628677i-'}l 

The separations i^i = 2050'27, 10 = 832‘00 now give Ai = '092658 and A2 = '034390, 

but there is some doubt about 1/3. With this value of Ao the denominator of the 

formula may be written 
777-i-l-A2-f'816780 (1-'21582771-'), 

in very close analogy with the other cases. 

APPENDIX II. 

The S and P Series Lines of the 2nd and 3rd Groups of the Periodic Table. 

Mg. Ca. 

Si. S2. S3. Si. S2. S3. 

(2) 5183-84 
3336-83 
2942-21 
2781-53 
2698-44 
2649-30 

5172-87 
3332-28 
2938-67 
2778-36 
2695-53 
2646-61 

5167-.55 

3330-08 
2936-99 
2776-80 
2693-97 
2645 - 22 

(2) 6162-46 
3973-89 
3487-76 
3286-26 
3181-40 
3117-74 

6122-46 
3957-23 
3474-98 
3274-88 
3170-23 
3107-96 

6102-99 
3949-09 
3468-68 
3269-31 
3166-95 
3101-87 

MgP 15028-3, 7656-6 ±1, 6315-6, 5783-4 
19856-9 

CaP= 19917-5, 9694-5 ? 
19946-8 

* This is the same as finding So from the actually observed lines allocated to So. 
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I 

1 

Sr. Ba. 

Si. 
1 
1 

1 

S2. 
1 

S3. Si. S,. 
1 

i S3. 

! 
(2) 7070-7 

4438-22 
3865-59 
3628-62 
3504-70 

6878-8 
4361-87 
3807-51 
3577-45 
3456-78 

6791-4 
4326-60 
3780-58 
3553-7 
3434-95 

(2) 7906-13 
4903-11 
4239-91 
3975-.55 
3841-72 

7392-83 
: 4700-64 

4087-53 

7195-71 
4620-19 
4026-57 

1 

Ra. 

Si. s.. S3. 

(3) 
r5601-72 
\5591 -4 

5958-4 
5024-5 
5017-9 

? 4652-0 

5660-81 

4803 -1 

Zn. 
i 

Si. S2. S3. Pi. P2. P3. 

(2) 4810-71 
3072-19 
2712-60 
2567-99 
2493-67 
2449-76 

4722-26 
3035-93 
2684-29 
2542-53 
2469-72 
2427-05 

4680-38 
3018-50 
2670-67 
2530-34 
2457-72 
2415-54 

(2) 13054-89 
6928-58 
5772-22 
5308-71 
5068-71 

13151-50 
6938-73 
5775-64 
5310-31 
5069-67 

13197-79 ; 

6943-47 
5777-24 i 
5311-04 
5070-16 

i 

f 

Cd. 

Si. S2. S3. Pi. P2. 

1 

P3. 

(2)5086-06 
3252-63 
2868-35 
2712-65 
2632-29 
2582-86 

4800-09 
3133-29 
2775-09 
2629-15 
2553-61 
2507-93 

4678-37 
3081-03 
2733-97 
2592-14 

2474-15 

(2)13979-22 
7346-10 
6099-31 
5599-11 
5339-71 

14327-99 
7382-49 
6111-68 
5604-99 

14474-62 i 
7396-58 j 
6116-35 i 

5607-09 

1 

! 

K 2 
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Eu. 

Si. S2. S3. The second series. 

(2) C? 5379-1)* 
3322-01 
2909-10 
2744-36 
2659-.50 

(4711-69U 
3055-07 
2701-99 
2559-30 

4498-81* 
2964-35 

(5301-5) 
3322-42 
2909-10 
2743-38 
2658-51 
2608-47 
2577-25 
2554-90 

4651-75 
3055-07 
2701-99 

4445-33 
2964-35 

2577-69 

5381 - 46, 4713-77, see note at end.] 

H 

Si. So. S3. Pi. P ±'2. P3. 

(2) 5460-97 4358-56 4046-78 (2) 12071-32 13208 13674-32 
3341-70 2893-67 2752-91 6907-78 7044-27 7092-456 
2925-51 2576-31 2464-15 5804-28 5838-99 5868-30 
2759-83 2446-96 2345-41 5354-240 5384-901 
2674-99 2380-06 2284-2 5120-830 5138-26 
2625-24 2340-60 4981-00 4991-7 
2593-43 2314-7 2224-7 4890-45 4897-1 
2571-85 2284-2 4827-3 4832-4 
2556-36 2284-2 4782-3 
2545 - 09 2275-5 4748-3 

(2536-36) 4723-0 
2529-47 4702-0 
2524-48 4685-5 

4672-9 
4662-6 

j 4653-6 

Al. 

Si. So. 

(2) 3961-68 
2660-49 
2378-52 
2263-83 
2204-73 

3944-16 
2652-56 
2372-21 
2258-27 
2199-71 

Pi. 

(2) 13125-36 
6696-27 
5557-28 
5107-5 

13151-65 
6698-94 
5558-17 
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Ga. 
i 

In. 

Si. So. Si. So. 

(2) 4172-25 4033-19 (2) 4511-44 4101-87 
2780-28 2718 2932-71 2753 - 97 
2481-1 2601-84 2460-14 

2468-09 2340-30 
2399-33 2278-3 
2357-7* 2241-6 
2332-2 2218-3 

2200-0 1 
* 1 8-7 2191-2 

Tl. 

Si. So. Pi. Ps. 

(2)5350-65 3775-87 (2)11513-22 13013-8 
3229-88 2580-23 6549-99 6713-92 
2826-27 2316-01 5528-118 5584-195 
2665 - 67 2207-13 5109-65 5137-01 
2585 - 68 2152-08 4891-3 4906-5 
2538-27 2119-2 4760-8 4768-7 
2508-03 2098-5 4678-3 
2487-57 2083 - 2 4617-4 
2472-65 2072-4 4574 - 8 i 
2462-01 
2453-87 
2447-59 1 

2442-24 1 

The lines for MgS and CaS were first allotted by PtYDBEEG"^ in his original memoir 

presented on November 13, 1889, to the Swedish Royal Academy. The values are 

the observations of Kayser and Runge (‘ Ann. d. Rhys.’ (3), 43, p. 387, 1891). In 

the same paper Kayser and Runge observed Sr (2, 4, 5), but they were arranged in 

the series by Rydberg (‘ Ann. d. Rhys.’ (3), 50, p. 629), who pointed out that there 

ought to be a set 3865‘39, 3807'37, 3780'47, and that they were probably hidden by 

strong Cyanogen bands. This was afterwards fully confirmed by K. and R. {‘ Ann. 

d. Rhys.’ (3), 52, p. 115). The first lines of the series were first observed by 

Lehmann (‘ Ann. d. Rhys.’ (4), 8, p. 647, 1902), but the more accurate values of 

Saunders (‘Astro. Rhys. Jour.,’ 32, p. 170) are inserted in the list. In the case of 

Ba the second triplet and the first of the next two were observed by K. and R., but 

‘ Kongl. Svensk. Vetens. Akad. Hand.,’ Bd. 23, No. 11. In this memoir, which laid the foundation 

of what is known as to series relationships, the material is chiefly due to the observations of Thalen, of 

Hartley and Adeney, and of Liveing and Dewar. 
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the series was first arranged by Saunders (‘ Astro. Phys. Jour., 28, p. 223), who com¬ 

pleted the list by the addition of the three lines 823(8), Si(5). The highest triplet 

was observed as in Sr by Lehmann, but the numbers given in the list are those of 

Hermann (‘ Ann. d. Phys.’ (4), 16, p. 698). 

In ZnS the first three triplets were allocated by Rydberg (Zoc. cit.). The list was 

completed by K. and R., and their measures for the whole are inserted. We owe the 

discovery of ZnP to Paschen (‘ Ann. d. Phys.’ (4), 29, p. 644). 

In CdS, again, Rydberg gave the first two triplets, and the first two lines of the 

next, whilst K. and R. gave the remainder. They also gave 252174 for 83(5), but it 

must be wrong, for it gives a separation from 83(5) of 49477 instead of 541'90. It 

is, therefore, 3 A.U. too small. Sj (6) = 2582’86 makes la = 1156‘38 instead of 

117POO. CdP is due to Paschen (Zoc. cit.), but the values inserted after the first 

are the later ones of Paschen and Wiedmann (‘ Ann. d. Phys.’ (4), 35). For Eu 

see Appendix I. 

In Hg8 Rydberg arranged the first three triplets, Kayser and Runge added the 

fourth and the first line of the fifth. The remaining lines, m = 6 to 13, of Hg8 were 

observed and arranged by Milner (‘ Phil. Mag.’ (6), 20, p. 636). The lines 83(5, 6) 

observed by 8tiles (‘Astro. Phys. Jour.,’ 30, p. 48), 83(5), 82(9, lO) observed by 

Huff (‘ Astro. Phys. Jour.,’ 12, p. 103), 8^(7) Exner and Haschek, 83(7) Eder and 

Yalenta have lieen inserted by the writer. They give for the fifth triplet 

vj = 4630'80, i'2 = 1762'59. 82(6) gives I'j = 46307. The seventh triplet gives 

404P4 and 1747’0 ; a slight error in X — 23147 would put both these right. 83(9, lO) 

make respectively = 4659‘1, 4653’3, but the former is identical with 83(5). There 

may be some doubt aliout 83(7) and 83(7), as they are both spark lines, and 83(7) is 

rather too strong, but there can be little doubt about the others. For 81 (5) the 

measurement of 8tiles is inserted in place of that of K. and R., as it was observed 

under better conditions. For the HgP Paschen made an unsuccessful attempt to 

locate the first triplet in the same paper as that in which he published the results for 

the other P series, referred to in the text. The series was first determined as to its 

lower orders m = 4 to 15 by Milner {loc. cit.), then Paschen and Wiedmann 

observed the same set up to m =16, and attempted to settle the position of the top 

lines. In the list above, the arrangement is given as modified in the text (p. 54). 

In the tliird group of elements the P lines have been oliserved and allocated by 

Paschen ( Ann. d. Phys.’ (4), 29). 5105, as observed by liini, was the edge of a 

band, and, as poiiited out by him, was too strong to be AlP (4), although it should be 

close to it. 8ince then Manning, working in my laboratory, has found a very faint 

line at 51()7'5, which is doubtless the line in cpiestion. Rydberg in his original 

memoir gave the five doublets of the A18 series, and at the same time suggested four 

others. I he 8 and 13 lines here, however, come so close together that with the 

inexact values at his disposal his arrangement of these last is now seen to be incorrect. 

As m otlier cases, we owe to Kayser and Runge (‘ Ann. d. Phys.’ (3), 48, p. 143) 
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more correct measures, which at the same time estal^lished Kydbejig’s selection of tlie 

tirst five. 

Some doulit may be felt about the lines adopted for GaS. In his memoir 1Iyi)J3ERG 

used certain regularities he had noticed amongst other series to deduce what the 

Ga series ought to be—adopting the doublet 4172, 4033 for S^ and S2. He calculated 

2747 and 2436 for the two next lines in Sj and 2966, 2505 for the I) lines. Since 

then Exner and Haschek have published their spark and arc measurements. 

Kayser in his ‘ Spectroscopie ’—no doubt guided l:)y Rydberg’s calculations, as there 

w'as nothing else to go upon—allotted E. and H.’s spark line 2780'28 to Rydberg’s 

supposed 2747, with 271976 (arc) as the second of the doublet {p = 800 instead 

of 826). Ramage gives (‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 70, 1901) 2780, 2718, in place of 

E. and H.’s 2780’28, 271976. It might appear, therefore, that 2718 is really a 

distinct line which, with the former, gives v = 823'65 (within errors of 826), whilst 

2719"28 is the first of another doublet with v = 826'68. He gave also 294377, 

2874'35 for D in correspondence with Rydberg’s supposed 2966 and 2894. In the 

foregoing paper I adopted the same allocation for S (l, 2), and with it have taken 

E. and H.’s spark line 2481 as (3). For this it may be said that the corresponding 

lines come well in order as lying between the corresponding ones of A1 and In, and 

the resulting formulre constants also fit in well as between those of A1 and In. On 

the other hand, they do not occur in the arc spectrum, where they ought to be 

stronger. Moreover, in E. and H.’s list, lines occur with the proper doublet separation 

and of corresponding nature and order of intensity, which certainly look as if they 

belong to the series; hut, unfortunately, there are not sufficient to settle the question. 

The lines in question are given in wave-numbers as follows :—• 

m = 1 < 

(5r) 33954-36 

6-00 

(lOr) 33960-35 

D Series. 

826-07 (lOr) 34780-43 

on = 2 
(39975-17) (826-00) (2r) 40801-17 

(2r) 39983-85 

[39975, suggested for Dj2(2), has not been observed.] 

S Series. 

on — 1 (30r) 23961-41 826-00 (30r) 24787-44 (in both arrangements). 

001 = 2 (3) 36757-27 826-68 (2) 37583-95. 

As against this allocation is the fact that they do not lie in corresponding positions 
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Ijetweeii A1 and In, as is seen at once from the values lor the first two lines of the 

Si series, wliich are as follows ;— 

Al. Ga. In. 

3961 311 '4172 339 4511 

2660 59 2719 313 2932 

(The other allocation 2780 gives differences 120 and 152 for the second line, in 

closer ratio to those of the first.) 

r 3002 2043 3258 

[ 2575 2500 2714 

I’hey apparently helong to series of S and 1) type correlated to the typical ones. 

The limit is in the neighbourhood of 47600. If the real one is 47600 + the formulm 

obtained for them give the following denominators, viz. :—■ 

For S 1-206850-•0002477F-(-052878-T)002022f)m-h 

D -713106-•0005303f+(-2450IO+-0008706f)m-\ 

and f may he as large as ±250. 

In the InS Eydberg allocated the three first doublets and the first of the next. 

Kayser and IIunge lirought the observed up to six, and the second lines of the next 

two S2 (7, 8). This is curious, as the only example so far observed in which the second 

series appears stronger than the first. I find, however, that lines observed in the 

spark spectrum by Hartley and Adeney (‘Eoy. vSoc. Trans.,’ 1884), viz., 2332-2 and 

2101-2, occupy the places for Si(7) and 82(0). The other measures are K. and R.’s. 

Their value for 2357-7 is, however, clearly 1 A.U. too small. It gives an incorrect 

value for v which the formula corrects. 

In TTS Eydberg gave the first four doublets and the five succeeding lines for TIS2, 

indicating a similar result to that of In, viz., that the 83 series are more persistent 

than the 81. Kayser and Eunge extended the list Ijy adding nine lines to the 

81 series, thus completing nine doublets and adding four extra lines to 81. It is 

possible that even here the 83 may be the more persistent, and that they have not 

been observed because they are situated much farther down in the ultra violet. The 

TIP series again are due to Paschen. The line X = 4678-3 is really a mean position 

for tlie douldet TlPi3(7), the components being too close for resolution. 

l^Alay 13, 1912.—Whilst the foregoing has been passing through the press more 

complete lists of spectral lines, including those in the visible region, have been 

piddished l)y Exner and TIaschek."^ It is possible, therefore, to see how far tlie 

* ‘Die Spektren der Elemeute bei iiormalen Druck,’ Fkanz Deiuicke, Leipzig u. Wien, 1911. 
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extrapolation in the text for the sharp series of Europium is justified. The suggested 

values for the lines were 5379T and 4711'69, with a probability that they should be 

about 2 A.U. higher, if the ratio (a +A2)/(/>i +A2) were to have the normal value 

’2152. In E. and H.’s lists are found two doublets, 5381’46, 471377 (I'l = 2631'39) 

and 5377‘13, 4709'95 {v^ = 2633’63). The former is the more probable as it gives the 

typical ratio a//x more closely. The formulae constants calculated from this are 

40363-19-N/{m + l-292265--OtSSeiw-'l^, 

giving (a +A2)/(ju +Ag) = ’21636 in place of the former value '21246, and, therefore, 

closer to the value as given by other elements. The alteration in the constants is so 

slight that other measures, as, for instance, the estimated density of Eu, are not 

afiPected. 

The supposed satellite series to EuS is not confirmed. At least there is no 

observed line with a wave-number near 18516-60. In the long series given at the 

bottom of p. 61, the first lines for Sj and S2 were extrapolated to wave-numbers 

18858, &c. The nearest triplet to this is 5291'48, 4644-44, 4438’12, with wave- 

numbers equal to 18893’12, 21525’20, 22525’87, giving = 2632’08, I'g = 1000’67. 

It fits in well as the first line of the series there indicated.] 

1P JUL1912 
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§ 1. It was discovered iialf a century ago by Sabine, Lamont and Wolf that a 

relation exists between sunspots and the daily range of magnetic declination. If the 

regular diurnal inequality of declination be determined for the year as a whole, then 

it has been shown that corresponding to equal increments of sunspot frequency, as 

determined by Wolf and Wolfer, of Zurich, there are at least approximately equal 

increments in the range. In some instances the range taken has been not that of an 

inequality derived from all hours of the day, hut one derived from daily measurements 

at two fixed hours, approaching more or less closely to the average times at which 

the needle has its extreme easterly and westerly positions. The range thus derived 

is unlikely to bear an absolutely invariable ratio to the range of the diurnal 

inequality, but for the present purpose the comparison may be regarded as made 

with the range of the diurnal inequality, but of minor accuracy. 
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The relation refers, it should be noticed, to corresponding data from the year as a 

whole. It may be expressed by the equation 

E, = a(l+mS),.(l) 

where H denotes the range of the diurnal inequality of declination, S the sunspot 

frequency, while a and wr are constants for the particular station concerned. 

In several previous papers* I have dealt with this formula, showing that it applies 

equally to the other magnetic elements, though with different values of a and m, 

and that it may be applied—though with less close agreement between observation 

and calculation—to the individual months of the year, provided in as wmll as ci be 

allotted difPerent values in difiPerent months. The values obtained for in for different 

mamietic elements, and for the same element at different seasons of the year, varied 

largely. At all the European stations considered, m was larger for H (horizontal 

force) than for D (declination), and larger for winter than for summer. 

§ 2. Wolf and Wolfer’s frequency figures are not the only statistics published for 

sunspots. Measurements have been made at Greenwich for many years of the areas 

of the faculse, whole sunspot areas and umbrse both as “ projected,” i.e., as measured 

in photographs, and as “ corrected” for foreshortening. In a paperf published in 1906 

I took all the Greenwich measurements into account when discussing D and H data 

from Falmouth for the magnetically quiet days of the twelve years 1891 to 1902. It 

was found {loc. cit.. Table II., p. 168) that for the twelve years mentioned the 

variations from year to year in the four quantities—^whole spots projected, w^hole 

spots corrected, urnbrse projected and umbrae corrected—-had followed so similar 

a course that it could make little difference which of the four one took to represent 

solar activity in any investigation relating to mean annual values. The corrected 

areas, for instance, for whole spots and umbrm stood very nearly in the ratio of 

6 to 1. 

The variation from year to year in Wolfer’s sunspot frequencies differed distinctly 

Init not largely from that of the Greenwdch spot areas. A considerably greater 

divergence appeared in the case of the Gree2iwich measurements of faculm. 

Fornmlm of the type (l) were assumed as existing between the range of the mean 

diurnal inequality for the year in D and H at Falmouth and each in turn of the five 

solar quantities—faculse (corrected areas), umbrse (projected and corrected areas), 

whole spots (corrected areas), and Wolfer’s sunspot frequencies. Values were found 

for the constants a and in in (l) l)y tlie method of least squares, and a comparison 

was made {loc. cit., Tables XVIII. and XIX., pp. 190 and 191) between the observed 

and calculated values of the D and H ranges for the twelve years, in order to see in 

which of the five cases tlie agreement witli observation was closest. 

In both D and H the closest agreement was obtained for AVolfer’s frequencies, 

* ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 202, p. 415; vol. 203, p. 151 ; vol. 208, p. 245, &c. 

t ‘ Camhridge Traii.sactious,’ vol. 20, p. 165. 
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but the difference between the agreement in their case and in that of whole sunspot 

areas was small. In the case of H, the umbrae corrected gave as good an agreement 

as the whole spots, and the umbrae projected were very little behind. In D, the 

umbrae gave a distinctly inferior agreement; and in both D and H the agreement in 

the case of the faculae was very decidedly inferior to that from the other solar 

quantities. 

The natural inference from these results—though in the absence of trial it can oidy 

claim to be a probability—is that in any attempt to investigate a numerical relation¬ 

ship between sunspots and terrestrial magnetism it is not likely to matter mucli 

whether we consider Wolfer’s frequencies or the Greenwich areas of whole spots or 

of umbrse; and, if we take Greenwich data, it would appear unlikely to make much 

difference whether projected or corrected areas are employed. 

§ 3. The first attempt* which I made to investigate a relationship between sunspots 

and terrestrial magnetism on individual days employed Wolfer’s provisional 

frequencies, as published quarterly in the ‘ Meteorologische Zeitschrift.’ When 

discussing the Kew “quiet” day diurnal inequalities of the eleven years 1890 to 

1900, it occured to me that if any intimate relationship exists between sunspot 

activity and magnetic disturbance on the same day, we should expect sunspot 

frequency to be decidedly below its mean on the average magnetically “quiet” day. 

A comparison was accordingly made of the mean sunspot frequency derived from the 

“quiet” days selected by the Astronomer Royal, and that derived from all days of 

the year. The comparison was made for the eleven years 1890 to 1900 as a whole, 

and for two sub-groups of years, representative of sunspot maximum and minimum. 

It was also made, employing the whole eleven years, for three seasons of the year, 

winter (November to February), summer (May to August), and Equinox 

(remaining four months). In no single instance was there a difference between the 

mean sunspot frequencies from all days and from “ quiet ” days only, such as 

suggested any real relationship. The two mean frequencies derived from all months 

of the eleven years, viz., 41’22 for all days and 41‘28 for “quiet” days, were 

practically identical. 

§ 4. The next attempt! which calls for remark proceeded on different lines. It made 

use of the annual Greenwich tables, which give the daily values of projected sunspot 

areas—expressed in terms of the one millionth of the visible disc as unit—applying 

them to the 660 selected “quiet” days of the years 1890 to 1900, and to 209 days 

of the same eleven years selected for the large size of the magnetic disturbances 

shown. The days of each month were divided into three groups ; the first and last 

of these groups in a month of 30 days contained respectively the 10 days of largest 

and the 10 days of smallest sunspot area. It was then investigated how the 660 

“quiet” days and the 209 highly disturbed days distributed themselves between the 

* ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 202, jj. 433. 

t ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol, 208, p. 234. 
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three groups. The distrihution expressed in percentages of the total number of days, 

whether 660 or 209, was as follows 

In group of days of- 

Largest Intermediate Smallest 

spot area. spot area. spot area. 

“Quiet’’(lays. 31-7 31-5 33-8 

Highly disturbed days. . . . 35-6 34-0 30-4 

Thus the group of days of largest spot area contained 2'1 per cent, fewer “quiet” 

days, and 5'2 per cent, more disturbed days than the group of days of smallest spot 

area. 

§ 5. The fact that this second investigation gives at least a suggestion of the 

relationship sought for, while the first investigation gave a purely negative result, 

was at first very puzzling ; but it began to dawn on me that the difference might 

have something to do with the fact that days of large spot area, and days of small 

spot area both tend to congregate in groups, and not to be isolated. Influenced 

partly by this idea, and partly by the desirability of testing a theory of Arrhenius, 

who suggested that the magnetic disturbance effects visible on the earth, are due to 

the discharge from the sun of electrified particles likely to take some 48 hours to 

travel to the earth, I next investigated (in the same paper) w^hether the association 

was not between magnetic phenomena on the earth and phenomena existing on the 

sun, 1, 2, 3, or 4 days previously. In one investigation the 10 days of each month 

were taken for which the absolute D range {i.e., the excess of the daily maximum over 

the daily minimum declination) was greatest. Calling any one of these selected days 

n, the Greenwich projected sunspot area was put down in separate columns for the 

day n., and three previous daysn—1, n—2, and n—3. This being done for each of 

the 10 days of largest D range in the month, we have 10 spot areas in each of the 

four columns headed w, 1, —2, and n —3. Summing up and taking means for 

each column, we get results representative of the spot area on a representative day, 

characterised by a large D range, and on each of the three previous days. 

If Arrhenius’s theory were true, then we should expect the mean spot area for day 

n — 2 to be decidedly in excess of the means from the other three columns, and also in 

excess of the mean derived from all days of the month. 

As a matter of fact, when all the months of the 11 years were treated in this 

way, and the results combined, the mean spot areas from the four columns were all in 

excess of the mean from all days, and the excess was largest for column n — o. 

As complementary to this investigation, the 10 days of least D range in each month 

ol the 11 years were got out, and the corresponding sunspot areas were put down for 
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each of these and the three previous days. In this instance, there was a deficiency in 

the mean derived from each of the columns headed n, n—1, n—2, n — 2> as compared to 

the average day of the 11 years, and the deficiency was greatest in column 7^ —3. 

The calculations were repeated, limiting the days of largest and of least D range 

each to 5 a month. The two groups of days thus represented more extreme conditions 

than in the previous investigation, and consistently with this the phenomena proved 

to be of the same general character as before, only more pronounced. In the 

investigation which employed 5-day groups there were in reality six columns headed 

n-\-\, 71, 71—1, n — 2, n —3, and 4, thus representing six successive days, extending 

from four days before to one day after the representative day of large (or small) D 

range. 

§ 6. As another line of attack, the initial selection of days was based on the sun¬ 

spot area,* the one group of days for any month consisting of the 10 days of largest 

area, the other of the 10 days of least area. The D ranges were put down for each 

day of either group, and for the three subsequent days in columns headed respective!}^ 

n, n+l, n-\-'2, and 7i + 3. Taking again a mean from all months of the 11 years, the 

mean D ranges from the four columns for the group of days of large spot area were 

all above the mean derived from all days of the year, and the excess was greatest in 

column -t- 3. 

In short, when the 11 years as a whole were combined, all the lines of investigation 

pointed to a relationship between the size of the absolute D range on individual days 

and sunspot areas on one or more preceding days. It appeared, however, that if 

Arrhenius’s views were correct, the time requisite for the electrified particle to travel 

from the sun to the earth must vary from less than 1 to more than 3 days, and it 

seemed that 4 days must be a more common interval than 3, and 3 days a more common 

interval than 2. The phenomena were, however, at least as favourable to the view 

that magnetic conditions on any one day represent an integral to which a number of 

previous days contribute. 

The similarity in the nature of the results derived by these different investigations 

from the 11 years as a whole, and the fact that the apparent sunspot influence 

indicated was far from infiniteshnal, seemed to preclude the possibility of the 

phenomena being wholly accidental. There was, however, this remarkable fact, that 

when the years were treated individually, some of them, notably 1895, gave results 

which appeared to be of an opposite character to those derived from the whole 11 years, 

there being an apparent association of large D ranges with small, not large, spot areas. 

Further investigation thus appeared necessary, and it was clear that it ought to be of 

a much more comprehensive character, calling for a large expenditure of time. It is 

only within the last twelve months that a suitable opportunity has presented itself. 

§ 7. The first question now to be considered is whether D is the best magnetic 

element on which to base the enquiry. The investigations which involved applications 

* National Physical Laboratory, ‘ Collected Eesearches,’ vol. 5, 1908, p. 55. 
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of Wolf’s formula (l) to diurnal inequality ranges showed that when Kew “ quiet” 

days were considered—the information for other than “ quiet ” days at Kew is still 

lacking—inclination (I) was the element for which the constant m was largest, i.e., for 

which the greatest percentage increase of range occurred for a given increase in 

sunspot frequency. Next to I came H. 

Values of I are not recorded directly by the magnetographs, but have to be 

calculated from the recorded values of H and V (vertical force). Thus it would he a 

very difficult, if not practically impossible, task to find absolute daily ranges of I. 

Daily ranges of H, on the other hand, are as easily obtained as those of D, provided 

one neglects the corrections required to allow for the variation of temperature. At 

Kew such neglect seldom causes an error as large as 2y (ly = 1 x 10“® C.G.S.) in the 

absolute daily range, and often is without any effect, and for investigations such as 

the present the slight increase in the accuracy of individual daily ranges that might 

ensue from the application of temperature corrections would be immaterial. 

In 1908 a grant was obtained from the Government Grant Committee for the 

measurement of all Kew H and V curves of the 11 years 1890 to 1900, and the work 

naturally included the determijiation of the absolute daily ranges, which thus became 

available for the present enquiry. 

The increase of sensitiveness in the method expected from the substitution of H for 

D ranges was consideralfie, as will be seen l)y reference to Talde I. Adopting the 

notation of (l), 100m represents the percentage increase in the range of the diurnal 

inequality answering to an increase in Wolfer’s sunspot frequency from 0 to 100. 

The results to which the letter A is attached in Table I. were obtained by least squares, 

those to which the letter B is attached by what I have called the “ method of 

groups.” 

Table I.—Values of 100m at Kew. 

Method. D. H. H value -f- D value. 

From range of mean diurnal j A 0-71 1-07 1-51 

inequality for the year . . | 
B 0-66 1-04 1-58 

From inequality ranges of 12 f A 0-G3 0-89 1-41 
months of the year individu-< 
ally considered.[_ B 0-68 1-00 1-47 

If, then, the relation between absolute ranges on individual days and sunspots follows 

snmlai laws to those presented m the case of the range of the diurnal inequality, we 

should expect the difierences disclosed by investigations such as those described 

§§ ^ and 6 to lie increased some 50 per cent, when D ranges are replaced by II 
ranges. 
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Absolute daily ranges, however, are affected by disturbance in a much greater 

degree than inequality ranges derived from all days of the year, so some direct 

confirmation was desirable. It was obtained as follows : The monthly groups of 10 

days already employed in connection with the D ranges, were utilized for H ranges, 

for the 3 years 1892, 1893, and 1894, which were the years of largest sunspot frequency 

between 1890 and 1900. The investigation was limited to the representative day n 

of largest (or least) sunspot area, and the three immediately following days n + \,n-\-2, 

and n + 3. 

The results derived by meaning the several columns for the three years separately 

appear in Table II. Each entry, it will be understood, represents a mean derived from 

10x12 or 120 days. 

Table II.-—Comparison of D and H results from 10-day Groups. 

Days of large spot area. Yearly Days of small spot area. 

Element. Year. 
mean 

from all 
n. n +1. r^-t- 2. «. + 3. days. n. 71+1. 71 + 2. 71 + 3. 

.i> J 
(unit T) I 

1892 16-96 17-96 18-75 19-74 17-70 16-23 15-96 16-01 15-96 
1893 15-37 15-91 16-32 16-35 15-62 15-39 15-28 15-17 15-33 
1894 17-73 18-05 18-11 18-19 16-50 15-06 14-58 14-88 15-14 

Mean . . — 16-69 17-31 17-73 18-09 16-61 15-56 15-27 15-35 15-48 

H [ 
(unit ly) I 

1892 84-4 88-5 91-7 101-2 84-0 73-4 71-0 71-0 68-0 

1893 70-9 73-1 75-4 76-0 69-7 69-1 66-1 63-9 65-8 
1894 86-8 91-5 91-8 95-1 81-4 69-1 69-1 71-3 73-1 

Mean . . — 80-7 84-4 86-3 90-8 78-4 70-5 68-7 68-7 69-0 

Expressing the algebraic excess of each of the 3-year means in the columns n,n-\-l, 

n + 2, and ?^-f-3 over the corresponding means from all days of the year (viz., 16''61 for 

D and 78'4y for H) as percentages of the latter mean values, we obtain the results 

given in Table III. 

Table III.—D and H results from 10-day Groups, as Percentages. 

Element. 

Group of days of large spot area. Group of days of small spot area. 

n. 71+ 1. 71+2. 11 + 3. 77. 77+1. 77+2. 77+3. 

I) . . . . 
II ... . 

+ 0-5 
+ 3-0 

+ 4-2 
+ 7-7 

+ 6-7 
+ 10-1 

+ 9-0 
+ 15-8 

- 6-3 
- 10-0 

- 8-0 
- 12-3 

- 7-5 
- 12-3 

1 

- 6-8 
-12-0 i 

VOL. ccxii.—A. M 
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Taking the numerical sums of the percentage figures from the large and small spot 

area groups separately, we find 

(H sums)/(D sums) = 179 from days of large spot area, 

„ „ = 1'63 „ „ „ small „ „ . 

This makes the phenomenon some 70 per cent, larger in H than in D, and so more 

than justifies our anticipations. 

§ 8. In the majority of the earlier investigations use was made of 10-day groups 

selected by reference to the size of the absolute daily range. In the investigations 

now to he described it was decided to employ 5-day groups, and to make the 

Greenwich projected sunspot area the criterion for selection. It had become obvious 

that the number of days preceding and following the representative day 

must be largely increased, if one wished to ascertain the true nature of the 

phenomenon, and it was obvious that the arithmetical operations would thus become 

exceedingly heavy, even with 5-day groups. Experience had also shown that the 

5 days of largest spot area in a month were not infrequently consecutive, while this was 

hardly ever the case for the 10 days of largest area. Thus 5 appeared a more natural 

number than 10, while the fact that the majority of the 5 days often occurred in a 

sequence led to a marked economy of time in entering the data in the several columns. 

The main reason for preferring the spot area as the criterion for grouping the days 

was that it promised to facilitate the comparison of results from difterent stations, and 

the comparison of results from difierent elements at the same station. The numerical 

results for the sunspot areas for the groups of days of the present investigation will 

obviously serve for any similar investigation dealing with the same period of years. 

One slight drawback to sunspot areas as the criterion of selection is the absence 

of spot areas for a few days in the Greenwich publications. In these cases the day 

for which information was lacking was disregarded when selecting the 5 days of large 

(or small) spot area; but when it occurred in any column (other, of course, than n) it 

had assigned to it the arithmetic mean of the areas for the two adjacent days. 

There were a few days for which Kew H ranges were lacking. The gaps were 

filled up by reference to the Falmouth curves, with the exception of one occasion when 

the traces at both Kew and Falmouth got off the sheet. The range for that day was 

taken as if the curve stopped at the edge of the sheet. Judging by the appearance 

of the curves, the consequent underestimate of the range was not serious. 

It was decided to take 15 days before and 15 after each selected day. Thus, calling 

the representative day n, there were 31 columns of figures extending from day 

76 — 15 to day 76-1-15. 

There was one month in 1890 and one in 1900 when the days showing measureable 

sunspot areas numbered less than 5. These two months were omitted, leaving in all 

130. The investigation relating to the 5 days a month of largest spot area thus in¬ 

cluded the treatment of 130 x 31 x 5, or 20150, H ranges and as many sunspot areas. 
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Sunspot Areas. 

§ 9. In the subsequent comparisons of sunspot areas and magnetic phenomena use 

was made not merely of the whole 11 years 1890 to 1900, but also of the following 

groups of these years :— 

1890, 1899, and 1900 representing sunspot minimum; 

1891, 1895, and 1896 representing the most rapid portion of the rise of sunspot 

areas to the maximum and their subsequent decline, and also representing 

an exceptionally high average state of magnetic disturbance ; 

All the years (8) except those in the last-mentioned group ; 

1892, 1893, and 1894 representing sunspot maximum. 

In the case of the 11 years, the three seasons winter, equinox, and summer, as 

defined in § 3, were also considered separately. 

In the case of the sunspot maximum years there were two investigations, one based 

as in the other cases on the 5 days a month of largest spot area, the other on the 5 

days a month of least spot area. The sunspot area data derived from these investi¬ 

gations appear in Table IV. Column n gives the characteristics of the representative 

of the selected 5 days a month. The columns n —15 to n—1 give the characteristics 

of the 15 days immediately preceding the representative day, columns n-tl to n + lb 

the characteristics of the 15 days immediately following the representative day. The 

figures in these 31 columns represent percentages of the mean spot area, dej’ived from 

the whole 31 columns. 

The method aims at securing a pulse of high (or low) spot area centering at day n, 

and our immediate object is to ascertain the form of that pulse. 

§ 10. The 11-year data in the first line of Table IV. are shown graphically in the 

full line curve of fig. 1. They represent an exceedingly smooth and nearly symmetrical 

M 2 
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pulse, with its crest of course in column n. The differences between tlie figures in any 

corresponding pair of columns n — s and n + s are very small, but on the whole there is 

a tendency for the figure in column 7^ + s to be the larger of the two. From column 

w—15 to column n—9, and again from column n + 9 to column n + 15, the sun.spot 

figure is nearly constant. The pulse is obviously of a favourable type for the 

investigation of the presence or absence of a corresponding pulse in any magnetic 

quantity. 

The pulses in the case of all three seasons from the 11 years are fairly symmetrical 

with respect to column n for values of s up to 5 or more ; but for values of s in excess 

of 9 or 10 there is considerable a-symmetry. The figures show a marked tendency to 

fall from column n+11 to column w +15 in the case of equinox, and a similar tendency 

to rise in the case of summer. These phenomena are presumably “accidents,” and 

would disappear if a large number of 11-year periods were combined ; but they merit 

attention, in view of their possible Influence on the magnetic phenomena presently to 

be described. 

Whether the more rounded character of the pulse in winter is wholly accidental is 

more open to doubt. If a natural phenomenon, characteristic of the season, it would 

seem to imply some direct action of the earth on sunspots, and so far as I am aware 

astronomers have not succeeded in establishing any such action. 

The diflerence between the sunspot maximum and minimum years is marked, the 

pulse being much more rounded and less accentuated in the former. This may have 

been a peculiarity of the particular sunspot cycle, but it seems not unlikely to be 

fairly representative of sunspot maximum and minimum. Towards minimum there 

are usually a number of days without visible sunspots, and any finite number, however 

small, is infinite when compared to zero. 

Omitting the last line of Table IV., which represents the exact antithesis of the 

conditions represented by the first eight lines, it will be seen that the sunspot area 

even on the fourth day after the representative day of largest area is still some 30 per 

cent, above the mean for the period. It would thus be quite in harmony with the 

hypothesis of a direct instantaneous action of sunspots upon the earth, if the range 

of the magnetic elements were decidedly above the mean for at least 4 days after the 

day of largest area. But, on this hypothesis, the excess above the average range on 

the fourth day after the day of largest area should be only some 30 per cent, or less 

of the excess on the actual day of largest area. 

If the effect on the absolute magnetic range in individual days followed a similar 

law to that exhibited by the range of the mean diurnal inequality for the year, its 

absolute size would depend on the absolute difference in the sunspot area. For instance, 

if we compare the results in Table IV. for the groups of years of sunspot minimum 

and maximum, the total range of sunspot area in the former case—-being the excess at 

day n over day w-1-14—would be in Greenwich units 

(292-34) X 163/100 = 420, 
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while in the latter case it would be 

(198-Gl)x 1786/100 = 2447. 

Thus, on the above hypothesis, the difference between the greatest and least 

representative daily magnetic ranges——out from the days included in Table IV. — 

should be about 5'8 times as large in the sunspot maximum as in the sunspot minimum 

group of years. 
The rise to the crest of the pulse in Table IV. and the subsequent fall practically 

take place between days n-7 and n + 7, i.e., the pulse extends over about 15 days. 

There would obviously be advantages in making the pulse narrower. This could be 

done, to a certain extent, by reducing the monthly number of selected days. But 

even if we took only the one day of largest spot area of the month, the pulse would 

remain far from wall sided, because the days adjacent to that of largest spot area 

have almost always themselves areas much above the average of the month. On the 

other hand, if one took only 1 or 2 days a month, the number of years would probably 

have to be largely increased to get as smooth a progression as that shown in the first 

line of Table IV. 

The last line of Table IV., dealing with the representative days of least spot area 

of the years of sunspot maximum, gives of course a trough instead of a crest at day n. 

The symmetry with respect to column n is not quite so good as in the case of the 

representative days of largest spot area from the same group of years, but still is very 

fair. 

§ 11. Table V. gives the results for H ranges corresponding to the sunspot data in 

Table IV. The values of the ranges in columns n—15 to n+15 are expressed as 

percentages of the mean range derived from these 31 columns. These absolute mean 

ranges appear in the last column of the table. 

If there were no relation between sunspots and magnetic phenomena on individual 

days, then we should expect the departures from 100 in the figures in the first 31 

columns of Table V. to be small and irregular. There is certainly less smoothness in 

the progression of the figures than in Table IV., and the percentage variations shown 

are much smaller; but there are features which it is impossible to ascribe to accident. 

Let us first consider the data from the 11 years in the first four lines of Table V. 

Accidental features are obviously not entirely eliminated, but there cannot be two 

opinions as to the existence of a marked pulse, the crest occurring some days after 

that of sunspot areas. In every case there is a marked depression or trough some 

days in advance of the day n which represents the maximum of sunspot areas. In 

the first line of Table V., representing all months of the year—represented 

graphically in the broken-line curve of fig. 1—the trough occurs about 4 days in 

advance, and the range is still helow its mean on the day before sunspot maximum, 

i.e., at a time when, as appears from Table IV., sunspot area is almost double its 

mean. The rise from the trough to the crest is regular, and the crest itself 
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rounded, the ranges in columns 91 + 3 to n + b being almost equal. The crest value is 

12 per cent, above the mean range, and the preceding trough value 6 per cent, below. 

Thus the amplitude of the wave from trough to crest represents 18 per cent, of the 

average H range. 
The fio-ures for the three seasons in Table V. are less regular. The number of 

years would presumably have to be trebled to get results as smooth as in the first 

line of the table. All the seasons, however, show the same general features as the 

year as a whole. In winter and equinox an excess above the mean range appears at 

an earlier day than in the case of the year. In summer, on the other hand, the 

rano-e does not attain its mean value until the sunspot maximum has passed. The 

differences, however, that exist between the seasonal data for sunspots in Table IV. 

may be responsible for some of the differences between the seasonal data in Table V. 

The crest occurring after the day of sunspot maximum is not the only one visible in 

Table V. The results for the year and the three seasons all show a secondary pulse, 

whose crest occurs about 11 days before the day of largest spot area, i.e., about 15 

days before the crest of the principal pulse in the H ranges. 

Coming to the separate groups of years, each, it will be seen, shows the above two 

pulses, the crest of the one about 4 days after, the crest of the other about 11 days 

before, the crest of sunspot areas. The group of years in which the phenomena are 

most prominent and regular is that including the three years of sunspot maximum. 

In this case the difference between the principal crest and the preceding trough 

represents 40 per cent, of the mean daily range, or about 32y. 

The sunspot minimum years give very similar results to the sunspot maximum 

years, I)ut the difference between the principal crest and trough is only 20 per cent, 

of the mean dally range, or about 9y. The group of years 1891, 1895, 1896 exhibits 

special features. This group includes the years in which the earlier Investigation, 

referred to above, found large sunspot areas associated with small D ranges, and 

conversely. The same conclusion would have followed from the present investigation 

if it had been limited to the day of largest spot area and three following days. The 

fundamental phenomenon apparently was an exceptional development of what in the 

other years is a secondary pulse, with a postponement of the trough preceding the 

day of largest spot area until day n—1. As in other years, however, there is a 

marked rise from this trough ; but the trough itself is unusually deep, and the crest 

of what in other years is the principal pulse does not much overtop the average value. 

Ihus in some ways the depression in the H ranges some days in advance of the 

sunspot pulse appears a more persistent feature than the excess in the H ranges some 

days after the crest of that pulse. 

§ 12. The last line in Table V., answering to the selected days of least spot area, 

dealt with in the last line of Table IV., shows a marked depression in the H ranges, 

extending from 2 days before to 8 or 9 days after the day n of least sunspot area. 

The actually lowest figure is on day 9i+l, but from day n to day n + b the value is 
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nearly constant. In this case the sunspot area was below its mean from 6 days before 

to 5 days after day n, so that here again there seems a lag of about 4 days. The 

incidence of the pulse which has its crest about day n—12 in the last line of Table V. 

is sufficiently accounted for by the high values of sunspot area in the last line of 

Table IV. for days prior to II. The difference between this crest and the 

subsequent trough represents 28 per cent, of the corresponding mean absolute daily 

range of H, or about 217y. This is about two-thirds of the corresponding amplitude 

in the line above, answering to the days of largest spot area. The ranges of the 

sunspot values in the last and second last lines of Table IV. were respectively about 

1804 and 2447 of the Greenwich units of area, so the H range and sunspot area 

ratios in the two cases are fairly similar. 

§ 13. While Table V. seems to prove to demonstration that in the average year 

there is a clear association of H ranges with sunspot area some days previously, the 

relation is either of a somewhat complex character, or else is liable to be much 

overshadowed in individual years by other influences. It is obviously desirable that 

details enabling an independent judgment to be formed should be at the disposal 

of all interested in the subject. It is hoped that Table VI. will suffice for this 

purpose. 

The figures in Table VI. are the mean absolute H ranges, in terms of ly as unit, 

from the representative 31 days n—15 to n+15 of the individual 11 years. Values 

which exceed the mean derived from the whole 31 days are in heavy type, so that one 

can see at a glance how far each year conforms to or departs from the general features 

of the 11 years combined, as exhibited in the first line of Table V. No single feature, 

it will be seen, is clearly exhibited by all the years. Three of them have the figure in 

column n + i below the average, though the deficiencies are all trifling ; and four of 

them have the figure in column n — 4 above the average. 

§ 14. One aspect of the case which suggests itself when individual H ranges are 

scrutinised calls for consideration. The number of days contributing to the mean 

value for a single year of one of the 31 columns of Table VI. is normally 60. Now 

there are a few days the H range of which is altogether outstanding. Thus in 

February, 1892, two successive days had ranges of 720y and 650y. The range of the 

average day of 1892, though larger than that of any other year, was only 84y. This 

will explain how the presence of even one outstanding range in a column sensibly 

affects the mean value, and if any “ accident ” should bring two or three such days 

into the same column for a single year the result might be to simulate a marked 

influence which had no real existence. 

R is obvious d priori that, so far as the present research is concerned, a range of 

720y must be regarded as largely an “ accident.” There are no outstanding daily 

values of sunspot area in the whole 11 years which overtop their neighbours in the 

way the larger magnetic ranges do. The recognition of this fact suggested the next 

mode of attack. It follows lines which were suggested by the procedure followed now 
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for some years at de Bilt in presenting the results obtained by international co-operation 

for the “ magnetic character ” of individual days. 

Each co-operating station assigns a “ character ” figure “ 0,” “ 1,” or “ 2 ” to each 

day, according as it is quiet, moderately disturbed, or highly disturbed. The character 

figures assigned by the co-operating stations are summed at de Bilt, as if they were 

ordinary numerical quantities, and the final order assigned to the days in the scale of 

disturbance is based on these sums (or their arithmetic means). If, for instance, 

30 stations send in results, and all assign character “ 2 ” to one particular day, while 

half the stations assign “ 2,” and half assign “ 1 ” to a second day, the total character 

sums obtained at de Bilt for the two days would be respectively 60 and 45, giving as 

the mean estimates 2 and 1'5. 

The principles followed in assigning character figures at different stations vary, and 

the fact that the scale of values is so narrow necessitates grouping together at any 

one station days which differ widely in disturbance. It is also very difficult to 

maintain even a roughly uniform standard throughout a series of years. One naturally 

wishes to discriminate between the days of each year, and if one adopts a standard 

which gives fairly similar numbers of days of characters “ 0,” “ 1,” and “ 2 ” in a highly 

disturbed year, one has in a quiet year hardly any “ 2’s,” and a wholly extravagant 

number of “ O’s.” The natural consequence is a tendency to lower the standard for a 

“ 1 ” or a “ 2 ” in a quiet year, and to raise it in a disturbed year. This renders 

character figures a somewhat uncertain basis for the comparison of one year or one 

group of years with another, but it militates only slightly against their use when 

comparing days of the same month, or even days of different months of the same year, 

unless the year is much more disturbed in some months than others. 

The international scheme came into operation in 1906, and since that time character 

figures at Kew have always been assigned by myself, so that I have had considerable 

practice. The choice at Kew has been based not so much on the absolute size of the 

changes shown as on the more or less oscillatory nature of the curves. 

§ 15. The second line of attack differs from the first only in substituting the character 

figures of individual days for their H ranges. As the period to be considered preceded 

the introduction of the international scheme, it was first necessary to assign character 

figures to the days of the 11 years. This was not so formidable a task as might 

appear at first sight. A single glance at the curves usually enables one to assign the 

character figure to about half the days of a month. My own practice is to consider 

the D and H curves of the month separately in the first instance, assigning to each 

character figures 0, 0, 0 ; 1^, 1, 1 ; 2, 2, and 2. By “ 0 ” is meant a very quiet curve, 

by “ 0 ” a curve one inclines to assign “ 0 ” to but hesitates, regarding the assignment 

of “ 1 ” as at least a possibility, and so on. At Kew V (vertical force) curves need 

hardly be considered, as the element is so much less disturbed than D and H. • If the 

D and H curves for the same day both get a “ 0 ” or a “ 0,” then usually character 

0 ” is assigned without further enquiry. If both get 

N 2 

0,” or one a “ 0 ” and the 
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other a “ 1,” they are considered side by side, before a decision is reached. This will 

explain the general method. There are, of course, not a few days when the giving a 

“ 0 ” or a “ 1,” or a “ 1 ” or a “ 2 ” is very much a toss up. If the choice made one 

day were to be made independently even the next week, there would be no doubt an 

appreciable number of alterations in the figure ascribed, and the longer the interval 

between the two choices the more would this tend to be the case. 

In view of this fact, in the present enquiry, the days of each year were dealt with, 

so far as practicable, in immediate succession. While the standard remained, I think, 

fairly uniform throughout the days of any one year, it not improbably varied sensibly 

as between different years, for the time that elapsed between the consideration of the 

first and last of the years was naturally considerable. 

In assigning the character figures the appearance of the curves was alone considered, 

and the lists of the daily ranges were never consulted, so that the two lines of 

investigation are at least absolutely independent. A distinction to be borne in mind 

is that the character figure is a measure only of disturbance, whereas the daily range 

is usually dependent both on disturbance and on the regular diurnal variation. 

The data resulting from the use of the character figures appear in Table VII., results 

being given for the 11 years combined and for the same groups of years as in Tables IV. 

and V. The results in the 31 columns w—15 to ?i+15 are expressed as percentages of 

their mean; and the absolute values of these means are given in the last column 

of the table. In the last line of Table VII., as in the corresponding lines of Tables IV. 

and V., the column n contains the representative days of smallest spot area. 

§ 16. The progression of the figures in Table VII. is less smooth than in Table V., 

but the conclusions indicated are very similar. In each of the first five lines, where 

the selected days were those of largest spot area, there is a conspicuous trough a few 

days before the representative day n, followed by a considerable rise to a crest, which 

occurs usually on day n + i. This crest markedly overtops the average mean, except 

for the group of years 1891, 1895, and 1896, which exhibits the same peculiarity as in 

Table V. In addition to this pulse there is a second pulse, as in Table V., with its 

crest about 11 days before the day of largest sunspot area. The chief departure from 

the phenomena seen in Table V. is that this earlier pulse has become decidedly more 

prominent. This fact, and the further fact that the earlier, or secondary, pulse is in 

both tables especially conspicuous in the case of the highly disturbed years 1891, 1895, 

and 1896, suggests that the phenomenon is largely a pure disturbance eflect. At the 

same time, the years of sunspot minimum 1890, 1899, and 1900, show a more 

prominent crest at day w—12 than do the years of sunspot maximum, which were 

much more disturbed. 

An explanation of the secondary pulse which may suggest itself is that a reduction 

of sunspot area below the mean for the year is itself a cause of disturbance. If, 

however, this were the true explanation, the last line in Tables V. and VII. should 

exhibit a crest about day 7i + 4 much more prominent than the crests in any of 

the other lines at day n-ll. This it will be seen is far from the case. 
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§ 17. Table VIII. gives for comparison with Table VI. the cliaracter data for 

individual years from which Table VII. was derived. The entries are the arithmetic 

means of the character figures, heavy type being used when the mean value for the 

year derived from the whole 31 columns is exceeded. 

If entries in Tables VI. and VIII., which exceed the yearly mean, be regarded as 

affected by a positive sign, and those which fall short of the mean as affected by a 

negative sign, the parallelism between the two tables can be roughly gauged by 

comparing the number of agreements and differences in the signs of the corresponding 

entries. There are in all 11x31, or 341 entries in each table. One of these—the 

entry in column n + 6 of Table VI. for year 1895—exactly equals the mean value. 

Omitting this, there are no fewer than 286 agreements in sign as against 54 difterences. 

Many of the differences of sign occur in cases where the departure from the mean 

value is trifling. The natural inference is that disturbance plays a large part in the 

phenomena exhibited even by the H ranges. 

Of the 99 entries in the columns headed n —9 to n—1 only 32 are above the mean 

in Table VI., and only 31 in Table VIII. ; whereas of the 99 entries in the columns 

headed n +1 to n + 9, those above the mean number 59 in Table VI. and 62 in Table VIII. 

§ 18. The difference between the days which follow and which precede the 

representative day n of large sunspot area is brought out, perhaps even more clearly, 

by considering the algebraical excess of the percentage value for day n + s over that for 

day n—s, for the values 1 to 15 of s included in Tables IV., V., and VII. Table IX. 

gives the results thus obtained for the 11 years combined. It was derived from data 

going one decimal place beyond the data given in Tables IV., V., and VII. 

Table IX.—Excess of Percentage Figure for Day n + s over that for Day n—s 

in Tables IV., V., and VII. 

s. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

Spot area . . . 
H ranges . . . 
Character figures . 

+ 2 + 6-l-4 + 3-f-l 
+ 8 +12 +17 +18 +16 
+ 6 +11 +14 +18 +15 

- 1 - 1 -2 -2 -1 
+ 13 + 7+4+1 -1 
+ 15 +12 +4 +1 -3 

0 +2 +3 +4 +4 
-3 -5 -3 -2 -1 
-2 -5 0 +4 +4 

The first line shows how trifling the a-symmetry was in the sunspot areas, considering 

how greatly the area on day n exceeded the mean. 

The differences appearing in the last two lines of Table IX. for values of s exceeding 

9 are presumably dependent in part on sunspot phenomena prior to day n—15. The 

fact that the data from H ranges and character figures accord so closely, not merely 

in sign but in absolute size, must be regarded as largely fortuitous, because the scale 

of the character figures is a wholly arbitrary one. 

§ 19. The application of the method of Table IX. to the data for the group of years 
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1892, 1893, and 1894, led to some very striking results, which are given in Table X. 

Use was made in the calculations of figures going one decimal place beyond the figures 

in Tables Y. and VII. 

Data in Table X., in the lines to which the letter A is attached, answer to the case 

where n is the representative day of largest sunspot area ; those in the lines to which 

B is attached answer to the case where n is the representative day of smallest spot 

area. By A —B is meant the algebraic excess of the A figures over the corresponding 

B figures. 

Table X.—Excess of Percentage Figure for Day n + s over That for Day n — s 

for Years 1892 to 1894 in Tables V. and YII. 

5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

H 1 [A. . + 18 + 28 + 38 + 36 + 40 + 33 + 21 + 17 + 14 + 5 - 5 -12 - 10 -9 -8 
ranges lb. . — 8 - 8 - 12 -14 - 11 - 12 - 9 — 8 - 9 - 6 - 3 - 14 - 11 -5 -6 

A- -B. . + 26 + 36 + 50 + 50 + 51 + 45 + 30 + 25 + 23 + 11 - 2 + 2 + 1 -4 -2 

Character fA. . + 25 + 42 + 49 + 44 + 41 + 38 + 27 + 21 + 21 + 11 + 10 - 3 - 1 + 2 -2 
figures LB. . 20 -20 - 11 - 19 -13 - 15 - 11 — 17 - 15 -10 -16 -18' -11 -6 -3 

A- -B . . + 45 + 62 + 60 + 63 + 54 + 53 + 38 + 38 + 36 + 21 + 26 + 15 + 10 + 8 + 1 

Every B figure in Table X. is negative. For values of s up to 9 this may reasonably 

be ascribed to the passage of the pulse of low sunspot area centering at day s = 0. 

But for higher values of s it seems to arise from a pulse of high values in both range 

and character figures having its crest about day 7i — V2 or li—11. This presumably is 

a more or less distinct phenomenon. 

The spot area at the crest of the pulse of large spot area for the years 1892 to 1894, 

now under consideration, was 98 per cent, in excess of the mean for the 31 days, while 

the spot area at the trough of the pulse of small spot area showed a deficiency of only 

67 per cent, from the 31-day mean. ■ One would thus have expected the A figures in 

Table X. to exceed the B figures numerically, but the excess shown is larger than 

would have been anticipated. Thus, in this instance, a deficiency of sunspots below 

the mean seems to have exerted a smaller influence than a corresponding excess. 

The large size of the percentage excesses in Table X., and the regularity in the 

figures for values of s up to 10, are phenomena of so striking a character that a 

warning seems desirable against attaching undue significance to them. From 1892 to 

1894 there must have been a very close parallelism between the variations of sunspot 

areas and H ranges, pulses in the latter quantity tending to follow those of the former 

after an interval averaging about 4 days; but in view of the differences between the 
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phenomena of different years shown in Tables VI. and VIII., it is clear that other 

important influences have to be considered. 

These other influences would appear to have sometimes opposed the influence in 

virtue of which a sunspot pulse is followed by a magnetic pulse, and so long as the 

nature of the other influences and the various inter-relationships are unknown, it 

would be unsafe to assume that years of sunspot maximum always behave in the same 

way as 1892 to 1894. 

§ 20. One of the possibilities suggested by Tables V. and VII. was that there might 

be a periodic fluctuation in magnetic properties, which was in phase with sunspot 

variations to a much greater extent in some years than in others. Various such 

periods have in fact been advanced by earlier investigators. A 26-day period has 

been suggested by several magneticians, including Hornstein and Broun. Dr. Ad. 

Schmidt, of Potsdam, claims to have discovered that a large proportion of magnetic 

storms of the very largest kind are separated by intervals which are multiples of 

29‘97 days. In 1904-5, Mr. E. W. Maunder,'^ in two important papers, discussing 

the magnetic storms recorded at Greenwich from 1848 to 1903, claimed to have 

discovered a period of 27'27 5 days, corresponding to the time of rotation of the sun¬ 

spot zones on the sun. The validity of Mr. Maunder’s claim to have established a 

period was supported by the present Astronomer Boy alt amongst others, on arguments 

based on the mathematical theory of probability. 

I had myself J occasion, at the instance of the Editor of ‘ Terrestrial Magnetism,’ to 

read carefully and criticise the first of Mr. Maunder’s papers, dealing with magnetic 

storms from 1888 to 1903. The result left me undecided whether Mr. Maunder had 

established his case. One important point in favour of his contention was that 

practically the same periodic time had been deduced from a study of magnetic storms 

at Toronto by Mr. Arthur Harvey,§ he and Mr. Maunder being ignorant of each 

other’s work. A second fact in its favour was that a list of 125 magnetic storms at 

Kew between 1890 and 1900, got out by myself in an absolutely unprejudiced way, 

gave 21 intervals of from 25 to 28 days, while intervals of from 21 to 24 days and 29 

to 32 days numbered respectively only 7 and 9. I experienced, however, a difficulty 

as to the proper mathematical basis for applying a probability calculation. As it so 

happened, the standard of disturbance accepted as defining a magnetic storm was such 

that the average interval between successive Greenwich storms from 1888 to 1903 was 

29 days, and that between successive Kew storms from 1890 to 1900 was 28 days, 

both being intervals undesirably close to the supposed period. Another difficulty was 

that the times of commencement of the storms, from which Mr. Maunder derived his 

intervals, had an extraordinarily marked diurnal period, showing that they were 

* Eoyal Astronomical Society’s ‘ Notices,’ vol. 65, pp. 2 and 538. 

t ‘ The Observatory,’ vol. 28, 1905, p. 176. 

I ‘ Terrestrial Magnetism,’ vol. 10, 1905, p. 9. 

§ ‘ Trans. Can. Inst.,’ 1898-99, p. 345, &c. 

VOL. CCXII.—A. 0 
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largely influenced by something essentially local. The conclusion which I ultimately 

(jxpressed'^' was that “ whilst in the opinion of the writer further investigation is 

required to justify the flnal acceptance of any of Mr. MAUNDEif S views, his paper is a 

most important one.” 
Several other criticisms of Mr. Maunder’s work were published at the time. One 

which influenced me to some extent in undertaking the investigation now to be 

described, was made by Prof H. H*. TuRNERf on behalf of Prof. Schuster, in the 

discussion of Mr. Maunder’s paper before the Royal Astronomical Society. Prof. 

Schuster apparently considered the data to raise a presumption, rather than aftord a 

demonstration, of the existence of a period, and after applying his periodogram 

methods he seemed to think there was more to be said for a 13’64 than a 27'28-day 

period. As a flnal summary of his views it is stated {loc. cit., p. 84) :—■ 

“ We have in fact a choice between two interpretations— 

“ 1. Magnetic storms are apt to occur at times which, starting from a certain point, 

are multiples of 13'64 days. During some years the odd multiples and during other 

years the even intervals are principally concerned. 

“ 2. Magnetic storms often recur after several successive intervals which are equal 

to some lapse of time sufficiently near 27'28 days to fall within the limits of rotation 

of sunspot zones.” 

§ 21. If we look at Tables V. and VII. we see that the interval between the crests of 

the principal and secondary pulses is somewhere about 15 days, but the crests are so 

rounded that the interval might well be a day or more short of this. The fact reminded 

me of Prof Schuster’s remark about a 13'64-day period; it also suggested that we 

might have to do with the half of Dr. Schmidt’s period. It thus appeared desirable 

to ascertain deflnitely whether the magnetic data employed in the previous investiga¬ 

tions did or did not show a period. This was investigated in the following way :— 

The 5 days of largest H range in each month were selected, and the magnetic 

character figures put down in successive columns for each of these and the 35 subsequent 

days. The columns were numbered n to n-l-35, the column n including the 

representative days of largest H range. A year or two’s data sufficed to show that 

something was to emerge, so the enquiry was applied to the wliole 11 years, and the 

investigation was extended so as to include 5 days (columns n —5 to w—l) preceding 

the selected days in column n. 

The method may appear of somewhat a liybrid character. Naturally one would 

have preferred to base the enquiry entirely on the H ranges, or else entirely on the 

character figures. The olqection to the former course was that a range is a 3 or 4 

figure result. The research entailed dealing with 60 x 41 x 11, or over 27,000 entries, 

and having for these character figures instead of ranges meant a great economy of 

* Lor., cit., p. 14. 

t ‘ 01)servcatory,’Jiin. 1.3, 1905, p. 80, 
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effort. The selection of the original 5 clays a month from consideration of the H 

ranges was due to its greater simplicity. If there had been in each month 5 and only 

5 days of magnetic character “ 2,” one would naturally have preferred to take them. 

But some months had no days of character “ 2 ” at all, while others had considerably 

over 5, and there was no obvious simple way of selecting 5 days from each month as 

the most disturbed. One might, of course, have selected every day of character “ 2,” 

but this would have given enormously more weight to the highly disturbed than to 

the quiet years. 

Before discussing the results of the enquiry it is desirable to consider the nature of 

the data. In a large disturbance, or what is usually called a “ magnetic storm,” all the 

elements are as a rule so disturbed that one unhesitatingly assigns a “ 2 ” on inspection 

of the trace of any one of the elements, whether D, H, or even V. But there are many 

days to which I have assigned a “2” which would get only a “ 1 ” if the record of the 

most disturbed element—-whether D or H—were left out of account. In the present 

investigation, as explained above, the selection of days depended entirely on the H 

range. It was thus certain a priori that in some months one or more of the selected 

days would only have a character figure “ 1,” while days not selected would have 

character “ 2.” Still it was abundantly clear that the character figure of the 

representative day n would be much above the average in every month, and that when 

a large number of months were included, the mean character figure from column 7i 

would be much larger than any other. The method was thus certain to give a well- 

marked pulse with its crest in column n. 

Again, there is a tendency for disturbed days (or days of large H range) to occur 

in groups of 2 or more rather than singly. Suppose we have 3 consecutive days of 

character “ 2 ” amongst the 5 selected for one month, all the other days in their 

neighbourhood being of character “ 1 ” or “ 0.” Obviously the character figures from 

these 3 days will occur in each of the 5 columns headed n —2 ton^-2. Thus the pulse 

will not be a wall-sided one confined to day n, but will extend to adjacent days. 

The tendency to occur in groups is however less marked in the case of high character 

figures than in that of large spot areas. Thus we know in advance that we are certain to 

have a pulse, with crest at day n, somewhat resembling that of sunspot areas in 

Table IV., but probably less wide. Five or six days after the crest we may expect 

the pulse to die out, and thereafter, if no period exists shorter than 35 days, we may 

expect the mean character figures derived from the successive columns to show only 

irregular accidental departures from a dead-level value. If a period of m days exists, 

then we may expect a second pulse with its crest in column n-\-m, the height of the 

crest above the surrounding level being small unless the period is a well-marked one. 

§ 22. The results of the investigation appear in Table XI. It includes data from 

the whole eleven years, and from three specified sub-groups of years. The figures in 

the columns headed n — b to n-l-35 represent the corresponding mean values of the 

character figure, the days contributing to each mean being 660 for the 11-year and 

O 2 
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180 for the 3-year groups. To assist the eye, vertical lines divide the columns into 

blocks of five. The last column gives the mean value of the character figure from all 

days of the year dealt with. These annual means are nearly, but not quite, the same 

as the means that would be derived by combining the figures from the 41 previous 

columns. Entries in the table which exceed the annual means are in heavy type. 

Considering first the 11-year data, we have the primary pulse anticipated, with its 

crest at day n, the value for this day being more than double the mean from all days 

of the period. The 11-year mean is exceeded in the six columns n — 2 to ?^-t-3, and 

columns n—3, n + i, and n + b are also obviously afiected by the pulse. From columns 

+ 6 to w + 23 inclusive we have a practically dead-level value, with only such 

fluctuations as would naturally arise accidentally. In column n + 24 there begins a 

well-marked pulse, covering columns n-f-24 to n-f 33. The seven columns n-\-2b to 

n + ol give values above the ll-j^ear mean, and the crest comes between columns 

n + 27 and n + 2'^. Ihe values in these two columns are respectively 34 and 21 

per cent, above the 11-year mean. 

A coiisideration of the numerical results in the first line of Table XI, or their 

graphical representation in fig. 2, will probably remove the doubt which has I think 
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hitherto prevailed amongst magneticians as to the reality of a 27—2 8-day period of a 

kind. There is undoubtedly a period, in the sense that a day which follows 27 or 28 

days after a disturbed day is more likely to be itself distubed than is the average day. 

But whether there is a period in the sense in which the term is applied to solar and 

lunar phenomena, which go through ,a regular cycle in a fixed period of time, and 

continually persist in doing so, is of course an entirely different matter. The present 

investigation does not throw, and was not intended to throw, light on this further 

question. 

§ 23. Data which relate to so long a period as 24-hours are not naturally very well 

adapted for determining the length of a period with any high precision. For such a 

purpose one wants data relating to a much shorter interval of time. Such data could 

be obtained in the present case by following the recent example of Prof. Bidlingmaier,* 

of Wilhelmshaven Observatory, in assigning character figures to individual hours of 

the day. It might prove possible in this way to estimate the period to a fraction of 

an hour, and investigate whether it is the same in all years, or depends in any way 

on the solar latitude of the greatest sunspot distribution, which is known to vary 

throughout the sunspot cycle. In this way light might be thrown on the cause of 

the phenomenon, whether of solar, lunar, or terrestrial origin. 

Though we can hardly expect to make a very exact estimate of the length of the 

period shown by the 11-year figures in Table XI., it may be worth recording the 

results of several rough estimates which are fairly accordant. It will be best to 

employ not the actual data in Table XI., but the sums of the character figures for 

the 660 days from which these data were derived. These sums contain each three 

significant figures. They had the following values for the columns specified :— 

Column . . . n + 24:. n + 25. 71 + 26. n + 27. 77 + 28. 71 + 29. 77+30. 77 + 31. 77 + 32. 77 + 33. 

Sum .... 430 467 545 620 607 556 523 476 464 440 

Calculations were made on the followiner lines :— 
o 

Basis (i) 

Basis (ii) 

From day n + 26 to day 7i + 27 rise of 75 per diem, 

„ n + 2^ „ 71 + 29 fall „ 51 

From day 7i + 25 to day 7i + 27 mean rise of 76’5 per diem, 

„ n-t-28 „ n + ^l „ fall „ 43-6 

If we assume the rates of change between day 7i + 27 and the summit, and between 

the summit and day 28, 

period— 
to be first as in (i), second as in (ii), we find for the 

On basis (i) 27'30 days, 

„ (ii) 27-25 „ . 

* ‘ Veroffentlichungen des k. Observatoriums in Wilhelmshaven,’ Blatt 1-4, 1910, 1911. 
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The rise to the crest was clearly more rapid than the subsequent fall, the secondary 

pulse resembling closely in this respect the primary, for which successive character 

totals ran as follows :— 

Column . 71-3. 77-2. 77-1. 77. 77-1-1. 77 4- 2. 77 4- 3. 77 -1- 4. 77 4- 5. 

Sum . . . 423 510 690 996 731 570 511 463 438 

Assuming a uniform progression between days ri—3 and n—4, and again between 

days n+i and ?i+5, we find 

Value 430 occurring at —2‘92 as well as at n + 24, 

,, 440 ,, + 4 92 ,, ,, 7i + 33. 

These two values come near the beginning and end of both pulses, and we may thus 

regard 7’84 days in the primary pulse as represented by the somewhat increased width 

of 9 days in the secondary pulse. If now we assume the widening exhibited by the 

secondary pulse to be contril)uted to in like proportion from the parts which precede 

and follow the crest, and take 27 +a; as the time of the crest, we have 

(3+£c)-^{5 + (l-a;)} = 2-92/4-92, 

whence x = 0’35, and so period = 27'35 days. 

From these and other similarly rough calculations I should assign to the period as 

indicated by the 11-year data the duration 27’3±0‘1 days. Of any period shorter 

than this there seems not even a suggestion in the 11-year'figures. 

§ 24. Let us now return to a consideration of the results from the three shorter 

groups of years in Table XI. The figures are naturally less smooth than those in the 

first line, but all the groups show the 27-28-day period. Analogous figures were 

really got out for each half-year separately, and of these 22 sets of data there was not 

one that did not show enlarged values in the immediate neighl30urhood of days n + 27 

and n + 28. In every instance the mean from columns n + 26 to ti-l-30 exceeded the 

mean from columns ?^-l-20 to n + 25, and in 14 of the half-years the largest value in 

any column subsequent to n + 5—t.e., subsequent to columns clearly aftected by the 

preliminary pulse—occurred in one or other of the columns n + 27 and Ji-f-28. There 

was only one whole year, 1894, in whicli the figures in columns n + 27 and ';i-l-28 were 

both exceeded by the figure in any other column subsequent to n + 5. 

If we take the ratio borne by the larger of the two figures in columns n -t- 27 and n -I- 28 

to the figure in column as a measure of the prominence of the 27—28-day period, we 

find 0'62 for the whole 11 years, 0’59 for the sunspot maximum period, and 0’G7 for the 

group composed of 1891, 1895, and 1896. The 27—28-day period was thus considerably 

most in evidence in the group of years which gave the faintest indication of the 

magnetic pulse following 4 days after the sunspot area pulse, and it was least in 
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evidence in the sunspot maximum group of years, vrhich gave the most prominent 

indication of the above pulse. The prominence of the 27-28-day period in the sunspot 

minimum groups of years, which contained comparatively few magnetic storms, would 

alone suffice to show that the phenomenon, whatever its iiatuie, is not confined to 

outstanding disturbances such as those chronicled by Mr. Maundee,. 

A special feature in the results for 1891, 1895, and 1896 is a faint indication of a 

shorter period of about 14 days. The figures for this group of years in columns n+l^ 

to ^+16 all exceed the figure in any other column between n + b and n + 2.^. This 

seems hardly likely to be pure accident, and it may represent Prof. Schuster’s 13'64 

days’ period. 

§ 25. In view of the interest attaching to the reality of a 27-28-day period, a similar 

investigation to the preceding was carried out for the two years 1894 and 1895, 

employing the H ranges instead of the character figures. 

These two years were selected because, when character figures were employed, the 

one, 1895, showed the 27-28-day period specially clearly, while the other, 1894, 

showed it less clearly than perhaps any other year. The investigation based on H 

ranges took account only of the 5 representive days a month and the 35 following days. 

The results are given in Table XII., accompanied by the corresponding results previously 

obtained from the character figures. To facilitate comparison, both sets of figures are 

expressed as percentages of the arithmetic mean value derived from the 36 columns. 

In the case of 1894 two sets of H range figures are given. The former and the 

character figures given depend on all the 60 selected days of the year. In obtaining 

the second set of H range figures, all ranges were omitted which exceeded 2OO7, and 

a mean was taken from the remaining figures in each column. The object was to see 

the effect of omitting a few of the larger magnetic storms—all, in fact, which gave H 

ranges in excess of the largest range of 1895. 

The data from 1895, though naturally not as smooth as the 3-year and 11-year 

data in Talde XI., show the 27-28-day period quite as clearly. It is as unmistakable 

in the range as in tlie character figures. Again both range and character figures 

afibrd distinct indications of a 13—14-day period, which it will be remembered 

appeared in Table XI. only in the group of years containing 1895. 

In 1894 the character figures and the range figures (i) both show not a peak at day 

u,H-27 or 7i-l-28, but a high plateau extending from about day n + 2b to day 7H-34. 

The range figures, in fact, would seem to favour a Schmidt, or 30-day period, rather 

tlian a 27-28-day period. The reason of this is clear on examining the range 

(ii) figures. The high values in the range (i) figures in column n-f29 and subsequent 

columns were maiidy due to the fact that two outstanding ranges, respectively 637y 

and 660y, “happened” to fall one or both in these columns. 

§26. The investigation embodied in Tables XI. and XII., though leading to some¬ 

what unexpected results possessed of intrinsic interest, does not afford an immediate 

explanation of the phenomenon for which an explanation was being sought, viz., the 
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iucoiispiciiousuess of the crest in column n + 4 of Tables Y. and YII. in the case of 

the group of years 1891, 1895, 1896, and the great development of the crest occurring 

14 or 15 days earlier. There is, it is true, in Table XI. and XII. some indication of a 

period of about 14 days for the years 1891, 1895, and 1896, which is not apparent in 

the other groups of years, and this would help to explain an increased prominence 

in the crest about column n—W in Tables V. and YIL, if the crest in column n + 4 

had its usual prominence. But it cannot by itself account for the earlier and 

presumably secondary pulse being more prominent than the later. 

Table XIII. aims at throwing further light on the phenomena of Tables Y. and 

YII. A given mean H range, or a given mean character figure, may arise in many 

different ways. Of two collections of equal numbers of days which have the same 

mean range or character figure, one will contain a larger number of days of character 

“ 2 ” than the other. It appeared desirable to ascertain whether increase in a mean 

character figure in Table YII. arose from similar increases in the number of days of 

character “ 1” and “ 2,” or whether it denoted a special development of highly 

disturbed days. 

Each mean value in Table YII. for the 11-year period was derived from 660 days. 

Table XIII. shows how many of these were of character “ 2,” and how many were of 

character “ 1.” The days of character “ 2 ” and “ 1 ” combined give the total of 

disturbed days, and the difference between this total and 660 gives the number of 

days of character “ 0,” i.e., quiet days. The last column in Table XIII. gives the mean 

of the corresponding entries in columns n—15 to ri+15, showing that on the average 

out of the 660 days in each column 82 were of character “ 2,” 300 of character “ 1,” 

and 278 of character “0.” Figures which exceed the means in the last column are in 

heavy type. 

Table XIII. makes it clear that the secondary pulse in Table YII., with crest about 

column n—11, is due almost entirely to an excess of days of character “ 2,” while the 

primary pulse, with crest about column ^^ + 4, is mainly due to an excess of days of 

character “ 1.” The number of days of character “2” in columns n—12, n—ll, and 

10 notably exceeds that in any other column. 

Quiet days are markedly in excess of the mean from 7 to 1 day previous to the day 

of largest spot area, and they are even in slight excess on the representative day 

itself. They are also decidedly in excess in columns r;,—15 to ri—13, though their 

excess in column n—13 is neutralised by the co-existing excess in the number of days 

of character “2.” 

On the whole, it may he said that the primary pulse is due rather to the absence of 

quiet conditions than to the presence of large disturbance. 

§ 27. Table XIY. serves the same purpose relative to Table XI. that Table XIII. 

served relative to Table YII. It proceeds, however, on a slightly different plan, and 

gives some data for the 3-year periods in addition to those for the whole 11 years. The 

first four lines give the total number of days of character “ 2.” Consider, for example, 

p 2 
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the column headed n. This relates to the 5 days of largest H range in each month. 

These days total 180 in each of the 3-year periods, and 660 in the eleven years. Of 

the 180 selected days in the first 3-year group only 54 attained character “ 2.” The 

corresponding numbers in the second and third 3-year groups were respectively 132 

and 108, and of the 660 days selected from the 11 years 365 reached character “ 2.” 

The three last lines in Table XIV. all relate to the whole 11 years. Still considering 

column we learn that 266 of the 660 days had character “ 1.” Combining these 

with the 365 days of character “2,” we have in all 631 disturbed days, leaving 29 

days of character “0.” Nearly all these 29 quiet days came from the last months of 

1900, when days of character “ 2 ” were non-existent, and days of character “ 1 ” were 

rare. 

The data in columns n—b to n—1, to n-\-l to n4-35, have an exactly similar 

significance. They refer, as in Table XI., to the 5 days before and the 35 days after the 

selected days of largest H range. The last column in the table shows what numbers 

we should have got from average days of the years concerned. Eleven-year data in 

columns n —5 to n + S5 which exceed the corresponding figures in the last column 

are in heavy type. 

The results relating to the character “2” figures from the 11 years are shown 

graphically in the broken line curve of fig. 2, p. 100. 

The number of days of character “ 1 ” in the 11 years is very notably in excess of 

the mean in columns n + 27 to 7i + ^2, but it is the great development of character “ 2 ” 

figures that is mainly responsible for the prominence of the 27-28-day period in 

Table XI. Taking the 11-year data, the number of days of character “ 2 ” is above the 

mean only in columns n—2 to n4-2 and n + 2b to n-t30. The rise to the crest and the 

subsequent subsidence in the primary pulse of character “ 2 ” figures are exceedingly 

rapid, and the same is true to only a slightly less extent of the secondary pulse. 

The numbers of days “ 2 ” in columns n-t-27 and n-l-28 exceed those in columns n — 2 

and n-\-2, and simply tower over the numbers in columns n + 2> to n-f 24. The relative 

prominence of the character “ 2 ” figures in columns n + 27 and ?i + 28 is even greater 

for the two first 3-year periods in Table XIV. than for the 11-year period. In the 

third or sunspot maximum group of yeai's this prominence is less. 

The number of days of character “ 1 ” is much less variable in Table XIV. than the 

number of days of character “ 2.” When, however, there are a large number of the 

latter days there are so many the fewer available for other character figures. Thus 

the number of days of character “ i ” is perhaps less instructive than the number of 

disturbed days as a whole. This latter number subsides much less rapidly than it 

rises in both the primary and secondary pulses. This presumably is a direct con¬ 

sequence of the known fact that while a highly disturbed day often immediately 

follows a quiet day, the converse is rare. 

The fewness of quiet days in columns n + 26 to w + 30 presents the 27-28-day period 

in perhaps as striking a light as any. 
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Tlie standard of disturbance qualifying for “ 2 ” in the present investigation is low 

compared to that adopted by Mr. Maunder as denoting a “ magnetic storm.” During 

the 11 years as a whole nearly 1 day in 8 was allotted “ 2,” while Mr. Maunder on 

the average had only about one storm—lasting some 30 hours—in 28 days. 

With the standard adopted here, the chance of the magnetic disturbance attaining 

character “ 2 ” is about twice as great for a day which follows either 27 or 28 days 

after a day of character “ 2 ” as it is for the average day of the year. 

§ 28. Table XV. gives for each year of the eleven Wolfer’s mean sunspot frequency, 

the numl)er of days of character “ 0,” “ 1,” and “ 2,” and the corresponding character 

figure for the average day, and finally the mean values of the absolute daily H and D 

ranges. The D ranges are expressed in terms of force, on the basis that a 1' change 

of declination corresponded to a force of 5’32y acting perpendicular to the magnetic 

meridian. 

Table XV.—-Results for Individual Years. 

Year. 
Wolfer’s 

sunspot 
frequency. 

Number of days of character. 
Mean 

character 
figure. 

Absolute daily range 
(unit 1-/). 

0. 1. 2. H. D. 

1890 7-1 193 155 17 0-51 44-8 56-8 
1891 35-6 147 159 59 0-76 60-8 73-2 
1892 73-0 129 189 48 0-78 84-0 94-2 
1893 84-9 140 191 34 0-71 69-7 83-1 
1894 78-0 98 220 47 0-86 81-4 87-8 
1895 64-0 97 194 74 0-94 67-9 82-9 
1896 41-8 132 168 66 0-82 64-5 77-2 
1897 26-2 152 167 46 0-71 51-8 64-6 
1898 26-7 161 158 46 0-68 56-0 65-4 
1899 12-1 176 152 37 0-62 49-6 60-3 
1900 9-5 274 82 9 0*27 37-3 48-8 

Means . . . 41-7 154 167 44 0-70 60-7 72-2 

-- 

As already remarked, it is difficidt to avoid sensible fluctuations in the standard of 

chaiacter figures, but the range figures support the character figures in representing 

1893 tlie year of largest sunspot frequency—-as very decidedly less disturbed than 

the two adjacent years. Again, all the criteria agree in representing 1900 as decidedly 

the quietest year, though 1890 had fewer sunspots. 

I he lange of the regular diurnal inequality was largest in the year of sunspot 

maximum. Other things being the same, the absolute range would naturally increase 

with that of the diurnal inequality. There is thus nothing surprising in the fact that 

the D and H absolute ranges in 1891, 1895, and 1896 are exceeded by those of 1893, 

though the character figure obtained for the latter year is less. Whether the character 
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figure for 1892 ought really to be less than that for 1896, and whether the 

character figure of 1895 should be the largest of all, are results more open to doubt. 

The mean of the absolute daily ranges in 1892 and 1894, whether in H or D, decidedly 

exceeded that of any other year; hut this was at least partly due to the incidence in 

these two years of an altogether outstanding proportion of the largest magnetic storms 

of the 11 years. 

The H and D figures in Table XV. place the 11 years in exactly the same order as 

regards amplitude of range. In 1891, 1893, 1895, 1896, and 1897, the ratio borne by 

the mean D range to the mean H range lies between 1'19 and 1'22. The extreme 

values of the ratio are 1’08 in 1894 and 1'31 in 1900. 

§ 29. Table XVI. distributes the total number of days of character “ 0,” “ 1,” and “ 2 ” 

under the twelve months to which they belong, and gives the corresponding mean 

value of the character figure. It also gives for comparison the corresponding mean 

absolute daily ranges in H and D, the latter expressed in terms of force as in the 

previous table. 

Table XVI.—-Results for the 12 Months. Totals and Means (11 Years 

1890 to 1900). 

Month. 

Number of days of character. 
Mean 

character 
figure. 

Absolute daily range 
(unit ly). 

0. 1. 2. H. D. 

January .... 151 150 40 0-67 46-5 59-4 
February .... 109 145 56 0-83 00-1 72-8 
March. 113 163 65 0-86 66-7 84-7 
April. 133 157 40 0-72 07-6 79-8 
May. 150 155 36 0-67 68-8 79-3 
June. 154 148 28 0-62 66-9 72-6 
July. 159 144 38 0-64 70-6 75-2 
August .... 151 166 24 0-63 68-0 75-7 ' 
September . . . 129 161 40 0-73 66-4 77-5 
October .... 124 165 52 0-79 59-7 74-9 
November . . . 155 141 34 0-63 47-6 62-3 
December . . . 171 140 30 0-59 39-8 52-1 

( 

The more or less disturbed character of a month may be regarded as indicated either 

by the mean value of the character figure, or by the fewness of the days of character 

“ 0 ” as compared to the total. On either criterion, March was the most disturbed 

month, followed at no great interval by February and October. March was also the 

month of largest D range, but the H range in March was slightly exceeded in each of 

the five months April to August. 

December had the fewest days of disturbance, the smallest mean magnetic character, 
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and decidedly the smallest daily range in both H and D. August and June, however, 

had a smaller number of clays of character “ 2.” 

On the average of the 12 months, the D range is about 20 per cent, greater than 

the H range ; but the proportional excess is notably less in June, July, and August 

than in the midwinter months. 

§ 30. Table XVII. represents an attempt to reach comparative results for the 132' 

months of the 11 years. The figures in ordinary type were obtained from the mean 

values of the absolute daily H ranges in individual months. The value for each of the 

11 Januarys was expressed as a percentage of the mean of the 11 January values, and 

the same was done for the other months of the year. This was intended to eliminate 

the annual variation in the amplitude of the daily range. The figures in heavy type 

were derived from the character figures, the value for each month being again expressed 

as a percentage of the arithmetic mean character figure for the 11 months of the 

same name. The data in the two columns headed “ year ” represent arithmetic means 

of the corresponding 12 percentage values in the monthly columns. 

The difficulty of maintaining a uniform standard of magnetic character in different 

years should be remembered, as it introduces greater uncertainty in the character 

data of Table XVII. than in those of any previous table. Consider, for example, 

what would happen if the standard for characters “ 1 ” and “ 2 ” were lower for 1896 

than other years. In January 1896 the character figure was remarkably large, as 

compared to that of the other months of the year. The consequence of the hypothetical 

low standard would be not merely to unduly exalt the character figure for January 1896 

in Table XVII., but also to depress the character figures in all the other Januarys. 

The data in the second last column of Table XVII. put the years in the same 

order as the corresponding data in Table XV. 

The daily range remains very considerable in the quietest times when character 

figures are nearly all “ 0.” Thus the range figures in Table XVII. naturally fluctuate 

within narrower limits than the character figures. The extreme smallness of the 

latter towards the end of 1900 is particularly striking. 

While there are many marked differences in the order in which the two sets of 

figures place the months, a conspicuously high value in the one set of figures is nearly 

always associated with a high value in the other. January, 1896, March, 1892, 

June, 1894, November, 1894, and December, 1892, stand first in both lists for months 

of the same name ; while February, 1892, July, 1894, September, 1894, October, 1895, 

November, 1895, and December, 1895, stand either first or second in both lists. 

If we take a mean between the two sets of figures, November, 1894, was relatively 

the most disturbed, and November, 1900, was relatively the quietest month of all. 

February, 1892, from the same standpoint, only just fell short of November, 1894, 

and was followed after a slight interval by January, 1896, July, 1892, July, 1894, and 

June, 1894. 

§ 31. An attempt was made to utilise the figures of Table XVII. in a similar way 

VOL. CCXII.-A. Q 
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to that adopted earlier in the paper with daily magnetic values. Use was made of 

Wolfee’s frequencies instead of the Greenwich sunspot areas, because mean values 

of the former were available for all months of the 11 years. 

The three months of highest sunspot frequency in each year were entered in 

column w, the three months immediately preceding in column n—1, and the three 

months immediately subsequent in column n + 1. The months having been thus 

arranged in three columns, corresponding lists were made of Wolfee’s frequencies, 

and of the two sets of percentage figures in Table XVII. Exactly the same 

operations were then gone through, taking as basis the three months of least sunspot 

frequency in each year. 

The mean results thus found from the eleven years are given in Table XVIII. 

Table XVIII.—Data from Three Months of Largest and Three Months of Least 

Sunspot Frequency in each Year, 1890 to 1900. 

Sunspot 
frequencies. 

H ranges, 
percentages. 

Character figures, 
percentages. 

n- 1. n. 71+1. n-\. 11. 71+1. 71-1. n. 77+1. 

Months of largest frequency 
Months of least frequency . 

43-4 
40-8 

54-7 43-6 
28-8 40-0 

103-0 104-5 
100-1 96-3 

102-4 
94-1 

110-9 104-1 102-6 
97-7 98-9 94-8 

Excess of first group . 2-6 25-9 3-6 2-9 8-2 8-3 13-2 5-2 7-8 

The number of months was too small to eliminate accidental features. This is 

especially true of the character figures for reasons already stated. 

The greater uncertainty of the character figures is borne out by the fact that while 

the mean percentage value from the 3 months of largest sunspot frequency exceeded 

the corresponding mean from the 3 months of least frequency in every single year in 

tne case of H ranges, the same phenomenon occurred in only 7 of the 11 years in the 

case of character figures. 

The 4 days retardation, shown in Tables V. and VII., would lead to some association 

of sunspot frequency with magnetic phenomena in the following month, but even 

the H range figures in fable XVIII. suggest more connection than this would 

account for. 

§ 32. In the case of the range, R, of mean diurnal inequality for the year in H at 

Kew, the formula found by applying the method of least squares to the observations 

of the 11 years, 1890-1900, may be wifitten 

K = Ro(l + l'07x lO-^'S), (1) 
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where Rq denotes the range in an ideal year of no sunspots and S is Wolfee’s 

sunspot frequency. 

A rise of 100 in S would increase R by 107 per cent, of R„. Hitherto, in the 

present paper, we have been employing as unit not Ry but what is practically the 

mean value of R for the period concerned. Taking, for instance, the whole 11 years, 

for which the mean value of S was 41'7, and representing by R the mean value of R 

for the period, we may replace (l) by 

R = R(l + l-07x 10-'S) ^(1 + 1 •07x0-417) 

= R(l + l-07x 10-'S)/l-446 .(2) 

In the case of the 11 years in Table IV. the difference between the extreme values 

of the Greenwich spot areas during the 31 days was 150 per cent, of the mean value. 

No serious error will arise in regarding Greenwich areas and Wolfee’s frequencies as 

standing to one another in a constant ratio, or in assuming the mean value of the 

frequency for the representative 31 days to be exactly 41‘7. If, then, the variation 

in absolute ranges on individual days followed, except for a lag, the same law as that 

of inequality ranges in individual years, the anticipated variation of H ranges in 

Table V. would have been 

R (1-07 x0-626)/l-446, 

and the change expressed as a percentage of the mean value would thus have 

been 46'3. 

The percentage change actually seen in the H ranges was 

111-6-93-5 = 18-1, 

or only 0'39 of that just deduced from the formula. 

Again, taking the data of Table XVIII., in columns n, we have a percentage 

change of 8’2 in the absolute range, corresponding to a difference of 25‘9 per cent, in 

sunspot frequency. 

If the change in the absolute range had, in this case, followed the law embodied 

in (2), its amplitude as a percentage of its mean value would have been 

r07 X 25-9/1-446 = 19-2. 

The ratio of the observed to the calculated value in this case is 

8-2/19-2 = 0-43. 

A still larger value for this ratio is obtainable from the H range data in Table V. 

for the years 1892 to 1894. The range of sunspot areas in the representative 31 days 

was 135 per cent, of the mean value, and the mean value of Wolfee’s frequency for 

the 3 years was 78-6. 
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Thus the percentage change of H range calculated as in (2) would have been 

(1-07 X 78-6 X 1-35)-r (1 + 1‘07 X 0786) = 62, 

while the percentage change given in Table V. is 40. Thus the ratio of the observed 

to the calculated change is 0'65. 

§ 33. Even mean annual values of the absolute H ranges do not vary with sunspot 

frequency at all as closely as do the diurnal inequality ranges. Still, if we compare 

any one of the 3 years of sunspot maximum, 1892, 1893, 1894 with any one of the 

3 years of minimum, we find a greater difference between the absolute ranges than 

between the inequality ranges. Thus everything points to the conclusion that the 

magnetic wave, with crest 4 days after that of sunspots, represents only a part—in 

general, probably the smaller part—of the sunspot influence. 

In addition, there seems to be an influence which maintains a high average range 

of diurnal variation in years of many sunspots, so that even when sunspot area for 

several days in succession falls to a comparatively low level, the daily range continues 

to exceed that normal to the same month of a year having the same mean sunspot 

area as the specified days. 

Also there is a more distinctively disturbance element whose amplitude does not 

appear to be directly proportional to sunspot area, and which seems largely responsible 

for the 27-28-day period shown in Tables XI. and XIV. 

It must be remembered that Tables V. and VII. cover only a sufficient number of 

days to show a sunspot influence which acts on the earth within 15 days of the 

sunspot phenomenon on the sun. A period longer than this, but shorter than 

2 months, is not contradicted by Table XVIII. 

Again, sunspots may not themselves be the actual sources of the solar influence, 

but only symptoms that something is happening, has already happened, or may only 

be about to happen, which exerts an influence on the earth. 
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Historical. 

In the course of his well-known investigations concerning the compressibility of gases 

and liquids, Amagat made some series of measurements taking observations through 
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two small glass windows fitted to his high-pressure bomb (“ m^thode des regards ”),* * * § 

and he also twice made an attempt to use a similar arrangement for the determination 

of melting and crystallization at high pressures. His first paper on these subjects 

deals with the melting and with the formation of two different kinds of crystals of 

carbon tetrachloride.t The highest pressure employed was 1,160 atmospheres. The 

second paper, in which a somewhat different arrangement of the glass windows was 

used, deals with the crystallization of ice at temperatures below zero under the 

influence of high pressures.| In a summarizing paper Amagat§ states that he 

occasionally was able to reach pressures of about 1,600 atmospheres before the glass 

windows were broken, but oliservations were not actually made at higher pressures 

than 1,000 atmospheres. In this paper a sketch of the apparatus is also given. 

Amagat states that he met with severe difficulties during these investigations, and 

he has not pursued the subject further. 

Later melting-points and transition-points of some “ liquo-crystalline ” substances 

have been measured in Jena glass tubes up to 300 atmospheres by Hullett,|| and 

other optical observations at pressures above that of the atmosphere have been 

made by Rothmund (maximum 500 atmospheres),H Rontgen and Zehnder,** * * §§ 

SiERSTEMA,tt Liveing and Dewar,Hutton and Petavel,§§ and DurFiELD,|||l 

but in these investigations the pressures have, as a rule, not exceeded 100 

atmospheres. 

By a volumetric method melting-points were first determined at comparatively 

high pressures by Barus in 1891.111I. Barus, who undertook these measurements in 

connection with an extensive series of measurements of compressibilities,*** deter¬ 

mined the melting-point of naphthalene up to pressures of 1,435 atmospheres. In 

1898, Mack measured the melting-point of naphthalene at pressures between that of 

the atmosphere and 2,140 kg./cm.^, by observing the volume change as indicated by 

the manometer when melting occurred.ftt But our chief knowledge about equilibrium 

* E. H. Amagat, ‘ Journ. d. Chem. Phys.,’ 1893, 6 ser., XXIX., p. 68, 96, 505. 

t E. II. Amagat, ‘Compt. Rend.,’ CV. (1887), p. 165. 

+ E. H. Amagat, ‘Compt. Rend.,’ CXVII. (1893), p. 507. 

§ ‘Notice sur les Travaux Scientifiques de M. E. H. Amagat,’ Paris, 1896. 

II G. A. lIuLLETT, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 28, p. 622 (1899). 

^ V. Rothmund, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 20, p. 168 (1896). 

** Rontgen and Zehndeh, ‘Wiedemann’s Annal.,’ 44 (1891), p. 280. 

tt L. H. SlERSTEMA, ‘Communications from the Phys. Lah., University of Leyden,’ No. 35, No. 39, 

No. 49, and Suppl. 1. 

11 Liveing and Dewar, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ 26, p. 286 (1888); ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 46, p. 226 (1889). 

§§ Hutton and Petavel, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ p. 569 (1903). 

III! G. Dufeiei.d, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 208, p. Ill (1908). 

C. Barus, ‘ Amer. Journ. of Sc.,’ 3 ser., XLIL, p. 125 (1891); ‘Bull, of the United States Geological 

Survey,’ 96 (1892). 

*** C. Barus, ‘Bull, of the United States Geological Survey,’ Nos. 92 and 97, Washington, 1892. 

ttt E. Mack, ‘Compt. Rend.,’ 127, p. 361 (1898). 
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between solids and liquids and solids and solids is due to the work of Tammann 

carried out at Dorpat and later at Gottingen.* 

Tammann has used two different volumetric methods; working partly at constaiit 

temperature and altering the pressure, and partly at constant pressure altering the 

temperature, hut the former method was chiefly employed. Only in the case of 

Bismuth, Tin, and Lead, Tammann has used a tliermometric method. Tlie actual 

detennination of pressure extends in Tammann’s work to between 3,000 and 

4,000 kg./cm.^, hut in a few instances melting - point temperatures have l>een 

reached which correspond to extrapolated pressui’es of between 5,000 and 10,000 

atmospheres. 

Only quite recently Bridgman has published a series of measurements on the 

melting-point of mercury at pressures from 1 to 12,000 kg./cm.hf The change of the 

state of the mercury was observed by three different metliods, one electric and two 

volumetric. The pressures were measured by the change of the electrical resistance 

of a mercury thread and of manganln wire ; the influence of pressure upon the 

resistance having first been determined by standardizing with absolute manometers 

of the Amagat type, constructed by Bridgman, and rendering possible the exact 

measurement of pressures up to G,800 and 12,000 kg./cm.h;|; At pressures above 

12,000 kg./cm.^ the determination of the pressure in Bridgman’s work is entirely 

based upon the change of the resistance of manganin wire, Jiut Bridgman 

has been able to measure accurately pressures as liigh as 20,000 kg./cm.^ by this 

method, and states that he occasionally has reached pressures as high as 

40,000 kg./cm.^. 

Of a recent date are also the determination of the melting-points of Pb, Sn, Bi, and 

Cd by the thermometric method at pressures from 1 to 2,000 atmospheres, undertaken 

at the geophysical laboratory of tlie Carnegie Institution of Wasliington, D.C.,§ 

and Cohen’s investigation. of the transition of ZnSO^-hflGO at pressures up to 

1,500 kg./cm.^ by means of electrical measurements. 1| 

One of tbe most interesting results of Tammann’s high-jiressure investigations is 

the discovery of the occurrence of crystallized modifications which are stable only at 

high pressui‘e, as, for instance, in the case of phenol, water, methylene iodide, and 

silver iodide. Of great interest also is the tracing of the boundary lines between 

the different crystalline modifications and between these and the liquid phase in the 

diagram of state, viz., the fixing of the triple points. These inquiries it has been 

* G. Tammann, ‘Ann. d. Physik,’ 68, pp. 553, 629 (1899). ‘ Kristallisiercn u. Schmelzen,’ Hamburg, 

1903. ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 69, p. 569 (1909); 72, p. 609 (1910); 75, pp. 75-733 (1910). 

‘ Zeitschr. f. Anorg. Chem.,’ 40, p. 54 (1904); 63, p. 285 (1909). 

t P. W. Bridgman, ‘Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences,’ 47 (12), p. 377, December (1911). 

f P. W. Bridgman, ‘Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences,’ 44 (8), p. 201; 44 (9), p. 221; 47 (11), 

p. 321. 

§ J. Johnston and L. H. Adams, ‘Amer. Journ. of Science,’ 4 ser., XXXI., p. 501. 

II E. Cohen, ‘Zeit. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 75, p. 1 (1911). 
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possible to carry out by the volumetric methods of Tammann in those cases where 

the volume difference l3etween the diflerent phases is considerable. This is mostly 

the case with regard to the crystallization and melting of the solid form, and the 

volumetric method is therefore nearly always applicable to the determination of the 

melting-point curves. In the case of the transition of crystalline foiius, one into 

another, many instances are known where the transition occurs with only slight 

change of volume, and in such cases a volumetric method, of course, is not applicable. 

Tlie same remarks apply to the thermometric method of the determination of 

transition-points, though this metliod has not until now been at all employed at 

pressures differing from the atmospheric. In cases like tliat aboA’e referred to, the 

simplest method of studying the transition phenomena at ordinary pressure is the 

optical, and tiiis method has further the advantage over the volumetric and the 

thermometric methods that only a quite small quantity of the substance is needed, 

which in many cases, of course, is of essential importance. Further, the change of 

the optical characters of a substance at the transition-point between two crystalline 

forms is generally much more striking than the volume change or the evolution of 

the latent heat, and this is probably the chief cause why optical observation has been 

used in most investigations at ordinary temperatures. The well-known polarization- 

microscope, with a device for heating, constructed by IjEHMANN, has been the 

principal instrument employed. 

The above considerations, togetlier with the desiraldlity of determinations of the 

optical properties of crystals and liquids, especially of those of liquids (refractive 

index) being undertaken at homogeneous pressures other than the atmospheric, led 

the present writer to undertake the working out of methods of optical determinations 

at high pressures and varying temperatures, that is, methods for the optical 

investigation both of tlie boundary lines in the diagram of state of a substance, and 

of the variation of the optical properties of tlie different phases within their existence 

fields. 

Part I.—Apparatus for Optical Determinations at High Pressure. 

The apparatus consists of three chief units :— 

(1) The plant for the production ami measurement of high pressures; 

(2) Tlie “pressure-bomb” to hold the substances under investigation; 

(3) The optical installation for observation and for optical measurements. 

These may conveniently be described apart. 

1. Tltc High-pressure Plant. 

The apparatus for producing the pressures consists of two screw-compressors—one 

for pressures up to G,000 atmospheres, and one for pressures not exceeding 600 
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atmospheres—a small hand-compressiiig pump for filling the larger compressor with 

oil at pressures of about 800 atmospheres, a steel vessel, to which hotli compressors 

and the pressure-homb holding the substance are connected by means of drawn-steel 

capillary tubes of 7 mm. outer diameter and 1 mm. bore, and a high-pressure valve, by 

which the smaller compressor, together with its manometers, can be shut off from the 

rest of the apparatus when working at pressures above 600 atmospheres. The whole 

of this apparatus is fixed to a heavy oak bench. The various parts are connected as 

shown by the diagram (fig. l), thus forming a pressure-plant which may be used for 

any kind of high-pressure work. The large compressor for high pressures (A, fig. l) 

is of the Cailletet type, but made entirely of steel, and is of much larger size 

than the ordinary Cailletet apparatus. It is very similar to those used by Tammann 

in his high-pressure experiments.^" As in the case of the Cailletet apparatus, a 

plunger is forced into a cylindrical compressing cliamber in the central steel block A by 

a powerful screwing gear. Oil is pumped into this compressing chamber by means of 

the compressing pump B, which is connected to the oil reservoir C. D is a valve by 

which the compressing chamber is shut off from the pump B before the compressor is 

worked. By the valve E a fine capillary channel, which connects the compression 

chamber witli the high-pressure manometer F and with the pressure-transmitting 

pipe G, can be shut off from these, thus leaving only the manometer connected with 

the pressure-transmitting pipe and the pressure-bomb, in which the investigation is 

* G. Tammann, ‘ KristallLsieren u. Sclimelzen,’ p. 195. 
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caiiied out. The manometer F is a “ Stahlplatten-Hyclraulik-Manometer,” manu¬ 

factured liy Schilffer and Budenljerg, of Magdel)urg-Buckau, Germany, and is 

graduated to 4,500 kg./cm.^, every division corresponding to 20 kg./cm.^. The 

diameter of this manometer is 30 cm., and the scale is accordingly large, so that 

2 kg./cm.’ may be easily read off on it. A second manometer of the same construction 

can he attached directly to the pressure-transmitting pipe, thus enabling a comparison 

of the manometers. This manometer is graduated to 5,000 kg./cm.^ and has been 

used as a standard. 

The smaller compressor H is a screw compressor with a plunger of 15 mm. 

diameter, moved up and down in the compression chamber, in this case a thick 

walled 1 u’onze tube, directly by the screw I. K is a valve by wliich tlie oil reservoir O 

is shut off from the compressing chamber. L a valve which shuts off the compressing 

chamber from the pressure-conducting capillary tube and the manometers M, which 

then remain connected with the investigation bomb. The manometers M are of 

20 cm. diameter, and graduated up to GOO kg./cm.^, each division on the scale 

representing 1 kg./cin.^. The two manometers are attached to a T-piece of bronze 

by which they communicate with each other and with the compressor. Each 

manometer is further provided with a safety-valve, protecting it against very sudden 

l»ig clianges in pressure by which tliey otherwise might be damaged. Also these 

manometers are of the “ Stahlplatten-Hydraulic-MaiKjineter ” type, and manufactured 

by Schaffer and Budenberg. P is a valve capable of withstanding a pressure of more 

than 4,000 kg./cm.", by which the smaller compressor can be entirely shut off* from 

tlie rest of the compressing machine. 

The pressure-conducting pipes, G, from tlie large compressor, and U (U containing 

tlie valve P) from the small compressor, are connected to the upper part of the steel 

vessel 11, through the top of which the long steel capillary tube S communicates 

with the lower part of the vessel, which thus forms a kind of strong steel bottle, on 

the same principle as wash-bottles. This steel flask or bomb contains mercury in its 

lower part, and as the pipe coimected to the bomb containing the substance to lie 

investigated dips into the mercury with its lower end, the mercury shuts off this 

part of the apparatus from the oil in the compressors and transmits the pressure 

without permitting the contents of the investigation bomb X to come into contact 

witli the oil of the compressors. Oil can thus always be used in the compressors, any 

licpiid being used in the pressure-bomb X. By the screw connection at T the 

investigation bomb is attached to, and detached from, the pressure plant, and this 

screw is the only one of the whole pressure plant which is opened between different 

series of experiments when a new substance is introduced into the investigation 

b(unb X."'^ All the joints l)etween different parts of the pressure apparatus are 

constructed on the principle of a hard, circular steel-edge, being forced by as crew 

* The compressing machine and manometers were manufactured by Messrs. Schaffer and Budenijerg, of 
Magdehurg-Buckau, Germany. 
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into a softer steel surface, in the centre of which a capillary pressure-conducting 

channel enters. These steel edges have to he very carefully hardened, yet nuist he 

only slightly liarder than the supporting surface. If tliey ai'e too liard tiiey easily 

break, and in any case a very much harder edge soon spoils tlie supporting steel 

surface. A joint which once has been got into good working order keeps ])erfect]y 

tight for any lengtli of time, and at any pressure it vdll stand without Innaking. 

The oil used in compressors and pump was castor oil. 

All four manometers have been standardized at the works of Schidfer and 

Budenberg in Magdeljurg-Buckau by means of a hydraulic plant of a similar type to 

the Amagat absolute manometer. The manometers were standardized l)y tlie direct 

application of weights, the high-pressure ones up to 4,000 kg./cm.^ (the limit to 

which the testing plant can he used) and the smaller pair to 600 kg./cm.“. Tlie 

accuracy of the large manometers is about 5 kg./cm.^, and that of the smaller ones 

about kg./cm.^ The one large manometer is used as a standard whereby the three 

working manometers may he checked from time to time, to secure tliat tlieir 

indications are constant. As all three working manometers communicate up to 

pressures of 600 kg./cm.^, the two smaller ones give the exact value of the correction 

for the zero-point of the large one. If the indications of a single liigh-jiressure 

manometer are not in some Interval of pressure checked liy another manometer grave 

errors may result with regard to the real position of the zero-point. 

2. The Pressure-Boriih in wldcli the Optical Investigation is carried out and the 

The) 'mostat. 

The pressure-bomh fits into a U-shaped iron support, into which it can lie firmly 

fixed by means of a screw. The U-piece is by a strong screw-bolt fixed to another 

inverted U-piece, which again is firmly screwed to an iron plate 3 feet long and 

1 foot 2 inches wide. The connecting screw-bolt rnns througli the l)ott(.)m of a 

water-jacket, and the joints are rendered tight by screw nuts and packings. There 

are also mica packings between tlie screw-holt and the U-pieces in order to lessen 

the conduction of heat as much as possible. The water-jacket is of a squai'o shape, 

flat, and only a few millimetres wider than the pressure-homb. It holds about 

2 litres. Opposite the two windows in the pressure-bomh are two holes in the sides 

of the water-jacket, and a short piece of brass tulie with an outer, flat, ring-shaped 

edge can be screwed on to the window part of the pressure-lioml), pressing the 

side-plate of the water-jacket tightly against the pressure-boml). These joints 

are rendered perfectly tight by inserting a sufficient munljer of rings of sheet 

lead 1 mm. thick on both sides of the water-jacket plate liefore the Ijrass-tuhe caps 

are screwed on. In this way the pressure-liomli is kept fixed fiiinly inside the 

water-jacket, and a free view secured tlirough the glass windows of the pressiire- 

R 2 
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bomb. The details of construction of the pressure-bomb and the water-jacket are 

seen from fim 2. 

'J’he water-jacket is heated by means of two small gas-burners, which are regulated 

by a mercury-regulator of ordinary type. In some series of measurements electrical 

beating a platinum resistance coll has been used, and the regulator for the heating 

current was then electro-magnetic. The liquid in the bath was well stirred by a small 

turbine stirrer driven by an ordinary hot-air engine. 

Temperatures were measurefl by thermometers, divided into tenths of a degree, 

which have been compared with similarly graduated thermometers standardized at 

the “ Pliysikallsch-Technische Iteichsanstalt ” in Charlottenl)urg. 

3. The Optical Installatioji. 

(l) The Optical Bench.—The optical observations are made by means of an optical 

bench, each end of which is fitted witli a screw-adjusting gear, the whole resting on 
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the iron plate to which the water-jacket and pressure-ljomb are attached. With tlie 

aid of an antocolliination Gauss’ eye-piece, the whole optical bench can, by means of 

the screw-adjusting gear, be brought exactly into such a position that its optical axis 

is at right angles to the surface of the window in the pressure-bomb, oi' any polished 

surface inside of tliis. The adjusting gear for the optical bench works practically in 

the same way as the crystal adjustment on a modern goniometer for measuiing 

crystals, except that it, of course, can be adjusted at only a very small angle, and 

instead of the crystal or refractive index prism being adjusted on a goniometer, the 

object to be measured here remains in a fixed position, and tiie whole optical 

apparatus is adjusted with regard to this fixed position. 

The optical part itself consists of an illuminating lens, polarizing Nicol-prlsm, 

condenser, objective, analysing Nicol-prism, and micrometer eye-piece. These optical 

parts are very much the same as those of the well-known Fuess Goniometer No. II. 

For crystal optical measurements the eye-piece can be replaced l)y a compensator eye¬ 

piece, and a stronger condenser-lens and objective-lens can be clam]3ed on to the ends 

of the eye-piece and collimator-tubes, just as in the case of tlie Fuess Goniometer II., 

when used for optical axial-angle measurements. For such a purpose the eye-piece 

tube is also provided with a “ Bertrand lens.” The eye-piece system is focussed on 

infinite distance, but can be converted into a microscope of small enlarging power by 

means of an attachable lens. Thus, with this optical bench, tlie same measurements 

can be carried out as with the optical part of the Fuess Goniometer II. The 

description of the use of it for the determination of the refractive index and the 

dispersion of compressed liquids must be left for a paper dealing with this question. 

The optical bench and other optical parts were made liy B. Fuess, of Steglitz, Berlin. 

The water-jacket with its fittings, and the gear for adjusting the optical bench, were 

made by the mechanician of the Davy Faraday Lalioratory of the Boyal Institution, 

Mr. Haery Payne, who also rendered valuable aid in getting the wliole pressure 

plant with its numerous joints into good working condition. 
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(2) 21ie Glass Windou'S.—Amagat states, in liis first paper on the solidification of 

liquids l)y pressure, that he observed the liquid and the resulting crystals l)y means of 

a small glass window inserted into the wall of the pressure chaml;)er in which the 

liquid was compressed. In form the windo^v was a ti'uncated cone, the smaller base 

being towards the observer. It wms made of annealed glass, and was surrounded by 

a thin enveloping cone of ivory. With this arrangement of tlie windows Amagat 

was able to reach pressures of aloout 1,200 atmospheres. In the lai'ge series of 

measurements on the compressibility of liquids by the “ methode des regards,” 

Amagat used cylindrical windo\vs which ’were fixed simply loy marine glue, this part 

of the apparatus always loeiug kept cool, so that tloe marine glue did not get too 

soft. Experiments witli windows fitted in this way were carried out up to 1,000 

atmospheres. Later, also, Amagat used similar cylindrical windows, fitted with 

marine glue, for the measurement of the influence of pressure upon tire freezing-point 

of water. In this paper Amagat states that he had met with vei'y serious difficulties 

in getting tlie windows to withstaiid higher pressures tlian 1,000 atmospheres. 

Some of them stood 1,400 atmospheres, and in a single case he had even been aljle to 

carry tlie pressui'e up to 1,700 atmosplieres liefore the glass was cracked, but 

generally about 1,200 atmospheres was the pressure-limit reached, and the work 

was then entirely given up by Amagat. 

The first bomb intended for this researcli was constructed on the same principle as 

the bomb employed by Amagat in his earlier work. The method of gluing in the 

glass windows later used by Amagat would not permit work at higher temperatures 

in the case of the windows being close to each other, as is necessary in some cases of 

crystal-optical research, where the objective of the polarization instrument must be 

brought as close as possible to the crystal or section investigated. The “windows” 

were truncated cones 15 mm. tliick, the diameter of the inner base being 10 mm. and 

that of the outer 7 mm. The enA’eloping conical mantle of ivory was about 1'5 mm. 

thick. The first cones tried were made out of an optical borosilicate-glass from 

Schott & Genossen, of Jena. In polarized light they very soon showed vivid 

polarization colours when pressure was increased, and at about 900 kg./cm.^ it became 

very difficult to see through them at all, ljut apparently tliey did not crack, and 

pressure was carried up to 2,000 kg./cmd—-the limit for which the then used pressure 

apparatus had been tested—the apparatus being perfectly tight all the time. On 

relieving pressure, the compressed oil in the bomlj, however, Ijegan to leak out at the 

windows, and wlien the apjDaratus was unscrewed it was found that the window 

cones now consisted of a very great number of tliin plates, with surfaces as smooth as 

if polished. Some of these glass plates were very thin, others a millimetre or more 

thick, and it was possilJe to further cleave these Ijy pressing a knife against the 

conic side of such a piece, tlie glass, after liaving been compressed in this way, thus 

behaving very much like mica. Tests were then made with different kinds of glass 

for cones and different material for the conical envelopes, soft ebonite and moderately 
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hard viilcaii-fibre being substituted for the comparatively hard ivory. Quartz-glass, 

a heavy soft “ flint,” and a hard “ crown ” behaved in very much tlie same way as 

the borosilicate, but usually a cracking was noticeable v hen tlie glass was split up into 

lamellae, and this occurred in the case of flint glass, even at as low pressures as between 

200 and 300 kg./cm.b During these tests some very remarkable optical pbenomena 

were observed in the glasses in polarized light, Imt the desciiption of these, as well 

as of the details of preliminary work, cannot be entered on here, it being sufficient to 

state that it was found that the “ cleavage ” developed in the glass windows was 

due to tension and not compression of the glass cones, these being more rigid than 

the enveloping cone which flo'W's slightly, somewhat similarly to the way in which a 

rubber stopper flows and is stretched when it is forced into a bottle neck. The softer 

the material of the cone enveloping the glass the more marked this eflect was, and 

the sooner cracks were developed, and always at right angles to the axis of tlie glass 

cone, that is, at right angles to the direction in which the hydraulic pressure in the 

interior of the bomb acts. 

It was therefore thought that better results might be obtained by providing the 

glass windows with a steady support against rrhich they would be pressed, so that no 

part of the glass could be stretched as described alcove. But as it at the same time 

was essential to have a conical joint between the glass and the steel wall of the Ijomb, 

in order to secure a tight fit even at high pressures, the following way of fitting the 

glass windows was finally adopted :—The glass cone was inserted the opposite way 

into the conical place in the steel bolt, the smaller basis of the cone thus being acted 

upon by the pressure transmitting fluid in the interior of the l)oml), and the glass 

cone resting with its larger basis on a washer l)y which it is separated from its steel 

support. The steel and the washer supporting the glass cone are provided with a hole 

through the centre part, through which the observations are made, and the glass cone 

rests thus only with its outer part against the washer and steel. Tlie remaining 

circular space between the conical glass and the conical liore in the steel is wedge- 

shaped, and thus the material in it is forced in towards the narrower part, and, if 

softer than the glass, makes the joint tight, and transmits at tlie same time an 

all-sided pressure to tlie glass cone. This conical Avedge-shaped envelope has to be 

cut on the lathe exactly to the same angles as the conical surfaces of the glass and of 

the surrounding steel, the glass cone being finally ground in Avith A'ery fine emery to 

fit exactly. This composite cone, consisting of the glass and its envelope of “ fibre ” 

or elionite, is then ground into the conical space of the steel bomb, sufficient space 

being left for the AAmsher supporting the base of the glass cone. The arrangement is 

shown in fig. 4, Avhere a is the glass cone, h the conical AA^edge-shaped fibre eiiA'elope, 

c the washers, flat rings supporting the glass cone, d the steel-pressure bomb, e the 

steel bolt into which the glass windoAv is fitted, and f -du screAv. 

The chief object of these washers and conical packings may be described as being 

that of keeping the glass all the time surrounded by a half-plastic mass, Avhich fioAvs 
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slightly, and thus transmits the pressure to the glass body in as even a manner as 

possilde. 

Originally the washers consisted of two flat rings about 0'5 mm. thick each, the 

one on wliicli the glass rests directly being of ivory, the other one of flbre. The 

conical washer for temperatures up to about 70° C. has been of “ galalith,” a material 

used instead of ebonite for electric fittings, and for higher temperatures of fibre. 

With this arrangement of the windows a great many of the measurements up to 

about 1,600 kg./cin.^ have been carried out, and Avith some practical experience as to 

the way in which the glasses are fitted it is not difficult to get a pressure-bomb of 

this kind for optical investigations in working order. The glass used has chiefly been 

a borosilicate froni Schott & Genossen, of Jena, which is used for the manufacture of 

“ Durax-glass ” liigh-pressure-and-temperature tid)ing. Suital Je pieces of the glass 

were cut from glass rods, the pieces annealed very carefully, and the cones then 

ground from these pieces. When overstrained, a 20 mm. thick cone of this glass 

shoAvs interference colours of the first order at about 200 atmospheres beloAA^ the point 

at Avhich it breaks. It is always necessary to Avatcli tlie glass windoAvs in polarized 

light Avhen pressure is applied to tliem the first time after they liaAm been fitted into 

the steel bomb, as tlie appearance of inteiference colours at once suggests that the 

fitting is not satisfactory, for glass cones Avhich stand pressures of seAmral thousand 

atmospheres break at a feAA" liimdred if precaution is not taken to Avatch their 

behaAuour in ^^olarized hglit, and to refit them if they shoAv interference colours 

already at comjDaratively Ioav pressures. Later it Avas found tliat tlie limit of 

1,600 kg./cm.^ mentioned above, Avas not really due to the resisting strength of the 

glass being reached at that pressure, but to the circumstance that the ivory Avashers 

began to Aoaa^ readily at this pressure, and in consequence of the structure of the 

bone did not give way eAmnly, Avith the result that the support suddenl}^ became less 

in some parts than in others, and the glass cracked. Later, Avashers made out of tAvo 

layers of thin lead foil have been used, and also AAaashers made out of rolled plates 
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of silver chloride, these being protected from contact with the steel by lead paper. 

With both these arrangements pressures of up to 4,000 atmospheres have been 

reached without the glass being in any way injured. But in any case glass must be 

regarded as a very treacherous material when submitted to high pressure, and often 

a glass cone, which has withstood very high pressures, suddenly may crack at 

comparatively low pressures without having shown any signs of strain, and thus 

measurements are often suddenly interrupted. This circumstance adds, of course,, to 

the difficulties experienced in this kind of research at high pressures, and to the time 

required to carry through such research. 

The expenses for the construction of the above apparatus were defrayed by a grant 

made to the author from the “ Herman Rosenberg Fund ” of the University of 

Helsingfors. 

The preliiniuary experiments with glass windows of varying construction were 

carried out during the winter of 1910 in the laboratory of physical chemistry at 

Gottingen. Prof. G. Tammann kindly lent me a set of his pressure apparatus for 

several mouths, and thus enabled me to make the tests which were necessary before 

the apparatus described above could be constructed. I am also greatly indebted to 

Prof Tammann for many valuable suggestions, and for information on various points 

concerning the practice of high-pressure work. 

The apparatus has been mounted and brought into working condition in the Davy 

Faraday Research Laboratory of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, and the 

actual research work which forms the subject of Part H. of this paper has been 

carried out entirely in the Davy Faraday Laboratory. 

I have to acknowledge the liberality with which the Managers of the Royal 

Institution and the Director of the Laboratory, Prof. Sir James Dewar, have placed 

the technical resources of the Laboratory at my disposal. My thanks are also due to 

Sir James Dewar for the personal interest with which he has furthered the progress 

of the work. 

Part II.—Optical DETERmNATioN of Diagrams of State. 

4. General Methods. 

(l) Method of Ohserving the Substance.—In the case of the investigation of a body 

which remains liquid at all temperatures, and pressures at which the optical measure¬ 

ments are carried out, the substance may be allowed to fill up the entire interior 

space of the pressure bomb and the capillary tube through which the hydraulic 

pressure is transmitted. But, if the liquid has to be crystallized, the crystallization 

VOL. CCXII,—A. s 
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may occur in any part of the apparatus between the manometer and the investigation 

bomb, and, especially if the entire contents of this is solidified, the part of the 

substance observed may remain under a very different pressure from that indicated 

by the manometers. Evident enough as such a cause of error may appear, it has 

been one of the principal practical difficulties to get over in all high-pressure work, 

and is one of the chief causes of errors in earlier work of this kind. Tamma]s^n 

refers in several instances to this circumstance as a cause of erroneous experimental 

results, and he has had to renew several of his earlier series of measurements. He 

has, in consequence, paid much attention to the problem of bringing the substance 

into the pressure bomb under such conditions that it is really submitted to homo¬ 

geneous pressure during the entire investigation. In his most recent work Tammann 

has used a kind of bag or cylinder made out of parchment paper and coated with 

a varnish of collodium.* This cylindrical bag, when containing the substance and 

closed at both ends, is surrounded on all sides in the pressure bomb by some 

pressure-transmitting fluid, and as it is entirely soft the hydraulic pressure is evenly 

transmitted. The material for such a pressure-transmitting cover has of course to 

be chosen with regard to the nature both of the substance investigated and of the 

surrounding fluid, and in many instances it is not possible to And a material which is 

entirely insolulde, and which is not chemically acted upon by the substance to be 

investigated, especially when a large amount of substance is used, and the 

investigation is carried on at comparatively high pressures and temperatures. 

In the case of an optical investigation it is, of course, essential to make observa¬ 

tions upon a sufficiently thin layer of substance, so that it is possible to see the 

changes in the optical properties due to polymorphic transition. At first a small 

glass tube of about 2 mm. diameter was used as a vessel to hold the substance to be 

investigated. Both ends of the glass tube were bent over, approaching each other, 

and connected one to another by a small piece of rubber tube. The whole was filled 

with the substance, and the rubber tube part acted as pressure transmitter. Some 

melting-point determinations on dimethylether of oxalic acid were made in this way, 

but it was not easy to observe the optical characters of the crystallized body with 

this device, and subsequently the following arrangement has been used in most cases. 

The substance is melted between two circular glass plates, about f mm. thick and of 

10 mm. diameter, care being taken not to superheat the substance. When the 

substance has crystallized, a piece of black rubber tube, 5 mm. long and about 

5 mm. wide, is slipped over the joint edges of the two glass plates, thus forming a 

surrounding cap, which at the same time gently presses the two glasses against each 

other, the whole forming a slightly elastic extremely narrow vessel. The rubber 

piece used is previously kept for some time in the molten substance to be investigated, 

and as the substance during the experiments comes into contact with the rubber only 

* G. Tammann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Anorg. Chem.,’ 63, p. 285 (1909), and ‘ Zeitschr. f. Rhys. Chem.,’ 75, 
p. 77 (1910). 
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at the extremely narrow fringe at the edge of the glasses, this device has proved, 

itself to work very satisfactorily in most cases. 

It has indeed been found that with the help of this little piece of apparatus the 

substances could be equally well observed at high pressures inside the pressure 

apparatus as under the ordinary polarization microscope between object-glass and 

cover-glass. Also, most crystal-optical determinations, such, for example, as those 

serving to identify the rock-forming minerals in thin sections of rocks, can be used 

during a research at high pressures with the above described apparatus. 

(2) Isothermal Melting and Crystcdlization.—^When an alteration of pressure at 

will is possible, the melting-point of a substance can, of course, be determined 

either at constant temperature by altering the pressure, or at constant pressure by 

altering the temperature. The determination at constant temperature, what one 

may conveniently call isothermal crystallization and isothermcd melting, is l)y far 

the more convenient method of the two, and has throughout been employed in this 

research for the determination of melting-points. In the case of the determination 

of transition-points the method of work at constant pressure is of special use in 

some cases, and will be further referred to in cases where it has been applied. 

But, with regard to isothermal crystallization, there are some peculiarities which 

should be briefly discussed at this point. When a crystallized substance is melted 

in the ordinary way by being heated, it melts gradually at constant temperature, 

but at the same rate as the heat is supplied to it. It is not possible to heat instantly 

a melting mass of a substance through and through ; the heat is taken up by the 

parts of the mass in contact with the heating device or vessel which is being heated, 

and spreads from those parts to the other parts of the mass. But in the case of 

isothermal melting matters are difierent in this respect, that any change of hydraulic 

pressure almost instantly takes place throughout the entire mass. As most crystals 

need a certain amount of time both to grow and to melt, the result is that, when 

working isothermally, we are able either slightly to compress the crystals in the 

“ melt” of the substance to pressures above their melting-point pressure, or to lower 

the pressure beneath the pressure of the melting-point pressure. The extent to 

which this can be done depends almost entirely upon the velocity with which a 

crystal melts or crystallizes at its melting-point, and the rate at which this velocity 

is altered with increase or decrease of pressure, and these factors are very difierent 

for different substances. The two cases, pressures above and pressures below the 

actual melting-point pressures, correspond to a superheating of crystals in the 

presence of the liquid-phase or super-cooling of the liquid-phase in the presence of 

the crystal-phase at constant pressures. Only in the case of a totally melted 

substance is a super-cooling in most cases actually possible, and it has generally 

been thought that a superheating of a crystallized body to temperatures above its 

melting temperature could not be effected. According to some recent work, however, 

it seems probable that a superheating occurs in the case of some extremely slowly 

s 2 
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melting substances.* A practical consequence of this difference between the ordinaiy 

“isobaric” melting at constant pressure and the “isothermic” melting, is that the 

melting-point can he instantly passed in either direction, and regions of a different 

degree of super-cooling and a correspondingly different degree of velocity of 

crystallization and of rate of spontaneous formation of crystal-nuclei can be experi¬ 

mentally reached and studied. In nearly all the cases investigated observations 

bearing upon the above have been made, and the more important will be quoted in 

connection with the description of the determination of the diagrams of state. 

5. The Diagram of State of Carbon Tetrabromide CBiq. 

Lehmann first ol^served that carbon tetrabromide, which crystallizes from the molten 

state in growth-structures belonging to the cubic system and appearing quite dark 

between crossed nicols, on further cooling down, changes into highly double-refracting 

crystals.! Schwarz found that this transition from one crystalline form to another 

takes place at 46°’I C.| 

This transition-point, and the influence of admixtures of carbon tetrachloride on it, 

has since been very carefully studied by Rothmund Ijy means of a thermometric 

method. § Rothmund gives the transition-point of pure carbon tetrabromide as 

46°’9I C. The melting-point is 92° C. The double-refracting modification of carbon 

tetrabromide crystallizes also from solutions in acetone. The crystals are monoclinic, 

but have crystal angles which differ very little from those of the cubic octahedron ; 

they have been measured by Zirngiebl.|| 

In order to determine the diagram of state of carbon tetrabromide a small quantity 

of it was brought into the pressure-bomb between two round object-glasses in the 

manner described on p. 130. The carbon tetrabromide had been purified by recrystal¬ 

lization from petrol-ether, and finally by sublimation in a charcoal vacuum from room 

temperature to that of liquid air. 

(l) Melting-point Determinations.—When the pressure is increased at temperatures 

above 92° C.—the melting-point at ordinary pressure—crystalline growth-structures 

suddenly appear and grow rapidly. At constant temperature this does not always 

take place at exactly the same pressure, and these pressures at which the rapid 

growth, in the form of growth-structures, begins are not identical with the pressure 

corresponding to the melting-point, but slightly higher. At the melting-point 

pressure the crystals grow only slowly, and the rate of growth is about equal in all 

directions, so that compact crystals result, and no growth-structures; but if the 

* A. Ij. Day and E. T. Allen, ‘ Publications of the Carnegie Institution,’ Washington, No. 31, p. 57 
(1905); G. Tammann, ‘ Zeit. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 68, p. 257 (1910). 

t 0. Lehmann, ‘ Molekularphysik.,’ L, p. 178 (1888). 
I W. Schwarz, ‘ Preisschrift Gottingen,’ 1892, p. 47. 
§ V. Rothmund, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 24, p. 705 (1897). 
II Quoted l)y Groth, ‘ Chem. Kristallographie,’ L, p. 230. 
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pressure is rapidly raised,, the crystals begin at a certain pressure to grow more 

rapidly in a certain direction than in others, and so the cubic structures of growth 

are produced. In this way it is possilde to determine at each temperature two 

crystallization pressures ; one at which the crystals can just he observed to grow— 

this is the pressure closest to the true crystallization pressure we are able to observe— 

and a second higher pressure at which very rapid growth in a certain ciystallographic 

direction takes place. 

This behaviour is not peculiar to carbon tetrabromide, but is common to all substances 

hitherto investigated, and is probably a phenomenon of quite general character. It 

depends upon the following circumstances :— 

Gernez* and Moore! have shown that the velocity of crystallization, when 

measured in thin-walled glass tubes, increases with decreasing temperature, that is, 

when the degree of super-cooling increases. Later, Tammann and his pupils have 

found I that this increase of the velocity of crystallization occurs only up to a certain 

temperature, when a maximum of velocity is reached, which in many cases remains 

constant for a certain interval of temperature, and then very rapidly diminishes and 

assumes quite small values. The general case may he diagrammatically represented 

by fig. 5 : a represents the melting-point temperature, at which the velocity of 

crystallization is very small. With descending temperature the velocity at first 

increases slowly, hut at temperatures h a much more rapid increase takes place, and 

continues until the maximum velocity c is reached. At temperatures d the velocity 

again very rapidly drops to small values, and diminishes then at low temperatures e 

quite slowly. The part a to c of this curve is that which is of interest in this 

particular case, because it gives the explanation of the crystallization phenomena 

observed when pressure is increased. The comparatively short interval of tempera¬ 

ture, where the rapid increase of the velocity of crystallization takes place, evidently 

corresponds to the pressures at which such an amount of super-cooling is reached that 

rapid crystallization ensues and the growth-structures are produced. This view is 

* G. Gernez, ‘Compt. Eend.,’ 95, p. 1278 (1892). 

t B. Moore, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 12, p. 545 (1893). 
I G. Tammann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 27 (1897), p. 152; 29 (1899), p. 58. 
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supported by the ol3servation by Tammann that at temperatures near a the growth 

in some cases occurs in the form of comparatively large crystals, which point in 

different directions inside the tulje, and crystal faces are richly developed, but that 

at temperatures h growth occurs in a certain direction only, so that long crystal 

threads are produced in the tiibe.^ In the case of the unstable modification III. of 

benzophenane melting at 26° C., Tammann found that the crystal grows inside the 

tube pushing forward a crystal corner, terminated by even crystal faces.^ 

As Tammann occasionally points out, every crystal face probably possesses its own 

velocity of crystallization at a given degree of super-cooling, and it is also probable 

that the velocity of the different crystal faces changes at a different rate with the 

degree of super-cooling. The result of this is that at a certain temperature, or 

pressure corresponding to this temperature, the velocity of crystallization in one 

crystal direction so much exceeds the velocity in other directions that, in consequence, 

only these crystal faces are developed and crystal-growth structures produced. It 

may suffice in this place to point out that these considerations give the clue to the 

general explanation of the production of growth-structures and of spherulites, and 

are of interest with regard to the origin of crystal-growths and spherulites in the 

igneous rocks; a fuller discussion of these problems, however, l^eing outside the scope 

of the present communication. But the possibility of determining two distinct 

crystallization pressures, one at which the growths of the crystal only just takes 

place (at a, fig. 5), and one at which the formation of growth-structures begins (at 6, 

fig. 5), is also of practical importance when the melting-point is determined at 

constant temperature, and the problem has therefore been discussed here already 

before the data of measurements are given. These two pressures will in the following 

tables be indicated as Pj = the melting-point pressure, and as Pg = the higher pressure 

at which growth-structures are developed. 

As seen from the figures in Table I. the melting-point of CBiq is raised very 

rapidly by pressure, the pressure required to raise the melting-point 1° C. being only 

16 kg./cm.^. This ratio remains constant, within the limits of accuracy of the 

measurements, up to about 10° C. above the melting-point at 1 atmosphere. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to determine the melting-points at higher 

temperatures and pressures as a slight decomposition then begins, and as the 

decomposition products tend to lower the melting-point, higher melting-point 

pressures are recorded the longer the substance has been kept at high temperatures. 

This becomes still more marked at 120° C. and at 130° C., at which temperatures the 

melting-point jDressures in different series of measurements differ very widely from 

each other. The melting-point pressure for preparations on which even only a single 

rapidly carried out observation at 120° C. was made, was, after cooling down, at 

95°'4 C. about 200 kg./cm.^ higher than it originally had been. Under such 

circumstances it is, of course, not possible to determine if the raising of the melting- 

* G. Tajimann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 23, p. 68 (1899). 
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point Ijy pressure continues at high pressures to be linear as it is at low pressures. 

This slight decomposition of CBr4 at temperatures above that of the melting-point at 

Table I. 

Temperatures 
(corrected). 

Pressures, Pi 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P2 

(corrected). 

°0. 

94-84 45 kg./cm.^. 65 kg./cm.“. 
97-84 98 „ — 

100-29 134 „ 160 kg./cm.2. 
104-92 274 „ 295 

104-87 280 295 „ 
(110-94 420 „ 440 „ ) 
(115-48 630 - ) 

ordinary pressures is not surprising, since it is known that CBr^ decomposes on 

distillation, and that the carbon tetraiodide decomposes even when only just melting. 

It is, therefore, not probable that the increased pressure plays any part in producing 

this decomposition, although this, of course, cannot be proved. 
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These inelting-poiDts are plotted in the diagram, fig. 6, and connected by the 

upper curve Pj of that diagram. The curve Pg is not shown in the diagram as it 

runs very close and parallel to Pj. 

The difference between the pressures Pj and Pg is about 20 kg./cm.^, and the 

amount of super-cooling necessary to reach the part C of the crystallization-velocity 

curve as shown in fig. 5, where the velocity of crystallization attains large values and 

growth-structures also appear, is thus only about one degree in the case of CBr^—one 

degree on the melting-point curve corresponding to 20 kg./cm.^. From the fact that 

the difference between the values Pj and Pg does not change at higher pressure, it 

may be concluded that pressure does not infiuence the degree of super-cooling which 

is necessary in order that growth-structures may be produced. The curves showing 

the velocity of crystallization in its dependence on the degree of super-cooling 

(diagram, fig. 5) will, therefore, be similar in shape at all pressures, altlrough the 

absolute value of the velocity at corresponding degrees of super-cooling may vary 

with the pressure. 

(2) Transition-point Determinations.—When the molten carbon tetrabromide is 

cooled between glass plates it first crystallizes in isotropic crystals, and on further 

cooling a crystallization of the anisotropic crystal modification suddenly starts. The 

anisotropic crystallization begins usually from one or from a few points at the border 

line of the isotropic crystal mass, and the anisotropic crystals grow at the expense of 

the isotropic just as if they were growing in the liquid phase. The growth is rapid, 

and long, blade-like crystals are formed which cover the space earlier occupied by 

several of the isotropic crystals, ami no connection whatever seems to exist between 

the border lines of the isotropic crystals and the growing anisotropic crystals. On 

the other hand, when tlie transition of the anisotropic modification to the isotropic 

occurs, on raising the temperature of the preparation, the isotropic crystals are not 

seen to grow at all, but it looks rather as if the anisotropic crystals were simply 

melting. Dark isotropic spots of quite irregular shape appear both at the border 

lines and in the interior of the crystals, and continue to be formed and to grow larger 

until the whole has changed into an isotropic mass. 

Pressure raises this transition-point rapidly, as seen from Table II., and the same 

general difference which exists between the transition from isotropic to anisotropic, 

and from anisotropic to isotropic at ordinary pressure, exists also when transition 

takes place at high pressures. But, in addition, it is found that the transition from 

isotropic (fie., regular) form takes place extremely slowly at the true transition-point 

pressure. When the transition-point curve is passed at constant temperature by 

lowering the pressure slowly, the anisotropic phase at first appears in the form of 

small, bright, coloured spots on the dark field. These are a kind of crystal globulm, 

crystal germs, which then grow to Ijigger crystals. This, as is well known, is tire 

general case when crystals begin to form in a liquid, and the related phenomena have 

been described at length by Vogelsang, who especially investigated the growth of 
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sulphur crystals, but it has not been known that the crystallization of one crystal 

phase out of one other crystalline phase may take place in exactly the same way. 

These anisotropic crystal germs appear at any point inside the isotropic crystal grains 

or at their border. They are very few at the melting-point pressure, and are scarcely 

seen to grow at all, but if the pressure is lowered they begin to be more numerous, 

and grow more and more rapidly. The lower pressure given in Table IT. at any 

given temperature is the pressure at which the anisotropic crystal germs are seen 

only just to begin to grow with noticeable speed. The higher pressure given again 

is that at which the transition from anisotropic to isotropic form is seen to take place 

when pressure is increased. In this case it is not possible to see when transition really 

begins, and only a quite small increase of pressure is necessary in order to produce a 

very rapid transition' into the isotropic modification. The change is thus more like 

melting, and the opposite change, from isotropic to anisotropic crystal form, takes 

place in a similar way to crystallization. 

Table II. 

Temperatures 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P3 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P4 
(corrected). 

° 0. 
57 • 54 310 kg./cm.2 340 kg./cm.“ 
70-89 715 „ 770 „ 
81-20 1,055 „ 1,090 
91-96 1,385 „ 1,430 „ 
95-72 1,515 „ 1,550 ,, 

The difference between the pressure values P;, and P4 range between 30 and 55 kg., 

the average being 40 kg./cm.^, but this value is apparently not dependent upon the 

pressure at which the transition takes place. 

Determinations were further made at constant pressure, both at rising temperature. 

Table III., and at falling temperature. Table IV., Series A and B. 

Table III. 

Observations at rising 
temperatures, about Constant pressures, P5. 

°C. 
64-5 400 kg./cm.2 
78-6 900 ,, 
96*0 1,500 

VOL. CCXII.-A. T 
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Table IV. 

Observations at falling 
temperatures, about Constant pressures, Pp. 

Series A. 

°c. 
71 970 kg./cm.- 
63-5 700 „ 
54-5 385 „ 

Series B. 

73-2 1,000 kg./cm. 2 
67-8 760 „ 
61-3 510 „ 
55-0 299 „ 
51-9 200 

The pressures Pg, P4, P^, and P,., given in the Tallies IT, III., and IV., Series A, are 

plotted in the diagram, fig. 6, and foim the lower group of curves in this. The 

curve P3 intersects with the temperature axis of the diagram at 47°‘8 C. and the 

curve P4 at 46°'6 C. 

The significance of these transition-point curves Pg, P4, P5, and Pg, may be explained 

in the following manner ;— 

Pg represents the temperatures and pressures at which the growth of the anisotropic 

modification just attains a noticeable velocity when both modifications coexist. 

P4 again the pressures and temperatures at which the isotropic modification is formed 

with noticeable speed under these same conditions. In the small strip between these 

two curves the two modifications of carbon tetrabromide will thus coexist without 

changing one into the other. The true equilibrium curve must lie between these two 

curves of “false equilibrium,” probably nearer to the curve P4 than to Pg, as the 

velocity of transition seems to increase more rapidly in directions at right angles to 

this curve than to the curve Pg. 
If we work by a volumetric method we may, according to these curves, expect to 

find that the transformation takes place at a lower temperature when working at 

descending temperature than when working at rising temperature, and the horizontal 

distance (40 kg./cm.^) between the curves would represent the pressure values 

obtainable by the method at constant temperature which has been employed by 

Tammann in his transition-point determinations. 

The curves P5 and P^ again represent the temperatures and pressures at which 

each modification is at first spontaneously formed from the other. The much greater 

distance at which tliese run from the true equilibrium curve shows to what a much 
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larger extent the equilil^riuni can he exceeded when no crystal germs of tlie 

modification, stable at that temperature and pressure, are present. 

The curve P5 runs nearer and nearer to P;, as the temperature of the transition- 

point rises, which means that the unstable region grows gradually smaller at high 

temperatures, and probably would disappear at about 1,700 kg./cm.^ 

As seen from both series of measurements (Table III.), which were made at a 

different rate of cooling, the transition-point is exceeded to a liigher degree at high 

temperatures than at low. The unstable region in the case of the transition from 

the isotropic to the anisotropic modification would thus 1)ecome larger with increasing 

temperature, which is just opposite to what takes place in the case of the inverse 

transition, as we have seen, and is not what one should expect. The extent to which 

the equilibrium curve may be crossed on cooling at constant pressure seems also to 

depend to a certain amount on the rate at which the cooling takes place, but this 

circumstance does not furnish an explanation for the general trend of the curve P^, 

as this remains similar in direction in the difierent series of measurements. The 

conclusion to be drawn, in the present state of knowledge, would thus be that 

pressure influences this transition from the isotropic state to the anisotropic in such 

a way as to facilitate a retai'dation of the transition. 

The distance between the curves Pg and P4 remains quite constant, and this shows 

that the conditions of transition of the one form of the substance to the other form 

are not influenced by pressure as far as regards the degree to which the equilibrium- 

curve is crossed, just as the conditions of crystallization are not changed by pressure, 

as far as regards the degree of super-cooling, as pointed out on p. 136. This may be 

considered a proof that tlie curve for the velocity of crystallization and the curve 

for the velocity of transition of polymorphic crystal forms of a substance are similar 

in shape, a similarity which might be expected. So far a curve of velocity of 

transformation has only once been actually measured, that is in the case of the 

transformation of a “ monotropic,” unstable modification to the stable one (Benzo- 

phenone III. to I.).* * * § 

This group of four curves, limiting the areas in the diagram of state where a false 

equilibrium exists between the two crystalline forms of carbon tetrabromide or where 

spontaneous formation does not occur, are quite analogous to those found by 

Tammann in his latest researches on phenol,! silver iodide,;}; and ice.§ In these cases 

the equilibrium curve is found to split up at low temperatures into four different 

curves, corresponding to the above. The distance between the curves is at low 

temperatures very large, and the transformation at last entirely ceases to take place 

when the temperature is sufliciently lowered. The transition in the case of carbon 

* G. Tammann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 29, pp. 58, 67 (1899). 

t G. Tammann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 75, pp. 75 (1911). 
I G. Tammann, ‘ Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 75, p. 733 (1911). 
§ G. Tammann, ‘Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 72, p. 602 (1910). 
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tetralH'omide is, on the other liand, one which takes place more readily than in most 

cases of enantiotropic transformation which are known, and the possibility of 

studying the same phenomena of false equilibrium ” in a substance like this 

indicates the sensitiveness of the method. 

As seen from the Tables I. and II., 16 kg./cm.^ suffice to raise the melting-point of 

CBiq 1°, whereas the transition-point is only raised O'5 degree by this pressure. The 

melting-point curve and the transformation-point curve will, therefore, not intersect 

at high pressure to form a triple-point. Tlie consequence of this direction of the 

melting-point curve and the transition-point curve is that the anisotropic mono¬ 

clinic modification ofi carlmi tetrabromide cannot he cmised to melt, even at any 

pressure. The theoretical triple-point deduced from these curves would lie at low 

temperature and high negative pressures (0° and —1500 kg./cm.^). A case like this 

has not been experimentally met with earlier, but the possibility of the occurrence of 

such a case has been theoretically foreseen by Backhuis Boozeboom in his treatise 

on the applications of the phase-rule.^'' 

6. I'he Diagram of State of rxd>-hil>rompropionic Acid, CHsBr.CHBr.COOH. 

Among “ monotrope ’’-polymorphic substances bibrompropionic acid is probably 

unique in this respect, that it melts twice when slowly heated. The unstable 

modification of lower melting-point is nearly always obtained when the fused 

substance is allowed to cool, and on heating again it melts at 51° C., but at a few 

degrees higher the stable modification crystallizes out of the “ melt ” and then on 

further heating melts at 64° C. This behaviour was described in detail by Tollens,! 

who first prepared this substance, and it has later been studied by Lehmann.| The 

crystals of both these modifications have been measured l)y Zepharowich,§ who 

found that both crystallize in the monoclinic system. 

This behaviour of a/3-bibrompropionic acid, together with the comparative!}^ great 

stability of the “ unstable ” modification, made it probable that it, in this case, would 

be possible to determine tiie melting-point curve of two difterent modifications of a 

polymorphic substance, which would he of interest, as hitherto only melting-point 

curves of stable modifications have Ijeen measured.|| Before giving the results of 

* H. W. Backhuis Roozeboom, ‘ Die Heterogeneii Gleiehgewichte 1.,’ p. 185, fig. tl (Braunschweig, 

1901). 

t Tollens, ‘Liebig’s Ann.,’ 167, pp. 222, 337. 

I 0. Lehmann, ‘ Molekularphysik,’ L, p. 690. 

§ Zepharowich, ‘ Jahresber.,’ 1878, p. 693. 

II Tammann’s statements about melting-point curves of alleged unstable modifications of j;)-xylol, 

carbon tetrachloride, acetic acid, diethylamin, trimethylcarbinol, and ethylendibromide (‘ WiED. Ann.,’ 

66, p. 473, and 68, pp. 553, 629) have been withdrawn by him in his later publication of the measurements 

in “ Kristallisieren u. Schmelzen.” 
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these determinations the' crystallization at ordinary temperature must 1;)e briefly, 

described. 

When the acid is fused between two glass plates and allowed to cool super-cooling 

invariably takes place. When crystallization sets in a few round crystal germs of 

the modification melting at 51° C. are formed, and these then grow at moderate 

speed in all directions, forming hexagons remarkably regular in shape. These are, 

however, not homogeneous crystals, but are built up of crystal fibres radiating from 

a central crystal germ. If a small particle of the stable modification is brought into 

contact with these crystals, a transition begins to occur and the stable modification 

grows at the expense of the unstable, very much in the same way as this grows in 

the “ melt.” The growth of the stable modification melting at 64° C. is fan-like, the 

crystal threads being very similar to those of the modification melting at 51° C. 

Both modifications show approximately the same interference colours, and this adds 

to the similarity of their appearance when crystallized between two glass plates. At 

ordinary temperatures the velocity of crystallization of the unstable modification is 

greater than the velocity of transformation to the stable form. 

Considerable difficulty was met with in trying to get a sufficiently pure preparation 

for the melting-point determinations. The substance is very soluble in most solvents, 

and the degree of purity is not much improved by repeated crystallization. It was 

at length found that a pure product may be obtained by treating the acid with a 

large quantity of petrolether at ordinary temperature, and evaporating part of the 

petrolether by an air current. Crystals of the unstable modification about 1 mm. in 

diameter are formed, but these clear, transparent crystals change, while still in the 

evaporating solution, into the stable form whereby they become porcelain-like, white 

and non-transparent. 

Unfortunately a great many measurements on unstable melting-points were made 

on a specimen that was not quite pure, and these had then to be repeated on a pure 

one. But as some interesting observations were made during these measurements 

with the less pure material they are given here in Table YU., beside the measurements 

carried out with the pure substance, Table YI. 

(l) Determination of the Melting-jmint Ourve of the Stable Modificatioyi.—Under 

pressure the molten acid behaves very much in the same way as at ordinary pressure 

in this respect, that it almost invariably crystallizes to the unstable modification. It 

is therefore not possible to work at constant pressure, and a curve connecting the 

points where this modification is spontaneously formed has therefore not been deter¬ 

mined. In order to determine the melting-point curve of the stable modification it 

is necessary to melt the acid between glass plates, and when it has crystallized to 

the unstable form, to inoculate with a crystal of the stable form, whereby the 

transition takes place, and then to bring the preparation into the pressure apparatus. 

Care must be taken during the whole series of measurements not to melt the stable 

form totally, as we then nearly always pass over to the unstable curve, when the 
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“ melt ” is crystallized either by decreasing temperature or by increasing pressure. 

The crystals both grow very slowly and melt very slowly. The growth of the 

crystals is not much hastened even by increasing the pressure by as much as 

200 atmospheres, but a great many new crystal germs then appear and grow in all 

directions to remarkably evenly-developed small crystals. In spite of the slowness 

with which these crystals grow, the force developed in crystallizing is so great that 

they, even at pressures above 1,000 atmospheres, tend to push the glass plates apart 

in spite of the strong outer pressure acting on these. As a result the glass plates 

are bent, and if the crystals are allowed to grow too large the glass plates are broken 

by the pressure. For these reasons the curve connecting the points where formation 

of crystal growth-structures eventually would occur has not yet been determined. 

In consequence of the slowness with which melting takes place at the equilibrium 

curve crystal—liquid, it is possilde to slightly superheat the crystals by decreasing 

the pressure at constant temperature as described on p. 131. We are able to deter- 

Table V. 

Temperatures, t 
(corrected). 

Pressures, Pi 
(corrected). 

Pressures, Pj 
(corrected). 

° C. 
(64 1 kg./cm.2) — 

66-04 160 „ — 

68-86 260 „ 220 kg./cm.- 
73-24 470 „ 440 „ 
79-21 790 „ 760 „ 
84-73 1060 „ 

mine a pressure at which the melting of the crystals begins to take place with 

sufficient rapidity to be observed, and on further gradually decreasing the pressure 

the crystals are seen to melt slightly faster, but when a certain pressure, below the 

pressure at which melting is first seen to take place, is reached the melting suddenly 

becomes very rapid. This pressure is, at about 5° C. above the melting-point at 

ordinary temperatures, 40 atmospheres lower than the pressure at which melting 

is seen to take place quite slowly, and at temperatures about 15° C. above the 

melting-point it is 30 atmospheres lower. The extent to which the crystals may 

he superheated therefore diminishes towards higher temperatures on the melting- 

point curve, apparently because the rapidity of melting increases with the temperature 

of the melting-point. The pressure at which melting can be just observed is not so 

easy to determine accurately as the pressure at which crystallization can be just 

observed, and only the latter therefore has been determined. The points of the 

actual equilibrium curve are to be found between these two pressures, which, 
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however, lie only a couple of atmospheres apart. The pressures at which the 

velocity of crystallization attains noticeable values are given in Table V. as Pi, and 

the pressures at which rapid melting takes place are given there as Pg. 

(2) Determinations of the Melting-point of the Unstable Modification.—The melting 

and crystallization of the unstable modification at difierent pressures occurs in very 

much the same manner as in the case of the stable modification. The only difference 

is that the velocity of crystallization is greater. Working isothermically, it has been 

possible to determine the pressures at which growth-structures are suddenly formed. 

These pressures lie about 350 kg./cm.^ above the melting-point pressures, which 

corresponds to approximately 6°‘5 C. All that has been said with regard to the 

superheating of the stable modification applies also to this case, but the slowness 

with which the melting takes place is here still more marked. The point where a 

rapid melting suddenly begins is not reached before at about 150 kg./cm.^ lower 

pressure than the melting-point pressure. This corresponds to a superheating of 

about 2°'5 C. 

In consequence of the extreme slowness with which the melting and the crystalliza¬ 

tion takes place in the vicinity of the equilibrium-curve crystal—liquid we would, 

when working isothermically and increasing or decreasing pressure at a moderate 

speed, only be able to observe a somewhat sudden volume change at the pressures at 

which rapid melting and rapid crystalline-growth takes place. We would thus obtain 

pressure values as much as 500 kg./cm.^ apart, corresponding to 9° C., and if we 

assume—as is generally done—that the true equilibrium pressure lies halfway between 

the obtained limiting pressures, we would be about 100 kg./cm.^, corresponding to 

1°‘8 C. in error. This is, of course, an extreme case, but it serves well to indicate the 

uncertainty of the volumetric methods, both with regard to the determination of 

melting-point curves and the determination of transition-point curves between different 

crystalline modifications in such cases where transition takes place very slowly. 

Table VI. 

Temperatures 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P3 

(corrected). 

°C. 
(51 1 kg./cm.b 
52-60 215 „ 
55-52 300 
60-56 535 
65-39 775 „ 
70-64 1,045 „ 
75-40 1,325 „ 

The pressures at which crystallization begins to take place at noticeable speed, 

determined on a very carefully purified sample, are given as P3 in Table VI., and 
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plotted in the diagram, fig. 7, forming the curve P3. The values above 500 kg./cm.^ 

lie all on a straight line, which also passes through the melting-point at 1 kg./cm.^, 

51° C. At only a few degrees above the melting-point it is very difficult to judge 

exactly at what pressure the crystals really grow on account of the extreme slowness 

with which this takes place, and the pressure values obtained are much too large at 

temperatures just aloove 51° C.; but the difference between the obtained values and 

the values on the curve grows less with rising temperature and disappears at about 

58° C. That these high values, up to values 200 kg./cm.^ too high, are obtained at 

temperatures near the melting-point at 1 atmosphere depends upon the circumstance 

that the absolute value of the velocity of crystallization is so very small that the 

crystallization becomes noticeable first at pressures much higher and further apart 

from the true melting-point curve than at higher temperatures. With rising tem¬ 

perature the absolute value of the velocity of crystallization gradually increases, and 

the values obtained for the pressure at which the growth of the crystals becomes 

noticeable asymptotically approach the equilibrium curves until they, from about 

500 kg./cm.“, are found to lie practically on a straight line. 

The pressure values at which crystallization begins to take place in the case of a 

not sufficiently purified sample of the acid are given as P5 in Table VII. In this 
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case the pressures at which rapid growth and the formation of growth-structures 

takes place were also determined, and are given as Py in the same talde. Several 

points on the curve, where suddenly rapid melting sets in, were also determined, and 

are given as pressures, P^. An interesting feature of this melting-point curve, P5, is 

that it at higher pressure l^ends slightly towards the temperature axis, which the 

curve of the pure substance does not do. This behaviour of the curve will be discussed 

at a later stage with regard to its hearing upon the problem of the influence of 

impurities upon the form of the melting-point curve. 

Table VII. 

Temperatures 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P4. 
Pressures, P5 
(corrected). 

Pressures, P^. 

° C. 
(51 1 kg./cm.^ - ) 
53 (al30Ut 300 kg./cm.2) 450 „ 900 kg./cm.- 
55 575 1,000 
58-6 650 kg./cra.2 80t» 1,200 „ 
61-1 800 980 1,350 
65-24 1,050 1,200 „ 1,550 
70-14 — 1,420 

As seen from the diagram, fig. 7, and from the Tables V. and VI., the melting-point 

of the stable modification is raised one degree by a pressure of 51'28 kg./cm.^, and the 

melting-point of the unstable modification one degree by a pressure of 53‘48 kg./cm.^. 

The melting-point curves will thus run further apart as the pressure is increased, and 

the, at ordinary 2^ressure, unstable modification will at all pressures melt at a loiver 

temperature than the modifiication melting at 64° C. and remain unstable, 

7. Discussio'ri of Residts. 

The fact that the melting-point curves of a/8-hibrompropionic acid do not intersect 

at high pressures, taken together with the somewhat similar relation between the 

melting-point curve and the transition-point curve of carbon tetrabromide, as given 

in the diagram, fig. 6, are of interest with regard to the theoretical explanations 

given as the cause of the occurrence of two different classes of polymorphic substances, 

the “ enantiotropic” and the “ monotropic.” These terms were first used by Lehmann, 

who called those polymorphic substances which pass reversildy into each other at a 

given transition-point “ enantiotropic,” and those which have one stable and one or 

several unstable modifications “ monotropic.” Later an explanation for this different 

behaviour of the two classes was given almost simultaneously by Ostwald* and by 

* W. OsTWALD, ‘ Zeitschr, f. Phys. Chem.,’ 22, p. 312 (1897). 

VOL. CCXII.—A. u 
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ScHAUM,* * * § who both considered the difference due to a different relative position of the 

transition-point with regard to the melting-point. In the case of enantiotropy the 

transition-point is situated below the melting-point, and the modification which is 

stable at temperatures below the transition-point cannot be melted ; but if we suppose 

the transition-point of a modification to lie above its melting-point such a transition- 

point could not be observed, and we would liave a case of monotropy. As pressure 

changes the melting-point and also the transition-point, it has been generally expected 

that it might be possible to change an “ enantiotropic ” body into a “ monotropic” by 

pressure, and ince versd. The pressures at wliich this ought to be possible were, in 

the case of sulphur, calculated by RoozEBOOM.t Tammann then found that sulphur 

really behaves in this way,| and determined the triple-point temperature and 

pressure, above which the monoclinic sulphur changes from an enantiotropic condition 

to a monotropic, as 153°’5 C. and 1,470 kg./cm.^ This experimental result in the 

case of sulphur has generally been thought to be a verification of the theoretic 

explanation given by Ostwald and Sciiaum,§ and it lias been expected that the 

change of an unstalile, monotropic modification to a stable modification also would 

take place at high pressures. 

lIoozEBOOM, in his systematical treatise of the application of the phase-rule, has 

pointed out tliat the explanation given by Ostwald and Schaum is a possible one, 

but not necessarily the true one.|| The experimental data given in this paper show 

that carbontetrabromide at all pressures remains an “enantiotropic” body, of wliich 

the modification, stable below the transition-point, cannot be caused to melt, and 

that a/3-blbrompropionic acid remains at all pressures a “ monotropic ” body, the 

unstable modification remaining unstable at all pressures. It remains, therefore, an 

open question whether the explanation given by Ostwald and Schaum for the non¬ 

existence of a definite transition-point, in the case of monotropic bodies, is the true 

one or not. And the deduction from this theory, that a monotropic body might be 

changed into an enantiotropic by pressure, which, if it were true, would at the same 

time prove the correctness of the theory, is opposed liy the liehaviour of the melting- 

point curves of a/3-bibronipropionic acid. 

The determination of the melting-point curves of the two modifications of a^-bibrom- 

proplonic acid is also of interest in another respect. Generally it must be expected 

* R. Schaum, ‘ Habilitationschrift,’ Marburg, 1897, p. 27. 

t Backhuis Roozeboom, ‘ Rec. Tr. Chim. Pays-Bas,’ 6, p. 314 (1887), and ‘ Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem.,’ 

2, p. 475 (1888). 

I G. Tammanx, ‘Wikd. Ann.,’ 68, p. 675 (1899); ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ 3, p. 178 (1900); and “ Kristal- 

lisieren u. Schmelzen,” pp. 269-275. 

§ Some other cases where Tammann claims to have found a trij^le-point at higher pressures (dimethyl- 

ether of oxalic acid, ortho-kresol) will be dealt with in a further communication, and in the case of acetic 

acid the curves given by Tammann do not intersect at the triple-point in the way required by theory. 

These substances, therefore, cannot be quoted as evidence in this case. 

|[ Backhuis Roozeboom, ‘Die Heterogenen Gleichgewichte,’ L, p. 160. 
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that a relation of some kind exists between the physical constants of polymorphic 

modifications if these are formed from the same molecules of the liquid phase, and, as 

will be shown, the measurements given al)ove also indicate tlie existence of such a 

relationship. Conclusions may, to a certain extent, be drawn, even as to the nature 

of this relationship, but as this case is only a single one—tlie only one which until 

now has been investigated—the relationship observed might, of course, depend upon a 

singular coincidence, although this is not probable, and the discussion to follow is 

therefore given with all reserve. 

The two melting-point curves are perfectly straight lines within the limits as set 

by the accuracy of the measurements. The upper one has been followed over a 

pressure range of 1,060 kg./cm.^, the lower one over one of 1,330 kg./cm.^. If we 

continued these melting-point curves towards negative pressures in the diagram we 

should find that they would intersect at a pressure value of about —17,000 kg./cm.^, 

and at a temperature between —270° C. and —280° C., that is, at the ahsolute zero. 

The conclusion to be drawn therefrom is that the differeyice hetween the ahsolute 

melting-2iomts of the tiro modifications at any pressure is similar to the difference of 

the ahsolute melting-pyoints at ordinary pressure, the melting-point values thus 

converging towards unit value at the absolute zero. 

If we further inquire into tlie cause of this relation, we find that the direction of 

the melting-point curve is determined by the product of the absolute melting-point 

into the quotient given by the volume change at the melting-point divided by the 

latent heat of crystallization in the Clapeyron-formula for the change of the melting- 

point by pressure. If the ratio between the absolute ^melting-points of two crystalline 

forms remains constant at all temperatures and the melting-point values converge 

toward unit value at the absolute zero, as in tliis case, it is therefore necessary that 

the ratio between these quotients in the Clapeyron-formula should also remain 

constant at all temperatures, and that the absolute values of the quotients should 

themselves also converge towards unit value at the absolute zero. Nothing at present 

is known about the absolute values of the factors entering into this quotient in the 

Clapeyron-formula, and of the absolute change of these factors with changing 

temperature, but the fact that a volume factor, as well as a lieat factor, in the case of 

both modifications is affected by pressure in a similar way is of considerable interest. 

The changes of the latent heats of crystallization must depend on the changes of 

the specific heats of the liquid and of the crystals, and to these changes the changes 

of the latent heat of transition between the two modifications probably also 

corresponds. The volume changes again must depend upon the compressibility of the 

liquid and of the crystals. The intersection of the melting-point curves at the 

absolute zero thus points to the probability that the values of all these properties for 

both modifications converge toward unit value at the absolute zero. 

It may suffice here to point out briefly that in tlie case of the energy factors this is 

what is required by the heat theorem of Neenst, and that the other factors again 

U 2 
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are those which, according to the formula of Lindemann, determine the “molecular 

frequency ” of the atoms. It seems therefore probable that the relation between the 

“ molecular frequency ” of the two crystalline forms determines the entire relationship 

between the pliysical constants of one form as compared with those of the other. 

As a general result of the intersection of the melting-point curves at the absolute 

zero, we thus find that the physical properties of the two modifications—which 

apparently behave like two distinct crystalline substances—would, when the absolute 

temperature is lowered, change gradually, and in a similar way, and become identical 

at the trij^le-point, the absolute zero, which thus also would represent a “ critical- 

point ” between these two modifications of the a^-bibrompropionic acid. 

2 k 
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V. A New Treatment of Optical Aberrations. 

By li. A. Sampson, F.B.S. 

Received March 15,—Read May 23, 1912. 

■ x-\SH 'V^u.sv,. 
/<3> 

The method developed by Gauss in liis ‘ Dioptrische Untersiichimgen ’ is probably 

the most powerful, as well as the readiest, method in geometrical optics. It has 

in effect hitherto been restricted to S5^stems in which the relations of oiiginal and 

emergent rays are strictly linear, or, in optical language, those in which the 

aberrations can be neglected. It is true that Seidel bases his celebrated discussion 

of aberrations upon Gauss’s method, but he soon modifies it and replaces its system 

of co-ordinates and characteristic steps by others. The following pages show how tlie 

method may be extended and retained throughout the discussion of the aberrations of 

any co-axial system. They will be found to throw light upon the general relation¬ 

ships of the well-known Petzval condition and Abbe Sine condition, to furnish a ready 

method of describing, analysing and measuring the faults of an optical image, and to 

be particularly adapted to numerical calculations, to the order to which tliese are 

necessary for telescopic objectives. 

It will be convenient to state here the essentials of the method in the form in 

which they will be used later. Let Oxyz, O'x'y'z' be rectangular axes in the original 

and emergent media, of which the refractive indices are fx, T respectively. f).r, O'x 

are the axes of the optical system. Take the equations of any ray l)efore and after 

its passage through the system in the respective forms 

y = I3x + t>, z — yx + c, 
and .(1) 

y' = fx' + ty, z' = fx' + c', 

then, provided there is a strict linear correspondence as well as symmetry about the 

axis, we may put 
}/ — p — gfc + Ay, 

.(2) 
f — kh + l^, y — /.'C-e/y, 

VOL. QCXII.-A 488. Publialied separutely, July 27, 19] 2. 
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"ivhere </, /?, I are constants involving the curvatures of the refracting surfaces, the 

distances l^etween them and the refractive indices; also 

gl — hh = fij/j! . 

Following Seidi:l, we shall call such systems normal systems. 

In particular, for a single refracting surface, 

2a' = B (?/ + 2:^)+ ..., 

without change of origin, the scheme 

as I shall call it, becomes 

where * is put in place of zero. Or again, a simple shift of origin by a distance d 

may be represented by the scheme 
1, d 

* 

If two instruments be represented by the schemes 

light passing through (l) first and then through (2), and the emergent origin for the 

first being made the same as the original origin of the second, their combined effect is 

given by the scheme 

(3) 

which may be written down by multiplying the rows of the later scheme into the 

columns of the former, as if they were determinants. It will be shown hereafter that 

this nde is remarkably well adapted for numerical calculation—a fact that does not 

seem to have ])een remarked before. The scheme corresponding to any system, as, for 

example, any thick lenses, arranged at intervals along an axis, may be built up from 

its elements by this rule, by writing down the schemes in order belonging to the 

successive refracting surfaces and shifts of origin, and compounding these ; if we have 

to compound in this manner a secpience of schemes 

• • • 5 10ni • • • IJ 
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then, provided we do not change the order in which the sclieines ])resent tliemselves, 

the composition may ])e effected in such groups as may be convenient, and may be 

performed either from left to riglit or from right to left.* 

The product of the determinants of the component sclieme — ••• 

gives tlie value of tlie determinant GL —HK of the compounded scheme. 

The analytical scheine corresponding to any instrument of which the cardinal 

points are known may be written down at siglit, and conversely, by the relations 

O F H N * O' h' n' F' 

Fig. 1. 

OF = ///.-, HF = nik, NF = ilk ; O'F = -gjk, H'F' = -ijk, N'F' = -nlk, 

where 
n = yl-hk.(4) 

and H, H', N, N', F, F' denote, as usual, the unit points, nodal points, and principal 

foci respectively. 

If it is desired to work geometrically, ^we may set the original and emergent axes 

across one another in a figure at any angle, H and H' being superposed (or else 

p\ 

N, N'), and finding a point 0 with co-ordinates HF, HT'; then any straight line 

fiPP' through 0 determines points PP', which are conjugate foci. 

The following method of compounding any two given systems may also be 

mentioned :— 

* A general discussion of the linear system by the author ■will be found in ‘ Proe. London Math. Soc.,’ 

vol. 29, p. 33. 
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H; Hz_F2 § 

N (5 F, H, h1 

Fig. 3. 

Set the axes as shown in the figure, the distance lietween the points H]H'i and 

being annulled. Then the lines Fslij, F'jib S'^ve T>, T>', the principal foci, and 

the line iiiiia gives points N, N' which are conjugate to one another and are the nodal 

points of the compound system. 

We see that it is always possible to determine a geometrical system that shall 

correspond to any given values of p, A, k, 1. Thus, for example, n — 0 Implies that 

F' is conjugate to every point of the original system, or, what is the same thing, that 

every emergent ray goes through Ft 

If the emergent origin is at the principal focus, (7 = 0. 

If the original origin is at the principal focus, / = 0. 

If the original and emergent origins are conjugate points, h — 0. 

We shall now consider the case of refraction of a general ray at a symmetrical 

surface centred upon the x-axis and sliall show that a scheme jp + dp, ...{ maybe 

derived for it, whicli shall Include the aberrations; these, represented by the 

additional terms ^g, will, of course, vary from point to point with the squares and 

products of the co-ordinates and angles of incidence upon tlie surface, whereas for the 

pure linear scheme g, ... are the same for every ray of the beam. 

Taking rectangular axes Oxyz, let the ecpiation of the siuTace separating the region 

of index v from that of index v be 

'2x = B + .(5) 
Let a ray 

y = ^x + h, z = yx + c, 

in the original medium be transformed by refraction at the surface into 

y = /3V + ?/, 3' = yV + 0', 

where the axes are, in fact, the same but are accented to indicate the difference of 

medium. 

The positive direction of the x-axis is that in which the light is travelling. 
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In the diagram Pf, is the point where the original and emergent rays meet at the 

surface, PPo is the original ray, P'P,, the emergent ray, and (O, h, c) are the co¬ 

ordinates of P, (O, 6', c') those of P', and we shall take {a^, Cq) as those of Pq. 

If {I, m, n) {I', m', n') are the direction cosines of an original and emergent ray, 

{p, q, r) those of the normal to the surface at the point of incidence, we have the 

known equations 

{fil — fx'l')!]) = {ium — /jfm')lq = {/u(.n — /jL'n')fr = /j. cos d — ij! cos 0', 

where 0, 0' are the angles made by the two rays and the normal. 

Now 

I = w//3 = n/y = 1 -W-^y 

= =n'ly' 

-p = (7/B6o + iC5o(&o" + Co") = '>7Bco + ^Cco(6,/ + c/) = -1 -f-i-BV + iBV = - l+W + h'"^ 

if we neglect higher powers of the small quantities. 

Further 
cos 0=1 —^0^, 

where 
ff‘ = {/S-qy + {y-ry, 

and we have approximately 

m(/3-Q') = ^{(3'-q), 

cos e' = 

= {l3'-qY + {y>-rf, 

fi{y-7') = ix'{y-r). 

Substituting above for m, 7n\ we have 

But since 

O/fi' = d'/fi, 
VOL. ccxii.—A. X 
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therefore 

and 

= —(/X—fj.') 06\ 

00' = {i^-.q){i3'-q) + {y-r){y'-r). 

Hence the right-hand inenil)er of this equation reads 

(m —mO ^ +!■ (/d;d' + yy')+i- (^'+ —^-yr —|-yV] 

+ i- (m —/) {/d,d' + yy') —i(/d + d') (m/3 —/yd') —i (y + y') (My —mVO] 

= Q [(m—+'i'(/'^~m0 (id^ + y^)+i-M‘^(/d^^+y^^)]5 

or, since 

and 

therefore 

q ^ _B/>„(l-lr/-lr=^)-lC6o(?>o^ + Co^) 

?>o = + = h 0-^13 {cf+ r^)l^, 
» 

and the equation becomes 

(3 [m—I'M (/3“ + y'*) + i' (m—mO (^^+^'^)]—[m^—(.d^"^ + y^*^)] 

= - [(m-m') B + i (m-m') C (^^+e^) + (/3^+/) + Im'B (d'^ + y'^)], 

or dividing by the coefficients of and writing 

m/m' = >1, 

d' = />[-(l-;i)B--i(l-M,)C(/d-t-c^) + lM,B(d'^ + y'^-d^-/)] 

+ d [n+In (d'^ + y'^ - d^ - /) - i (1 - «■) (g^ + ^)]. 

= h-\-ci^^j3 — 1 / (1x^(3'. 

jy = — j 

d'= —(l—n)B6 + nd; 

1/ = &[l+i-(l-n)(g^+r^)]4-d[i(l->^)(g‘+'^’^)/B]; 

« = 1(1-;,) (,/+,.2) = 1 (!_„,) B^(/;^ + c^), 

V'= (d'^’+y'^-d^-r), 

/>' = 6 [l + w]-td [tf>/B], 

Also 

Therefore 

but approximately 

therefore 

or if we write 

we may put 

d' = ^ — ( 1 — ?l) B + Bij/y — ^ OJ +d “t V'—^] • 

(6) 

(J') 
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In the same way it follows 

c' — (’[l+w] +y[«/B], 

y = C 
C 

— (l — n)B + Bx/r — ^ w ■f y \_n + — w] ; 
(8) 

for the case of the paraboloid 

sphere 

We shall generally write 

C/B^ = 0, 

C/B^ = B. 

C/B^ = eB. 

We remark that the coefficients that transform the {h, system into (I/, ^') are 

the same as those which transform (c, y) into (c', y'), and for any surface each is 

expressed in terms of the two functions xj/-, « defined by equation (6), in addition to 

the refractive index and curvature. 

These equations therefore permit us to treat rays which cross the axis with the 

same readiness as those which intersect it, a thing which is very troublesome in the 

trigonometrical discussion of the question. They also apply equally easily to the 

sphere, the paraboloid, and any intermediate form. 

Before proceeding with the discussion of these formulae I shall verify that they 

cover the known expression for longitudinal aberration on the axis after refraction at 

a single spherical surface, as it is given in the text hooks. 

Suppose the ray meets the axis at a: = x' = v', so that 

h + ^v = 0, + = 0 ; 

then the equation connecting v, v' for the case of the sphere is 

— lu/[— (l —7^.) B + B (\/r —ft))] + y'[w + l/r —w] —[l+w]+w/B = 0, 

or, dividing by vv' and rearranging the terms. 

but 

and 

also 

^ = in(r-/3^) = - 
\v vy \v vj \v V 

B-~ B-i 
_V _ _ _ 'ly_V. 

n 1 1—n 

X 2 
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Hence the right-hand member above is equal to 

This is one of the usual expressions; compare Herman’s ‘Optics,’ p. 189, (iii.). 

After a slight transformation it leads to the Zinken-Sommer expression for the 

separation of the focal lines in any co-axial system, and thence, as Whittaker has 

shown (‘ Theory of Optical Instruments,’ p. 26), to the expressions of Seidel’s 

theory. 

We may verify also that these expressions lead to the known results in the case of 

the parabolic mirror. 

Consider the focus for rays parallel to the axis, lc,, when j3 = y = 0. 

0 = 1-fw + i/[—(l —n) B-t-Bi/r], 
But 

71 = —I, w = + + 

yf, = ^7i{/3'^+y'^) = ^i{l-nyB^b^+c^) = -2B^ {h^+c% 
so that 

v' = [l+B^{b^ + c^~)]/[2B + 2B^¥ + c^)] = 1/2B, 

so that the longitudinal aberration vanishes at the principal focus. More generally, 

the ray y' = I3'x + b', ^ = y'x-^c\ corresponding to a general incident ray for which, 

say, y = 0, meets the plane x’ = d' in points whose co-ordinates are 

y = 6 [— (l —n) Bc2'-l-1 -\-Bd'+^\_d' {n + xj^—u)) -f-w/B], 

2'= c [ — (1 — n) Bd'-t-1-t-Bd'i/r+w]. 

For the paraboloidal reflector 

o) = B^b^ + c% 

xjr = + ^ -2B^{W+c^)-2Bbl3, 

since /8' = —/3—2B6, y = 2Bc; therefore taking the focal plane d' = l/2B, we have 

y = -^l2B-Bb‘^^-^i^B{b‘^+c^)+b^l 

z' = — B6c/3 ; 
(9) 

these are known expressions, leading to the theory of the coma of a parabolic 

reflector; cf. Plummer, ‘ Mon. Not. B. A. S.,’ LXIL, p. 365, (9), (lO). 
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If we compare the scheme 

r I + (t), (t)/B 

— (l—+ — eBw, + — CO 

(7), (8) 

with the equations (4), we see the aberrational scheme is the equivalent of a linear 

scheme, for a single surface, for which the plane of origin passes through the point 

x = w/(1—7i)B, that is, through the actual point of incidence cc = |-B(6o^ + Co^)••• 5 

if we take the curvature as B (l +|-eg^ + |-e7’^), and the refractive indices u (1 — 

/(l — |-y'^) respectively. 

As to the latter it may be noticed that the exact equation for refraction of a ray 

impinging at the origin, and in the plane Ox^, is 

or, to our order. 

ju sin (tan ^ /B) = n' sin (tan ^ /3') 

M(l-i/3^)./3 = M'(l-ir)-iS- 

Hence the aberration may be described as due purely to the obliquity of the ray 

to the axis, and the aberration w to the lateral separation from the axis, and we see 

that the somewhat remarkable fact that two functions co, suffice to express the 

aberrations of every ray may be stated in the form that there is no term which is 

produced jointly by obliquity and lateral separation. 

If in any instrument we have a number of surfaces each introducing aberrational 

terms, and if the schemes preceding and following the surface (r) be compounded so 

as to read, say, {g, ...}, {g', ...}, then the whole may be represented by 

1 + 0) /B. 

— (l — 71,.) B,.4-B,.'»kr“frBrW;., 71,. +—J 

(10) 

and the portions added to the general scheme in consequence of the aberrations of 

the surface will be 

r 

SlJ 

[g.h 

-ij U'', U, l] LB. ij U-', I'} 
and in this the schemes may be taken at their “normal” values 

without regard to aberrations introduced by surfaces other than the surface (7’). If 

then we write, adding the effects of all the surfaces, 

.(12) 

and if we now denote by {^, ...} the scheme got by compounding all the normal 

schemes of the instruments in succession, whether these are refractions, or mere shifts 
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of origin from one surface to the next, we have for the relation between any original 

ray 
y = ^x + b, z — yx + c, 

and the corresponding emergent ray 

y' = ^'x' + b', z' = y'x' + c\ 

fG+^G, H + ffl 
(b, 

Lk+<^k, L + ,^L 

r G+(5G, H + ^H 
(g y)-< 

[k+sk, L + 

= {h' + Sb', + 

— {c' + Sc', y' + Sy'), 

(13) 

where //, /3\ c', y are the values that would result if (5G, ... were all zero; and 

turning hack to the expressions (6) we see that oi,., are expressed in terms of the 

incidence—-(5, /3, c, y)—upon the plane Oijz hy the equations 

— i" (l + 

where 
b^. = gj.) + // c, = g,e + /qy ; 

.(i-i) 
where 

— kj.b + lj.i8, y^ = J\ J.C1j.y, 

= kr+ib + lj.^-1^, y\ — Zv+iC + /,.^iy. 

We notice that the determinants—{gl—hh)—of the scheme multiplied by each 

will always be zero, and that of the scheme multiplied by w,. also, for the case of the 

sphere. This supplies a useful check. 

The numerical management of these formulae for actual systems is dealt with later. 

I shall now consider their analytical and geometrical properties. 

If 
fG + ^G, H + ml 

Lk+^k, l+^lJ 

and ... are quadratic functions of h, c, ji, y, with the symmetries implied in the 

forms above, we .may put 

,!G = i{,S.G(h“+c*) +24G(i/3 + cy) +i,,G(,8" + 7‘')}, 

,!H = J{^,H(i*+c")+24H(i/3 + cy)+4HO'+y“)}, 

JK = i{S,K(V+c^) +2S,K(bl3 + cy)+S,K{l3‘+y‘)}, 

il, = J {^iL (i* + c*) + 24L (i/3 -H!y) + (li‘ + y'*)}, 

(15) 
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In these expressions the values of (^iG, ... are not unrestricted. Thus, for example, 

the rays which originate in the point {h, c) must upon emergence be normal to a 

surface. Consider the conditions that 

y' = (3'x' + h', 7J = yV + c', 

where V, c', y are functions of two variables /5, y, as above, should be normal to a 

surface. 

If {x\ y\ 2') is a point upon the surface, then we have for all directions upon the 

surface 

dx' -V (i'dy' y dz' = 0, 

or, since x\ y\ z' are functions of /3, y only, 

Also 

Therefore 

ox' r^t cy' r 92^ _ A 9''^' , or clf , oz! 

y’ = fi'x' + h', z' = yx' + c'. 

ex' 

9/3 

ox! ,, I0^ , . f f f ^y' ■ 9c'' 
9y 9y 

(1 +/3'^ + r'n +/?'(*') + r'(a:'gi + ^) = 0 ; 
oy Oy/ 

or, say. 

A {®'(l+/3«+rT‘'} + (/3'P^ H-y'^)(l+/3'"+yT* = 0, Oy \ oy Oy / 

SO that the necessary and sufficient condition is 

vn ? /a' 

3 O. y) 3 (/3, y) 

Retaining only the terms of lowest order we liave 

^h' b' 
^ = H T— = (^2^ • ^c + ^G . by + . c/3 + (^gH . /3y, 
op Oy 

98' j 
9/3 

9c' 

. 9c+ (^3!^ . 9y + <l.X . + . /3y, 
oy 

= (^2G . be + f^gG . cj3 + ^2ld • by + (^gll . /3y 
op 

= ^2^- • 9c + ^gK . c/3 + 3' ^sR • /^y 
op 

oC 

Oy 
= H, 

= R, 
oy 
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whence the condition 

H 4G-4H 

L 

{by-c/3) = 0, 

or 

—-- =: , ■ - = ‘4-h Sc 
H 

say. (16) 

Also, this result must remain valid if we pass the emergent beam through any 

further optical system. This is a step that must frequently be taken, and it will be 

convenient to write down generally the formulae to which it gives rise. 

If w’e have 

g + Sg, h + Sh 

k + ^k, 1 + 81 

g' + kj, h' + kk 

k' + 8k\ V + 8V ^ 
> = 

G+dG, R + m 

K + (5K, L + (5L 
and if 

and, further. 

^9 = i{ ^i9 (+ c") + 2S2g (6^ + cy) + S^g {(S^ + y') 1, ..., 

V = i{W(&'^ + c'^)+ ... [, 

=^^{K9i{9b + hkiY + {gc + hyY~]+ ... },..., 

(^G = ^ {SiG {h'^+ c^)+ 2S.2G {b^ + cy) + S^G: {l3‘^ + y~) f, ... 

then the following formulae result 

^iG = g'S,g + h'S,k+g {g'^g' + 2gkS,g' + k%g'} + k {g%h'+ 2gk<yi'+ k%h'}, 

8J1 = g'Sih + h'SJ,+h { ibid. }+^{ ibid. }, 

(?iK = k'S^g + l' 8Jc+g.{g^8Jd + 2gk8.Jc + Ti^8Ji'\ +k {g“8i V + 2gk82V +F4/'}, 

<5iL = k!8-Ji + V 8J, + h { ibid. }+M ihid. }, 

4G- = g'82g + -^g {gb 8ig' + {gl + h k) + kU^g'} + ^) {gh 8ik' + {gl + hk) ' + kU^h'}, 

4H = g'82h + h'821 + h { ibid. } + ^ { ibid. }, 

82K = k'8.2g + l'82k+g {gh8Jc'+ {gl + }ik) 82k!+ kl8Jc')+k {gh8,V +{gl + hk) V' +kl8,l'], 

= k!82h+V 8Jy+b { ibid. }+/ { ibid. }, 

^^G = g'8^ + h'8Jc+g {198^^2)982^+ l%g')+k {)i\h!+ 2)982)1'+ l%h'], 

= g'8^)\ +)i)8^l +)i { ib^d. }+/ { ibid. }, 

^3K = k'8^ + l' 8Jc+g {)98^k' + 2)982k' + l%k'}+k {)98,V +2)989)' +l\l'], 

(^gL k'89^ +l' 89 +)i { ibid. }+^ { ibid. ]. 

These formulae with 
G = gg' + k)i', 

K = gk' + kV, 

H = )ig' + l}i', 

L = )ik'+ 11', 
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are of fundamental importance and cover all cases; they will he quoted as 

(17) 

Apply them to the equation (16); we have 

(^gG — = g' — 4^) + h. —S.J,) + hn —^Ji') + In {S^g' — 

= k'{S^-S^) + r {S,Jc-SJ) + hn{S,k'-SJ') + ln{S,k'-S,r), 

n ~ gl — hk. 
where 

If we write in this 

S;^g — (^2^^_ 

we have 
I 

(^-^g' — SJi' SJc'—SJ,' f 

= + + {{^■^'-Kk')-Vg'], 

(^gK—4L = (l) + n^') L + nh {(4^—^ik')—I • 

In the same manner we find 

4G—= (iJ + nt*') G + 7jj \, 

Compare these with (16) and remember that the two systems {gh ...), {g'h'...) 

are arbitrary and independent of one another. Then we see that if for these systems 

S.^g——S^h_(^2^—_^sk—^ 

g “ “ jr~ ~ I ~ 

then 

where 

<kjzM: = 
9' 

= P', 

(^2G-_ ^gG--^jli _ _ 0) 

G “ H “ ^ 
(18) 

Now if we examine the case of the single surface, for which 

= (1 -n) §.^ = 0, S.£ = 0, S,h = (l -n) B, S,h = 0, S^h = 0, 

^Jc = {l—n){—€ + n — n^)W, = —71^ 4^ = —n(l—w^)B, 

8J, =-(l — w) ( —1+n—n^)B^, 4^ = —w^(l—n)B, 4^ = —w(l—n^), 

Qf = lj h = a, ^=—(l—n)B, I — a, 

the conditions are fulfilled and we have 

*) = -(i-m)B = M(VbB; 
\fj. n/ 

and 

VOL. ccxii.—A. V 
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for two surfaces Bq, Bg with refractive indices, /x_i, /X3, as in Seidel’s convenient 

notation 

+ = M-l [(---) L>i /u_i/ V3 Ml/ j 

and for any sequence of surfaces whatever 

—^)b,,. . . 
'MSr + l 

This will be recognized as the expression which figures in the well-known “ Petzval 

condition for flatness of field.” It was given by Petzval without proof in 1843, and 

it is a comment upon the difliculty which the geometricaHnethod finds in removing a 

condition that may have been tacitly introduced that its proper position has so far 

remained obscure. Its general geometrical implications will be considered later. 

Besides the condition that the rays of any thin bundle should always be normal to 

a surface there is another general property to which they are subject in all systems. 

For normal systems in which we have stigmatic correspondence this is usually called 

the Helmholtz magnification theorem connecting the linear and angular magnifi¬ 

cations. For aberrational systems it would at first appear as if both linear and 

angular magnifications lost their meaning, but I have succeeded in generalizing the 

theorem in the paper already referred to.* In the first place focal lines in the 

original system are shown to correspond one to one and not pair to pair with focal 

lines in the emergent system ; and I'ays which issue from any point in a focal line in 

a plane perpendicular to that line lie in a plane in the emergent system perpendicular 

to the conjugate focal line which they meet in a point. Such planes are called planes 

of correspondence. The behaviour of any ray may be traced through the behaviour 

of its projections upon the planes of correspondence. The separation of two parallel 

focal lines compared with the separation of their two conjugates preserves the idea of 

linear magnification and the angles in the planes of correspondence that of angular 

magnification. Then if a is the separation of two focal lines which lie parallel to one 

another in a plane perpendicular to an original ray at any point and a! that of their 

two conjugates, and if a is the angle between two rays issuing from one of these lines 

in a plane of correspondence perpendicular to both and a! the angle between the 

same rays on emergence, it is proved that 

fxOba. = fxCi' a!. 

This is completely general. Now return to the case of surfaces centred upon an 

axis. It is clear that for any point olF the axis, say the point (O, h, O), one of the 

planes of correspondence, is the meridianal plane passing through the axis and the 

point itself. 

* ‘ Proo. E. M. S.,’ vol. 29, p. 70. 
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Now consider the substitution 

h' - (G + ^G)6+(H + ffi)/3, 

/3' = {K + SK)h+{L + SL)f3. 

Then if we shift the origin in the emergent system to d' the first will read 

b' = l(G + ^G) +d' (K + SK)} 6+ {(H + ,^H) +c^'(L + (^L)} /3. 

Choose d' 60 as to make the coefficient of /3 zero; then 

}/ = |(G + ^G)-(K + ,^K)(H + ^H)/(L + (^L)}6, 
and the coefficient 

G + dG- (K + ^K) {R + SB.)I{L + SL) 

is the linear magnification for narrow pencils emerging in the general direction (/3) 

from the point (O, b, O) in the meridianal plane. Again from 

the angular magnification for the same is L + (5L. 

Hence (G + dG) (L + (5L) — (H + (5H) (K + (5K) is equal to the ratio of the effective 

refractive indices. But we have seen on p. 157 that the change of ray effected by an 

aberrational system is equivalent to the use of refractive indices 

iul' ... throughout. So that the expression above is equal to 

where /3' may be taken as the final value of ^ after any number of transformations; 

or equal to 
N{l+i(K6 + L/3)^-i/3^}. 

Identifying term by term with the expression above we have the relations 

()\N = GS,L + U,G-m,K-KSJl = K^N, 

4N = G.^2L + U2G-m2K-K4H = KLN, . . . . 

4N = G^L + L^G-H^K-K^L = (L2-l)N. 

(20) 

The relations (20) may also be proved from a sequence formula out of the equation 

f17); thus 
(^jN _ 

N n 

^.>N ^^71 

I 2 ^'^77, " 7 , 7 ■> do/?' 1 
— + \g' ^ ^•2gk^ + t , 

' n 71 71 ' 

^2^0 I 7 SiTZ / 7 , 1 7 \ do// 7 7 do// 

71 n 71 71 J 

(21) 
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in fact, it was by such a method that I found them ; but their real significance is 

contained in the proof given above. 

We have thus found among the twelve aberrational coefficients six relations which 

may be expressed in terms only of the focal length and other cardinal elements of the 

normal system, or seven, if we include the Petzval expression as of that class. 

Let us consider next what geometrical description can be given of the occurrence 

or absence of the twelve coefficients. It must be remembered that for different 

choice of origins the coefficients do not preserve an identity. Thus if we shift O, the 

original origin to the point ( —c?, o, o), the new set—...—-is given in terms of the 

old set—Siq', ...—by writing in the equations of p. 160. 

S,g = S,h = ... = 0 

and 
g = 1, h = d, k — 0, I = 1 ] 

and if, on the other hand, we shift the emergent origin to d', we have (^jG, ... 

connected with Sig, ..., which now figures as the old set, as if in the same equations 

we wrote 
(\g' = SJi' = ... = 0, 

g' = 1, h' = d', k' = 0, r = 1, 

and in the event of both these changes being made a system {g + Sg, ...) is trans¬ 

formed into (G-f-^G, ...), where 

G = g d k, H = fi dg -t- c? ^ -t- dd k, 

K — ky \j — I -\- dk 5 

(^iG = 8-^g + d'8ik, 

= S-yk, 

(^iL = 8-Jj + d^Jc., 

(52G = 8.jg-\-d^-^g^d'8.^y 

J2H = 4^' + d {8-Ji 8.£) 4- dd8^g d'hL, 

4K = ^2^ d^-Jc, 

4L = (4^+4^') 

4G = 49' + 2d49'-t-cP40'+c^^4I^> 

4H = L}i -f d (24/^ ++ d^ (4/i + 24sr) d%g + c^'4L, 

4K = 4^+2d4^'+'^^4^) 

4L = Sji + d (24^ 4- 4^’) h dk^ (4^ + 24^’) + d?^^k. 
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But let us defer discussion of these and examine two particular cases of special 

Importance, namely, let us assign meanings to (^jG, ... : (l) where the emergent origin 

is the principal focus, so that G = 0, and therefore ^G = (^jH, and (2) where the 

original and emergent origins are conjugate, so that H = 0, and therefore (^gG = 4H- 

In the former the original origin may be anywhere, but may conveniently be supposed 

to lie at the tangent plane to the first refracting surface. The original rays are in 

constant direction, so that we mav take ^ «/ 

= const., y = 0, and, say, h = d cos <p, c = d sin <p. 

Then if we receive the emergent ray on the plane parallel to O't/z' which passes 

through a point slightly removed from O', say at 

and it cuts this plane at y' = h' + Sb', ^ = c' + (^c', we have 

V-vW = + [H + U/']/3 

+ ^d cos 0 [c?^^iG + 2d/3 cos + 2dl3 cos + /3^4H], 

c' + ^c' = [* + K4/’']c 

+ \d sin <p [dI^^iG+2c?/3 cos ^^gGr + zd^^sG]!..(23) 

Let us take 
U = (H + L(^/')/3, c' = 0, 

so that 

SV = 1/3 [d^ (,5iH + 4G) + (3%IL] 

+ cos </)(i [K4Z' + |-(i^^iG+|-jd^ ((53G + 24H)] 

+ cos 2({)(P [^yddgG], 

<5c' = sin <pd{KSf'+^d%G + ^^%G'] 

+ sin 2<l>d^ [i-/d(52Gr].(24) 

These express the amounts by which the aberrations disturb the ray from its 

normal focus. Consider the lines in turn and examine their significance when the 

original ray traces out a circle d = const. 

The terms 

i/3[(^M<^iH + 4G)+/3^^3H] or ^^[2d%G+^%H.'] 

give a fixed point. It may be considered as adding to the focal length 

the terms 
R + Uf' 
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of wliich the former may be called the comatic increase of focal length and the latter 

the distortional increase of focal length , since the.se are evidently their characters. 

The two terms 

cos <pd[K,f' + + {§,G + 2S.fl)l sin ^i>d[K^f' + ^d%G + ^^%G'] 

represent an ellipse which may be varied by choosing cf' at different values. If we 

take 

the ellipse becomes the primary focal line ; if we take 

it becomes the secondary focal line, in advance of the primary line by the amount 

Generally I shall call it the foccd ellipse and, as a rule, shall take 

Klf'+U%G + ^/3‘^{S.jG + S,E.) = 0, 

which gives the focal circle 

d cos (j) —d sin (p 

situated midway between the focal lines. This circle is described backwards as the 

original circle d — const, is descriljed forwards. 

Finally the terms 
(.V cos 2^ [l-zdc^aG], d"^ sin 2<p 

give another circle which I shall call the comatic circle; its radius = x co/?iatm 

increase of focal length, so that they vanish together. As the original circle 

d = const, is described once, forward, it is described twice, forward, each point upon 

it corresponding to two diametrically opposite points of the original circle. 

Consider the focal circle and the comatic circle simultaneous!}^; we may take 

I cos <p-{-ni cos 20, —I sin 0 + 7>? sin 20, 
where 

I = m = g-cZ^/S^G; 

this is a trochoidal curve, which l)ecomes a three cusped hypocycloid for I = 2m and 

goes through the types illustrated below for different values of /3/d. For a given 

value of /3 all these types are present for different values of d, and are described 

about different centres owing to the comatic increase of focal length. These facts are 

well known in particular instances, and even experimentally, but as far as I can find 

they have not hitherto been expressly demonstrated generally. 

The plane at which these phenomena are found is taken at x' — Sf', where 

Sf'/f' = -KSf' = id%G + ^d^{S,G-^SM). 
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The part depending upon 6? represents the spherical aberration; the part 

depending upon /3^, if it were present alone, would indicate that the images, if we 

can so call them, were found upon a sphere of curvature —K(4G + 4H); the 

Fig. 5. 
Ot, m-)» 

corresponding expressions for the primary focal line in place of the focal circle would 

be — K(4G + 24H) and for the secondary focal line — K^;jG. These expressions are 

positive when the sphere is convex to the incident rays. 

The angular values of the radii of the focal cii'cle and the comatic circle are 

respectively 

(1) (2) 
206265'" X. ri/3V/' and 206265" x 

Thus with increasing aperture {d) the focal radius increases with the first power 

and the comatic radius with the square, while with increasing breadth of field (,8) the 

focal radius increases with the square and the comatic radius with the first power. 

To fix ideas we may consider the case of the parabolic reflector; here, as shown 

on p. 156, 

diG = 0, 4G = +1/2/', S,,G = 0, SJl = +1/2/', = -1, = 0. 

Hence spherical aberration and distortion are absent. ^G = 0 implies that the 

secondary focal line lies in the normal focal plane, while the focal circle lies upon a 

surface of curvature l/2/'; and for the efiects of astigmatism and coma we have the 

following table for difierent apertures and fields* :— 

* Cf. Poor, ‘ Asti’ophysical Journal,’ VII. (1898), p. 121. 
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d = //SO. d = mo. d = mo. 

h’. 15'. 30'. 45'. 60'. 15'. 30'. 45'. 60'. 15'. 30'. 45'. 60'. 

Focal radius . 0"-06 0"-26 0"-59 l"-05 0"-10 0"-40 0"-89 l"-57 0"-19 0"-79 l"-77 ! 3"-14 

Comatic radius 0"-25 0"-50 0"-75 l"-00 0"-56 1"-13 l"-69 2"-25 2"-25 4"-50 6"-75 9"-00 
Comatic mag- 

nification . 1■0005 1-0005 1-0005 1-00051-0012 1-0012 1-00121-0012 1-00501-0050 1-00501-0050 
' Comatic dis- 

placement . 
- 

0"-50 l"-00 l"-50 2"-00 1"-13 2"-25 3"-38 4"-50 4"-50 9"-00 13"-50,18"-00 

The last two lines measure the same thing, the fourth representing 

in angle, and the third 1+|-(JiH + r^aG) d^/3//^', and owing to the relation 4^1 = 4H 

the second line contains quantities one-half that of the fourth. Since these 

aberrations stand uncompensated, it is clear that the statement often made that the 

reflector has a very limited field is fully borne out, especially when, as is often the 

case, the ratio of semi-aperture to focal length is so great as l/lO. In this case, at 

only 30' from the centre of the field, the light which comes from the outermost zone 

of the mirror would be spread around a little ring which was nearly a circle of 10" 

diameter, having its centre 9" from the correct normal position for the image. 

Turn now to the other case which was proposed for discussion on p. 165, namely, 

where the original 0, O' are conjugate foci, so that H = 0 and 4Gr = 4H. We have 

to study the delineation of any point in Oyz upon the plane O'y'z! or planes close 

to it. We may take the point h — const., c = 0, and then make /3, y vary, so that, 

e.g., for /3^-t-y“ = const, the ray through the point {h, O) describes a cone with axis 

parallel to Oa;. Let us put 

/3 = cos \}/-, y = 0 sin xf/-, 

and we have, at the plane x' = Sf'. 

h' + 8V = + + +W']/3 

+ 4- cos \/^4Gr 4- 0‘4O] 4- ^6 cos xp- + 2h6 cos 4- 

c'-h.5c'= [ =" +W']r 
4- * 4-^fisin^/^[6^4H4-26ficosi/r4H4-0“4H].(25) 

Compare these with the expressions (23) of p. 165, and we see that they run upon 

exactly the same model, but with a change of o'dle in which we replace 

by 
4G, 4G, 4G, 4H, 4H, . d, (p, 

4H, 4H, 4H, 4G, 4G, 4G, 0, xj^, h. 
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Hence it is unnecessary to work out the expressions for focal lines and the rest 

afresh since they can all be Inferred without other change from what has already 

been given. 

Seidel’s five conditions are usually taken as the standard form for the conditions 

of existence of a correct normal image. We may follow these and express them in 

terms of the aberrational coefficients, proceeding pari passu with the two cases :— 

(1) Absence of spherical aberration 

(2) Absence of coma. 

(3) Absence of astigmatism . 

(4) Absence of distortion .... 

(5) A flat field, when (2) and (3) are 

satisfied. 

0' principal focus. 

= 0 

^yG = dj^H = 0 

= 0 

4H = 0 

O, O' conjugate foci, 

or = 0 

,, AH = ~ 0 
,, ~ 

,, Ad = 0 

AG = 0 AH = 0 . (26) 

It is of interest to consider the position occupied by the well-known conditions 

usually quoted as “ Petzval’s condition for flatness of field,” and “ Abbe’s sine- 

condition.” 

Petzval’s condition, or = 0, we see from (18) to imply 

AG—ah = 0, Ad—ah = 0, ah—AI^ ~ hj AH—AL = 0, 

or, what is the same thing, simply 

Ad = ah and Ad = ah 

at all distances along O'x'. 

If we confine attention to the two cases above, we see that in the first, where the 

emergent origin is the principal focus, G == 0, and therefore Ad = AH without the 

intervention of = 0, and similarly in the second, when the emergent and original 

origins are conjugate normal foci, H = 0, and therefore Ad = AH ; the interpretation 

of these is the same, namely, that the comatic displacement is twice the comatic 

radius—comatic displacement” being used to denote the expression (AH-pAd) 

as on p. 168—a well-known fact, usually put in the form that in the absence of 

astigmatism the successive comatic circles have two common tangents inclined to one 

another at 60 degrees. The other term remains as the true content of Petzval’s 

condition. Its interpretation may be put in diflerent forms ; as, apart from spherical 

aberration, at the normal focal plane of any image, the longitudinal axis of the focal 

ellipse is three times its transverse axis, which is an interpretation of the expressions 

of p. 166, for 8f = 0, 

Sb' = ... cos (fid [-|-cPAd4-|-;d"(Ad-l-2AH)], dc' = ... sin (pd [^d^Ad + A/3“Ad], 

of the first case, or the corresponding expression of the second case; or again, the 

distance of the focal circle beyond the normal focal plane is %f'ld x the radius of the 

VOL. ccxir.—A. z 
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focal circle. This sliows the connection with flatness of field, hut to restrict the 

reference to curvature of the field is a misconception of the significance of Petzval’s 

condition. If Petzyal’s condition holds, the result stated above is true for all normal 

image planes. 

Abbe’s sine-condition for absence of coma states that if the magnification produced 

by ra3^s passing between two conjugate foci through all zones is the same, the relation 

must hold 
sin O'/sin 0 = const.. 

where S, 0' are the original and emergent inclinations of the ray to the axis, 

notation this would run 

or, if 

it gives 

= const.; 

/3' = (L + ^L)/3 

^L/L = i(L^-l)/3=^; 

In our 

now we have seen on p. 163 that the linear magnification is 

(N + M)/(L + <5L) 

and the condition this should be constant is 

SL/L = <5N/N, 

and this, in accordance with p. 163, gives the conditions 

S,L/L:=K\ S,L/L = KL, ^L/L = L^-1. 

To make these agree with the sine-condition we must take 6 = 0, so as to remove 

(^iL, AL from the reckoning. We see then that such an assumption underlies the 

application of the sine-condition. 

I shall next show how these formulae may be applied to the numerical calculation 

of lenses. For this they are particularly appropriate if the calculations are made 

with any ordinary type of multiplying machine and not with logarithms. To the 

best of my judgment they appear to require a fraction only of the work involved in 

the equivalent complete trigonometrical calculation and, as will be shown, they are 

certainly not less accurate for telescopic object glasses. They show with remarkable 

clearness the contribution of each surface to each fault of the image. They also 

supply throughout their course a number of natural checks upon the computation 

which are searching and usually complete. 

I shall take as my example the celebrated object glass of the Fraunhofer heliometer 

at Konigsberg. This is a small lens of aperture 6'2 inches and focal length 101 inches 

which was constructed by Fraunhofee. Bessel, in describing the heliometer and 

its corrections, vuth his customary * masterlj" thoroughness, calculated this lens 
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trigonometrically.'^ Later it was used as an illustration by Seidel,! who named his 

second condition the Fraunhofer condition, under the misapprehension that coma was 

elfectively corrected in it. 

In 1889, Dr. A. Steinheil gave a particularly thorough and instructive calculation 

of its field, and assigned first, the modifications of its curves necessary to remove a 

remaining trace of spherical aberration, and next, to correct the coma.| Finally, 

Finsterwalder recalculated Seidel’s sums for it, using the first corrected curves of 

Steinheil. § In the following pages I shall first of all show how the calculations will 

run with my formulm, and shall return to compare them with Steinheil’s results. 

The data given by Bessel are in “ lines,” of which 144 = 1 Bavarian foot. To 

render the arithmetical work more compact I have increased the unit to 1000 lines, 

which brings the measures of the radii of the surfaces and the focal length of the 

whole to the neighbourhood of a unit. 

The radii and curvatures of the surfaces, with the spaces between them, are the 

following;— 

Pd — + 838164, 

P2 = ~ ‘333768, 

- ‘340536, 

Pe = -1‘172508, 

Bd = +1-193084, d, = -006, 

B2 = -2-996093, ^3 = ‘000, 

B, = -2:936547, d, = ‘004. 

Bg - - ‘852873, 

The semi-aperture is 0‘0351. 

The refractive indices he takes as 

n = = ‘653966, l/n = 1‘529130, 

m = P3//X5 = ‘610083, l/w = 1‘639121. 

We first form the normal scheme for the whole combination by writing down and 

combining the schemes that represent each surface and each space between two 

surfaces. To perform the step of combination 

yg + }]Ic., yh + rjl 

kQ + X/.’, kK + X/ 

—as to which it must be remembered that light passes through to reach 

{y ...}—we set up the number y as multiplier upon the multiplying machine, multiply 

it into g and h, and place the products as above, then set up and multiply into h 

and I, placing the products as shown; this gives the top line of the combination 

completely ; then set up /c, multiply into g and /? , set up X and multiply it into k and 1. 

* ‘ Untersuchungen,’ Bd. L, p. 101. 

t ‘ Astronomische Nachrichten,’ No. 1029, p. 325. 

I K. Bayer. Akad. d. Wiss., ‘ Sitzungberichte d. math.-phys. Classe,’ Bd. XIX., Heft III., 1889. 

§ K. Bayer. Akad.. d,. Wjss., ‘ .Abhandlungen,’ Bd. XVIL, Abth. III. 

z 2 
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This completes the step. The proper way to check a sequence of such combinations is 

to proceed first from left to right and then from right to left; the final results will 

confirm one another and check the whole calculation, and the individual schemes 

arrived at will give in succession the steps across the surface (O), across the surface (O) 

and the space (l), across 0, I and the surface 2, and so on ; and in the reverse order 

across the surface 6, across 5 and G, across 4, 5, and 6, and so on. All these will be 

required after. I shall indicate them with the signs 0, 01, ..., G, 5G, .... 

For the individual surfaces the values of = — (l—7i)B are 

l\, = -(l-u.) B, = - '412848, = -(1-1/u) B^ = -1'585323, 

I'i = -(l-??i)B, = +1-145010, A, = -(l-l/m)Be = - '545089. 

In the following arrangement the separate schemes are written in the middle 

column, that corresponding to 3 being omitted as nugatory ; the calcidations forwards 

are written on the left and those backwards on the rinht. The latter beCTin at the 
O 

bottom and proceed upwards. Every figure used is recorded. 

0 

1-000000 

- -412848 ■653966 } 

1-000712 
4019 

•996693 + -006366 

- -253990 
- - 629829 

- -883819 + -997672 

06 

01 i 

1-000000 
2477 

■997523 + -003924 | 

I 
•412848 + - 653966 J 

■997523 + -003924 

^ I - 

02 i _ 
1-581396 - 

-631298 + 
-006221 
■999999 t 

04 

[- 2-212694 + -993778J 

-997523 + -003924 

■V1-14217 4 + -004493 
-1-349927 + -606287 

- -207753 + -610780 

-> 
1 

1 - 000000 

* 

- 006000O 

1 - 000000 I 

1-000000 * 

- 1-585323 +1-529130 } 

1•000000 * 

+ 1-145010 + -610083 

+ -006004 
+ 3731 

+ 1-000712 + -009735 

- -001524 
+ 1-527096 

-253990 + 1-525572 

1 - 004580 
3868 

1-000712 + -003731 

+ 1-329225 
-1-583215 

16 

)■ 26 

- -253990 +1-527096 

1-000000 
+ 4580 

1-004580 + -002440 

- -545089 
+ 1-874314 

r 46 

+ 1-329225 + -998670 
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• 997523 
831 

+ 
+ 

-003924' 
2443 

J 

-> 
5 

r 1-000000 •0040005 

■ 1-000000 + -0040001 

+ 1-639121 [ 
2180 f •996692 + •006367 1 * 1-000000J 

- -207753 + •610780 - -545089 + 1-636941 J 
•996692 + •006367 1 

-+ 
6 

- -51^3286 
- -340532 + 1 

-003471 
-001142 ■ ^ 

' 1-000000 

, - -545089 
■ } 

1-639121J 

- -883818 + •997671J 

It may be well to repeat what these scheDies imply. Take the scheme 16. If 6, /3 

refer to any ray where it meets the tangent plane to the surface (O) after crossing 

that surface but before crossing the space 1, and V, /3' refer to the same ray where it 

meets the tangent plane to the surface (6) after crossing that surface, then the 

scheme 16 states that 
6'= +r0007126+ •009735;8, 

/3'=- •2539906+1-525572/1, 

and mutatis mutandis the same holds for c, y, c', y . 

We conclude, from the expressions on p. 151, that for the whole combination the 

cardinal features of the normal combination are given by 

HF = -ri31455 = -H'F', OF = -ri28820, 6F'= + ri27712. 

We next work out the schemes multiplied into each of the aberrational functions w, 

as given in (ll), p. 157. The schemes {g, h, ...}, {g', h\ ...} which respectively 

precede and follow the surface to which w refers are read at once from the computation 

of the normal system just completed. As the surfaces are supposed to be spherical, 

we have e = 1. The general arrangement is as above, and the check consists in 

forming the combination first forwards and then backwards. Again every figure is 

shown, but now the decimal places may be reduced to five. 

•—■ 

r 1-00000 

\ - 1-19308 

1-00071 + -83876' 
- -01161 - -00973 

f 1-00071 + -83876 
- -01161 - -00973 

+ •83816j + -98910 + -82903 

- 1-00000 J - -28398 - 21288 
-1-82012 -1-52556 

_ -2-07410 - 1-73844 

•98910 

- -25398 
-1-82012 

+ -82903 

- -21288 
-1-52556 

r 1-00071 + -00974 

-25398 +1-52556 

-2-07410 - 1-73844 
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a>2 :— 

f 1-00938 + ■00397'^ 
+ -13944 - -22087 

r -99752 + -00392' 1-14882 - -21690 

-41285 + -65397^ 1 + 4-31058 + -01694 
+ -59546 - -94323 

+ 4-90604 - - 92629J 

f -99702 + - 00392' r 1-00458 - -33530] 
+ -13780 - -21828 + 731 244 

1-13532 . _ -21436 f 1-00000 - -333771 1-01189 - -33774 

^ i 
+ 2-98866 + -01174 L +2-99609 -1-00000 + 1-32923 - -44365 
+ -41285 - ■65397 + 2-99208 - -99866 

+ 3-40151 — -64223 + 4-32131 - 1-44231 

+ i -14052 - -21534^ 
+ -00830 - -00157 

1-14882 - -21691 

r 
r 1-00458 + -00244 

+ 1-50909 - -28493 1 + 1-32923 + -99867 
+ 3-39694 - -64137 

+ 4-90603 - -92630 

O) 4 

r -99752 

\ -2-21269 

+ -00392 

+ -99379 

+ -99752 + -00392] 
+ -75351 - -33843 

1-75103 -33451 r 1-00000 - -34054 

+ 2-92927 + -01151 t +2-93655 -1-00000 
+ 2-21269 - -99379 

+ 5-14196 - -98228 

{ +1-75103 _ - 33451 ] 
-02057 - -00393 

+ 1-77160 _ -33844 r 1-00000 + -00400 

■1 ^ \ 
- -95447 + -18234 L- -54509 + 1-63694 
+ 8-41708 -i -60793 

+ 7-46261 -1 -42559 

1-00924 + -00397] 
+ -76236 - -34240 

1-77160 - -33843 

+ 4-25130 + 

( 

-01671 
+ 3-21132 -1 -44231 

+ 7-46262 -1 -42560 

1-00000 -34054] 
+ -01175 - -00400 

1-01175 — -34454 

- -54509 + 
y 

-18562 
+ 4-80696 -1 -63694 

+ 4-26187 -1 -45132 
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r -99669 

... . 1 - *20775 

+ -99669 + -00636] 
+ -24359 - - 71615 

1-24028 _ -70979 r 1-00000 

^ \ 
+ -85005 + -00542 L+ -85287 
+ -20775 - -61078 

+ 1-05780 -60536 

+ - 99 GOO + -00636] 
+ -24359 - - 71615 

+ -006361 + 1-24028 _ -70979 

+ -61078 J + -85005 + -00542 

+ -20775 - - 61078 

+1-05780 - - 60536 

- 1-172511 

- 1-00000 / 

In the case of the first and last, the combination consisting of only two terms, the 

check calculation is a mere duplicate, and is, therefore, less searching than the others. 

The signs, in particular, should be examined to guard against a double error. 

We next form the corresponding schemes for the function again in accordance 

with the formulae (ll). Owing to the occurrence of two zeroes in the scheme at the 

surface the calculation is somewhat simpler. 

•— 

+ -01161 + -OOOTS' 

+ 1-82012 + 1-52556 

+ 1-19308 +1-00000. 

1-00071 + •00973' 

- -25398 + 1-52556 

+ -01161 

+ 1-82012 

+ -00973'! 

+ 1-52556 J 

f * 
I -2-98866 
\ - -41285 

-3-40151 

- -00830 

-3-39694 

" 1 
- -01174 I 
+ -65S97 

-I 
+ - 64223 J 

+ -00157'! 

+ -64137/ 

-99752 

-41285 

+ -00392' 

+ -65397 

-2-99609 +1-00000. 

+ 1-00458 + -00244' 

+ 1-32922 + -99866 

- -00729 
- -00101 

- -00830 

-2-98466 
- -412SO 

- 3-39696 

- -00731 

- 2-99208 

- -OOOOS' 
+ -00160 

+ -00157 

- -01173 
+ - 65309 

+ -64136 

+ -002441 

+ -99866 / 
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* * 

+ 5-14196 - -98228 

- -02057 + -00393 

-8-41708 + 1-60793 

f 
I - -85005 
- - 20175 

[ - 1-05780 

" 1 
- -005Jf^ 1 
+ -61018 

+ -60536 

-99752 

2-21269 

+ -00392' 

+ -99379 

2-93655 

1-00000 

-54509 

+ 1-00000. 

+ -00400' 

+ 1-63694 

■99669 + -00636' 

•20775 + -61078 

- -85287 + 1-00000 

_ 01112 — - 00005 
- 00885 + •00398 

02057 + -00393 

-4 19501^ - -01884 
-s 62204. + 1 •62611 

-8 41708 + 1 -60793 

J- 01175 + -00400 "I 

1-4 80696 + 1 -63694J 

f 
* 

^ , 1 
1 - -85005 - - 00542 1 

1 
- -20115 + -61018 j. 

1 
1 - 1-05780 + - 60536 J 

The schemes in the middle columns which precede and follow those belonging to 

the surface are the same for « and They should be written down independently 

and read against one another to guard against errors of transcription. 

Now, for any surface (r), in accordance with (14), 

= 1(1- n,) + c/), (/37 + y';- -/Ig - to. 

where 6,., c,., y,., /3',., y\ are read from the normal schemes on pp. 172, 173 in terms of 

^0) (do, yo, the specification of the original ray. We now calculate these, noting 

that since exclusively together, as do also c,., y,., y^, we need speak 

explicitly of the former only. 

We require to form from the original data 4(l—that is — iv><|‘B,.. There 

is no check upon these values and they should be examined with care like other 

fundamental numbers. Their values are shown in the fable below. 

We have then as regards w:— 

b, br^. il) r* 1 

r. Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Co- Sum 1 
efficient efficient efficient efficient efficient efficient efficient efficient of CO- 

bo. /lo. bo^. bof^o. bo^. bol^Q. efficients. 

0 +1 - 00000 ♦ 1•00000 * * + -24630 + -24630 * + -24630 
2 + -99752 +-00392 + -99505 +-00782 +-00002 - 2-37488 -2-36312 - -01857 - - 00005 -2-38174' 
4 ibid. ibid. ibid. ibid. ibid. + 1-68120 + 1-67288 +-01315 + -00003 + 1-68606: 
6 + -99669 +-00636 + -99339 +-01268 +-00004 

#■ 
- -23245 - -23091 - -00295 - -00001 - -23387J 

1 
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The best way of forming the square, e.g., of 1)2, is to set up ‘99752 on the machine, 

multiply it into itself and into twice 392, then set up 392 and multiply it into itself 

and twice ‘99752, when the agreement of the middle terms is a check upon the 

operations. The last column, “ sum of coefficients in w,.,” will be used below as a 

check for future work. If necessary, it may be checked by the equation, e.g., for 0)2, 

-2‘38174 = -2‘37488x (‘99752 +‘00392)1 

Next, for formation of yjy, arrange as below :— 

f^r = 

r. 

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Sum of CO- 

bo. ^0- bo^. bol^o- bo‘^. bol^o- efficients. 

0 * + 1-00000 1-00000 -17045 - -53998 - -57232 - -94185 -32698 
2 - -41285 + -65397 + -17045 - -53998 + -42768 4-72555 -3-85792 + -55994 + 1-42757 -76457 
4 -2-21269 + -99379 + 4-89600 -4-39790 + -98762 -4-85284 + 4-14412 - -61457 - 1-32329 -30504 
6 - -20775 + -61078 + -04316 - -25378 + -37305 + -73798 - 1-50974 + -62230 - -14946 -81956 

8 - -88382 + -99767 + -78114 - 1-76352 + -99535 + -78114 - 1-76352 - -00465 - -98703 — 

The last row under ^8'/—is the sum of the numbers above it and is introduced 

as a check upon the subtractions; it is equal to I3'q—/3q^. The addition of mixed 

positive and negative numbers is best done with a machine. We now have ■ 

r« 

r. 

Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Sum of 
V. bopo- /3o^. coefficients. 

0 + -05573 - -17656 - -18714 - -30797 
2 + 3-61299 - 2-94963 +-42811 + 1-09147 
4 - 1 - 48032 + 1-26413 - -18747 - -40366 
6 + -60482 - 1-23732 + -51001 - -12249 

The multiplication by should be checked by the help of the column “ sum of 

coefficients.” It will be remembered that there is no check against setting up an 

erroneous multiplier for ^n,.. 

We are now ready to form (5G, &c. Referring to (12) on p. 157 and the calculations 

above we have, for example, 

^G= +‘98910a)o+l‘14882«2+lT7160«4+l‘24028««+‘01161V-o-’00830V-2-02057V^4 + *, 

the coefficient of \jr2, for example, being the figure that stands in the place ot G in 

the scheme formed on p. 175 for \l/-2; and similarly for <511, (5K, ^L. It is unnecessary 

to write them at length because they are shown in a more convenient place in the 

following table:— 

VOL. ccxii.—A, 2 A 
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We conclude from this calculation that the aberrational terms in the emergent 

ray are 
Sh' = &„.[+-20722 (6/ + C0")--00526 (^,/3o + c,yo)--00188 {/3,^ + y,^)'] 

+ ^o[+‘31491 (6/ + c/)+-00029 (6A + Coyo)--00188 (/3/ + y/)], 

= 6o[--21613(6/ + 0+-37086 (6,/8, + c,y,)--75647 (^o^ + yo^)] 

+ /8o[--09612 (V + e,/)--87730 (6,^o + Coyo)--0036l(/3,^ + yTO] • (27), 

with similar expressions for Sc', Sy if we replace h^^, outside the brackets Ijy c^, y^. 

We may without loss of generality put y^ = 0, and in what follows this shall 

be done. 

The twelve coefficients above are not independent. We have seen that they must 

satisfy seven relations, and we shall now verify that they do so. 

We have, from p. 161, 
~ ^0 4” 4“ ^4 4" 

h 

- -41285 

- 1-58532 

+ 1-14501 

- -54509 

Term in QI. 

- -41285 

- 1-03675 

+ 1-14501 

- -33255 

and thus 
S2a-SiH= - -00526--62982 = - 

S3G-S2H= - -00376--00029 = - 

S2K-81L = + -37086+-19224 = + 

S3K-82L = - 1-51294+-87730 = - 

- -63714 = *13 

63508 4IG = - -63503 

00405 511H = - -00406 

56310 qSK = + -56312 

63564 il3L = - -63566 

Next for the relations (20); we have, noting that N = 1, 

NK2 = + -78113 

NKL = - -88176 

N(L2- 1) = - -00465 

The comparisons seem to point to a small accumulated error in 

If we transfer the origin for emergent rays to the focal plane, x' = +1-12771, we 

have finally 

Sh' = -03651 d'+-41296 d/3 cos 0--85496^'] 

+ /3 [+-20651 fP--98905 d/3 cos 0--00595/3'] 

Sc' = c [--03651 d'+-41296 d^ cos 0--85496^'] 

+ * . (28), 

2-a 2 

s. + L84.G. - KS,H. - H8,K. + GSjL. = 8.N. 

1 + -41347 + -55665 +-00275 - -19160 +-78127 

2 - -00525 + -00026 - -00236 - -87440 - -88175 

3 - -00376 - -00332 + -00963 - -00720 - -00465 
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where the subscript (O) is dropped, y is taken as zero, and h = d cos (f), c — d sin <p, 

as on p. 165. 

These give the aberrations of the lens at its principal focus. 

The corresponding normal scheme is 

h'= ^ +ri31453^, 

= -•883818?>+ -997671/3.(29) 

In order to fix ideas, compare (28) with the case of a parabolic reflector of the 

same focal length, given on p. 167, for which we get 

= * +-441916/3+ * ] + /3[ + -22095d"-l-000006^+ * ]; 

we see that there is a close resemblance, except for the value of 4Gr, so that the two 

hardly differ in any sensible way, except in the curvatures of the fields. It will then 

cause some surprise that Seidel concluded that the Fraunhofer glass was free from 

coma which is so marked in the reflector. It was, in fact, a misapprehension, as the 

diagrams given by Steinheil and by Finsterwalder sufficiently demonstrate. 

Seidel’s argument presents an interesting feature.! He puts together the four 

components of his sum S (2), 
+ 0,412 

-12,672 

+ 13,454 

- 1,662 

S(2) = - 0,468 

and draws his conclusion from the approximate balance, within one-thirtieth, of the 

large positive and negative members. It is evident, however, that this amounts to no 

more than saying that the two internal surfaces nearly annul one another. But the 

point I wish to make is that these numbers are in fact the same as those found 

on p. 178 above. If we transfer to the principal focus by addingto (^G, we have 

for 
10. 'A- 82G. S^G xf. 

- -36445 - -36445 + -4125 

--12406 + 11-32385 + 11-19979 -12-6721 

+-13396 -12-02515 -11-89119 + 13-4543 

--00718 + 1-47599 + 1-46^8 81 - 1-6619 

+ -41296 + 0-4672 

The connection does not appear to be so close in the case of others of Seidel’s sums, 

but it is interesting to notice this common ground. 

Let us now compare my calculations with those of Steinheil. First as to 

t ‘ Ast. Nach.,’ No. 1029, 326. 
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spherical aberration. Take rays parallel to the axis, that is, /3 = 0, and consider the 

focus where they unite for impact upon the original plane at fractions 0, l/3, 2/3, 

and 1 of the semiaperture, ^.e., for 

d = 0-00000, 0-01170, 0-02340, 0-03510. 

For any of these the distance of the point from the last surface (6) is 

- (G + 
or 

-G/K[l+id^{^iG/G-WK)],.(30) 
and 

G = +-996692, K = --883818, = +'20722, = -'21613. 

.-. ^[S,G/G-SJL/K] = +-20791-'24454 = -'03663. 

Hence the rays meet at the following points along the axis :— 

Steinheil, p. 417. 

Axial. . 1127^-712 1127^-712 

l/3 semiaperture . '706 '706 

2/3 -689 -687 

1 -662 •659. 

In these and the following comparisons the unit of length has been brought back 

to 1 line by multiplying by 1000, to preserve Steinheil’s numbers unchanged. 

In consequence of this residue of spherical aberration the best setting for focus at 

the middle of the field is not the axial focus but a point within it. Steinheil takes 

this point at 1127'670, following presumably the theory of Bessel, which gives a 

position for the greatest apparent concentration of light that is slightly within the 

least circle of aberration (1127'672).* 

Adopting the corresponding point, which allows for the slightly smaller aberration 

shown by my numbers, and multiplying by 10“^ to bring the units into agreement 

with formula (28), we see, in accordance with p. 165, we must include with Sb' of 

p. 179 the term 
+ KSf' .h = -'8838 X -'0000400 x& = +'000035356, 

with a corresponding term for Sc' in terms of c. 

The diameters of the image-disc in the focal plane and at this setting are 

respectively the corresponding extreme values of Sb', doubled, or 

Steinheil. 

0^-00316 — 

0^-00067 0^-00071. 

* Bessel, loc. dt., p. 104. 
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We take next the oblique rays in a plane through the axis, that is, we take c = 0. 

The rays considered are taken at an angle of 48' with the axis, following Bessel 

and Steinheil ; hence ^8 = tan 48'='01396353, and we take in succession 

6 = d=+'03510, +'02340, +'01170, -'01170, -'02340, -'03510. The final 

numbers given below have been multiplied by 1000 in order to compare with 

Steinheil, 

The centi'al ray meets the chosen plane at a distance from the axis 

(H + L^/')^ = ( + l'131453-'000040) x/3.= '01579852. 

Giving as before the calculations in full, the formulae (28), supplemented by the 

term K^'. 6, give the following :— 

Sh'~ 

h. 

+
 + ^SiG#. + mbji. + |S3G)S2. CoefT. b. + 4- Coeff. ft. 

+-03510 + 353,5 - 449,8 + 2023,9 - 1667,2 + 260,4 + 2544,2 -4847,3 -11,6 -2314,7 
■02340 ibid. - 199,9 + 1349,3 ibid. - 164,3 + 1130,8 - 3231,5 ibid. -2112,3 

+ -01170 ibid. - 50,0 + 674,6 ibid. - 689,1 + 282,7 - 1615,8 ibid. - 1344,7 
- -01170 ibid. - 50,0 — 674,6 ibid. -2038,3 + 282,7 + 1615,8 ibid. + 1886,9 

■02340 ibid. - 199,9 - 1349,3 ' ibid. -2862,9 + 1130,8 + 3231,5 ibid. + 4350,7 
- -03510 ibid. - 449,8 - 2023,9 ibid. -3787,4 + 2544,2 + 4847,3 ibid. + 7379,9 

The comma is placed between the 7‘^ and 8*^'" decimals. 

Hence we have the following, with unit 1 line :— 

b. 8b'. b’ + 8b'. Steinheil, p. 419. 

+ 35^-1 + 91 - 323 = ■00232 15^-79628 15^-79622 
23 -4 — 38- 295 — 333 ■79519 ■79528 

+ 11 -7 - 81 - 188 — 269 ■79583 ■79587 
0 -0 0- 2 — 2 ■79850 •79852 

- 11 -7 + 238 + 263 + 501 ■80353 ■80349 
23 -4 + 669 + 608 + 1277 •81129 •81130 i 

-35-1 + 1329+ 1031 + 2360 ■82216 •82212 
1 

(32) 

There is a slight discrepancy for h = +23'4. 

Steinheil now considers the rays which do not meet the axis. Fig. 6 is 

taken from his memoir and shows the object-glass on reduced linear scale. He 

divides the object-glass into three rings, and computes all the rays which Impinge 

upon it at an angle of 48' with the axis, at the points indicated in the figure. The 

rays 2, 10, 18, 1, 22, 14, 6 are those just given; of the remainder, those upon the left 

may be written down from symmetry from those upon the right, so that he computes 

in all nine Independent rays which do not meet the axis. 
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We derive these as follows. We have throughout ^ unchanged :—■ 

For the rays (4), (12), (20), 

„ (3), (11), (19), 

„ (5), (13), (21), 

h = 0, c = d; 

h = c ^ d sin 45° = dx 70711, 

-h ^ c = dsin 45° = dx 70711. 

Hence the additional calculations required run as follows. 

In the calculation of the coefficients replace the columns 4^6/3, dgH^/S by the 

following :— 

Ray. SiGbfS. S2mi3. 

3 + 1431,1 -3427,6 
11 + 954,1 -2285,0 
19 + 477,0 - 1142,5 
21 - 477,0 + 1142,5 
13 - 954,1 + 2285,0 

5 - 1431,1 + 3427,6 

In the rays (4), (12), (20) replace these by zero. 

Therefore 

Eay. 
Coefficient 

b or c. 
Coefficient = W. Sc'. 

3 - 332,4 - 895,0 - 82- 125 = - 00207 -'•00082 
11 - 559,5 -1165,8 - 93- 163 = - •00256 - -00093 
19 - 886,7 - 871,4 - 73 - 122 = - •00195 - -00073 
21 - 1840,7 + 1413,6 + 152 + 197 = + •00349 - -00152 
13 - 2467,7 + 3404,2 + 408 + 475 = + •00883 - -00408 

5 -3194,6 + 5960,2 + 793 + 832 = + •01625 - -00793 
4 - 1763,5 + 2532,6 + * +354 = + •00354 - -00618 

12 - 1513,6 + 1119,2 + * +156 = + •00156 - -00354! 
; 20 1 - 1363,7 + 271,1 + ^ +038 = + •00038 - -00160 

Steinheil. 

Sb'. Sc'. 

-'•00204 
! 

-'•000801 
- -00251 - -00092! 
- -00191 - -00070! 
+ -00351 - -00151 
+ -00879 - -00410 
+ -01605 - -00758* 
+ -00357 - -00627 
+ -00160 - -00353 
+ -00041 - -00162 

There is a slight discrepancy in the ray (5), 
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In considering what discrepancies may be expected, we have to recall that the 

method developed in the preceding pages omits terms of the fifth order, which may 

amount to, say, 
coejf. xdx '000001. 

Taking d = 35^'1, for unity as coefficient, we should have an error of 4 units in 

the last place retained above. We have no means of saying what the coefficient may 

be, but it is clear that it may affect the last digit. Yet I believe that these 

calcidations are not only very much easier, but also more correct than the trigono¬ 

metrical ones, for though the formulae for the latter are exact, the number of 

operations they require is very large. Thus, for each ray which meets the axis, there 

are fully 50 operations of which at least one-half consist in taking out a logarithm 

or an antilogarithm with seven decimal places ; for each ray which does not meet the 

axis the work is rather more than four times as great. 

Steinheil has calculated seven of the former rays and nine of the latter. 

The controls that exist are of the most meagre description and give little help in 

locating an error. But, even if the whole is done in strictest accordance with the 

tables, at any step an error may be introduced which falls only short of haff a unit 

in the last place. Thus, in the rays which do not meet the axis, an irremovable 

accumulated error of 10 or more units could cause no surprise, and for this reason the 

trigonometrical method loses any advantage over the formulse given above which it 

might claim from resting upon exact formulae. The differences under discussion are, 

however, minimal, since 550 units in the last decimal place only amount to 1 second 

of arc. 

But pursuing the question a little further I believe, in spite of the evident care 

with which the whole of Steinheil’s calculations have been carried through, that the 

comparison above shows that a small error has crept in in respect to ray (5). 

If we take the general agreement as showing that the trigonometrical calculation 

does in fact bring in no terms of the aberrations beyond the 3rd order, we can readily 

analyse Steinheil’s numbers in more than one way so as to derive the coefficients 

•^jG, ... from them. 

Take the formulae (24); on the outer ring 0 = 0, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, correspond 

respectively to the rays 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; thus we have 

d^jSS^Gr = Sc'^—Sc\ = ^ 

KdSf+id\G+id/3%G = 

d^l3 (<5iH + 4G)+= Sb's -t Sh', 

= -^{Sc's+lc's) = Sc't 

1 {Sb',-Sb',) = Wb',-Sh’,) 
x/2 

i" {^b'2 -t + Sb', 

/3%R = Sb\ (34) 
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From these we get at once 

d'^^S^G, and d(3^S2H., 
and thence 

}LdSf+^(FSiG + ^d/3^SsG and d^/SSJl. 

Also for the case /3 = 0, 
§^2 — ^dSJ^^ ^d^SiG ; 

thus we get d^^S^G, and when the adopted value of Sf' is used, also, which 

completes the solution. 

We see that we can use the rays (A)—3, 5 exclusively, or (B)—2, 4, 6 exclusively. 

Making separate determinations by these roads, 

(A.) (B.) 

d^^^2G. +-00678 +-00709 

KdSf'+^d%G+^d^%G . . . --00593 --00627 

^d^f + ^d\G-v^d^^ (4G + 24H) . --01279 --01295 

d2/3((^iH + 4G)+^®4H. . . . + -01401 +-01422 

. . . -00000 

2Y^d8f'-^d%G . . . . . --00071 

2Kd^f'. . . +-00260 

Hence 
(A.) (B.) (A.) (B.) p. 179. 

d%G . . --00331 ^jG . --0766 — -0730 

d^^^2G . . +-00678 +-00709 4G . . + -3941 + -4121 + -4130 

d^^S^G . . --01115 --01183 4G . . -1-6292 -1-7285 — 1-7099 

d^^SJl . . +-00723 +-00713 SJl. . + -4202 + -4144 + -4130 

d/3%B. . . --00686 --00668 4H . . -1-0023 - -9760 — -9891 

nn . . -00000 SsR. -0000 — -0060 

There is no doubt, from the checks on p. 179, that the numbers put in the last 

column for comparison are correct to the last digit, and we see that the numbers (A) 

which rest upon the ray (5) are decidedly less consistent with them than the 

numbers (B) which do not. 

r ^ 
FiiLi l) 
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VI. On the Variation loith Temperature of the Rate of a Chemical Change. 

By A. Veenon Harcouet, M.A., Hon. D.Sc. Oxon, F.R.S. 

With an Apjpendix 

hy William Esson, M.A., F.R.S., Savilian Professor of Geometry in 

the University of Oxford. 

Eeceived April 15,—Read May 9, 1912. 

In a study of the laws of connexion between the conditions of a chemical change and 

its amount, whose results have been communicated at intervals to the Eoyal Society, 

one of the conditions varied was the temperature of the solution in which the change 

took place.* 

On considering the numerical results, our first observation was that the increase of 

rate due to increase of temperature could be nearly represented for equal increments 

of temperature by a geometric progression. The rate was approximately doubled by 

each rise of ten degrees in the temperature of the solution. But the ratio of the 

series gradually diminished as the temperature rose, and a formula had to be found 

giving a series of this kind. For the way in which such a formula was found, see 

‘ Phil. Trans.,’ Series A, vol. 186, pp. 855-866. 

Using for the rate of change the symbol k, recently adopted by a committee of the 

Chemical Society, the formula was 

log kt log C+m log 
'273+ t 

273 ’ 
or 

C ^ /273 + W‘ 

k, \ 273 / ’ 

where k^ is the rate at 0° C., /q the rate at any other temperature t, and m a constant 

for each particular case of chemical change. 

This equation implies that at —273° C. the rate of change is nil. It has long been 

accepted that at this point, which is the zero of temperature, gases have no tension 

because molecules are at rest; and from our observations it appears that at the same 

point atoms are at rest and no contact between any kinds of matter brings about 

chemical change. 

The discovery by Esson of this natural law seems, as has happened in other cases, 

* ‘Phil. Trans.,’ vol. 156 (1865), p. 193; vol. 157, p. 117; and series A, vol. 186 (1895), p. 817. 

VOL. CCXII.-A 489. 2 B 2 Published separately, August 10, 1912. 
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to have attracted less attention than it deserves, for, as will be seen in the Appendix, 

most of the Chemists who have made observations on the variation with temperature 

of the rate of chemical change have calculated from other formulae which give 

numbers agreeing less well with their experimental results. 

Tlie following account of work done relates to an attemjet to measure the influence 

of temperature in another case of gradual chemical change. 

When solutions of ferric chloride and stannous chloride are mixed, ferrous chloride 

and stannic chloride are formed more or less gradually according to the concentration 

and temperature of the solution. Stannic chloride is decomposed by water, hydrogen 

chloride and a gelatinous precipitate of stannic hydroxide being formed; but if 

hydrogen chloride has been added in sufficient quantity the liquid remains clear. If 

the liquid is hot, a larger proportion of hydrogen chloride is needed to resist the action 

of water than when it is cold. For the observation of a colour change, it is necessary 

that the liquid should remain clear. A ferric salt loses its colour when it is reduced, 

but the colour is too pale, and therefore the change of colour too little, to serve for 

observation ; hut when a sulphocyanide has been added the fading of the blood-red 

colour can he followed by the eye from minute to minute, or at less intervals of time 

when the rate of cliange is greater. 

With stannous chloride in excess the whole of the ferric salt is reduced and the 

liquid becomes colourless ; but it is not possible to fix with any approach to accuracy 

the time when this final stage is reached, for the rate of change continually decreases 

as the residue of ferric chloride grows less and less, becoming at last indefinitely slow. 

Iffie plan followed was, therefore, that of the police-trap, namely, to have two fixed 

stations or standards and to take as accurately as possible the time at which the 

change passed each of these. Glass cylinders were used of about 100 c.c. capacity, as 

similar as possible ; one was the reagent glass, two served as standards, filled with a 

darker and with a paler red liquid. Into the reagent glass, for each observation, water 

with a small proportion of hydrogen chloride, solutions of ferric chloride and of 

potassium sulphocyanide, were delivered from pipettes, making up a total volume 

of 75 C.C., and lastly, when the liquid had been brought to the desired temperature, 

5 c.c. of an acid solution of stannous chloride. Exactly the same routine was followed 

for each observation, the only difference being of the temperature of the liquid. 

The darker standard was made by filling one of the glasses to the level at which 

80 c.c. stood in the reagent glass, with a mixture of a few drops of ferric chloride with 

a large proportion of hydrogen chloride and potassium sulphocyanide, such as to 

produce a colour sufficiently translucent to be well distinguished, and considerably less 

deep than that of the mixture in the reagent glass. In the absence of an excess of 

hydrogen chloride and potassium sulphocyanide, ferric sulphocyanide is gradually 

bleached when exposed to sunlight, but the presence of an excess of one or other or 

both of these substances seems to increase its stability. If the conditions of this 

action of light have not been investigated that would be worth doing. Many attractive 
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by-paths have to be left unexplored. For the purpose of these observations it was 

only necessary to make sure that the dark standard, made in the manner described, 

would not change appreciably, the tube being corked and kept in the dark except 

when in use, by exposure to diffused daylight. A set of observations only occupied 

five or six hours, and the same standard was in use for several weeks without any 

noticeable change. 

The pale standard made by diluting some of the dark standard was less constant, 

and differed in colour from the liquid in the reagent tube which had faded to a similar 

depth of colour. This difference of colour made the observations less easy, and therefore 

less exact, than they would otherwise have been. The cause was found to be that the 

constancy and precise tint of ferric sulphocyanide, which in dilute solutions varies 

between pink and orange, depends not only upon the relative proportions of iron, 

sulphocyanide, and acid, which dilution leaves unaltered, but also upon the concentra¬ 

tion of the latter two. In the reagent tube the concentration of these two influential 

bystanders is practically if not wholly unchanged. 

By several preliminary testings a degree of concentration of hydrogen chloride was 

found which would prevent the formation of a cloudiness by hydrolysis of stannic 

chloride without increasing unduly the rate of change. The margin is rather 

narrow. 

To maintain a constant temperature the reagent tube was placed on an iron tray 

covered by white paper, which was heated beneath at one end by a small gas flame, 

while the liquid was stirred by the passage of large bubbles of carbonic acid from an 

inverted thistle-funnel. By moving the tube nearer to or further from the heated end 

of the tray, or by moving the gas burner, the mean temperature of the liquid was 

regulated during intervals varying from five minutes to three-quarters of an hour 

within about 0°'05 C. Four or five bubbles a minute stirred the liquid sufficiently 

when the desired temperature was near that of the room, but for temperatures above 

20° C., and during the delivery of stannous chloride from a pipette, a more rapid 

stream was used. 

The colour on mixing was very deep, the excess of ferric chloride being such as to 

allow at least two or three minutes for adjustment of temperature before the depth 

of colour approached that of the dark standard. To make the comparison, the cork 

holding the thermometer and thistle-funnel was replaced by a plain cork, and the 

dark standard was placed close alongside the reagent tube. The observer looked at 

the two, watch in hand, closing his eyes at intervals for a few seconds to get a fresh 

impression, till the colours seemed undistinguishable, made a mental note of the time, 

and continued to watch till the contents of the reagent tube seemed the paler of the 

two. Then thermometer and thistle-funnel were quickly replaced, and any disturbance 

of temperature estimated as having prevailed after the time of agreement, which is the 

start of the race, was compensated by causing a similar divergence on the opposite- 

side of the thermometer line. 
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By and by the contents of the reagent tube were only a little darker than the pale 

standard, then the second observation was made in the same way. The comparison 

was more difficult because the rate of change was less. It was found helpful to have 

two similar standard tubes, one on each side of the reagent tube. Generally speaking, 

the first observation was not liable to an uncertainty of more than 10 seconds ; but 

when the rate was slow the uncertainty attaching to the second observation extended 

over a minute or more. By a repetition of a set of observations or of a particular 

observation, and taking the mean of the Intervals observed, the error is lessened; 

but the method does not admit of an accuracy approaching that of observing the 

appearance in a colourless liquid of the intense colour of the iodide of starch, whose 

results led to the discovery of what we believe to be a general law. The present 

observations furnish only another case of agreement within the limits of experimental 

error with numbers calculated from the formula already established. 

The following are the times in which at different temperatures the depth of colour 

changed from that of the dark to that of the pale standard, that is to say, in which a 

definite piece of chemical work was done 

Temperatures . 9° 12° 15° 18° 21° 24° 27° C
O

 
0

 0
 

Time 
[Set I.. . . . 50-0 37-25 27-75 20-5 15-17 in 8-62 6-5 

in < Set II. . . . 447 34-2 26-2 18-2 14-5 10-83 7-83 5-8 
minutes 

^Set III. . . . 47'0 33-3 237 18-67 14-0 10-33 7-5 5-92 

Mean . . 47-2 34-9 25-9 19-1 14-6 10-8 8-0 6-1 

The corresponding numbers calculated by the method explained below, and set 

forth in the following table, are 

47-2 34-9 25-9 19-3 14-4 WS 81 Gl. 

Using the formula xjx' = (T'/T)’”, x, x' being consecutive observed values of the 

times at temperatures T, = 273 + ^, and U, = 273+ ^', a value of log is calculated 

from the derived formula 

log log xjx'—\og log T'/T = log m. 

In the table, column 7 contains the values of log m calculated by subtracting the 

values of log log T'/T in column 6 from the corresponding values of log log xjx' in 

column 5. The mean of these values of log m is taken to be the true value of log m. 

Assuming this value of log m, values of log log xjx' are calculated from the formula 

log log xjx' = log log T'/T + log m. 

Column 8 in the table contains the values of log log xjx' calculated by adding the 
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corresponding values of log log TYT in column 6 to the constant mean value of log on 

at the foot of column 7. From these values of log log xjx' are derived the values of 

\ogxlx' in column 9. If the times of the first, second, ... observations are sCj, ..., 

values of log xjx are obtained as the sum of the values of log xjx2, log ••• • 

Column 10 in the table contains these values of log xJx, as the sum of the values of 

log xjx' in column 9. Values of log x-^ are obtained by adding to the values of log xJx 

the values of log x. These values of log Xj in column 11 of the table are calculated 

by adding the values of log Xj/x in column 10 to the corresponding values of log x in 

column 3. The mean of these values of log x is taken to be the true value of log Xj, 

which is given at the foot of column 11. 

1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 

H 
H . 

f. X. SB bB bB . X. 
'S' s 

t>0 ’oS) bB bB bB bB bB bB bB bB 
o o o o o o o 

^ c. 
9 47-2 674 — — — — — — — 674 674 47-2 

12 34-9 543 131 117 662 455 117 131 131 674 ■ 543 34-9 
15 25-9 413 130 114 658 456 113 130 261 674 413 25-9 
18 19-1 281 132 121 653 468 108 128 389 670 285 19-3 
21 14-6 164 117 068 649 419 104 127 516 680 158 14-4 
24 10-8 033 131 117 644 473 099 126 642 675 032 10-8 
27 8-0 903 130 114 639 475 094 124 766 669 908 8-1 
30 6-1 785 118 072 635 437 090 123 889 674 785 6-1 

log m (mean) 1-455 log*! (mean) 674 

m (mean) . . . 28-5 

Assuming this value of log Xj, the values of log x in column 12 of the table are 

calculated by subtracting from this constant value of log Xi the corresponding values 

of log Xj/x in column 10 ; and from these values of log x are derived the values of x 

in column 13 of the table. Thus x is calculated from the formula x = Xj (T./T)”, 

on and Xj being the means of values obtained from the observations, namely, on — 28'5, 

Xi = 47'2. 

The following is another way of presenting the fundamental equation. Reckoning 

the time required at 0° C., Xq, from the observed times at other temperatures, it is 

found to be 118‘3 minutes. The relation between this time and that at any other 

temperature, x^, is ^ = \~W^) ’ x* = Xy x j 
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The mixture made for each observation was an aqueous solution, 80 c.c. in volume, 

of four substances, in the following masses and molecular proportions :— 

Gram. Mol. props, 

Ferric chloride, FeCP. . . -0145 ro 

Potassium sidphocyanide, KCNS . . . -312 36-1 

Stannous chloride, SnCP. , . -106 6-3 

Hydrogen cldoride, HCl. . . -289 88-8 

No simple numerical relations were aimed at. A large excess of sulphocyanide was 

taken in order to increase the depth of colour. Dr. Gladstoxe having shown that 

this increase extends to a proportion thirty or more times that of the ferric salt. The 

proportions of hydrogen chloride and of stannous chloride were chosen, after many 

trials, such as to avoid separation of a stannic compound, and to give rates convenient 

over the whole range of temperatures. The stannous chloride was taken in large 

proportion relatively to the ferric chloride, so that the rate of decrease of depth of 

colour when the change was passing the pale standard might be mainly that due to 

the diminution of one only of the acting substances. 

The conditions were now varied by increasing the amount of hydrogen chloride ; the 

rate was nearly trebled. The short-time observations were made by removing the 

cork and thistle-funnel and stirring with the thermometer. One set only was made, 

and gave the following times of change at the same series of temjieratures as before :— 

Temperatures . 9° 12° 15° 18° 21° 24° 27° 

o
 O

 
C

O
 

Minutes . . 15-8 12-2 8-8 G-8 5-0 4-1 2-8 2-2 

(Calculated) . . lG-35 12-26 8-99 6-82 5-02 3-83 2-91 2-19 

The numbers in the lower line are calculated from the equation 

a-j = 40’14 X 
i 273 

\273 + t) ’ 

40'14 being the estimated number of minutes in which the portion of change would 

be completed at 0° C. 

A few further observations were made upon the influence on the rate of change of 

other acids. 

Phosphoric acid changes the colour of the liquid to a pale yellow. Sulphuric and 

nitric acids can be used, and have curiously different effects upon tlie rate of change. 

The former, instead of increasing the rate, as an addition of hydrogen chloride does, 

diminishes it greatly. The times of reduction of the same amount of ferric chloride by 

the same amount of stannous chloride (l) in the mixture, whose composition is given 

above; (2) in the same mixture with an additional quantity of hydrogen chloride ; 
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(3) in the same mixture with the addition of a corresponding quantity of hydrogen 

sulphate, were as follows ;— 

Temperatures 12° 15° 18° 21° 24° 27° 3U° 

Minutes (l) . 34-9 25-9 19-1 14-6 10-8 8-0 6-1 

(2) . . 12-2 8-8 6-8 5-0 4-1 2-8 2-2 

„ (3) . . 60-0 45-0 36-0 26-8 19-3 16-2 107 

At each temperature the times in the third set are approximately 1’8 times those 

in the first set, and 5 times those in the second set. 

No complete set has been made with hydrogen nitrate, but enough observations to 

show that it has an influence on the rate of change quite as unexpected as that of 

hydrogen sulphate, namely, that its addition makes little if any difference. 

The times required for doing the fixed amount of chemical work at 21°, with (a) no 

addition, and then with the addition of equivalent quantities of {h) hydrogen chloride, 

(c) hydrogen sulphate, and (d) hydrogen nitrate, were as follows :— 

a. h. c. d. 

14'6 5'0 26‘2 13"7 minutes. 

Having carried thus far an experimental inquiry which is suggestive of much further 

work, the author ventures to express a hope that it may attract the attention and 

pass into the hands of some younger chemist. The mode of working adds to the 

usual interest of research the particular excitement which attaches to all observations 

and predictions of time, sporting or scientific, wliether it be of the time of a race or of 

the moment of an occultation. 

Lastly, he desires to express his thanks to Dr. Baker and to Christ Church for the 

welcome and the opportunity of work and the help which he has received. 

APPENDIX. By Prof. W. Esson, F.R.S. 

I. The observations recorded in the preceding pages follow the law of connexion 

between chemical change and temperature with great exactness. This law, first 

enunciated in the Bakerian Lecture delivered to the Royal Society in 1895, is 

expressed by the relation 
hjh' = (T/TO'h 

h, k' being the rates of chemical change at absolute temperatures T, T' respectively. 

This relation is independent of the units of measurement of k and T, and in is a pure 

number which expresses the ratio of dkjk to rZT/T. This implies that if at a 

temperature T a small change is made in each unit of temperature, and this change 

produces a corresponding small change in each unit of chemical change, the latter 

2 c VOL. COXTI.-A. 
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change is m times the former change. The number m may be regarded as the 

measure of the effect of heat energy upon chemical energy. 

In the Bakerian Lecture it was shown that m is constant for all tlie temperatures 

at which the experiments were made, hut varies with the medium in which the 

chemical change takes place. The constancy of m for each medium is secured b}^ 

making one of the constituents of the medium predominant; m has different values 

for different predominant constituents in the medium in which the same chemical 

change occurs; m has also different values for different chemical changes. On p. 879 

of the Lecture the values of m are 10, 20‘4, 21‘2, 24T for the predominant 

constituents NaHCO'^, HCl, HI respectively in the medium in which the 

reaction between hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen iodide is taking place. The value 

of m is 40'5 in the case of the reaction between hydrogen chlorate and potassium 

iodide, studied by Pendlebury and Seward, and quoted on the same page of the 

Lecture. 

If the conditions for a stable communication of heat energy to chemical energy are 

not satisfied the value of m is different at different temperatures. For instance, the 

predominant constituent of the medium may change its character with a change of 

temperature, or the nature of the reaction between the substances undergoing change 

may vary. Examples of this variation of m with temperature are given later. But 

even when m varies with temperature it is still to be regarded as the measure of the 

effect of heat energy upon chemical energy at a given temperature, and the value of 

m is obtained from the experiments by calculating the ratio of dklk to dT/T at each 

temperature. In the experiments recorded in the preceding pages there are no such 

disturbing conditions, and m is constant at all the temperatures at which these 

experiments were made. 

In the experiments recorded in the preceding pages the expression for the progress 

of the chemical change is, by the law of mass action, of the form 

f {y)di/ldx = -k, 

y being the concentration of one of the substances undergoing change, and x the 

time during which the change takes place. This expression leads to the relation 

/(d2)-/(di) = 

The time x is the observed time during which the potential chemical energ}^ 

expressed byy’(^i) had changed to the potential chemical energy expressed by f {y^. 

In the above experiments this change of energy is indicated by the passage of the 

solution from one given colour to another. At different temperatures this change of 

energy is constant. Thus if k' are the rates of change at temperatures T, T' 

respectively, and x, x' are the corresponding observed times. 

f{y2) -/(^i) = kx ^ k!x'. 
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The relation hx = h'x' is thus independent of the form of the fim(dion f {y), and 

the method of observation is alike applicable to imimolecular and multimolecular 

reactions. When this method is used the relation h'Jh = (T'/T)*” becomes 

xjx' = (T'/T)-. 

The following table exhibits the agreement of tlie times calculated from the above 

relation, the value of m being 28'5 :— 

/. T. 

X. 

Found. Calculated. 

1 

9 282 47-2 47-2 
12 285 34-9 34-9 
15 288 25-9 25-9 
18 291 19-1 19-3 
21 294 14-6 14-4 
24 297 10-8 10-8 
27 300 8-0 8-1 
30 303 6-1 6-1 

The experimental and calculated numbers agree as well as those recorded in the 

Bakerian Lecture, and show that the method of experiment gives very accurate 

results. 

If the rate of the reaction at zero centigrade is taken to be unity, the following are 

the rates at the temperatures of the experiments :— 

t. Jc. t. k. 

0 1 21 8-17 
9 2-51 24 10-96 

12 3-37 27 14-59 
15 4-56 30 19-28 
18 6-12 

At temperatures increasing by 10° the rates are 

t. k. t. k. 

0 1 20 7-46 
10 2-78 30 19-28 

The rate at zero centigrade is doubled at 6°7. 

2 c 2 
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A few experiments made by various authors are appended (II.—XIII.). Most of 

these (II.-IX.) appear to satisfy the conditions for a stable* communication of heat 

energy to chemical energy at the temperatures of the experiments, and confirm the 

law of connexion between chemical change and temperature assumed in the previous 

discussion of Harcotjrt’s observations. The others (X.-XIII.) show a variation in 

the value of m which sometimes increases and at other times decreases with 

temperature. In these cases the values of m are calculated from the formulm of the 

authors, which for this calculation are a suflicient approximation to the true values. 

But the relations thus obtained between m and temperature must be regarded as 

empirical, and hold good only for the range of temperature of each set of observations. 

These variations in the values of m are considered to be side effects of temperature 

which interfere with the main effect of temperatures upon the chemical changes. 

II. ‘ Influence of the Temperature on the Bate of Hydrolysis of Ethyl Acetate by 

Caustic Soda,’ Beicher, quoted by van ’t Hoff, translated by Ewan, 1896, 

p. 130 (4). 

The values of k are calculated from the relation — (T/Tj)™, m being 18’9. 

t. 

h 

Found. Calculated. Author. 

9-4 2-307 2-31 (2-307) 
14-4 3-204 3-22 3-2 
24 • 22 6-161 6-10 (6-151) 
35-14 12-096 12-00 11-97 
44-94 21-648 21-77 (21-648) 

The values of h enclosed in brackets are assumed by the author to be correct. The 

two remaining values of k are calculated from the relation 

log k = •0074T-1780T-' + 4-53. 

The simpler relation 

log A— 18-9 log (T/Ti)+'364, 

in which the constants are calculated by the method of least squares, gives values of 

k agreeing with those found within the limits of experimental error. 

III. ‘ Influence of the Temperature on the Velocity of the Beaction between 

Potassium Chlorate and Ferrous Sulphate in presence of Sulphuric Acid,’ Hood, 

quoted by van’t Hoff, translated by Ewan, 1896, p. 132 (5). 

The values of k are calculated from the relation kW = (T/Ti)”*', m being 26T8. 
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t. 

Ic. 

Found. Calculated. Author. 

10 1-00 1-00 1-00 
12 1-21 1’21 1-21 
11 1-46 1-45 (1-46) 
16 1-73 1-74 1-76 
18 2-11 2-08 2-11 
20 2-51 2-49 2-54 
22 2-96 2-98 3-02 
24 3-59 3-56 3-62 
28 5-08 5-05 (5-08) 
30 6-04 6-00 6-04 
32 7-15 7-13 7-11 

The author’s values of k were calculated from the relation 

log, = 27-189-7695T-' 
or 

log^ = ir81-3342T-h 

The constants were found by assuming the observed values of k enclosed in 

brackets to be correct. The relation 

log k = 26T8 log (T/Tj) +'002 

gives values of k which agree with those found within the limits of experimental 

error. 

IV. “ On the Dissolution of Metals in Acids,” Veley, ‘ Journal of the Chemical 

Society,’ LV., p. 361. 

The values of k are calculated from the relation kjkx = (T/Ti)™, m being 7'28. 

t. 

k. 

Found. Calculated. Author. 

21 8-15 8-18 8-15 
31 10-38 10-43 10-4 
36 12-04 11 -76 11-84 
41 13-03 13-21 13-4 

The author s formula is 
log A: = ■685 + '0108C 

The values of k are calculated from 

log k = 7-28 log (T/Ti) + -913. 
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In liis subsequent experiments Veley uses the relation hll\ = (T/Tj)’", from which 

he obtains values of k agreeing with those found within the limits of experimental 

error. 

V. In the observations on “ The Rate of Action of Drugs upon Muscle as a 

Function of Temperature,” Veley and Waller, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ B, vol. 82, 1910, 

values of m were found to be 26'7, 20’8, 14’3 in experiments with different drugs. 

VI. “ The Affinity Constants of Bases as determined by the aid of Methyl 

Orange,” Veley, ‘ Journal of the Chemical Society,’ XCIII., 2, pp. 2122-2144. 

In this paper Veley uses the formula kjh^ — (T/Ti)”‘ for his own experiments and 

applies it to experiments of the same kind by other chemists. Values of m in 

different experiments were found to be 

2, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 22-5. 

VII. ‘ Decomposition of Phosphine,’ Kooy. These expeiiments are quoted by 

VAN’t Hoff, p. 135 (5), who calculated values of h from the formulse 

[a) m = {k-^dk)/{T-^dT) = AT-\ 

{h) m - (7:-C77:)/(T-idT) = AT--HB, 

(c) m = {k-^ d,k)l(^-^ dT) = C. 

For {a) and (c) he assumes as correct the first and last observation, and for (5) he 

assumes all the observations except the second. The value of m in (c) is 12’3. The 

values of k are calculated from the formula 

log k = 12’3 log (T/Tj) +4’681. 

VIII. “ Action of Bromine on Acetaldehyde in Aqueous Solution,” Bugarszky, 

‘ Zeit. Physikal. Chem.,’ 1904, 48, 63-86. 

The values of k are calculated from the relation kjk-^ = (T/Tj)™, m being 267. 

t. 

k. 

Found. Calculated. Author. 

0 •117 ■117 ■119 
10 ■308 ■307 ■303 
20 ■790 ■777 ■772 
25 R205 R222 V234 

The author’s formula is 
log^ = -04068^--9257. 
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This form of relation was rejected by Harcourt and Esson for the reasons given 

in the Bakerian Lecture, p. 859. 

The relation _ 
log k = 267 log (T/Ti) +T-07 

gives values of k agreeing Ijetter with those found than tlie values given l)y the 

author. 

IX. “ On the Decomposition of Ozone by Heat,” Berman and Graves, ‘ Roy. 

Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 80, p. 366. The values of k are calculated from the relation 

k/k^ = (T/Ti)“, m being 39'6. 

t. 

log k. 

Found. Calculated. Author. 

40 2-86 2-85 2-86 
60 3-95 3-91 3-86 
80 4-91 4-92 4-86 

100 5-74 5-87 5-86 
120 6-86 6-77 6-86 

The authors’ formula is 
log k — '05t+ "86, 

Avhich is of the same form as the authors’ formula in Y. 

The relation 
log k = 39'6 log (T/Ti) + 2‘85 

gives values of log k agreeing better with those found than the values given by the 

authors. 

The values of m found from the experiments I.-IX. and those given in the 

Bakerian Lecture (B) arranged in ascending order of magnitude are given in the 

following table, with the range of temperature for whicli m has a constant value :— 

m. t. m. t. 

VI. 2 10-40 B. 20-4 0-50 
IV. 7-3 21-41 V. 20-8 7-24 
VI. 9 10-50 B. 21-2 0-40 
B. 10 15-19 VI. 22-5 0-60 
VI. 11 10-60 B. 24-1 20-30 
VH. 12-3 310-512 HI. 26-2 10-32 
VI. 13 10-60 V. 26-7 7-25 
VI. 14 10-60 VHI. 26-7 0-25 
V. 14-3 7-24 1. 28-5 9-30 
VI. 15 15-60 IX. 39-6 40-120 
H. 18-9 9-45 B. 40-5 4-30 
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The experiments (X.-XIII.) do not satisfy the conditions for the constancy of m. 

They are quoted by van’t Hoff, translated by Ewan, 1896, pp. 127-135, and are 

numbered (l), (2), (3), (C). The values of 7)1, the ratio of dk/k to cZT/T are calculated 

at each temperature from the formulae given by the authors. 

X. (l) ‘Influence of the Temperature on the Rate of Decomposition of Dibromo- 

succinic Acid.’ 

The author’s formula is 
log k = '0412^ —a 

or 
log^ = •0412T-6 ; 

hence 
log,/; = •09462T-C, 

and 
m = {k-hlk)/{T-^dT) - ‘09462^ 

f. 7)1. t. 

15 27-2 70-1 32-4 
40 29-6 80 . 33-4 
50 30-5 89-4 34-3 
60-2 31-5 101 35-4 

XI. (2) ‘Influence of the Temperature on the Rate of the Reaction between 

Sodium Chloracetate and Caustic Soda,’ Schwab. 

The author’s formula is 
log k — ‘0404^ —«, 

or 
log, k = ■093T —; 

hence 
7)1 = {k-\lk)J{T-^dT) - -0931; 

t. 7)1. t. 7)1. 

70 31-9 110 35-6 
80 32-8 120 36-5 
90 33-7 130 37-5 

100 34-7 

XII. (3) ‘ Influence of the Temperature on the Rate of Change of Chloracetic Acid 

in Aqueous Solution,’ Schwab. 

The author’s formula is 

or 

hence 

log k = « —5202T h 

log,/; = /^-13280T-C 

771 = {k-\lk)/{T-\lT} = 13280T-h 
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t. rn. ra. 

80 37 • 6 110 34-7 
90 36 • .5 120 33-8 

100 35 • 6 130 33-0 

XIII. (6) ‘ Influence of the Temperature on the Rate of Hydrolysis of Ethyl 

Acetate by Caustic Soda,’ Warder. 

The author’s formula is 
log^ h = 5579T“^ ; 

hence 
711 = (/j“VZ/i-)/(T“VZT) = 5579T“\ 

t m. t. m. 

3-6 20-2 1 27-0 18-6 
5-5 20-0 28-4 18-5 
7-2 19-9 30-4 18-4 

11-0 19-6 32-9 18-2 
12-7 19-5 34-0 18-2 
19-3 19-1 35-0 18-1 
20-9 19-0 37-7 17-9 
23-6 18-S 

In X. and XI. in increases with the temperature: in X. from 27"2 at 15° C. to 

35‘4 at 101° C.; in XI. from 31‘9 at 70° C. to 37'5 at 130° C. In XII. and XIII. 

rn decreases with the temperature: in XII. Rom 37‘6 at 80° C. to 33 at 130° C. ; in 

XIII. from 20'2 at 3°‘6 C. to 17‘9 at 37°‘7 C. It is remarkable that in the experiments 

by Schwab, XI., XII., the sum of the values of in at each temperature from 80° C. to 

130° C. is very nearly constant, having a mean value 70'3. The two experiments 

taken together give a mean value of m = 35T7. 

The value of in is the same at the temperature given by ■093T = 13280T“h i.e., at 

T = 377'9 or t = 104’9. At this temperature in — 35T4. It would appear from this 

that if the conditions for a stable communication of heat energy to chemical energy 

had been secured in each set of experiments the constant value of in would have 

been 35T. 

The relation of m to temperature is in X. and XI. in = cT, and in XII. and XIII. 

in — 6T“L These relations are probably merely empirical, and are used in this paper 

to obtain approximate values of in at each temperature. Van ’t Hoff’s formula 

for in is 
in = {k-\lk)l{T-^dT) = 6T-^ + a + cT, 

which he deduces from the principles of thermodynamics. In the experiments 

discussed by him, a, h, c are made equal to zero in succession, but no reason is given 

VOL. CCXII.—A. 2 D 
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for this process. In the discussion of the experiments, I.-IX., h and c are con¬ 

sidered to he both zero, and a is the constant value of m deduced from the 

observations. 

In the series of experiments II.—XII. taken at random from a number of experi¬ 

ments by other authors on the effect of temperature upon chemical change it has 

been shovm that in the majority of cases II.-IX. in has a constant value. The 

reason for the variation of in with temperature in X.-XIII. has yet to be discovered. 

The writer intends to discuss at some future time all the experiments upon the 

subject, and hopes with the aid of Harcouet to discover an explanation of the 

variation. 

The experiments recorded in the Bakerian Lecture were made upon a simple 

unimolecular reaction, .and the utmost care was taken to eliminate all possible sources 

of error in the determination of the effect of temperature upon the reaction. On 

p. 860 the assumption is made that the relation is of the form 

= {[c+t)j{c+t^)Y\ 

Tlie value of c, the temperature of no action, is determined from the experiments to 

be —272°'6 C. This agrees closely with the zero of absolute temperature, —273° C. 

In the subsequent experiments of the Lecture, in Harcourt’s recent experiments, 

and in the experiments of other authors, the relation is for this reason assumed to be 

i-/i, = (T/T.)«, 
with the consequent relation 

in = 

In studying the effect of one phenomenon. A, upon another phenomenon, B, which 

mutually influence each other, it often happens that the chain of processes from 

A to B which cause the influence is unknown. It would seem reasonable, in our 

ignorance of these processes, to assume that when the chain is uniform the ratio of 

the increase per cent, in B to the increase per cent, in A is constant, and further to 

assume that if the chain is not uniform, and this ratio, therefore, is no longer constant, 

the ratio will still be a measure of the effect of A upon B. 

In the present case the phenomenon A is the molecular energy of heat, and the 

phenomenon B is the chemical energy of a reaction which may be energy of atoms or 

electrons. The mode of influence of the one kind of energy upon the other is 

unknown, and the measure in of the influence is taken to be 

m = (B-kffi)/(A-kZA). 

If A is of the form and B of the form another form of the measure is 

in — {v~^dv)f{u~^du), 

and in is the ratio of the percentage increase of the average velocity of atoms or 

electrons to the percentage increase of the average velocity of molecules. 
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It is possible that this mode of measuring the effect of one phenomenou upon 

another may have a wider application. In studying the relation between unemploy¬ 

ment and pauperism, the proper course might be to take the ratio of the increase per 

cent, of pauperism to the increase per cent, of unemployment as the measure of the 

effect of one upon the other. The ratio of the increase per cent, of coal or oil 

consumed in a ship to the increase per cent, in the number of knots attained by the 

vessel might be used with advantage in comparing the merits of coal and oil. 

{-June 15.—The I’eferees of this paper have asked the author to discuss, with 

reference to the law here advocated, the experiments of Teautz and Volkmaxx “ On 

the Saponification of Esters,” ‘ Zeit. Ph3"s. Chem.,’ 1908, 64, pp. 53-88; 1909, 66, 

p. 496 ; 67, p. 93 ; 68, p. 295.'-= 

Teautz calls the ratio n = the temperature coefficient of the rate of 

chemical change; and he discusses the effect of temperature on the value of n, which 

is a constant when the rate increases in geometrical progression as the temperature 

increases in arithmetical progression. This relation has been often used since its first 

use by Beethelot in 1862. In most experiments n has been found to decrease with 

temperature, but in the cases of saponification of esters it first increases and then 

decreases, having a maximum value between 10° C. and 20° C. Teautz connects 

this with a similar maximum of viscosity in the medium in which the chemical action 

is taking place. 

The value of m = (7’“^ dI-)/(T“^ dT) also shows a maxunum value at the same point. 

The following table exhibits the values of m and n in the experiments with methyl 

acetate, vol. 64, p. 83 :— 

t. m. n. 
m = 20 

n 

0 
10 1 17-9 1 ■ 85 2-05 
20 i 23-5 2-26 2-00 
30 ! 19-0 1-87 1-96 
40 18-2 1-81 1-91 
50 17-7 1-75 1-87 

[* It appears from the results of several experimentalists that the saponification of esters at different 

temperatures does not give, for the change of rate with temperature, interpretable results. This may be 

owing to a complication in the reaction or a liability to error in the subsequent analysis. Volkmaxx 

does not describe his modus operandi fully enough for any judgment to be formed. Nor does he interpret 

his results. See p. 88. 

Both he and Teautz, who is the sole author of the three subsequent papers in vols. 66, 67, and 68 of 

the ‘ Zeitschrift fiir Phys. Chem.’ (in which there is no experimental work), give lists of the literatitre of 

the subject which do not include Esson’s and my jJapers. Our formula is given, vol. 64, p. 57, but is not 

referred to elsewhere or discussed. Nothing in Volkmann and Trautz’s papers leads me to doubt of 

anything we have written.—A. V. H.] 

2 D 2 
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When ni has the constant value 20, the values of n in the fourth column of the 

table diminish regularly. 

The coiiditions of these experiments are such that no definite measure of the effect 

of heat energy upon chemical energy can ])e deduced from them. 

In the next paper, vol. 66, pp. 496-510, Trautz obtains a formula for n of a 

complicated character based on thermodynamical principles and containing expres¬ 

sions involving atomic heat, vapour pressure, and molecular heat of combination. 

The fundamental theorem of the investigation is open to criticism, and has been 

shown to be erroneous by Sackur in a paper in ‘ Zeit. flir Electrochemie,’ Nov. 15, 

1909, 15, 22, p. 865. Trautz uses his expression to calculate the values of Jc in 

several experiments, but the values found and calculated do not agree sufficiently to 

render the expression probable. 

In any experiments upon the effect of temperature on chemical change which are 

affected l^y the variation of the side effects of temperature enumerated above, the 

main effect is inevitably masked, because more than one condition is varied at the 

same time. In the experiments by Harcourt and the author, recorded in the 

Bakerian Lecture, 1895, and in the experiments by Harcourt set forth in the 

present paper, 1912, these complications have been avoided and the true relation 

between temperature and chemical change has been established.] 
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1. Introduction.—Since the discovery of the photo-electric effect by Hertz, many 

experiments have been made on the emission of negative electricity from metallic 

surfaces when illuminated by light. Yet with regard to many important points the 

results are often indefinite and contradictory. Most theories of the photo-electric 

effect indicate definite relations between the velocity of emission of the electrons and 

{a) the nature of the metal from which they are emitted, and {b) the wave-length of 

the incident light. Up to the present, however, the experimental evidence as to 

these two relations must be regarded as quite inadequate to afford anj^ decisive test 

between rival theories. This research was undertaken to obtain, among other things, 

quantitative evidence on these two relations. 

2. Previous Work.—Ladenburg* made some valuable experiments on the velocity 

with which electrons are emitted from metals when illuminated by ultra-violet light. 

He concluded that the maximum emission velocity was inversely proportional to the 

wave-length. The velocity varied from metal to metal; thus, for light of wave¬ 

length X2010, the maximum emission velocity (measured in volts) for platinum was 

* Ladenburg, ‘Phys. Zeits.,’ VIII., p. 590, 1907. 
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1‘86 volts, and for zinc 1’12 volts. The source of light used by Ladenburg was a 

mercury arc. His metals were polished with emery and oil, and were exposed to the 

atmosphere for some time before the apparatus for measuring the velocity could be 

exhausted. 

Millikan and Winchester"^ in their investigations on the photo-electric effect 

found enormous differences in the emission velocities from different metals. The 

values range from 1'34 volts for silver down to 0 volt for lead. Their apparatus was 

much more complicated than the type of apparatus usually used for measuring the 

velocities, and the interpretation of their results is correspondingly more open to 

doubt. As in Ladenburg’s experiments, the newly polished surfaces were unavoid¬ 

ably in contact with the atmosphere for some time before the apparatus was 

exhausted. These experiments and others show that the state of the surface is of 

great importance in photo-electric investigations. 

Such results led to a search for methods of preparing surfaces which would show 

greater regularity in their photo-electric behaviour. A promising way of obtaining a 

clean uncontaminated surface seemed to be to sputter away the surface-layer of a 

metal in vacuo, v. Baeyer and GehrtsI' found that the emission velocities from 

such surfaces were much increased, and concluded that the velocities were the true 

velocities with which the electrons left the metal. Later experiments;}; showed that 

this view was incorrect, and that the electric discharge polarised the surface of the 

metal in such a way that the electrons were accelerated on passing through the 

surface film. 

New surfaces of liquids can easily be prepared in vacuo. It seems very probable 

that such surfaces are (at all events initially) free from gaseous films which may 

retard or accelerate the electrons passing through. Klages§ used surfaces of 

mercury formed.Li vacuo, and Kunz|| used similar surfaces of sodium-potassium alloy 

and of caesium. Surfaces of metals distilled in vacuo were used by the author,^ 

and far more consistent results were obtained with them than vrith the surfaces 

treated as electrodes. 

The law connecting the maximum emission velocity of the photo-electrons with the 

wave-length has been investigated by Ladenburg'11 for Cu, Zn and Pt, and by Kunz"^* 

for Na-K aUoy and Cs. Ladenburg concluded that the velocity of the electron was 

proportional to the frequency. JoFFEtt pointed out that the experimental results 

* Millikan and Winchester, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XIV., p. 188, 1907. 

t V. Baeyer and Gehrts, ‘Verb. d. D. Phys. Ges.,’ p. 870, 1910. 

I Hughes, ‘Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ XVI., p. 167, 1911; v. Baeyer and Tool, ‘Verb. d. D. Phys. 

Ges.,’ p. 569, 1911. 

§ Klages, ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ XXXI., p. 343, 1910. 

II Kunz, ‘ Phys. Rev.,’ XXXIIL, p. 208, 1911. 

H Ladenburg, loc. cit. 

** Kunz, loc. cit. 

tt JoefL ‘Ann. d. Phys.,’ XXIV., p. 939, 1907. 
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would satisfy equally well the law that the energy (or the square of the velocity) 

was proportional to the frequency. The reason for this is that Ladenburg had only 

a short range of wave-lengths available for producing photo-electrons. One has to 

decide whether the experimental results lie on a straight line or on a short piece of a 

parabola some distance away from its vertex. Kunz concluded that his results 

supported Ladenburg’s law. They are, liowever, in good agreement with the energy 

law, except in the red end of the spectrum. 

3. Experiments with Surfaces Formed in vacuo.—^It was shown in an earlier 

experiment that the maximum emission velocities of photo-electrons from surfaces of 

Zn, Cd and Hg, all distilled m vacuo, were approximately the same. It was thought 

advisable to investigate the velocities of the photo-electrons from a surface of mercury 

prepared in vacuo by the method described below. 

The mercury, on which the light* fell, was contained in the shallow iron dish C (fig. I) 

which was 2 cm. in diameter and 1 mm. deep. (The scale of the reservoir D is ten 

times less than that of the rest of the apparatus.) 

opening the tap T and allowing the mercury to 

overflow at C. The apparatus was evacuated 

before this was done, and the vacuum was main¬ 

tained by the liquid air method. The maximum 

emission velocity was measured by the minimum 

potential between B and C necessary to prevent 

electrons leaving C, and passing through the 

gauze to A. The brass cylinder E and B were 

kept at a potential of —2 volts relative to A, in 

order to prevent the escape of electrons from A 

due to reflected light. The gauze B was sym¬ 

metrically situated with respect to A and C, and 

as a potential difference of about 2'15 volts 

between C and B was sufficient to stop all the 

electrons passing from C to B, this potential could 

be taken as a measure of the velocity without any 

correction for the “ streufeld.” 

Several new surfaces were formed, and the 

maximum emission velocity was found to be 

2T5 volts. The arrangement used by Klages 

was not suitable for the accurate measurement 

of the velocities; one can only say from his tables that the maximum emission 

velocity is somewhere between 2’0 and 2'6 volts. It might be urged that a surface 

The unresolved light from the mercury arc was used in this experiment. The shortest wave-length 

was therefore A. 1849. 

New surfaces could be formed by 

Fig. 1. 
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film of gas could be formed, even in vacuo, in a few seconds after the exposure 

of a new surface. To meet this objection a more drastic treatment was devised. 

Velocity measurements were made while the mercury was in motion. The tap T was 

adjusted so that the mei'cury overflowed at C at the rate of about 3 c.c. per second. 

On considering this, together with the dimensions of the dish, it is clear that no part 

of the surface exists for more than a small fraction of a second. Owing to the fact 

that the mercury in D was soon exhausted, accurate measurements could not be made. 

However, it can be said that the maximum emission velocity from the continuously 

forming mercury surface was 2T5±'05 volts. This is practically the same value as 

that obtained for distilled Zn, Cd, and Hg. It seems extremely unlikely that any 

retarding film could be foi'ined on the Hg surface in this experiment, hence it is 

concluded that 2T5 volts represents the actual emission velocity from Hg. The 

agreement with the distillation experiments supports the view that metals prepared 

by distillation in vacuo are also free from surface films. 

In the course of this exjDeriment evidence was obtained which indicates that photo- 

electrons are emitted nearly equally in all directions. The photo-electric current from 

C to A was measured in the absence of an electric field between C and B—(l) with, (2) 

without, a strong magnetic field along the axis of the cylinder. In the first case, when 

the electrons were compelled to follow the lines of magnetic force, the current was 33 

times larger than when the electrons were not constrained to follow any path. The 

ratio of the solid angle subtended by the gauze B at the mercury surface to 27r, was 

about 1 to 38. This indicates that the ratio of the electrons emitted inside the cone 

to those emitted outside is of the order of the respective solid angles. 

From the experiments described and discussed in this section, it was concluded that 

the most satisfactory surfaces to use in the investigation on the velocities of the photo¬ 

electrons were those prepared by distillation in vacuo. 

4. The Source of Light.—The mercury arc in quartz glass was used as the source of 

light in this research. In the early stages of the work a very intense spark between 

A1 terminals, produced by the primary transformer of a Tesla apparatus, was used in 

order to get very short wave-lengths of appreciable intensity. The results obtained 

with this intense spark were most irregular, frequently emission velocities as high as 

10 or 12 volts were obtained. Direct experiment showed that this was not an effect 

due to electric waves. The spark was finally abandoned in favour of the mercury arc 

which gave very regular results, although the energy available in the short wave¬ 

lengths was far less. 

To produce monochromatic light, a Hilger quartz sjDectrograph was adapted for the 

purjDose. A sliding slit was arranged to pass over the focal plane of the camera side 

of the instrument. The slit having been set so as to transmit any desired wave¬ 

length, tlie mercury arc was placed close to it and monochromatic light emerged from 

the collimator. The aperture of the slit was 14 mm. by 2 mm., the collimator lens was 

2 cm. in diameter, and of 20 cm. focal length. Hence the amount of light which 
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passed through the monochromator was a very small fraction of that emitted by the 

lamp. 

Some anomalous results in the earlier experiments led to the discovery that the 

monochromator did not isolate the wave-lengths perfectly. It was set so as to isolate 

one wave-length, and the light which emerged was analysed by means of a second 

quartz spectrograph. It was found that, in addition to the isolated line, all the other 

wave-lengths were present though much weaker. This effect leads to spurious results 

when working with the longer wave-lengths which are made to appear photo- 

electrically active when they are not. This error only becomes appreciable when 

using wave-lengths longer than X 3000. Sheets of mica of different qualities were 

found to cut off wave-lengths shorter than X 2967 and X 3125, thick glass transmitted 

down to X 3340, and a solution of chromium chloride absorbed all wave-lengths shorter 

than X 3665. During the course of the investigation, a new wave-length X 1849 in 

the mercury arc spectrum was discovered.* 

5. The A'ppciratus.—The amount of energy which is transmitted by the monochro¬ 

mator when set to isolate any one wave-length is exceedingly small. The small 

photo-electric effect which would result from this feebleness in the light determined 

that great sensitiveness to electrical changes must be an important feature of the 

apparatus; Hence it is that, in the apparatus which was finally adopted, the 

electrical capacity is very small. The apparatus is shown approximately to scale in 

fig. 2. 

The plate on which the light is incident is a disc, N, of nickel, 3 cm. in diameter. 

The disc is suspended by a thin wire from a slide, S, which runs in grooves in the 

tube T. The disc and wire are insulated from S by the quartz rod Q. This system 

can be raised or lowered by means of the winch, E, which is a glass tap with a groove 

cut round the barrel. S is suspended from the winch by a silk thread. The metal to 

be distilled is heated in a little furnace, F. This is a quartz-ignition spoon into which 

fits a thin quartz cup containing the metal. Between the cup and the quartz spoon 

there is a thin sheet of Pt or Ni, which can be heated to redness by a current. As 

the vacuum forms a good heat insulator, the metals can be raised to a liigh tempera¬ 

ture. To get rid of occluded gases the quartz furnace containing the metal is heated 

for a long time in an auxiliary vacuum, until little or no gas is evolved during distillation. 

In this way surfaces of Ca, Bi, Sb, Zn, Cd, Se, Pb, Mg, and As were deposited on 

the disc, the whole process being carried out in a liquid air vacuum. When the 

distillation is finished the disc is raised to the position shown in the diagram. 

Contact with the tilted electroscope is made by means of a spring. S', which rests on 

a short cross wire behind the disc. The electroscope is placed close to the apparatus. 

To keep the capacity as low as possil^le thin connecting wires are used. The capacity 

of the insulated system is probably below 10 cm. 

VOL. CCXII.-A. 

* Hughes, ‘Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ XVL, p. 428, 1912. 
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The maximum emission velocity is given by the potential to which the disc rises 

when illuminated. As this frequently exceeds 2 volts there is danger of insulation 

leak. This is avoided by charging the case of the apparatus to a negative potential 

slightly less than the maximum emission velocity. The potential of N will then only 

rise to a fraction of a volt. Hence the ebonite insulation e and the sulphur insulation 

/have only to insulate for potential differences of less than T volt. The quartz rod, 

Q, however, has to insulate the full difference of potential. Fortunately its insulating 

properties were found to he practically perfect. The potential to which the system 

rises is always measured by comparison with a potentiometer. 

In order to produce a very good vacuum, the apparatus is always exhausted by a 

Toepler pump to a pressure of '01 mm. before communication with the cooled charcoal 

tube is made. 

G. Velocity Distribution Curves.—A curve giving the relation between the photo- 
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electric current and the potential difference between the illuminated plate and the 

surrounding case is called a velocity distribution curve. When the potential differ¬ 

ence is such as to retard the electrons, then the photo-electric current is usually taken 

to be a measure of the number of electrons possessing velocities greater than that 

implied by the potential difference. Curve I., fig. 7, is a typical velocity distribution 

curve. Electrons whose velocities range from a maximum down to zero appear to be 

present, while a large number apparently require a small accelerating potential to 

enable them to get away from the plate. Laden nuiiG* and v. BAEVEut obtained 

curves which implied that there was a minimum velocity present as well as a 

maximum velocity. The majority of curves which have been published show no trace 

of a minimum velocity, v. Baeyer has shown that the velocity distribution curves 

are liable to distortion by refiection of electrons, and he says that this effect also 

apparently reduces the maximum emission velocities. As the accurate determination 

of the maximum emission velocity is of prime importance in the experiments described 

later, it is essential to examine very carefully all possible ways in which incorrect 

values may arise. 

(a) Reflection of Electrons.—Let us assume that the illuminated plate emits 

electrons whose velocities range from a maximum down to zero. The distribution 

curve will be of the form ABC, fig. 3. If reflection of electrons by the surrounding 

case takes place this curve will be modified. When there is no potential difference 

between the plate and the case, the part ?>B represents the number reflected back to 

the plate, and hence the actual photo-electric current is Oh. A small potential 

accelerating the electrons from the plate is sufficient to stop all the reflected electrons, 

and the experimental curve AJjO joins the ideal curve ABC. v. Baeyee says that 

the effect also reduces the maximum emission velocity as measured by the potential 

to which the plate rises when illuminated. It is difficult to see how this can be so, 

for before any electrons can be reflected to the plate a larger number must be 

emitted by the plate, and it should go on charging up (though more slowly) to the 

same potential whether reflection takes place or not. 

* Ladenburg and Markau, ‘Verb. d. D. Phys. Ges.,’ IX., p. 562, 1908. 

t V. Baeyer, loc. cit. 
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(b) Reflection of Light.—Let ABC, fig. 4, represent the velocity distribution curve 

from the illuminated plate. If a little light gets to the inside of the case, by reflection 

or otherwise, then the curve ahc will be the velocity distribution curve for the current 

from the case to the plate. Experimentally the sum of these two curves is observed. 

A' is the potential to which the system will charge up, and this is less than the real 

value A of the maximum velocity. It is clear that the difference AA' increases as the 

ratio of the reflected effect y to the direct effect x increases. 

(c) Efleet of an Electron approaching the Boundary OhUqueJy.—Consider photo¬ 

electrons leaving the point P (fig. 5) with equal velocities and in all directions. We 

shall see that the velocity distribution curve is not ABC (fig. 6) hut AhC, which 

w JV" 

implies, on the usual interpretation, that all velocities from A down to zero are 

present. Let Vq be the potential required to stojD the electrons travelling normally. 

An electron starting in the direction PN' will describe a parabola. The potential 

difference, which will allow this parabola to graze the plane NN' is Yq cos^ 0. If we 

assume that the electrons are emitted equally in all directions, then the number of 

electrons emitted between the cones 6 and 6 + d6 is proportional to sin 6. Hence a 

number n sin 6 dO of electrons apparently have a velocity equal to and greater than 
Jo 

Yq cos^ 6, and therefore the relation between the numher possessing velocities above a 

certain apparent velocity and that velocity is parabolic. The experimental velocity 

distribution curve would be A6DC and not ABDC. 

The usual experimental arrangements are not so simple as in this case, but it easily 

follows that whenever an electron approaches a boundary obliquely then the potential 

difference just necessary to stop it is less than that potential which corresponds to its 

actual velocity. 

(d) The Effect of Magnetic Fields.-—-A weak magnetic field (such as the earth’s 

field) is often suflicient to impose a considerable curvature on the path of a photo¬ 

electron. This would cause many electrons to approach the boundary with an 

increased tangential component of velocity and so give rise to the effect discussed in 

the last paragraph. Some of the slower electrons would never get away from the 

Illuminated plate, for in the absence of an electric field, they would describe complete 
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circles inside the apparatus. Thus a magnetic field would account for the part B/>, 

fig. 3, whicli is usually attributed entirely to reflection of electrons. 

From a consideration of these eftects, one must conclude that the velocity 

distribution curves usually obtained do not give anything like the actual distribution 

of velocities with which the electrons emerge. Many velocity distribution curves 

have been given and discussed in various papers, but the complications arising from 

effects (C) and (D) have been completely overlooked. 

Experimental.—Experiments were made to see how the velocity distribution curves 

could be affected by magnetic fields and the presence of gas. In particular, the 

corresponding effect on the maximum velocity was investigated. The apparatus used 

is shown in fig. 2. The disc N was covered with a layer of zinc. The unresolved 

light from a mercury arc was used. 

In column I. the results obtained under normal conditions are given. The 

vacuum was obtained by the liquid air method, and the pressure was certainly below 

’0005 mm. The earth’s magnetic field (about ’5 gauss) was approximately parallel 

to the disc. 

In column II. the results are given when an electromagnet was held near the 

apparatus. The field inside the apparatus was far from uniform, but at the centre 

it was about 7 gauss. 

In column III. the results are given when the magnetic field was increased to 

30 gauss. 

The results given in column IV. were obtained with air in the apparatus at a 

pressure of ’03 mm. 

The results given in Table I. are plotted in fig. 7. 

Table I. 

Potential. 

Photo-electric current. 

1. 11. III. IV. 

40 volts 83 8G 
30 83 85 
20 82 80 
10 82 82 72 79 

4 82 80 54 71 
2 82 77 38 63 
1 80 72 19 52 
0 35-5 22-5 3-5 18 

- -7 17-2 7-0 1-0 5 
- 1-0 10-0 4-5 •5 2-5 
- 1-3 5-0 2-0 0 •5 
- 2-0 0 0 0 0 
- 10-0 -1-5 - 1-0 0 0 

Maximum velocity . . . 1 • 93 volts 1-76 volts 1 • 86 volts 
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Let us consider whether reflection of electrons is adequate to explain the part AB 

in curve I., fig. 7. Let w be the solid angle subtended by the disc at any part of the 

case in front of the disc. In the expression for the number of the electrons which get 

back to the disc there will be a factor wl'Zir. Tliis is roughly '1 for tViis apparatus. 

The other factor is less than 1, otherwise it would mean complete reflection of 

electrons. The ratio of AB to AO is therefore much bigger than can be accounted 

for by reflection of electrons. The earth’s magnetic field is more likely to account for 

this efiect. It will be noticed tliat the maximum velocity is apparently reduced by 

the magnetic field. Tliis is due to the fact that the paths of the electrons are so 

curved that none of them strike the case normally. As long as a few electrons impinge 

on the case normally the correct maximum velocity will be given. This was shown 

in the following experiment. Two coils were arranged on opposite sides of the 

apparatus to assist or to oppose the earth’s field. Light of wave-length X 2537 caused 

the plate to charge up to ‘70 volt. This remained the same for all magnetic fields 

from 0 to 2 gauss. With greater fields the maximum velocity began to diminish 

slightly. This shows that, for velocities of '7 volt (and above), the efiect of the 

earth’s magnetic field (‘5 gauss) can be ignored. 

Column IV. shows that the presence of enough air to allow the majority of the 

electrons to collide with air molecules modifies the velocity distribution curves and 

reduces the maximum velocity from 1'93 volts to 1'86 volts. On opening communica¬ 

tion with the cooled charcoal tube, the emission velocity rose to U93 volts in five 

minutes. It would take considerably longer for the pressure of tlie residual gas to 

reach its lowest value. 

It therefore appears that reflection of electrons, the earth’s magnetic field, and the 

degree of vacuum used in these experiments have no appreciable efiect on the 

maximum emission velocities. 

There remains to consider the efiect due to reflected light. In column I., Table I., 
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the ratio of the effect due to reflected light to the direct effect is 1'5 to 85. Consider 

what happens at the point A' where the curve cuts the axis (fig. 4). Only the 

shortest wave-length has any tendency to cause the plate to cliarge up positively, 

while it receives negative electricity due to the whole range of wave-lengths reflected 

to the sides. When using monochromatic light the latter effect would l)e much less. 

A zinc plate charged up to 2‘02 volts when illuminated by the unresolved light from 

the mercury arc. When the shortest wave-length X 1849 was isolated and directed 

to the plate it charged up to 2’06 volts. It is evident therefore tliat 2'OG volts was 

very nearly the true velocity with which the fastest electrons were emitted. 

From these considerations it seems quite justihahle to take the potential to which 

the disc rises as being the actual maximum velocity of emission. 

7. Experiments with MonocliromeUic Ligld.—In the following pages experiments 

are described from which it is concluded that the maximum energy of emission of 

photo-electrons, and not the maximum velocity, is proportional to the frequency of 

the incident light. It seemed the best course to work not with a large number of 

different wave-lengths, but with three selected wave-lengths, and having fixed on 

these, to determine the corresponding emission velocities with the liighest possible 

accuracy. Observations were sometimes made with other wave-lengths, 1)ut the 

proof rests largely on the experiments made with X 2537, X 2257, and X 1849. 

Nearly all the elements distilled in these experiments were pure. In most cases 

the distilled portion was tested chemically at the end of the experiment. 

Cadmium.—The total photo-electric currents from a surface of distilled cadmium 

corresponding to the lines X 2537, X 2257, and X 1849, were approximately proportional 

to 40, 20, and 1. The times taken for the disc to attain its final potential were in the 

inverse order. The rate at which the final potential was attained, when using X 1849, 

was so slow that it always required about an hour to determine the final potential, 

even when the system was initially charged to a value '1 volt below its final value. It 

was this excessive feebleness of the light tliat made the experiments difhcidt, even 

when the electrical conditions were at their best. 

In 'Table II. the experimental results are given. The velocities, corresponding to 

the three wave-lengths, were determined three times each in rotation. For reasons 

discussed in section 4, the lines X2967 and X 3340 were obtained by the transparency 

limits of mica and glass. In the fourth and fifth columns the theoretical values are 

given on the energy law and Ladenburg’s law respectively, taking the values for X 2537 

and X 1849 as standard. 

The velocity predicted by the energy law for X 2257 is in much better agreement 

with the experimental value than that predicted by Ladenburg’s law. The experi¬ 

mental values for X2967 and X3126 are lower than the theoretical values, on account 

of the earth’s magnetic field curling the paths of the photo-electrons so much that 

none of them impinge on the case normally. Though the experimental velocity for 

X 3126 is given as 0 in the table, a well-marked current was obtained with an 
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Table II.—Cadmium. 

Wave-leng th. Velocities (in volts). Mean velocities. 

X 2537 -901 -901 -890 -897 
X2257 1-420 1-431 1-431 1-427 
X1849 2-480 • 2-480 2-480 2-480 

Wavelength. 
Frequency, 

11. 
Experimental 

velocities. V = hn - Vo. VV = h'n - c. 

X1849 1623 X 1012 2 - 480 volts [2-480] [2-480] 
X 2257 1329 1-427 1-424 1-339 
X2537 1182 -897 [-897] [-897] 

X2967 1010 -148 -286 -495 
X3126 960 0 -101 -398 
X3340 898 No efiect. (--12) -293 

Vo = 3-347 volts; k = 3-590 x IQ-U 

accelerating potential of ’5 volt. Tliere was no leak due to X 3340 under the same 

conditions. In this region, perhaps the best test of the energy law is that there is an 

emission of electrons with X 3126, hut not with X 3340, and this is exactly what theory 

predicts. According to Ladenburg’s law, one might expect an emission of electrons 

down to X 4000. 

Dry oxygen at 140 mm. was admitted to the apparatus for 15 minutes. This caused 

a reduction (after evacuating again) in the total leak for each wave-length of about 

five times. The result of this was that it was impossible to measure the maximum 

emission velocity corresponding to X 1849. The velocity changes are :— 

X 1849 

X2257 

X2537 

effect too small. 

'276 volt reduction. 

•244 
5 ? 5 9 

X 2967 no effect. 

The results of another experiment with a fresh surface of distilled Cd are given in 

Table III. 

As before, there is close agreement between the experimental value for X 2257 and 

the value predicted on the energy law. The energy law also predicts that the effect 

should set in between X 3126 and X 3340. 

The apparatus was filled with oxygen at 160 mm. for 10 minutes. A reduction in 

the total effect was again noticed. The velocity changes are :— 

X 1849 effect too small. 

X2257 '213 volt reduction. 

X2537 '244 „ 

X 2967 no effect. 

99 
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Table III.—Cadmium. 

M 

AVave-length. Velocities (in volts). Mean velocities. 

A 2537 •869 •869 •869 -869 
A 2257 1-399 1-389 1-389 1 - 392 
A 1849 2-459 2-459 2-448 2-455 

AA^ave-length. Frequency, 
n. 

Experimental 
velocities. 

o 1 II VV = k'n - c. 

A 1849 1623 X 1012 2 - 455 volts [2•455] [2 • 455] 
A 2257 1329 1-392 1 • 396 1-309 
A 2537 1182 •869 [-869] [-869] 

A 2967 1010 •159 •249 •468 
A3126 960 •042 •070 -.373 
A 3340 898 No effect. (-•15) •274 

Vo = 3;384 volts; 7 = 3^597 x IQ-iL 

From these two experiments with oxygen one may conclude that the effect of 

contact with oxygen is to move the line V = Joi — Yq parallel to Itself, the A^alue of Vg 

being increased. 

The results of a third experiment with cadmium are given in Table IV. 

Table IV.—Cadmium. 

Wave-length. Velocities (in volts). Mean velocities. 

A 2537 •716 •716 •720 •720 •718 
A 2257 1-256 1-282 1-267 1-282 1-270 
A 1849 2-380 2 • 395 2 • 385 2-387 

AVave-length. 

A 1849 
A 2257 
A 2537 

A 2967 
A 3126 

Frequency, 
n. 

1623 X KV^ 
1329 
1182 

1010 
960 

Experimental 
velocities. 

V = kn - Vo 

2 • 387 volts 
1-270 

•718 

0 
No effect. 

[2-387] 
1 • 275 
[-718] 

•068 
(-•12) 

VV = k'n - ( 

[2-387] 
1-185 
[■718] 

•334 
•253 

VOL. OCXII.—-A. 

Vo = 3-754 volts; k = 3-784 x 10-V 

2 F 
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With a small accelerating potential there was a decided leak with X 2967, hut not 

with X 3126. 

From these three experiments with different surfaces of cadmium distilled in vacuo, 

it appears conclusive that the results satisfy tlie energy law accurately, and that 

LADENBUKcfs law is incorrect. This conclusion is based on the results for X 2537, 

X 2257, and X 1849. Additional support is derived from the fact that the photo-electric 

effect sets in at the wave-length predicted by the theory. 

Zinc.—Experiments similar to those on cadmium were carried out with surfaces of 

distilled zinc. The energy law was found to be obeyed as accurately as in the case 

of cadmium. As the experimental results for zinc (and for all the metals subsequently 

mentioned) are very similar to those for cadmium, it is unnecessary to reproduce them 

here. The velocities in any experiment can be calculated from the values of h and Vy 

which follow. (Each pair of values for k and represents a separate distillation and 

a table similar to Tables IL, Til,, and IV.) 

h Vo 

370x 10-1' 372 volts. 

3-82 ► 379 

3-83 3-83 

379 373 

Mean . . . 379 377 

Magnesium.—Rather more difficulty was experienced in working with magnesium 

than with zinc or cadmium. Except in., the experiment where V^ = 2‘91 volts, the 

effect for X 1849 was rather smaller than in the other experiments, and it was therefore 

more difficult to determine the corresponding maximum velocity. The results of the 

experiments are :— 

k. Vo. 

3-45 X 10-1' 2’91 volts. 

3-33 3-25 

Mean . • . 3-39 3-08 

Bismuth.—The results for bismuth are summarised by the following values for k 

and Vq :— 

7". Vo. 

3'60xl0-i' 3-49 volts. 

3-65 3-48 

3-63 3-14 

Mean . . . 3'63 3-37 
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Antimony.—The values for k and Vq for antimony are :— 

L 

372 X 

3-66 

Vo. 

3‘67 volts. 

374 

Mean . . . .S'GO 3-60 

Calcium.—Owing to its high boiling point, calcium was very difficult to distil. 

Some trouble was experienced in getting the velocity corresponding to A 1849. In the 

experiment denoted by ^ = 3'01 x 10“^^ and Vy = 2'37 volts, a slight photo-electric 

leak was obtained with \3650 which (with these constants) is just within the range 

of wave-lengths capable of producing a photo-electric effect on the energy law. This 

was the only occasion in the course of the research when X 3650 was found to produce 

a photo-electric effect:— 
k. 

3-30 X 

3-01 

3-22 

Vo. 

2‘80 volts. 

2-37 

275 

Mean . . . 3T7 277 

Lead.- 

and Vr, 

-The experiments on lead are 

378 X 10“'" 

371 

Mean . 375 

represented by the following values of k 

Vo. 

371 volts. 

373 

3-42 

Selenium.—All the elements that have been tested belong to groups 2, 4, and 5 of 

the periodic table. They are all metals, and are generally more or less electropositive 

in character. Selenium, which l:)elongs to group 6, is a non-metal, and is much more 

electronegative. There is not very much variation in the photo-electric behaviour of 

the seven metals whose photo-electric behaviour has been investigated, and it is 

probable that one would not get much variation until one tried an element possessing 

widely different properties. Selenium might, therefore, be expected to show some 

difference in its photo-electric properties. 

Not the slightest effect was obtained with X 2537 or with X 2257, but a well-marked 

effect was obtained with X 1849. The total photo-electric effect for this wave-length 

appeared to be quite as big as for any of the other elements previously tested. A 

very thin layer of Se was distilled first, and the maximum emission velocity corre¬ 

sponding to X 1849 was TOl volt. Then a much thicker layer was distilled, and 

2 F 2 
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the velocity was again I'Ol volt. The selenium was left for about fifty hours in 

contact with the residual gases which came out from the charcoal (:^ '01 mm.). 

There was iio change in tlie velocity. Then air at 200 mm. was admitted for 15 

minutes. There was no change in the velocity even after this. It is clear that the 

photo-electric properties of selenium are not nearly so much affected by contact with 

air as those of zinc or cadmium. 

yVs selenium would oidy emit electrons with X 1849, it was not possible to find Ic and 

V., for selenium. If we assume selenium to have approximately the same h as Bi 

and Sh (Avhich are in the next group), we find that V,, for selenium is about 4"8 volts. 

Arsenic.—Four distillations of arsenic were made. The effects of the first two were 

so much smaller tlran the effects with other metals that velocity measurements were 

not undertaken. Some pure arsenic from another source was obtained, but still the 

unusually small leak was obtained and so the effect appeared to be real. There was 

no photo-electric effect with X 2537. The effect set in between X 2386 and X 2330. 

With X 2257 the effect was far smaller than with other metals. The effect with 

X 1849 was considerably smaller than with other metals, but the difference was nothing 

like so great as in the case of X 2257. It was impossible to determine the emission 

velocities with any accuracy. One distillation gave ‘44 volts for X 2257 and 1’50 volts 

for X 1849. The other distillation gave '33 volts for X 2257 and 1’40 volts for X 1849. 

Even when the greatest precautions were taken, these values could not be determined 

to within 1 volt. Hence we can only say that k lies between 3'6 x 10“^’’’ and 3'8 x 10“^^, 

and that is of the order 4‘4 —4‘6 volts. 

Zinc Chloride.—Zinc chloride was heated in the quartz furnace in the vacuum for 

some time to drive off moisture. Then the disc was lowered in order to receive a layer 

of the distilled salt. There was not the slightest trace of any photo-electric leak even 

wiien the unresolved light from the mercury arc fell upon the disc. An unexpected 

effect was then observed. Ordinary undried air was admitted to the apparatus at a 

pressure of 760 mm. for 15 minutes. On evacuating again, a slight photo-electric 

leak was obtained. Under similai’ conditions a zinc plate would emit a current of the 

order 10^ times as great. This leak from the zinc chloride after contact with air 

increased by about 80 per cent, in the course of an hour. The plate charged up to 

about ’3 volt when the unresolved light from the mercury arc fell upon it. There was 

not enough effect to use the monochromator. After the exposure to air, the surface 

of the zinc chloride, previously quite dry, appeared slighly moist. 

Quantitative experiments on the total photo-electric effect were not made, but, 

as far as one could judge from the rate at which the plate charged up, the effect was 

much the same for all metals except arsenic. The reduction in the total effect for 

cadmium after the admission of oxygen was certainly far greater than the differences 

between the effects for the metals distilled in vacuo. 

8. Discu.ssion of the Results.—(i.) It is clear from these experiments that the energy 

with which the fastest electrons emerge from a plate illuminated by ultra-voilet light 
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is proportional to the frequency of the light. The evidence is based mairdy on obser¬ 

vations made with the wave-lengths X2537, X2257, and X 1849. The velocity V, 

measured in volts, is related to the frequency n by the formula V = hi — Y^y This 

implies that the emission of photo-electrons should cease below a certain definite 

frequency, and this was found to be the case experimentally. We may tlierefore 

consider the energy law to be established over the whole range of wave-lengths which 

are eflfective in causing the emission of photo-electrons. 

(ii.) The great differences between the results of experiments on the photo-electric 

effect, which have been published from time to time, are no doubt very largely due to 

more or less tenacious "aseous films coverincf the surfaces. The method of distillation 

in vacuo was adopted to avoid the presence of these gaseous films, as it is impossible to 

get rid of them when once they are formed. If a metal distilled in vacuo soon became 

covered with a retarding film, then we should not expect the agreement which was 

obtained between the experiments on distilled mercury and those on the continuously 

forming mercury surface, where the surface is exposed to the light as soon as it is 

formed. 

Millikan"^ and WrightI have obtained abnormally high values for the emission 

velocities from metals which were kept in a very good vacuum for several months. 

During that period the metals were frequently illuminated by intense ultra-violet 

light. Millikan explains the results by a purification of the surfaces from gaseous 

films which are considered to have .^pnarked retarding effect on the electrons. They 

also found that when these abnormally high values were obtained the emission velocity 

was a maximum (13'5 volts for Al) for the wave-length X2166. It is possible that, 

in Millikan and Wright’s experiments, the long-continued exposure to ultra-violet 

light produces a surface polarisation, for when the metal emits electrons it is acting as 

a cathode. There certainly seems to be more opportunity for unknown changes to 

take place, perhaps producing surface polarisation, than in these experiments. Here 

the measurements were usually complete in about four hours after the distillation had 

taken place. 

(iii.) Do the electrons which emerge from a plate illuminated by ultra-violet light 

all possess the same velocity, or do their velocities range from a maximum down to 

zero ? The latter would almost certainly be the case if the electrons suffered various 

amounts of scattering by the molecules in the surface before they emerged. The 

discussion in section 4 of this paper shows that the so-called velocity distribution 

curve obtained by plotting the leak against various retarding potentials is mainly a 

function of the obliquity with which the electrons strike the surrounding boundary. 

This question cannot therefore be answered from the curves given in fig. 7. In some 

experiments of Ladenburg, to which this consideration does not apply to the same 

extent, it appeared that monochromatic light produced electrons all of the same velocity. 

* Millikan, ‘Phys. Rev.,’ XXX., p. 287, 1910. 

t Wright, ‘Phys. Rev.,’ XXXIIL, p. 43, 1911. 
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It would follow from this, that only those electrons which do not undergo any 

scattering (or, more accurately, which do not suffer any reduction in velocity through 

scattering) can emerge. It is proposed to investigate this important point in. further 

experiments. 

(iv.) The values of k and (Table V.) for the elements investigated in this 

research change in the same direction, though the changes in Vy are considerably 

greater than those in L The variations in k are a little larger than the possible 

errors of experiment. 

The photo-electric effect was one of the first phenomena to be interpreted on the 

quantum theory of radiation. If the energy of the photo-electron is equal to that in 

the quantum, Jm, where h is Planck’s constant, then we should have 

Ve = h7i. 

This gives a definite value for our k. The value of hje is numerically equal to 

4T9 X The experimental values of k, which vary from 3’17 x to 3'79 x 10“^*, 

suggest, on this view, that only a fraction of the energy of the quantum is ti’ansferred 

to the electron. Had the experimental values for k been grouped about the theoretical 

value hje, one would almost be compelled to conclude that k was a constant for all 

metals and equal to the quotient of these two universal constants. However, as the 

experimental values are well outside the theoretical value, there is no reason on the 

quantum theory why they should be the same lor all elements, as the sharing of 

the energy between the electron and the parent molecule may depend on the nature 

of the element. 

The view that the quantum is a localised vehicle for radiant energy of dimensions 

comparable with those of a molecule is not now accepted. The earlier view led to a 

very simple explanation of photo-electricity. Nevertheless, some new way of 

considering the phenomena in terms of the quantum theory may explain many of the 

results. A molecule may have to be in a condition to accumulate energy to the 

amount hn before it can emit an electron carrying away a definite and, for any one 

substance, a constant fraction of the energy away with it. In some way such as this 

the energy law coidd be accounted for. 

(v.) Sir J. J. Thomson'^ has given a theory of the photo-electric effect, based on 

resonance, which leads to the law verified in these experiments, that the energy of 

the photo-electron is proportional to the frequency of the light. It was shown that 

if an electron rotates on a certain cone at whose apex there is an electrical doublet, 

its energy of motion is proportional to the frequency. If light of the same period 

passes over the system, resonance takes place, and the electron is expelled with about 

the same energy as it had in its orbit. 

(vi.) The experimental relation V = hi — suggests that the electron starts initially 

* Sir J. J. Thomson, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XX., p. 238, 1910. 
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with an amount of energy e. hi and that e. Vf, represents the loss of energy by the 

time it has emerged from the surface. We may regard this e. V(, as being made up 

of two parts, . e the loss of energy in passing out of the molecule and Vg. e the loss 

of energy in passing through the retarding surface layer. It is very probable that Vg 

is zero for surfaces prepared by distillation of metals in vacuo. The effect of admitting 

oxygen for a short time to the apparatus, when the disc was covered with a new 

surface of cadmium, was to increase Vg from 0 to about '3 volt. A previous research* 

showed that oxygen was effective in reducing the emission velocities from Cd and Zn 

and other metals while hydrogen was ineffective. This is in agreement with a view 

advanced by Sir Oliver Lodge and others, that oxygen is mainly responsible for the 

contact potential. On this theory, however, the oxygen layer is positive with respect 

to the metal, while to account for the reduction in the velocity the layer should be 

negatively charged. 

VjC may be identified with the work required to take an electron away from a 

molecule. Unless the quantity hi exceeds V^, light is incapable of producing a 

separation of the electron from the molecule. If the Vq given by these experiments 

is equal to Vj, then the smallest frequency capable of exciting the photo-electric 

effect should be identical with the smallest frequency capable of producing ionisation 

in the vapour of the metal. An assumption is made here that ionisation in gases by 

light is essentially the same thing as the photo-electric effect. 

An inspection of the values of Vq in Table V. shows that the work of withdrawing 

an electron from a molecule is least for calcium, the most electropositive element in 

the table, and greatest for the more electronegative elements. 

(vii.) We may apply these principles to determine the work required to ionise a 

molecule of oxygen. From my experimentsf on the ionisation of the air by ultra¬ 

violet light, I concluded that air (or more probably the oxygen in it) is only ionised to 

an appreciable extent when light of wave-length shorter than about X 1350 is absorbed 

in it. An examination of the results given in Palmer’s paper| justifies this estimate. 

What value shall we give to k for oxygen ? Fortunately the values of k do not alter 

much, so a mean may be taken without much error. The mean of all the Fs (omitting 

k for the electropositive calcium) is 3’62 x 10“A The mean k for Bi and Sb is 3'66 x 10“^b 

and these elements resemble oxygen somewhat more than the other elements. The 

value of Vj (= kn) works out to be 8'0 volts. Dember§ finds that the work required 

to ionise a molecule of air is 1'26 x 10“^^^erg. Dividing this by e = 4'65 x 10“^“ we get 

the ionising potential to be 8T volts. 

(viii.) When zinc is in combination with chlorine, which has a strong attraction 

for the electron, experiment shows that light of wave-length X 1849 is incapable of 

* Hughes, ‘Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ XVL, p. 167, 1911. 

t Hughes, ‘Proc. Garni). Phil. Soc.,’ XV., p. 482, 1910. 

I Palmer, ‘Phys. Rev.,’ XXXIL, p. 1, 1911. 

I Franck and Hertz, ‘Verb, d. D. Phys. Ges.,’ p. 967, 1911. 
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producing a photo-electric effect. It was shown in a previous research* that the 

vapours zinc ethyl, tin tetrachloride, and carbon disulphide, could not be ionised by 

ultra-violet light,! although all these coinpoinuls contain elements which are photo¬ 

electric when uncoml)ined. Tliese results are easily interpreted on the view that the 

valency electron is the electron concerned in the photo-electric effect. When combina¬ 

tion takes place the valency electron is attracted more strongly to the molecule of the 

compound than it was to the electropositive member when uncombined. One could 

get a measure of the affinities of different elements for zinc, by observing the shortest 

wave-length necessaiy to cause ionisation in various zinc compounds. The experimental 

difficulty is that the critical wave-lengths will usually be beyond the region that can 

be conveniently used in experiments. 

(ix.) The inside of the apparatus surrounding the illuminated plate was covered 

witli the same layer of soot throughout the experiments. As carbon is of marked 

electronegative properties it is probalde that the fall of potential across the surface 

layer, which may be present, is not more than a fraction of a volt. To correct for 

this, the values of Vy should all be altered by this small amount. This correction 

should be given by an experiment in which the inside of the case as well as the 

illuminated plate is covered with the same distilled metal. 

9. Variations in k and V^^witli Atomic Volume.—Pohl and Pkingsheim found from 

their investigations on the alkali metals tliat tlie photo-electric effect may be divided 

into two parts—the “ normal” effect and the “selective” effect. In the normal effect 

the emission of plioto-electrons is determined solely by the amount of light absorbed, 

and the ratio of the photo-electric current to the energy in the light increases 

continuously with decreasing wave-length. The emission of photo-electrons in the 

selective effect only occurs when a component of the electric force in the light beam 

is in the plane of incidence. The ratio of the photo-electric current to the energy in 

the incident light rises to a very well-marked maximum for a certain wave-length 

which varies from metal to metal. Tins maximum becomes less defined and moves 

towards the ultra-violet as the element becomes more electronegative. A selective 

effect has been observed for Rl), Li, Na, K and Ba, and the maxima correspond to 

wave-lengths within the region X 5000 to X 2000. The question arises as to whether 

the velocities of the electrons produced in the two effects are identical or not. If the 

two effects originated in different systems we sliould not expect a coincidence. Even 

if they are fundamentally the same, it is not self-evident that the velocity of the 

electrons produced near the maximum should obey the same law as the velocities at 

two points well away from tlie maximum. The selective effect is generally regarded 

as a resonance phenomenon, and therefore the emission velocities near the maximum 

of the effect might possibly possess unusually high values. No selective effect has been 

* Hughes, ‘Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,’ XVI., p. 378, 1911. 

t The shortest wave-length is given in the paper as X2300. It should be corrected to X 1849, which 

was discovered later. 
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observed for the elements investigated in this research. Lindemann* has given a 

formula which connects certain constants of the elements with the maximum of the 

selective effect. Except in the case of Li, the agreement with experiment is fairly 

good. The formula is ^ gj.g 

where a is the atomic volume and n the valency. The application of this formula to 

the elements used in this research is given in Table V. It is recognised that the 

process of extrapolation to elements of valency greater than 2, has no experimental 

justification. 
Table V. 

Element. 
Atomic 
weight. 

Atomic 
volume. 

Valency. ^raai. L Vo. 

Ca 40-1 2.5-4 2 A 2330 3-17 X 10-16 2-57 volts 
Mg 24-3 14-0 2 A 1730 3-39 3-08 
Cd 112-4 13-0 2 A 1670 3-66 3-49 
Zn 65-4 9-2 2 A 1400 3-79 3-77 

Pb 207-1 18-1 4 A 1390 3 - 55 3-42 

Bi 208-0 21-2 5 A 1340 . 3-63 3-37 
Sb 120-2 18-1 5 A 1240 3-69 3-60 
As 75-0 13-1 5 A 1060 £2=3-7 £2:4-5 

Se 79-2 17-6 6 AlllO £-4-8 
O2 16-0 12-6 6 A 940 £2:8-0 

The calculated value of the maximum of the selective effect in Ca is well within 

the range of wave-lengths used in this research, and that for Mg is not very far 

outside. Yet there was nothing abnormal in the emission velocities from Ca 

compared with those from other metals. 

In looking for some connection with the selective effect, a remarkable relation 

between the values of k and and the atomic volume was noticed (Table V). In 

any set of elements of the same valency there is a regular increase in h and with 

decreasing atomic volume. As we pass from one valency to another, the relation is 

discontinuous, the discontinuity always being in the same direction. This may be 

expressed by saying that if each atomic volume were multiplied by a suitable fraction 

which becomes smaller with increasing valency, then the values of k and would 

change continuously with the product of the atomic volume and a factor depending 

upon the valency. 

There is no clear connection between the changes in k and Vy with changes in the 

atomic weight. 

10. Summary.—(l) The maximum velocity of photo-electrons from the surfaces of 

a number of elements prepared by distillation in vacuo has been measured. 

* Lindemann, ‘Verb. d. D. Phys. Ges.,’ XIIL, p. 482, 1911. 

VOL. CCXII—A. 2 G 
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(2) It has been shown that the energy of the fastest electrons emitted when mono¬ 

chromatic light falls on the surfaces is proportional to the frequency of the light. 

The results are expressed in the form V= A;n —Vq, where V is the velocity measured 

in volts and n the frequency. Ladenburg’s law, that the velocity is proportional to 

the frequency, has been shown to be incorrect. 

(3) The values of h and Vq have been found directly for the elements Ca, Mg, Cd, 

Zn, Pb, Sb, Bi, and As, and the values of Vq for Se and O2 indirectly. 

(4) The values of h and for elements of the same valency change regularly with 

the atomic volume. 

(5) The product of V^, into e, the charge on an electron, has been identified with 

the work required to separate an electron from the molecule. 

(6) It has been shown that the velocity distribution curves usually obtained in 

photo-electric experiments do not by any means represent the actual distribution of 

velocities of the electrons. 

(7) The maximum emission velocity of photo-electrons from a continually forming 

mercury surface is identical with the velocity from a surface of mercury prepared by 

distillation. 

The spectrograph used in this research was obtained by means of a Government 

Grant througli the Royal Society. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Prof. Sir. J. J. Thomson for his 

interest and encouragement during the course of this investigation. 

\_Xote added Jidy 11, 1912.—-The preceding paper will be rendered more complete 

by a short reference to two papers which appeared after it was written, and which 

bear upon some of the points discussed therein. In Table V. the maxmium of the 

selective effect for Mg is given as A 1730 by Lindemann’s formula. Pohl and 

Pringsheim (‘ Yerh. d. D. Phys. Ges.,’ p. 546, 1912) have obtained the interesting 

result that a freshly distilled surface of Mg does not show any selective effect, but 

that, in less than an hour after distillation, a well-marked selective efiect appears 

with its maximum at A 2500. It was mentioned in connection with Table Y. of this 

paper that the emission velocities for Mg are quite regular, although this metal is 

different from the other elements (except perhaps Ca) in that it has a selective effect 

with its maximum within the range of wave-lengths used in this investigation. The 

emission velocities appear, therefore, to be unaftected by the presence of a selective effect. 

From a consideration of the spectrum of the source of light used by Lenard in 

his recent experiments on the ionisation of air by ultra-violet light, Lyman (‘ Phys. 

Zeits.,’ XIII., p. 583, 1912) concludes that the ionisation of air by light does not 

take place unless the light contains wave-lengths less than about A 1300. This 

confirms the experimental result which I obtained in an earlier research, and which I 

have used in the present paper to determine the ionising potential of oxygen.] 
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VII r. On the Apparent Change in Weight during Chemical Reaction. 
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(l) Introductory.-—During the year 1890 the late Prof. Landolt inaugurated his 

prolonged researches upon the apparent alteration in the total mass of chemically 

reacting substances. From the time of its inception until it was brought to a 

conclusion in 1907, the experimental work was freely varied both as regards the 

conditions and the nature of the chemical reactions involved. The methods and 

precautions adopted, together with the final results obtained, are to be found 

embodied and set forth in detail in Landolt’s important memoir, “ Uber die 

Erhaltung der Masse bei Chemischen Umsetzungen.”* 

* ‘ Konigl. Akademie der Wissenschaften,’ Berlin, 1910. 
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Before proceeding to deal with my own investigations in this held of research, it may 

not be inappropriate first very briefly to recall the chief features of Landolt’s work 

and conclusions. 

From Landolt’s memoir we find that in all some 15 different chemical reactions 

were used; these were, for very obvious reasons, brought about within hermetically- 

sealed vessels. Convenient methods were adopted for ensuring a very slow mixing of 

the reacting bodies, the period allowed for this purpose varying from two to four days, 

and therefore the heat evolved during the chemical transformation was so dissipated 

that no very perceptible rise in the temperature of the vessels and their contents 

occurred. By following this plan it was hoped that all measurable temporary changes 

in the volumes of the reaction vessels would be avoided. 

In connection with the weighings, devices were introduced for securing as nearly as 

possible a truly symmetricpJ disposition of the combined masses of the suspended 

vessels, their contents and carriers, about the vertical lines passing through the 

terminal knife-edges of the balance. The relative weights of the reaction vessel 

and its compensating counterpoise were determined according to the method 

advocated by Gauss. The oscillations of tlie balance beam were observed with the 

aid of a telescope placed at a distance of 3 metres from the balance; and from the 

same distance (3 metres), by means of suitable apparatus, the balance was both loaded 

and the positions of the contents of the pans interchanged. Landolt effected most of 

his final weighings at a temperature approximating 19° C.; this temperature was, for 

convenience, selected as a standard one, and if at the time of weighing the 

temperature deviated from the standard value, then from a knowledge of the 

temperature coefficient of the balance it was possible to calculate the value which the 

observed resting-point of the beam would possess at 19° C. 

It appears that the balance prior to the majority of the weighings was duly 

fatigued, but whether the necessary fatigue was designedly imposed or was merely 

the outcome of accidental convenience it is difficult to say. 

The fully corrected final values derived from the whole of Landolt’s most 

trustworthy observations are tabulated on pp. 153-4 of his memoir. From those 

values we find the minimum apparent change in mass during any one chemical 

reaction to be ±‘001 mgr., and the two maxima -{-■021 mgr. and —’038 mgr. 

respectively. Of the 48 final values, 23 show an apparent increase in weight and the 

remaining 25 an apparent decrease. The mean positive difference deduced from all 

the tabulated results we find to be = '009 mgr., and the mean negative clifierence 

= ‘015 mgr. 

Combining the whole 48 corrected values, we obtain as a final result an apparent 

decrease in weight = "006 mgr. 

Now Landolt estimated his possible experimental error to be approximately = ± ‘03 

mgr.; in his memoir he also expresses the opinion that ± '03 mgr. represents the 

present attainable degree of accuracy in weighmg ; it will therefore be observed that 
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both the probable error and the limit of accuracy in weighing, as estimated by Landolt, 

are just five times as large as the final value for the apparent decrease in weight 

during chemical reaction. The only legitimate conclusion that could be drawn was 

that which Landolt himself drew, namely, that if there occurs any real change in 

the total mass of reacting substances, then in the cases investigated any such change 

is less than +1 in 10,000,000 parts. This then was Landolt’s final verdict after 

much tedious and highly refined work conducted with patience, skill and resource¬ 

fulness, during the lengthy period of 17 years. 

For the sake of brevity and to avoid repetition, certain other very important 

points connected with Landolt’s investigations are considered in later portions of this 

paper ; their influence upon the final result is also discussed. 

In concluding these introductory remarks, we may observe that a number of 

experiments bearing upoji the apparent want of strict constancy of mass have been 

conducted by Heydweiler.* The reactions chosen were carried out along the lines 

set down by Landolt ; but Heydweiler’s estimated possible experimental error was 

larger than Landolt’s, being = + '04 mgr. ; therefore for the purpose wliich we have 

in view further comment is unnecessary. 

In an earlier communication to the Royal Society, the present author suggested 

that the difierences in weight recorded by Landolt were in all probability due, at 

least in part, to the presence of slight and unsuspected disturbing factors within the 

balance beam itself In the belief that this was the correct view, in June, 1910, one 

of Landolt’s experiments was repeated under circumstances still more favourable 

than those, which obtained during the German chemist’s investigations As the 

conditions, precautions and refinements which are absolutely indispensable when 

weighings of the highest order of accuracy are to be undertaken have been described 

and discussed in two former communications, the author would beg to refer any 

reader seeking information upon those points to his two other papers.! 

We now proceed to describe— 

{a) The manner in which the various experiments were conducted ; 

(b) Some additional refinements which were introduced for securing a still higher 

degree of accuracy in the weighing of counterpoised glass vessels ; and 

(c) The final results obtained by the several methods and their bearing upon 

Landolt’s work and conclusions. 

(2) The Balance.-—The balance used in this research was one which has already 

been fully described.J We may, however, repeat that the chief features of the 

instrument are as follows :—The beam is cantilever in type ; its length is 14 cm., and 

the maximum load for which the balance was built = 200 gr. The beam is cut out 

from solid, hard-rolled phosphor-bronze plate; the terminal knife-edge blocks are 

* A. Heydweiler, ‘Ann. d. Physik.’ (4), vol. V., 1901, p. 394. 

t ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 210, pp. 387-415; ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 86, 1912, pp. 591-600. 

I ‘Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 210, p. 407. 
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secured in positions which fall within the outer struts of the beam. The practically 

perfect rigidity of such a beam is proved by the fact that the sensibility of the 

instrument remains, so far as can be demonstrated l)y actual experiment, quite constant 

for all loads varying from 0-200 gr. The knife-edge blocks and the planes they 

engage are of agate ; beam, pans and stirrups are highly gilt. The beam is enclosed 

by one of the author’s protecting inner cases which eftectively excludes all disturbances 

which would otherwise be produced within the beam during the time the ordinary 

case is open for the loading and unloading of the pans, &c. By means of a platinum 

wire bolometer placed within the beam case, we were at any time able to test the air 

temperature in the immediate neighbourhood of the extremities of the beam ; the 

bolometer was capable of detecting temperature differences so small as l/l0,000° C. 

The actual temperatures of both the interior and exterior of the beam case were 

noted by means of delicate mercury-in-glass thermometers ; with these instruments 

we were able to read to l/l00° C. The sensibility, S, of the balance, was set 

moderately high ; it was equal to 45 scale divisions per 1 mgr. and was kept unchanged 

throughout. 

(3) The Reacting Substances.—In commencing this investigation some little 

difficulty was felt in selecting a reaction likely to be the most suitable and con¬ 

venient for the object in view. Of the 15 clieniical reactions chosen by the original 

investigator, a w'ell defined apparent decrease in the total mass of the reacting 

substances was usually obtained by means of ferrous sulphate and silver sulphate ; 

and this was particularly the case during the earlier experiments. In two other series 

of experiments, silver nitrate was substituted for silver sulphate, the second body being, 

as before, ferrous sulphate. For the one series the final result was -H'003 mgr., and 

for the other — ’003 mgr. ; the mean final value was therefore = 0. Our choice 

ultimately fell upon the latter reaction, which in Landolt’s hands had, from the 

standpoint of the present-day theory of the strict conservancy of the total masses of 

reacting bodies, led to the most satisfactory conclusions. 

Landolt states the reaction which takes place between silver nitrate and ferrous 

sulphate in the form of the equation 

6AgN03+6FeS0, = 6Ag + 2Fe3(S0,)3+Fe,(N03)e. 

He, however, remarks, that the reaction is not complete. In the sequel it will be 

shown that this conclusion is correct. It will also be shown that had Landolt 

experimented more freely and extensively with silver nitrate and ferrous sulphate the 

degree of concordance observed by him would, in all probability, have been considerably 

modified. 

(4) The Reaction Vessels and their Preliminarg Treatment.—For the first series 

of experiments, the form chosen for the reaction vessels was that largely adopted by 

Landolt ; it is best described as an inverted U, the two limbs of which were 

cylindrical bulbs, each having a capacity of about 70 c.c. Two such vessels were 
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prepared and used together in every experiment. Each limb of a reaction vessel was 

charged, the one with a convenient quantity of concentrated silver nitrate solution, 

and the other with an equivalent amount of solution of pure re-crystallized ferrous 

sulphate. The charges were introduced, as in Landolt’s own experiments, through 

side tubes, ^2 (fig- I)- After the vessels had been charged they were weighed, and 

the weights of the two vessels and their contents were almost equalised by adding 

distilled water to the lighter one. Then the vessels were allowed 

to stand side by side for some hours, after which the side tubes 

were hermetically sealed by the blowpipe. The external volumes 

of the charged and sealed vessels were now separately measured 

by the hydrostatic method, and to the one having the smaller 

volume was added a sealed auxiliary bulb, the volume of which 

had been adjusted by trial, until it was as nearly as possible 

equal to the difference in the volumes of the two vessels. One 

of the side tubes of the vessel having the larger volume was 

then opened, and water introduced to compensate the weight of 

the auxiliary bulb of the other vessel; the tube was then re¬ 

sealed. The vessels were next immersed in faudy concentrated 

nitric acid for ten days ; after being removed from the acid, they were continuously 

washed with water for some hours ; and then finally wiped with a fine linen cloth and 

placed under a glass cover until required for use. Proceeding in the manner described, 

we obtained two charged reaction vessels having as nearly as possible a common 

volume and tlierefore an almost equal air displacement; and as their weights differed 

but slightly, the vessels when suspended from the arms of the balance almost exactly 

counterpoised each other. 

(5) Of the Manner in which Weighings were Conducted. Series /.—-At the outset 

it was desired to discover the degree of approximation that might l)e attained when 

Landolt’s determinations were compared with my own ; the first series of experiments 

were therefore planned and conducted on the same general lines as those laid down 

by Landolt, but wibh the addition of the distinctly more favourable conditions which 

accrue from the use of a protected balance beam. Here it may also be stated that 

throughout this research all weighings were carried out in a darkened room, the one 

window of which faces N.E. The ivory scale of the balance was, at the time of weighing, 

brightly illuminated by a convergent beam of yellow light; for this purpose a large 

lens was placed in front of a 6-litre flask filled with a dilute solution of potassium 

chromate solution in which a carbon filament lamp was placed centrally. 

On July 11, 1910, the prepared and charged vessels which have been described in 

the preceding section were momentarily immersed in distilled water and then wiped 

with old fine linen, care being taken to avoid contact between the vessels and the 

hand ; they were then suspended from the Imlance by means of attached platinum wire 

loops. As vessel A was a little heavier than vessel B, the necessary weights were 
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added to B to establish equilibrium ; the beam was then duly fatigued, and the 

differential bolometer placed within the beam case read; if the reading = 0, then, 

with the aid of a reading-telescope, a first set of observations of the oscillating pointer 

was taken, and the temperature of the air surrounding the beam noted; after this, 

the bolometer was again read ; if the difference between the first and second bolometer 

readings did not exceed 1/5,000° C., then, and then only, was the set of observations 

retained for calculating the resting-point, B.P., of the beam. 

July 18, 1910. 
Table I. 

Vessel A in left pan. 

Temperature of f before observation = 17°’40 C. 
beam case „ = 17°‘40 ,, 

Mean R.P. reduced for 18° C. = 114 "2. (1). 

Other reduced R.Ps. similarly f =115-1. (3). 
obtained during the same< 
day were h = 114-7. (5). 

Vessel A in right pan. 

Obser- 
vation.s. 

Pointer 
readings. 

Obser¬ 
vations. 

Pointer 
readings. 

R.Ps. 
Obser¬ 

vations. 
Pointer 
readings. 

Obser¬ 
vations. 

Pointer 
readings. 

R.Ps. 

No. 1 164 No. 2 68 115-5 No. 1 152 No. 2 28 89-3 

„ 3 162 71 116-0 „ 3 149 ,, 4 31 -5 

„ 5 160 6 72 115-5 ,, 5 147 „ 6 33 -3 

„ 7 158 „ 8 74 -5 „ 7 144 „ 8 37 -5 

„ 9 156 „ 10 76 -5 „ 9 140 „ 10 39 -0 

„ 11 154 12 78 -5 » 11 138 „ 12 42 -8 

„ 13 152 „ 13 137 

Mean = 115-6 Mean = 89-4 

Temperature of f before observation = 18°-42 C. 
beam case ]_ after ,, = 18°-44 „ 

Mean R.P. reduced for 18° C. = 90-4. (2). 

Other reduced R.Ps. similarly f =90-8. (4). 
obtained during the same< 
day were t = 90-5. (6). 

Taking the sensibility of the balance = 45, we find from (1) and (2) the difference in the weights of 
the two vessels to be 

114-2-90-4 . 
- = 0-264 mgr. 

2 X 45 ^ 

Using convenient lifters, the positions of the vessels A and B were now interchanged 

and the beam again fatigued ; observing the precautions and same method of procedure 

as before, new data were obtained for calculating the R.P. In general, the data 

secured both before and after reversing the positions of the two vessels enabled us to 

make six independent calculations of the R.P. The average value deduced from each 

set of six R.Ps. was then, by means of tlie temperature coefficient of the balance, 
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reduced for a standard temperature of 18° C. We now possessed all the information 

necessary for a first determination of the difference in the weights of vessels A 

and B. 

Leaving the positions of the vessels unchanged and the beam free to swing, we, 

somewhat later, effected, by the methods of reversal and vibration described al)ove, a 

second determination of the apparent difference in the weights of A and B. Following 

this plan, we usually obtained during the course of a day from 2 to 3 complete and 

perfectly independent comparisons of the relative masses of A and B. From these 

completed determinations, a mean difference value for the whole day was deduced. 

With the object of removing any possible ambiguity, the actual data together with 

the final results secured during one day are set out in Table I. on p. 232. 

Similarly, by using every possible combination of the two sets of reduced B.Ps., we 

obtain the differences tabulated below :— 

Table II. 

From experiments (1) and 

mgr. 

(2), A = B + 0-264 

mgr. 

- -004 

)) (1) yy (4) „ = „ •260 - -008 

J) }» (1) yy (6) „ = „ •263 - •OOS Differences 

yy (3) yy (2) „ = „ •274 + -004 from the 

>5 yy (3) yy D) ” = )> •270 + -002 final mean 

yy (3) yy (6) „ = „ •273 + -005 value. 

>> yy (5) yy (2) „ = „ •270 + -002 

jy yy (5) yy (A „ = „ •266 - -002 

yy yy (5) yy (6) „ = „ •269 +-001 J 

Final mean differences found on July 18 = •268 ± -004 

This table shows the maximum variations from the final mean value for the day to 

be approximately = ±'007 mgr.; and as the vessel and its contents weighed 127 gr. 

we observe that in this case, which is one of the most concordant of the whole series, 

the mean value was liable to a fluctuation the order of which was about 1 in 17,000,000 

parts. 

Proceeding according to the plan just explained and indicated in Tables I. and II., 

we obtained the 9 daily final mean differences in the weights of A and B set forth in 

Table III.; the maximum variations to which the several mean values were subject, 

and also the corresponding degrees of accuracy attained are likewise stated. There 

were in all 169 weighings of A against B before reversal, and 173 after. 

At 10.30 a.m. on July 25, the contents of A were mixed; 7 hours later the first of 

the new series of weighings was commenced and continued at intervals during the 

succeeding 5 days, after which the observations ceased. The daily final mean values 

for the difference in the weights of A and B were the following :— 

July 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. 

Differences in milligrammes = 0’37, ‘28, ‘22, '35, ’37, '36. Mean = '325. 

VOL. CCXII.-A. 2 H 
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Table III. 

Date. 
Differences in the 

weights of A and B. 
Maximum 
variations. 

Approximate degree 
of accuracy. 

1 
1 mgr. mgr. 

July 14,1910. . 0 • 265 + -033 ± 1 in 3^8 millions 
•338 •005 25-4 

„ IG „ . . •285 •016 „ 8-0 „ 
„ 18 „ . . •268 •007 „ 17-0 „ 
„ 19 „ . . •223 •009 „ 14-0 „ 
„ 20 „ . . •260 •020 .. 6-4 „ 

i „ 21 „ . . •360 •038 )) 3 ■ 3 ,, 
„ 22 „ . . •350 ■035 3-6 „ 
,, 23 „ . . •280 •042 „ 3-0 „ 

i 
j Mean . . . •292 ± -023 ± 1 in 9^4 millions 

We may here mention that the maximum variations in the daily mean values, and 

also the degfrees of accuracy Indicated, were of the same order as those shown in 

Table III. 

The final result of all the experiments of Series I. may now be stated thus :— 

Before mixing the contents of A, the difference A —B = +0'292 mgr. 

After „ „ „ „ „ A-B = + '325 „ 

Apparent change in mass = + '033 ,, 

It is curious that the apparent change in mass here shown is almost exactly equal 

to the limit given by Landolt for accurate weighing. 

Series II.—After the observations and experiments which have been dealt with in 

the immediately preceding section had been completed, various circumstances arose 

which for a time prevented me from continuing this research; but in April, 1911, 

opportunity was again afiorded for resuming the work. 

Adopting, with slight modifications, the method of procedure followed in Series I., 
the weight of A in terms of B was again determined, the number of independent 

values obtained being 36. The final mean value deduced from tlie whole of the 

observations for the difierence in the weights of the two vessels and their contents 

AV8jS a TY r\ r\C\r* 

A —B = +0 026 mgr. 

In this set, the maximum and minimum values found for the difierence A —B were 

respectively +‘042 mgr. and +'005 mgr. Of the 36 determinations, 20 exhibited an 

average variation from the mean value = +'007 mgr. ; for the remaining 16 determina¬ 

tions the average variation was = — '008 mgr. ; for any one determination the 

average deviation from the final mean value may therefore be taken as approximately 

= ±’008 mgr. 
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After mixing the contents of B, IG independent determinations of the difference, 

A —B, were made ; from these was calculated the final mean difference 

A—B = +'022 mgr. 

During this set of measurements the observed maximum and minimum values for 

the difference A —B were respectively equal to +’049 mgr. and +’003 mgr. Of the 

16 determinations, 9 showed an average deviation from the mean value = +’009 mgr. ; 

for the remaining 7, the average deviation was = — 'Oil mgr. ; the final mean variation 

may therefore be taken as = +‘010 mgr. 

Concisely stated, the final conclusion reached by means of Series II. is, 

Before mixing the contents of B, the difference A —B = +'026 mgr. 

After „ „ „ „ „ A-B=+-022 „ 

Apparent change in mass = —'004 ,, 

The apparent change here observed is of the order of about 1 in 32,000,000 parts. 

We now proceed to review, very briefly, the results yielded by the two series of experi¬ 

ments, and to indicate the probable causes and sources of the observed variations. 

(G) Of the Possible Errors associated tvith the Experirne^its of Series I. and II.-— 
In itself, and from a certain point of view, the final result secured by means of the 

experiments of Series II. was both excellent and gratifying. We may not, however, 

ignore the important fact, that this result is not in harmony with the final result 

obtained from Series I. As the two sets of measurements were effected under precisely 

similar conditions, the two final values are, so far as can l^e known, equally reliable. 

If we combine the two final values, then the apparent change in mass is equal to 

i(-033--004) = -015 mgr. 

Or, the apparent change in the whole weighed mass is equal to 1 in 8‘5 million 

parts ; this degree of accuracy was frequently attained by Landolt and by him 

sometimes surpassed. 

In our opinion it was now definitely established that the observed apparent changes 

in mass arise, not from any appreciable inherent or unallowed-for defects in the 

balance itself, but that the fluctuations were the natural outcome of certain unsuspected 

variables associated with the glass reaction vessels and their contents. It is believed 

that at least three such variables have been unwittingly allowed to creep, not only 

into my own experiments, but also into the majority of those of other observers. These 

three variables may be generated by— 

(a) Very small yet sufficiently distinct, irregular and unequal convection currents 

in the air near the balance pans. 

(/3) Slight differences in the total external areas of the two vessels. 

2 H 2 
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(y) A want of strict equality in the temperature of the contents of the two 

vessels.* 

We now proceed to a more detailed consideration of each of the above-named 

variables ; we shall also attempt to show how the errors incidental to each may be 

either overcome or eliminated. 

(6) a. Of certain Irregularities produced by Air Streams.—From the law of 

uniform decaj^, we know that the path of a vibrating pendulum will shorten by nearly 

equal steps during each successive vibration ; and therefore in a series of observations 

of the extreme positions of an oscillating balance pointer, we expect to find the same 

law operative ; in practice, however, we frequently get not uniform but well marked 

irregular decay. 

On a former occasion t I was able to show that the temperature of the air within an 

ordinary balance case is seldom or never either constant or uniform. Any differences 

in temperature, however small, tend to set up a more or less complicated and ever- 

changing system of convection currents; and these currents produce certain effects 

upon any object that is being weighed. If the volume of the object be considerable, 

then by using the most refined methods available for weighing, the existence of the 

air streams should be rendered evident by corresponding irregularities in the successive 

differences in a series of pointer readings. That such irregidarities are not only 

theoretical possibilities, but also insistent realities, may be seen by referring to the 

columns headed “pointer readings” in Table I., p. 232. In the first of those columns 

of “ pointer readings ” the successive differences have a common value, namely 2 ; it is 

suggested that the equality of the differences is due {a) to the absence of appreciable 

air streams, or (h) to the presence of two practically equal air streams acting in 

opposition, and therefore mutually compensating each other’s effects. In the third 

and fourth columns of “pointer readings” {Table I.) we observe that successive 

differences, instead of possessing a common value, range in value from 1 to 4. Any 

or all of these variations might well be brought about by— 

(1) A single air stream acting upon one pan only ; 

(2) Two or more air streams acting in unison upon both pans ; 

(3) Differential effects produced by opposition air streams. 

Probably, however, they were sometimes due to one cause and sometimes to another 

—for it is difficult to see how an ever-changing temperature, such as the one the 

existence of which I was able to prove upon a former occasion, could possibly give 

rise to perfectly steady and uni-directional air streams. 

* There is also a possibility that during sudden changes in the temperature of the room, the balance 

shelf may undergo a minute but perceptible warping and thus temporarily tilt the balance case and so 

introduce a fourth variable. As this point has been dealt with in the ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 86, p. 598, 

we do not further allude to it here. 

t ‘ Phil. Trans.,’ A, vol. 210, p. 405. 
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Granting, then, the existence of air streams which vary both in direction and 

intensity as proven, the question which now confronted us was : How can these air 

streams be best suppressed, or their effects neutralised ? As it appeared impossible 

to institute any simple or convenient scheme for neutralising the disturbances, an 

attempt was made to eliminate their cause. 

As a result of earlier experiments, it was known that a delicate bolometer placed 

within an ordinary balance case almost invariably reveals the existence of continuous 

fluctuations in the temperature of the contained air. In general, the fluctuations 

assume the form of minute and somewhat irregular oscillations about some mean 

temperature. Such disturbances occurring in the vicinity of the beam may be 

reduced to a vanishing point by the simple expedient of enclosing the whole beam 

with a small additional inner case. With these facts before us, it was concluded that 

the difficulties arising from the presence of air streams might be successfully met by 

completely enclosing the pans and stirrups by means of shells having a very high 

conductivity for heat. Theoretically, the following very distinct advantages are 

gained by the use of such shells, more particularly if the exterior surfaces are polished 

and the interior coated with carbon :— 

(1) The effective volume of the disturbed air is very greatly reduced ; 

(2) A shell having a high conductivity for heat may, when placed within a balance 

case, be regarded as possessing throughout a strictly uniform temperature ; 

in consequence of this, combined with the fact that the inner or carbon skin 

has the power of rapidly absorbing and radiating heat energy, the contained 

air will also acquire the same uniform temperature; 

(3) Radiant energy falling upon the outer polished surface of the shell will be 

almost entirely reflected; the insignificant fraction that may enter will be 

incapable of producing any appreciable disturbing effects in the air enclosed 

by the shell. 

All these advantages were effectually secured in the following way:— 

Four half cylinders of stout sheet copper were prepared, the diameters of two 

being made a trifle less than the diameters of the other two. Using two half- 

cylinders, one of each size, a complete closed cylinder could at any time be formed Ijy 

so placing the two portions that the vertical edges of the wider half slightly over¬ 

lapped and just gripped the two corresponding edges of the narrower one. The 

height of the compound cylinders was as nearly as possible equal to the vertical distance 

between the upper surface of the base of the ordinary balance case, and the lower 

surface of the aluminium base-plate of the auxiliary beam case above. Before being 

used their inner surfaces were coated with Indian ink and their outer surfaces rough 

polished with fine sand-paper. The device was now tested. First, the reaction 

vessels were re-wiped and again suspended from the arms of the balance; then the 
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two pans, together with their contents, were enclosed by means of the copper cylinders. 

Taking all the usual precautions numerous determinations of the E-.P. were now made ; 

in any one series the observed rate of decay in the amplitude of the vibrations was, 

with very few exceptions, almost perfectly uniform, and even in the exceptional cases, 

the deviations from uniformity were so small as to become negligible. The conclusion 

was therefore drawn that this device amply fulfils the functions for which it was 

designed. 

The success which attended the introduction of the enveloping cylinders is primarily 

attributed to the fact that the fluctuations in the temperature of the air within an 

ordinary balance case are so extremely small; so minute are they that all ordinary 

attempts to discover their existence must necessarily end in failure. We desire to 

emphasise the importance of this fact: for we believe that in the presence of 

abnormally large fluctuations, measures even more stringent than those adopted here 

might be required for maintaining perfect uniformity in the temperature of the air 

within the cylinders. It is only by preventing all fluctuations in the temperature of 

the air immediately surrounding the pans and stirrups that we can hope to completely 

suppress disturbing air streams. We do not, of course, assert that the disturbing 

effects of air streams were completely neutralised, but we are convinced that their 

magnitude was so far reduced that, for all present practical purposes, the assumption 

of a zero value was permissible. 

(6) /3i. Of certain Errors imoducible hy Differences in the Areas of two Reaction 

Vessels.—In the immediately preceding section is given a method whereby small air 

streams flowing in the vicinity of the balance pans may Ije suppressed ; and in the 

same section it is also stated that under the new conditions a very concordant set of 

values for the reduced E.P. may generally be obtained from any one series of pointer 

readings. It was, however, found that the mean R.P., deduced from one series of 

observations, frequently deviated very slightly from the mean R.P. value calculated 

from another series ; slightly differing values were obtained not only from day to day, 

but sometimes also from hour to hour during the same day. After many tentative 

experiments, the conviction was borne in upon us that the deviations were, in all 

probability, due to corresponding variations in the amount of moisture condensed 

upon the surfaces of the reaction vessels. 

Lanuolt and others have laid great stress upon the fact that the volumes of the 

two vessels used in any given experiment were adjusted by trial until they were not 

apprecialdy different; any difference that might exist between the two was removed 

by adding to the one possessing the smaller volume a suitable length of sealed glass 

tuhing. Now, if nothing more than a cursor}^ thought is bestowed upon the matter, 

it may easily be unconsciously assumed that as the two vessels are almost, though not 

quite, equal in volume and very similar in form, their superficial areas are, for all 

practical purposes, identical. An analysis of the actual facts may lead, as will be seen, 

to a very different conclusion. We would draw attention to several veiy important 
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and interesting points. Let us consider the following three cases and the possible 

attendant errors :—• 

(1) The two vessels have identical f(.)rms but decidedly different volumes ; 

(2) The two vessels are identical in form but possess slightly different volumes ; 

(3) The two vessels are precisely equal in volume, but whilst the form of tlie one 

is truly sphericcd that of the other is slightly elUpisoidal. 

Case —^In one of my own experiments {vide infra) the difference in the volumes 

of the two vessels was found to he = 8 c.c. It was decided to equalise the volumes by 

adding to the vessel possessing the smaller volume a spherical glass bulb. Accordingly 

a bulb was formed and its diameter repeatedly altered until it was found to be 2’47 

instead of the exact value 2‘48 cm. demanded by theory. Neglecting the attached 

thin stem and hook, we find the external area of an 8 c.c. sphere to be = 19‘2 sq. cm. 

The volumes of the two reaction vessels were respectively 145‘2 c.c. and 137’2 c.c. ; 

and assuming the vessels are truly spherical in form, we find that the corresponding 

external areas are 133'6 sq. cm. and 128‘7 sq. cm. On adding the volume-compensating 

sphere to the smaller vessel, the respective and opposed external areas of the two 

become 133‘6 sq. cm. and 128‘7-tl9‘2 = 147’9 sq. cm. The difference in the areas is 

therefore = 14’3 sq. cm. Had Landolt’s plan been followed the air displacement of 

the two vessels would have been equalised by using a cylinder of the required volume 

prepared from a glass tube. Let the cylinder having V = 8 c.c. be made from tubing 

{a) 2 cm., and {h) 1 cm. in diameter. In the former case the length of the cylinder 

will be 2‘55 cm. and in the latter 10'20 cm. The external area of the shorter cylinder 

will be = 22'3 sq. cm., whilst that of the longer one will be = 33'6 sq. cm. The 

superficial areas of the tAvo cylinders will therefore exceed that of a sphere of the same 

volume by approximately 3 sq. cm. and 14 sq. cm. respectively. Or, the ratios of the 

opposed areas of the two reaction vessels will be changed from 147’9/l33'6 to the 

respective values of 15l/l33'6 and 162'3/l33'6. 

Case 2.—This case also may best be illustrated by means of the actual data acquired 

in a particular experiment. For the sake of brevity we term the two reaction vessels 

X and Y. For X, = 145‘15 c.c., and for Y, V2 = 143‘56 c.c. ; and therefore 

Vj —V2 = 1’59 c.c. The volume of the compensating sphere used was found to be 

1'68 c.c. instead of the required exact value 1'59 c.c. ; its external area therefore 

equalled 6'8 sq. cm. Regarding X and Y as spheres Ave find their respective superficial 

areas to be 133'5 sq. cm. and 132'G sq. cm.; therefore the total external area of Y plus 

that of the volume-compensating sphere = 139'4 sq. cm. ; and the ultimate difference 

in the areas of X and Y is equal to 5'9 sq. cm. 

If the volume compensator be formed from tubing having a diameter of 1 cm., Ave 

find that its external area will be = 8'3 sq. cm. ; the final ratio of the surfaces of X 
and Y exposed to the influence of the air avIII therefore = 140'9/l33’5. 

Case 3.—In this case it is assumed that the tAvo reaction vessels have strictly equal 
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volumes ; also, that whilst the one is a true sphere, the form of the other is ellipsoidal. 

It follows, therefore, that although the volumes are identical the superficial areas of 

the two vessels will be somewhat different. 

I desire to express my indebtedness to Mr. H. Hilton, formerly Fellow of Magdalen 

College, Oxford, for his kindness in determining for me the changes that occur in the 

superficial area of a prolate spheroid as the ratio of the major and minor axes is varied 

within the limits 1 : 1 and 1 : O'667. Mr. Hilton’s results are here given in tabulated 

form :— 

Ratio of axes of prolate' 
spheroid of volume 
= 200 c.c. ' 

0-95 0-90 0-80 0-75 0-667 

Surface of spheroid in' 
square centimetres 

. = 165-39 165-48 165-71 166-79 167-71 169-93 

From the above data it follows that when the ratio of the axes is 1 : 0'765, the 

superficial area of the spheroid is greater than that of a sphere of the same volume by 

2 sq. cm. Very similar changes are found for corresponding oblate spheroids. 

(6) /Sg. Of the Weight of a Water Shin on the Surface of Jena Glass.—^Having 

satisfied ourselves that the superficial areas of two vessels of similar form and equalised 

volumes may differ considerably, the next obvious and important step in our enquiry 

was to determine, as accurately as possible, the weight of water vapour that might 

condense upon a glass surface. It is well known that glass is hygroscopic, and that 

difierent varieties of glass exhibit distinctly different hygroscopic properties. In all 

the final experiments described in this paper, vessels of Jena glass only were used ; we 

therefore confine our attention to that particular glass and its comportment towards 

aqueous vapour. 

By repeated trials we at last obtained a suitable and almost perfectly spherical bulb 

of Jena glass ; the attached tube, which was short and of small diameter, was drawn 

out and bent round so as to form a small hook, the tip of which was sealed before the 

blowpipe. A small stool bridged one of the balance pans and upon it was placed a 

cylinder containing a little distilled water. The glass sphere was then, by means of 

a fine silver Vvdre, suspended from the balance and placed within the cylinder and as 

near the water as circumstances permitted. Observing the usual precautions for 

refined weighing, the apparent weight of the sphere was repeatedly determined ; when 

its weight was found to remain constant the water was removed from the cylinder 

and a similar volume of concentrated sulphuric acid introduced. After the lapse of 

some considerable time the apparent weight of the sphere was repeatedly re-determined. 

The barometer was read and reduced for temperature, and the temperature of the 

balance case noted at intervals ; finally, the mean diameter of the glass sphere was 

measured and the corresponding external area calculated. We now possessed all the 
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data necessary for estimating, with the aid of certain tables, the total weight of the 

invisible water skin (as it may be appropriately termed) that had formed upon 

the sphere during the time it was suspended in air saturated with aqueous vapour ; 

presumably this skin had- been removed when the final weighings over sulphuric acid 

were effected. The data, together with the final result, are set forth below :— 

Jena glass sphere - 

Diameter = 3 • 0 cm. 

External area = 28 ■ 4 sq. cm. 

Volume = 14'1 c.c. (Taken = 14 c.c.) 

(Apparent weight in damp air) - (apparent weight in dry air) = 0-118 mgr. 

Reduced barometer = 753 mm. = P. 

Mean absolute temperature in balance case = 295°. 

Pressure of water vapour at 295° A = 20 mm. of mercury = p. 

Weight of I.L. of dry air at 753 mm. and 295° A.= 1 • 185 gr. 

P--38p 273 , 
„ moist „ ^ = 1 179 „ 

Therefore 14 c.c. dry air at 753 mm. and 22° C. weigh -016590 gr. 

and 14 „ moist „ „ „ ,, -016506 „ 

Loss of buoyancy for sphere = difference = -000084 gr. 

The increase in the apparent weight of the sphere is due to the joint effects of two 

causes actiug in the same direction— 

(1) a decrease in the density of the air owing to the presence of aqueous 

vapour; and 

(2) the formation of a water skin upon the sphere. 

The weight of the water skin will therefore be equal to 0T18 — ‘084 = ‘034 mgr. 

From this we find the weight of the water skin upon 1 sq. cm. to be equal to 

■034/28’4 = '0012 mgr. ; and this we accept as the maximum value obtainable under 

the conditions of pressure and temperature that existed during the determination.’^ In 

practice, the maximum density for the water skin would very seldom be realised. In 

connection with some of the experiments carried out during the summer of the year 

1910, a hygrometer was set up quite close to the balance case. The mean air tempe¬ 

rature for some days was approximately equal to 19° C., and the mean reading for the 

wet bulb thermometer for the same period was approximately 16°’5 C. ; the truth 

will therefore be closely approached if we assume the mean weight of the water skin 

per 1 sq. cm. of the glass to be equal to ‘001 mgr. instead of '0012 mgr. as found above. 

Accepting the smaller value, we find the respective weights of the water skins that 

Ihmori, experimenting with boiled-out Jena glass, found that the water skin varied within the limits 

-035 and -068 mgr. per 100 sq. cm., or a mean approximately = -0005 mgr. per 1 sq. cm. (Quoted in 

Landolt’s memoir.) 

VOL. CCXII.-A. 2 I 
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may be formed upon the several volume-compensators discussed in Cases 1 and 2 

(pp. 239 and 240) to be as follows ;— 

Case 1.—Splierical compensator. Water skin . 

Short cylindrical compensator. Water skin. 

Long 5, ,, J, 5, • 

Case 2.-—Spherical compensator. Water skin . 

Cylindrical ,, ,, . 

= ‘Old mgr. 

= -017 

= -029 

> 5 

?? 

= -006 

= -007 

It is almost superfluous to point out that the density of the water skin will be 

subject to fluctuations; it is, in fact, a variable dependent upon three others ; namely, 

the pressure, temperature, and hygrometric state of the adjacent air. 

Tlie difficulties and nncertainties associated with the variations in the weight of a 

water skin were, it is believed, successfully met and overcome by tlie simple device 

which we now describe. 

(6) /3:j. Of the Methods used for the Removal of Water Skins.—Some observers 

may Ije considerably surprised to learn that anyone should attempt to weigh accurately 

glass vessels without previously drying the air within the balance case in the usual 

manner. This departure from a time-honoured, orthodox, and, as we shall try to show, 

sometimes worse than useless custom, was, on our part, of deliberate design. 

Let us consider the actual facts. As ordinarily practised, the air within a balance 

case is dried by means of such substances as solid calcium chloride, sticks of caustic 

potash or soda, phosphorus pentoxide, or by concentrated sulphuric acid contained in 

shallow vessels placed upon the bottom of tlie case. Any of the substances named 

will lap up the moisture in tlie lowest layers of air with great avidity ; but as the 

density of air increases with the removal of moisture, and as an attempt is usually 

made to maintain the temperature of the balance both uniform and steady, it will be 

necessary to depend almost exclusively upon the inter-diffusion of the dry and damp 

air for completing the removal of the moisture. E,emembering the law governing 

the rate of the diffusion of one gas into another, and that usually for our present 

purpose we may take the ratio of the densities of ordinary and of dried air as l/r005, 

it will be at once apparent that such a process is both lengthy and inconvenient. 

Again, whenever the shutter of the balance case is lifted the greater portion of 

the dried air will be lost; this loss can only be replenished by the further expenditure 

of valuable time. The introduction of some form of stirrer for mixing the air durinir 

the Initial process of drying would frequently be oljjectionable ; for a stirrer in motion 

would create a suction in places and so dust, otherwise harmlessly reposing in out of the 

way crevices, would be drawn into the air and in part be subsequently deposited upon 

the balance pans and upon the objects placed upon them. But a still further objection 

to the use of the ordinary method of drying the air may be given. 

In the course of some preliminary experiments with desiccating reagents, a distinctive 
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odour frequently manifested itself when solid caustic soda was used ; and it was 

suspected that the odour indicated the presence in the air of minute particles of the 

more or less hydrated reagent. Our suspicions were tested in the following way :— 

Two clean porcelain dishes, each 4^ inches in diameter, were taken ; the one was 

charged with short sticks of caustic soda, and the other with a little “ conductivity ” 

water which was then tinted with methyl orange; the two dishes were placed side 

by side and covered with a large bell-jar. After the lapse of several hours the bell- 

jar was removed and held in a horizontal position ; a Bunsen flame was then 

introduced ; the flame was at once tinged faintly but perceptibly yellow, thus showing 

the presence of soda particles. It was next observed that the colour of the methyl 

orange was markedly yellow, thus indicating the presence of free alkali ; we therefore 

proceeded to titrate the alkaline solution with N/lOO HCl, and found that between 

4 c.c. and 5 c.c. of the acid were required for the neutralisation of the absorbed alkali; 

from this it follows that the amount of caustic soda present in the water was equal to 

nearly 0'2 mgr.* Acid was then added until the colour of the indicator was 

decidedly pink and the dishes were again covered with the bell-jar. After some 

considerable time it was found that the excess of acid had been neutralised, the methyl 

orange having re-assumed a bright yellow tint. From these observations we conclude 

that the moisture in the air is so powerfully attracted by the drying reagent tliat a 

perceptible rebound from the absorbing surface follows. Although no experiments were 

made, it appears reasonable to conclude that similar phenomena would attend the use 

of other desiccating bodies. 

In concluding this brief criticism of existing methods, we desire to remark upon 

some possible inaccuracies that may follow the use of sulphuric acid as a desiccating 

reagent. 

On exposure to air concentrated acid quickl}^ becomes diluted over its surface ; as 

dilution proceeds the acid develops an apprecia])le vapour tension; it therefore 

follows that surfaces exposed in the vicinity of the acid will first lose their water 

skins and so become lighter; then, with prolonged exposure, they will acquire acid 

skins. I myself have frequently noted an increase in the weight of a porcelain 

crucible over-dried (if I may use the term) in this way.t 

Seeing then that the usual method for drying the air can but lead in the direction 

of uncertain values it was abandoned for the following plan which proved both 

convenient and highly satisfactory. 

* This experiment has recently been repeated. The volume of N/lOO acid required for neutralising 

the alkali absorbed by the water in the dish = 1'5 c.c., or 1/3 the amount required in the experiment 

described above. 

t The following evidence tends to confirm the accirracy of the views expressed above. The upper 

portions of the interiors of 18 Scheibler desiccators, which had been in constant use for 8 weeks (some 

being used much more frequently than others), were examined by wiping them with wet blue litmus 

paper; in 12 cases a distinct acid reaction was obtained. 

2 T 2 
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A large glass jar, J (fig. 2), was fitted so as to form a blower, the exit tube of a 

water pump being made to enter through a side tubulure near the bottom ; the desired 

air pressure, p, was provided by suitably proportioning the length of stem of the 

funnel F. By duly regulating the working of the pump the jar was kept full of air ; 

any air entering in excess of that actually drawn off through the tap t escaped with 

the water through the funnel. The bulb 

of the funnel should be large, and it must 

communicate freely with the external air, 

otherwise the attached waste pipe comports 

itself as a water pump and so greatly 

interferes with the uniform delivery of air 

through t. On stopping the supply of 

water, that which still remains in the jar 

automatically syphons off through the 

pump and its air tube ; consequently the 

apparatus is always ready for immediate 

use. On leaving the jar by way of the tap 

t, the air is by means of two other taps, 

situated beyond the first, divided into two 

equal streams, each of which is then driven 

through a Drecshel wash-bottle charged 

with concentrated sulphuric acid ; the acid 

serves a two-fold purpose; it removes the 

greater portion of the contained moisture 

and also indicates the rate at which the 

air is passing. As the partially dried air 

emerges from the wash-bottles, each stream 

enters its own set of 3 purifying tubes ; the 

first half of each set is packed with small 

fragments of soda-lime and the second half 

with similar pieces of calcium chloride; 

finally, the air is allowed to filter through plugs of glass wool and is then conducted 

by glass tubing through one side of the balance case to the interior of the copper 

cylinders which surround the pans and stirrups. The glass air-tubes were passed 

through niches cut in the upper edges of the cylinders, their free ends being bent so 

that the air streams were delivered centrally and downwards. 

The apparatus just descril^ed enabled us to subject any objects, the masses of which 

we desired to subsequently compare, to a very perfect washing with air freed from 

carbon dioxide, moisture and dust ; in fact, we were now, for the first time, in a position 

to weigh an object under well-defined and easily re-producible conditions. The efficacy 

of the newly devised method was now put to the test; for this purpose another pair 
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of reaction vessels was made and charged as in the earlier experiments, and their 

volumes equalised as before. After the usual preliminary cleaning and wiping, the 

vessels were suspended from the balance, the necessary small weight added to one of 

the pans and the beam fatigued. During the first series of determinations which were 

then undertaken, the weighings were conducted in the presence of the ordinary air ; 

but the second and third series of weighings were efiected in the presence of dried and 

purified air only. In using the purified air, the streams were allowed to flow 

continuously until just before the actual weighing was commenced when they were 

temporarily arrested by closing the tap t. The first and third series of determinations 

each extended over a period of 7'5 hours; the second series occupied a period of 5"5 

hours. The final results obtained are given below :— 

Table IV. 

Date. 
Experi¬ 
ments. 

Air used. 

R.Ps. reduced for 22° C. 

Number 
of deter¬ 

minations. 
Mean. Maximum. Minimum. 

Maximum 
difference. 

August 21, 1911 Series 1 Ordinary 106-1 108-3 105-1 3-2 15 sets of 3 
22 » 2 Purified 104-8 105-3 104-1 1-2 11 „ 3 

„ 23 „ „ 3 3? 104-7 105-3 104-2 1-1 7 „ 3 

In connection with the above table two points may be noted, (a) In Series 1, the 

mean value for the reduced R.P. is 1'3 greater than the corresponding value deduced 

from Series 2 and 3 ; it is believed that this diflerence is due to a probable want of 

equality in the areas of the two vessels. Our data showed that the reaction vessel, to 

which a small volume compensator had been attached, suffered the loss of weight indicated 

by the change in the P.P. ; this is, as we have already shown, exactly what we should 

expect; for, generally speaking, we find that the volume compensator causes the area 

of the compensated vessel to exceed the area of its companion, {h) Notwithstanding 

the very considerable additional refinements that had now been introduced, there still 

remained some residual disturbing factor, the magnitude of which was approximately 

represented by the extreme variations in the P.P., observable in Series 2 and 3. 

Doubtless a portion of the small variation was due to unavoidable experimental error ; 

but at least another portion was probably due to a cause which we shall now proceed 

to discuss in the next section. 

(6) y. Of Errors Arising from Slight Variations in the Temperature of the 

Contents of a Vessel.—Coming now to a brief consideration of the influence exercised 

by the third variable (y, p. 236), we note that some workers have been somewhat 

perplexed and exercised in their minds as to what material constitutes the most 

appropriate substance for wiping glass vessels that are to be weighed; some advocate 

the use of silk, others are in favour of the use of old and fine linen, others again 
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recommend a preliminary immersion of the vessel in distilled water. Various observers 

have found that the apparent weight of a vessel which has been wiped with silk is 

somewhat changed if re-wiped with linen, and vice versa. Certain experiments 

which we have made with tlie view of elucidating the cause of the admitted and 

observed difierences, suggest that the apparent change in weight is intimately bound 

up both with the manner in which the vessel is finally prepared for weighing and 

with the nature of the substance used for wiping. A typical case which is simpler 

than but equivalent to one of my own experiments will make this clear. The 

selected case is that of a glass sphere having a capacity of 150 c.c. and filled with 

water. The operation of wiping and the attendant rise in the temperature of the 

vessel and its contents will, in general, effect— 

(1) Slight variations in the weight of the water skin ; 

(2) A very small alteration in the air-displacing power of the vessel; and 

(3) A decrease in the buoyant properties of the surrounding air. 

Passing over the first-named variable which we have already fully discussed, and 

Ignoring yet another associated with possible minute changes in the weight of an air 

skin as distinguished from one of water, we observe that a glass sphere having a 

volume V = 150 c.c. at some temperature t° C., and a cubic coefficient of expansion 

= '00003, will at i + l° C. assume the approximate volume of 150'005 c.c. ; ’005 c.c. of 

air weighs something like l/l70 mgr. The great majority of workers would, by 

following the methods usually adopted for accurate weighing, quite fail to detect so 

small a change with any degree of certainty; and therefore, for our present purpose, 

the variation may be treated as an insignificant factor which calls for no further 

comment. 

In considering the effects which may be produced by the last of three variables 

named above, we would first note that when the buoyancy of the air is to be allowed 

for, a thermometer is placed in some convenient position witliin the balance case and 

read at the time the object is weighed ; the density of the air at the observed 

temperature is then taken into account and the proper correction applied. For very 

many cases this way of treating the problem in hand is doubtless sufficiently accurate 

and calls for little or no criticism. Yet it must be admitted that a close examination 

of the actual facts will show that such a plan must not infrequently lead to the 

adoption of an inaccurate correcting value for the buoyancy. To obtain a rigorously 

true correcting value, the temperature of the air should be taken, not as is often done 

anywhere within the balance case, but at a point infinitely near the object weighed ; 

for, unless the temperature of the air which is in close contact with the object upon 

the balance pan be accurately known, it will be impossible to assign to the correcting 

factor a precise value. The following remarks will, it is hoped, render evident the 

nature of the error that may be introduced by pursuing the usual instead of the ideal 

method. 
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Let the temperature of a sphere having V = 150 c.c. be 0°'l C. greater than the 

mean temperature of the air within the balance case; we shall commit no serious 

error if we assume that the enveloping shell of air which is in close contact with and 

therefore readily warmed by the walls of the vessel is likewise 0°‘l C. greater than 

the mean temperature of the general body of air ; for theory shows that such a shell 

of warmer air, though thin, will be appreciable and fairly well defined. Taking the 

weights of 1 c.c. of dry air under ^ = 760 mm., and at the respective temperatures 

of 15°‘0 C. and 15°T C. as coj and 0)2 mgr., we find the dilference —002 — '0005 mgr. ; 

the corresponding difference for 150 c.c. (the volume of the sphere) is therefore 

= "075 mgr. Under the conditions which existed during our final experiments it was 

estimated that the smallest change in weight that could be detected with certainty 

equalled '002 mgr.; and therefore '075 mgr. would, comparatively speaking, produce 

a very marked effect upon the R.P. value. 

In order to discover how far the temperature might be affected during the process 

of wiping, we introduced into a reaction flask, containing 150 c.c. of water, a 

thermometer graduated in C. ; holding the flask Ijy the upper end of tlie neck 

the contents were shaken and the temperature noted. A doubled silk or linen 

handkerchief was then employed in the usual manner and the flask wiped for the 

space of half a minute preparatory, as it were, to weighing, and the temperature again 

noted ; this experiment was repeated a number of times both with the silk and the 

linen ; in each case the results were surprisingly concordant. With silk the mean 

rise in the temperature was 0°'15 C. and with linen 0°'25 C. These experiments, 

therefore, show the correctness of the more or less prevailing idea that for the purpose 

of wiping glass vessels silk is superior to linen, the superiority being with reference 

to the resultant temperature changes and, according to our measurements, in the ratio 

of 25/15. 

If we assume an otherwise strictly constant temperature within the balance case 

and apply the Stefan-Boltzman law of cooling, it becomes evident that a very 

considerable period must elapse before it will be possible to weigh correctly the 

slightly warmed vessel and its contents. If the above line of argument followed for 

the assumed difference of 0°'l C. be extended so as to include the results obtained in 

the experiments upon the effects produced during wiping, it is found that the 

apparent increase in the weight of the vessel due to this cause alone is respectively 

0'113 and 0'188 mgr. ; in practice, however, other efiects such as those arising from 

the action of convection currents would modify and lessen these values. So far as I 

am aware, little or no attention has hitherto been given to the possible efiects 

following very slight differences in the temperature of a vessel and the general body 

of air surrounding it ; for our present purpose the influence exercised l)y even minute 

differences in the temperature of the air and that of the vessel may become highly 

important and must not be neglected. 

Having reviewed and indicated the sources and approximate magnitudes of at least 
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some of the errors associated with the operations of refined weighing, we now proceed 

to give as brief an account as may be of the results obtained during the final 

experiments connected with this present research. 

(7) Of the Final Experiments Conducted with Silver Nitrate and Ferrous 

Sidphate Sohitions.—During the earlier part of this research use was made, as already 

stated, of inverted U-shaped vessels; but according to our experience such vessels 

are not so free from sundry inconveniences as we could wish for. It was therefore 

decided to substitute for those vessels others of a more or less globular form; and in 

order that the surfaces, .volumes, and figures of the two vessels might be as nearly as 

possible identical, recently purchased Kjeldahl flasks of Jena glass were chosen. The 

two flasks were then repeatedly softened in a blowpipe flame and re-blown until by 

trial it was found that they were in all essential respects very similar; it is believed 

that the repeated softening in the flame also ensured, as no other treatment could 

have done, a very close similarity in the nature of the surfaces of the flasks. 

With the object of separating the two reacting bodies, another flask of convenient 

volume was blown wflthin each of the two Jena glass vessels. The silver nitrate 

solutions were introduced into the small inner flasks, and the equivalent weights of 

ferrous sulphate solutions into the outer and larger vessels ; the necks of the outer 

vessels were then softened, thickened, and drawn out in the form of capillary tubes ; 

these when cold were re-heated and bent hookwise and their tips sealed in the flame. 

The volumes of the vessels were next measured hydrostatically, and to the one possessing 

the smaller volume was added the necessary spherical compensator having V = 1'59 c.c. 

The sealed tip of the lightest vessel was now removed and distilled water introduced 

until the weights of the two vessels, together with their contents, were almost exactly 

equal; the tip was then re-sealed. After subjecting the vessels to the usual 

preliminary and extended cleaning with {a) nitric acid, (5) potash, and (c) water, and 

finally wiping, the weighings were commenced and conducted under the newer con¬ 

ditions which have been outlined and discussed in the immediately preceding sections. 

In planning the final experiments it was decided that the operations of weighing 

should be simplified as far as might be consistent with the conditions demanded for 

the high degree of accuracy to which we hoped to attain ; the method of double or 

reversed weighing was therefore, in our opinion, with advantage discarded, for in this 

present enquiry a knowledge of the absolute weights of the reacting bodies is 

inconsequent. The question which we were endeavouring to answer was an 

apparently remarkably simple one, namely. Does the total mass of two or more 

interacting bodies undergo any appreciable change during chemical reaction? Now 

Landolt had already shown that if such changes take place they must be so small 

that there would result 1)ut a very slight displacement in the R.P. of a balance 

adjusted to a higli degree of sensibility ; in fact, so slight was any possible displacement 

likely to be that for the final comparison it would be quite unnecessary even to change 

the position of the rider upon the beam. 
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From tlie results obtained during the wiping of a cliarged flask {vide supra), it was 

inferred that the less frequently we repeated the operation of wiping the reaction 

vessels, the greater would be the reliability of final results drawn from a whole series of 

experiments. Again, the oftener the balance case is opened the greater will be the 

risk incurred from falling dust, varying temperature, and moisture effects ; and with 

oft-repeated reversals we incur the further danger due to possiljle minute alterations in 

weight brought about by the friction between the hooks of the reaction vessels and 

those of the balance stirrups. 

Further, we were convhiced that the elaborate precautions taken Ijy Landolt for 

centering the masses under comparison upon the balance pan were unnecessary. 

Modern precision balances are so constructed that masses placed in their pans or 

suspended from the hooks above are automatically centred; but in order to remove, 

as far as our own balance was concerned, any doubt that might arise on this point, a 

number of experiments carried out with the aid of the inverted U-tubes conclusively 

showed that the contained liquid might be either equally or otherwise divided between 

the two limbs of the vessel without producing any perceptible change in the apparent 

weight of the whole. 

After the two Jena glass reaction vessels, henceforth termed X and Y, had been 

similarly wiped, they were suspended from the hooks of the balance stirrups and 

equipoised with the aid of a small weight and the rider; the balance pans and their 

contents were next completely enclosed by the copper cylinders (p. 237), and tlie tubes 

delivering dry and purified air, placed in situ. The shutter of the balance case having been 

closed the beam was released and fatigued for a prolonged period; the actual weighing 

was then commenced and continued at intervals during successive days. For every 

determination of the relative weights, five pointer readings were taken for deducing 

the R.P. and the temperature of the balance beam noted. By means of the tempe¬ 

rature coefficient of the balance, the various B.Ps. were then reduced for a standard 

temperature of 16° C. The streams of purified air were always arrested during the 

time of the actual weighing, but allowed to flow freely at all other times. 

From September 28 to October 2, preliminary weighings only were undertaken; for 

it follows from the theoretical considerations which have already been given that it 

would be quite useless to attempt thus early to discover the true relative weights of 

the two vessels and tlieir contents. The results obtained during the preliminary 

weighings served chiefly to indicate the cessation of temperature fluctuations within 

the contents of the vessels which had, of necessity, been so freely handled. As may 

be seen from Table V., p. 250, in which the summarised results are set forth, the 

fluctuations as represented by the variations in the R.P. gradually die away and 

ultimately become quite small. 

From the above evidence it was concluded that the vessels and their contents had, on 

October 2, assumed an almost truly normal state; but it was thought to be safer to 

wait yet another day before beginning a final comparison of the weights of the two. 
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Table V. 

Date. 
N umber 
of deter¬ 

minations. 

Reduced R.P. values. 

Maximum. Minimum. Differences. 
Variation in 

weight. 
Mean. 

mgr. 

September 28, 1911 21 108-7 105-0 3-7 -082 106-8 

„ 30 „ 12 111-5 109-8 1-7 -032 110-7 
October 2 „ 6 107-0 106-6 -1 -009 106-8 

Oil the morning of October 3, the vessels were in succession removed from the balance 

and held by a suitably designed lifter whilst they were very lightly and quickly 

re-dusted witli silk ; the operation was so efiected that there was practically no risk 

of producing an appreciable rise in the temperature of their contents. Before the vessels 

were re-introduced the balance pans were also re-dusted and the whole apparatus 

arranged as before. The weighings were commenced an hour after the beam had been 

released and repeated at moderately short intervals throughout the day. Three 

independent determinations of the R.P. were made upon each occasion, and each of 

these was calculated as in the preliminary experiments from 5 observations of the 

extreme positions of the pointer ; the mean value of the 3 determinations was accepted 

as the true one, and this was then reduced as before for the standard temperature 

of 16° C. 

Proceeding in this manner we obtained in the course of 9 hours 20 groups of 3 B.P. 

values ; from these again were calculated 20 mean values, from which a final mean 

value for the relative weights of X and Y, before mixing the contents of either, was 

deduced. An actual example will serve to illustrate tlie method of procedure 

adopted— 

Example. 

Group. Time. R.Ps. Temperature. R.P. at 16“ C. 

No. 1 11.10 a.m. 119-6 119-4 119-3 119-4 10-8 106-9 

The'chief points of interest associated with the 20 groups of determinations may be 

conveniently set forth as follows :— 

The Final Mean value deduced for the R.P. = 107’0. Of the 20 mean values 

obtained during the day the maximum value equalled 107'3 and the minimum value 

106'5 ; 10 of the 20 mean values were greater than the final mean and 7 were smaller; 

the remaining 3 values were equal to the final mean. The mean q- difierence was 
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(still in terms of the E,.P.) = 0'15, and the mean — difierence = 0’16. We therefore 

obtain a close approximation to the truth by taking as a final mean E„P. = 107‘0 

± 0'15. With a sensibility, S, of the balance = 45, we find that the variation ±0‘15 

in the R.P. = 15/450 = ±'003 mgr. As the total mass in either pan was approxi¬ 

mately equal to 127 gr., the variation +’003 is equivalent to 1 in 42’3 millions. 

(8) After mixing the Contents of X.—On the following day (October 4) two 

additional groups of 3 R.P. determinations were obtained ; their mean values at 1G° C. 

were respectively equal to 107’0 and 107'1 ; the accuracy of the value of the R.P. given 

above was thus confirmed. 

The contents of X were now rapidly mixed and the vessel replaced. Observing the 

usual precautions, the relative weights of X and Y were frequently determined during 

an ensuing period of 6 hours. The first comparison showed that the value of the R.P- 

had increased from 107 to 122'4 ; but when the weighings were brought to a conclusion 

for the day the value had fallen to 107'8 ; it was observed that the decline was fairly 

uniform throughout the 6-hour period. The comparisons were continued on October 5 

and 6 and very fully repeated on October 10. Briefly the results were as follows:— 

Table VI. 

Date. 

R.P. values at 1G° C. 

Number of 
determinations. 

Maximum. Minimum. Differences. Means. 

October 4, 1911 . . 122-4 107-8 14-6 115-8 14 
)) b , 110-7 106-1 4-6 108-3 14 
» 6 „ . . 111-1 95-6 15-5 104-9 8 
„ 10 „ . . 109-2 107-2 2-0 108-2 60 

The flnal result obtained from the series of determinations on October 10 shows 

that the R.P. value had increased from 107'0 before mixing the contents of X, to 108‘2 

after mixing ; the difierence 1 '2 is equivalent to an apparent increase in the weight of 

X of ’027 mgr. 

(9) After mixing the Contents of Y.—As the variations in the apparent weight of 

X and its contents showed immediately after mixing some degree of uniformity, it 

was decided so to conduct the weighings, after mixing the contents of Y, that it would 

be possible to determine in this case the actual rate with which the decrease in the 

apparent weight proceeded. Accordingly, the solutions in Y were quickly mixed, 

both X and Y were then wiped and replaced in the balance, and the usual preparations 

completed for weighing. The first weighing was made 20 minutes after the reacting 

bodies had been mixed ; other weighings followed at known intervals, which though at 

first brief, became more extended as the experiment progressed. In this way there 

2 K 2 
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were obtained between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8.30 p.m. 19 independent R.P. values. 

The weighings were continued during the three succeeding days. The results obtained 

during the four days over which this experiment extended are given in a very 

condensed form in the following table :— 

Table VII. 

Date. 

R.Ps. reduced for 16° C. 

Number of 
determinations. 

Maximum. Minimum. Differences. Means. 

October 11, 1911 . . 110-0 91-6 18-4 102-8 19 
„ 12 „ . . 109-7 108-4 1-3 108-9 45 
,, 13 . 109-8 109-1 ■7 109-6 18 
„ 14 „ . . 112-2 109-6 2-6 111-1 12 

Tlie results obtained during October 11-14 inclusive are represented graphically and 

in a more detailed manner by Curve No. 2 (fig. 3). Curve No. 1 exhibits the 

small variations observed in the relative weights of X and Y before the contents of 

either were mixed, and at the same time indicates not only the degree of accuracy 

attained under the improved conditions introduced for weighing glass vessels, but also 

serves the useful purpose of a standard with which the other curves may be compared. 

The several curves are formed by plotting the differences in the apparent weights of 

X and Y against the times when those differences were measured. 

Curve No. 2 presents two interesting features, the most arresting of these being the 

well defined undulations in the first portion. The slope of the axis of the undulations, 

though at first steep, becomes with lapse of time, less pronounced ; finally the 

undulations die away and the further apparent-changes in weight are from that time 

onward best represented as an aj^proximately straight line curve having a direction 

which tends to become horizontal. The mean path of the whole graph suggested to 

our minds a very strong resemblance to a cooling curve ; we were thus led to suspect 

the existence of some simple relationship between the decreasing temperature of the 

recently mixed contents of X and the changes in the apparent weight of the same. 

We therefore decided to measure the rate of cooling for X and its contents under 

conditions similar to those which obtained during the weighings. With this object in 

view, another vessel, similar in all essential respects to X, was charged with solutions 

of silver nitrate and ferrous sulphate, the quantities used being the same as those 

employed in our Landolt experiment. A thermometer graduated to 0°‘l C. was 

introduced and read; the two solutions were then mixed, and the thermometer again 

read ; the increase in the temperature equalled 4°'8 C. and this was therefore the 

range of temj^erature for which the rate of cooling had to be determined. In carrying 
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out the cooling experiment, the vessel, loosely corked and fitted with a thermometer 

placed centrally within, was first warmed and the temperature of its contents raised 

about 6° C. above that of the surrounding air ; it was next placed upon a light three- 

point support of fire clay and surrounded with one of the copper cylinders from the 

balance case ; this done, the top of the cylinder was covered with a tin-foil lid through 

which the stem of the thermometer projected ; finally, one of the tubes leading from 

the air-purifying apparatus was passed downwards and just through the tin-foil lid, 

and the whole covered with a large glass dome. The time required for the vessel and 

its contents to cool from 21° C. to 16°‘2 C. was then determined, a chronometer being 

for this purpose read for each fall of 0°‘5 C. until the temperature had sunk to 16°'5 C. ; 

as the rate of cooling had then become very slow, chronometer readings were 

recorded for three succeeding temperature steps each of 0°1 C. 

For this experiment we purposely chose a day when the weather was dull and the 

air fairly still ; under those conditions the temperature of our balance room is 

remarkably constant; in this present instance the variations kept within the limits 

15°'2 C. and 15°’4 C. during the 6 hours the experiment lasted. The results derived 

from this experiment were now set forth in the form of a curve (No. 3) of dimensions 

corresponding to those chosen for Curve No. 2 ; we were thus enabled to institute a 

direct comparison between the two. 

Superposing the cooling and decrease in weight curves, it is found that the former 

very approximately coincides with the axis of the undulations of the latter; this very 

approximate coincidence appears to persist and improve until finally the two curves 

merge into one and so become indistinguishably the same. The portion a/3 of the 

change in weight curve was obtained by extrapolating, and the point marked y 

indicates the result obtained during our final weighing in this portion of our 

experiment. 

The results we have just given and briefly discussed aflbrd strong confirmatory 

evidence of the correctness of the theory already advanced, and which indicates that 

for a body of some considerable volume the apparent mass, as determined within a 

very restricted air space free from convection currents, must appreciably increase 

when the temperature of the body is raised, and decrease when the temperature is 

allowed to fall. 

With regard to the undulations wliich appear in the first portion of the Curve 

No. 2, it must be confessed that we are not yet in possession of sufficient data to be 

able to definitely assign a cause from which they may arise; we may, however, state 

that the results of several experiments led to the conclusion that the undulations 

will be inappreciable unless the temperature of the charged vessel which is being 

weighed exceeds that of the air by 1° C. or more. The more or less harmonic form 

of the undulations suggest two possibilities : (l) for a given temperature diflerence. 

periodic oscillations may be set up in the air shell which encloses the warm vessel, (2) 

the transference of the heat energy from the interior to the bounding surface of the 
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cooling liquid proceeds not in one perfectly and steadily decreasing flow, as might at 

first be expected, but in the form of a surging stream. It is hoped that further 

experimental evidence will reveal that which is now obscure. 

We now briefly refer to the results set forth in Tables VI. and VII. Comparing 

the corresponding data of the two tables, very distinct differences are at once 

apparent; but that which claims our immediate attention is the want of agreement 

Ijetween the two final results; the first of these indicates an apparent increase in 

weight = '027 mgr., and the second an apparent decrease = '067 mgr. As these 

apparent changes in weight constitute, relatively speaking, large discrepancies of a 

wholly contradictory character, we began to suspect that the marked irregularities 

were due to the presence of some hitherto unlooked for variable; but before deciding 

upon any other course, additional comparisons of X and Y were efiected at intervals 

for some days longer ; the large fluctuations in the relative weights showed that it 

would be useless to further prolong experiments in this direction. Curve No. 4 

(fig. 3) represents some of the irregular results obtained from the additional 

weighings. 

At this period of the investigation we obtained a clue so valuable that we were 

enabled to perceive the probable cause of the frequent changes in the relative weights 

of X, Y and their contents. During an earlier experiment, not previously mentioned. 
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whilst the contained solutions were being mixed a fine crack was developed across 

the lower portion of a sealed reaction vessel; this crack rendered the vessel useless 

for the purpose for which it was designed. Following a habit we have of retaining for 

the time being anything connected with our work, the vessel was placed inside a 

beaker and set aside. At the end of about eight weeks it was discovered that the 

whole of the liquid had left the vessel and passed out into the beaker; seeing that 

the vessel was still intact, it was obvious that a considerable pressure had been 

generated within; in no other conceivable way was it possible to account for the 

ejection of the liquid. 

An experiment was now devised to enable us to measure the growth in the 

pressure which follows the mixing of the two solutions. A flask was prepared and 

charged after the manner already described, but the capillary tube was made as 

uniform as possible and longer, and then bent so as to 

assume the form shown in fig. 4. A spot at the base 

of the capillary tube was softened before the blowpipe, 

and a short fine capillary tube, t, drawn out and left 

open ; it was now possible to introduce a convenient 

quantity of mercury into the U-shaped limb; this done, 

the vessel was placed for some hours in a thermostat, 

maintained at a mean temperature of 29°‘5 C., and 

then hermetically sealed by fusing the tips of the 

capillary tubes t and h ; the atmospheric pressure at 

the time of sealing was observed and recorded. Next, 

the solutions were mixed, the vessel replaced in the 

thermostat, and the sealed mercury manometer, m, 

read from time to time. During the first day the 

manometer remained unaffected, but at the expiration 

of the second day its indications showed that the pressure within had commenced 

to fall; the diminution in the pressure became more and more marked until the sixth 

day during which the change reached a maximum; from this time onward the 

pressure began to slowly return towards its original value, the increase during the 

four succeeding days being equal to 20 mm. of mercury. 

We next tried the effect of light upon the mixture, and in order to carry out this 

experiment the flask was removed from the thermostat, allowed to cool, and then 

placed together with a 25 candle-power “ tantalum” lamp inside a bright tin box, the 

top of which was then covered with tin-foil. Switching on the lamp for short inter¬ 

vals only, the pressure was now observed to increase so rapidly that it was deemed 

wise to terminate the experiment at the end of an hour. The flask was then replaced 

in the thermostat and the new pressure measured ; this pressure remained unaltered 

during the succeeding day, but 24 hours later it had still further increased. The 

experiment, which had by this time been proceeding for a fortnight, was now brought 
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to a conclusion by opening the tip of the manometer under mercury; when this was 

done, a considerable quantity of gas escaped from the reaction flask; the bulk of this 

was caught in a tube previously filled with mercury. An analysis showed that the gas 

consisted of nitrogen and nitric oxide, their volumes being approximately in the ratio 

of 1 : 2. 

The determination of the cubic coefficient of expansion of the flask for pressure was 

next undertaken, in order that we might be in a position to calculate the changes in 

the apparent weight of the flask resulting from the related variations in the buoyancy 

of the air. 

The pressure coefficient of expansion was measured with the aid of the apparatus 

represented in fig. 5. The flask, previously emptied and dried, was introduced into a 

small bell-jar and its neck passed up through a cork securely fixed in the mouth of 

the jar ; the wide open end of the jar was then closed by means of a stout iron plate, 

p, which was attached with cement. The jar, together with 

tlie tube t, were next completely filled with air-free water, and, 

except when in use, the fine capillary jet in which the tube t 

terminates was kept immersed in water. In measuring the 

pressure coefficient, the water was removed from under the 

jet and a small weighed capsule substituted for it; air was 

then forced into the reaction vessel until the internal pressure 

was equal to 3 atmospheres, as indicated by the sealed 

mercury manometer m; as the pressure distended the flask, 

water was ejected through t into the capsule, which was then 

removed and again weighed. With slight modifications the 

contraction coefficient of the vessel was also determined. 

Both determinations were carried out several times and the 

pj„. 5_ results obtained were very concordant. It was thus found 

that an additional pressure of 1 atmosphere increased the 

volume of the reaction vessel by an amount equal to '02 c.c. The weight of ‘02 c.c. 

of air may be taken = ’024 mgr., and this is therefore the change produced in the 

buoyancy effects of the air upon the flask by a pressure = 760 mm. of mercury. We 

now give in Table VIII. which follows a summary of the results obtained during this 

branch of our inquiry. 

The contents of Table VIII. are almost sufficiently self explanatory. It may be 

seen that on mixing the two reacting bodies, two hitherto absent variables the one 

dependent upon the other, were unknowingly introduced; there were prolonged, 

unsuspected and complicated chemical changes producing an irregular temperature 

and cOiaSequent loss in the buoyant properties of the air enveloping the reaction vessel; 

and as a necessary result of the chemical changes, a quantity of gas with its attendant 

pressure was generated within the vessel which, becoming distended, displaced 

additional air and was thus rendered more buoyant. The observed fiuctuatioiis in the 
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Table VIII. 

At the time of sealing the bulb the barometric reading = 744 mm. 

Date. 
Pressure 

within bulb. 
Change in 
pressure. 

Change in 
volume of bulb. 

Equivalent 
change in 

Aveight. 

1 
November 16, 1911 . . 744 mm. ±0 ±0 ±0 

r „ 17 „ . . 744 „ + 0 + 0 ±0 1 
,, 18 ,, . . 670 „ - 74 mm. - -0015 c.c. + • 002 mgr. 
,, 19 ,, . . Not read. 

20 611 mm. -133 „ - -0026 „ + -003 „ 
After 21 578 „ -166 „ - -0033 „ + •004 „ 

heating ^>2 587 „ -157 „ -•0031 „ + •004 „ 
23 587 „ -157 „ -•0031 „ + •004 „ 

„ 24 „ . . 593 „ -151 „ -•0030 „ + ■004 „ 
,, 25 „ . . 598 „ -146 „ -•0029 „ + -004 „ 

L n 26 „ . . Not read. 

After r „ 27 „ . . 1594 mm. + 850 „ + •0167 „ -•020 „ 
exposure < „ 28 „ . . 1594 „ + 850 „ + •0167 „ -•020 „ 
to light 1 „ 29 „ . . 1674 „ + 930 ,, + •0183 „ -•022 „ 

relative weights of the two vessels, X and Y, are therefore to be attributed to the sum 

of the two variables, one of which tends to increase, and the other to decrease the 

weight of either vessel. If the two variables have been, and still are, equally 

operative in both vessels, there will follow strictly equal opposition effects ; as the 

sum of these = 0, the balance remains unaffected, and the presence of the variables 

remains unsuspected. In all probability this is just what happened in Landolt’s 

experiments with silver nitrate and ferrous sulphate. There is, however, one other 

possibility. Further experiments have proved that for the secondary reactions occurring, 

the period of induction may be very considerable ; that is to say, the primary reaction 

may proceed to a point where a first chemical equilibrium may be established, and 

then no further appreciable changes follow before the whole experiment is completed. 

Viewed mathematically, we have but re-stated the case ; in so far as the actual 

weighing is concerned, the results are precisely the same. 

The mixture left in the flask after concluding the experiments with the tantalum 

lamp, proved on examination to be very acid. The clear liquid obtained on filtering, 

contained in addition to acids, ferrous, ferric, and silver salts; the undissolved portion 

which was somewhat yellow, contained metallic silver, silver nitrate and some salts of 

iron. We must now leave the chemical problem here presented to be mor^ fully 

dealt with in some future communication ; but from the remarks made, it will be 

abundantly evident that the chemical equation set forth on p. 230 gives but a very 

incomplete representation of the actual facts ; that equation may indeed represent 

VOL. ccxii.—A. 2 L 
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more or less correctly, the initial stage of the whole reaction, but it is quite clear 

that other and perhaps somewhat involved and little understood chemical changes 

are induced some time later, the period varying greatly with the conditions of light, 

heat, &c. 

Seeing then that a close study of one apparently simple chemical reaction led to such 

totally unexpected conclusions, and remembering that the nature of some of the other 

reactions made use of by Landolt cannot, in all probability, be simpler than that of 

the reaction which we have investigated somewhat imperfectly here, it would 

naturally appear that a more perfect knowledge of the chemical changes which 

were made use of by Landolt, combined with the application of the methods we 

have advocated and practised for refined weighing, would enable us to explain at 

least some of those obscure points which arise in Landolt’s memoir. We now 

pass to the consideration of one final experiment and the results which were obtained 

by its aid. 

(lO) Of some Results obtained with Barium Chloride and Sodium Sulphate.—AVith 

the object of securing additional and confirmatory evidence in support of the correct¬ 

ness of the views which we had now formed, a final experiment was devised and 

carried out. 

It will be universally admitted that the reaction which follows the mixing of barium 

chloride and sodium sulphate solutions is, for all practical purposes, instantaneous and 

complete. We are not, however, aware that either this or other similarly rapid 

and complete reactions have been deliberately and systematically made use of by 

preceding investigators ; but the results we have obtained and described force us to 

the inevitable conclusion that the only reactions we may legitimately make use of for 

our present purposes are just those in which the chemical changes terminate within 

a reasonably brief period; further, the products of the reaction must be of such a 

nature that the pressure within the vessel is not appreciably altered. 

For the purpose of carrying out the final experiment two re-blown Jena glass vessels, 

similar to those used in the preceding experiments, were prepared ; but as it was not 

intended to duplicate the experiment, one vessel only was supplied with an inner 

flask ; the other vessel was used simply as a counterpoise. The reaction vessel was 

charged with equivalent quantities of almost saturated solutions of highly purified 

barium chloride and sodium sulphate, the latter being placed in the small inner flask ; 

the counterpoise was charged with the proper weight of water ; the reaction vessel and 

its counterpoise were then sealed, their volumes and weights determined and afterwards 

equalised ; finally the vessels were cleaned. All these necessary operations were 

performed in the manner described on pp. 231 and 248. The subsequent weighings were 

conducted under precisely the same conditions and with the same precautions as those 

introduced and observed during the final experiments with silver nitrate and ferrous 

sulphate. The results obtained during the course of this experiment are summarised 

and set forth in the following table :— 
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From the above tabulated results it may be seen that there were 72 5-point 

determinations of the relative weights of the reaction vessel and its counterpoise 

before effecting the chemical reaction, and 63 similar determinations after. The 

maximum variations observed amongst the several daily mean values (Column 3) 

were 0'63 before the reaction and 0'23 after; these variations in the R.P. correspond 

respectively to '014 and ’005 mgr. The mean values of all the daily average 

differences in the R.P. (Columns 5 and 7) before the reaction are +0’20 and —0T4 

respectively, or a final mean variation +0T7. After the reaction the corresponding 

values are respectively -l-0’35 and —0‘35, or a final mean variation = ±0'35. 

Expressing the two final means in the form of weight variations, we have for the 

first ± ‘004 mgr. and for the second + ‘008 mgr. The increase in the average 

variation here shown, though in itself small, is, we believe, definite, and we think 

that it is quite possible that as a result of the chemical reaction some at present 

unknown minute disturbing factor has been introduced; further research may bring 

this to light. 

Taking the final mean variation in the relative weights = ±'006 mgr., it appears 

that the additional refinements and precautions which we have introduced and 

described have resulted in raising the attainable degree of accuracy in weighing from 

the lower limit of ±'03 mgr. given by Landolt to one having just l/5th of that 

value. 

The weight of the reaction vessel and its contents may in round numbers be taken 

= 109 gr.; if, therefore, the difference Mg —be taken = ’001 mgr., instead of the 

smaller difference "0007 mgr. as found experimentally, the apparent increase in the 

total mass during the chemical reaction is of the order of 1 in 109,000,000 parts; but 

this, it may be observed, is 6 times smaller than the average variations exhibited 

throughout these final experiments. 

Reviewing then the whole available evidence, we are led to conclude that this 

present research has tended but to confirm the truth of an almost universally 

accepted belief, that a given total mass is an unchanging and unchangeable quantity. 

In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Government Grant 

Committee of the Royal Society for the continued loan of certain apparatus which 

has considerably facilitated this research. My best thanks are due to Mr. R. T. 

Gunther, Fellow of Magdalen College, and to Mr. N. V. Sidgwick, Fellow of 

Lincoln College, Oxford, for the valuable assistance which both have rendered me. 

Lastly, I would express my appreciation of the kindness shown me by the Radcliffe 

Observer. In the absence of data afforded by Dr. Rambaut’s continuous barograph 

records it would have been difficult to apply certain minute but necessary corrections 

to the final R.P. values of the barium chloride and sodium sulphate experiments. 
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1. Introduction. 

The phenomena of rotatory dispersion are of special interest from two points of view. 

To the chemist they afford the most hopeful clue to the solution of the difficult and 

much discussed question as to why a particular substance possesses a given rotatory 

power. To the physicist, they contribute important data for the discussion of the 

mechanism involved in the propagation of light through matter, on the lines laid 

down by Maxwell, in 1869, and extended by the subsequent work of Sellmeier, 

Von Helmholtz, Larmor, I)rude, and others. On the chemical side, progress 

depends mainly on the accumulation of data as to the rotatory dispersion of a large 

number of substances for a few selected wave-lengths ; in particular also upon the 

development of simple and effective laboratory methods, permitting of the measure¬ 

ment of rotatory dispersion being made a part of the ordinary routine of every 

laboratory in which polarimetric studies are undertaken. Progress on the physical 

side demands that a few selected substances shall be examined with light of many 
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wave-lengths, extending over the whole of the available range of the spectrum, and 

that the measurements shall be made with the highest degree of accuracy. 

The present investigation of rotatory dispersion, which has been in progress con¬ 

tinuously since 1905, is concerned with the natural rotatory power of crystals and of 

optically active liquids, and also with the rotatory power induced in them by a 

magnetic field. It was undertaken primarily from the chemical standpoint with a 

view to obtaining information as to the variations of rotatory power with wave¬ 

length in organic liquids. But it was soon found that the two lines of investigation 

indicated in the preceding paragraph were inseparable, since the only satisfactory 

way of establishing standard laboratory methods for everyday use was to make 

measurements of rotatory dispersion with light of every available wave-length and 

to strive persistently to increase the degree of accuracy attained. Only in this way 

could adequate experience be gained as to what was possible in work of this kind. 

Thus, after making observations with light of some thirt}^ wave-lengths, it was 

found that measurements of the highest degree of accuracy could be made with 

twenty-four lines in the spectra of the elements Li, Na, Tl, Zn, Cd, Hg, Cu, Ag ; 

nine of these were used in the earliest series of laboratory-measurements, but the 

number was soon reduced to seven and finally to four (or even two) lines, which were 

found to give an adequate representation of the rotatory dispersion of the simpler 

organic compounds. 

The measurements which are now described of the rotatory power -of quartz for 

twenty-four wave-lengths in the visible region of the spectrum were undertaken 

originally in order to test the methods which were being devised for general laboratory 

use. But it was soon apparent that measurements might be made which would be 

much more accurate than those that had been recorded hitherto, even including the 

measurements of Soret and Sarasin which have been accepted as standards during 

the past thirty years. The observations were therefore continued and extended in 

order to provide material which could be used in testing with the greatest stringency 

the relationships between rotatory power and wave-length which have been put 

forward by Drijde and others. Measurements of magnetic rotatory dispersion in 

quartz were also made, in order to test, under more stringent conditions than those 

which have generally been adopted, the validity of G. Wiedemann’s Law of the 

proportionality of natural and magnetic rotatory dispersions. 

Experiments are in progress to extend the measurements of the natural rotatory 

power of quartz in such a way as to cover the whole of the spectrum transmitted by 

the mineral. Up to the present, measurements have been made from X 17000 to 

A 2327 ; it is hoped that, by the adoption of new methods, it may be possible 

ultimately to carry the experiments into the unexplored regions lying beyond these 

limits, but this final extension will be accomplished only after overcoming a number 

of new and serious difficulties. 

Measurements have also been made of natural and magnetic rotatory dispersion 
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in some fifty or sixty paraffinoid compounds, including a series of twenty-three 

optically-active alcohols prepared by Dr. E;. H. Pickard ; these will be described in 

a separate communication as soon as two series of active alcohols now under examina¬ 

tion have been completed and tested. 

2. General Review of Previous Observations and Methods. 

Although much work has been done on the optical rotatory power of organic compounds, it is remark¬ 

able that almost the whole of the observations have been made with light of one colour—the yellow 

doublet of sodium. Observations have been made occasionally with light of other w’avedengths, usually 

by physicists who have proceeded from the study of quartz or of sodium chlorate to analogous observations 

on the rotatory dispersion of some optically active liquid such as turpentine or ethylic tartrate. But 

the measurement of rotatory dispersion has never become a part of the normal work of the chemical 

laboratorju Chemists have been content to devote their energies to the elucidation of the effect of 

solvents, of temperature and of chemical constitution on the rotatory power of substances for sodium light, 

usually without paying attention to the influence of the nature of the light on the property in question.* 

This limitation is the more remarkable since many of the substances selected for examination are knowm 

to exhibit anom.aloiis rotatory dispersion, and cannot, therefore, be expected to exhibit any simple relation¬ 

ships until attention is directed to the w'hole course of the rotatory dispersion-curve rather than to any one 

arbitrarily selected point. 

Measurements of magnetic rotatory dispersion have been even more uncommon. Perkin made a few 

scattered observations with lithium and thallium in addition to sodium light; a few measurements have 

also been made in order to determine the form of the dispersion-curve or to test the validity of 

Wiedemann’s Law' of the proportionality between natural and magnetic rotatory dispersion, but 

practically the whole of the literature of magnetic rotatory power, like that on natural optical rotation, is 

expressed in terms of the effects produced on yellow sodium light. 

The influence of wave-length on the optical rotatory power of crystals has been studied much more fully 

than in the case of liquids. Of some thirty substances which show this property, about one-third have 

been examined wdth light of three or more wave-lengths. In the case of quartz and of sodium chlorate, 

the observations have been extended by Soret, Sarasin, and Guye (‘Geneva Archives,’ 1882 [HI.], 

vol. 8, 5-59, 98-132, 201-228; 1889 [HI.] vol. 22, 130) from the visible to the ultra-violet region of the 

spectrum. Observations of the optical rotatory power of quartz in the infra-red ‘region have been made 

by E. Carvallo (‘Comptes Rendus,’ 1892, vol. 114, 288) and by R. Dongier (‘Comptes Rendus,’ 1897, 

vol. 125, 228). As questions of solvent, concentration and chemical constitution enter scarcely at all into 

the study of the optical rotatory power of crystals, this property has been investigated mainly from the 

standpoint of crystallography or of pure physics. In addition to the influence of the wave-length of the 

light, the effect of temperature has been the problem mainly studied. In particular, the optical rotation 

produced by quartz plates has been measured over the range of temperature from -[-840° C. (JOUBERT, 

‘Comptes Rendus,’ 1878, vol. 87, 497) to - 190° C. (Molby and Gibbs, ‘Rhys. Rev.,’ 1910, vol. 30, 77-91; 

vol. 31, 291-310). 

* See, for instance. Prof. Frankland’s review of the subject in his Presidential Address to the 

Chemical Society, March 28, 1912. 

Note.-—It does not appear to be generally known that chemists and physicists have adopted different 

conventions as regards the sign of an optical rotation, so that dextro-quartz and dextro-camphor actually 

rotate the plane of polarisation in opposite directions. In the case of dextro-quartz the rotation is clock- 

wdse to an observer looking along the path of the light; in the case of dextro-camphor the rotation is 

clock-wise as viewed from the eye-piece of the polarimeter. 
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The methods used in measuring rotatory dispersion differ from one another mainly in two respects:— 

1. As regards the source of light, which may give (a) a continuous spectrum or (b) a line-spectrimi, 

either monochromatic or multichromatic j 

2. As regards the methods used in selecting a line or portion of the spectrum, which may depend 

(a) upon a spectroscope whereby the light is resolved either before or after it passes through the 

polarimeter or (b) upon the use of absorption-screens. 

Broch’s Method.—The earliest measurements of rotatory dispersion were made on quartz with the help 

of sunlight falling upon a Amrtical slit; after passing through a simple polarimeter (consisting of movable 

polariser, quartz plate and analyser) the light was resolved by means of a single glass prism, without a 

telescope or eye-piece; the polariser was rotated until a dark extinction-band was superposed on one after 

another of the Fraunhofer lines from B to G (Broch, ‘Ann. Chim. Phys.,’ 1852, vol. 34, 119-121 ; from 

‘ Repertorium der Physik,’ 1846, vol. 7, 113). The same method was suggested in general terms a year 

previously by Fizeau and Foucault (‘Comptes Rendus,’ 1845, vol. 21, 1157). This method was 

improved by G. Wiedemann (‘ Pogg. Ann.,’ 1851, vol. 82, 215-232), who added a telescope to the 

refracting prism, and with this apparatus made the first exact observations of the natural rotatory 

dispersion of licpiids (turpentine and lemon oil for the Fraunhofer lines B to G) and of their magnetic 

rotatory dispersion (carbon disulphide and turpentine for the Fraunhofer lines C to G), and discovered 

the proportionality of the two rotatory powers over a series- of wave-lengths (turpentine for the Fraunhofer 

lines C, D, E, B, F gave the ratios 4'07, 4’12, 4'10, 4’14, 4‘12). A. Arndtsen used a cross-wire in the 

telescope to locate the positions of the Fraunhofer lines and measured the rotatory dispersion of sugar, 

tartaric acid,* malic acid and camphor. J. Stefan (‘Wien. Ber.,’ 1864 [IL], vol. 50, 88-124) developed 

this method of worldng into its final form by using, in series with a simple polarimeter, a complete 

spectroscope, with a prism of crown-glass, flint-glass, water or quartz, or a grating, to refract the light; he 

used an artificial source of light, t measured the positions of the extinction-bands on the circle of the 

goniometer (polariser and analyser fixed) and, after establishing a linear relationship between the rotatory 

power of the quartz and the refraction of the prism, calculated the rotatory power of the quartz for the 

seven Fraunhofer lines B to H. Stefan showed that, whilst the rotatory dispersion could not be 

represented by Biot’s formula a = a satisfactory concordance between theory and experiment could 

be obtained by using' Cauchy’s formula a = Aq -f AqA"-. Stefan’s method! was used by Y. von Lang 

(‘Wien. Ber.,’ 1875 [IL], vol. 71, 707-714) in measuring the influence of temperature upon the optical 

rotatory power of quartz ; he calibrated the spectroscope by means of lithium, sodium and thallium flames 

and brought the extinction-bands to these three positions by rotating the analysing Nicol prism. A 

complete spectroscope in series with a simple polarimeter was also used by Soret and Sarasin (‘Geneva 

Archives,’ 1882 [HL], vol. 8, 5-59, 98-132, 201-228) with solar light as illuminant and Fraunhofer lines 

as standards of wave-length in their measurements of optical rotation in quartz; the same arrangement 

was used by Guye (‘Geneva Archives,’ 1889 [HI.], vol. 22, 130) vvdth artificial light in his measurements 

of optical rotation in sodium chlorate. 

Lirricu’s 2Iethod.—In order to read rotations which are too small in magnitude to give rise to narrow 

bands, Lippich (‘ Wien. Ber.,’ 1885 [IL], vol. 91, 1070) passed the light through a spectroscope before it 

reached the polarimeter; the spectrum, instead of being received by an eye-piece, fell upon a second slit. 

* Biot, who discovered the phenomenon of anomalous rotatory dispersion in tartaric acid (‘ Mem. 

Acad. Sci.,’ 1838, vol. 15, 93; vol. 16, 229; ‘Ann. Chim. Phys.,’ 1844, (3), vol. 10, 5, 175, 307, 385; 

vol. 11, 82; 1850, vol. 28, 215, 351 ; vol. 29, 35, 341, 430), merely used blocks of the spectrum, in the red, 

yellow, green, &c., without attempting to locate accurately their positions in the spectrum. 

t Landolt (‘ Optical Rotating Power,’ 1902, p. 423) attributes to A"on Lang the method described by 

Stefan eleven years previously of using artificial light in place of sunlight. 
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which formed the source of light for the polarimeter. The difficulty of having to move the light-source, 

collimator and prism for every fresh colour is effectively overcome by using a constant-deviation prism 

(Christie, ‘Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ 1878, vol. 26, 8) mounted on a spectroscope in which both slits are fixed 

and the colour is varied by merely rotating the prism (see F. Tw^MAN, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ 1907, vol. 1.3, 481). 

Lippich’s method of working has the great advantage that it can be applied to his half-shadow instruments 

with a double or triple field. 

Landolt’s Method.—Another method in which a continuous spectrum is used as a source of light is 

that of Landolt (‘Sitz. Akad.,’ Berlin, 1894, 323; ‘ Ber. Deut. Chem. Ges.,’ 1894, vol. 27, 2872), in 

which five filters are used to separate light in the red, yellow, green, light blue and dark blue portions of 

the spectrum, the optical mass-centres of the transmitted light at wave-lengths 6659, 5919, 5330, 4885, 

and 4482 being near to those of the Fraunhofer lines C, D, E, F, G at 6563, 5893, 5270, 4861, and 4308 

respectively. This method, which avoids the use of a spectroscope, is the only one that has been adopted 

widely in chemical laboratories (Winther, ‘ Zeit. Physikal. Chem.,’ 1907, vol. 60, 563; Walden, ‘ Zeit. 

Physikal. Chem.,’ 1906, vol. 55, 1; Tschugaefe, ‘Zeit. Physikal. Chem.,’ 1911, vol. 76, 469; Grossmann, 

‘ Zeit. Physikal. Chem.,’ 1910, vol. 75, 129). 

Perkin’s Method.—The use of a small direct-vision spectroscope in front of the eye-piece of the 

polarimeter was introduced by Sir William Perkin as a method of purifying the flame-spectrum of 

sodium. But it is capable of a much wider application as affording the simplest and one of the most 

efficient means of measuring rotatory dispersion in ordinary laboratory practice. Perkin used it in 

reading the magnetic rotation of red lithium and of green thallium light, salts of these metals being added 

to a platinum boat, already containing a sodium salt, heated by a jet of oxygen in the centre of the flame 

of a Bunsen burner. Used in conjunction with the lithium and sodium flames and the enclosed mercury 

arc, Perkin’s method satisfies all the requirements of a standard laboratory method for modern use. 

In reviewing the methods described above, it is necessary to emphasise the fundamental requirement 

for accurate polarimetric work, namely, that the field of the polarimeter must he uniformly lighted with mono¬ 

chromatic light. Of the methods in which a continuous source of light is used, Broch’s method cannot be 

used to measure optical rotations of small magnitude and (as will be shown in a later paper) it can be 

improved considerably even in the case of large rotations by using a polarimeter with a triple field and 

replacing the continuous spectrum by a crowded line spectrum, such as that of the iron arc ; Landolt’s 

method, on the other hand, breaks down completely in the case of rotations exceeding a very few degrees, 

the large blocks of spectrum employed giving no extinction at all with rotations of larger magnitude; the 

Lippich method is also unsatisfactory, especially in the case of large rotations, on account of stray light; 

this point is discussed in a later paragraph (p. 266). Of all the methods described above, the only one 

that is available for the accurate measurement of rotations, both of large and of small magnitude, is that 

of Perkin, in which a light-source containing two or three strong spectrum lines is resolved by means of 

a direct-vision prism placed in front of the eye-piece of the polarimeter. 

3. New Methods and Devices for Measuring Rotatory Disjyersion. 

Perkin’s method gives excellent results when applied to light comprising only a 

few spectrum lines. It is very economical of light and, after repeated trials of other 

methods, has been found to be the best method now available for reading :—• 

The red lithium line. 6708’2 

The green thallium line. 5350'65 

The violet mercury line. 4358'58. 

2 M VOL. CCXII.—A. 
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It can also be nsed very satisfactorily to read :— 

The green mercury line . 

The yellow sodium doublet . 

The yellow mercury doublet 

5460-97 

SSDO-IQO 

5896-16 J 

r 5769-160 

15790-49 J 

The two doublets are only available for reading small rotations and must be resolved 

into separate lines if large rotations are to be observed. 

The flame spectra of lithium, sodium and thallium, and the arc spectrum of mercury 

(Landolt, p. 433 ; Disch, ‘Ann. Phys.,’ 1903 (IV.), vol. 12, 1155 ; Schoneock, ‘ Zeit. 

YVreins Deutsch. Zuck.-Ind.,’ Tech. Part, 1903, vol. 53, 652), giving the six colours 

shown above, were the only line spectra that had been effectively made use of in 

polarimetry* at the time when the present investigation was commenced. In order 

to increase the number of available light-sources, recourse was had to the brilliant 

line-spectra of the metallic arcs, as described in Section 4 of the paper. With these 

new light-sources Peekin’s method can no longer be used, the glare of adjacent lines 

being so great that it is impossible to take accurate readings of the line that is being 

brought to extinction. Under these conditions it is necessary to resolve the light 

spectroscopically before it enters the polarinieter. This was done by means of a 

constant-deviation spectroscope, the instrument being arranged so that an image of 

the slit fell upon the triple-field of a polarinieter in the position normally assigned to 

the eye-piece of the spectroscope ; a wide slit opening symmetrically was inserted 

immediately in front of the triple-field and could be used to cut off the light from lines 

immediately adjacent to the one under observation. 

At an early stage in the work it was discovered that, whilst this arrangement was 

fairly satisfactory for lines in the middle of the spectrum, it was seriously defective 

for lines in the red and blue, on account of stray light from the green and yellow lines. 

Thus readings of magnetic rotation in carbon disulphide were depressed from 70°-90 

to 69°-33 in the case of the violet line Hg 4359 and from 58°-95 to 58°-28 in the case 

of the blue line Cd 4678 by stray light of longer wave-length. The readings, 40°-19, 

of the green line Hg 5461 were not affected by stray light; but the value for the yellow 

doublet Hg 5780 was raised from 35°-14 to 35°-19 and that for the red line Cd 6438 

from 27°-52 to 27°-68 by stray light of shorter wave-length ; the errors are here much 

less than in the case of the blue and violet lines but are sufficiently serious to destroy 

the value of the measurements as exact observations. 

This fault, which does not appear to have been recognised previously, is inherent 

in all devices of the Lippich type, in which the light is resolved spectroscopically 

* Disch had also taken readings with the red hydrogen line 6563 • 04 and with the mercury line 4916-41 

but had been obliged to use half-shadow angles up to 30°. 
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before it enters the polarimeter. It was overcome by Pekkin’s device of using a 

direct-vision prism in conjuction with the eye-piece to throw out the stray light. This 

prism forms an essential part of the apparatus and can only be dispensed with under 

exceptional circumstances some of.which are discussed later in the paper. When the 

prism at the eye-piece was required to aid in the resolution of a close doublet or in 

the elimination of a satellite or to throw out stray light from a closely-adjacent line, 

direct-vision prisms were used which had been specially constructed with a centre- 

prism of glass of refractive index 1 ’92 ; three of these prisms were used for the red, 

green and blue portions of the spectrum respectively. A greatly-increased dispersion 

was secured with the help of two prisms, specially constructed from the same dense 

glass, of the Rutherford pattern (see fig. l), in which the angle of tlie central prism is 

so great that light travelling parallel to the base would be totally reflected at an 

air-surface but is actually brought in and out of the prism at grazing incidence by 

prisms of light glass cemented to the dense prism. One of the Rutherford prisms 

transmitted the spectrum to about X 4800 ; the violet lines were here lost by total 

reflection but were transmitted by a second prism constructed with a slightly smaller 

angle ; the actual angles were :— 

For red, yellow and green 
r dense prism 104° 

flight prisms 8° each 

For Idue and violet 
rdense prism 98° 

flight prisms 10° each 

These prisms require more careful setting in front of the eye-piece than prisms of the 

ordinary dh’ect-vision type and are more troublesome for the eye to find and to use ; 

but their very high dispersion, combined with great economy of light, renders them 

of great value in cases where a system of specially high dispersive power is required. 

The primary purpose of the prism in front of the eye-piece of the polarimeter is to 

eliminate stray light rather than to resolve the lines of the spectrum ; this resolution 

must be effected mainly by the constant-deviation spectroscope, in order that adjacent 

lines and satellites may be blocked out by the polarimeter slit and so prevented from 

producing a distracting glare of light in the neighbourhood of the line under observa¬ 

tion. A high resolution is of value, both in separating the lines of a doublet, such as 

the yellow doublet of mercury or of sodium, and in increasing the width of the lines 

that can be used without overlapping, so that in many cases it is possible to cover the 

whole width of the aperture of the polarimeter with a block of pure monochromatic 

light. But high resolution is usually gained at the cost of a serious sacrifice of light, 

and it was only when using bright arc-spectrum lines in the central part of the visible 

spectrum that the most dispersive systems could be used with advantage. 

Successive increases in the dispersive power of the spectroscope were obtained in 

the following way :— 

1. The 11-inch lens of the “ eye-piece ” 
Q 

tube of the spectroscope was replaced by an 

M 2 
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achromatic lens of 22-inch focus, whereby the linear dimensions of the image were 

doubled, a slit 1 mm. in width now giving an image 2 mm. in width. 

Fig. 1. General arrangement of apparatus for reading 

rotatory dispersion. 

A. Rotating arc. 

B. Condenser. 

C. Collimator (11-inch focus). 

D. Constant-deviation prism with grating replica on reflecting prism. 

E. “ Eye-piece tube ” of constant-deviation spectroscope with lens of 

22-inch focus. 

F. Triple-field polariser. 

G. Polarimeter slit. 

H. Water-jacket with quartz cylinders. 

I. Analyser. 

J. Rutherford prism in front of eye-piece. 

2. The light constant-deviation prism was replaced (a) by 

a dense prism of the same shape (b) by a pair of 30° prisms 

of the extra dense glass of refractive index I'92 with a right- 

angle prism of light glass to act as reflector. 
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3. The right-angle prism was replaced by one bearing a Thorpe replica of a Rowland 

grating, placed so that the very bright first order diflFraction spectrum on one side 

acted in co-operation with the two extra-dense 30° prisms to give the effect of a 

constant-deviation prism of exceptionally high dispersive power. 

The resolution attained by these methods may be illustrated by giving the actual 

separation of the two mercury lines 5769'45 and 5790’49 ; these were used as test¬ 

lines during the early part of a series of experiments which had as their ultimate aim 

the effective resolution of the green silver doublet 5465'66 and 5471*73, and the yellow 

sodium doublet 5890*19 and 5896*16. 

Actual Separation of Mercury Lines 5769 and 5790 hy Constant Deviation 

Spectroscope:— 

11-inch focus lens and light C.D. prism.0*1 mm. 

99 n’9 
)5 n n 5 5 5 5 5 5 ." 5 5 

22 „ „ „ „ dense „ „.0*3 „ 

22 ,, ,, „ ,, extra dense 30° prisms (l*92). 0*45 ,, 

22 ,, „ ,, ,, grating replica.0*75 ,, 

22 ,, ,, ,, grating replica and extra dense 30° prisms . . 1*2 ,, 

Virtual Separation of Mercury Lines hy Eye-piece Prisms:— 

Ordinary D.Y. prism. 

Extra dense (1*92) D.V. prism. 

Rutherford prism.. 

0*3 

0*4 

mm. 

5 5 

0*65 5 5 

The maximum separation was therefore 1*2 + 0*65 = 1*85 mm. 

The complete apparatus as used in resolving the green silver doublet is shown in 

fig. 1. 

A photographic method of measuring rotatory dispersion, which is specially valuable 

in the ultra-violet region of the spectrum, will be described in a later paper ; the 

methods used in the red and infra-red regions will also be described later. 

4. Light Sources. 

The principal light sources used in measuring the rotatory dispersion of quartz 

were;— 

(1) The flame spectra of lithium and thallium ; 

(2) The mercury arc enclosed in glass and in silica ; 

(3) The spectrum of sodium in a carbon arc ; 

(4) The open arc spectra of silver, copper, cadmium, and zinc. 

In almost every case it was necessary to produce a light of the greatest possible 

intensity; only in this way was it possible to make use of a dispersive system of 
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sufficient power to guarantee the effective purification of the light. Even when light- 

sources of the highest intensity were used, it was often found to be desirable to work 

with a system of lower dispersive power (using narrower slits and a narrower line in 

the field of the polarimeter) in order to maintain sufficient brightness to render 

possible the use of a small half-shadow angle ; this factor is specially important in the 

case of the open-arc spectra, which are difficult to maintain in a condition to produce 

steady illumination. 

(l) Lithium. 6708*2. 

The flame spectrum of lithium is of such low optical intensity that even under the 

most favourable conditions it could not be read with a half-shadow angle of less than 

7°. In order to economise light, the red lithium line was read with a direct-vision 

prism in front of the eye-piece as the only dispersive system. As Perkin's arrange¬ 

ment of the lithium flame did not give sufficient light, the arrangement shown in 

fig. 2a was used, a long, narrow globule of lithium carbonate being supported on a 

bundle of platinum wire over a jet of oxygen led by a platinum tube through the 

grid of a “ Meeker” burner. 

(2) Thallium. 5350*65. 

Although the flame spectrum of thallium gives a very bright and pure mono¬ 

chromatic green light, its use was attended with very great difficulty on account of 

the extreme volatility of the chloride and the transient character of the light obtained 

by the ordinary methods of procedure. After many unsuccessful efforts, a steady light 

was finally obtained by the method shown in fig. 2b, the chloride being vaporised 

in a silica bulb and carried into the flame through a silica jet by a current of oxygen. 

With this arrangement, a very bright and steady illumination can be maintained 

during a period of several hours; the discovery of an equally efficient method for 
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producing a steady lithium flame would be a very great convenience. Tlie readings 

were taken with a dense direct-vision prism as the only dispersive system and a 

half-shadow angle of 5°. 

(3) Sodium. 5896‘16 and 5890'19. 

The lines of the sodium doublet were by far the most difficult to read of the series 

now described. They could only be separated by using the highest available dispersion 

on the constant-deviation spectroscope, when the actual separation of the centres of 

the lines amounted to mm. Under these conditions the flame spectrum, even with 

the help of oxygen, was quite inadequate as a source of light. The actual readings 

were taken from a carbon arc with a thread of glass in the hollow core of the upper 

carbon. The main trouble was the reversal of the lines, which frequently appeared 

as a yellow band crossed by two very narrow black Fraunhofer lines. These reversed 

lines were admirably adapted for setting the spectroscope, the best possible adjustment 

being obtained when a black Fraunhofer line could be seen down the centre of the slit 

of the polarimeter, this slit being narrowed to about ^ mm. in order to cut out the other 

line of the doublet; they were, however, quite useless for taking the actual readings. 

The device finally used to secure trustworthy observations consisted in levering open 

the jaws of the slit to see the character of the lines and releasing the jaws in order to 

take readings when the lines were seen to be narrow and luminous (without reversal). 

This condition could sometimes be maintained during several minutes but was never 

quite to be relied on ; the reversal of the line could usually be detected even without 

opening the jaws of the slit, by the loss of sharpness of the extinction and a sudden 

change of perhaps 2° in the readings as the neighljouring line broadened and spread 

into the field of view; this effect was particularly troublesome in the case of the less 

refrangible line. The sodium lines were read without any prism on the eye-piece, as 

the half-shadow angle could be reduced from 10° to 5° by removing this prism; this 

exceptional course was justified (a) by the small amount of tlie stray light in the 

grating spectrum {h) by the fact that the stray light would be practically a 

continuous spectrum crossed by some scores of extinction bands and would not be 

likely to deflect the extinction more in one direction than in the other ; the eye-piece 

would not in any case have been adequate to throw out stray light from the other 

sodium line. 

A very promising method of producing a bright sodium spectrum without reversal 

consisted in adding sodium salts to a silver arc. But owing to the relative feebleness 

of the light and the extremely trying character of the work of taking readings, the 

attempt to utilise this method was finally abandoned. 

(4) Mercury. 5790-49, 5769-45, 5460-97, 4358-58. 

The mercury arcs used in these experiments included— 

{a) A Bastian lam%). The arc is here formed in a zigzag glass tube 11 inches long 
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and 3/16th inch diameter ; this tube, which is normally in a horizontal plane, was 

tilted into a vertical plane for use with the polarimeter, one of the straight portions of 

the tube being focussed on the slit of the constant-deviation spectroscope. A long, 

straight arc of uniform luminosity, which can be focussed directly upon the slit, is an 

ideal source of light for work of this kind, as the uniform illumination of the triple 

field follows automatically without the careful adjustment that is necessary in the 

case of a spherical source of light. The Bastian lamp, taking a current of less than 

an ampere and capable of being connected directly to the ordinary lighting circuit, is 

the most convenient mercury lamp that has yet been devised and it is a matter for 

regret that it is no longer manufactured commercially. 

(h) A71 end-on mercury lamp and 

(c) A vertical “ Quartzlite" lamp, both made of silica and taking a current of 3'5 

amperes. These lamps were specially constructed for use with the polarimeter and 

have been described and figured in the ‘ Trans. Faraday Soc.,’ 1912, vol. 7, 267. 

(4) (a) Mercury (dreen. Hg 5460'97. 

In reading rotations of large magnitude it is impossible to use sodium light as a 

standard, owing to the fact that the lines Dj and are not extinguished together, 

the difference amounting in the experiments now described to 8° for the dextro-quartz 

and 11° for the Isevo-quartz column. It was, therefore, necessary to adopt some other 

light for the purpose of making stringent tests on the quartz blocks before attempting 

measurements of rotatory dispersion. For this purpose the green mercury line was 

selected. The choice has been fully justified by practical experience during several 

subsequent years. Not only is the line one of the easiest to produce and read but it 

is the only line of the 24 which can be read as easily and as sharply to 0°'01 on a 

rotation of 12,000° as on one of 5°. Most of the measurements were made with the 

glass Bastian lamp as a source of light, a dense prism on the constant-deviation spectro¬ 

scope and a dense direct-vision prism on the eye-piece. Although the line can be 

resolved on the echelon spectroscope, its spectral purity is incomparably greater than 

that of sodium (Nutting, ‘Bureau of Standards Bulletin,’ 1906 [II.], 249), and it is 

undoubtedly the best line to use for standard measurements of natural and magnetic 

rotation, at least until the manufacture of enclosed cadmium arcs has been sufficiently 

perfected and simplified to render the green line Cd 5085'8240 available for general 

use. The green mercury line has the further advantage that it can be separated 

readily from the other lines of the spectrum by a direct-vision prism of low dispersive 

power and can, therefore, be used in everyday polarimetric work without an auxiliary 

spectroscope. 

The yellow, green and violet mercury lines can also be separated by means of 

gelatine screens. This modification of Landolt’s method is far more convenient than 

the original form in which absorbent solutions were used; it has the further 

advantage that it lends itself to- accurate work, since the portions of the spectrum 
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which are picked out are, except in the case of the yellow doublet, really monochro¬ 

matic. But in spite of these merits this method of working has no advantage over the 

use of a direct-vision prism, which gives an even more efficient separation at about the 

same cost; the economy of light, as compared with the absorbent screens, more than 

compensates for the glare of the adjacent lines.* 

(4) (b) Mercury Yellow. Hg 5790'49, Hg 5769‘45. 

The yellow doublet of the mercury spectrum can be resolved with the utmost ease 

by the apparatus described above, giving wide blocks of pure monochromatic light in 

the field of the polarimeter. Unfortunately, the vertical silica lamp, which was 

required to illuminate the field with the system of highest dispersive power, was found 

to yield appreciable quantities of continuous light in this part of the spectrum ; the 

actual measurements were therefore made with the extra dense prisms (but no 

grating) on the spectroscope, and a Rutherford prism on the eye-piece, using a glass 

Bastian lamp and a half-shadow angle of 5°. For small rotations the two lines can 

be read as one, but there is no advantage in this, as so many purer light-sources are 

now available. 

(4) (c) Mercury Violet. Hg 4358'58. 

Owing to the weak visual intensity of the blue and violet portions of the spectrum, 

economy of light is of the utmost importance ; thus, in spite of its extreme brightness, 

the violet mercury line must be read with a prism at the eye-piece as the only 

dispersive system. The line is accompanied by two more refrangible satellites 43480. 

and 4341'O ; these are not usually seen in the polarimeter, but become important when 

using a silica lamp as a source of light for reading optical rotations of several 

thousand degrees. 

The Rutherford prism, which had been constructed for these measurements, could 

not be used, as the violet line was covered by a strong glare of green stray light. 

The observations were therefore made with a dense direct-vision prism, the slit in 

front of the triple field being narrowed until the line was completely separated from 

the two satellites. In order to make the line at extinction of about the same intensity 

as the unextinguished satellites, it was necessary to increase the half-shadow angle 

to 7°, when an excellent series of readings was obtained. 

(4) (d) Optical Mass-centre of the Violet Mercury Line. 

On account of its extreme brightness and the ease with which it can be produced, 

[■*■ Note added August 6, 1912.—In the case of the violet line, Dr. Mees has suggested to me that a 

screen of pure xylene red may be used with a direct-vision spectroscope to reduce the glare of the green. 

Although it would not, if used alone, give a pure monochromatic light, it absorbs much less of the violet 

light and is therefore much more suitable for the present purpose than a screen of density sufficient to 

absorb completely all the other lines of the mercury spectrum.] 

VOL. CCXII.—A. 2 X 
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tlie violet mercury line occupies the same dominant position for polarimetric work in 

the violet that the green line holds for work in the brighter portions of the spectrum. 

No other line in the blue or violet can be read with the same ease and accuracy, and 

jio other line in this region is available for general laboratory use. For all ordinary 

purposes it is sulScient to separate the line from the light blue (4916’41) and violet 

(4078’03 and 404678) lines without attempting to resolve the satellites (4348'0 and 

4341'O); this can be done with an ordinary direct-vision prism on the eye-piece, and no 

further elaboration is necessary or desirable for readings of less than 1000°. With 

this simple arrangement and a vertical silica mercury lamp, readings can be taken with 

a half-shadow angle of 4° and with an accuracy but little inferior to that obtained in 

reading the green. These readings are of very great importance in measuring 

dispersion, as it is only on this line that the smaller differences of dispersive power 

can be perceived ; the variations at the red end of the spectrum are much smaller and 

much more difficult to detect with certainty. In a later paper it will be shown that 

the measurement of the ratio affords the best method at present available 

for characterising the rotatory dispersion of a substance. 

In order to ascertain the effect on the readings of including or excluding the two 

satellites, the following experiments were made. After having established the ratio 

of the violet and green rotations to be 1‘62700 for long columns of quartz, a further 

series of measurements was taken with a short rod 25‘902 mm. in length, the slit of 

the polarimeter being opened widely so that there was no separation of the satellites 

from the chief line. The readings were as follows :— 
Rotation. Ratio. 

Mercury green. 661°‘47 rooooo 
Mercury violet (current 3 amperes) . . 1076°‘33 1‘62717 

4 
3 5 53 3 3 ^ 33 * • * . 1076°‘45 1‘62729 

5 
33 33 33 ^ 33 • • ' 

, . 1076°‘52 1‘62747 

These observations show that with a current of 3 amperes, the error produced by 

including the satellites amounts only to 1 part in 10,000 and would be inappreciable 

in readings of less than two right angles. In all ordinary polarimetric work involving 

readings of a few degrees only, the larger currents, giving an error of 1 part in 5,000 

at 4 amperes and an error of 1 part in 3,000 at 5 amperes, may be used without 

hesitation, if desired. 

(5) Silver. 547172, 5465‘66, 5209‘25. 

Of all the open metallic arcs, the silver arc is that which is most readily adapted to 

polarimetric work. The chief features of the spectrum are the dark green line 5209‘25 

and the bright green doublet, 5471‘72 and 5465"66, the more refrangible component of 

which approaches very closely to the green mercnry line 5460‘97. The dark and 

bright green lines could easily have been separated by a single direct-vision prism, but 

in practice all tlie open-arc spectra were resolved by means of the constant deviation 
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spectroscope, the slit of which was adjacent to a small draught-hood in which the arc 

was placed. 

The rotating arc shown in fig. 1 was a modification of that described by Baly 

(‘ Spectroscopy,’ 1912, p. 39l). Silver rods l-j-inch long and ^-inch in diameter 

were screwed into copper cylinders 1-inch long and |-inch diameter, which served to 

cool as well as hold the rods. The copper cylinders in their turn were screwed on 

to f-inch iron spindles which were rotated in opposite directions by means of pulley- 

wheels driven by belts from a small power shaft at the back of the machine, this shaft 

being run from a fan-motor in series with an adjustable resistance. One of the 

spindles was mounted on a pedestal provided with a slide, so that it could be moved 

inwards as the electrodes were burned away. In order to maintain a steady arc, free 

from serious flickering, it was necessary to exercise some care in centering the silver 

electrodes and also to run the machine at the highest convenient speed. A current of 

5 amperes was usually employed but there is little doubt that in the case of the silver 

arc a heavier current up to 10 amperes might have been used. 

(5) (a) Silver Dark Green. Ag 5209’25. 

This line was read with the extra dense prisms on the constant deviation spectro¬ 

scope but no grating and with a Rutherford prism in front of the eye-piece. Tlie 

half-shadow angle was very small, about 3°, and the readings were amongst the easiest 

of those taken with the rotating arc. 

(5) (b) Silver Light Green. Ag 547172 and Ag 5465'66. 

Tliis doublet, separated only by 6'06 units as compared with 5‘97 units for the 

sodium doublet, was read quite easily with the system of highest dispersion, including 

the extra dense 30° prisms, grating, and Rutherford prism. The intensity of the 

light was so great that even in the case of the less refrangible weaker component, a 

half-shadow angle of only 5° could he used ; the readings were among the most 

concordant of the whole series. 

(6) Cadmium. 6438-4722, 5085-8240, 4799-9107, 4678-37. 

Although an enclosed arc would undoubtedly be the ideal source of cadmium light, 

a very efficient suljstitute is afibrded l)y an open arc with electrodes of a cadmium 

silver alloy (Lowry, ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ 1909, vol. 18, 320). This can be run very satisfac¬ 

torily during about an hour with a current of 4 amperes, the current being adjusted 

so that the cadmium distils out from the end of one of the electrodes, occasionally in 

such a way as to leave a considerable cavity in the interior of the rod. Before 

starting up again it is necessary to file away the tip of the electrode in order to bring 

to the surface a fresh supply of cadmium. 

(6) (a) Cadmium Red. Cd 6438-4722. 

On account of the presence of continuous red light, this line is not easy to read 

2 N 2 
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when working with rotations of 3,000° to 4,000° ; a specially narrow slit was used in 

conjunction with a Rutherford eye-piece and extra dense 30° prisms (without the 

grating) on the constant-deviation spectroscope. The half-shadow angle was 4°. 

(6) (b) Cadmium Green. Cd 5085’8240. 

This magnificent line, if more easily produced, would be the most suitable for use in 

place of the green mercury line as principal standard in polarimetric and refractometric 

work. It was read with the same dispersing system as the preceding line but with 

a half-shadow angle of only 3°. 

(6) (c) Cadmium Light Blue. Cd 4799‘9107. 

This line was read with the same dispersive system but with the half-shadow angle 

increased to 5° or 6°. 

(6) (d) Cadmium Dark Blue. Cd 4678‘37. 

This line is difiicult to read on account of its smaller intensity and diminished visual 

efiiciency ; the presence of the silver line Ag 4668'70 presents a further difiiculty in 

the case of large rotations, as it acts as a somewhat close satellite. The line was read 

with considerable dilficulty, using the ordinary dense constant-deviation prism on the 

spectroscope, a dense direct-vision prism on the eye-piece and a half-shadow angle 

of 8°. 

(7) Zinc. 63637, 481071, 4722*26, 4680*38. 

The methods used to read the zinc lines were similar to those followed in the case 

of cadmium. Two alloys were used, a silver-zinc alloy and a brass specially prepared 

from pure zinc and electrolytic copper; the latter alloy was the easier to burn; it 

gave the best results with a small current of about 3 amperes. 

(7) (a) Zinc Red. Zn 6363*7. 

This line was more difficult to read than the corresponding cadmium line on account 

of the greater amount of continuous light in the spectrum—an unimportant factor 

with readings of ordinary magnitude but of vital importance when reading large 

rotations. It was finally read with the ordinary dense constant-deviation prism, 

Rutherford prism, specially narrow slit and a half-shadow angle of 7°. 

(7) (b) Zinc Blue. Zn 4810*71, Zn 4722*26, Zn 4680*38. 

These lines were read under the same conditions as the blue cadmium lines. The 

third zinc blue line presents practically the same difficulties as the second cadmium 
o 

blue line, from which it is separated by only two Angstrom units ; it was read with 

brass electrodes, thus eliminating the silver line, and a half-shadow angle of 6°. The 

extreme difficulty of reading these lines serves to emphasise the extraordinary value of 

the violet mercury line, which is 320 units further on in the violet region and yet can 
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be read with greater ease than even the least refrangible of the bright blue zinc and 

cadmium lines. 

(8) Copper. 5782-30, 5700-39, 5218-45, 5153-33, 5105-75. 

Unlike the alloys used to produce the spectra of cadmium and zinc, the copper arc 

can be used with heavy currents up to about 10 amperes, although the highest current 

used in the present experiments did not exceed 5 or 6 amperes. The spectrum is 

much more complex than those of the preceding metals and some care is needed to 

ensure spectral purity. Values are now given for the two yellow and three green 

lines but occasional readings have been made with four of the blue lines (4705, 4651, 

4587-19, 4378-40), and by using a heavy current tliere is little doubt that some at 

least of these could be added to the list of 24 wave-lengths tabulated below. 

(8) (a) Copper Yellow. Cu 5782-30, Cu 5700-39. 

The yellow copper lines are of good spectral purity and are easy to read, specially so 

in the case of the less refrangible line. They were read with the extra dense 30° prisms 

on the spectroscope (without a grating), a Rutherford prism at the eye-piece and a 

half-shadow angle of only 4°. 

(8) (b) Copper Green. Cu 5218-45, Cu 5153-33, Cu 5105-75. 

The two more refrangible lines were read without difficulty under the same conditions 

as the yellow lines. In spite of the presence of two satellites, 5158-53 and 5144-35, 

the central line proved to be the best of the three copper greens ; it may be noted 

that these satellites are of weak intensity and lie one on either side, so that even if 

they were not completely eliminated by the dispersive system they would probably 

have very little influence on the optical mass-centre of the line. The least 

refrangible line has a strong satellite at 5220-25 ; when using the system of highest 

dispersion it could be seen distinctly, although separated by only 1-80 Angstrom units; 

but as it could not be eliminated by the methods then available, a direct-vision prism 

was substituted for the Ptutherford prism and the readings were taken with line and 

satellite superposed ; this is the only case in the whole series in which a line with a 

visible satellite was used as if it were a single line. 

5. Quartz. 

With the exception of sodium and thallium, complete series of readings of all the 

lines referred to in the preceding section had been taken as long ago as the spring of 

1908. The delay of four years in the completion of the work may be traced almost 

entirely to the extreme difficulty of securing quartz of sufficiently high quality to 

withstand the more and more stringent tests that were found to be necessary in the 

course of the work. Much time and many thousands of readings might have been 

saved if these new tests had been discovered before the work of measuring the 

rotatoiy dispersion of the specimens was commenced. 
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The commonest type of flaw in quartz is that due to the “twinning” of the dextro- 

and Imvo-rotatory varieties. When the intermingling is close the quartz becomes 

“feathery,” and presents the striated appearance seen in an ascending current of hot 

air ; when viewed through a Nicol prism, with light partially polarised by reflection 

from a glass surface, the striae are coloured and can be seen without difficulty. It 

is scarcely necessary to add that this fault, and other obvious flaws, were carefully 

avoided in selecting plates for the investigation. 

Plates 25 mm. in thickness were first cut from blocks of dextro- and laevo-quartz, 

and from each plate four cylinders 15 mm. in diameter were cut. On taking readings 

of the optical rotatory power of these cylinders with green mercury light, the whole of the 

four Isevo-cylinders were rejected, some because strife revealed by the monochromatic 

illumination rendered it impossible to take satisfactory readings, others because the 

readings of the cylinders (all cut from the same plate and accurately equal in length) 

not only differed from cylinder to cylinder, but also when the same cylinder was 

rotated about its own axis. The best of the four laevo-cylinders gave the readings :— 

L, . . . . 613°-17 6I3°-I7 613°-30 613°-58. Mean 613°-30. 

Of the four dextro-cylinders, one gave readings ranging over 4° and the other 

three gave :— 

Ki . . . . 613T4 613T6 613-08 613-03. Mean 613-10. 

n, ... . 613-02 613-38 613-28 613-02. „ 613-17. 

Ill .... 613-09 613-11 613-08 613-16. . „ 613-11. 

As a result of these tests, the first and last of the dextro-cylinders, which differed 

only by 0°-01, were selected as satisfactory, the two other cylinders for which figures 

are given were rejected as doubtful, the remaining four were thrown out as obviously 

faulty. 

Additional plates of dextro- and Isevo-quartz were then cut to about the same 

thickness and cylinders ent and tested in the same way by reading each in four 

positions. The figures were :— 

Ptio . . . . 636-80 636-79 636-87 636-79. Mean 636-81. 

O
 

1—
1 . 637-16 636-97 636-80 636-16. 55 637-02. 

II30. . . . 636-81 636-76 636-75 636-76. 55 636-77. 

II40 • • . 636-79 636-75 636-76 636-76. 55 636-77. 

Lirt • . 640-271 640-24 640-27 640-33. 5 5 640-28. 

LqII . . 640-27 640-25 640-29 640-31. 5 5 640-29. 

L30 • . 640-43 640-21 640-23 640-27. 55 640-29. 

L40 • . 640-24 640-21 640-22 640-26. 5 5 640-23. 

L50 • . 640-34 640-26 640-21 640-24. 55 640-26. 

Leo • • • Bad extinctions. 

L70 . . 640-19 640-21 640-19 640-14. 55 640-18. 

Lgo . 640-21 640-22 640-23 640-31. 55 640-24. 
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After rejecting R20 Lgo, these cylinders with and R4 were used for several 

complete series of measurements with light of all the available wave-lengths. As the 

whole of these readings, covering a period of nearly three years, were subsequently 

rejected, they need not be referred to in detail, except in the case of the mercury 

green readings which are of importance as bearing on the tests by which the validity 

of the values finally given was established. 

After a number of preliminary experiments, the two groups of cylinders, each 

cemented into a rod, were found to give the following values {a) by setting to the 

position of minimum rotation {h) by setting with the help of a reflecting eye-piece :— 

7 L Cylinders . 

5 li Cylinders . 

[{a) 448r-781 

\{h) 448179/■ 

3136-51. 

Rotation per millimetre 25°'5350. 

25-5342. 

After re-cementing, somewhat lower values were obtained :—■ 

7 L Cylinders .... 4481-61. Rotation per millimetre 25-5340. 

5 R Cylinders .... 3136-41. ,, ,, ,, 25-5336. 

In trying to determine the efiects of the satellites upon the reading of the violet 

mercury line, the mechanical arrangement of the polariser was modified so that the 

half-shadow angle could be thrown either to the left or to the right. This was found 

to have a marked effect on the readings, which was subsequently recognised as 

occurring even in the case of the very pure mercury green line which gave :— 

7 L Cylinders . 

5 R Cylinders . 

The method of reading with both positive and negative half-shadow angles had thus 

brought the values of the dextro- and Imvo-cylinders into complete agreement and 

appeared to have provided the last device needed to ensure accurate readings. With 

the experience gained during the two preceding years, yet another series of readings 

was undertaken, therefore, in which every line was read with both a positive and a 

negative half-shadow angle. These readings, which were practically complete when 

the quartz was discarded, are referred to later as proving that faulty quartz gives 

incorrect figures for rotatory dispersion even when allowance has been made for errors 

in the absolute values. 

At the close of this series, the cement was found to have been separated a little in 

some of the joints ; it was therefore all cleaned off and the cylinders were put together 

in optical contact, giving a greatly improved parallelism to the end faces of the column. 

After this alteration the cylinders were retested by setting each group in eight or 

H.S.-f 4481-61 

H.S.- 4481-53 

H.S.-i- 3136-41 

H.S.- 3136-53 

4481°-57 = 25°-5338 per mm. 

3136-47 == 25-5338 per mm. 
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more different positions and reading with both positive and negative half-shadow 

angles. The results were remarkable :— 

rH.S.+ 4481-78 

^ LH.S.- 4481-88 

1-37 1-58 1-53 1-50 1-41 1-54 1-57 

2-34 2-07 1-89 1-76 2-01 1-98 1-99 

Mean . . . 4481 - 83 1-85 1-83 1-71 1-63 1-71 1-76 1-78 

Difference. 0-10 0-97 0-49 0-36 0-26 0-60 0-44 0-42 

Mean of all readings = 4481-76. 

rH.S. + 3136-07 6-27 6-24 

^ LH.S. - 3137-00 6-85 6-55 

6-57 6-32 6-21 6-37 6-55 6-60 6-67 6-66 6-49 

6-49 6-72 6-74 6-53 6-53 6-53 6-51 6-50 6-71 

Mean... 3136-53 6-56 6-40 6-53 6-52 6-47 6-45 6-54 6-56 6-59 6-57 6-60 

Difference. 4-0-93 -fO-58 -t-0-31 - 0-08 + 0-40 +0-53 + 0-16 - 0-02 -0-07 - 0-16 - 0-16 + 0-22 

Mean of all readings = 3136'.53. 

It was evident that the difference between the values for the two half-shadow angles 

might be very serious, amounting to as much as 0°‘97 in the leevo- and 0°'93 in the 

dextro-cylinders, but that positions might be picked out in which the discrepancy was 

very small; further, the average value for each position was seen to be almost inde¬ 

pendent of the variations produced by reversing the half-shadow angle. It was hoped 

that by placing the quartz columns in suitable positions satisfactory results might still 

be obtained, though the differences between the average values for the cemented 

cylinders and for the cylinders in optical contact could not lightly be set aside. 

In seeking for the origin of the anomaly, the conclusion was reached that it might 

be accounted for by the presence of patches of material which failed to give a proper 

extinction, e.g., because they produced elliptical or circular polarisation. Such a bright 

patch, if occurring in the centre of the field, would require to be compensated by 

bringing the analysing Nicol more nearly perpendicular to the main polarising Nicol; 

this would mean moving the analyser to the left or to the right according as the 

polarising Nicol had been turned to the left or to the right relatively to the smaller 

fixed Nicols used to produce the “ half-shadow ” effect ; the presence of a non¬ 

extinguishing patch would therefore raise or lower the observed rotation and by 

approximately equal amounts according as the half-shadow angle was positive or 

negative, whilst the average rotation would be substantially the same as if the patch 

were absent. 

As it seemed possible that a non-extinguishing film or patch might have been 

produced by the optical contact, the cylinders were separated and examined in groups 

and finally in units but still showed the same phenomena. Finally, the existence of 

actual flaws was detected in at least 10 of the 12 cylinders by viewing the quartz 

with monochromatic green mercury light, with a zero half-shadow angle, the eye-piece 

being drawn right out of the telescope of the polarimeter, so that it was possible for 

the first time to focus upon the interior of the quartz specimens, instead of looking 

through them to the Nicols of the triple field. Black and green bands, resembling 
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interference fringes, were then seen, some of the specimens showing two series of bands 

running in directions inclined to one another. 

As showing the extreme dilEculty of procuring satisfactory material it may be 

mentioned that a pair of plates of dextro- and Imvo-quartz to take the place of the 

defective cylinders was procured from a Continental firm under a guarantee that the 

specimens should be absolutely free from flaw when tested in the most stringent way ; 

although each plate had an area of 25 sq. cm., the utmost that could possibly have 

been done with them would have been to drill out a single cylinder from one plate 

and possibly four or five of smaller diameter from the other, the whole of the rest 

of the material being shown to he grossly defective when viewed in the way described 

above. 

Finally, Messrs. A. Hilger and Co. were able to provide a plate of dextro-quartz, 

51 mm. in thickness after grinding and polishing, which showed some feathery patches 

and also groups of acicular crystals running through the block ; but by careful 

examination, it was possible to pick out four 15 mm. circles which showed no flaw of 

any description. Two of these, unfortunately, were splintered in drilling and had to 

he reduced to about 40 mm. in length. Each of the four cylinders satisfied the 

following tests :— 

(1) No flaw or irregularity could be seen on viewing the crystal between crossed 

Nicols with monochromatic green light. 

(2) No differences could be detected between the optical rotations with posjtNe 

and negative half-shadow angles ; of fifty pairs of readings, taken without special 

precautions, only two pairs showed a difference greater than 0‘05° and these were not 

cpnfirmed on repetition. 

(3) No differences greater than 0°'05 were found when the cylinders were rotated 

about their axes, each cylinder being set with the reflecting eye-piece and tested in 

six different positions. 

(4) No differences could be detected in the rotatory powers of the four cylinders 

beyond those which might be ascribed to variations of temperature due to imperfect 

jacketing. The actual values at about 20° were :— 

Ki . . 25-5366, K, . . 25-5369, . . 25-5368, E, . . 25°-5365 per mm. 

In order to increase the lengch of the quartz column, which had been reduced some 

20 mm. by breakages, a bridge-piece. Eg, separating two of the cylinders in the block, 

was tested and cut. Examined in three positions, with positive and negative half¬ 

shadow angles, it showed an extreme variation of only 0°-03. But the rotation per 

millimetre was higher, at 25°-5378, a relative difference that was confirmed after 

regrinding; the piece (which had a clear aperture of only about 8 mm. instead of 

15 mm.) was not used, therefore, in the final series of observations. 

As the dextro-quartz, although withstanding all the new tests that had been 

devised during four years of continuous work, had been cut from the immediate 

2 o VOL. CCXII.—-A. 
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neighbourhood of material that was obviously faulty, it was felt that some uncertainty 

might still attach to the absolute value of the observations made with it. Great 

importance, therefore, was attached to the discovery in Messrs. Hilger’s stock of a 

large block of Isevo-quartz in the form of a plate 58 mm. in thickness ; this was 

badly cracked in places but showed no trace whatever of any optical flaw in a mass 

which must have weighed at least 6 pounds. The block was so large that the 

central part was reserved for a 30° Cornu prism 5 inches in height, only the outer 

portions being used in the present investigation. These outer portions were submitted 

to a further careful examination without revealing any flaw, after which nine 15 mm. 

cylinders were drilled out, one being broken in drilling and reground to two lengths 

of 22'2 and 25'9 mm. respectively. The eight complete cylinders were then tested 

by every available method and found to be optically perfect in every respect; the 

rotations at about 20° C. were:— 

Li . . 25’5365 La . , 25'5372 Lg length not measured L4 . . 25°‘5362 per mm. 

L, . . 25-5365 Lg . . 25-5368 Lg . . 25-5372 Lg . . 25°-5372 per mm. 

The separate values recorded above were found to be influenced by the air- 

temperature and, therefore, are only approximate. This objection does not apply to 

the group measurements which gave : 

R.J9345 . . I = 233-57 L6 a = 5!)64°-51 ajl = 25°'5361 per mm. 

Lj456 . . . / = 231-4212 a = 5909°-78 ajl = 25°'5369 per mm. 

During the drilling of the cylinders many of the surfaces were scratched by the 

emery and subsequently re-pohshed to unequal lengths. The optical contacts were 

found to be so weak and unsatisfactory that the cylinders were cemented together 

in groups and reground to exact parallelism and equal lengths. 

The final figures after regrinding were as follows:— 

ho- a2o. <^2olho- 

/Pg • . 38-4634 982-20 25-5360 

iR. . . 41-6118 1062-60 25-5360 

Rg . 50-6814 1294-22 25-5364 

\ R4 • 50-6811 1294-22 25-5364 

R5 . 50-6809 1294-26 25-5373 

■ 56-5920 1445-21 25-53735 
L, . 56-5915 I445-20J 25-5375 

La . 56-5910 1445-19 25-53745 

. n . 56-5915 1445-20 25-5374 

^ n . 56-5914 1445-19^ 25-53735 

n . 56-5921 1445-19|- 25-537O5 

n ■ 56-5911 1445-181- 25-5373 

. L9 • 56-5918 1445-21 25-5376 
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The group figures were 

Ri2345 . . . • 232-1194 5927-46 25-5363 

I1'1234 .... 181-4382 4633-21 25-5360 

Li256 .... 226-3670 5780-76 25-5371 

1^3489 .... 226-3654 5780-76 25-5373 

of the separate cylinders were exceedingly satisfactory, 

extreme difference in 40 pairs of readings for positive and negative half-shadow angles 

in the case of the eight leevo-cylinders, was only 0°'04 ; the extreme range of variation 

in the average values for the eight cylinders was only 0°‘02 ; the extreme variation in 

length after regrinding amounted only to O'OOll mm. and the extreme variation of 

rotatory power per millimetre to 0°'0006 per mm. 

The final values for the optical rotation of the quartz were 

Lsevo. Dextro. 

Before regrinding . . 25-5369 25-5361 

After ,, ... . . 25-5371 25-5363 

55 ... . . 25-5373 25-5360 

25-5371 25-5361 

In vi^ of the much more favourable conditions prevailing in the measurements of 

the laevo-cylinders, it was decided that these must be made the basis of the values 

finally taken, the dextro-cylinders being used mainly to balance the Isevo-cylinders in 

measurements of rotatory dispersion. The value adopted for the rotatory power of 

quartz at 20° C. for Hg 5461 is therefore 

25*5371 degrees per millimetre. 

The sixth figure has been used and is of importance in connection with the column 

of relative values given in a subsequent table for twenty-four wave-lengths in the 

visible region of the spectrum ; but it is impossible to regard it as having any absolute 

value until other equally good crystals of quartz have been found and tested and 

examined in the same way. When, however, it is noticed that the value 25°’5338 per 

mm. given by the faulty specimens used in the earlier part of the work differs only 

by 0°‘003 per mm. from the value finally adopted and that the dextro-cylinders 

(selected with some difficulty from the only sound portions of a faulty block) gave a 

value 25°'5361 per mm., only 0°’001 below the final figure, there can be little doubt 

that the fifth figure in the value 25°'5371 per mm., given by the optically-perfect 

laevo-quartz crystal, may be regarded as correct. 

o 2 o 
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6. Experimental Methods. 

1. The polarinieter, a triple-field instrument of the Lippich pattern, made by the 

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, was graduated to read by means of a 

vernier to 0°‘002 ; but in practice readings were usually taken only to 0°‘01, without 

using the vernier. Whilst it may be possible under some conditions to read a 

polarinieter to the third decimal of a degree, it is only very rarely that such readings 

have any absolute value; in the present investigation the policy was deliberately 

adopted of making the readings so large that any impurities in the light or faults in 

the material should obtrude themselves to such an extent as to make the readinrf of 

the rotations impossible; relative values based upon minute readings of smaller 

rotations would have been of much less value, since most of the sources of error would 

have been overlooked. The aperture of the triple field was 6 mm., the main polarising 

and analysing Nicols being 10 x 10 x 30 mm. 

2. The spectroscopes and prisms were by Hilger and need not be described in detail. 

The slits were arranged to open symmetrically ; the slit of the spectroscope could be 

opened to a width of 3 mm. giving an image 6 mm. in width; the slit of the 

polarinieter could be opened to the full width (6 mm.) of the aperture in front of the 

triple field. The constant-deviation spectroscope was provided with a drum which 

could be calibrated in wave-lengths, so as to illuminate the polarimeter with light of 

any desired colour selected from a continuous spectrum ; but it is impossible to 

recommend the use of such a method, as the wave-length of the light actually 

delivered to the slit of the polarimeter was found to be seriously aflbcted when the 

half-shadow angle was altered. This displacement had not been anticipated when 

using flat-ended Nicols prisms but is a necessary consequence of the method followed 

in constructing them; it was discovered when using narrow lines to illuminate a 

narrow slit, by noticing that the line was displaced and partially obliterated on 

changing the sign of the half-shadow angle. This observation was regarded as a 

further justification of the policy of using monochromatic or multichromatic, instead 

of continuous, sources of light; the only effect of the displacement was then a slight 

narrowing of the line, which could be overcome by readjusting the drum of the spectro¬ 

scope ; with a'continuous spectrum, the wave-length of the light would be altered and 

the readings would be rendered uncertain from a cause that would not easily have been 

detected or traced. 

3. The setting of the quartz was effected with the help of a reflecting eye-piece. 

The pointer of the eye-piece was brought to coincide with the centre of the image .of 

the slit of the ^spectroscope; the telescope was then racked in till focussed for infinity 

and the bright image of the pointer, reflected from the surface of the quartz, was brought 

point to point with the dark image of the pointer itself. Tlie setting was effected in 

a very simple way: the water-jacket containing the quartz cylinders rested in a" 

rectangular trough ; by placing thin cards on one side or other of the trough, the 

quartz could be tilted in two planes at right^angles to one another ; the cards were 
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placed at one end or the other of the water-jacket, according as the quartz 

required to be tilted forward or backward. By means of the reflecting eye-piece, it 

would have been easy to set the quartz within a fraction of the thickness of a card 

but this was not required, as it was necessary to insert or remove some half-dozen 

cards before the readings were altered by more than 0°'01. The appearance of the 

reflected image was the best test of the optical contact of the cylinders ; if these came 

apart (as always happened if water was spilled into the jacket) a series of widely 

separated images was seen ; but if the optical contact held, the grinding was so perfect 

that it was barely possible to recognise the double character of the image reflected 

from the ends of the column of quartz, the error in parallelism being probably only a 

fraction of a minute of arc. 

4. The axis of the quartz, which in the earlier plates had been located in the ordinary 

way by means of the interference rings, was set much more carefully in the later 

' plates, using the very sensitive method described by J. Walker (‘Phil. Mag.,’ 1909, 

vol. 18, 195). The error in setting the axis normal to the surfaces was estimated not 

to exceed 5 minutes of arc. As the cylinders could be tilted more than this without 

increasing the readings, there was no reason to suppose that the setting was not 

sufficiently accurate, even when taking readings to 0°'0001 per mm. This conclusion 

is all the more reasonable in view of the fact that readings concordant within about 

0°'001 per mm. have been obtained by a number of different workers for the optical 

rotations of sodium light in thin plates of quartz, set to axis by the rougher methods 

generally in use. 

5. The temperature was maintained at 20° C. by means of a generous flow of water 

at constant temperature. The spiral gas-regulator used in the thermostat was of tlie 

pattern designed in 1905 (‘Trans. Chem. Soc.,’ 1905, vol. 87, 1030-1034) and was 

capable of maintaining the temperature of the well-stirred bath, over long periods, 

within 0°'01 of the desired temperature. The water was drawn out of the bath and 

through the jackets by means of an Albany pump of |-inch bore, the arrangements 

being in other respects very similar to those described and figured in an earlier paper 

(‘ Trans. Faraday Soc.,’ 1907, vol. 3, 119). As the pump works best with an ample flow 

of water, the water jackets were always arranged in parallel, thus avoiding the obvious 

drawbacks of a series arrangement. Thermometers were provided for reading the 

temperature of the return-flow, which usually differed from that of the bath by 

something of the order of 0°'01 for each degree of difference of temperature between 

the water bath and the atmosphere. All the jackets were double, the inner flow of 

water being shielded by an outer flow at practically the same temperature ; with the 

exception of about 2 feet of rubber tubing, all the cooling surface was on the return 

flow and it is reasonable to suppose that 90 per cent, of the drop of temperature took 

place there. Thus, although the readings of the polarimeter changed by about 0°'01 

for each 0°‘01 C.,the regulation of temperature was probably quite sufficiently accurate 

for the purpose. 
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6. The water-jackets (fig. 3) were designed originally for use with organic liquids. 

But, unlike these liquids, quartz is an excellent conductor of heat and takes up a 

steady temperature within about 3 minutes, whereas liquids require at least this 

number of hours. But in spite of this excellent conduction, it is necessary to use 

great care to protect the ends of the quartz from atmospheric heating or cooling. This 

The jacket is double, a spiral of compo-tubing being used to direct the water in the outer section. The 
quartz is held between a cylinder of cork on the left and a strong spiral spring on the right. Four 
cover-slips are shown, one at each end of the two brass extension pieces, protecting the quartz from 
cooling by the outer air. A slot at the top of the jacket was closed by cotton wool. 

was discovered when cylinders which gave rotations of 1476°T4 and 1479°‘99 before 

measuring their lengths, were found to give 1476°’21 and 1483°'03 after measurement; 

these differences were traced to the somewhat large changes of atmospheric tempera¬ 

ture which had taken place in the interval. In these preliminary tests the cylinders 

were merely laid in a jacketed tube of 15 mm. diameter freely open at the ends and 

the variation was exceptionally large. In the final experiments all risk of temperature 

errors was eliminated {a) by using long columns of quartz so that the cooling of the 

ends was relatively much less important (Z>) by adding to each jacket a pair of heavy 

metal cylinders in good thermal contact with the jacket and having an aperture of 

only 10 instead of 15 mm. (c) by keeping the temperature of the room within about 

2° of that of the bath. Arrangements were also provided whereby four cover-slips 

could be interposed between the ends of the quartz and the outside air ; but these were 

not considered necessary and were discarded after the values for mercury green had 

been read. 

7. The lengths of the quartz cylinders were measured at the National Physical 

Laboratory to O'OOOl mm., with an estimated error of about 0’0003 mm. The 

conditions of working were sucli that greater reliance could be placed on measurements 

made with the separate cylinders and at atmospheric temperatures rather than on 

long columns jacketed to some fixed temperature. The accuracy of the length-measure¬ 

ments was of the same order as that of the measurements of optical rotation. The 

extreme variation between the Individual cylinders of Isevo-quartz corresponded with 

a difference of 0'0012 mm. in length or 0°‘03 in rotatory power. The difference 

between the two groups of four cylinders could be represented by an error of O'0016 mm. 

or 0°'04 and the difference before and after regrinding by the same figures; these 

differences are of the order of 0°'0002 per mm. and correspond with a possible error in 

the mean of aljout 0°‘0001 per mm. 
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8. The readings were taken in accordance with the principle utilised by Von Lang 

(‘ Wien. Ber.,’ 1876, vol. 74, 209-214) and by Soret and Sarasin (‘ Geneva Archives,’ 

1882, p. 54), according to which the measurements are most trustworthy when made 

by contrasting dextro- and Isevo-quartz, rather than by reading either crystal separately 

against a zero taken in the ordinary way. This principle was regarded as specially 

important in the present investigation, because the glare of satellites, &c., was entirely 

without effect when reading a zero at which all the lines were extinguished together, 

whereas it became almost the dominant factor when reading long columns of quartz. 

For this reason it was felt that better results would follow from reading a Imvo-column 

of 226‘3670 mm. against the dextro-column of 181'4382 mm., than by attempting to 

read the whole of the available 500‘8 mm. of Isevo-quartz, either against a column of 

quartz of less than one-half this length, or against a zero. Valuable check-readings 

could be obtained by reading the two columns of quartz against one another with both 

a positive and a negative half-shadow angle. The readings of the dextro- and Isevo- 

quartz, read separately against a zero, are, however, of value in considering the relative 

accuracy of the different experiments, since their concordance could not be seen until 

all the measurements had been taken and the results reduced to unit lengths 

7. Tabulated Ohservatio7is. Form of the Dispei-sion Curve. 

Table I. shows for a series of 24 lines :— 

A. The wave-lengths in Angstrom units ; 

B. The actual rotations produced by the dextro- and Isevo-columns of quartz, read 

against a zero, with both positive and negative half-shadow angles; 

C. The ratio of the readings for each wave-length relatively to those for mercury 

green in the case of— 

{a) dextro-quartz, average of + and — half'-shadow angles; 

(6) Isevo-quartz, „ „ „ „ ,, ; 

(c) dextro against Isevo, half-shadow angle -f- ; 

(^) 5) 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

D. The mean values of these dispersion-ratios and the average deviation (ranging 

from 1 to 13 parts per million) of the four ratios from the mean ; 

E. The rotation in degrees per millimetre taking for mercury green the value 

25'5371 discussed and adopted in § 5 ; 

F. The rotations in degrees per millimetre calculated for each of the 24 wave¬ 

lengths from the formula 
11-6064 , 13-42 4-3685 

^ — —ii-—T -:: — -o— ’ 

X'-Xy X' 
where 

= 0-010627, Xs^ = 78-22, X == wave-length in microns. 

G. The differences between the calculated and observed rotations in degrees per 

millimetre. 
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The tabulation of the average errors gives a very fair idea of the degree of accuracy 

attained in the actual reading of the lines. As these errors average about 5 parts 

per million and do not exceed 13 parts per million, even in the case of the blue 

lines, it may be presumed that the first five decimals in the ratios can be relied on 

throughout the table, the prol^able error in nearly all the lines amounting only to a 

few units in the sixth decimal. These figures are multiplied by 25‘5371 to give the 

rotations in degrees per millimetre; but when tabulated to four places of decimals the 

errors in the last significant figure are reduced to a quarter of their previous values; 

the average error of reading is thus 0°’0001 per mm. or less in 12 of the 24 lines ; in 

the case of eight more lines it is 0°'0002 per mm. or less and in three lines only it 

reaches its highest value at 0°'0003 per mm. ; the fourth decimal is, therefore, subject 

on the average to an error of reading of oidy a little over one unit. 

The errors discussed in the preceding paragraph refer merely to the discrepancies 

introduced into the dispersion-ratios by changing from dextro- to Imvo-quartz or from 

a positive to a negative half-shadow angle. They do not take any account of errors 

due to imperfect purification of the light or to incorrect figures for the wave-length 

(or optical mass centre) of the lines, which may in some cases be appreciable, e.g., in 

the case of the two green copper lines, wliich are known to include satellites. Even 

the ordinary wave-length determinations may contribute appreciable errors, since an 

error of O'Ol Angstrom unit would introduce an error of three units in the sixth 

decimal of the dispersion-ratios. 

Some idea of the maximum amount of these irregular errors can be obtained from 

the values of the rotations calculated from a formula. Any attempt to discuss fully 

the equation to the dispersion-curve would be premature until work now in progress, 

on the rotatory dispersion in cj[uartz, in the ultra-violet and in the infra-red regions 

of the spectrum, has been carried to completion ; but a preliminary survey, for which 

I am greatly indebted to Mr. T. W. Dickson, of the City and Guilds College, 

South Kensington, has shown— 

(1) Tl lat tlie simple equati on _ k, k' 
«- + p ’ 

which Drude (‘Theory of Optics,’ p. 414) regarded as sufficient for calculating the 

rotatory dispersion of quartz to two places of decimals, is quite inadequate to 

represent the values now given to four places of decimals; 

(2) But the equation 

X'-Xj- X"-Xy X^ 

where X^^ = O'Ol0627, Xs^ = 78'22 gives values which, in the case of 22 out of 24 wave¬ 

lengths, differ on the average from the observed figures by only a single unit in the 

third decimal place, i.e., by 1 part in 25,000. This agreement is somewhat remarkable 

In an equation containing oidy three arbitraiy constants. 
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The equation given above also shows a remarkably close agreement with a pre¬ 

liminary series of observations in tlie infra-red. It is, therefore, evident that tlie 

infra-red absorption is an essential factor in determining the optical rotation in quartz, 

l)oth in the infra-red and in the visible region of the spectrum, and that Drude 

was in error in supposing “ that the kinds of ions whose natural rotations lie in the 

infra-red are inactive” {loc. cit., p. 413). 

The equation does not agree so well with preliminary measurements in the ultra¬ 

violet region and cannot be made to do so without sacrificing the concordance obtained 

in the values for the visible region of the spectrum. It is considered probable that 

further experience may demand either (l) some modification in the value \i= 0'010627 

at present accepted for the wave-length of tlie ultra-violet absorption, or (2) substitu¬ 

tion for the term ^ of a term of the ordinary form 
lijo 

The exact nature of the 

modification needed to bring the values for the ultra-violet region into agreement 

with the observed figures will be discussed only when the experimental work in this 

region has been completed. 

For the present the calculated values serve mainly to place a limit upon tlie 

maximum error from all sources that can be ascribed to the measurements now 

recorded. The readings for the red zinc line appear to be quite abnormal, as they 

differ from the calculated value by 0°'006 per mm. and cannot be brought into agree¬ 

ment by any modification of the constants without spoiling the concordance of the 

rest of the figures. Deviations amounting to nearly 0°‘004 per mm. are observed in 

the case of the blue cadmium line; but these form part of a group of negative 

differences and must be attributed, at least to some extent, to imperfections in the 

formula, which (as has already been suggested) requires the addition of a fourth 

arbitrary constant to bring it into complete accord with the experimental figures. 

The necessity for a fourth term is shown by the fact that whilst the concordance 

between the observed and calculated values is very good at the ends and in the 

middle of the series, the differences being 

Li 6708, +0-0003; Hg 5461, +0-0009; Hg 4359, +0-0006; 

there is a predominance of positive differences in the first twelve and of negative 

differences in the last twelve values. 

Thus, if all the values be included, the average differences are 

XVave-length 6708 to 5461 +0-0007 

Wave-length 5351 to 4359 —0-0007 ; 

if the reading which shows the largest difference in each group be excluded, the 

average differences are 

Wave-length 6708 to 5461 +0-00025 

Wave-length 5351 to 4359 —0-00036. 

2 r 2 
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These differences show clearly that the calculated curve is too flat from 5351 to 4359 

and not quite flat enough from 6708 to 5461. 

In estimating the actual errors of experiment, this limitation of the calculated 

curve must be taken into account, since this consideration serves to reduce the 

average error of the 24 readings from 0’0015 to less than O'OOOS and the average error 

of 22 out of 24 readings from O’OOll to less than 0'0005 ; the average error of 

experiment is, therefore, probably not greater than 0°'0005 per mm. But even if no 

such allowance be made, it may be seen from the table that 10 out of 24 observed 

values differ by less than O’OOl, 9 more by less than 0'002, 3 more by less than 0’003 

and one each only by 0‘004 and 0'006 from the calculated values. 

8. Conipariso7i tvith Earlier' Ohse^'vations. Optical Mass-centre of Sodium Light. 

Comparison with previous observations is almost impossible, except in the case of 

sodium light, for which the figures are 

SORET and Sarasin. Lowry. 

R Quartz “ IV ” L Quartz “ II ” R Quartz. L Quartz. 
(60 mm). (30 mm). 

. . . 21-696 21-684 21-6988 21-7004 

Of . . . 21-724 21-727 21-7471 21-7485 

Mean . . 21-710 21-706 21-7230 21-7245 

In order to secure a wider basis for comparison and incidentally to determine the 

optical mass-centre of the light of the sodium doublet, readings were taken with a 

small piece of the Isevo-quartz, 25’902 mm. in length. The rotations were 

Mercury green 

Sodium yellow 

Batio 

Ratio for Dj . 

Ratio for . 

. 661°-47 

. 562°-82 

= 0-85086' 

= 0-84975 

= 0-85164 

Whence, taking Dj = 5896-155, Dg = 5890-186, the optical mass-centre of the doublet 

is found to be 5892-64 and the ratio of the intensities of the two lines Dj : D2 = 1 : 1-42. 

These figures agree fairly closely with the numbers 5892-5 and 1:1-6 calculated by 

Landolt from the data of Lippich and Dietrich (‘ Optical Rotating Power,’ p. 403). 

Confirmation was also obtained of the observations of Zollner and of Ebert 

(‘ Landolt,’ pp. 407—413) which showed that the optical mass-centre was shifted 

* Eollovving Landolt (‘ Optical Rotating Power,’ p. 403) the less refrangible line is distinguished 
R3 Dj. 
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towards the red on increasing the brightness of the lines. Thus sodium light, produced 

by placing a piece of sodium bicarbonate on the grid of a Meeker burner, gave the 

reading 562°‘84, where light from a bead heated by an oxygen-jet in the flame of the 

burner (fig. 2a) gave 562°'80, the light being purified in each case by a D.V. prism on 

the eye-piece of the polarimeter; the mean of these two readings was used in the 

calculation of the optical mass-centre. 

The observations of Zollner (‘ Landolt,’ p. 408) to the effect that the Dg line 

widens symmetrically whilst Dj widens more rapidly towards the red, are likewise in 

accord with the experience gained in the present experiments, where steady values for 

Dg were obtained in the very first series of readings, whilst Dj, although only slightly 

weaker, gave very variable readings and was by far the most troublesome line of the 

whole series to read. 

Whilst there is no great satisfaction, in view of the uncertainties as to its mass- 

centre, in giving figures for the sodium doublet, there is no other way of securing a 

comparison with the observations of other workers. The figures for light of wave¬ 

length 5892’64 are 

Lowry . 
rH Quartz 217270 

IL „ 217286 
Tabulated value 217283. 

Comparison in the form given above with the observations of Soret and Sarasin 

is difficult, as their values for and Dg differ by 0°‘028 per mm. in one case and 

0°‘043 per mm. in the other and are obviously uncertain even in the second decimal; but 

Soret and Guye, working with Soret and Sarasin’s Quartz “ IV ” found the value 

217195, as compared with the values 217205 and 217132 which they quote from 

Soret and Sarasin ; the mean value ma,y be taken as 21718. Landolt has calculated 

the values 21°724 from the readings of VoN Lang ; 21°723 from the readings of Soret 

and Guye; 21°724 from readings given by Gumlich for plates from 5 to 10 mm. in 

thickness, the individual values ranging from 21°717 to 21°731 : and 21°722 from 

the readings of Schonrock for a plate only 5 mm. thick. The general average, 

21°723 is a little lower than the value given by the faulty specimens of quartz rejected 

in the course of the present investigation, for which the value 217255 may be taken 

and indicates that these were rather above than below the general average of quality 

of the specimens used in earlier investigations. 

Some interest attaches to the dispersion-ratios of the defective cylinders of quartz 

which were rejected at the commencement of 1911. The best values for the extreme 

red and violet lines were 

Li . . . 0-647589 instead of 0'647525 (-f 0-000064) 

Hg . . . 1-626753 „ „ 1-626992 (- 0-000239). 

The difierences for other lines were almost all positive towards the red and negative 

towards the violet. The behaviour of these specimens was in very close agreement 
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with what would be expected in a substance obeying the same dispersion-law but 

possessing a rather lower dispersive power. The figures are of importance as showing 

that the defects reduced the dispersive power of the specimens, as well as the absolute 

values of the rotations. No such steady difference could be detected between the 

values for the specimens of dextro- and Imvo-quartz finally selected. These gave the 

numbers 
Dextro. Lsevo. 

Li . . . 0-647508 0-647539 (- 0-000031) 

Hg . . . 1-627001 1-626987 (+ 0-000014), 

corresponding with errors of reading of about 0°‘16 and 0°'07 respectively; the 

differences do not exceed the possible range of experimental error and (taking the 

laevo-cylinders as the standard) are also in the opposite direction to those recorded 

above for specimens that were known to be faulty. 

9. Tests of Wiedemann’s Law. 

The law of the proportionality of natural and magnetic rotatory powers over a range of 

wave-lengths was discovered by G. Wiedemann in 1851 (‘ Pogg. Ann.’, vol. 82, 215) 

from experiments on turpentine, using a series of five Fraunhofer lines. It was 

tested after an interval of over half a century by Disoh (‘ Ann. d. Physik,’ 1903 [IV.], 

vol. 12, 1153), whose results are given in a memoir which is of further interest as 

being the earliest in which the use of the Arons mercury lamp in polarimetric work is 

described. Disch found a steady difference between the two dispersions as is shown 

by the following ratios :— 

Wave-length. . 6563 5893 5780 5461 4916 4359 4050 

Ethyl valerate 
f natural . . 1-000 1-258 _ 1-500 1-924 2-573 

[ magnetic . 1-000 1-167 — 1-380 1-746 2-267 — 

Quartz. • • 
f natural . . 1-000 1-254 1-307 1-475 1-846 2-400 2-826 

L magnetic . rooo 1-251 1-301 1-464 1-821 2-316 2-672 

It is remarkable that Disch should have concluded from these figures that “ both 

the tables and the curves show that Wiedemann’s Law holds to a very close 

approximation : the quotient njm is as good as constant, the ratios for the optical 

and magnetic rotations are nearly equal to one another and accordingly the two curves 

fall almost together.” The deviations, which amount to 12 per cent, in one case and 

5 per cent, in the other, were attributed by Disch to a lack of optical homogeneity in 

the ester and to a lesser extent in the quartz. 

As this matter was one of considerable importance, especially as regards the theory 

of magnetic rotation, experiments were made to test the law in the case of quartz as 

well as of a series of organic liquids whose optical and magnetic rotatory dispersions 
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have been measured during the last six years. A description of the apparatus and 

methods used in these investigations will be given in a later paper dealing specifically 

with the rotatory dispersion of organic compounds. But the main results may be 

summarised in the words of a brief preliminary note, communicated to the Winnipeg 

meeting of the British Association in 1909, to the effect that “ in the case of quartz 

there is an absolute agreement between the two dispersions, but every optically active 

liquid that has been examined shows a divergence between the two series of values, 

the optical dispersion being usually but not always higher than the magnetic 

dispersion.” 

Since the publication of this note, Darmois has described (‘Ann. Chim. Phys.,’ 

1911 (VIII.), voL 22, 247-281, 495-589) a series of measurements of the optical and 

magnetic rotatory dispersion of a number of compounds of the terpene series, some of 

the measurements being carried into the ultra-violet region. He concluded that “ the 

law of proportionality was quite inexact, and that Wiedemann’s result was the 

result of a pure chance ” ; he further states that, since normal magnetic dispersion 

may accompany an anomalous optical dispersion, “ Wiedemann’s Law has no longer 

any manner of significance.” 

This conclusion, differing so entirely from that of Disch, although based upon 

observations of much the same character, is not in agreement with the conclusions 

that have been drawn from the present series of experiments. These were summed up in 

the note already referred to, in a reference to the general “ identity of the optical and 

magnetic dispersion in crystals.” The view that Wiedemann’s Law holds accurately 

for crystals but not for active liquids is at present based upon observations in the 

case of crystals of quartz only, but it is hoped at a later date to test it by analogous 

observations on sodium chlorate and other crystals. 

In measuring the magnetic rotatory dispersion of quartz 4 pieces of leevo-quartz of 

length 100‘29 mm. were set up with 4 pieces of dextro-quartz of length 98‘83 mm., 

giving a total length of 199‘12 mm. with only 1'46 mm. of laevo-quartz uncompensated. 

The following readings were obtained for the magnetic rotatory power at 20° C.;— 

Water, 200‘34 mm., gave 12°’61 for wave-length 5461. 

Quartz, 199"12 mm., gave 16°'29 ,, ,, ,, 

Dispersion - Ratios. 

Magnetic rotation. Magnetic. Optical. Difference. 

Li. . . . 6708 10°-53 0-646 0-648 + 0-002 

Na . . . 5893 13-86 0-851 0-851 ± 

Hg . . . 5461 16-29 1-000 1-000 ± 

Cd . . . 5086 19-01 1-167 1-164 -0-003 

Cd . . . 4800 20-47 1-318 1-319 + 0-001 

Hg . . . 4359 26-50 1-627 1-627 + 

The foliowincr o values for 24 mm. thickness of silica discs appear to indicate that the 
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magnetic rotatory dispersion is a little higher in the vitreous than in the crystalline 

state :— 
Rokitions. Ratios. 

Li . . . . 6708 r*i9 0*63 

Hg . . . . 5461 r*89 1*00 

Hg . . . . 4359 3°*17 1*67 

An equal length of quartz gave a rotation 1°’98 instead of 1°’89 for wave¬ 

length 5461. Later attempts to secure a rod of clear silica 100 mm. in length for 

accurate measurements of the magnetic rotatory dispersion, were not successful; 

although the material contained fewer bubbles than the discs prepared a few years 

before, the triple field of the polarimeter could not be seen through the rod, which 

gave instead a splendid demonstration of Airy’s spirals. 

As contrasted with the exact accordance, throughout the range from 6708 to 4359, 

of the two series of dispersion-ratios for quartz, it may be noted that the nearest 

approach to equality in a series of 23 alcohols was found in the alcohol phenylmethyl- 

carbinol which gave for the ratio 4359/5461 

Magnetic 1739, Optical 1736. 

But the accidental nature of this concordance is clearly shown by the fact that the 

next homologue phenylethyl-carbinol gave the values 

Magnetic 1731, Optical 1’674. 

10. Summary. 

(1) A large crystal of optically perfect Isevo-quartz has been found which produced 

a rotation of 25°'537l per mm. in light of wave-length 5460*97. Cylinders, also 

apparently perfect, cut from a crystal of dextro-quartz, produced a rotation of 

25°*5361 per mm. Cylinders cut from plates of dextro- and of Isevo-quartz which 

gave the figure 25°*5338 per mm. were shown to be faulty by a new test, in which 

the specimen, mounted between Nicol prisms set to extinction, is examined with 

monochromatic green mercury light, with the help of a telescope focussed on the 

interior of the crystal. A very sensitive test of the optical purity of quartz consists 

in measuring its optical rotatory power for mercury green light with both a positive 

and a negative half-shadow angle. 

(2) The rotatory dispersive power of quartz has been determined by measuring the 

rotation produced in light of 24 wave-lengths from Li 6708 to Hg 4359, using a 

column of Isevo-quartz 226*3670 mm. in length and a column of dextro-quartz 

181*4382 mm. in length. The average error of the readings amounts to about 6 parts 

per million; the average error from all sources in the absolute values is probably not 

more than 0°*001 per mm. 
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(3) By taking into account the infra-red absorption it has been possible to calculate 

the rotations in degrees per millhnetre with an average error not exceeding O'OOIS 

degrees per millimetre. 

(4) Wiedemann’s Law of the proportionality of natural and magnetic rotations 

over a range of wave-lengths has been verified in the case of quartz l)ut does not hold 

good in the case of optically active liquids. 

A large part of the cost of the investigation has been defrayed by grants from the 

Besearch Fund of the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society ; the author 

is indebted to this Committee for generous consideration during a period of seven 

years. He is also indebted to Prof. Armstrong for the interest he has taken in the 

investigation during the whole of its course, to Prof. Sir William Tilden for lielp 

in securing the loan of a valuable polarimeter, to Mr. F. Twyman of Messrs. A. Hilger 

and Co. for many useful suggestions, to Mr. T. W. Dickson for a mathematical 

investigation of the experimental figures, and to Mr. W. P. Paddison and Mr. H. R. 

CouRTMAN for help in the arduous work of reading the polarimeter under difficult and 

tedious conditions. 
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X. The Efect j^rodiiced hy an Obstacle on a Train of Electric Waves. 

By Prof. H. M. Macdonald, F.P.S., U^iiversity of Aberdeen. 

Received June 21,—Read June 27, 1912. 

Integrals of the equations of propagation of electric disturbances in terms of the 

electric and magnetic forces tangential to any surface enclosing the sources of the 

disturbances have been already obtained.* It is proposed in what follows to apply 

these expressions to obtain the effect of an obstacle on a train of electric waves. The 

effect of the obstacle can be represented hy a distribution of sources throughout the 

space occupied by the obstacle, and the determination of this distribution or, as 

appears from the investigation referred to above, the determination of the electric 

and magnetic forces tangential to the surface of the obstacle due to this distribution 

of sources, constitutes the solution of the problem. If X', Y', Z', a', y denote the 

components of the electric and magnetic forces respectively at the point 77, ^ on the 

surface of the obstacle due to the distribution of sources inside it which represents its 

effect, X'l, Y'l, Z'j, aY d>\-> y'l denote the values of these quantities when t — rfY is 

substituted for t, where V is the velocity of propagation of the disturbances, and 

r= {(x—^y+[y—r]y+[z — QW^ is the distance of any point x, y, z from the point 

7], C, and I, m, n are the direction cosines of the normal to the surface at the point 

y, ^ drawn into the space external to the obstacle, the components of the magnetic 

force at any point outside the obstacle due to the obstacle are given by 

a Alff a y d (T [0^ x^ a^ Y_^ a^ z_ 1 a^x] 
An dt J J [dy r dz r_ An J J _d.P r dxdy r dxdz r V ^ dd r _ 

_L1 
An dt 

a a d y 
f/S-— [[ 

■ a^ X 0' Y 0' z 1 0^ Y" 
dz r dx r_ An J J dxdy r dy‘‘ r dydz r dd r_ 

_L1 
4n dt An 

~ 3^ X Y 3^ Z 

_dxdz r dydz r r 

1 z^ 

de r 
(/S, 

* Macdonald, “Electric Waves,” 1902, pp. 16-17, ‘Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,’ 1911. 

VOL. CCXII.-A 493. 2 Q 2 Published separately, Noyember 13, 1912. 
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and the components of the electric force at the point x, y, z are given by 

0^ a a' /3 + 0' r_ 1 0^ a 

_dx^ r dxdy r dxdz r de T _ 

0^ a 
+ ^ + 

0^ 1 1 0^ 

_dxdy r dy'^ r dydz r de 

0^ a + a* 1- 1 02 r1 
dxdz r dydz r 02^ r V2 0^2 

dS + 
477 dt 

■_^Z 

_cy r 

~_^X 

_02 r 

'IX 
dx r 

IX’ 
02 r _ 

ll” 
037 r_ 

AX' 
dyr_ 

c/S, 

dS, 

dS, 

where 

a = fny\ — 7i^\ 

X = mZ'i-nY' 

yS = na\ — ly\ 

Y = nX.\-lZ', 

y = 

z =: lY\-mX': 

and the integrations are taken over the surface of the obstacle. The quantities 

a, y8, y are the components of the electric current distribution on the surface which 

would produce the tangential magnetic force on the surface due to the distribution of 

sources inside it, and the quantities X, Y, Z are the components of the magnetic 

current distribution on the surface which would produce the tangential electric force 

on the surface due to the distribution of sources inside it. The waves incident on the 

surface can be represented as the effect of a distribution of Hertzian oscillators, and 

it will therefore be sufl&cient to consider the effect of a Hertzian oscillator situated at 

a point, 0, outside the surface and emitting waves of a definite wave-length, 

Now, the conditions to be satisfied at the surface of the obstacle are linear relations 

involving the components of the electric and magnetic forces, and therefore the 

integrands in the above expressions for X, Y, Z, a, yS, y will each contain the factor 

g-iK(i-+2er') distance of the point {x, y, z) from the point (^, y, Q on the 

surface, and the quantities r' are other distances. The remaining factors of the 

integrands will l^e non-oscillatory unless the surface has corrugations on it, for which 

the interval between successive corrugations is comparable with the wave-length 2tt/k 

of the oscillations. The principal parts of the expressions for X, Y, Z, a, /3, y are 

therefore contributed by the portion or portions of the surface in the neighbourhood 

of the point or points for which r-l-Se/ is stationary. If the wave-length of the 

oscillations is small compared with both principal radii of curvature of the surface at 

a point at which r + ter' is stationary, the corresponding principal parts of X, Y, Z, 

a, y8, y are the same for a point, P, very near to this point Q on the surface as if the 

point Q were situated on a plane surface. Hence the principal parts of X, Y, Z, 

a, /3, y at points on the surface are related to the principal parts of the components 

of the electric and magnetic forces in the incident waves in the same way as if the 

surface were plane, but it should be observed that the incident waves to be taken 
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into account may include waves due to the obstacle in addition to the waves due to 

the external oscillator. The electric and magnetic current distributions to be assumed 

on the surface of the obstacle are then the same at each point of the surface as if that 

point were on an infinite plane surface coinciding with the tangent plane to the 

surface of the obstacle at the point, and the principal parts of X, Y, Z, a, y8, y at any 

point X, y, z determined on this assumption are the leading terms in the asymptotic 

expressions for these quantities. 

A Perfectly Conducting Obstacle. 

When the obstacle is a perfect conductor the condition to be satisfied at the surface 

is that the electric force tangential to the surface vanishes; it follows from the above 

tliat the principal part of the effect of the obstacle is obtained by assuming an electric 

current distribution on the parts of the surface on which waves are incident which is 

double the electric current distribution that would produce the magnetic force 

tangential to the surface in the incident waves, a zero electric current distribution on 

the parts of the surface on which no waves are incident, and a zero magnetic current 

distribution on all parts of the surface. 

Taking first the case where the perfectly conducting obstacle is a convex solid, the 

waves incident on any part of the surface are due to the oscillator outside it, and, if 

M is the electric current distribution at any point on the surface which would produce 

the magnetic force tangential to the surface in the incident waves, the electric current 

distribution to be assumed at this point is 2M, if the point is on the part of the 

surface of the obstacle next the oscillator, and zero if it is on the part of the surface 

remote from the oscillator. 

Let the origin of the co-ordinates be at the point 0, the axis of the oscillator being 

the axis of 2. The components of the magnetic force (a', y) at the point y, Q 

due to the oscillator are given by 

where 

a = 
K d 

V dy Ti 

K a e-Ai-n) 

r. 

If i, m, n are the direction cosines of the outward drawn normal to the surface at 

the point (^, y, {) on it, the components of the electric current distribution M which 

would produce the magnetic force tangential to the surface are 

my—n(3', nctf—ly, IjB' — ma', 

and the above hypothesis is equivalent to assuming an electric current distribution on 

the parts of the surface on which waves are incident whose components are 

2 {my'—n/S'), 2 igW—ly'), 
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a zero electric current distribution on the parts of the surface in the geometrical 

shadow, and a zero magnetic current distribution on all parts of the surface. The 

components of the magnetic force at the point {x, y, z) due to this distribution are 

by the above 

a 
0 y 

Qy ^ 

where 

9 y 

dx r 
dS, 

9 a 

dy r_ 
dS, 

a = 2 {my\ — 7Ll3\), /3 = 2 {not.\ — ly\), y = 2 — 

= (^x-iy+{y-7]y+{z-cy, 

and the integration is taken over the portion of the surface on which waves from the 

oscillator are incident. Now 

whence 

a 
V'/’i 9ri 7\ V?’i di\ ri 

/ 

yi = 0, 

- _ 2k n$ 9 

V ri 9ri rj 
2 k 717) 9 

V 7\ 9/-1 7\ 

2k 1^+7717) 9 

V 7\ 9?’i 7\ 

and therefore 

a = 
27tY 

y—7) 1^+7717) ^Z—^7l7) 

r, r 

,IIC (Vi-rj-r) 

9r9ri r7\ 
dS, 

K z-C 71^ x-^ l^+my 
r 7' Ti 

02 giK(V«-r|-r) 

97’9ri 7’ri 

X {f n{xy-y^) 9^ 
27rVJJ rr, 9r9ri 7-r, 

jlhe principal parts of these integrals are contributed by the elements near to the 

point for which the exponent of e-‘''(n+o ig stationary, that is, by the portion of the 

surface in the immediate neighbourhood of the point for which 7\ + r is stationary. 

The conducting surface being convex towards the point O, at which the oscillator is, 

if the point P {x, y, z) is external to the tangent cone drawn from the point 0 to the 

conducting surface or internal to the tangent cone and on the same side of the 

conducting surface as the point O, the point for which 7y + r is stationary is the point 

of contact Q of a prolate spheroid which has the points 0 and P as foci and touches 
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the conducting surface, and, if the point P is internal to the tangent cone from O to 

the conductino- surface and on the side of the conducting surface remote from the 

point O, the point for which i\ + r is stationary is the point at which the straight line 

OP cuts the conducting surface nearest to the point 0. The values of the principal 

parts of a, fB, y are therefore a,,, /So, Jq, where 

“o = {(^lo + WT^o + nCo) {y-Vo) + n (770Z-C0?/)} 

^0= - W^o + mrjo + nCo) {x-^o) + n {^oX-Cox)} 

yo = - 2^ ^ ivoX-^oy) 

where {^0, 7]o, {0) ai’e the co-ordinates of the point Q for which }\ + 7' is stationary, 

I, m, n now denote the direction cosines of the outward drawn normal to the surface 

at the point Q, I is the principal value of the integral 

and 

R,’> = f.n 

To calculate the value of I, it is convenient to choose for axes of reference the 

normal to the surface at the point Q (^0, yjQ, 4) as the axis of the tangent to the 

surface in the plane of incidence as the axis of and the perpendicular tangent as 

the axis of 17. Let the equation of the surface referred to these axes be 

2^ = k^^+'2R^'q + Bri^+ 

let (iCi, 0, Zi) be the co-ordinates of the point O, and let {x^, y^, be the co-ordinates 

of the point P referred to these axes, then 

and further 

n ^ + (Af+H,+ ...), 

n|5 = >) + (£-2.) (Hf+B,+ 
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Now, ri + /' is stationary at the point Q for which 

therefore 

whence 

^1 1 ^ _ A 

R “ 
^2 = 0; 

that is 
Ri -R 

In this result the upper sign corresponds to the case where the point P is external 

to the tangent cone from the point O to the surface, or inside the tangent cone and 

on the same side of the surface as the point 0 ; the lower sign corresponds to the 

case where the point P is inside the tangent cone and on the side of the surface 

remote from the point O, and in this case the point Q lies on the straight line OP. 

Considering first the case where OQP is a straight line, writing 

= — R] sin (f), Zi = —Ri cos </>, 

it follows from the relations 

that 

hence 

and therefore 

Zi/Ri + ^s/R = 0, a^i/Ri + Xg/R = 0, 

x’a = R sin (f), ^2 z= 0, ^3 = R cos (f); 

= Ri^+2fRi sin ^ + 2^Ri cos (f> +^^ + r)^+ 

= R^—2^R sin (^ —2^Ri cos (^ + ^^ + 17^+^^, 

7’i = Ri + I sin (f) + i, cos (f) + ^ (f^ + 77^)/Ri—sin^ (^/Ri+ ..., 

r = R —I'sin (f)—C cos <^ + |- </>/R+ 

whence 

n + r = Ri + R + I- cos^ 4> + V^) (Rr^ + R“^)+ •••, 

the remaining terms involving higher powers of f and 77. 

Now 

= Ife-'--' ..^11 + (IIJ+ dJ} didr,. 
where the integral is taken throughout the area bounded by the projection on the 

tangent plane at Q to the conducting surface of the curve of contact of the tangent 

cone from the point O to the conducting surface. Hence the value of the principal 

part of 
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is the principal part of the integral 

j —IK (Ilj + li) + + + .)2 + (H^+Br;+ .) 

that is, writing 

ky) = r]', 

it follows that 
^ OD 00 

I _ ^-2 g-‘/<(R, + R)-^(r^cosH + ’?''^)(Ki-i + R-‘) 

, _ 00 — 00 

provided that the point Q, in which OP cuts the conducting surface, is not near to 

the curve of contact of the tangent cone from O to the surface with the surface. 

Evaluating the above integral, the value of I is given by 

I =: PPl g-iK(R, + R) 

IK COS R + ’ 

and therefore 

a„ = — 
^^2 ^tK(Vt Ki R) 

V (Ili + R) cos 

^0 — 
^^2 gC«(Vi-Ri-R) 

V (Ri + R) C0S(^ 

IK^ gC«(V(-R.-R) 

{(/^o + + nl,) {y-r]o) + n {-q^z - 

{(^^0 + + nQ {x - ^o) + n (I’oZ - i^x)}/RRi, 

{n(ryoa?-^o2/)}/RRi- 

Now 

and 

whence, since 

V(Ri + R)cos(^ 

^o/Ri = (a'-^o)/R, = (y“’?o)/R, Co/Ri = (2-Co)/R. 

(/£o + wryo + 5'iCo)/Ri = -coS(^, 

= ^/(Ri + R). 0«-^o)/R = a;/(Ri + R), 

a, 
tK ,2 g«(V«-K,-R) 

V Ri + R Ri + R 

iK-^ a; 
V Ri + R Ri + R 

To = 0- 

Again, the components of the magnetic force at the point P due to the oscillator are 

/ K n = 
0 g«(V«-K,-R) 

V0y Ri + R 
/8' =t5-’ r--0^ 

va* Ri+R 

2 R VOL. CCXII.—A. 
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lienee, to the order of approximation adopted, the components of the total magnetic 

force at the point P are given by 

LK 
a 

y LK^ j! e cK(Vi-Ki-R) 

V Ki + II Ki + II V El + II P, + Pv, 
0, 

r 

LK^ X K] R) ^^2 Hi K) 

V V p7+p 'Pi+P^ 
- 0, 

= 0 

that is, the principal part of the magnetic force vanishes at all points inside the 

tangent cone from the point 0 to the surface which are on the side of the surface 

remote from 0 and not near to the boundary of the tangent cone. The principal part 

of the electric force also vanishes for these points, and therefore the surface condition, 

that the electric force tangential to the surface vanishes, is satisfied for points on the 

portion of the conducting surface remote from O inside the tangent cone and not near 

to the curve of contact of the tano-ent cone with the surface. o 

When the point P is external to the tangent cone or inside the tangent cone on the 

same side of the conducting surface as the point 0, the relations to be satisfied are 

xJR, + x,/R - 0, z,IR,-z,IR = 0, 

it follows that 

and 

and, as above, writiii 

a'l = —Pi sin (f), Zi == —Pi cos cf), 

X2 — P sin (f), y2 = 0, 22 = — P cos (j), 

= Pi + ^ sin (f> + C cos + cos“ (f)-!-p^)/Pi + .. •, 

whence 

that is 

r = P—^sin <j) + C cos + cos“ <^ + p^)/Pv;..., 

i\ + r — Pi-f P + |-(^^ cos^ + (Pi“^ + P~^) + 2^cos 

^’i + r — Pj + p +{(P^ ^ + Pt cos^ (f) + 2A cos (f)} + 2H cos 

+ ^7]“^ {Pi~^ + P~^ + 2B cos <j)} + — 
Writino' 

^ 11 cos d—171 sin 6, 77 = sin d + 771 cos 6, 

and choosing 6 so tliat the coefficient of ^1, vanishes, 6 is given liy 

cot 2d = {2 (A—P) cos (^ —(Pj-^ + P”^) siiP (^}/4H cos 
and 

= Pi + P + ^ (Ai^i^ + Bi')7i^)+..., 
where 

Ai + Bj = (Pi ^-+-11 ^) (1 + cos^ (^) + 2 (A + B) cos 

A^Bi (Pi“^ + P~^)^ cos^ ^ + 2 (Pa^-^ P“^) (A+ B cos^ </>) cos ^+4 (AB— H^) cos^ 
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Now 

AiBi = {(E,A^ + R“^) cos <^ + A + B cos^ </)}^-(A-B cos^ cos^ (^, 

and writing 
A—B cos^ (j) = 2H cos (f) cot 2t//, 

this becomes 

A,Bi = cos^<^(B-^-/r^) 

where 
(RA^ + /i~^) cos (^ +A + B cos^ (^ —2H cos (f> cosec 2i/; = 0, 

(B.r^ + /2~^) cos ^ +A + B cos^ (j) + 2H cos (f> cosec 2</; = 0, 

and 

2H: = (/i ') sin xjj cos xp, 

+ cos^ xpf fi + sin^ xp 1/2 + 2B cos fp = 0, 

Bi“^ + sin^ xpf f-^ + cos^ xpf f2-\-2A sec (p = 0, 

cot 2d = —B“^) (cos^r// —sin^i//cos^(/)) 

+ —(siiP xp—cos^ xp cos^ (p)} /(/A^ —/A^) shB xp cos <p. 

The value of the principal part of the integral 

e"‘''(’■'+'■) dS 

is now given by 

that is, 

or 

I = ;,-2g-..(R. + R) 

I = 

CO ^ CO 

f e-de 
J — 00 

277 

(A,B,y^ 
g-iK(R] + R) 

IK 

I = 
277 

LK COS (p 

and therefore the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force at the point 

[x, y, z) due to the surface distribution are given by 

an = — 
IK 

V COS (p 
{(/£o + + niP) {y- ^0) + n {y^z - i^y)}/R'Rd, 

^ {(^^o + WT^o + ^Co) {x-^<P) + n (^u2-4a.’)}/R^R-, 

V2«‘/^(Vi-R,-R) {^^(77oa;-|■o^)}/R"Rd■ 

2 R 2 
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Writing 

it follows that 

^o/Rl — ^l5 Vo/^l — A*-!) Co/11'1 — 

{x-^o)/R = \2, {y-7]^>)IR = fl-j, {^-L)I^ = V2, 

I\i + m[Xi + 7iv-^ = —cos(f), 

and the relations satisfied at the point Q are equivalent to 

K = ^1 + 2^ cos (f), 1^2 = 1^1 + 2m cos cf), V2 = vi + 2n cos <f), 

whence the above values of may be written 

The principal parts of the components of the electric force at the point {x, y, z) due 

to the surface distribution are therefore given by 

Xo = -iK^(R-^-/r^)-‘^’ e-(w-R.-B) ^cos (/> + 2n/}/RRi, 

Yo = {/rii.i + 2i.imcos(/) + 2mn}/RRa, 

Zo = {-V-pi" + 2vincos(/> + 2?i"}/RR,, 

and, writing 
X = \7\ y — IX7\ z = Vl\ 

where 
= X^+Tf + Z^, 

the principal parts of the components of the electric force at the point {x, y, z) due to 

the oscillator are 

iK%\ iK^v - t/c" (X^ +e-^^^-'-yr; 

therefore the principal parts of the components of the total electric force at the point 

[x, y, z) are given by 

{vi\i + 2v-J. cos </) + 2n/}/RRi, 

{uii/i + 2j/im cos + 2mw}/RRi, 

{ —Xi^—Pi^+2rin cos <^ + 2w^}/RRi. 
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When the point P is on the surface of the conductor, 

P* —• 0, 9’ Pl5 ^ ^1? ■“ P'15 ^ “ ^l5 

and therefore the principal parts of the components of the electric force at a point on 

the surface are given by 

X - -2iKH (z/i cos + 

Y = —(rj cos (^ + w) 

Z = —^LK^n (z^i cos (i> + n) 

hence the principal part of the electric force at a point on the surface is normal to the 

surface, and therefore the principal part of the electric force satisfies the condition 

that the electric force tangential to the surface vanishes. It follows from this that 

the principal parts of the components of the magnetic and electric forces at points not 

near to the boundary of the geometrical shadow are those given above. 

To find the region within which the point P lies when the above values cease to 

represent the principal parts of the components of the magnetic and electric forces 

due to the obstacle, it is necessary to find the order of the terms neglected by taking 

the limits of the integral representing the principal part of the integral 

jg-c.(r. + r)^^g 

to be infinite. In the evaluation of I this integral was replaced by an integral taken 

throughout the area enclosed by the curve which is the projection on the tangent 

plane at the point Q of the curve of contact of the tangent cone from the point O to 

the surface of the obstacle with this surface. The actual limits of the integral 

j j e- T.drj' 

are quantities of the order Kd or quantities of higher order, where d is the least 

distance of the point Q from the boundary of the curve throughout whose area the 

integration is taken ; hence the part of the integral neglected by taking the limits to 

be infinite is at most of the order (/ccZyPi +/ccZYR)^'''" compared with the part retained, 

when the point P is inside the tangent cone from the point 0 to the surface of the 

obstacle and on the side of the surface remote from the point O. Again, when the 

point P is outside the tangent cone from the point O to the surface, the actual limits 

of the corresponding integral are also quantities of the order kcZ or quantities of a 

higher order, and therefore, since A + B and AB —are booh positive, the part of 

the integral neglected by taking the limits to be infinite is at most of the order 

{Kd^fJii + Kd^jR)~^^^ compared with the part retained. The region within which the 

point P lies when the values obtained above for the principal parts of the magnetic 
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and electric forces cease to represent them is determined by the condition that the 

point Q related to the point P in the manner already defined is so close to the curve 

of contact of the tangent cone from the point O to the surface of the obstacle with 

the surface that the quantity (k-cP/Ri + is a quantity of the order of unity or 

of a higher order. 

When the point P is sufficiently distant from the surface of the tangent cone from 

the point 0 to the surface of the obstacle, the limits of the integral may be taken to 

be infinite, and the order of the difference between the comnonents of the actual 

magnetic and electric forces due to the obstacle and the components of the magnetic 

and electric forces due to tlie assumed electric current distribution may be obtained 

as follows. In the exponent of the terms up to and including those of the 

fourth degree in ^ and r) must be retained, and in the other factors of the integrands 

the terms up to and including the terms of the second degree in £ and rj must be 

]’etained ; this requires that in the equation to the surface 

C = l(AP+2Hf77 + Br/) + . 

terms uj) to and including the terms of tlie fourth degree in ^ and r) are retained, and 

the resultine' intea;rals are now of the form 

I {go+gi+9-2 + m + KC/,) e (I^ dy], 

where g„ denotes a homogeneous function of rj of degree 7l. The terms of odd 

degree in r) contribute zero to the result and the integral is equal to 

(do+9-2 d$drj. 

Now, if the conducting surface were the infinite plane coinciding with the tangent 

plane at the point Q to the surface of the obstacle, the corresponding integral would 

be 

(do+9'2 + xg'i) 

where tliis integral is equal to the value of the preceding integral when the quantities 

A, B, H, &c., in the equation to the surface are made zero. Further, for the surface 

C = 0, the condition that the tangential electric force due to the assumed electric 

current distribution vanishes at the surface is accurately satisfied, and therefore the 

principal j)art of the electric force tangential to the surface of the obstacle at the 

point Q is tlie value at Q of the principal part of an integral of the form 

j[L(.9'o-t.q2 + «’.b4) e '^""‘^^'^"^^''^^^ — {90 + 9'2 + Kd'i)^ c 
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which vanishes when A, B, H, &c., vanish, and hence is at most of the order («:p) \ 

where p is the least radius of curvature of the surface at the point Q, it Ijeing assumed 

that the values of ^ 3 ’ , and the similar quantities in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the point Q are not of an order higher than Therefore the 

difterence between the components of the actual magnetic and electric forces due to 

the oljstacle at the point P, not near to the surface of the tangent cone Irom the 

point O to the surface of the obstacle, and the components of the magnetic and 

electric forces due to the assumed electric current distribution on the surface of the 

obstacle is at most of the order {kp)~^, where p is the least radius of curvature of the 

surface at the point Q, which is related to the point P in the manner already 

defined. * 

It has been shown above that the principal parts of tlie components of the 

magnetic force due to the assumed electric current distriljution on the surface of tlie 

obstacle are 

’■) {/x2 + 2rt (nmi—U|ai)}/lllli, 

I j-2u (tAj —/r’i)}/RRi, 

iK 

V 
ylK {2n {Ip^—mX^)}/liJl-i ; 

in these expressions the quantities /I, jfg are both negative, since A + B and AB— 

are both positive, hence when the obstacle is a convex solid the principal parts of the 

components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves are given at all points P not 

near to the surface of the tangent cone from the point O to the surface of the 

obstacle by the above expressions which are everywhere finite. The points for which 

R —/], R —^2 vanish are situated on the line PQ produced and determine the 

positions of virtual focal lines ; the directions of these focal lines are given by 

and by 

tan 0 — tan xfj sec (p, 

tan 0 = tan xfj cos 

when R = fi, 

when R = f-i- 

If the obstacle is not a convex solid, provided that there is no point P on its 

surface such that a prolate spheroid whose foci are the points O and P can be drawn 

to touch the surface of the obstacle, the same analysis applies, but, P being now a 

point not on the surface of the obstacle, if the surface is concave towards 0 and P at 

* The value of the principal parts of these differences can be obtained bj^ placing on the surface of the 

obstacle an electric current distribution of order {kp)~'^ which will balance the unbalanced, tangential 

electric force of this order. 
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the point Q (fo, rjo, ^o) determined as before, the points Pj, P2 on the straight line QP 

for which R— f\ or R—^2 vanish are both external to the surface of the obstacle if 

A + B cos^ (f) + cos <^/Ri 

is negative, for then and y’g are both positive. The principal parts of the magnetic 

force in the reflected waves given by the above expressions tend towards infinite 

values as either of the points Pj, P2 is approached, and the points P^, P2 now 

determine the positions of actual focal lines whose directions are given by 

tan 9 = tan xj/ sec It = J\, 

tan 9 = tan ifj cos </>, 11= / 2- 

The principal parts of the components of the magnetic force were evaluated above 

on the assumption that /’I'b 11“^ —were both finite ; if either of these 

quantities is very small, some of the terms neglected in that evaluation are of the 

same order as those retained, and it is necessary to calculate the principal part of the 

magnetic force taking account of these terms. In the equation of the surface in the 

neighbourhood of the point Q (^0, Vo, L) the terms of the third order must be retained 

and the ec^uation to the surface with Q as origin of co-ordinates and the same axes of 

reference as formerly is now 

^ = i(Ae+2Hir) + Br)^) + i(Ci^+3Lev + SMirj^ + I)rj^}. 

The value of ri -f- r is now given by 

r, + r = B,-f-E,+i(A'e+2H'^77 + BV)-fi(C'f+3L'fp-i-3M'^ry^+DV) 

where 

A'= cos^ 2A cos (^, B'= (Ri“^ + B“^) + 2B cos (^, H'=2Hcos(^, 

C' = 2C cos (f) + 3A sin (f) cos (f) (R“^—Ri'‘^) + 3 sin (f) cos^ (f) (l/R^— l/R/), 

L' = 2L cos <^-t- 2H sin ^ cos ^ (R“^ —Ri“^), 

M' = 2M cos (f) + B sin ^ cos (IR^ — RR^) + sin (j) [I/IP — 1 /Ri^), 

D' = 2D cos (f). 

At the point Pj, for which R = fi, these relations become 

A' = K cos^ (f) cos^ xjj, B' = K sin^ xfj, H' = K sin ifj cos xfj cos (f), &c., 

where 

/r-fr - K, 

and, turning the axes of £ and y through the angle 9 given by tan 9 = tan ip sec (f>, 

7\ + r is given by 

r, + r = lb-tR4-i(A,f+B,p^) + i(C,P-i-3RP>? + 3M,er?^+Di7^=^), 
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where 

A, = K (cos^^ cos^i// + sin^v//), Bj = 0, 

Di = [2 cos (f){ — C sin^xfj + 3L sin^i// cos (f) cos xjj-{— 3M sin xjj cos^^ cos^v/; + D cos^ ^ cos^xp) 

+ f (I/Ri^— 1 /R^)sinxjjsin (pcos^(p] x [cos^(p cos^xp + sin^i/;)”®''-, 

and the principal part of the integral 

"g--(0+r)^/g 

is equal to the principal part of the integral 

g-iK(R] + R) j j g-V2‘'<A]f--Vf,tK (C,Js+3L,J5S)+3Mifv)^+Di7)3) 

that is to the integral 

^-2g-iK (R, + R) 

which is equal to 

^-2g-i/c(Ri+R) ^ 

J — CD J — CT 

that is to 

whence 

.(R. + R)M ^ 
^2k ' 

-V2 Vs /^,\-V3' 

.,6k"' V 6k" 

I = 7r’-K-"=2"»3-V3r (i) Ar’/^Dr^ 

where Aj and Dj have the values given above. Therefore at the point Pj the 

principal 2:)arts of the components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves are 

given by 

a, = - ^ 6-v^r (i) r (1) Arcos <p [^2 + 2n (nmi-n/x,)]/R3, 

13/g 

= - ^ 6-Vcr (i) r (i) Ar’^^Br''^ g..(w-R.-R)+ T cos </> [-X2 + 2n 

^ 6-v^r (1) r (i) Ar'^-^Dr'^^ ^‘^(v^-h.-r). = ^ (?^,-niX,)]/RiR. 

Similarly, at the point Pg, for which R = the principal parts of the components 

of the magnetic force are given by 

«() = -~~y^ *'* f (i) P (^) Bi v=Ci V3g‘*(’^* 4 cos 0 [/a2+2n 7ipi)]/RiR, 

/3, = - ^ 6-v^ r (1) r (1) g-(v^-R.-R)+ f ^ [-X2+2?i 

% 
= - ^ 6-Vc r (1) r (1) Br’V'Cr'^^ g-(vt-H.-R)+ f ^ ^2n (^/r,-mX,)]/RiR, 

2 s VOL. CCXTI.—A. 
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where 

Bj = — K (sin^ iff cos^ (f) + cos^ xp), 

Cl = [2 cos (p (C cos^ i// + 3L sin xp cos^ xp cos (p + 3M sin^ xp cos xp cos^ <p + D sin^ xp cos^ (p) 

+ 1(1 /R^ — 1 /Pti^) sin (p cos^ (p cos i/;] [cos^ xp + sin^ xp cos^ 

From these results it follows that the intensity of the reflected waves at a point 

on a caustic is of a higher order than at an ordinary point, the ratio of the two 

intensities depending on where X is the wave-lengtli of the waves. In the above 

investigation it has been assumed that, when R =J'i, Di and Ai are finite, and that, 

when R = J'2, Cj and Bj are finite; if, when R =/], Aj is finite and Dj vanishes, 

terms of the fourth order must be retained and the ratio of the intensity at such a 

point on a caustic to the intensity at an ordinary point depends on X~'^^ Similarly, 

if, when R = f.2, Bj is finite and Cj vanishes, the ratio of the intensity at the 

corresponding point on the caustic to the intensity at an ordinary point depends 

on X“A Further, at a point on the intersection of the two sheets of the caustic 

Ai and Bi vanish simultaneously and, if Ci and Dj are both finite, the ratio of the 

intensity at this point to the intensity at an ordinary point depends on X“A The 

other cases which depend on the vanishing of more of the constants Ai, Bj, Cj, &c., 

can be similarly treated. 

At a point in the neighbourhood of the caustic either R—or R— is a small 

quantity; if R—/i is small and R—^2 is not small, Bj is a small quantity and the 

value of I the principal part of the integral 

is given by 

J — CD J — a 

that is 

or 

where 

W = [ cos ^7T dC, and p = 12’ ^Bi^X”''’Di“A 
Jo 

Therefore at a point in the neighbourhood of a Qaustic the principal parts of the 

components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves are given by 

«o = cos 2n (nn.i-n/ri)]/RiR, 

= -2A3V-W-V”^«ArV3DrV3We‘''<^^-''--"^-Tcos(/>[-X2 + 2n(nXi-Ai)]/RiR, 

y„ - cos (/> [2n (//Xi-mXi)]/RiR, 
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where W has the value given above. When Ji— f2 is small and 11—/’i is not small, 

the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves are 

given by the corresponding expressions in which Ai is replaced by Bi, Bj is replaced 

by Aj, and Dj is replaced by Ci. At a point in the neighbourhood of the intersection 

of the two sheets of the caustic, Ai and Bi are both small, and the expressions for the 

principal parts of the components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves will 

contain the product of two integrals which are values of W corresponding to two 

values of p. 

When the obstacle is of any form, if P is a point not inside the boundary of the 

geometrical shadow, there may be more than one point Q on the surface of the 

obstacle such that OQ + QP is stationary, or there may be points Q, Qi, Qg, ... Q„ 

such that OQ + QQ1 + Q1Q2+...Q„P is stationary; in the first of these cases the 

principal parts of the components of the magnetic force in the reflected waves is the 

same for all the different points Q ; in the second case the principal parts of the 

magnetic force in the reflected waves at P is obtained by placing an electric current 

distribution on the surface in the neighbourhood of Q double that due to the 

tangential electric force from O, an electric current distribution in the neighbourhood 

of Qi double that due to the tangential electric force arising from the current 

distribution in the neighbourhood of Q and so on. 

The magnetic and electric forces due to the assumed distribution over the surface 

of the obstacle have still to be obtained at points which are near to the boundary of 

the geometrical shadow. Taking first the case where the point P is inside the 

tangent cone from the point O to the surface of the obstacle, and on the side of the 

obstacle remote from the point 0, the principal parts of a, /3, y, where 

a. = I f 
27rYJJ 

ill 

(■( 
y = 

27rVjJ 

'y-y] + n {zy]-yC) 
02 

rrj J dr rr^ 

02 giK(V«-r,-r) 

T rrx J drdi\ ri\ 

K [^n{xy} — y^) 0^ giK(Vf-ri-r) 

dS, 

dS, 

rri 0r dr^ ri\ 
dS, 

have to be calculated when the limits can no longer be taken infinite for the purpose. 

As before, the principal parts of a, /S, y are given by 

27rV B, ’ 27rV R ’ 

where I is the principal part of the integral 

If R RjR 
2 S 2 

(7S. 
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Now 

n 
IK (Yt—rj—r) 

B RiR 
dS= - 

)iK(Yt-ri—r) 

RiR 
f/cr, 

where do- is the projection of the element of area dS on a plane perpendicular to the 

straight line OP; to evaluate this integral let the axes of reference be OP the axis 

of the perpendicular to OP in the plane of incidence the axis of x, and the straight 

line perpendicular to these two the axis of ?/. Let t), I, now denote the co-ordinates 

of a point on the surface, and |i, Oi, the co-ordinates of the point of contact R of 

the tangent from O to the surface in the plane of incidence; the co-ordinates of the 

point P are 0, 0, Ri-fR, then 

that is, the principal part of this integral is given by 

fCO I* GO ^ ^ 

— CO J — 00 ^ ^1 ^ 

It has already been proved that 

_2\R Ri/_ 
-t/<(Ki + R) . 

« CO ^ GO 

— jj. 
•J — 00*' — 00 

to obtain the value of the second integral 

= e+v^+ (Ri+R-cn 

and observing that ^i, correspond to the lower limit of the integral 

n = + &c., 

V — Ri -f R—^1-1- 
1 

+ &c.. 

therefore 
2{B, + B-C,) 

je—= e—jg-f ; 

hence, unless the radius of curvature of the projection of the curve of contact of the 

tangent cone witli the surface on the plane j^erpendicular to OP is a small quantity 

of the order of the principal part of the above integral is given l^y 

K)[" r 
Li, J - cc 

that is, the principal part of 
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is given by 

where 

Therefore 

whence, writing 

Xtl + tt J «o 

_ J X /I j 
Ua — — IT + 

A 
'^1. 

^ [ttVCi ■ Ki + R-Ci; 

I = _ ^ g.(Vi_K.-R) 11 _2-v.TA r ^ 
l/C xii + JA. L Jiio i 

TTt r 

2-Ag 4 ^ 

j Itn 

it follows that the principal parts of tlie components of the magnetic force due to the 

assumed surface distribution are given by 

_ y—y)o 
Y Ri + R '~n~ 

an = -(l —L), 

2 c,.(V«-K,-E) 
Q _ 6K O ba / 1 J \ 

Pi) “ T> , T> V Ih + R R 

To = 0- 

Now, a', y8', y', the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force due to 

the oscillator at the point 0 are given by 

for 

therefore 

a' - -R,-K) _ IK~ y-vo .u UVJ-B, 

V (Ri + Rf V R 

R' — 
LK'^ 7 7 

1 

P — V (Ri + Rf V R “ 

y' = 0, 

a? _ X -^0 y  y- -Vo. 

'/(Ri+R), 

Ri + R R ’ Ri + R R ’ 

«o = -a'(l-L), /3^ = -^'(1-L), yo = 0, 

and the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force at the point P due to 

the oscillator and the assumed surface distribution are given by 

where 
a = La', yS = Ly8', y = 0, 
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and 
^2 ( 1 1 

2/y = 
VOM PM/J 

RM, 

where X is the wave-length of the oscillations and M is the foot of the perpendicular 

from R on OP. 

When the point P is outside the tangent cone from O to the surface and near to 

the tangent cone and at a distance from O greater than OR it appears that the focal 

lines as determined above are situated one of them close to the surface of the 

obstacle and the other near to the source, hence the same analysis applies as in the 

immediately preceding case, and the components of the magnetic force at P due to 

the assumed surface distribution are given by 

Oi^ = -La', 13^ = -L/3', yo = 0, 

where 

da, 

and in the integral in the denominator the limits are indefinitely extended, while in 

the integral in the numerator the upper limit is — where denotes the perpen¬ 

dicular from Pt on OP. Evaluating the above, the value of L is given by 

r ~~ ic ^ 

J — 00 J 7/,^ 

where 

Mij — 
r2 / 1 1 \1 

Lx PM/J 

V2. 

RM, 

and therefore the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force at the 

point P outside the tangent cone and near to it are given by 

a = (l-L)a', /3 = (l-L)/3', y = 0, 

where L has the value given above. 

Considering now a point P on the surface of the obstacle near to the curve ot 

contact of the tangent cone and on the side of the surface remote from 0 it appears 

that the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force due to the oscillator 

and the assumed surface distribution are La', Lj3', 0, and there will be a corresponding- 

tangential electric force involving the factor L, therefore the surface condition is not 

satisfied at such points ; the same result holds for points near the curve of contact on 

the side of the surface next 0. It is therefore now necessary to determine Avhat the 

effect of the electric current distribution on the surface which woidd reduce this 

unbalanced electric force to zero is. Taking first the case of a point P inside the 

tangent cone on the side of the surface of the obstacle remote from O and near to 

the boundary of the cone, with the same notation as above, the components of 
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the magnetic force at P due to the electric current distribution necessary to balance 

the unbalanced tangential electric force in the neighbourhood of the curve of contact 

of the tangent cone are, compared with the components of the magnetic force at P 

due to the oscillator, of the order 

K = 
LK 

27rR 

where L varies from point to point of the surface.* 

The integration with respect to t] can be effected and it follows that 

K = 
LK / LK 

27rR \2R 

-V-i 

Let denote the perpendicular from E, on OP, ^ the perpendicular from a point Pj 

on the surface on OP, then 

L = 2“*''" i* du, 
J Uq 

where 

— 

2 

\PMi 
RMi = X(2p)'/^ J ’ 

in which p denotes the radius of curvature of the normal section of the surface 

through OR, hence 

Therefore K is at most of the order 

2R/ ^ 

if 

LK 

2R 16(2p^iy'^ 

Slk'v^ 
+ 

L2R 16(2p^i)'^0 
^1 

is of the same or higher order than unity, that is, provided R is of the same or higher 

order than {p^if^^ if k^-^i is of the same or higher order than (p^i)'^*, that is, if is of 

the san“ie or higher order than p [Kp)~\ Hence, when R is of the same or higher 

order than {p^df'-, and is of the same or higher order than p {Kp)~"\ the quantity K 

is at most of the order 

which is at most of the order for K^d''^ is of the same or higher order than 

* To simplify the analysis Ri is taken infinite as the result is not affected provided the oscillator is at a 

distance from the surface of the obstacle comparable with a wavedength. 
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p^'-; therefore, when E, is of the same or higher order than (/c>^i)'^3 and is of higher 

order than p [Kp)~"^% K is of lower order than unity. When R is of higher order than 

and is of the same or higher order than p [kp)~‘''\ the quantity K is at most 

of tlie order 
00 

which is at most of the order and therefore, when R is of higher order 

than {piiy'-, and is of the same or higher order than p [Kp)~^^\ K is of lower order 

than unity. Hence, at a point P inside the tangent cone from 0 to the surface of 

the obstacle, the effect of the electric current distribution which balances the 

unbalanced tangential electric force due to the oscillator and the assumed surface 

distribution, and is on the part of the surface inside the tangent cone and remote 

from O, is of lower order than that due to the oscillator, provided that the 

perpendicular distance of the point of contact R of the tangent from O to the 

surface in the plane of incidence is of the same or higher order than p and 

that the distance of the point P from the surface of the obstacle measured along OP 

is of higher order than p {kp)~^^\ or provided that is of higher order than p {Kp)~‘^\ 

and the distance of P from the surface is of the same order as p[Kp)~'^\ In a similar 

way it may be shown that the effect of the electric current distribution on the part of 

the surface of the obstacle next the oscillator which balances the unbalanced tangential 

electric force there, due to the oscillator and the assumed surface distribution, is of 

lower order than that due to the oscillator at a point P satisfying similar conditions 

to those in the previous case. Therefore, at a point P inside the tangent cone from 

0 which satisfies the above conditions the principal parts of the components of the 

magnetic and electric forces are equal to the principal parts of the components of the 

magnetic and electric forces due to the oscillator and the assumed electric current 
<r> 

surface distribution. The same result holds for points P outside the tangent cone 

similarly restricted; the region omitted in the neighbourhood of the tangent cone is 

that lying between the cone through 0 which cuts the surface of the obstacle in a 

curve inside the tangent cone on the side of the surface next O and at a distance 

from the curve of contact of the tangent cone of the order p and a surface 

touching the obstacle along this surface and generated by straight lines in the plane 

of incidence at each point of the curve. 

The principal parts of the magnetic and electric forces at points on the surface of 

the obstacle which are at a distance from the curve of contact of the tangent cone of 

order greater than p{Kp)~'^^ can now be found. Let P be a point on the surface 

inside the tangent cone and on the side of the surface remote from O, and let OP cut 

the surface between O and P in the point Q, then PQ is of higher order than 

p [kp)~^^^ if P is at a distance along the surface from the curve of contact of the 

tangent cone which is of higher order than p [Kp)~''\ and therefore the effects at P of 

the surface distribution on the part of the surface inside the tangent cone and nearest 
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to 0 which balances the unbalanced tangential electric force there, due to the 
oscillator and the assumed surface distribution, is of lower order tlian that due to the 
oscillator. Further, if M is the actual magnetic force at P tangential to the surface, 
the magnetic force at P due to the distribution in the neighljourhood of P is 
tangential to the surface ; now it lias been shown that the magnetic force tangential 
to the surface at P, due to the oscillator and the assumed surface distribution, is LM', 
where M' is the tangential magnetic force due to the oscillator alone and L has the 
value previously determined, therefore 

M = pi + LM', that is, M = 2LM'. 

Hence, at points P inside the tangent cone on the side of the surface remote from 
0, the principal part of the magnetic force tangential to the surface is 2L]VP, and the 
principal part of the electric force perpendicular to the surface is 2LE', where M', E' 
are the principal parts of the magnetic force tangential to the surface and of the 
electric force perpendicular to the surface due to the oscillator. Similarly at points 
on the surface on the side nearest to the oscillator the principal part of the tangential 
magnetic force is 2(1—L) M', and the principal part of the electric force perpendicular 
to the surface is 2 (1 — L) E'. 

The preceding analysis can be adapted to the case of a conducting screen when the 

radii of curvature of the screen are large compared with the wave-length of the 
oscillations. The same assumed distribution as above on the two surfaces of the 
screen, viz., double the electric current distribution that would produce the magnetic 
force tangential to the screen on the side on which the waves are incident and a zero 
electric current distribution on the other side, give the important part of the 
asymptotic solution of the problem. The analysis only differs from the j)receding 
owing to the presence of edges, and it will be proved that the effect of the actual 
distribution at the edge differs from that due to the oscillator and the assumed 
distribution by a quantity of lower order than the corresponding component in the 
waves due to the oscillator. At an edge the radius of curvature is zero, and therefore 
the distribution in the neighbourhood of the edge is the same as if the wave-length 
were indefinitely great; hence the electric current distribution in the immediate 
neighbourhood if the edge varies as where '}\ is the distance along the screen 
perpendicular to the edge, that is, the electric current distribution in the neighbour¬ 
hood of the edge is multiplied by a quantity of the order of the magnetic 
force in the incident waves. The effect of this distribution in the neighbourhood of 
the edge is of the order 

K' = K 

at a point P compared with the corresponding component in the waves due to the 
oscillator. Let Q be the point on the edge such that QP is at right angles to the 

VOL, CCXII.—A. 2 T 
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edge, and let QP make an angle 9 with the line QPt through Q in the screen 

perpendicular to the edge, then 

K' = 1) 

where r now denotes the distance of P from a point in the line QPt; for points near 

to Q 
9-^ = 2riP cos 9, 

where P is the distance QP, and therefore the principal part of K' is 

ikH I* CP jn tKl\ COS 3- 

P 

Kli |*CC 

k Jo 
(h\, 

that is, K' is a quantity of the order (kP)“‘^- ; hence at points which are at a distance 

from the nearest edge great compared to a wave-length the effect of the edges is 

negligible in comparison with the waves due to the oscillator. Therefore the principal 

parts of the components of the electric and magnetic forces at such points are equal 

to the princi})al parts of the electric and magnetic forces due to the assumed electric 

current distribution and the oscillator. 

It may be verified that this agrees with the known solution of the problem of the 

semi-infinite conducting plane. Taking the case where the electric force in the 

incident waves is parallel to the edge, let the origin be in the edge, the axis of 2 

along the edge, the axis of y perpendicular to the plane of the edge, and let the 

direction of the incident waves make an angle Avith tlie conducting plane, then 

the conqjonents of the electric force in the incident waves are 

X = Y = 0, Z = gi(c{Vi+j:cos sill 5,) 

and the components of the assumed electric current distribution on the upper face of 

the plane are 

a = 0, = 0, ” ^ 

and on the lower face 

a = 0, ^ — 0, y = 0. 

Hence the components of the electric force due to the assumed distribution are 

X = 0, Y = 0, Z = — (27r)“h/C sin -li [ [ (3‘''(Vi + x,cos3,-r) ^,-i 

where (.C], 0, z^) is any point on the screen, r is the distance ot the point P (a-, y, 0) 

from the point on the screen, and the integration is taken over the conducting plane. 

Noav 

9-3 = (x-a-if+ ?/' + 2T = p" + 2Y, 
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where 
p" = {x-a\y+if, 

therefore 

Z= — (27r)“h/c sin 
Jo - CO 

whence the principal part of Z is given by the principal part of Zq, where 

Zo = —(27r)“hK sin .'ll [ (tK:/2p)“'- ^.K(vt+x,cosi,-p) . 
Jo 

now Xi cos .^1—p is stationary when 

X = Xi—p cos .9^1, y z= ±p sin .9i, 

the upper sign corresponds to the case where P is on the positive side of the screen 

and the lower sign to the case where P is on the negative side of the screen. When 

P is on the negative side of the screen, let the line through P parallel to the 

direction of the waves cut the screen or the plane of the screen produced at the point 

Q (^1) 0), then, writing a?i = ^+^i and P for the distance QP, 

p^ = + 

:t\ cos dj —p = fi cos di —P—siiP di/Pt, 

and the principal part of Zq is given by 

— (27r)“^ {2ik 

that is, by 

p LK (Yi + a: C(»3 -9-1sin dj) 

where 
7^0 = 2''^ (XP)-’^ ^1 sin di, 

and therefore the electric force at a point on the negative side of the screen is 

given by. 
f-«0 

2 = + + 1 ^-\\^Tnu- 

J — CO 

When the point P is on the positive side of the screen, the principal part of the 

electric force due to the assumed distribution is found in the same way to be 

foo 

• -!'o 

where tlie point Q (£i, 0) is the point where the line through P in the plane perpen¬ 

dicular to the edge making an angle tt —di, with the plane of the screen meets it and 

therefore the electric force at a point P on the positive side of the screen is given by 

r* 
2 — ^tK(^^+^cos 5,+ysiii5i)_2~V2 + ysin ^,) j cl'U 

J - Ho 
2 T 2 

e (III, 

)’'Pi ’'-sindie IK (Vt —R + |’[ cos 5|) >/siKf2 Bin2 5i/H 
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When the point P is at a distance from the edge of the screen great compared with 

a wave-length these expressiojis are sensibly the same as those of the known accurate 

solution, as Vq is very large unless tlje line OP makes an angle which is very small 

with the line through 0 making an angle tt-I-Si with the plane of the screen, or with 

the line through 0 making an angle tt —with the plane of the screen, and in these 

cases the results are the same. 

When the magnetic force in tlie incident waves is parallel to the edge of the 

conductino- screen 
o 

a= 0, /3 = 0, y = g.*(Vt + xco35.+ysm5,) 

in the incident waves, and the assumed electric current distribution on the positive 

side of the screen is given by 

- ^ = 0, y = 0, 

and on the negative side of the screen by 

a = 0, ^ = 0, y = 0, 

whence the components of the magnetic force due to the assumed surface distribiition 

at a point P {x, y, z) are 

a = 0, = 0, 
0 giK(V(+Jic-osai-)') 

dy r 
dxi, ch^, 

and, by a similar analysis to that in the preceding case, when the point 

negative side of the screen 

where 

y— _^.«(V!+3-eos3i + i/sin5,) 2-Vi j (lu, 

Uo = 2' - (XR) sin d-j. 

P is on the 

having the same meaning as above, and therefore the resultant magnetic force on 

the negative side of the screen is given by 

giK(Vi + rcos5,+ysma,) 2-’/2 

When the point P is on the positive side of the screen the magnetic force is 

given by 

gi/t(Vi + 3-cos5,+.?/sin3,)_j_ gi/c(Vi + TC0s3i-!/siil5i) 2-'/i f 6~ 

J -«(, 

these results again agreeing with the known accurate solution when the point P is at 

a distance from the edge great compared with a wave-length. Again, when the 

conducting screen is an infinite plane with a slit in it of breadth 2d bounded by 

parallel edges, taking the origin in the middle line of the slit, this line being the axis 
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of z, and the straiglit line in the plane of the screen perpendicular to it the axis of .r, 

the same analysis shows that, when the electric force in the incident waves is parallel 

to the edges of the slit and is given by 

2 — giic(VJ+rcosa,+i/sin 3|) 

the electric force at a point P on the negative side of the screen is given by 

where 

2 — giK(V!+xcos5,+ysin 3|) 9 

J -i<0 
,-V2 

Ho = 2-’(XP) ‘'-(fo + fO 

^<1 = sin dj, 

and (^1, 0) are the co-ordinates of the point Q where the straight line through P 

parallel to the direction of the incident waves cuts the plane of the screen. The 

electric force at a point P on the positive side of the screen is given by 

2 _ giK (Vt+jTCos 5,+y Bin ^,)_g i/c (V«+J cos sin 3i) _j_ giK (Vi+i-cos S,—y sin 3]) 9 - V-: g'A’’’i 

where u-^ are the same as above and fi, 0 are the co-ordinates of the point where 

the straight line through P in a plane perpendicular to the edges making an angle 

TT—di with the plane of the screen cuts the screen. 

When the magnetic force in the incident waves is parallel to the edges and is 

given by 

Y — ^ ^ 

the magnetic force at a point P on the negative side of the screen is given by 

y = g‘''(^^+^'cos3|+y sin 3|) 2-V> g'A’Ti 

and at a point P on the positive side of the screen by 

y _ giK (Vt + z-cos^i+y sin 3,) _j_ giK(V<+xcos 3i—y sin 3j) giK(V! + rco3 3,—y sin 3,) 9-Va gVi du 

where in each case have the same meanings as in the corresponding case in the 

preceding. The discussion of these results is similar to that given by Gilbert* for 

an absorbing screen. 

The corresponding results for a plane conducting screen in which there is any 

number of parallel slits can be written down immediately, provided the breadth of 

the portion of the screen between every two consecutive slits is great compared with 

a wave-length ; when the number of conducting strips in the breadth of a wave-length 

is large the effect of the edges becomes the most important. 

* ‘ Memoires couronnes de I’Acad. de Bruxelles,’ t. xxxi., 29, 1863. 
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As a fuither example, tlie case of an Infinite plane conducting screen with a circular 

aperture of radius a will be worked out. As above, let a straight line through the 

centre of the aperture perpendicular to the plane of the screen be the axis of ?/, the 

axes of X and 2 l^eing in the plane of the screen, and let the incident waves be 

given by 

« = 0, = 0, y = 

the magnetic force being parallel to the plane of the screen and the direction of the 

waves perpeiidicular to it; then the components of the magnetic force due to the 

distribution to be assumed over the screen are 

= 0, = — e 
iTT 

r Pi 
4- — dS, 

J cz r 
yo 

277 

1 a 
JJ Py r 

f/S, 

where r is the distance of the point from a point in the plane of tlie screen and the 

integrals are taken over the conducting part of it. Transforming to cylindrical 

co-ordinates 

r- = + cos (</>!-</)), 

where the co-ordinates of the point P are (p, (/>, y) and of a point in the plane 

(pi. 0)- The principal parts of the integrals are contributed by the elements in 

the neighbourhood of the point for which r is stationary, that is, when 

</>i = pi = p, 

and then, provided p is not small. 

® f/S = ‘ ‘ ^ Pi f/pi c/(/)i = 
a J 0 / \ ^ 

-Vs 

where = y‘‘+ {pi + pf. 

For a point on the negative side of the screen y = —d, and writing pi = p + p^ the 

principal part of the integral j*!* dS is given by 

J a —p 

that is, provided /cp^ is great compared with d, by 

J 

where Uq = 2’''“ (XcZ)“”’(a—p). 

Hence, at a point P on the negative side of screen, the principal parts of the 
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components of the magnetic force due to the assumed distribution are 

Cty 0 , 

^0 = ^ 

yo 
= _2-V2eV.-^‘g‘-<(v?+y) 

and therefore the principal parts of the components of the magnetic force at the point 

P are 

a = 0, ^ = 0, y = (/u, 
J — X 

for ^0 is of order compared with the magnetic force in the incident waves. 

When p is small compared with a. 

0 

e '""’r ■^1 dpi d4i = d e 
Ja Jo 

^LKCl + tKppp/ ^ COS (<^»J — </>) — Pi dpi dfj)!, 

that is, the principal part only being retained, 

c/S = 27rd~^e"‘^ j" (/cppi/d) pi c/pi. e "‘h’ ^ 

or 

^ dS = 277 {lk) ^e"'^ — 27rd e (K-ppi/d) pi dpi. 

Therefore, when p is small, the principal parts of the components of the magnetic 

force at a point near the axis of y on the negative side of the screen are given by 

a = 0, 

/3 = r (KpRi/d) pi^ dp„ 
' 0 

y = (Kppifd) Pi dpi. 
Jo 

As an example illustrating the phenomenon of the bright spot, the case of a 

conducting circular disc of radius a with a Hertzian oscillator on the axis will be 

treated. Let the axis of the disc be the axis of 2, the origin being at the oscillator 

and the equation of the plane of the disc 2 = 2^; the components of the magnetic 

force due to the oscillator are 

a = 
K 0 

y' = o. V dr] 7\ ’ V 0^ ?’i 

where rj, C are the co-ordinates of any point and 
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and the componeuts of the electric current distribution to be assumed on the lower 

side of the disc are 

a — 
2k a ^ _ 2k d e 

^ “ Y dy) n ' 
7 = 0, 

where rj, Zq are now the co-ordinates of a point on the disc. Therefore the 

components of the magnetic force at a point x, y, z due to this distril^ution are 

a = 

/3 

7 

1 A1 
27rV 1 i 02 V 0^ t’l 

K 

27rV J J 02 r dr] 'y\ 

= 0, 
where 

writincr 

->.2 
= {x-^f + {u-yY + {z-z,)\ 

X = p cos <f), y = p sin (f), ^ = pi cos (^i, V = Pi shi </>i, 

the resultant magnetic force due to the distribution is 

^ cos (^-a sin (^ =^ [ [ siii{<f)y + 4>) '' 'Ylp^iJj)^, 
277 V 02 Jo Jo r 02 Jo 

where 
— {z—ZqY+p^ + Pi^—2ppi cos ((^i —(/j), .. 2 _ ^ 2 , 2 

'1 — "0 I Pi • 

Now }\ + r is stationary when 

A = (p-pi)A’ = Pi An 

and, writing II, Hi for the corresponding values of r, and sin S- = pi/j’i, the principal 

value of the magnetic force is given by 

^ ( sin 2(^ A %R^-2p,-v.^^-iA-<eos^3(Hr‘+K-)p''^ 
277 V ,, 2 , 02 J —p, 

AVhen «—pi is not small, the principal value of the above expression is 

^ .tK(V(-K,-K) 

YYz Ki + II 

that is, when the point x, y, z is on the upper side of the disc 

— ^ sin sin 2(^ -^pr—» 
V Ri -1- II 

which is the value, with the opposite sign, of the resultant magnetic force due to the 
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oscillator, and therefore at these points the principal part of the magnetic force 

vanishes. When a—p^ is small, the principal value of the magnetic force due to the 

assumed distribution is 

K- r) fWu 
— -—=— sin 26 tan 3- 
V dz Ei + K ^ 

where 

Uc = 
2/1 

_X \Ri R/_ 

i 
(a—pd cos 3-, 

pi being the distance from the axis of the point where the line OP cuts the plane of 

the disc; whence, if the point P {x, y, z) is on the upper side of the disc, the above 

has the value 
j IK (V^— Ri““ R) 

■ sin 3^ sin 2(f) 2 du, 
V _tuj "1” _tv J — 00 

and therefore the resultant magnetic force at the point P is 

2-V2gV..-0 du. 
Ug 

In the immediately preceding investigation it has been assumed that p is not 

small; when p is small and 2 > Zq, 

and 

r = z-z, + ^piy{z-z^)- {ppi cos {4)i-(f)))/{z-zd)..., 

n = Zn + lpdjzn, 

13 cos (f) — a sin (f) 

LK ,ii p) ra ,'2Tr 

^ sin ((^1 + IiM,+ i/o-*’o)} dp^ d6i, 
vZ JO Jo 27rV 

that i IS 

/3 cos (f) — a sin (f) 

.2 0 p 
LK 

2ttV dz 
-j 27rt sin 2</>e‘d’^^* ‘’-ApiUi/^o+j/O—'o)]} ^^2 1^^ '^3i{Kppil{z—zJj] dpi, 

or 

^coS(/) —asin (/j = "'> sm 2(f>. z^ '^{z—zj) M e Ji {/<:pp]/(2 —2o) I pd dpi. 
V 

This quantity tends to zero with p, but increases rapidly as p increases from zero, 

thus the resultant magnetic and electric forces at a point on the axis have the same 

principal values as if there were no disc, and diminish rapidly in the neighbourhood of 

the axis. Similar results hold for any surface of revolution or for a cylindrical 

obstacle with a line source parallel to its axis. 

VOL. ccxii.—A. 2 u 
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A Perfectly Absorbing Obstacle. 

When the ol)stacle is perfectly absorbing, the conditions to be satisfied at its surface 

are that the electric and magnetic forces in the incident waves are annihilated rhere. 

This requires an electric current distribution on tbe surface which will produce the 

macrnetic force tangential to the surface of the obstacle in tbe incident waves and a 

magnetic current distribution on the surface which will produce the electric force 

tangential to the surface of the obstacle in the incident waves. As in the former case, 

it is sufficient to discuss the case of a Hertzian oscillator at a point outside the 

obstacle. Taking the origin of co-ordinates at the oscillator and the axis of z 

coincident with the axis of the oscillator, the components of the electric and magnetic 

forces at a point p, { due to the oscillator are given by 

where 

and therefore the compoitents of the electric current and magnetic current distri¬ 

butions to be assumed on the portion of the surface of the obstacle on which waves 

are incident are given by 

[my' — 71/3'), [no! — ly), (//3' —ma'); 

(mZ'-nY'), {7iX!-lZ'), (ZY'-mX'); 

where Z, 7n, n are the direction cosines of the normal to the surface, these are 

equivalent to 

where only the principal parts have been retained ; writing 

ii/'f'i — Z'-i, ~ P'1’ 
these become 

— lkWi —LKhijx-^ e‘''^^’*~’‘'yriV, lk^ {lY + mgi) e''‘’^'^^~'''^, 7\, 

— LK^ {m lY {wi^iY + ^V + Pi^)} e'-'’^^*~’'''’f7\, 

tK“ [Igi — mY) nj 
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The components of the electric force at the point x, y, z due to this distribution are 

X= - 
V 

4lTTLK j J ff 
'9' ^ ,9' 9^ /A . \ 1 9^ / 

0rr dy dxdz^^ ^ ' de rriY 

LK 

477 
— ^ 1^1 (//u-i—mXi)+ ^ {nz/iY + Z (Xi^ + /x/)} 

rri 

Y= - 
47rtK: J 

9' X . 9^ 9^ nx , X 1 3" ■ 
Lfa- dy 3^ dy dz ^ V=> d^ 

IK 

rrjV 

,... (X^+p-i’i + w/iiVi} + ^ ^1 (^/Ai-wXj) ■fm 

Z = - X 
47rtK’. 

t/c 

r7\ 

LK 

cZS, 

_ rrjV 
gi/<(Tf ri )-)^g 

~ Att ff {'^i'lK + HK^ + H-i)} - {m {ki +iXi) + nfXiVi} 

retaining only the principal parts and writing 

{x-i)fr = X,, {y-v)tr = y2, {^-Cjlr = v^, 

these are equivalent to 

X = —j" j" [—z/j (Xj + Xg) (^Xj+ 'n?p,j + 7^X2 (X1X3 + P.1P2 +^1*^2)—'^^1 

+ (/^i -wXi) (p,2Vi -/41V2)] 

7Ti 

,1). (Vi-r,-r) 

dS, 
r,r 

Y = ^11 [ —7^2 (Mi+A'-s) (^Y + '^P,l +^^^1) +'>'1/^2 (Y^3 + /^1/^2+^'X — WP-1 

+ (//xi —mXi) (vaXi—viXg)] 
,1* (Vf-n-r) 

Ar 
c^S, 

Z = ^ |j [{X2(Xi + X2) + /X2()U.i + /X2)} (/Xi + mp.i+nVi)+7lV2(XiX3 + P-l/^3 + ^1^2) — 

-\-{lyi 777X1) (Xa^i P'2^i)l 
CK (Vi-rj-r) 

cZS. 
7-17’ 

The principal parts of these integrals are contributed by the elements in the 

neighbourhood of the points for which r^ + r is stationary, and, as in the case of the 

conducting obstacle, there are the two cases when the point Q, for which 7’Ari is 

stationary, is on the straight line OP and when the lines OQ, QP make equal angles 

with the normal to the surface at Q. In the first case, the point P is on the side of 

the obstacle remote from the oscillator and at the point Q 

X2 — Xi, y2 — y-if 

2 u 2 

V2 = vi, 
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and the principal parts of the components of the electric force cine to the distribution 

are 

that is 

X = - 
K^VlXl 

27r J J if {IK + m/ri + wri)-;-c?S, 

Y = if(ZX,+mfi,+»,) 

Z = 

r7\ 

,iK(yt-r^-r) 

rr 
dS, 

, tK(Vt—rj —?■) 

ff + -__ dS, 
ZTT Jj 7Ti 

X = 
27rIliR J ,r 

k-YjPi f 

27rE.iR J .r 

gC(c(V« r, 0 

27rllill J 

YYdiere OP = R], QP = P, and da is the projection of an element of the surface on a 

plane perpendicular to OP. 

The integral involved in these expressions has been already evaluated and gives 

when the point Q is not near to the curve of contact of the tangent cone from O to 

the surface of the obstacle 

that is 
X = -X', Y = -Y', Z = -Z', 

and therefore at points inside the boundary of the geometrical shadoYV and not close 

to it the principal part of the electric force vanishes and consec)[uently the principal 

part of the magnetic force vanishes. In the second case when OQ, QP made ecjual 

angles with the normal at Q the coefficients 

— r'o (Xi + X2) (/A-i + W/fXi + TlVi^ + 71X2 (^-1^2 ■t'P'iP'2't r'lC'a) — ftXi + (Jfii — mXi) (g2^i — 

— V2 (/U.1 + P2) {lXi + mixi + nvi) + njji2 {XiX2 + P'iP'2 + *^i^^2)~'^^/^i + (^/^i~'^^V) 

{X2 (Xi + X2) + /X2 (gi+ga)} {lXi + miix-\-nV]) + nv2 (XiXa + p.i/Xa + i'iVa) — 

-\-{Jl^\—mX^ {X2[j.i — Xi[X2), 

vanish at Q and therefore the principal parts of X, Y, Z vanish at P, provided the 

point Q is not near to tlie curve of contact of tlie tangent cone. These residts might 
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have been obtained by observing that when the limits of the integral can be taken 

infinite the effect is the same as if the surface on which this distribution of electric 

and magnetic currents is placed surrounded the source and therefore at a point inside 

this surface the effect of the distribution is zero and at a point outside it equal and 

opposite to that of the source. 

When the point P is inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow and so near to 

it that the limits of integration cannot be taken to be infinite the values of X, Y, Z 

as in the case of the conducting surface are given by 

X = -(l-L)X', Y = -(l-L)Y', Z = -(l-L)Z', 

where 

L = j” 

and 

where the letters have the same signification as in the case of the conducting surface. 

Hence, at points inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow, the components of 

the electric force are 
LX', LY', LZ', 

where X', Y', Z' are the components of the electric force at the point due to the 

oscillator when there is no obstacle, and the components of the magnetic force are 

La', L^', Ly', 

where a', y are the components of the magnetic force due to the oscillator. In 

this case these values of the components of the magnetic and electric forces are valid 

up to the boundary of the obstacle, therefore the principal parts of the components of 

the magnetic and electric forces at a point P inside the boundary of the geometrical 

shadow are the same whether the obstacle is perfectly conducting or perfectly 

absorbing, provided the point P is at a distance from the surface of the obstacle 

measured along OP of a higher order than p [kpY^'^, where p is the radius of curvature 

of the section of the surface through the tangent in the plane of incidence, and the 

value of the principal part of the magnetic force tangential to the surface of the 

obstacle at a point on it inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow when the 

obstacle is perfectly conducting is double the value it has when the obstacle is 

perfectly absorbing; the value of the principal part of the component of the electric 

force normal to the surface of the obstacle at a point inside the boundary of the 

geometrical shadow when the obstacle is perfectly conducting is also double the value 

it has when the obstacle is perfectly absorbing. 

When the point P is near to the boundary of the geometrical shadow and outside 
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it the principal parts of the components of the electric and magnetic forces at the 

point P are 
LX', LY', LZ', La', L/3', L/, 

where 

J -u„ 
and 7<o has the same meaning as above. 

An Imperfectly Conducting Obstacle. 

When the obstacle is an imperfectly conducting body the conditions to be satisfied 

at the surface of the obstacle are that the components of the electric and magnetic 

forces tangential to the surface are continuous. The electric and magnetic current 

distributions to be placed on the surface to eifect this can be obtained from the 

following considerations. At a point on the surface of the obstacle not near to the 

point where the axis of the oscillator meets it the incident waves may be treated as if 

they were plane waves; let Mi and Mg be the components of the magnetic force in 

the incident waves tangential to the surface. Mi being in the plane of incidence and 

Ms perpendicular to it, and let Ei and Es be the components of the electric force in 

the incident waves tangential to the surface, Ei being in the plane of incidence and 

Es perpendicular to it, then, if (f) is the acute angle between the direction of the 

incident waves and the normal to the surface at a point Q on it, writing 

where 
e = (/c'+iK' cos (f))f[K'—LK cos (f)), e' = (k' cos (j) + LK)/[K' cos <j) — iK)C 

k'“ = sin^ (f) + 4i7rLKVjcr, 

and O' is the specific resistance of the obstacle, the electric current distribution to be 

placed on the surface has components 

Ms(1+€'), Ml (1+6), 

and the magnetic current distribution to be placed on the surface has components 

Es(1-6), Ei(1-6'). 

The effect of this distribution can be immediately obtained from the previous 

calculations by superposing the two distributions 

2M2e', 2Mie, 
and the two distributions 

M2 (1-6'), El (1-6'); Ml (1-6), E,{l-e); 

the first two involve the same calculation as in the case of the perfectly conducting 

* The general value of e' is (47rV/o- + k' sec ~ which has the approximate value in the 
text -when the wave-length A of the oscillations is great compared with (t/Y. 
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obstacle, and the second two involve the same calculation as in the case of the 

perfectly absorbing obstacle, hence, at points inside the tangent cone from the 

oscillator to the surface of the obstacle, the principal parts of the components of the 

electric and magnetic forces vanish when the point is not near to the boundary of the 

geometrical shadow, at a point P outside the boundary of the geometrical shadow 

and not near to it, the principal parts of the components of the electric and magnetic 

forces in the reflected waves at P are given by multiplying the components due to 

2M2 at Q in the case of perfect reflection by e' and the components due to 2M, at Q 

by e, where OQ, QP make equal angles with the normal at Q to the surface. When 

the point P is inside the tangent cone and near to the boundary of the geometrical 

shadow, the distribution 2M2e' gives the corresponding components multiplied of 

— (1—L)e' and the distribution M2(l—e'), Ei(l—e') the corresponding components 

multiplied by — (1—L) (1—e'), that is these two distributions give the corresponding 

components multiplied by — {1 — L) and the other two distributions give the corre¬ 

sponding components multiplied by — (1—L); therefore the principal parts of the 

components of the electric and magnetic forces at the point P due to the oscillator 

and to the assumed distribution on the surface are 

LX', LY', LZ', La', L^', Ly', 

where X', Y', Z', a', ^8', y' are the principal parts of the components of the electric 

and magnetic forces due to the oscillator at the point P and L has the value deflned 

above. It may be verified as in the case of the perfect conductor that the boundary 

conditions at points on the surface of the obstacle not near to the curve of contact of 

the tangent cone from the oscillator are satisfied by this assumed distribution on the 

surface. It also follows from the investigation for the case of the perfectly conducting 

obstacle that the principal parts of the components of the electric and magnetic forces 

at a point P inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow are given by 

LX', LY', LZ', La', Ly8', Ly', 

provided P is at a distance from the surface of the obstacle which is of an order 

higher than p [Kp)~'^^ and the perpendicular distance of OP from the point R on the 

curve of contact of the tangent cone from O to the surface is of the same or higher 

order than p [Kp)~'^\ where p is the radius of curvature of the normal section of the 

surface through OR. The principal parts of the components of the electric and 

magnetic forces at points on the surface of the obstacle near the curve of contact but 

at a distance along the surface from it of higher order than p {Kp)~'^^ can be determined 

as follows. Let M'l, M'y be the principal parts of the components of the magnetic 

force due to the oscillator tangential to the surface at the point P on it inside the 

boundary of the geometrical shadow, M'j being in the plane containing OP and the 

normal to the surface at P, and M'2 perpendicular to this plane. Further, let Mj, M2 
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be the principal parts of the components of the actual magnetic force at P in these 

directions, then P being at a distance along the surface from the curve of contact of 

higher order than p {Kp)~'‘\ the principal part of the component of the magnetic force 

in the plane of OP and the normal to the surface at P which is due to the oscillator 

and the actual distribution on the part of the surface inside the tangent cone from 0 

and nearest to 0 is LM'i, and the principal part of the corresponding component of 

the magnetic force due to* the local distribution at P is eMi/(l + e), where 

e = {k'+ LK cos (j))/{K'—LK cos cj)), and (f) is the acute angle between the normal at P 

and OP. 

Therefore 
Ml = eMi/(l+e)+LM'i, 

that is 

Similarly 

where 

Ml = (l + P)LM'i. 

M, = (l + e')LM'„ 

e' = [k' cos <^ + t/c)/(/c' cos <P — lk), 

and the principal parts of the components of the electric force at P can be similarly 

obtained. When k is small compared with 47rV/o-, k' is approximately given by 

k' = K:i(l+t), where ki = the modulus of 1 + e, is greater than 2, and the 

modulus of 1+e' is greater than 2 provided cos (f) is greater than kI2ki ; therefore at a 

point P on the part of the surface next the oscillator the amplitude of the tangential 

magnetic force is greater than iii the case of a perfectly conducting obstacle, and at a 

point on the j^art of the surface of the obstacle remote from the oscillator the tan¬ 

gential magnetic force is greater than in the case of a perfectly conducting obstacle, 

provided cos (j) is greater than The same results hold for the components of the 

electric force normal to the surface of the obstacle. 

It appears from the foregoing investigations that at a point P inside the boundary 

of the geometrical shadow formed by any opacjue obstacle the principal parts of the 

components of the electric and magnetic forces are 

LX', LY', LZ', La', L;8', Ly', 

where X', Y', Z', a', y8', y' are the principal parts of the components ot the electric 

and magnetic forces at the point P due to the oscillator, when the point P is at a 

distance measured along OP from the surface of the obstacle of a higher order than 

p {kp)~^^\ that when the obstacle is perfectly absorbing the principal parts of the 

components of the electric and magnetic forces at a point P on the surface of the 

obstacle inside the boundary of the geometrical shadow have the above values, that 

when the obstacle is perfectly conducting the ratio of the electric force normal to the 

surface at the point P on it to the electric force normal to the surface of a perfectly 

absorbing obstacle occupying the same space at the same point on it is 2, and that 
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when the obstacle is imperfectly conducting this ratio is greater than 2,* but 

decreases as the distance along the surface of the point P from the edge of the 

shadow increases when the magnetic force in the incident waves is perpendicular to 

the plane of incidence. 

The same methods as have been applied in the foregoing can be used to solve the 

problem of the case of a transparent obstacle; it is convenient in this case to treat 

separately the components of the electric and magnetic forces tangential to the 

surface in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 

[October 17.—The investigation given above of the effect of a perfectly absorbing obstacle assumes that 

the electric and magnetic forces on the surface change abruptly at the curve of contact of the tangent 

cone from the point O to the surface. When the creeping effect at the edge is taken into account, the 

quantity L gives the ratio of the forces at a point P inside the geometrical shadow to the forces at that 

point due to the oscillator alone, only if the point P is subject to the same restrictions as in the case of 

the perfectly conducting obstacle, that the distance of the point P along OP from the surface of the 

obstacle is of higher order than p {npY^I^ and that OM is of higher order than p (Kpj'Va. The theorem, 

that the electric force normal to the surface of the obstacle at a point on it when the obstacle is perfectly 

conducting has double the value it has when the obstacle is perfectly absorbing, can be established 

generally as follows: Lot E and i\I be the electric and magnetic forces in the incident waves tangential 

to the surface of the obstacle at a point on it. If the surface is perfectly conducting there is an electric 

current distribution 2Moj on it and a zero magnetic current distribution, and if the obstacle is incapable 

of supporting magnetic force there is a zero electric current distribution on it and a magnetic current 

distribution 2En)'; the superposition of these two distributions gives the solution for the case when the 

obstacle is perfectly absorbing and the electric and magnetic forces in the incident waves tangential to the 

surface at a point on it are 2E, 2M. Hence the electric current distribution on the surface of the 

obstacle when it is perfectly absorbing is Moj, and when it is perfectly conducting 2Moj, the electric and 

magnetic forces in the incident waves tangential to the surface being E, M; and therefore the magnetic 

force tangential to the surface and the electric force normal to the surface of the obstacle when it is 

perfectly conducting have each double the value they have when the obstacle is perfectly absorbing. 

Similar reasoning applies to the case of the imperfectly conducting obstacle, the ratio in this case being 

1 + € for the component of magnetic force tangential to the surface in the plane of incidence and 1 + e' for 

the component perpendicular to the plane of incidence.] 

* For the case of waves of the wave-lengths used in wireless telegraphy, the conducting body being the 

sea, the value of this ratio at a distance of 150 miles is not greater than 2'06 and decreases as the distance 

increases. 

2 X VOL. CCXIl.-A. 
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I XI. On the Foundations of the Theory of Algebraic Functions of One Variable. 

[ By J, C. Fields, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics in the University 

I of Toronto. 

I Communieated by A. R. Forsyth, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 

i; 

! Received June 4,—-Read June 6, 1912. 

i § 1. Some years ago the writer published a book* in which he developed a new theory 

of the algebraic functions of a complex variable. The theory in question was purely 

algebraic in its character and perfectly general. The higher singularities gave rise to 

[; no specific difficulties due to their greater complexity and no exceptional cases had 

[ to be reserved for separate treatment. The capital result of the theory might be said 

i to be the “ Complementary Theorem ”—a theorem which is considerably more general 

i than the Riemann-Roch Theorem. 

t The book, however, presents its difficulties for the reader, and, in particular, the 

■ sixth chapter would seem to have been a stumbling-block. For this chapter the 

i writer has already given several comparatively simple substitutes, and the reader of 

[ the present paper will find tliat, among other results, those of the chapter in question 

follow in very easy fashion from the representation of a rational function in the 

form (8). The method of the “ deformation of a product,” which plays a conspicuous 

part in the earlier chapters of the book, is liere dispensed with. The residues of what 

, we call the principal coefficient of the reduced form of a rational function will be 

found to play an important role—a role which is already implied in the argument of 

i the book and which is brought into evidence in a paper by the writer published in 

‘ Vol. XXXII. of the ‘American Journal of Mathematics’ under the title “The 

Complementary Theorem.” In the present paper the apparatus for handling the 

I residues in question will be greatly simplified. We have no need of the function 

R (2, v) defined in Chapter IX. of the book, and at the same time we are able to 

I dispense with the functions (2, v) and the more or less complicated formulse 

; connected with these functions in the earlier presentation of the theory. 

Let 
f{z,u) = + + = 0.. (1) 

* ‘Theory of the Algebraic Functions of a Complex Variable,’ Mayer and Muller, Berlin, 1906. 

) VOL, CCXII.-A 494. 2 x 2 Published separately, January 29, 1913. 
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be an equation in which we shall ultimately suppose the coefficients fn-i, •••5/0 to be 

rational functions of 0. For the moment, however, it will suffice to assume that these 

coefficients have the character of rational functions for the value z — a (or 0 = co), 

that is, that they are developable in series of integral powers of z — a (or ijz) in 

which, at most, a finite number of terms have negative exponents. We say that a 

function has the character of a rational function of {z, u) for the value z = a (or 0 = c») 

if it is built up by rational operations out of u and functions of 2 which have the 

character of rational functions for the value z = a (or 2 = 00). Here it is to be 

understood that the function is to have a meaning for each of the branches of the 

equation (1), corresponding to the value of the varialde 2 in question—otherwise said, 

that the rational operations do not involve division by a factor of f (2, u). The 

equation (l) may or may not be reducible in the domain of functions of rational 

character for the value z = a (or 2 = go). In any case, however, without detriment to 

the generality of our theory, we may assume that the equation does not involve a 

repeated factor. 

Any function possessing the character of a rational function of (2, u) for the value 

2 = a (or 2 = CO) can evidently be written in one, and oidy one, way in the form 

H (2, ?f) =+ ...+/?-o.(2) 

where the coefficients h, possess the character of rational functions for the value of 

the variable 2 in question. This form we call the reduced form of the function. The 

coefficient of in the reduced form of a function of (2, u) we call the prmcipal 

coefficie7it of the function. The term itself we call the principal term. In 

what follows we shall take for granted that a function of (2, u) is expressed in its 

reduced form where nothing in the context implies the contrary. 

Corresponding to the value z = a (or 2 = 00) we have a representation of the 

equation (l) in the form 

f{z,u) = {u-V,){u-V^)...{u-V,) = Q,.(3) 

where Pi, ...,P„ are series in powers of z — a (or I/2) with exponents, integral or 

fractional, of which, it may be, a finite number are negative. These power-series 

group themselves into a number, r, of cycles of orders z/j, ..., v^. respectively where the 

series of a cycle of order proceed according to ascending integral powers of the 

element (2 —or 2“^^’'“, as the case may be. As a general rule we have = 1. 

We shall speak of the order of coincidence of a function H (2, u) with a branch 

—Pj = 0, or of the order of coincidence of the branch with the function, meaning 

thereby the lowest exponent in H (2, PJ arranged according to ascending powers of 

z — a (or 1/2). The order of coincidence of the branch u — Y, = 0 with the product 

Q,(2,w) = (?t-Pi) ... (w-P,_i) (t^-P,^i)... (m-P„) .... (4) 

we shall indicate by the symbol This is plainly also the order of coincidence of 
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the branch with the function {z,u). The order of coincidence of the branch 

= 0 with the factor tt —P« we shall briefly refer to also as the order of 

coincidence of the branch = 0 with the branch u-V^ = 0, and we shall indicate 

this order of coincidence by the symbol fx.^f If is evident that Further¬ 

more, Jx, is equal to the sum of the orders of coincidence of the branch w—P^ = 0 with 

its n—1 conjugate branches, and we therefore have 

Ms = Ms, 1+•••+Mj,s-1 + Ms,s + 1+•••+Ms,n (5) 

It is readily seen that the numbers corresponding to the several branches of the 

same cycle are all equal. The r numbers thus defined for the branches of the r cycles 

we shall indicate by the symbols 

Ml) M2) •••) Mr.(^) 

The functions Qs(2, in (4) are defined by the identities 

f{z,u) = (w-P,) s = 1, 2, ..., n.(7) 

We can then represent any function Y{{z,u), of rational character for the value 

z = a (or 2 = oo), in the form"^ 

H (2,'?x) = 0iQi{2,n) + ... + 0,Q,(2,n) + ...-t0„QJZ)M) .... (8) 

where 0^, ..., 0„ are series in powers of z — a (or I/2) involving integral or fractional 

exponents, of which a finite number only can be negative. The necessary and 

sufficient condition that the function H (2, ic) should be represented by the expression 

on the right-hand side of (8) is 

n — IT (2, P;) — .. „ 

Q,(2,P,)’"“'’^’ 
n. (9) 

To see this it is only necessary to note that the functions 

Qi (z, u), ..., Q,_1 (2, u), (2, m), ..., Q„ (2, u) 

all vanish identically on substituting in them u = P^. The representation of the 

function 11(2, tt) in the form (8) then exists and is unique. This representation 

evidently also gives the function in its reduced form since is the highest power 

of u which presents itself. 

The order of coincidence of the branch w —P^, = 0 with the function H (2, m) is 

plainly the same as its order of coincidence with the element 0sQs(2,'?<) in (8) and is. 

* This form of representation was suggested to the writer by formula (3) in Chapter XIII. of his book on 

the algebraic functions, already cited. It may be pointed out, however, that the same form was derived 

by Christoetel from Lagrange’s interpolation formula and employed in his paper, “ Algebraischei 

Beweis des Satzes von der Anzahl der linearunabhiingigen Integrale erster Gattung,” ‘Annali di Mate- 

matica/ ser. 11., t. X., pp. 81-100. 
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therefore, obtained on adding the lowest exponent in the series 6, to the order of 

coincidence of the function {z, u) with the branch in question. If, then, the order 

of coincidence of the function Yl{z,u) with the branch —Pj = 0 is ^ the series 

Bg can involve no negative exponent. If the order of coincidence of the function 

\\{z,u) with tlie branch w —= 0 is >—1 the lowest exponent in the series 

6, must be > —1. Now the coefficient of in the reduced form of H(2, m), as 

given in (8), is 

2 0.,.(10) 
5=1 

a function which is evidently of rational character for the value of the variable z in 

question. If, then, the orders of coincidence of the function H (2, u) with the 

branches u — V^ = 0, —P„ = 0 are greater than tlie corresponding numbers in the 

set Ml—1, 1, the lowest exponent in the principal coefficient is > —I and must 

therefore be ^ 0, because of the rational character of the coefficient for the value 

z = a (or 0 = 00). We shall say of a function of 2 that it is integral with regard to 

the- element z—a (or I/2) if its expansion in powers of the element involves no 

negative exponents. The principal coefficient in a function H (2, u) of rational 

character for the value z =■ a (or 2; = co) is then integral with regard to the element 

z—a (or 1/2) if the orders of coincidence of the function with the branches of the 

corresponding cycles are greater than the numbers /xj —1, ..1 respectively. 

Otherwise stated, the principal coefficient in a function H (2, vi) of rational character 

for the value z = a (or 2: = co) must be integral with regard to the element z—a (or 

1/2) if the orders of coincidence of the function with the branches of the several 

cycles do not fall short of the numbers 

1 + fx^— 1 + 
I'r 

(11) 

respectively. A set of orders of coincidence which do not fall short of the numbers 

given in (ll) we call a set of adjoint orders of coincidence, and, if a function possess 

such a set of orders of coincidence, we say that it is adjoint for the value of the 

variable 2 in question. The theorem which we have just proved may then be briefly 

stated as follows :—If a function H (2, ti) of rational character for the value z = a (or 

2 = GO) is adjoint for this value of the variable its principal coefficient must be 

integral with regard to the element z—a (or I/2). This theorem, so far as it has 

reference to the value 2 = co, is evidently also embodied in the statement that the 

degree in (2, m) of the principal term in a function H (2, \C) of rational character for 

the value 2 = 00 must be ^ n—I if the function is adjoint for this value of 2. 

If a function H (2, w) of rational character for the value z = a (or 2 = 00) is 

conditioned for this value of the variable by a certain set of adjoint orders of 

coincidence /x'l, nj, and if for a single one of these orders of coincidence we 

have f, ^ fj-s, fhe principal coefficient, already integral, will in the general function so 
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conditioned have a constant term which is 0. This we can readily see from the 

form of representation for the function given in (8). If, namely, we suppose 

tt—Pj = 0, u — Vy, — 0 to be the branches of the cycle of order v^, the series 

$1, ..., dy, in (8) will be conjugate series in which the lowest exponent is > — 1, and in 

each of which the constant term is the same and unconditioned by the orders of 

coincidence here in question. The constant term in the principal coefficient of the 

partial sum 
6iQi{z,u) + ...+0y,Qy,{z,u),.(12) 

on the right-hand side of (8), is then arbitrary, and this is, therefore, also the case for 

the constant term in the total sum on the right-hand side of (8), since the series 

Oy.+i, 0„ are determined independently of the series 0i, 

The theorem just stated, together with the theorem preceding, may be included in 

the one statement:—-In the general function H {z, u) of rational character for the 

value z = a (or 2 = co) and conditioned for this value by a set of adjoint orders of 

coincidence ij.\, ...,yw',., the principal coefficient must be integral with regard to the 

element z — a (or ijz), and, furthermore, will involve an arbitrary constant term unless 

yu'i, ..., n'y are simultaneously greater than the corresponding numbers in the set 

Ml j • ••5 Mr • 

Let H (2, u) be the general function of rational character for the value z = a (or 

2 = 00)^ which is conditioned by a set of orders of coincidence 

i+n'i, ■’•yi + n'r,.(13) 

where -i is a positive or negative integer or 0, and where /x'j, ..., constitute a set of 

adjoint orders of coincidence which, however, are not simultaneously greater than the 

numbers ni, The function (2 —H (2, ti), or 2*11 (2, w), is then evidently the 

general function of rational character for the value z = a (or 2=co), which is 

conditioned by the set of adjoint orders of coincidence ij.\, ..., /x',. , and its principal 

coefficient, by the theorem last stated, must therefore be integral in the element z — a 

(or 1/2) and involve an arbitrary constant. It follows that the lowest term in the 

principal coefficient of the general function H (2, u), conditioned by the set of orders of 

coincidence (13), is a{z—a)\ or az~\ where a is an arbitrary constant. 

Evidently any set of orders of coincidence corresponding to the value z = a (or 

2 = go) can be written in the form (13), so that we may also state the last theorem 

as follows:—^The lowest term in the principal coefficient of the general function 

H(2, u) of rational character for the value z = a (or z = and conditioned by a 

given set of orders of coincidence for this value of 2, is a (2 —a)\ or az~\ where a is an 

arbitrary constant, and where i is the greatest integer whose subtraction from each 

number of the set leaves a set of adjoint orders of coincidence. 

From the form (8) it is readily seen that we can construct a function 11(2, ti) of 

rational character for the value z = a (or z =^), which possesses an arbitrarily 
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assigned set of orders of coincidence , ..., for the branches of the corresponding 

cycles. Here tj, ..., may be any integral multiples—positive, negative, or zero—• 

of the numbers ijv^, ..., ijvj. respectively. We can write 

T, = s=l,2, .(14) 

where the numbers are integral. In the form (8) each of the n elements on the 

right-hand side corresponds to a different one of the n branches. In the elements 

corresponding to the conjugate branches of the cycle of order v, substitute for the 

coefficients 0 corresponding conjugate series beginning with a term in or 

Do this for each of the r cycles and the resulting function H {z, ii) will have precisely 

the set of orders of coincidence tj , ..., r,, here in question, and will at the same time 

evidently be of rational character for the value z = a (or 2 = co). 

Not only can we construct a function H (2, n) of rational character for the value 

z = a (or 2 = 00), which possesses the arbitrary set of orders of coincidence 

but we can in particular construct a rational function of (2, u) which possesses 

precisely this set of orders of coincidence for the value of the variable in question. 

To obtain such a rational function, in fact, it evidently suffices in the function H (2, u), 

already constructed, to cut off in the series in powers of z — a (or I/2), which constitute 

the coefficients of the powers of u, terms of order sufficiently high to Ije unaffected by 

the orders of coincidence tj, t,., required of the function. 

Let us now suppose for the moment that the equation (l) has reference to the 

value 2 = oOj so that the coefficients ...j/o are series in powers of I/2 involving, 

it may be, a finite number of positive powers of 2. The aggregate degree of the 

equation in (z,u) we shall indicate by the letter N. Referring to the identities (7), 

then, we see that the degrees of the functions Q, (2, w) can in no case exceed N —1. 

If now the function Yi{z^ti) in (8) be adjoint for the value 2=00, the lowest 

exponents in the series @,(1/2) must, as we have already noted, be > —1, and the 

degrees in 2 of these series must therefore all be < 1. The degrees in (2, u) of the 

elements 0iQs(2, w) in (8) will consequently all be < N, and the same will be true of 

the degree of the function H (2, u). It follows that the degree of the function 

H (2, w) must be <N —1, because of the rational character of the function for the 

value 2 = CO. We have just proved then that a function H {z,u) which is of rational 

character for the value 2 = co, and which is also adjoint for this value of the variable 

2, must be of degree ^N —1, and we had already proved that the degree of the 

principal term in such a function must be 1. 

§ 2. If a function H {z,u), of rational character for the value 2 = a (or 2 = co)^ is 

also adjoint for this value of the variable 2, we have seen that its principal coefficient 

must be integral with regard to the element z — a (or I/2). We have also seen, in the 

case of a set of orders of coincidence corresponding to the value z = a (or 2 = 00), 

of which some one at least falls short of what is requisite to adjointness, that a 
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rational function of (2, u) can be constructed possessing precisely the orders of 

coincidence here in question and having a principal coefficient which is not integral 

with regard to the element z — a (or 1/2). 

We say of two sets of orders of coincidence ti, and fj, corresponding 

to a value z = a (or z = co)^ that they are complementary adjoint to each other if 

they satisfy the inequalities 

Ti + Ti > Ml—IH , •••, Vr + Tr ^ Mr—1+ -.(15) 
»'l I'r 

When they satisfy the inequalities 

1 • 1 
Ti+Ti ^ ^ + Ml—1 H-, Tr + T^ ^ t + Mr—1 + - ; .... (16) 

Z/J V., 

they are said to be complementary adjoint to the order i. If the sets of orders of 

coincidence of two functions for a given value of the variable 2 are complementary 

adjoint, we say also that the functions are complementary adjoint to each other for 

the value of the variable in question. The orders of coincidence of the product of 

the two functions are evidently obtained on adding the corresponding orders of 

coincidence of the functions. If the functions <I> (2, u) and 4^ (2, u) are complementary 

adjoint for the value z — a (or 2 = 00) their product is adjoint for the value of the 

variable in question, and the coefficient of the principal term in the product must 

therefore be integral with regard to the element z — a (or I/2). When we speak of 

the principal term in a product it is, of course, to be understood that we mean the 

principal term in the product expressed in its reduced form. 

In order that a function 'k (2, iC) of rational character for the value 2 = a (or z — cc) 

shall have orders of coincidence which are complementary adjoint to a given set of 

orders of coincidence ti, ...,Tr, the necessary and sufficient condition is that the 

coefficient of the principal term in the product (2, tt) "k (2, m) shall be Integral with 

regard to the element z — a (or I/2), where <I> (2, w) represents the most general 

function of (2, u) of rational character for the value z — a (or 2 = 00) whose orders of 

coincidence with the branches of the corresponding cycles do not fall short of the 

numbers tj, ..., t,. respectively. That this is a necessary condition has been seen in 

what just precedes. That it is a sufficient condition may be proved as follows :— 

Suppose "k (2, m) to be a specific function of (2, v)j of rational character for the value 

z — a (or 2 = Go)j and suppose its orders of coincidence for this value of the variable 

to be Tj, ...,f,.. Furthermore, suppose this set of orders of coincidence not to be 

complementary adjoint to the set tj, ...jT^. The numbers ri + fj, ...,T,. + f,., then do 

not constitute a set of adjoint orders of coincidence, and we can therefore construct a 

function H (2, u) of rational character for the value z = a (or z — cc) which possesses 

precisely this set of orders of coincidence and whose principal term is not integral in 

regard to the element z — a (or I/2). 

For the moment we shall suppose that all of the orders of coincidence fj, ..., f,., are 

2 Y VOL. CCXII.-A. 
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finite. The quotient H {z, u)/^ {z, u) is then a function of rational character for the 

value z — a (or ^ = go ) whose orders of coincidence for this value of the variable are 

Ti, and yet in its product by the function {z^u) the principal term is not 

integral in character. If then the set of orders of coincidence fi, ...,T„of the 

function d' (2, '?i) Ije not complementary adjoint to the set of orders of coincidence 

Ti, ..., the principal term in the product of ^ (z, w) by the general function ^{z^u), 

which possesses the latter set of orders of coincidence, is not integral in character 

with regard to the element z—a (or I/2). It follows, therefore, that the sufficient, as 

well as the necessary condition, in order that the orders of coincidence of a function 

d'-(2, u) of rational character for tlie value z = a (or 2 = co) shall be complementary 

adjoint to a given set of orders of coincidence ti, ..., is contained in the statement 

that the coefficient of the principal term in the product of (2, u) by (2, u) is 

integral with regard to the element z — a (or I/2), where ^{z,u) is the general 

function of rational character for the value z — a (or 2 = 00) whose orders of 

coincidence with the branches of the corresponding cycles do not fall short of the 

numbers tj, ..., r,.. 

In what precedes we have assumed that the orders of coincidence fi, ..., of fh® 

function d^ (2, u) are all finite. Suppose now that certain of these orders of coincidence 

are infinite, and that nevertheless the set is not complementary adjoint to the set of 

orders of coincidence tj, As before, let ^{z,u) be the general function of 

rational character for the value z = a (or z = cc) conditioned by the set of orders of 

coincidence ti, ..., r^. Construct a function dk' (2, u) of rational character for the value 

z = a (or 2 = co) which possesses for tliis value of the variable a set of orders of 

coincidence which is complementary adjoint to the set ti, all of its orders of 

coincidence being at the same time finite, and each one of them difierent from the 

corresponding order of coincidence in the set tj, ..., t,.. It is evident that the orders 

of coincidence of the function 

■T" (2, u) = "T (2, u) + d'' (2, u) 

for the value of the variable 2 in question are all finite, and that they constitute a 

set which is not complementary adjoint to the set ti, By what we have 

already seen, then, the principal coefficient in the product <I> (2, u) (2, u) will not be 

integral. The principal coefficient in the product (2, u) d'' (2, u), however, is integral, 

since d^' (2, u) has orders of coincidence which are complementary adjoint to those of 

the set Ti, ..., r^. It follows that the principal coefficient in the product (2, u) d' (2, u) 

is not integral. If then the orders of coincidence of a function (2, u) of rational 

character for the value 2 = a (or 2 = co) be not complementary adjoint to the orders 

of coincidence tj, it follows that in the product (2, u) d'(2, m) the principal 

coefficient is not integral, where (2, u) is the general function of rational character 

for the value z — a (or 2 = cx>) conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence 

Tj, The necessary and sufficient condition then that a function "T (2, w) of 
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rational character for the value z = a (or 2 = oo) should have, for this value of the 

variable 2, a set of orders of coincidence complementary adjoint to a given set of 

orders of coincidence ti, is that the principal coefficient in the product 

^{z,u) ^{z,u) should be integral with regard to the element z — a (or I/2), where 

$ (2, u) is the general function of rational character for the value z = a (or 2 = co) 

conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence tj, t,.. 

Without detriment to the truth of the statement just made the expression 

of rational character for the value z = a {or 2 = 00) employed with reference to the 

functions {z, u) and (2, u) can, in connection with either or both of these functions, 

be replaced by the expression rational function of (2, u). 

If in the product of a function 4^ (2, u) by the function (2, m) the coefficient of 

the principal term is integral with regard to the element z — a, the residue of tliis 

coefficient for the value z — a is of course zero. Conversely, however, if the residue 

of the principal coefficient for the value z =■ a vanislies in the product of a function 

'4' (2, xi) by the general function (2, ui) whose orders of coincidence for this value of 

the variable 2 do not fall short of the numl)ers tj, ..., t,. respectively, it follows that 

the principal coefficient in question must be integral with regard to the element z — a. 

For if the function d>' (2, u) is included under the general function (2, n) conditioned 

by the orders of coincidence tj, and if the principal coefficient in the product 

<h' (2, u) ’F (2,11) actually contains a negative power (2—«)“*, then also is the residue 

relative to the value z = a in the principal coefficient of the prodiict (2 —(2, w) 

{z,u) different from 0, while the function (2 —d>'(2, ■?<.) is evidently included 

under the general function (2, u) above conditioned by the orders of coincidence 

Ti, ..., T^. If then the residue of the principal coefficient for the value z — a vanishes 

in the product of a function ^{z,u) by the general function (2,'?i), it follows that 

the principal coefficient in question must be integral with regard to the element z — a. 

We may then say, in the case of a finite value z = a, that the necessary and 

sufficient condition in order that a function "F (2, u) should be complementary adjoint 

to a set of orders of coincidence t^, ..., for the value of 2 in question, is contained in 

the statement that the residue relative to the value z = a in the principal coefficient 

of the product <I> (2, u) ^ (2, n) should vanish, where <I> (2, u) represents the most general 

function oi‘ {z,u) of rational character for z =a whose orders of coincidence with the 

branches of the corresponding cycles do not fall short of the numbers ti, ...,Tr 

respectively. 

In like manner for the value 2 = go we may evidently say that the necessary and 

sufficient condition in order that a function ’F (2, xi) should be complementary adjoint 

to a set of orders of coincidence ti, ..., r,., corresponding to the value of the variable m 

question, is contained in the statement that the constant coefficient of the element 

27.U'^ in the principal term of the product d> (2, u) ’k (2, u) should vanish, where (2, xi) 

represents the most general function of (2, u) of rational character tor the value 

2 = 00, whose orders of coincidence with the branches of the corresponding cycles do 

2 Y 2 
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not fall short of the numbers ti, respectively. The vanishing of the constant 

coetlicient of the element in the principal term of the product (z, u) (z, u) 

then gives the condition that the function z^d^ (z, u) should have a set of orders of 

coincidence which is complementary adjoint to the set of orders of coincidence ti, 

Tills, therefore, is the condition that the function (z, u) should have orders of 

coincidence which are complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of 

coincidence tj, ..., t^. Also the vanishing of the coefficient of the element zm"“^ in the 

principal term of the product (z, u) z^’F (z, u) is equivalent to the vanishing of the 

coefficient of the element in the principal term of the product (z, n)d^ {'Z,u). 

The vanisliing of the residue relative to the value z = co in the coefficient of the 

principal term in tlie product d> (z, n) d' (z, u) consequently gives the necessary and 

sufficient condition that the function "T (z, u) should have a set of orders of coincidence 

for the value z = go whicli Is complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the set of 

orders of coincidence tj, where ffi (z, ??.) is the most general function of {z,u) 

of rational character for the value z = oo whose orders of coincidence with tlie 

branches of the several cycles do not fall short of the numbers tj, ..., t,. respectively. 

If tlien (z, u) represents the most general function of (z, u) of rational character for 

the value z — a (orz=co) whose orders of coincidence witli the branches of the 

corresponding cycles do not fall short of the numbers tj, respectively, the 

vanishing of the residue, for the value of the variable z in question, in tlie coefficient 

of the principal term in the product (z, ?/.) d' (z, u) gives, in the case of a finite value 

z = a, the necessary and sufficient condition that the orders of coincidence of the 

function d'(z, m) should be complementary adjoint to the numliers ti, while, 

if the functions and numbers here in question have reference to the value z =oo, 

the vanishing of the corresponding residue in the product (z, v) d^ (z, gives the 

necessary and sufficient condition that the orders of coincidence of the function d^ (z, \C) 

should be complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the numbers ti, ..., t,.. 

In the foregoing statement it would evidently suffice to let (z, u) represent the 

general rational function of (z, u) whose orders of coincidence for the value of z in 

question do not fall short of the number ti, respectively—-at least so long as 

these numbers are all finite. Where we are concerned with the finite value z = a we 

might, without detriment to the truth of our statement, further impose on the 

rational function (z, u) the condition that its coefficients should be integral with 

regard to all finite values of z save only the value z = a, with regard to which value 

the coefficients will oi' will not be integral according as this is or is not required by 

the set of orders of coincidence tj, In the statement here in question the 

function d' (z, n) was simply assumed to Ije a function of (z, u) of rational character 

for the value z = a (or z = co), and the statement therefore holds good in particular 

when "F (z, u) is a rational function of (z, u). 

Tlie product of any two functions <I>(z, u) and "T (z, ?t) can be written in the form 

(z, u) d' (z, w) - ^ (z, u) f{z, w) + X (2, w),.(17) 
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where x (2, u) is the reduced form of the product on the left-hand side of this identity. 

The factors d) (s, u) and (2, u) of this product are also supposed to be expressed in 

their reduced forms, so that the degree in u of the product is ^ 2n —2 and the degree 

of3-(2, in u as a consequence is 2. If d> (2,represents the most general 

function of (2, w) of rational character for a given value z — a (or 2 = co) conditioned 

by a given set of orders of coincidence tj, t,, for this value of the variable 2, the 

vanishing of the corresponding residue in the principal coefficient of x gives, in 

the case of a finite value 2 = «, the necessary and sufficient condition that the orders 

of coincidence of the function (2, ii) for this value of 2 should be complementary 

adjoint to the orders of coincidence while, in the case of the value z= 

the vanishing of the corresponding residue in the principal coefficient of x {z, a) gives 

the necessary and sufficient condition that the orders of coincidence of the function 

d'(2, for the value 2 = co sliould be complementary adjoint to tlie order 2 to the 

orders of coincidence ..., t,.. 

§3. We shall now assume the equation (l) to bean integral algeliraic equation. 

ITie series representing the luanclies of the equation for any finite value z = a will 

then involve no negative exponents. In the representation of a rational function 

H {z,u) in the form (8) corresponding to the value 2 = a, the functions Q. (2, u) will 

therefore evidently be integral with regard to the element z — a. If the function 

H (2, u) be adjoint for the value z = a it is readily seen that it must be integral with 

regard to the element z — a. For in this case the lowest exponent in each of the 

series 8^ in (8) is > —1 and the same is therefore true of the lowest exponent in each 

of the coefficients of the several products (2, u). It follows that, in the coefficients 

of the rational function H (z,u) represented by the sum on the right-hand side of (8), 

the lowest exponent is ^ 0. A rational function H (2, m), which is adjoint for the 

value 2 = a, must then be integral with regard to the element z — a. Furthermore, a 

rational function of (2, u), which is adjoint for all finite values of the variable 2, must 

evidently be an integral rational function of (2, u). 

While a rational function H (2, u) must be integral with regard to the element 

2 —a if its orders of coincidence are to be adjoint for the value 2 = a, divisibility* by 

z—a is required from it by a set of orders of coincidence tj, ..., corresponding to the 

value 2 = a when these orders of coincidence severally exceed the corresponding 

numbers jUi, ft-r—but not otherwise. If, namely, the orders of coincidence of H (2, u') 

severally exceed the corresponding numbers /xj, ..., /x,., the quotient of the function by 

z — a will be adjoint for the value 2 = «, and must, therefore, be integral with regard to 

the element z—a. If, however, a single one, r^, of the orders of coincidence which 

condition the rational function H (2, u) is not greater than the corresponding number 

then in the representation of the general function in the form (8) the corre- 

* We here find it convenient to say of a rational function of (?, \C) that it is divisible by the element 

2 - a if the function can be represented as the product of 2 - a and a function of (2, u) in which the 

coefficients of the powers of u are power-series in 2 — a not involving negative exponents. 
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spending conjugate series 0 will not be divisible by z — a and will involve an arbitrary 

constant term which is independent of the coefficients in the remaining n — v^ series 6. 

In this case, then, the coefficient of the principal term in the general function H (z, u) 

contains an arbitrary constant. The principal term in H (z, u) is, therefore, not 

divisible by z — a and the same is consequently true of H (z, u) itself. 

We see, then, that the general rational function conditioned by a certain set of 

orders of coincidence for the value z = a is or is not divisible by the element z — a 

according as its principal term is or is not divisible by this element, and we further¬ 

more see that the principal term is or is not divisible by z — a according as the orders 

of coincidence in question severally exceed the corresponding numbers or not. 

From this it follows in particular that the general rational function conditioned by a 

certain set of adjoint orders of coincidence for the value z = a is divisible by precisely 

the same power of the element z — a as the coefficient of its principal term. 

We sliall employ the letter A to designate the number of the independent 

conditions which must be imposed on the coefficients of the general integral rational 

function of (z, u) in order that it may be adjoint for the finite value z — a. Every 

extra coincidence over and above adjointness required from the function will impose 

an extra condition on its coefficients, for we liave seen that we can construct a 

rational function which actually possesses an arl)ltrarily assigned set of orders of 

coincidence corresponding to a value z = «, and we have also seen that an adjoint set 

of orders of coincidence already requires that the function be integral with regard to 

the element z — a. The number of the independent conditions then which are imposed 

on the coefficients of the general integral rational function of (z, u) by a set of orders 

of coincidence /x'l, adjoint for the value z = a, is given by the sum 

s = 1 

(18) 

where we still have to determine the value of A. 

We have seen in § 2 that the necessary and sufficient conditions, in order that a 

function (z, n) may have a set of orders of coincidence complementary adjoint to a 

given set of orders of coincidence ti , ..., , corresponding to a finite value z = a, are 

obtained on equating to 0 the residue relative to this value of z in the coefficient of the 

principal term in the product ffi (z, u) 'F (z, m), where ffi (z, u) is the general rational func¬ 

tion of (z,w) conditioned by the orders of coincidence ti, for the value z = a. 

If in this theorem we give to each of the numbers ti, ..., t,. the value 0 and take for 

■F (z, u) the general integral rational function of (z, u), we evidently obtain the 

necessary and sufficient conditions which must be imposed on the coefficients of the 

general integral rational function in order that it may be adjoint for the value z — a, 

on equating to 0 the residue relative to this value of z in the coefficient of the 

principal term m the product <I> (z, u) "F (z, u), where (z, u) is the general rational 

function of (z, u), which is algebraically integral in character for the value z — a. 
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We may write (2, n) in the form 

^ (Z, U) = + {{Z-CC, U)),.(19) 

where the notation <j)^'^{z,u) indicates a polynomial in {z,h) of degree i—l in 2, and 

where by the notation ((2 —a,'?^)) we designate a polynomial in u in which tlie 

coefficients expanded in powers of (2 —n) present no negative exponents. Here, since 

(2, u) is to be of integral algela’aic character for the value 2 = a, the orders of 

coincidence of the function {2, u) with the n branches of the equation (l), 

corresponding to the value 2 = a, must each l)e ^ i. On assuming, as we are free to 

do, that (p^"^{z,u) is not divisible by the factor z — a, we are forced to take for i the 

greatest of the r integers [mi], [mJj for this is evidently the greatest value which 

we can give to i without forcing tlie function (2, u) to be divisible by the factor 

z—a. Orders of coincidence, namely, which are simultaneously greater than the 

numbers ,ui, /jl^ require divisibility by z — a. 

The orders of coincidence ^ which we here require from the function (2, u) are 

adjoint, and the number of the conditions which they impose on the otherwise 

arbitrary constant coefficients of the function is evidently obtained on substituting i 

for each of the r numbers iul\, ..., p!,. in the expression (I8). This gives us 

A. + 7'ii— ^ (/U,— 1H-')j'„ 
S = ] \ vj 

for the number of the conditions to which we subject the ni coefficients of the 

otherwise unconditioned function <p‘'''\z, u). For the number of the arbitrary constants 

involved in the expression of the conditioned function (2, u) here in question we 

then have 

= 2 .(20) 

and we can write 

(2, u) 
Ia 

s = 1 
(z, u), (21) 

where the quantities are arbitrary constants, and where the functions 0/'* (2, u) 

are specific linearly independent functions. 

Now we have seen that we impose on the coefficients of the general integral 

rational function "F (2, u) the conditions necessary and sufficient for adjointness 

relative to the value z — a on equating to 0 the residue relative to this value in the 

coefficient of the principal term in the product d> (2, %C). 'F (2, u\ This, however, from 

(19), is evidently equivalent to equating to 0 the residue relative to the value z = a 

in the coefficient of the principal term in the product 

(g. u) 
{z-aY 

■F (2, u) = V jz, u) 
s = i {z-aY 

. ^ (2, u). 
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We then impose on the coefficients of the function {z, u) just those conditions which 

are necessary and sufficient for adjointness relative to the value z = a on equating to 

0 the residue relative to this value of 2: in the principal coefficient of each one of the 

products 

0./'^ (g, 'li) 

{z-aj 
'h (2, u); ,s = 1, (22) 

That the conditions on the coefficients of the function d' {z, u) which we have 

just obtained are linearly independent of one another may readily be seen. For if 

the residues relative to the value 2 = a in the principal coefficients of the Ip^ products 

(22) were connected by a linear relation with constant multipliers, the linear 

expressioii in the functions 0/'^ (2, u) with the like multipliers would be a function 

(2, u) such that the residue relative to the value 2 = « in the principal coefficient 

of the product 
0^'^ {z, u) 
{z — aY 

"F (2, u) (23) 

woidd be 0, no matter what the coefficients of F (2, u) might happen to be. The 

function 0^*^ (2, u) cannot vanish identically, since by hypothesis the functions 

0/'' (2, u) are linearly independent of one another. Suppose to be the highest 

power of u which appears in the expression of the function 0^*^ (2, u), and siippose, 

furthermore, that a term [3 {z — aY~'' actually presents itself. On choosing for 

F(2, u) the fnnction a{z — ay ^ ^ ® the residue of the principal coefficient in the 

product (23) will evidently be /3a, and this residue is not equal to 0 unless we have 

a = 0. There does not exist a function (2, m) then such that the residue relative 

to tlie value z — a in the product (23) is equal to 0 independently of the values of the 

coefficients of F (2, n). It follows that the Iequations in the coefficients of the 

function F (2, v3) obtained on equating to 0 the residues relative to the value 2 = a in 

the principal coefficients of the Ip^ products (22) are independent of one another. 

These equations, however, give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the adjoint¬ 

ness of F (2, n) relative to the value 2 = a, and we therefore have 4 = A- From (20) 

we then derive 

^ = I" ^ (ms~13-.(24) 
s = 1 \ vj 

For the number of the independent conditions which are imposed on the coefficients 

of the general integral rational function F (2, n) by a set of orders of coincidence 

ju'i, which are adjoint for the value 2 = a, we obtain from (I8) and (24) the 

expression 

2 
S = 1 

P-'sV, — k. = 2 
s = 1 s = 1 

■1 + (25) 

Representing in the form (19) the general rational function <I>(2, n) conditioned by 

a set of orders of coincidence ti, ...jTr for fde value 2 = a and equating to 0 the 
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principal residue relative to the value z — a\\\ the product (2, u) d' (2, u) we obtain 

the necessary and sufficient conditions that the rational function d' (2, u) may have 

orders of coincidence for the value z — a which are complementary adjoint to the 

orders of coincidence tj, If ^^(2,n.) is an integral rational function, these 

conditions are evidently all obtained on equating to 0 the principal residue relative to 

the value z = a in the product 

0^^'^ {z, U) 
{z—aY 

(2,11) (26) 

This, however, is equivalent to equating to 0 in this product the principal residue 

relative to the value 2 = co ^ since in the principal coefficient of the product the sum 

of the residues must be 0 and the only residues which could here present themselves 

would have to correspond to the values z = a and 2 = go . The necessary and sufficient 

conditions, then, that d' (2, u) should have orders of coincidence for the value 2 = a, 

which are complementary adjoint to the orders of coincidence tj, ..., are obtained 

on equating to 0 the principal residue relative to the value 2 = co in the product (26). 

Supposing the integral rational function T' (2, u) to have a definite degree M, and 

representing the first factor of the product (26) in the form 

{z — CcY ( = lr=l 

(27) 

we see that, on choosing y sufficiently large, the residue relative to the value 2 = co of 

the principal coefficient in the product (26) will be the same as the residue of the 

principal coefficient in the product 

i Y y_„._,2-V-‘.'I'(2,M).(28) 
< = 1 )• = ! 

The vanishing of the principal residue in the product (28), independently of the 

values of the arbitrary parameters involved in the expression of the coefficients 

then gives the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the function 

(2, u) may have orders of coincidence for the value z = a which are complementary 

adjoint to the orders of coincidence ti, ...,Ty, the integer y being supposed to be 

chosen sufficiently large. 

If the orders of coincidence ti, ..., were all adjoint the index i in (26) would be 0 

and the function (2, u) would not exist. In this case the orders of coincidence of 

(2, u) would simply have to be 0, or positive, in order that they might be comple¬ 

mentary adjoint to the orders of coincidence tj, ..., and that is already the case for 

the function (2, u) since it is integral, and because we are here assuming the 

fundamental equation (l) to be integral. We might remark that where we have 

occasion later on in this paper to make explicit use of the results just obtained the 

orders of coincidence ti, ..., will be none of them positive. On writing 

Tj —^ ^ 1? • • • > 

VOL. CCXII.—A. 2 Z 
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the numbers will then be 0 or positive. To say in this case that a rational function 

of (2, u) is conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence tj, for the value z = a 

is equivalent to saying that it becomes infinite for the branches of the several cycles 

corresponding to the value z = a to orders which do not exceed the numbers cti, o-, 

respectively. 

§ 4. We shall now consider the connection between the form of a rational function 

of {z,u) and its orders of coincidence for the value z = zc. Indicating by the 

number of the cycles of the equation (l) for the value 2 = 00 and by the 

orders of these cycles, we represent by the notation 

Ml 
(oc) 

-1 + 
(00) ’ Mr, 

(oc) 
-1 + (=d) (29) 

the orders of coincidence which define adjointness for the branches of the several 

cycles. On introducing two new variables, f = 2~b >] — z~"'u, where m is a properly 

chosen integer, the equation (l) goes over into an equation 

^ + >--+5'o — O5.(30) 

in which the coefficients are integral rational functions of Bational functions of 

(f, 7]) are rational functions of (2, ?i), and conversely. The branches of the equation (30) 

for the value $ — 0 correspond individually to the branches of the equation (l) for the 

value 2 = GO and group themselves in like manner into cycles of orders 

respectively. Also it is evident that adjointness relative to the equation (30) for the 

value ^ = 0 is defined by the orders of coincidence 

m (m—l) + ;u/°"^ —1 H—Ml (li—+ —1 + —. . . (31) 
»'i '^>•00 

obtained on adding l) to each of the numbers given in (29). The general 

rational function of (^, >/), which is adjoint relatively to the equation (30) for the value 

^ = 0, is integral with regard to the element ^ since the equation is an integral 

algebraic equation. Furthermore, on referring to formulae (24) and (3l) we obtain 

immediately the expression 

+ J 2 .(32) 
S=1 \ D /- 

for the number of the conditions which must be imposed on the coefficients of the 

general rational function of (f, >/),, of integral character for the value ^ = 0, in order 

that it may be adjoint relatively to the equation (30) for this value of the variable. 

Ptepresent the general rational function of (^,»/), of integral character for the value 

f = 0, by the expression 

pn-\ (f) V" +p„_2 ii) . .. +/)o (f).(33) 

The number of the conditions which must be imposed on its coefficients in order.that 
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it may have the orders of coincidence indicated in (31) is given by the formula (32). 

This same formula, then, gives the number of the conditions which must be satisfied 

by the coefficients in the expression 

.(34) 

in order that it may have, for the value ^ = 0, the orders of coincidence indicated 

in (29). Also the general rational function of (^, >/), conditioned by the set of orders 

of coincidence (29), must be included under the form (34) since the general rational 

function of (^, >y), conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence (3l), is included under 

the form (33). 

Transforming the expression (34) to terms of (2, u) we see that the general rational 

function of (2, u), conditioned for the value 2 = 00 by the set of orders of coincidence 

(29), is included under the form 

ft,-, (i) + M-n ... +2”'—Vo(i).(35) 

Furthermore, it is obtained from this form on subjecting the coefficients to a succession 

of conditions whose number is given by the expression (32). 

Let us now consider, in its reduced form, the general rational function of (2, v) with 

its coefficients represented as series iiL powers of I/2. The general rational function 

so represented, whose coefficients Involve no exponent which is < — A. we shall indicate 

by the notation"^ (I/2, m). Taking A ^ (n—l) the general function E,_;^(l/2, n) 

will certainl)^ include all rational functions of the form (35) and will, therefore, in 

particular include all rational functions of (2, u) which are adjoint for the value 

2 = 00. To pass from the general function E,_;^(l/2, u) to the general form given in 

(35) we must, for s = 1, 2, ..., n, reduce the degree in 2 of the coefficient of in the 

function from X to In reducing the general function Il_x(l/2, w) to the 

form (35) then we impose on the coefficients of the function a succession of conditions 

whose number is given by the sum 

n 

2 {X—7n(s —1)} = {71 —1).(36) 
S = 1 

To this number we evidently only liave to add the number given in (32) in order to 

obtain the total number of the conditions wliich we must impose on the coefficients of 

the general function (I/2, u) in order that it may be adjoint for the value 2 = go. 

We therefore impose just 

7l\ + ^ 2 
S = 1 

-1 + (cc) 

/ 

(00) (37) 

conditions on the constant coefficients in the general function Il_x (I/2, u) in order that 

it may be adjoint for the value 2 = oc. 

* It may be noted that a suffix will have the significance here attached to - X only in connection with 

the letter R. 

2 z 2 
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It is evident that the statement just made holds not only for —l) but 

also for any value of the integer X so long as it is at least as great as the greatest 

degree X' in 2 which a coefficient of a power of u in the reduced form of a rational 

function of {z,u) can have consistently with adjointness for the value We 

see, namely, that among the conditions whose number is given in (37) are included the 

n (X—X') conditions, which dispose of the terms of degree >X' in the coefficients of the 

powers of u. 

Let us now denote by i an integer which is at least as great as the greatest of the 

integers [/w/"”'], ..., and impose on the general function II_a (l/z,the order of 

coincidence i wltli each of the branches of the fundamental equation corresponding to 

the value 2 = oo. The orders of coincidence i here in question are evidently adjoint 

and over and above the conditions requisite to adjointness, wliose number is given in 

(37), impose on the coefficients of the function II_a(]/2, m) further conditions, whose 

number is given by the sum 
»■(» 

.9 = 1 
(CC) ) 

(a) (38) 

The total numlier of the conditions here imposed on the coefficients of the general 

function II_a(1/2,-m) by the orders of coincidence i is therefore 

71 (7+X)—-g- 2 
s =1 

(39) 

We shall now assume not only that X has been chosen at least as large as the 

greatest degree of a coefficient in a rational function E, (2, u) which is consistent with 

adjointness relative to the value 2 = 00 on the part of the function, but also, where 

this is not already implied, that it has been chosen at least as large as the greatest 

degree of a coefficient which is consistent with orders of coincidence relative to the 

value 2 = GO, which are none of tliem negative. Let us assume for the moment, too, 

that we have chosen i positive—what is not necessarily implied for all cases in what 

precedes. Now impose on the coefficients of the general function R_;y(l/2,«) first 

the conditions required by a set of orders of coincidence for the value 2 = co ^ each one 

of which is 0. Thereafter imposing on the coefficients the 7ii further conditions 

rec|uired by a set of orders of coincidence, each one of which is i, we arrive at the total 

number of the conditions given in (39). Substracting 7ii then from this number we 

obtain the expression 

7l\ 2 
s = 1 

(00) 

1 + (40) 

for the total number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general 

function by a set of orders of coincidence for the value 2 = 00^ each one 

of which has the value 0. 

From (40) we see, where i is an integer positive or negative, that the expression 
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(39) gives the number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general 

function V\,_x{ljz,u) by the orders of coincidence i for all n branches, so long as X 

has been chosen at least as large as the greatest degree of a coefficient in a rational 

function E, (2, u) which is consistent with the orders of coincidence i here in question. 

For i positive this is evident. For negative i = —j it is plain that the coefficients of 

the general function V\>_x{\jz,u), already conditioned by the orders of coincidence —j 

for all n branches, must be subjected to nj further conditions if we would increase 

its orders of coincidence to 0 for all n branches. These nj conditions are counted in 

the expression (40), which gives the number of the conditions required by the orders 

of coincidence 0 for all n branches. Subtracting nj then from this expression, we 

obtain, for the number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general 

function R_;^(l/2, u) by the negative orders of coincidence % = —j for all n branches, 

tlie expression given in (39). 

Indicate by any set of orders of coincidence with the branches of the 

cycles corresponding to the value 2 = 00, and take the Integer ^ equal to or less 

than the least of these. We have in (39) an expression for the number of the 

conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general function E_;^(l/2, u) by the 

orders of coincidence i for all 7i branches, where we assume that X has been chosen at 

least as large as the greatest degree of a coefficient in a rational function It (2, u) 

which is consistent with the orders of coincidence i here in question. To obtain 

tlie number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general function 

(1/2, u) by the set of orders of coincidence ..., we must evidently add 

to the expression (39) the number represented by the sum 

2 (cc) 

S = 1 

This gives us for the number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the 

general function E_^(l/2,i^) by the set of orders of coincidence the 

expression 

nX + (00) (») 

s = 1 S = 1 

(00) (41) 

We have derived this formula on assuming that X has been chosen at least as large 

as the greatest degree of a coefficient in a rational function E (2, u) which is 

consistent with the orders of coincidence i for all n branches. It is now evident, 

however, that the formula holds so long as X is not less than the greatest degree X' in 

2 which a coefficient in a rational function E (2, ii) can have consistently with the 

possession by the function of the orders of coincidence For among 

the conditions whose number is given in (41) are included the w(X—X') conditions 

which make the terms of degree >X' in the coefficients of the powers of ?c vanish. 

Under the general rational function ^^),(l/z,u), with coefficients of degree X in 2, 

is evidently included the general rational function of degree X in (2, u). To pass 
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from the former function to the latter function we should have, for s = 1, — to 

reduce the degree of the coefficient of u" from A to \ — s. This would impose on the 

coefficients of the function Ji_^{l/z,u) in all ^n{n — l) conditions. Now we have seen 

in § 1 that the degree of a rational function of {z, u), which is adjoint for the value 

2 = CO, must be ^ N —1. Taking X = N —1, formula (37) gives us 

«(N-l) + i 2 L(">-i+U)i',‘"’ 
S = 1 \ ''s / 

for the number of the conditions which must be imposed on the coefficients of the 

general function lX_i^^i{lfz, u) in order that it may he adjoint for the value 2 = oo. 

Among these conditions are included the —l) conditions requisite to reduce the 

general function here in question to degree N —1. For the number of the conditions 

whicli must he imposed on the coefficients of the general reduced rational function of 

{z, n) of degree N—1, in order that it may l)e adjoint for the value 2 = oo, we then 

obtain the expression 

w (N-l)-|n(n-l) + ^ 2 
■s = 1 

(oo) 
-1 + (*) / D 

(ao) (42) 

More generally, on subtracting l) from tlie expression given in (41), we 

obtain 

.9 = 1 

,, (®)_1 _L 
2 •^ \ ^ (cc) / *'s 

s = l \ Ps 

(^) ■ . (43) 

for the number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the general rational 

function of (2,71) of degree A by the set of orders of coincidence where A 

is not less than the greatest degree which a rational function can have and yet 

possess these orders of coincidence. 

The general rational function of (2,71), whose coefficients are of degree A in 2, we 

shall represent in the form 

= .(44) 

where in the first element the index {i) signifies that in the coefficients, arranged 

according to powers of I/2, the highest power which may appear is (1/2)*“^ while in 

the second element the notation ((1/2, n)) signifies a reduced polynomial inwhose 

coefficients, expanded in powers of I/2, present no negative exponents. Takiiig 

i sufficiently large and imposing on the function ]4_a(1/2:, 7i) the orders of coincidence 

t/**, ..., for the value 2 = 00 the coefficients of the second element in the sum on 

the right of (44) will be unaffected. The number of the conditions to which the 

coefficients of the function li_;^(l/2, n) are thereby subjected, and therefore the 

number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the function u) by 

the orders of coincidence here in question, is given by the expression (41) on assuming 
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that X has been chosen sufficiently large. Subtracting this expression from n(x + ^), 

the total number of the constant coefficients in the general function (I/2, u), we 

obtain the expression 

L = ni— 2 T, 
s = 1 

(®) (») . -y 
; -r 2 ^ 

s = I 
M, 

(») 1 + 
(cd) 

(x) 
. (45) 

for the total number of the arbitrary constants involved in the function u), 

conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence Dropping the now 

superfluous suffix, —X, we may say that the expression (45) gives the numlier of the 

arbitrary constants involved in the general rational function (l/z, u), conditioned 

by the orders of coincidence where the index (i) still implies that the 

coefficients of the rational function expanded in powers of l/z involve no powers as 

high as (1/2)*. 

In the representation 

= + .(46) 

of the general rational function of (z, u) conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence 

corresponding to the value 2 = go we shall find it convenient to write 

R»(i,d = - s .(17) 
\2/ s=i \Z / 

SO as to bring into evidence the arbitrary constants involved in the element 

(1/2, li). The/oo functions (Ps''\\lz,u) are specific linearly independent functions 

of the form implied by the index {i) and possessing for the value 2 = 00 orders of 

coincidence which do not fall short of the orders of coincidence ri"\ •••, respec¬ 

tively. The number it is to be borne in mind, depends not alone on the orders of 

coincidence here in cpiestion, but also on the particular value chosen for 

the integer i. It is, also, not to be forgotten that i is taken so large that terms 

involving powers of I/2 higher than (1/2)*“^ are not conditioned* by the orders of 

coincidence The general rational function of (2, u), conditioned by the 

orders of coincidence we shall then represent in the form 

®(b“) =-id-'"A“’(i.«)+^-((b«)).(48) 

where the number L is given by the expression in (45) and where the constant 

coefficients in ((A, u)) are all arbitrary. 

In order that a rational function 'k (2, u) may be complementary adjoint to the 

general function R(l/2, m) here in question, for the value z = ^, we know it is 

* When we here say that a term is not conditioned by the orders of coincidence ..., we mean 

that it already possesses orders of coincidence at least as great as these. 
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necessary and sufficient that the constant coefficient of ^ should be 0 in the 

reduced form of the product 

It d'(0,u.).(49) 

with the coefficients of the powers of expanded in powers of ijz. In order that the 

orders of coincidence of a rational function d' {z,u) for the value z = 00 may he com¬ 

plementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of coincidence it is 

necessary and sufficient tliat tlie principal residue, relative to the value 2 = co ^ in the 

product (49), should he 0. This Ave have seen in § 2. In order, then, that the orders 

of coincidence of the function d' {z, u) for the value z = cc should not fall short of the 

orders of coincidence defined by the equalities 

(cc) 
, s = 1, (50) 

it is necessary and sufficient that the principal residue in the product (49) should 

be 0. Among the conditions imposed on the constants in the function dk (z, u) by the 

orders of coincidence here in question are included those obtained on equating to 0 the 

principal residue relative to 0 = 00 in the product 

j d^ (0, m).(51) 

To tlie function "T (0, n) we shall iioav give the form 

■T (0, u) 
n i-1 

t = 1 (J = -J + 2 
(52) 

We shall assume that the integer { has been chosen so large that terms involving 

0“* and higher poAvers of I/0 are unconditioned by either of the sets of orders of 

coincidence ..., or Furthermore, we shall assume, Avhere 

this is not already implied, that i has been chosen so large that a rational function of 

(0, u), conditioned by either of these sets of orders of coincidence, cannot involve 

a poAAmr of 0 higher than 0*"h The function {l/z,u) is then of the type 

Pdffi,+2( 1/2,'co¬ 

write the product (51) in the form 

n 

2 

t=i 

i-1 

z 
q = -i + 2 

a s-i, i-n (53) 

Avith the constants as yet arbitrary. Noav equate to 0 the principal residue 

in this product. We thus subject the constants to independent conditions, 

that is to say, Ave subject these constants to as many conditions as there are arbitrary 

constants involved in (I/2, "(O- To see this Ave note first that the principal 

residue in a product 

\0 / i =1 1 q = —i+2 
(54) 
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cannot be 0 independently of the values of the constants where (l/z, 

is a specific function of the type We shall suppose that (1/z, 7^) 

actually contains a term and that 7i”“* is the highest power of u which 

appears in the function, while 2“®' is the highest power of I/2 which actually presents 

itself in the coefficient of this power of u. For the second factor in the product (54) 

we shall take the single term The principal residue of the product is 

then evidently and is not 0 independently of the value of To equate 

to 0 the principal residue in a product of a type (54) then imposes a condition on the 

constants 

Represent the first factor of the product (53) in the form given in (47) and equate 

to 0 the principal residue in the product for arl^itrary values of the constants 

We thus subject the constants to l-j, conditions. The individual conditions are 

obtained on equating to 0 the principal residues in the products 

n 7—1 

2 2 
1 = 1 7 = -7+2 

a, 7-1,«—U s = 1, 2, (55) 

That the L conditions so imposed on the constants are linearly independent of 

one another is readily shown. For suppose that there is a linear equation connecting 

the principal residues of the products (55), regarded as linear expressions in the 

constants and suppose in this equation that the multipliers are di, d2, 

respectively. Constructing the function 

we see that we should have the principal residue equal to 0 in a product of the type 

(54) independently of the values of the constants a^_i f_i. This, however, we have seen 

to be impossible. It follows that the conditions to which we subject the constants 

on equating to 0 the principal residues in the products (55) are linearly 

independent of one another. On equating to 0 the principal residue in the product 

(53), for arbitrary values of the Z* constants involved in the first factor, we then 

impose on the constants just linearly independent conditions. These 

conditions are all necessary in order that the functioji 

"F (2, u) 
n 7-1 

2 2 
7 = 1 q= -7+2 

should have orders of coincidence for the value 2 = co which do not fall short of the 

numbers ..., respectively. To prove that these conditions are also sufficient 

we only have to show that is the total number of the conditions to which we must 

subject the constants ay_i in order that the function F (2, u) may have the orders 

of coincidence ..., for the value 2 = co. 

o 4 
o A VOL. CCXII.-A. 
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For the number of the conditions imposed on the coefficients of the function 'F {z, u) 

by the set of orders of coincidence we derive from (41) the expression 

7i{i-2)+ 2 -4.^ 
s=] S=1\ 

(oo)/ "S 

From the equalities (50) we have 

' s 
s=l s=l s=l 

(»)/ ‘ s 
= 0, 

and by the aid of this equality the expression preceding can evidently be written in 

the form 

ni- 2 + i 2 
S = 1 S = 1 

D)_l I_L ) y D) 

This then is an expression for the total number of the conditions to which we must 

sul^ject the coefficients in order that the function 'F (z, u) may have the orders 

of coincidence This is, however, also the expression for given in (45). 

The total number of the conditions which we must impose on the coefficients of the 

function F (z, u) in order that it may have the orders of coincidence is 

therefore ly, and the conditions themselves are all obtained on equating to 0 the 

principal residue in the product (51) for arbitrary values of the constants involved 

in the factor (l/z, u). The necessary and sufficient conditions then in order that 

the function F (z, ii) may have for tlie value z = go orders of coincidence which are 

complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of coincidence are 

obtained on equating to 0 the principal residue in the product (5l), where the 

function (l/z, n) is conditioned by the set of orders of coincidence 

On taking in particular for the function F (z, ti) the integral polynomial form 

F(z,n)= 2 2 _iZ^-V-k.(56) 
t-\ ri = \- 

it must evidently still hold true that the necessary and sufficient conditions in order 

that the function F (z, w) may have for the value z = oo orders of coincidence which 

are complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of coincidence 

are obtained on equating to 0 the principal residue in the product (5l). It is to 

be borne in mind that throughout the preceding argument we have assumed the 

integer i to be chosen sufficiently large for our purpose. We assumed, namely, that 

it was chosen large enough at least to ensure that the coefficient of a term involving 

z“^ or a higher power of l/z was not conditioned by either of the sets of orders of 

coincidence ..., or f/*', ..., and at the same time we assumed that the 

possession of either of these sets of orders of coincidence by a function was incom¬ 

patible with the presence in the function of a term involving z to a higher power than 

z'“^. If F (z, u) is a polynomial of assigned degree M in z the necessary and sufficient 
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conditions that it may have the orders of coincidence for the value 

z = (X) are obtained as above on equating to 0 the principal residue in the product 

(5l), where the integer i is subject to the conditions ah’eady specified, but where it is 

well to bear in mind that the formula (56) implies that i has been taken ^ M + 2. 

§5. The number of the cycles into which the branches of the equation (l) group 

themselves for a finite value z — we shall indicate by the symbol and the orders 

of these cycles we shall designate by respectively. For the corresponding 

numbers in connection with the value z = o:> we have already employed the symbols 

t'o, and So in general, numbers associated with the value 2 = will 

be designated by an index or suffix /<:, and those associated with the value 2; = co by 

an index or suffix cxd. For example, adjointness relative to a value 2 = is defined 

by the orders of coincidence 

Ml 1 + 
'a 

(k) ’ M, -1 + M) 

When we speak of a set of orders of coincidence for a given value of the varialjle 2 it 

will always be understood, of course, that these are Integral multiples of the corre¬ 

sponding numbers 

A set of orders of coincidence corresponding to a value z — we shall designate by 

the notation Assigning a system of sets of orders of coincidence for all 

values of the variable 2, the value 2 = go included, we shall designate such system by 

the notation (t). We shall liere understand that all but a finite number of the orders 

of coincidence involved in a system (t) have the value 0. Such a system (r) we shall 

call a Basis of Coincidences for the building of a rational function, or, more Iwiefly, 

we shall simply refer to it as the hasis (t). A rational function of (2, u) we shall say 

is built on the basis (r) if its orders of coincidence for the different values of 2 in no 

case fall short of the corresponding orders of coincidence given by the basis. We 

shall say of two bases (t) and (t) that they are convplementary to each other when 

for finite values z = the corresponding orders of coincidence furnished by the 

bases are connected by the relations 

(k) I - (k) 
= + s = 1,2 {k) V 

• 5 ' K ? (57) 

while for the value 2 = 00 the orders of coincidence are connected by the relations 

'-I-T = M, 
(co) + 1 + (qo) : 1,2, (58) 

By the notation (t)' we shall designate that part of the basis (t) which has reference 

to finite values of the variable 2, and by (t)^“^ we shall mean that part of the basis (t) 

which refers to the value 2; = 00. We shall then speak of a rational function of (2, u) 

which is conditioned by the partial basis (t)' or by the partial basis (t)^“\ 

3 A 2 
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Any rational function of {z, u) can be represented in the form 

H (2, u) = 2 
K 

{z, u) 
{z-a^Y'^ 

+ V{z,u), (59) 

where P (2, u) is a polynomial in (2, u), where the summation is extended to a finite 

number of v.alues z — only, and where any numerator (2, u) is a polynomial in 

(2, u) of degree i^—1 in 2. The polynomials are here, of course, assumed to be reduced 

in u. 

We shall first assume that the basis (r) involves no positive orders of coincidence 

for finite values of the variable 2, no such restriction, however, being made for the 

value 2 = CO. Writing t/*' = —o-/*', we may say of a function built on the basis (t) 

that, for a finite value 2 = a^, it becomes infinite to orders which do not exceed the 

respective numbers of the corresponding set 0-/*^ ..., while for the value 2 = 00 

its orders of coincidence do not fall short of the numbers respectively. 

Here the numbers are zero or positive, whereas the numbers may be positive, 

zero, or negative. The orders of coincidence furnished Ijy the basis (f) for finite 

values of the variable 2 are in this case plainly all adjoint. 

Suppose H (2, u) in (59) to be the general rational function of (2, u) conditioned by 

the partial basis (t)' here in question. The polynomial P (2, u) is evidently arbitrary. 

Furthermore we may, in the summation on the right-hand side of the formula, take 

for the greatest of the integers 

+ s = 1, (60) 

To show this we note that the orders of coincidence of the numerator (2, u) with 

the branches of the respective cycles corresponding to the value z = must not fall 

short of the numbers 

h —s = 1,2,.,., r^. (61) 

These numbers, however, would be simultaneously greater than the corresponding 

numbers /x/*' if we should give a value greater than the greatest of the integers in 

(60), and the numerator (p^"'‘^{z,u) would therefore, by a theorem proved in §3, be 

divisible by the factor z — a^. 

Choosing then for the greatest of the integers in (60), we readily see that the 

orders of coincidence in (61) are not simultaneously greater than the corresponding 

numbers and that therefore the general numerator (2, u) is not divisible by 

the factor z — a^. We see at the same time that the orders of coincidence in (Ol) 

are adjoint relatively to the value 2 = a^. As a consequence, the number of the 

conditions to which we must subject the otherwise unconditioned constants in the 

general function of the type (2, u) in imposing on it the orders of coincidence 
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given in (6l) is obtained on substituting these orders of coincidence for the symbols 

n'g in (25). For the number of the conditions in question we thus obtain 

ni, - 2 0-, 

s = 1 

(*)„ (*) i V 
s = 1 

M, 
(k) (*) (62) 

Subtracting this number from the total number ni^ of the arbitrary constant 

coefficients in the unconditioned function of the form {z, u), we obtain the 

expression 

1 = 2 
S = 1 

! 2 
s = 1 

. . (63) 

for the number of the arbitrary constants involved in the numerator {z, u) of an 

element of the summation on the right-hand side of (59). This numerator then we 

can write in the form 

= 2 .(64) 
s = 1 

where the coefficients are arbitrary constants, while the functions {z, u) 

are linearly independent and possess orders of coincidence for the value 0 = which 

do not fall short of the numbers given in (61). It is evident that the summation in 

(59) is to be extended not only to all those finite values of the variable 2 to which 

negative elements in the basis (r) correspond, hut also to all those values 2 = for 

which the corresponding numbers •••5 are not all 0, even if the 

corresponding elements in the basis (t) are all 0. 

In order that a rational function H (2, u) should be built on the basis (t), it is 

necessary and sufficient that it should be simultaneously representable in the two 

forms (48) and (59). Identifying the representation of the function H (2, u) given in 

(59) with the representation given in (48), we have 

2 2 
K 5 = 1 (2-a,)'* 

l(X> 

-t 2 
5 = 1 

(i) -P(2,«) + 2-’((f (65) 

Here V {z,u) evidently identifies itself with that part of the sum — 2 (I/2, w) 
s = 1 

which is integral in (2, u) and the conditions to which the constants ^ are subjected, 

because of the identity (65), are obtained on developing in powers of I/2 the 

coefficients of the several powers of u on the left-hand side of the identity and 

equating to 0 the aggregate coefficient of z~Hi''~^ for the values g = 1, 2, ..., i— \ ; 

t = 1, 2, ...,n, since 0 is the coefficient of the corresponding term on the right-hand 

side of the identity. If for q^i we equate the coefficient of z~HC'~'' on the left- 

hand side of the identity to the corresponding coefficient on the right-hand side, we 

so determine an otherwise unconditioned coefficient of the expression 2~'((I/2,-2^)) in 

terms of the constants 8. The coefficient of on the left-hand side of the 
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identity is an expression linear in the constants which we shall represent by the 

notation „_j. The conditions imposed on the constants S by the identity (65) are 

then embodied in the identity 

i X = 0.(66) 
t = 1 q = l 

The n(^ —l) conditions imposed on the constants S by the equations 

= 0, q = l,2, 1; t = i,2, n (67) 

may or may not be independent of one another. 

The general rational function of {z, h) conditioned for the value 2 = a, by the orders 

of coincidence can, after the analogy of the function d>(z,'?() in formula (19), 

be represented in tlie form 

(g, u) 
{z-a,y- 

+ {{z-a,,u)) (68) 

Furthermore, the first element in this expression can, after the analogy of formula • 

(27), be represented in the form 

(g, U) 

(z 

2* 
7 

,(0 
-g, n—t'^ 

~q,^^n t 
+ Z -3k 

'/ = 1 

(69) 

From (64) we see that the coefficients on the right-hand side of this identity 

are linear in terms of the arbitrary constants 8}"^. 

Taking 'F {z, u) an integral rational function of {z, u) of arbitrarily assigned degree 

M in 2, and equating too the principal residue relative to the value z = <x> in the 

product 
n 3k-^ 

^ 2 m), (70) 
J = ] q=l 

we see, on referring to formula (28) and the related text, that we thus obtain the 

necessary and sufficient conditions in order that F (2, u) may possess for the value 

2 = a set of orders of coincidence which are complementary adjoint to the orders of 

coincidence t/'‘\ the integerbeing assumed to have been taken sufficiently 

large. For the degree M of F (2, u) in 2 we shall find it convenient to choose a 

definite integer, and for this definite integer it will suit our present purpose to select 

the greatest degree in 2 of a rational function of (2, ii) which is compatible with the 

possession by the function of the orders of coincidence for the value 

2 = GO. We assume, then, that M has been so chosen, and at the same time we 

assume that the integers corresponding to the various values 2 = have all been 

taken sufficiently large. 

In § 4 we saw that the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that an integral 

rational function F (2, u) should, for the value 2 = co ^ have orders of coincidence 
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which are complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of coincidence 

are obtained on equating to 0 the principal residue relative to the value 

2 = GO in the product 

(-, u) d' {z, w) = - 2 (-, w) . d' {z, u). 
\Z ) s=l \Z / 

Here {l/z,ii) is the general function of the form implied by the index, subject to 

the condition that it possess the orders of coincidence Furthermore, 

the index i exceeds by 2 at least the degree of ^ (z, v,) in ^ and is at the same time so 

large that a term involving z~", or a higher power of l/z, is unconditioned by either of 

the sets of orders of coincidence or 

Writing 

— P(z, u} + 
i-l 

q = l 

2" y - —q, n—ir 
<lyn-t (71) 

we see that the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that d' (2, may have for 

the value 2 = 00 orders of coincidence which are complementary adjoint to the order 2 

to the orders of coincidence ...,Ty*>are obtained on equating to 0 the principal 

residue relative to the value 2 = co In the product 

2 2 d^(2,w.).(72) 
t=l q=l 

Here the coefficients are linear In the arbitrary constants Choosing the 

integer i sufficiently large we shall now take this for the value also of each of the 

integersy,, above. For the constants c_g n_f in (66) we evidently have 

' — q. 71 —t = 2^ 7 
M 

-q, n — t > q = 1,2, ; t = 1, 2, 71, ■ (73) 

where the summation with regard to k is supposed to extend not only to the finite 

values 2 = r4, which appear in the double summation in (65), but where it is also 

assumed to contain the term The expressions are linear in terms of 

the arbitrary constants S corresponding to the finite values 2 = and the value 2 = 00. 

On equating to 0 independently of the values of the arbitrary constants d the 

principal residue relative to the value 2 = qo in the product 

71 7 — 1 

2 2 c ,_iZ-^u’^-\'P{z,u).(74) 
t = l q=l 

we evidently obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the integral 

rational function ’F (2, u) of degree M in 2 should be built on the basis (t) com¬ 

plementary to the basis (t). The conditions so obtained namely coincide with the 

aggregate of the conditions obtained on equating to 0 the principal residue relative to 

the value 2 = co hi eacli of the products (70) and in the product (72). 
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If in the product (74) we take for the function '^{z,u) the general integral 

rational function of degree i — 2 in 2, a7id if in this product we equate to 0 

independently of tiie values of the arbitrary constants S the principal residue relative 

to the value 2 = 00 we evidently also in this case obtain the necessary and sufficient 

conditions that the function '^(2,'?/) maybe built on the basis (f). For the conditions 

so arrived at include among them the conditions obtained on equating to 0 the 

principal residue relative to the value 2 = 00 in the product (72). These conditions, 

however, are necessary and sufficient in order that, for the value 2 = co, the integral 

rational function ’F (2, u) of degree ^ —2 in 2 should have orders of coincidence which 

are complementary adjoint to the order 2 to the orders of coincidence ..., TrJ^\ 

They thei’efore involve the reduction of the degree of Sk (2, w) in 2 from i — 2 to M. 

On taking, then, for 'F (2, u) in the product (74) the general integral rational function 

of {z,u) of degree i — 2 in 2 and equating to 0 independently of the values of the 

arbitrary constants ^ the principal residue relative to the value 2 = 00 in the product 

we impose on the coefficients of the function 'F (2, u) the necessary and sufficient 

conditions in order that it may be built on the basis (f). 

The general integral rational function ^{z,u), of degree i—2 in 2, conditioned by 

equating to 0 the principal residue in the product (74), independently of the values of 

the arbitrary constants S, is readily seen to be the most general rational function built 

on the basis (f). For the orders of coincidence furnished by the basis (f) for finite 

values of the variable 2 are liere all adjoint, and therefore the general rational 

function of (2, u) built on the basis (t) must be integral. Also i was chosen suffi¬ 

ciently large so that a rational function conditioned for 2 = 00 by the orders of 

coincidence could not be of degree in 2 greater than i—2. We might 

here again recall the limitations imposed on our choice of the integer i in the 

preceding argument:—It was taken ^ M -t 2 and also so large that terms involving 

2“* and higher powers of I/2 in the coefficients were not conditioned by the partial 

bases (t)^"^^ and (t)''^^ At the same time we required i to be sufficiently large to 

serve for each of the integers in the products (70), the least values eligible for these 

integers being severally dependent on the degree M of "F (2, u) in 2. 

§6. The 7i{i—l) coefficients c_q n-t regarded as linear expressions in the arbitrary 

constants ^ may or may not be linearly independent of one another. We shall 

suppose that just X of them are linearly independent of one another, the remaining 

w(^ —1) — X coefficients being linearly expressible in terms of these. Indicating such X 

linearly independent coefficients by the notation we shall assume that the 

n{i—l) coefficients are all expressed linearly in terms of these X coefficients. 

The principal residue relative to the value 2 = co in the product (74) will then be an 

expression bilinear in Ci,...,Ca and the coefficients of '^{z,u). In this expression 

equating to 0 the multiplier of each of the quantities c^, ..., c,v, we impose on the 

constant coefficients of ’F (2, u) conditions not greater in number than X. The 

function “F (2, u) so conditioned is built on the basis (t), for with 'F (2, u) so conditioned 
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the principal residue relative to 2 = co in the product (74) is 0 independently of the 

values of the arbitrary constants S. The general rational function of (2, u) built on 

the basis (f) must then involve at least n arbitrary coefficients, since the 

general integral rational function ^{z,u) of degree ^ —2 in 2 has n{i—l) arbitrary 

constant coefficients. 

Indicating by n{i—l)—\' the actual number of arbitrary coefficients involved 

in the general rational function (2, u) built on the basis (r), we have 

n (^ —1) —X' ^ n (^ —1) —X, and therefore X' ^ X. Let us now consider the product 

I 2'c'_,.„_,2-%”-Vd^(2,^).(75) 
t = l q = l 

in which the n (^-l) coefficients c'_y are arbitrary constants, while 'ir{z,u) is a 

specific function of degree in 2 not greater than i—2. The principal residue in this 

product cannot be 0 independently of the values of the constants For if 

be the highest power of u which appears in d' (2, u), and if the term 

(a^_i 7^ 0) actually presents itself in the function, the principal 

residue in the product 
. d'(2, U) 

is evidently c'_^ (_], which can only be 0 for = 0. 

Let 'Ll (2, m), ..., "Fp (2, w) be p linearly independent integral rational functions of 

degree in 2 not greater than i—2. If in each of the products 

2 2 . ^^(2,^4); s = 1, 2, ..., g,.(76) 
t = i ? = 1 

we equate the principal residue to 0, we impose p independent conditions on the 

constants c'_g n-f For suppose the principal residues in the p products, regarded as 

expressions linear in the arbitrary constants to be linearly connected, and 

suppose (7i,...,c?p to be the respective multipliers in the relation existing between 

them. On constructing the function 

^ (2, u) = (2, w) +... + dpd^p (2, u), 

the principal residue relative to 2 = co in the product (75) would be 0 independently 

of the values of the constants and this we have seen to be impossible. It 

follows that we impose p independent conditions on the arbitrary constants 

when we equate to 0 the principal residue relative to the value 2 = 00 in each of the p 

products (76). If, then, in the product (75) the integral rational function ^{z,u), of 

degree i—2 in 2, involves a certain number of arbitrary coefficients, we impose just 

this number of conditions on the constants on equating to 0 the principal 

residue relative to 2 = 00 in the product (75). This means that we connect the 

constants c'_g n-t by this number of independent linear equations. 

3 B VOL. CCXII.-A. 
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Suppose the function {z, u) to be the general rational function built on the basis 

(f). It then involves just l)—X' arbitrary coefficients. Equating to 0 the 

principal residue relative to the value 2 = 00 in the product (75) independently of the 

values of the arbitrary coefficients in force the constants 

c'_g_n-t ft) satisfy this many independent linear equations. These w (^ —l)—X'linear 

equations must then be satisfied by the coefficients in the fii‘st factor of the 

product (74) independently of the values of the constants 8. For independently of 

the values of the arbitrary constants 8 involved in the coefficients in (74) the 

principal residue relative to the value « = go in the product is 0 when (0, m) is the 

general rational function built on the basis (f). Regarded as linear expressions in 

the constants (i, then n{i—l) of the n{i—l) coefficients in (74) are linearly 

expressible in terms of the remaining W coefficients. It follows that the number of 

the coefficients which are linearly independent of one another is ^ X'. The 

number of these coefficients which are actually independent of one another is, however, 

X. We therefore have X ^ X'. We have, however, already found X' ^ X. We derive 

X = X'. The number of the arbitrary coefficients involved in the general rational 

function built on tlie basis (t) is then ^i(^—l)—X, and this is also precisely the 

number of the coefficients c_g „_t wliich are linearly expressil)le in terms of the 

remaining X coefficients. 

Employing the notation N; to designate the number of the arbitrary coefficients 

involved in the expression of the general rational function built on the basis (t), the 

number of the coefficients which are linearly independent of one another is just 

n(4 —1)—N?. This, then, is precisely the number of the conditions which we impose 

on the arbitrary constants 8 when we equate to 0 the n{i—l) coefficients fhe 

identity (66). The subsistence of the identity (65) therefore imposes k(^ —l)— 

conditions on the constants 8, these being the conditions which are necessary and 

sufficient in order that a rational function representable in either of the forms (48) 

or (59) should at the same time be representable in the other form also, it being 

understood that the functions {z,ii) which appear in the summation in (59) have 

the special forms given by formula (64). 

Referring to formulae (45) and (63) we obtain for the total number of the constants 

8 here in question the expression 

= ni—'L 
: = 1 

2 
.s = 1 

(77) 

since = — v/"! Subtracting 7i (^—l) —from this expression, we obtain 

+ — 
n- 
N" 

s = 1 

(«),, (k)i iV 
JS ~F *2 ^ 

V 
.s = 1 

1 + 
(0 . . (78) 

for the number of the constants 8 which remain arbitrary after the forms (48) and 

(59) have been identified. For the moment we shall indicate the expression (78) by 
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the letter s. In the case where s = 0 the constants ^ must all have the value 0. In 

this case, then, on referring to the representation given in (59), we see that the 

general rational function H (0, u) built on the basis (r) must reduce to the polynomial 

V{z,u), and on referring also to the identity (65), we furthermore see that the 

polynomial P (0, u) must be 0 identically since its coefficients are linear in terms of 

the constants Where S = 0 then the only rational function built on the basis 

(t) is the constant 0. 

Where s is >0 we can select among the constants (i a set of s arbitrary constants 

(ii, .,.,(is, in terms of which we can express all the other constants 8 linearly. The 

representation of the general rational function of (0, u) built on the basis (t) will be 

obtained in the form (59) on replacing in the functions {z,u) each of the constants 

by its linear expression in terms of the arbitrary constants ^1, ..., and on doing 

the same for each of the constants which presents itself in the coefficients of 

P (0, u). The general rational function built on the basis (t) can then be represented 

in the form 
^iUi + ...+^sUs.(79) 

where Ui, ..., Us are specific rational functions of (0, u). 

That the functions Ui, ..., Ug here in question are linearly independent of one another 

we can readily show. For suppose, if possible, that these functions are connected by 

a linear relation 
c?iUi +... + (igUs = 6.(80) 

We have seen that the constants S must all be equal to 0 if the function represented 

by the forms (48) and (59) is to be 0 identically. Now the form (79) is obtained from 

the form (59) on expressing each of the remaining constants 8 in terms of the s 

constants ^1, ..., 8s, and the left-hand side of (80) is thereafter obtained from the form 

(79) by giving to the constants (ii, ..., 4 the values respectively. The 

left-hand side of (80) is then obtained from the form (59) on attributing to the 

constants 8 in this form certain values, including the values di,...,ds for the 

constants (ij, ...,4, respectively. The resulting function, however, is identically 0, 

and consequently d^, ...,ds must all be 0. The functions Ui, ...,Us, then, are not 

connected by a linear relation involving multipliers which are different from 0. The 

general rational function built on the basis (r) then involves effectively s arbitrary 

constants as we see from its representation in the form (79). Employing the 

notation N,. to designate the number of the arbitrary constants involved in the 

expression of the general rational function built on the basis (r), we have from (78) 

N, = N;-fn-2 S T, 

K S = 1 

Wi iv 
G +2^ 2 

K s = 1 

M, (0 -1 + M . . (81) 

In deriving this formula the sole limitation on the basis (r) was that all of its 

numbers corresponding to finite values of the variable 0 were zero or negative. 

3 B 2 
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Dropping this restriction, we shall now suppose (r) to be any basis whatever. The 

complementary basis, as before, we indicate by (f). The most general rational 

functions built on these bases we shall designate by H {z, u) and H {z, u) respectively. 

On properly choosing a definite polynomial g (z) it is readily seen that H (z, u)lg{z), 

and g (z) H (z, u) are the most general rational functions built on bases (^) and (^) 

which are complementary, the former basis at the same time offering no positive 

orders of coincidence for finite values of the variable z. We therefore have for the 

bases (^) and (^) the formula 

N, = N7+n—2 2 t (0 (k) , ly 
K S = 1 

2 . u. 
= 1 \ 

+ , (0 
(0 

Here, however, we evidently have = N,., Nj = N;, and 

n 
2 / 

«= 1 
M„(-<) _ = 22 M 

; = 1 

so that we immediately verify the formula (81) for the more general complementary 

bases (t) and (r) here in question. 

From (57) and (58) we derive 

2 i t/V’+2 2 f,<V’ = 2k+2 2 + 
KS = 1 K S=l K S = l \ 

(k) 
• ■ (82) 

Combining this with (81) we obtain 

N, + i2 2 t;V = N;+12 2t/V\ 
S = 1 K s = 1 

(83) 

This is the Conigilementary Theorem. The complementary theorem then states that 

the number of arbitrary constants involved in the expression of the general function 

built on a basis (r) plus half the sum of all the orders of coincidence required by the 

basis is equal to the like number constructed with reference to the complementary 

basis (f), that is, with reference to the basis whose numbers are connected with those 

of the basis (r) by the relations (57) and (58). 

The formula (83) continues to hold good when we replace (57) and (58) by the 

somewhat more general relations 

T“ + T« = m.“> -1 + = ; s = 1.n, 

and 
(oo), -(OO) (a) , 

. . . (84) 

. . . (85) 

where m/"', ..., mr^"^ represent the actual orders of coincidence of an arbitrarily chosen 

rational function E, (z, u) with the branches of the several cycles corresponding to the 
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value z = a^. To see this it is only necessary to remember that the aggregate sum of 

all the orders of coincidence of any rational function is equal to 0 and to note that 

the general rational function built on the basis (f) defined with reference to the 

basis (t) by the relations (84) and (85) is obtained on multiplying by V\,{z,u)lf^'{z,'>i), 

the general rational function built on the basis originally defined as complementary 

to the basis (r). 

While the complementary theorem has here been deduced on the hypothesis that 

the fundamental equation is an integral algebraic equation, it is easy to verify^that 

the generalized theorem holds also when the^ fundamental equation is not integral. 

For more detail in connection with the theorem, and for some of its consequences, the 

reader is referred to Chapter XII. and the following chapters of the hook already 

cited. In the present paper it has been the object of the writer to present a more 

simple and elegant treatment of the theory leading up to the complementary theorem. 

I 
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Part I. 

§ 1. On the Scattering of Parallel Radiation by Molecules and Smcdl Particles. 

The eftect of small particles in scattering incident radiation was first worked out by 

Lord Rayleigh.* When a stream of parallel radiation falls on a particle whose 

dimensions are small compared with the wave-length the resulting secondary 

disturbance travels in all directions at the expense of the intensity in the original 

direction. In a later paper Lord Rayleigh! gave reasons for believing that the 

molecules of a gas are themselves able to scatter radiation in this way. In a gaseous 

medium it is legitimate to sum up the intensities of the scattered radiation due to 

each molecule in an element of volume without a consideration of phase-difference in 

consequence of the continuous change in the relative positions of a molecule in a gas. 

* Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XLL, pp. 107, 274, 447 (1871); XII., p. 81 (1881); ‘Collected tVorks,’ 

vol. I, pp. 87, 104, 518. 

t Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XLVII., pp. 375-384 (1899); ‘ Collected Works,’ vol. IV., pp. 397-405. 

YOL. CCXII.-A 495. Publislied seiarately, February 8, 1913. 
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The same remark applies to the case where the scattering is due to small particles of 

dust since these partake, to some extent at least, of the molecular agitation of the gas 

in which they are held in suspension. 

The intensity of radiation at any point is measured by the amount of energy 

crossing unit area of a surface normal to the direction of the radiation in unit time. 

Unpolarized radiation of intensity E falls on an element Si' of a gas of density p and 

containing N molecules per unit volume. The intensity of the scattered radiation in 

a direction 6 with the incident radiation and at a distance r from Sv we denote by 

(7', 0) (5r, so that I(r, is the energy contained in a small solid angle So} 

crossing a spherical surface at distance i' in unit time. 

The expression for I (O, 0) is of the form 

I(O,0) = m(6)E.(1) 

where p.{0) depends on the direction 0 and is proportional to the number N of 

molecules per unit volume, i.e., pl{6) is also proportional to the density p. 

If /.to (0), No, po refer to values of p. (0), N, p under determinate conditions of pressure 

and temperature we have 

m(6)//«o(0) = N/Nq = pIpo.(2) 

p{0) may be expressed in terms of the optical properties of the medium : the results 

of Rayleigh,"^ and Kelvint worked out on various hypotheses of the molecule and of 

the gether agree in giving rise to the expression, 

/.(0) = i7r2(/i2_i)2x-^(i + cos^0)/N.(3) 

where n is the refractive index of the gas and X the wave-length of The incident 

radiation. 

ScHUSTEnj has recently obtained this result from general considerations indepen¬ 

dently of any particular theory. 

Since u—1 and N are both proportional to the density of the gas we notice that 

p{6) is also proportional to the density, as already stated. 

T Formula (3) shows that the intensity of the scattered radiation is twice as great 

in the direction of the incident radiation as it is in a direction at right angles. 

Considerable simplification in the analysis is obtained by employing the mean value of 

p (0) over a spherical surface. Thus, writing 

Airp = j /X (0) dw.(4) 

(3) gives 
p^ .(5l 

* Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XLL, p. 107; ‘ Collected Works,’ vol. L, p. 87. 

t Kelvin, ‘Baltimore Lectures’ (1904), p. 311. 

X ScHiTSTEE, ‘Theory of Optics,’ 2iid ed. (1909), p. 325. 
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and under standard conditions of pressure and temperature, 

Mo = f.(fi) 

We denote by the expression- 

Kq = 4x^0 = 1)^A“YNo.(7) 

The eflPect of scattering is to diminish the intensity of the incident radiation, giving 

rise to the phenomenon of attenuation especially noticeable in the diminution of 

intensity of solar radiation in its passage through the earth’s atmosphere. The 

consideration of attenuation as due to scattering alone involves the assumption that 

energy is nowhere accumulating in the gas. In order to give greater generality to 

the application of the analysis we introduce a term expressing the fact that the 

temperature at any point is increasing. 

If E he the intensity of radiation crossing unit area of a plane at a point x in unit 

time, the loss to E in a distance dx in unit time due to the conversion of radiant 

energy into molecular agitation represented by a rise of temperature is of the form 

(iE = —aE dx.(S) 

when a is proportional to the number of molecules per unit volume, i.e., if ao 

refer to standard conditions of pressure and temperature, alct^ = pjpQ. 

In the case of a pure gas a is a quantity depending on the distribution of energy 

between vibrating systems within the molecules and the motions of the molecules 

themselves which define the temperature of a gas on the kinetic theory scale as 

proportional to the mean squares of molecular velocities. 

If p be the density of the gas, s its specific heat at constant pressure and dQ the 

increment of temperature in time dt due to the conversion of radiant energy aE dx dt 

into heat, we have 

= . 

E being measured in calories per unit area normal to the direction of E per second. 

In the case of a gas exposed continuously to external radiation we may suppose the 

temperature to attain to a steady state when dBjdt = 0 and therefore a = 0 in which 

case no energy accumulates in the medium. In the problem of the earth’s atmosphere, 

however, the term a will give rise to a small diurnal variation of temperature 

throughout the atmosphere. The term a may also be taken to include the effect of 

dust in absorbing solar radiation without scattering as well as effects of selective 

absorption if we regard a as a function of tlie wave-length. The existence and 

magnitude of this quantity can he determined by a comparison of theoretical results 

with the results of observation. Actual numerical values for air are obtained in 

Part III. of the present paper. 

3 c VOL. ccxii.—A. 
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§ 2. On. the General Integral Equation for the Scattered Radiation. 

Suppose a mass of gas to be completely enclosed by a boundary 2 and illuminated 

by a distribution of radiation whose intensity at a point (x, y, z) is E, and whose 

direction is defined at that point. Each element of volume will scatter a certain 

proportion of the radiation incident upon it, so that each element besides being 

illuminated by the incident radiation is also subject to the aggregate radiation from 

all the other elements within the surface 2, i.e., to the effect of ,self illumination. 

This constitutes what Schuster* has called the problem of “ Radiation through a 

Foggy Atmosphere.” The problem does not lend itself easily to a complete formula¬ 

tion in terms of differential equations, but can be expressed in terms of an integral 

equation. 

At an element of volume at {x, y, z) the incident radiation is E. At a distance 

r from h' in a direction B with the incident radiation the scattered radiation crossing 

unit area in unit time is denoted by I {'?■, d) Iv r~‘^. If we wish to express the 

dependence of I (r, d) on the position of Sv in the surface 2 we write it in the 

form I {x, y, z, r, d) Sv r~'^. 

Our first problem will be to express the scattered radiation I (r, d) in terms of the 

scattered radiation 1(0, d) per unit solid angle in the neighbourhood Iv. 

Consider the radiation I {r, d) Iv 8o> coming from an element of volume and 

contained in a small solid angle dw in a direction d with the incident radiation. The 

intensity of tlie radiation crossing a spherical surface of radius r is I d) Iv ; that 

cutting the surface r + Ir is 

We thus obtain tlie equation 

— — I (7*, d) Sv Sm = al d) Sv E Sw S'}’+ d) 7’“^ Sv E Sw Sr. . . (lO) 
S?' 

The first term on the right-hand side represents by (8) the energy lost to the element 

of volume 7-^ Sw Sr by the conversion of radiant energy into a rise of temperature or 

into long-wave heat radiation, which transformation we assume to go on at a 

constant rate. 

The second term accounts for the energy lost to the element of volume 7’^ Sw Sr by 

scattering. We neglect the effect of self-illumination within the small solid angle Sa> 

since this only enters into the equation to the second order of small quantities. 

* ScHU.STER, “Radiation through a Foggy Atmosphere,” ‘ Astrophysical Journal,’ XXI, January, 1905, 

p. 1. A somewhat similar problem had been previously considered by the same v'riter in a paper “ The 

Influence of Radiation on the Transmission of Heat,” ‘Phil. Mag.,’ February, 1903. Recently it has been 

shown by Jackson, W. H. (‘Bull. Am. Soc. Math.,’ XVI, June, 1910, p. 4731, that the generalized 

differential equation obtained in Schuster’s paper can be transformed into an integral equation of the 

Fredholm type. 

{l (r. e) {r, d) Sr [■ Sv S< 3oj. 
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Writing k = 47r/A the above equation gives 

- = (a + 'c)I(G 0).(11) 

If we write 
K = a + zf,.(12) 

the solution of (11) is 

I(r,0) = I(O,e)(!-t'^'‘',.(13) 

which puts into evidence the variation of a and k with the density of the gas. 

Consider now the radiation incident on an element of volume at {x, y, z):—- 

(i) The external illumination E which contributes to the scattered radiation 

from Sv an amount 
M (0) E {x, y, z) Sv So); 

(ii) An element of volume St/ at (x\ ?/', 2') gives rise to an intensity 

I (x\ y\ 2', r', O') Sv' at the point {x, y, z): this contributes to the scattered 

radiation from Sv the amount 

/uL {rr') I {x',}/, z', r', O') Sv' dco Sv r'^^, 

rr' denoting the angle between r and r'. The total contribution to the 

scattered radiation from Sv due to self-illumination by the entire volume 2 is 

S(jd Sv J /w (vv') I (x', y', 2', r'. O') dv', 

the integral being taken throughout the entire volume enclosed liy the 

surface 2. 

By definition the sum of contributions (i) and (ii) is I {x, y, 2, 0, 0), so that we 

obtain the following integral equation for the scattered radiation at and from any 

point, 

l{x,y,z,0,0) = n{(l)^{x,y,z)+ fx{rr')l{x', y',z ,0, O') r' “c . (14) 

I {x', y', 2', r', O') being expressed in terms of I {x', y', z', 0, 0') by means of (13). 

A differential equation involving E {x, y, 2) is obtained by considering the rate of 

accumulation of energy in an element of volume. 

As soon as I {x, y, 2, 0, 0) is known as a function of the position of the point O, 

{x, y, z), in the volume bounded by the surface 2, the radiation scattered to any point 

P within the bonndary 2 contained in a small solid angle w is given by the formula 

To, =oJ’'“l(a:,^,2,O,0)e--f>'"'dr,.(15) 
J 0 

where r = PO, 7’(, = PQ, the radius vector to the boundary, and T is the intensity at 

3 c 2 
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P for unit solid angle. The formula (15) is easily modified to include the case where 

P is without the surface Z. 

It is interesting to point out the analogy which the method of the present section 

bears to the ordinary procedure of potential theory. The function I {x, y, z) 

corresponds to a potential function and is expressed in terms of an external effect 

E (.r, y, z) by means of an integral equation. The total intensity in a small solid 

angle, the effect which is physically measurable, is derived by integrating between 

definite limits along a given direction. 

Further progress towards a solution of (14) is impossible without a number of 

simplifying assumptions which are best considered in dealing with a particular 

problem, such, for instance, as that presented by the effect of the earth’s atmosphere 

in absorbing and sca,ttering the sun’s radiation. 

Part II. 

§ 3. Application to Radiation cmd Absorption in the Earth's Atmosphere. 

In the following sections we shall assume as an approximation that the surface of 

the earth is a plane and that the density is a function of the height above the earth’s 

surface only. We also neglect effects due to reflection from the eartli’s surface and to 

refraction by the earth’s atmosphere. 

ZenitU 

h 

Y y 

Fig. 1. 

The integral equation (14) for the scattered radiation in a direction 0 (fig. l) with the 

direction of the sun and coming from an element of the atmosphere at a height x 

above the earth’s surface, takes the form 

I {x, 0, 0) = fjL {6) E{x) + /UL {rr ) —hr— ^ ^ ■ • (16) 

where the integral is taken throughout the entire atmosphere. 

In order to simplify the solution of (16) we assume that the scattered radiation 
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from a molecule can to a first approximation be taken equal in all directions, i.e., the 

equation can be reduced to one with a single variable by writing 

// (0) = fx = jut.. 

Equation (16) may now be written, since dv' = dJ dr', 

I (a;) = ME(a;) + M| I {x') dd dr'.(I7) 

Remembering that jn/jH^) = = aja^ — K/K,, = yo/p^, we now employ the transforma¬ 

tions 

R=r^d7’, X=r^c7a:, H=r^cZx, J(X)=^I(a;), . . (18) 
Jo Po Jo Po •'0 Po p 

and (17) now takes the form 

J{X) = g,E(X) + /i, [j(X')e-^'’'^'c/a)'rZR',.(19) 

while (15) transforms into 

T« = 0, r J (X) e-^'-VZR.(20) 
Jo 

The integral on the right-hand side of (19) must now be taken throughout a 

homogeneous atmosphere of density included between the planes X = 0 and X = H. 

Expressing the integral in (18) in cylindrical co-ordinates \h') (fig. 2), we have 

dY' dx' di'd^h' 
r-t(X'-X)^ ’ 

where xlr' is the azimuth of the element of volume dY' referred to some fixed direction 

of reference. The integral then becomes 

J (XO dX' r" dxh' [ 
Jo Jo 

+ (X'-X)--^] i'de 
r+{X'-xY 

The last integral when integrated with respect to i' gives 

f 
,-K„[r'“+(x'-xp] ,v. £Ai' 

^'2^{X'-Xy ^ (X'-X)} when 

and = ——Ko (X—X')} when 

X<X'<H 

0<X'<X, 
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where Ei{—x) is Glaishee’s"^ Exponential Integral denoted by 

Ei{ — x)= — u ^e ''du. 
d X 

(21) 

The integral equation (19) now takes the form 

J(X) = ^,E(X)-2 TTM,, rj(X').£’^ { - K„(X - XO } dX' + rJ(X')^b[ - K„(X' - X)} dX' 
Jo Jx 

(22) 

[The differential equation by means of which E may be expressed as a function of 

X can be obtained by a consideration of the rate of accumulation of energy of the 

direct solar radiation between the planes x and x + dx. An analysis similar to that 

by means of whicli equation (13) was obtained, together with the transformations of 

equation (18), lead to the expression 

E (X) = .(23) 

where S is the intensity of solar radiation outside the earth’s atmosphere corresponding 

to a given wave-length and ^ is the zenith distance of the sun. 

If we consider the rate of accumulation of the total energy (including both direct 

and scattered radiation) between tlie planes x and x + dx, it can be shown by making 

use of the integral equation connecting the direct with the scattered radiation that 

the exponential law of transmission expressed in (23) is valid.!] 

It is well to state clearly the assumptions involved in obtaining (13), (19), and (23):— 

(i) In obtaining the differential equation leading to (13) the direct radiation is 

considered independently of the scattered radiation within the. small solid 

angle w. 

(ii) The integral equation (22) assumes as an approximation that the radiation 

scattered by an element of volume is distributed equally in all directions. 

(iii) With these two conditions it can be shown from a consideration of attenuation 

of total radiation in a thin layer dx that the ordinary exponential law of 

transmission (23) follows ; i.e., that the transmission of direct radiation 

may be considered independently of the scattered radiation. 

(iv) By means of the transformation (18) it is shown that the problem of scattered 

* Glaisher, ‘Phil. Trans.,’ 1870, p. 367. 

[t Xote added Sejitember 20, 1912.—The calculation referred to was given at length in the paper as 

originally communicated; the analysis is, however, somewhat tedious and hardly necessary in view of the 

fact that (13) is obtained according to the assumption that the direct radiation is considered independently 

of the scattered radiation within the small solid angle w. It is to be expected, therefore, that the 

attenuation of direct radiation in a parallel beam of solar radiation may be considered independently of 

the scattered radiation con.sistently with the above assumption leading immediately to (23); the considera¬ 

tion of the attenuation of the total radiation confirms this point and leads to the same result. The writer 

is indebted to the referees for the above suggestion.] 
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radiation in tlie earth’s atmosphere reduces to the case of an atmosphere of 

uniform density contained between two parallel planes X = 0 and X = H. 

This transformation is independent of any law of density with height, 

provided the planes of equal densitj'' are parallel to the earth’s surface. 

§ 4. On the Approximate Solution of Integral Equations. 

The integral equation (2l) is of the Fredholm type,* 

w (.r) =/(»;)+[ M (^) K (x, c?5..(24) 

Except for special forms of the kernel K {x, i) the formal solutions of (24) do not 

lend themselves easily to numerical evaluation : we therefore develop a method of 

approximation which applies with sufficient accuracy to the problem in hand. 

Suppose for all values of x between x-^ and x.^ that f{x) lies between A and a (A>a). 
Then to a first approximation 

pi , 
n (a;) lies between A + A K (a;, f) and a + a\ K (a:, ^) 

*' Xl I] 

provided K {x, is everywhere positive. 

We write 

^(a:) = I K(a;, ^)c?^,.(25) 

then if for all values of x, cp {x) lies between B and h (B>6) we have to a second 

approximation 
a + {a + ah) h<.u (x)<A + (A +AB) B, 

or 
a{ \ -\-h-\-E)<ku (a;)<A (l + B + B^). 

A repetition of the process shows that 

r^(l+h + /fi+/d+...)<H(a;)<A(l+B + B^ + B^+...). 

If IBI < I both series are convergent and 

ei<n(x)<e2 where e-^—ajl—h and €3 = A/l—B. . . . (26) 

Substituting in (24) we see that the solution u (x) lies between the limits 

U]^{x) =f{x) + ei<p{x), and Ug (x) =/(a;) (a:).(27) 

(x) and U2{x) may be called the extreme solutions. 

* Cf. Bocher, M., ‘An Introduction to the Study of Integral Equations,’ Cambridge, 1909, p. 14; 

also Bateman, H., “ Report on the History and Present State of the Theory of Integral Equations,” 

‘ Brit. Assoc. Report,’ 1910, p. 25. 
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If now a represent the mean value of ^(a:) between and X2, i.e., 

1 
f{x) dx. .(28) 

and /3 stand for the mean value of 0 {x) between x-^ and X2, i.e.. 

f3 ^ __ 'T* 
t4/9 

0 (x) dx,. (29) 
1 ‘'2-1 

while e = a/(l—/3), the solution u{x) — f {x)-\-efj) {x) may be called the mean solution, 

while the three solutions may be expressed in a single formula by the notation 

« (*) = /(•■*) + ( e ) f (*)■ (30) 
69 / 

We notice that (.x) < m (ic) < M2 (;r). In the applications to be considered, (x) 

and U2 (x) are sufficiently close to warrant the use of the mean solution ii (x). As 

long as u (x) does not depart far from the arithmetical mean of the extreme solutions, 

^ {mi (x) + M2{x)}, we may take the value of u (x) to represent an approximation not 

far removed from the exact solution of the integral equation (24). 

It is perhaps worth noting here that to a higher degree of approximation the 

approximate solution of the integral equation may be written 

U (x) = /(x) + [ f{i) K (x, i) 
^ X\ 

. . (31) 

In the following sections the solutions (31) involve the evaluation of troublesome 

integrals, so that the simpler but somewhat less accurate approximations given in (30) 

will be employed. 

§ 5. On the Solution of the Integral Equation for Sky Radiation. 

In the integral equation (22) we may express to a first approximation the 

dependence of the scattered radiation in any direction on the angle which that 

direction makes with the incident radiation by retaining the term (O) instead of jl^, 

in the fii’st term of the right-hand side of the equation which may be written, on 

making use of (23), 
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In the notation of the preceding section we have to solve the above integral 

equation for 
u{X.) = J(X)/S/>c,(0). 

We have 
A = I and a = .(33) 

while 

0(X) = -h 

If we notice that 

where 

we find 

r Ei {-Ko (X-X')} dX'+ r Ei { -K„ (X'-X)} dX' 
0 j X 

—Ei{—ax)dx=f{ac)fa,.(34) 

f{x)* = e ^ + xEi{ — x) — x \ e "ii chi, 
J -r 

(35) 

^.(X) = i[2-/(K.X) -/{K.(H-X)}],./K„.(36) 

This expression is symmetrical with respect to the plane X = where it has its 

maximum value. The minimum value of the expression occurs at X = 0 and X = H. 
We write for brevity 

C = KoH, C = /foH, y = ttoJH, C = c + y.(37) 

We then find 

B= {l-f(iC)}c/C and b = i{l-/(G}}c/a.(38) 

We also have 

a = H-i r sec C, 
Jo 

or, introducing the notation 

we have 

Further, we find 

G (x) — (1—e ^)lx, 

ct = G (C sec f). . 

^ = H-i r0(X)dX, 

or 

(3 = "{1-/(K.X)} dX+ f[l-/{K.(H-X)}]cZX 
0 Jo 

e/C. 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

13 = C-' [ {l — f{u)} du c/C. 

* The function / (x), as defined above, occurs in a number of absorption problems. Its properties are 

described in a paper by the writer (King, L. V., ‘Phil. Mag.,' February, 1912, p, 245), where a short 

numerical table of the function is given, 

VOL. CCXII.—A. 3 D 
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It can easily be shown by integrating by parts that 

["/(«)£«« = i(l-e-“)+iC/(C), . 
Jo 

so that 
/3={l-i/(C)-iG(C)}c/C. . 

Finally we obtain for eg, e, ej the expressions 

1 

'^~y/C + /(iC)c/C 

_ G(Csec^) 

' “y/C!+i{/(C)+G(C)}e/0’ 

g-C sec f 

'‘ = r/C+i{l + /(0)}c/C- 

The approximate solution of (32) may now be written 

J(X) 

Mo(^)S 
_ g-Ko(lI-X) sec f 

(42) 

(48) 

(44) 

(45) 

where ?!> (X) is defined by (36) and the values ej, e, €2 are given by (44) and are 

employed in (4S'! according as we wish to make use of the extreme or mean solutions. 

From (20) the radiation scattered to a point on the earth’s surface, contained in a 

small solid angle w in a direction ^ with the vertical, is given by 

wT = 0, f" J (X) dK 
Jo 

Since R = X sec </) this equation becomes 

T {<p, i) = sec 0 r J (X) dX,.(46) 
Jo 

where the dependence of the sky radiation per unit solid angle on the direction (p and 

on the zenith distance of the sun i is denoted by T (0, ^). 

If we denote by mR (0, the radiation to a point at X = H contained in a small 

solid angle w pointing earthwards in a direction 0 with the vertical, we have 

R (0, 0 = sec 0 pe-Ko(ii-x)sec^ J (X) dX.(47) 
Jo 

Substituting for J (X) from (45) we obtain from (46) 

-KoII sec f 
H 

-KoX (sec <?>—sec f) <ix+(:■)}%- K.I„»*^(X)(iX T (0, 0 = Mo (0) S sec 0 
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or 

The first term in the brackets may be written 

g-Csec^. Q. if 

G {{sec (ji—sec C} G/Kq if ^ 

The evaluation of the second integral is more difficult; we have 

f"e-““V (X) dX = re-“'“*[2-/(K„X)-/{K.(H-X)}] dX. 
*' u U J 0 

Writing Ki^X = u, the above integral takes the form 

(48) 

(49) 

1 

2K.C 

(1-g-Csec^) 

sec cj> 

fC 

— e~"^'^°^f{u)du — e' 
Jo 

C see <ti I gM sec <l> f{u) dll 

We denote by B(x) and B( —a;) the functions 

B {x) = Ei (—x) —log X, B (—a?) = Ei (a;)—log x. 

The expansion when x is small of the exponential integral is 

Ei{x) = y+^logx* + x + 
/Y»3 

*A/ «A/ %Ay 

+ TT—r“. + 
2.2! 3.3! 4.4! 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

where y is Euler’s constant, y = 5572 and the expansion holds for both positive and 

negative values of x. 

Thus when x is small the expansions for B(a)) and B(—a;) are 

B (a;) = y—a; + 
x" x^ 

2.2! 3.3! 
+ . . • 

and 
/yt2 ^3 

B (—a?) = y + a; + —^7-, + ... 
2.2! 3.3! 

(53) 

It can be shown that the integral 

j* f {ax) dx {l—e~'"^f{ac)} 

Uf 
1 1 
11 a — loo' - 
h ^ a + b\ h 

— ye ^'^Ei{ — ac)+^Ei{ — {a+h)c] (54) 

The result holds for positive as well as negative values of h provided the argument 

of {a + h) c in the logarithm and in Ei {—(a+6) c} is the same. 

By means of this result and in the notation defined in (51) it can be shown that 

(50) reduces to 

. 

3 D 2 

(55) 
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where 

<t.(C, i.) = (1-I!-““'>*){1-/(C)} 

+ cos^[B(C)-B{C(l+seo^)}+c-''“‘{B(C)-B[-C(sec^,-l)]}].. (56) 

We notice that for <p = 0, sec 0 = 1, 

4.(C,0) = (l-e-<=){l-/(C)}+B(C)-B(2C) + <;-={B(G)-y}, . . (57) 

where y here stands for Euler’s constant. 

For 0 = hir, sec <p = co (56) reduces to 

<I>(C,ix)= 1-/(0.(58) 

From (48) and (55) the expression for the intensity at the earth’s surface of 
radiation from that portion of sky which is in any direction 0 with the vertical and 
azimuth measured from a vertical plane through the sun is, for ^'’>0. 

T (f, t) = ^ S Csec0e G {C (sec sec 0)}( e )<h(C, 0) (59) 

while for ^<0 we have 

T (^„ i) = s Csec0e ‘^"‘'®^G{C(sec 0—seci"’)}+|-^( e ) <h (C, 0) 
\^2/ 

(60) 

From equations (3) and (7) we notice that 

Mo(^^) = f (1 + COS^ 0)/Zo = f (1+COS^0)/Co/47r, 
I that the factor 

S/xo (^)/Ko = S (47r)“^ f (1 + cos^ d) cfC. . 

From the polar diagram fig. 1 we see that 

cos 6 = cos 0 cos ^ + sin <p sin ^ cos \p-. 

(61) 

(62) 

The first terms in equations (59) and (60) give the contribution to the intensity of 
sky light due to the sun’s radiation which has been once scattered by the atmosphere. 

If C is small and if the attenuation is due to scattering only, (c = C), the first 
term of (6O) gives for the scattered radiation coming from a direction 0 the value 

(47r) f (1 + cos^ 0) c sec 0 . (63) 

which agrees with the value obtained by Kelvin.* 

The first terms in (59) and (60) taken as they stand with C = c take into account 
the fact that both the incident and scattered radiations suffer attenuation ; this effect 

* Kkia'IN, loc. Hi. equation (19), p. 31.3. 
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is considered in a formula obtained by Rayleigh.'^ The term y in C = c + y allows 

for attenuation by absorption alone (he., without scattering). The second terms in 

(59) and (6O) represent the contribution of self-illumination to the scattered radiation 

coming from any particular direction. An evaluation of this effect has not, so far as 

the writer is aware, been submitted to calculation although the importance of the 

effect is realized both by Kelvint and Rayleigh,* and in an analogous problem by 

Lommel.| 

The expressions (59) and (6O) for the scattered radiation from any direction besides 

depending on the coefficients of absorption for the radiation of wave-length under 

consideration, depend also on the angular co-ordinates of direction 0 and S'® well as 

on ^ the zenith distance of the sun. If we consider the intensity from zenith sky tlie 

expressions are greatly simplified. Writing <p = 0 and 6 = f, (59) gives, 

T (0, 0 = iO a 
K 

Ce-^G{C(sec f-l)}+i (C, 0) (64) 

where <I> (C, 0) is given by (57) and is tabulated in Table V. 

It is not difficult to construct a double-entry table in terms of C and i giving the 

values for the functions which occur in (64) so that observations on zenith sky are 

most appropriate for comparison with the results of calculation from the attenuation 

coefficients determined by observations at the same time. 

The intensity of sky radiation from the direction of the horizon (0 = -) is given by 

T(|.f Mu (e)S, -C sec? 

Kn 
(65) 

where by (62) 6 is given by cos 9 = sin f cos <p and ffi(C, |-7r) is defined by (58). It 

will be noticed that this formula unlike the approximate one (63), obtained by Kelvin, 

* Rayleigh, ‘Phil. Mag.,’ XLL, p. 116. 

t Kelvin, loc. cit., p. 302, sect. 54. 

J Lommel, E., ‘ Sitzungb. der math.-phys. Classe der K. Bayer. Akad. der Wiss.,’ Bet 17 (1887), 

p. 95; (the analysis is reproduced by Muller, ‘ Photometrie der Gestiriie,’ Leipzig, 1897, pp. 47-52). 

In working out the scattering of radiation by opaque, diffusely reflecting surfaces on an absorption 

theory, Lommel obtains a first order approximation to the effect of self-illumination in giving rise to 

deviations from Lambert’s Law of diffuse reflection, the modified formula being referred to as the 

Lommel-Seeliger Law of Illumination. This-problem is included as a particular case of the investigation 

of the present paper. Lommel’s formula for diffuse reflection is represented in the present instance by 

equation (69), which is the solution of an integral equation expressing exactly the effect of self-illumination. 

Muller points out that even Lommel’s modification of Lambert’s Law does not represent exactly the 

results of observation on diffuse reflection; it may happen that the more complete solution represented bj" 

(69), adapted to the case of intense absorption, gives a better representation of fact. This point must, 

however, be left over for further investigation. 
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remains finite, although its application to the case of the earth’s atmosphere is some¬ 

what invalidated by the curvature of the earth. 

On examining (59) it will be noticed that as long as C is not too large we may 

write 

T (^, f) = ^ sec ^.T (0, f) = ^.T (0, 0, . ■ ■ • (66) 
i-tcos (, 

which may be taken as a rough approximation for the intensity of sky-radiation from 

any direction not too close to the horizon where (65) must be used. When C is large 

the wave-length corresponding is small, and the intensity in the normal solar spectrum 

outside the atmosphere also becomes small. Hence the formula (66) is sufficiently 

accurate when the total intensity on a horizontal plane is required. Denoting by 

H (i) the intensity of scattered radiation of wave-length X received per unit time on 

unit area of horizontal surface, we have 

H (^'') = [ T (0, 0 cos 0 da), 
V 

the integral being taken over the entme sky. 

Since dw = sin <p d-yp-, we have 

r2ir r'/c"’ 
H (f) = d'P \ T cos<psui(pd<p,.(67) 

Jo Jo 

and making use of the approximation in (66) we have 

H (0 = r di. r^'"(l +cos^ 0) sin 0 d0. 
1 “t cos f J0 Jo 

The total intensity for all wave-lengths per unit area of a horizontal surface is 

given by 
27r f' H (i) d\ = 

Jo f (l-tcos^ ^) 

1*00 

T(0,0 
Jo 

dX. (68) 

Of some interest is the intensity of the radiation which is scattered from the 

atmosphere back into interplanetary space. If we write (H —X) for X in (47) we 

notice that 

K (0, 0 = sec 0 r e-i^oxseo^ j (H-X) dX ; 
Jo 

we also notice from (36) that 0(H —X) = 0 (X). 

We thus obtain from (45) 

(«/*, f) = Mo (^) S sec 0 

which reduces to 

rH 

0 

-KflX (sec(/)-!-sec ^)dX+ 6 
u \ rH 

, —KnX see </> 0 (X) dX 

R {<),, 0 = C sec 0G {C (sec ^ + sec ^)} +§■ M ) *1* (C, ^•) (09) 
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We notice that E.(0, C) is only approximately equal to T (0, when C is small, i.e., 

that the usual assumption that as much radiation is scattered in the direction of 

incidence as in the opposite direction only holds approximately when the coefficient of 

attenuation is small. 

§ 6. JVote 071 the Polarizatio7i of Sky Radiatio7i. 

It is well known that sky radiation is partly polarized in a vertical plane passing 

through the position of the sun (the principal plane): in so far as the radiation to be 

scattered is direct solar radiation, the polarization ought to be complete. That 

portion of the sky radiation due to self-illumination is largely unpolarized and may to 

a large extent account for this deficiency from complete polarization: this point is 

mentioned by Rayleigh in his 1871 paper and the analysis of the present paper 

enables the magnitude of this factor to be roughly estimated. The complete solution 

of the problem from this aspect would require us to split up the incident radiation 

into two components, one of which is polarized in the principal plane, the other at 

right angles to it: the effect of self-illumination would lead to two simultaneous 

integral equations in three variables, the solution of which would be much too 

complicated to be useful. 

If, however, we refer to equations (59) and (60) it will be noticed that the 

expression for the intensity of sky radiation may be written in the form 

T(0, 0 = Mu(d) S {P(0, ^)-tQ (0, ^)}/K(,.(70) 

where P (9!), ^) stands for the first term in the brackets of (59) or (60) and 

Q(0,O=i^( e )d>(C,0) 

represents the effect of self-illumination. 

In default of a rigorous solution it is not.unreasonable to suppose that the portion 

of the scattered radiation due to self-illumination is independent of the angle of 

polarization of the incident radiation. As far as the primary scattered radiation alone 

is concerned, the intensities polarized in the principal plane and in a plane at right 

angles to it are in the proportion 1 to cos^O. Thus from (70) the ratio of the sky 

intensities polarized in the principal plane and in the plane at right angles to it are 

given by the ratio 

T] {<p, f) _ P (0) f) + Q (0> C) 

cos^6P(0,0+Q(0,0 

If we make use of the approximations of equation (66), 

P (■?. f) = sec </. P (0, f) Mo (9)/mo (9. Q (i), 0 = sea<j,Q (0; 1) mo (9)/a<» {0 

(71) 
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(7l) may be written 

T;(<», 0 ^ cos''‘a + Q (0, fl/P(0, V 
i+Q(o,fl/P(0,f).> 

From this formula we see that sky polarization is most complete for 6 = j-tt, i.e., 

over a great circle an angular distance ^ir from the sun polarization would be 

complete in light from this direction if Q (O, were zero, i.e., if the effects of self¬ 

illumination were negligible. 

For the sake of comparison with observation the ratio Tj (0, ^)/T2(0, t) is calculated 

for zenith sky, = O), in the form 

T:(o,f)^ i+Q(o,n/P(o,^) 
12(0,^) cos" f+Q(0, ^)/P(0, f) 

Part III. 

§ 7. xinalysis of Ohservations on the Attenuation of Solar Radiation hy the Earth’s 

Atmosphei'e. 

The intensity of solar radiation transmitted to a station at a height x above sea- 

level is given by equation (23) in the form 

E(X) = 

where 

X = [ — dx, and H = I — dx 
Jo Pq a Po 

represents the height of the “ homogeneous atmosphere.” 

Thus 
CD 

p dx 
P_ 

,%dx 
Jo 

where and are the pressures of the atmosphere at the station and at the sea-level 

respectively. We thus have, writing C^, = Qpjp^, the expression 

E(x) = .(74) 

If the heights of the barometer at the station and at sea-level are known at the 

time of observation, the comparison of absorption coefficients is independent of the 

law of variation of atmospheric pressure-gradient with height. 

H-X 
H —X = — dx, so that 

Jx po H 
I 
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We notice from (37), writing 0 = 0 + 7 = + ai|Hn, that 

i.e., 
0 = A+tt^(— l)^X ‘‘H/No + a^H, 

*C = l3X~'^ + y, where /3 =l)^ H/N„, 

wliicli gives 

^zl^o/p = A“" + 7. 

(75) 

(76) 

Extensive observations on the determination of the coefficient of attenuation 0^ for 

different wave-lengths have beeii carried out at various stations by the work of the 

Smithsonian Astroph3^sical Observatory, t The mean coefficients of atmospheric 

transmission for Washington, Mount Wilson, and Mount Whitney have recently been 

given by Abbot.| These are quoted in Table I., while for the sake of independent 

comparison, the results of MtTLLER§ for Potsdam are also added. 

In order to study the correctness of formula (76) the coefficients of transmission for 

the different stations are plotted on a base X being measured in microns (10“^ cm.). 

The results are shown in Diagram I., and give rise to a number of straight lines. If the 

aljsorption were due to air-molecules alone, (76) shows that we should obtain a family 

of straight lines all passing through the same point (X'''^ = —yl$). The straight lines 

actually ol)tained show that some variable factor in the atmosphere other than the 

molecules themselves is effective in attenuation, especially for stations below the level 

of Mount Wilson. This factor is generally referred to as atmospheric “ dust.” A 

slight generalization of the analysis by which (76) was olffained enables us to interpret 

tlie results shown graphically in Diagram I. 

Let N' he the nund)er of “ dust” particles per unit volume at a height x above the 

earth’s surface. The coefficient of attenuation, wliich includes tlie effects of scattering 

and al)sorption both by air molecules and b}^ “ dust,” ma}^ be written in the form 

^’.r— (/dX ■‘ + 7)^J»/^|, + Kb (x) I —dx, 
dx 1> (, 

(77) 

where N'y is a constant representing the number of dust particles per unit volume at 

the earth’s surface, aiid K'o (x) depends on the nature of abs(^rption and scattering b}” 

the dust particles. The distribution of “ dust ” N' in the atmosphere may be regarded 

* The representation of the coefficient of atteinxation as the sum of two terms, one constant and the 

other varying inversely as tlie fourth power of the wave-length, seems to have been first recognized by 

Becker (see Kelvin, ‘Baltimore Lectures,’ p. 321, equation 33) from an analysis of Muller’s 

observations. 

t ‘ Annals of the Smithsonian Astrophj'^sical Observatory,’ vol. IL, by C. G. Abbot and F. E. Fowj.e, 

Washington, 1908. Referred to subsequently as ‘ Annals,’ vol. IL 

Abbot, C. G., “The Sun’s Energy-Spectrum and Temperature,” ‘ Astrophysical Journal,’ XXXIY., 

October, 1911. 

§ Muller, G., “ Photometrie der Gestirne,” Leipzig, 1897, p. 140. 

3 E VOL. GCXTT.-A. 
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as an nukiioAvn and variable quantity. Diagram 1. shows that for Mount Wilson and for 

Mount Whitney the effect of “ dust ” is small, i.e., we may take N' = 0 for x greater 

than 1780 metres. In this case (77) reduces t<j (70) and the attenuation may be 

taken to be due almost entirely to the effect of air-molecules, wOiile the existence 

of a small term, y, indicates that even in the comparatively dust-free air above Mount 

Whitney there is a small amount of attenuation by absorption, i.e., a direct conversion 

of solar radiation int(.) thermal agitation of atmospheric molecules. 

We notice from Table II. that for the comparatively dust-free air above the 

level of Mount W^ilson the value of y under standard conditions of pressure is 

y = a„ H = '032, or, since H = 7'988 x 10® cm. at 0° C., the value of is 

ao = 4'0 X 10 cm. (78) 

On referring to (8) we notice that a,, is tlie fraction of radiant energy converted per 

centimetre of path into thermal molecular agitation. This fraction is greatly increased 

by the presence of small solid particles such as “dust,” &c. From (9) we can estimate 

the rate of increase of temperature in a gas under atmospheric pressure due to solar 

radiation passing through it. 

a„E W , do 
- e liave —r- 

dt 
—from equation (9). 

Taking the value of a,, for dust-free air from (78) and writing E = 1'92 calories per 

minute, /7y = '001293, s = '237, we find 

= 2'5 X 10 ^ degrees C. 
dt ^ 

ner minute 
(79) 

In the case of ordinary air at sea-level, the Wasliington ol)servations from Table II. 

show that the rate of increase of temperature calculated in (79) must ])e increased to 

about six times this value. 

With regard to sea-level stations. Diagram I. seems *to indicate, both for the 

Washington and Potsdam observations, a marked change in the nature of the 

absorption due to “dust” in the neighbourhood of'010//. We therefore discuss 

separately the case of long-wmve radiation (\>'010/x) and short-wave radiation 

(X<'010//). 

(1) Long-wave lladiation (X>'610//). 

For long waves the straight lines of Diagram I. show that the term (x) of (77) 

must be of tlie form 
(X) = /3"X-Hy", 

where fi" and y" are constants for the range of wave-lengths greater than 'Oltfo. This 
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indicates that the presence of “dust” gives rise to both absorption and scattering; 

(77) may then be written 

wliere 

p// P_ 
]h 

. (80) 

■p// I /. 1 =" y + — y 
P 

r"N' , 

i.ir 

Diagram 1. shows clearly that for long waves the straight lines Ijoth for Potsdam 

and Washington intersect in the same point, = — y//3, as do the lines for Mount 

Wilson and Mount Whitney. 

From (80) this result requires that 

I3h = fi"l7",.(81) 

a condition which is independent of the law of distribution of the “ dust” particles. 

Phe ratio — is proportional to the ratio 
y 

energy of incident wave scattered by sraall particles 

energy of incident wave converted into molecnlar agitation ’ 

and (81) indicates from the results of ol)servation that for long-wave radiation this 

ratio is independent of the nature of the scattering particles, whether “ dust ” or air- 

molecules. This result tlirows some liglit on the question raised at the end of §1 as 

to tlie mechanism by which the molecules of a gas can convert a portion of the 

1‘adiant energy incident upon them into thermal molecular agitation. The same 

mechanism which is effective in scattering radiation is also capable of effecting 

molecular velocities, and therefore the rate of increase of temperature in such a way 

that the ratio ft/y is independent of the nature of the molecule or even of the small 

“ dust ” particle giving rise to the absorption and scattering. 

(ii) Short-wave Radiation (A<’610/x). 

For short waves we may supj)ose that the incident radiation is not scattered by 

the dust-particles but is absorbed and converted into heat. On this supposition K',, (a) 

in (77) is of the form y\ where y is a constant independent of the wave-length. 

Equation (77) then takes the form 

1' N' 
(J, = ^^*Pl4p« + yl'lv« + y' ^ <1'j: = \-'fipj'p ,+ V'plp„. (8-2) 

The slope of this line in the graphical representation of Diagram I. is given Ijy 

tan 6' = (88) 

and is independent of the distribution of “dust ” in the atmosphere. 'This conclusion 

is justified by calculating d fbr tlie various stations from the slope of the hues in 

3 n O 
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1 liagrain I. and a knowledge of the mean Ijarometric pressures at these stations. The 

results are tabulated and described in Talde 11. From these values of /3 we may by 

(75) calculate N„ the number of molecules iu a gas under standard conditions of 

pressure and temperature. We take rA,,—1 — ■000293, H = 7'988 x 10'^ cm. at 0° C. 

and (7 1) then gives 
N„ = 2-269X I0'7/8.(84) 

The results for each set of observations are given in Table II. The values of agree 

remarkaljly well among themselves, and give for a mean value'^ 

N„ = 2-32 X 10 19 (85) 

Tliis result is in substantial agreement with the vuilne of Nq obtained by 

Rutherford and Geiger! 

N„ = 2-72 X 107 

and with the value obtained liy Millikan | from a recent determination of the 

elementary electrical charge, e = 4‘89I x 10“"^ E.S.U., which gives 

N„ = 2-644 X 107 

taking the Faraday constant to be 9-655 absolute E.M. units. This agreement 

indicates that for short-wave radiation tlie scattering is almost entirely due to air- 

molecules, while the etfect of “dust” is to produce a genuine absorption effect, i.e. a 

direct conversion of radiant energy into heat. 

The term 

_ I G" ' 

-G+-y 

7 ^ 
Nh 

(8(5) 

involves the distribution of atmospheric “ dust” and may therefore be expected to be 

an extremely variable factor with respect both to place and time. The method of 

analysis of the present section offers a convenient method of studying tlie variations 

in the distribution of atmospheric “dust” and their connection with othei 

meteorological phenomena. 

* The close agreement of coefficients of attenuation calculated from the formula c = /t/A"-*, using 

Rutherford and Geiger’s value of No, with coefficients calculated from observations on selected clear days 

at Washington and Mount AVilson, was pointed out Ity Schuster (“ Molecular Scattering and Atmos¬ 

pheric Absorption,” ‘ Nature,’ July 22, 1909 ; ‘ Optics,’ 2nd ed., 1909, p. 329). 

t Rutherford, E., and Geiger, IL, “ Gharge and Nature of the a-Farticle,” ‘ Roy. Soc. Rroc.,’ A, 

vol. 81, 1908, p. 171. 

I Millikan, R. A., “ The Isolation of an Ion, a I’recision Measurement of its Charge, and the 

Correction of Stokes’ Law,” ‘Rhys. Rev.,’XXXIL, April, 1911. A summary of the various physical 

measurements which lead to the value of No is given by Perrin, J. (‘ Annales de Chimie et de Physique,’ 

8™® ser., September, 1909, translated by SODDY, E.; ‘Brownian Movement and Molecular Reality,’Taylor 

and Francis, 1910, p. 90). 
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8. On the Inteyisity of Sky Radiation as Calcuhited from the Mean Coefficients of 

Attenuation at Mount Wilson and Washington. 

It will 1)6 noticed from ((54) that the intensity from zenith sky for diderent Avave- 

leno’ths can l:)e expressed in terms of the zenith distance of the sun and the coethcients 

of attennation 0, v, and y which are determined for a given station hy an ajialysis of 

atmospheric transmission observations according to the method of the pi'eceding 

section. In order to simplify the calcidations from (64) the various fnnctions of 

C and ^ which occur in this formula are tal)ulated in Tables III., IV., and V. 

The intensity from zenith sky is then worked out for the two stations Mount 

Wilson and Washington from the mean coefficients of attenuation at these two places. 

In the first case the numerical values corresponding to the extreme and mean solutions 

of the integral equation are carried throughout all tlie calculations and in this Avay 

give the limit of errors due to an approximate solution. In the second case, which is 

taken as typical of a sea-level station, numerical values corresponding to the mean 

solution of the integral equation are alone gffien, the reason being that the absorption 

at sea-level is an extremely variable quantity which would give rise to fluctuations 

in sky radiation probably exceeding the difference of the extreme solutions. 

Zenith intensities of sky radiation for different Avave-lengths and for various zenith 

distances of the sun are given in Table VI. for Mount Wilson and in Table VIII. for 

Washington. The unit of intensities is arbitrary and is thaf employed in Table I. for 

the normal solar spectrum outside the earth’s atmosphere. The results are shoAvn 

graphically in Diagrams II. to VII. for Mount Wilson and in Diagram XII. 

for Washington. From these curves it is possible to obtain by double interpolation 

the intensity from zenith sky corresponding to any wave-length and zenith 

distance of the sun. In this way a comparison Avas made of the quality of sky 

radiation obtained by calculation Avith that obtained experimentally at Mount 

Wilson.* The results are given numerically in Table X. and are compared 

graphically in Diagram XIII. 

By integrating the curves for the zenith intensity and making use of the 

approximate formula (66) we are al)le to obtain a rough ap})roximation to the total 

Intensity of sky radiation from any direction. (3n comparing (66) Avith (65), for wliich 

0 = |-7r, it must be noted that the first of these fornmlm can only be used for zenith 

distances whicli are not too great. It will also be noticed that T (|-7r, f) does not 

vary as rapidly Avith the Avave-length as T (O, f). The nature of the scattered 

radiation from a portion of the sky near the horizon is goAmrned principally 

by the term i.e., it is of nearly the same quality as the direct sunlight 

except for the contribution to tfie intensity due to tlie second term in T (|-7r, 

which represents the effect of self-illumination. This feature is not shoAvn by 

* ‘ Anuals,’ vol. II., Table 32, j). 155. 
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expressions for sky radiation liitherto olRained ; in fact the whitish colour of the 

sky' near the liorizon was considered by Kei.vin"^ to he an objection to the theory of 

scattering. 

By calculating the yalues of the intensities of solar radiation which readies the 

earth’s surface for various zenith distances of the sun and for various wave-lengths, 

and by Integrating the curves so olitained, we obtain the values of the total intensity 

of solar radiation reaching the two stations Mount Wilson and Washington. Taking 

the value of the solar constant to be 1’922 calories per square centimetre per 

minute, t the results are given in the same units and are calculated for solar 

radiation incident on a plane normal to the sun’s rays as well as for the solar radiation 

incident on a horizontal plane. The results are given in Tables VII. and IX., and 

are shown graphically in Diagrams IX. and X. 

These results enable the value of the total sky iiitensity in any direction to be 

compared with the intensity of direct solar radiation at the station in the form 

sl'i//sun for equal solid angles (semi-diameter of sun taken as IG' of arc). The results 

are given in Tables VII. and IX., both for Mount Wilson and Washington, and are 

shown graphically in Diagram XI. 

By interpolation from the diagram just mentioned the values of skyjsnn for 

various directions of sky and for various zenith distances of the sun are compared 

with the values observed at Mount Wilson.| The comparison is made in Tables XI. 

and XIII. ; the results of calculation are in fair agreement with observation 

except for regions of sky near the sun and near the horizon. The first of these 

discrejiancies is prol)ably brought about by the simplifying assumption made in 

equation (17) by writing g for //(9) and //(rr'). The existence of such a term 

depending on an angular co-ordinate complicates the integral equation beyond hope 

of solution ; it can be seen, however, that its existence gives rise to a bright region 

of sky in the neigldjourhood of the sun not represented l)y tlie approximate solution 

considered in the present paper. Tlie discrepancy which exists in the case of direc¬ 

tions of sky near the horizon is due to the failure of the approximate formula (66) 

for large values of (p. In such cases the complete fornnda (60) should be employed. 

The use of this fornnda would require the tal)ulation of functions of two and three 

variables, which might be undertaken when more numerous and more accurate 

observations on sky radiation are available. It must be remembered in making these 

comparisons that the result of sky observations on certain specified days are com¬ 

pared with values based on mean coefficients of attenuation. The (mly satisfactory 

method of making the comparison is to olRain sky radiation observations on the 

same day as observations are made for tlie coefficients of attenuation of solar 

* Kelvin, loc. rif., p. 307. 

t Abuot, C. G., and Fowle, E. E., “ 

Journal,’ XXKIII., April, 1911, p. 191. 

I ‘ Annals,’ vol. II., Table 32, j). 151. 

The Value of the Solar Constant of Ihidiation,” ‘ Astrophysical 
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radiation.'^ In tlie present paper no account is taken of tlie reHecting power of tlie 

earth’s surface, d’he tolerable agreement between the results of observation and 

those of a theory leased on a non-retlecting surface shows that for an ordinary laiid- 

scape the effect of reflection from fleld and foliage need not l)e as great as is sometimes 

supposed.t The effect of snow on the polarization of sky radiation is well-knownj : 

on this point Lord Rayleigh mentions in his 1871 paper the interest wliich would 

be attached to sky radiation observations taken over a landscape covered with snow 

or over the sea, reflection from these surfaces being in both cases especially 

determinate. § 

For meteorological purposes it is important to know the total solar radiation 

incident on a horizontal plane as well as the contribution due to sky radiation. The 

results are given in calories per square centimetre per minute for Mount V/ilson and 

Washington in Tables YII. and IX., and are shown graphically in Diagrams IX. and X. 

It will be noticed that for large zenith distances of the sun the contribution of sky 

radiation to the total radiation on a horizontal plane is a very considerable fraction of 

that due to direct solar radiation. The factor of sky radiation is thus of considerable 

importance in the meteorology of northern latitudes. 

The agreement lietween the results of calculations and such o1)servations as are 

available gives rise to a hope that the present communication may serve as a guide 

towai’ds systematic observations of the type dealt with, and to their interpretation in 

terms of a theory of scattering and absorption ; by tliis means one may hope to obtain 

al)Sorption constants and methods of using them which will be of some service to 

meteorology and astrophysics. 

Sumriiavy. 

The analysis of tlie present paper seems to support the view that at levels above 

Mount AVilson molecular scattering is sufficient to account completely both for 

* In the “ Report on the Astrophysical Observatory” (C. G. Abbot, ‘Annual Report of the Smithsonian 

Institution,’ 1911, p. 65), the Director announces that sky radiation observations have been succes.sfully 

taken at Mount Whitney (August, 1910). Since the transmission coefficients at the time of ol)scrvation 

are also determined, the results will enable an accurate comparison of sky radiation results to be made 

Muth the values obtained by calculation in terms of the coefficients of attenuation. 

t Nicols, “Theories of the Colour of the Sky,” ‘Phys. Rev.,’ XXVI., June, 1908, p. 507. 

I Observations have been made by McConnel, J. C., on the effect of the nature of the ground on the 

degree of polarization of the sky at 90 degrees from the sun ; the effect of a covering of snow is to 

diminish the degree of polarization. (Perntner, ‘Meteorological Optics,’ Part IV., 1910, p. 643. The 

above reference is taken from ‘ A History of the Cavendish Laboratory,’ Longmans, Green & Co., 

1910, p. 129.'-) 

§ The analysis of the present paper could be extended wuthout difficulty to take into account the effect 

of reflection from the earth’s surface on the intensity and polarization of sky radiation, provided the 

landscape were covered by a layer of uniform substance such as snow, or observations were taken over tlie 

sea, which presents a determinate reflecting surface. 
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atteimatioii of solar ratliatioii and for the intensity. and ijiiality of sky radiation. 

Even at sea-level the effect of “ atmospheric dust ” can be taken into account in a 

simple manner in the formulae for absorption and scattering. Should future observa¬ 

tions support the validity of the simple law expressed liy equation (2) connecting the 

coefficient of attenuation with the wave-length, we may with considerable assurance 

make use of the law to obtain the coefficients for very short or very long wave-lengths 

when the direct method of calculation from high and low sun observations leaves room 

for considerable uncertainty owing to the small Intensities in the solar spectrum at 

these wave-lengths and owing to other experimental difficulties. 

Schuster* points out in this connection the extreme importance of determining 

accurately the form of tlie solar intensity curve outside the earth’s atmosphere for 

short wave-lengths, since the effect of a solar atmosphere in absorbing and scattering 

radiation is to give rise to an intensity-curve whlcli does not agree with that given by 

Planck’s formula especially for short wave-lengths. 

Absorption and scattering of radiation by the sun’s atmosphere, taken in conjunc¬ 

tion with effects of self-illumination, constitutes a problem analogous to that just 

considered for the earth’s atmosphere. By making a comparison between the 

calculated variation of intensity of radiation of different wave-lengths over the solar 

disc and the results of observation it will be possible to determine from the intensity 

curve of the normal solar spectrum outside the earth’s atmosphere the intensity-curve 

at the radiating layer of the sun. This corrected curve may then be compared with 

that given by Planck’s formula and a closer approximation made to the temperature 

of the sun than the values now given. This investigation tlie writer hopes to l)e able 

to deal with in a future communication 

* Schuster, lor. cit. 
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3 F YOL. CCXII.—A. 
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Tablk I.—Coefficients of Attenuation for JVashington, Mount IVihon, Mount TfAntney, and Potsdam. 

The table of constants of solar intensities and coefficients of attenuation for Washington, Mount Wilson, 

and Mount IVhitney is taken from the revised reductions based on the most recent observations of the 

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.* * * § The unit expressing the relative intensities of solar radiation 

between wave-lengths A. and \ + dX is arbitrary, and can be reduced to calories per square centimetre per 

minute by multiplying by a factor r; such that 

->7 ScZA = 1 -922 calories per square centimetre per minute.t 
Jo 

In terms of the unit of intensity given in the table, and taking dk = • l/r, we find by graphical integration 

I Sc/A = 3321-0, so that r/ = -000578. 
J 0 

No accoiuit is taken of the water-vapour bands which occur mainly in the infra-red, where the intensity 

of solar radiation is comparatively small. The position and extent of these bands is shown in the curve 

of the intensities in the normal solar spectrum given in Vol. II. of the ‘ Annals.’J 

The transmission coefficients for Potsdam are those given l)y Muller.§ 

* Abbot, C. G-., “ The Sun’s Enorgj-Sjjecfcrum and Temperature,” ‘Astrophysical Journal,’ XXXIT., October, 1911, p. 197. 

t Abbot, C. G., and Fowlb, F. F., “ The Value of the Solar Constant of Radiation,” ‘Astrophysical Journal,’ XXXllI., 

April, 1911, p. 191. 

J ‘ Annals,’ vol. IF., p. 104. 

§ AlijLi.EK. G., ‘ Ilie Photometrie der Gestirne,’ Leipzig, 1897, ji. 138 
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Table I. 

Wave¬ 
length in 
microns, 

A. 

Mean 
solar 

intensity, 
S. 

Per¬ 
centage 
probable 

error. 

Mean coefficients of atmospheric transmission, e~ 

AVashington, 
1902-07. 

Mount AATlson, 
1909-10. 

Mount AATiitney, 
1909-10. 

c... c.. e~^‘. c.. 

0-30 /X (440) (0-510) (-691) 
0 • 32.5 1285 30- — — 0-(550) (-598) 0-584 •538 
0-35 2700 7-3 — — 0-612 •491 0-660 •416 
O'.37 5 3464 2-7 — — 0-662 •412 0-738 •304 
0-39 3620 1-7 0 • 445 -810 0-694 •365 0-763 •270 
0-42 5261 1-3 0-586 -534 0-764 •269 0-806 •216 
0-43 5340 1-7 0-600 -511 0-778 •251 0-822 •196 
0-45 6047 1-4 0-640 -446 0-800 •223 0-851 •161 
0-47 6253 1-8 0-671 -399 0-827 •190 0-880 •128 
0-50 6064 1-9 0-705 -350 0-858 •153 0-900 •105 
0-55 5627 2-1 0-739 •302 0-876 •132 0-918 •0866 
0-60 ■ 5047 2-1 0-760 -274 0-890 •117 0-934 -0683 
0-70 3650 0-4 0-839 -176 0-942 •0597 0-956 •0450 
0-80 2672 1-2 0 - 865 -145 0-964 •0367 0-972 -0284 
I-00 1664 0-7 0-901 -104 0-973 •0274 0-980 •0202 
1-30 897 0-7 0-916 -0876 0-972 •0284 0-980 •0202 
1-60 526 1-4 0-930 -0726 0 - 975 •0253 0-978 •0222 
2-00 245 2-4 0-909 -0943 0-957 •0439 0-940 •0619 
2-50 43 4-8 0-870 -.139 0-(900) (-105) 0-930 •0726 
3-00 (12) 45 ■ — — — — 0*910 •0943 

Mean transmission coefficients for Potsdam. 

A. c.. A. 6'-W C 

•44/x 0-706 •348 • 58/x 0-830 •186 
•46 0-740 •301 •60 0-840 •174 
•48 0-764 •269 •62 0-850 •162 
•50 0-781 •247 •64 0-861 •150 
•52 0-795 •229 •66 0-871 •138 
•54 0-808 •213 1 -68 0-881 •127 
•56 0-819 •200 

Coefficients of Attenuation for Washington, Mount Wilson, Mount JFhitney, and Potsdam, 

3 F 2 
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Tabm II.—Constants of Atmospheric Scattering and Ahsorption. 

The coefficients of attenuation given in Table I. for various stations were plotted on a large scale diagram 

against as absciss;?. The results are shown in Diagram I. From the large-scale drawing the slopes of 

the straight lines passing through the mean position of the observed points were obtained and the values of 

tan 6' and tan 6” corresponding to short- and long-wave radiation were calculated.* From a knowledge 

of the mean barometric pressures at these stations the values of (i as defined in (75) Avere calculated for 

short-Avave radiation, leading by (84) to an estimate of No, the number of molecules per cubic centimetre 

of a gas at 0° C. and 7 60 mm. jAressure. The A'alues of the absorption constants F' and F" of (80) and (82), 

which include the effect of “ dust ” especially noticeable at low-level stations, are also giA'en in the table. 

At levels higher than Mount Wilson the atmosphere is comparatively dust-free and F' = F" = y. This 

Amine of y can then be employed in (78) to give a numerical estimate of molecular absorption. 

[* If greater accuracy is requii-ed the lines of closest fit to the system of observed points can be drawn by calculating in 

each case the position of the major axis of inertia of the corresponding system of material points of equal weight. Pormul* 

for the determination of this line are given by Kael Peaeson (‘ Phil. Mag.,’ vol. II., 6th series, November, 1901, p. .559), and 

also by Snow, E. C. (‘Phil. Mag.,’ March, 1911).—Note adrled iJecemher 31, 1912.] 

Table III.—Talmlation of tJie Fnnetion, Ce G{C (sec 1)}. 

The function G (.r) = (1 -e ■^)/x is tabulated by W. Lash Miller and T. R. Rosebrugh* in a set of 

extensive tables of the integrals 

[ u - e " du, f u ^ e ‘''du = Ei{- x), 1 ue f e “ du. 
]x Jrr J^- 

Values are given to 9 significant figures at intervals of '001 betAveen x = 0 and x = 1, and at intervals 

of ’01 betAveen x = 1 and x = 2. From these tables the double-entry Table III. Avas easily constructed. 

The Ccilculations of the present table, as Avell as those of the other tables, Avere performed on a slide-rule, 

so that their limit of accuracy is about one or tAV'o parts in a thous;ind. 

* W. Lash Millee and T. R. Rosebrugh, ‘ Trans. Roy. Soc. of Caiiada,’ 2nd series, vol. IX., 1903, sect, iii., pp. 73-107. 
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Tabi.e II. 

Station. 

Height 
above 

Mean 
baro¬ 

metric 

Short-wave radiation, A.<-610p. 
Long -wave radiation, 

A.> -610//. 

! 
1 

yfcjci- 

level. 
pressure, 

P- tan 6'. /?. N„. U. tan 6". P". II ^
 

1 

Potsdam .... 
metres. 

100 

mm. 

*752 -00893 -00904 2-51 X 1019 -105 -0170 -054 

1 

-32 j 

Washington . . 10 1763-7 -01016 -01011 2-24x 1019 -192 -0277 -088 -32 : 
Mount Wilson . 1780 1617 -00806 -00994 2 - 28 X 1019 -032 -00806 -032 -.32 i 
!Mount Whitney 4420 §446-7 -00592 -01003 2-26 X 1019 -032 -00592 -032 -32 

Authorities ;— 

Constants of Atmospheric Scattering and Absorption. 

* The mean barometric pressure .at Potsdam is given by MTllee, Ioc. cif., p. 138. 

t The mean annual barometric pressure at Washington is taken from Bartholomew’s ‘Atlas of Meteorology,’ 1809. 

X The mean barometric pressure at Mount Wilson is not given explicitly in the ‘Annals.’ The value given in the above 

table is obtained by finding the reduction of pressure to sea-level corresponding to an elevation of 5886 feet (the air- 

temperature being taken at 60’ F.) from Hazen’s Tables. (‘ Professional Papers of the Signal Service,’ No. VI., 

Washington, 1882.) 

§ The barometric pressure at Mount TVhitney is obtained from observations given by Lakgley, September 2-6, 1881 

(Lakgley, “ Eesearches on Solar Heat: A Keport of the Mount Whitney Expedition,” ‘ Professional Papers of the 

Signal Service,’ No. XY., 1884.) 

Table III. 

c. 
0°. 20°. 

0 o
 

j 

60°. 70°. 80°. 

0-00 0-0000 0-0000 0-0000 0-0000 0-0000 0-0000 
•05 •0476 • 0475 •0472 •0464 •0443 •0424 
-10 •0905 •0902 •0891 •0861 •0813 •0720 
-14 •1217 •1212 •1191 •1133 •1072 •0889 
-18 •1502 •1492 •1461 •1377 •1270 •1009 
-22 •1766 •1753 •1708 •1583 • 1439 •1093 
•26 •2002 •1985 •1927 •1761 •1575 •1150 
•30 • 2220 •2200 •2136 •1953 •1749 •1174 
•34 •2420 •2395 •2298 •2052 •1776 •1198 
•38 •2600 •2568 •2450 -2163 •1844 •1206 
•50 • 303 •298 •280 •238 •1964 •1154 
-60 •329 •323 •301 •248 •1950 •1090 
•70 •348 •340 •313 •250 •1930 -1006 
•80 •359 •350 •318 •247 •1850 •0923 
•90 •366 •356 •320 •241 •1740 •0856 

Table of the Function Ct: G {C (sec ^ - 1)}. 
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Table IV.—Tahnlation of the Fxmdion G (C sec (). 

This function occurs in calculating the mean coefficient, e, in the solution of the integral equation (44). 

It is easily tabulated from Lash Miller’s tables. 

Table V.—Tabulation of the Auxiliary Funriions ffi (C, 0), G (C), / (C). 

The function/(;)■) define<l by the relation 

/(.<:) = rr I dn, = e~^ + :e?Ji {-x) 

occurs in the theory of absorption in a flat plate which itself al).sorbs radiation from a uniform distri¬ 

bution of radiating elements throughout its own volume. A short talile of the function / (z) has been 

given by the writer in a previous paper.* 

We write as in (51), 

B (x) = Fi (-x)- log X, B ( - a:) = Eiix) - log x. 

The function B {x) is given in Lash Miller’s Tables.! The function B {- x) was calculated by making 

use of the tables of the exponential integral Ei (x). J 

From these a table of the function 

(C, 0) = (1 - e-^) {1 -/ (C)} + B (C) - B (2C) e'" {B (C) - y} 

was constructed. 

* King, L. V., “Absorption Problems in Radioactivity,” ‘Phil. Mag.,’ February, 1912, p. 245. 

t W. Lash Millee and T. R. Rosbbeugh, loc. cit., p. 81. 

! Cf. Dale, ‘ Five-Figure Tables of Mathematical F'unctions,’ Arnolds, London, 1908, 
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Table IV. 

c. \ 0°. 

o
 o

 

o
 o

 
i 

O
i 

o
 

1 
. 

° 

o
 0
 

00
 

o
 o
 

{ 

0-00 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000 
•05 ■975 •974 ■968 •952 •929 •873 
•10 •952 •948 •940 •906 •868 •770 
•14 •933 •929 •913 •872 •820 •688 
•18 •916 •910 •891 •840 •778 •623 
• 22 •897 •892 •869 ■809 •737 •567 
•26 •880 •874 ■848 •780 •700 ■536 
•30 •864 •856 •828 •752 •666 • 476 
•34 •848 •839 •808 •726 •633 •438 
•38 •832 •822 •788 •701 •603 •406 
•50 •788 •777 •735 •632 •526 •328 
•60 •751 •740 •694 •583 •472 •281 
•70 •718 - -704 •656 •538 •428 •243, 
•80 •688 •672 •622 •499 •386 •215 
•90 •658 •642 •588 •464 •357 •192 

Table of the Function G (C sec Q). 

Table V. 

C. (C, 0). G(C). /(C). i{G(C)+/(C)}. Hi+/(C)}. fi-F 

0-00 0-0000 1•0000 1-0000 1-000 1-000 1-000 
•05 •0095 •9754 •828 •902 •914 •897 
•10 •0311 •9516 •722 •837 •861 •828 
•14 •0536 •933 •656 •794 •828 •782 
■18 •0801 •916 •600 •758 •800 •741 
•22 •1081 •897 •550 •724 •775 •705 
•26 •1403 •880 •508 •694 •754 •672 
•30 •1723 •864 •469 •667 ■735 •641 
•34 •2065 •848 •435 •642 •718 •613 
•38 •2414 •832 •404 •618 •702 •587 
•50 •349 •787 •327 •557 •664 ■518 
•60 •438 •752 •276 •514* •638 •469 
•70 •525 •719 •235 •477 •618 •427 
•80 •612 •688 •201 •445 •601 •389 
•90 •686 •659 •172 •416 •586 ■356 

Table of Avxiliary Functiuna (C, 0), G (C), /(C). 
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Table VI.—Belafire Intensities from Zenith Sky Calculated from Mount JFilson Ohservatimis in Terms of Mean 

A ttenuation Coefficients. 

The wave-lengths at Mount Wilson level corresponding to the tabulated values of the attenuation 

coefficients C were determined from the formula (76), C = + making use of the constants fi and y 

given in Table IT, which themselves are derived from observations on the transmission of solar-radiation. 

A large scale chart of the intensities in the normal solar spectrum outside the atmosphere was prepared 

from the data reproduced in Table I. The values of S corresponding to various values of A were then 

estimated from this curve of solar intensities. Auxiliary tables of the coefficients €2, e, ei were calculated 

from (44), making use of Table V. In this way a table of the function 

was prepared. This table, with Table III., enabled the term in scpiare brackets in the expression for 

T (0, {■) to be calculated. Finally, making use of the values of S just determined, the present table of the 

intensity from zenith sky, T (0, (), was calculated. The extreme and mean solutions of the integral 

equation are retained throughout. It will be noticed that the extreme solutions diverge rapidly for large 

values of C and f; it must be remembered that for large values of C the value of S decreases with extreme 

rapidity, no appreciable intensity having been measured for a wave-length less than • 3/x. Consequently, in 

calcrdating the total intensity of sky radiation on a horizontal surface, the divergence of the extreme 

solutions does not lead to a very great divergence in the final results. The results given in the present 

table are shown graphically in Diagrams II.-VII. 
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Table VI. 

c. A. 
1 

S. 0°. 
1 

20°. 

1 
o

 o
 

1 

! 60°. o
 o
 

00
 

o
 0
 

9-8 9-2 7-7 6-0 5-1 ffiO 
•05 •741;ti 3140 9-8 9-2 7-7 6-0 5-1 4-6 

9-8 9-2 7-7 6-0 5-1 4-6 
1 

50-9 47-7 39-8 30-f 25-9 21-6 1 
•10 •571 5380 50-6 47-4 39-5 30-1 25-4 20-8 1 

50-2 470 39-0 29-6 24-8 20-0 

88-5 83-0 69-0 52-2 U-6 35-6 
•14 •510 6000 87-2 81-7 67-7 50-7 42-8 32-9 

85-9 80-3 66-4 49-4 41-3 31-2 

116-7 96-5 72-8 61-2 48-0 
•18 •474 6260 121-7 113-8 93-7 69-8 57-5 42-3 

118-3 110-2 90-7 66-1 54-0 38-1 

lJf.6-0 137-0 113-0 8f-5 70-1 53-9 
• 22 •446 5910 141-5 132-5 108-4 79-8 64-5 45-4 ! 

136-8 127-8 104-0 75-1 59-6 40-0 

166-9 156-0 128-5 95-5 79-f 60-7 
•26 •427 5320 159-0 148-5 121-2 87-7 70-1 48-0 

151 0 140-8 114-1 80-6 62-5 39-4 

168-0 157-1 130-0 97-0 80-5 60 - 0 
•30 •410 4480 158-4 147-9 120-6 86-6 69-0 43-7 

148-5 137-9 108-2 78-0 60-3 34-6 

178-2 162-0 133-1 98-f 80-8 
1 

61-5 
•34 •397 4000 161-0 150-0 121-3 85-6 66-5 41-6 

148 1 137-1 110-0 75-1 55-8 31-5 I 

18ffil 171-9 lU-0 103-8 85-1 65-1 
•38 •385 3720 168-0 156-0 126-1 87-9 67-1 41-0 t 

152 0 140-9 111-6 75-2 54-6 29-5 

205-0 191-5 156-f 115-3 9ffi5 73-1 i 
•50 •357 2960 178-0 165-0 131-0 89-6 65-2 36-4 

151-7 140-0 108-8 69-5 47-6 22-5 

185-5 173-1 11^1-8 103-f Sf-O 68-0 
•60 •341 2140 153-0 141-4 111-3 73-0 52-1 26-5 

123-8 113-7 87-0 52-8 34-3 15-1 

Relative Intensities from Zenith Sky Calculated from Mount Ullson Observations in Terms of Mean Attenuation 

Coefficients. 

T(O.f) = Ce-'^G{C(sec C - 1)} + ^^ 0T(C, 0) 

3 Q VOL, CGXIJ.-A. 



410 MR. LOUIS VESSOT KING ON THE SCATTERING AND 

Table VII.—Total Solar and Shy Radiation Calculated at Mount JFilson Level from Mean 

A ttenuation Coefficients. 

In order to obtain the total solar intensity reaching the earth’s surface for different zenith distances of 

the sun, a table of the values of was drawn up for the various values of C, A, S, and ( given in 

Table VI. From these curves were drawn on a large scale, which, when integrated, gave the values of 

Jo Jo 

the units of intensity being those given for S in Table I., and the unit of wave-length being taken as Ip, 

and dX = - Ip. As a check on the calculations it is interesting to see ho\r far the total intensity can be 

represented by a formula of the type 

('"E(0dA = pSdA. 
Jo Jo 

The values of the “ apparent ” coefficient of attenuation C calculated from the integrated area of each of 

the curves of solar intensity ^corresponding to different values of ( are given below :— 

0°. 20°. 

o
 o

 o
 0
 

1 

o
 o

 

o
 o

 
G

O
 

Mean values C between 
0° and 60°. 

c •102.3 •1140 •1293 •1079 • 0953 •0817 C = -1134, = -893. 

The value of the apparent transmission of total radiation given for Mount Wilson* is e = '895, 

C = -111, in good agreement with the above values. It will be noticed that an exponential formula for 

the total intensity fails for greater zenith distances than 60°. 

From the intensities from zenith sky given in Table VI., and drawn in Diagrams II.-VII., the integrals 

I T (0, {■) dX were calculated for various values of (. From those the total sky radiation on a horizontal 
Jo 

plane, H ({■), was calculated from the approximate formula (68), and is plotted against values of ( in 

Diagram IX. It will be noticed that the value of the ratio 

|jH(0dA/|“E(0dA 

is very nearly constant for all zenith distances and has the mean value ‘0.50. This value is in fair 

agreement with the value •0.52 (August 18, 1905) but is considerably smaller than the value ‘077 

(September 8, 1906, October 19, 1906) determined at Mount Wilson, f It will be noticed under 

Table XII. that the attenuation coefficients for August 18, 1905, are in much better agreement with the 

mean values employed in these calculations than those for October 19, 1906. 

The entries in the last row of the present table give the ratio shyjsun for equal solid angles, the semi- 

diameter of the sun being taken as 16' of arc. These values are those most often measured in oliservations 

on sky radiation ; the results are shown graphically in Diagram XL 

* ‘Annals,’ vol. II., p. 9G. 

t ‘ Annals,’ vol. II., Table 3.5, p. 153. 
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Table VII. 

Units. 
I 

i 0°. 1 

0
 o

 
1 

(M
 o

 0
 

o
 0
 

o
 o
 

80°. 

Total Solar Radiation per unit area 
normal to sun’s rays reaching 
earth’s surface. 

Values of 

f 
I ” S dX = 3321 (S, k) units = 1 • 922 

calories per scp cm. per minute. 

(S, X) units 
dX = •!//.. 3000-5 2944-5 2782-5 2673-0 2512-0 2018-5 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

1-740 1-706 1-623 1-550 1 • 457 1-169 

Total Solar Radiation per unit area 
of horizontal plane reaching earth’s 
surface. 

Values of 

cosH E(0dX. 
Jo 

(S, A) units 
dX = • Ip.. 

3000-5 2770 2130 1337 858 350 

Calories 
per scjuare 
centimetre 
per minute. 

1-740 1-602 1-242 •775 •498 •203 

Total Radiation per unit area of hori¬ 
zontal surface from unit solid angle 
of zenith sky. 

Values of 

rT(0,0‘^4. 
Jo 

(S, A) units 
dX = • Ip. 

SS'85 
36-15 
38-05 

S2-2 
34-4 
36-6 

25-5 
27-8 
30-0 

18-3 
20-3 
22-6 

13-f 
15-9 
18-6 

9-8 
11-4 
14-9 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

- oim ' - 01S6 
-0209 ' -0199 
-0220 ! -0212 

1 

■OlJffi 
•0161 
•0173 

• 0106 
-0117 
•0131 

• 0077 
•0092 
•0107 

■0057 
•0066 
•0086 

Total Sky Radiation per unit area of 
horizontal surface. 

Values of 

(S, A) units 
dX = • Ip. 

Ifl - 9 
151-2 
159-3 

US-2 
153-] 
163-0 

13ffi8 
147-0 
158-6 

± o.- 

135-9 
151-1 

100 ■ 6 
119-2 
139-6 

79-4 
92-5 

120-9 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

- 
•0877 
•0925 

• (J8S2 
•0888 
•0945 

• 0782 
•0853 
•0920 

■0710 
•0788 
•0876 

- OoSJf. 
•0692 
•0809 

• 0461 
•0537 
•0701 

Total Radiation on horizontal surface 

{cos^E (0 + H(C)}ca. 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

1-822 
1-828 
1-833 

1 • 685 
1-691 
1-697 

1-320 
1-327 
1-334 

■8f6 
•854 
•863 

■556 
-567 
•597 

■249 
•257 
•273 

rH(0fa 
T-. . 10 
Ratio ———- 

cos ( E (() dX 
Jo 

■— 
■OJffiS 
•0504 
•0531 

■0517 
•0553 
•0588 

• 0633 
•0690 
-0744 

• 0915 
•1018 
•1131 

■1171 
•1390 
•1623 

■227 
•264 
•346 

rH(0</4 
TV . 10 
Ratio -. 

■OlffiS 
•0504 
•0531 

• 0f87 
•0520 
•0553 

■0U5 
•0529 
•0570 

• OfSS 
•0508 
•0565 

• OJfOO 
•0475 
•0555 

• 0394 
•0458 
•0597 

[ T (0, f) dX 

Ratio oj -. ra> 

E(C)dX 
J 0 

oj = 27r(l - cos 16') = 6’80 X 10“® 

— 
76-6x10-^ 
82-0 
86-2 

7ffiSxlO->^ 
79-5 
84-5 

62-2 X 10-’^ 
67-9 
73-2 

Iffi ■ 6 X 10~^ 
51-7 
57-5 

36-3x10-^ 
43-1 
50-3 

33-0xl0->^ 
38-4 
50-2 

Total Solar and Shj Radiation Calculated at Mount JFiUon Level from Mean Attenuation Coefficients. 

3 G 2 



412 MR. LOUIS VESSOT KING ON THE SCATTERING AND 

Table VIII.—Eelative Intensities from Zenith Sky Calculated from JVashington Observations in Terms of 

Mean Attenuation Coefficients. 

This table is constructed on the same plan as Table VI. for Mount Wilson, making use of the attenuation 

constants given in Table II. for Washington. The effect of “ dust ” recjuires us to make use of different 

constants for long- and for short-wave radiation in calculating wave-lengths corresponding to the tabulated 

values of C from the formula C = -|- y. The result is a discontinuity in the sky radiation curve in 

the neighbourhood of -GlO/r, shown in the curves of Diagram XII. The mean value of the solution of 

the integral equation is alone given, since the values of the absorption coefficients vary so rapidly from 

day to day that the intensities of sky radiation calculated from them probably differ by more than the 

difference bet\reen the extreme solutions, 
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Table VIII. 

c. A. S. 0°. 20°. 

9 o
 

1 1 

60°. 70°. 80\ 

•10 1-08 fj. 1360 3-04 2-85 2-37 1-81 1-54 1-25 

•14 •824 2470 16-2 15-2 12-5 9-44 7-85 6-11 

•18 •725 3350 38-5 36-1 29-9 22-15 18-23 13-4 

•22 •651 4240 69-0 64-9 52-8 38-70 31-40 9 0 • 1 

•26 •625 4610 97-5 91-1 74-4 53-8 42-9 29-3 

•30 •556 5460 58-5 54-5 44-5 32-1 25-6 16-0 

•31 •509 6020 88-0 83-0 67-1 47-3 36-4 22-8 

•38 • 482 6230 127-1 109-0 88-0 61-1 46-5 28-4 

•50 •426 5320 163*1 150-9 119-4 80-5 59-4 32-8 

•60 •398 4320 173-0 160-0 126*0 82*4 57-3 30-8 

•70 •376 3460 169-8 156-0 121-8 77-5 53-9 27-0 

•80 •360 2900 166-9 153-1 118*2 73-6 49-7 

1 

22-8 

•90 •346 2240 146-0 133-8 102-6 62-0 41-3 

j 

19-5 

Relative Intensities from Zenith Sky Calculated from TFashin/jton Observations in Terms of Mean 

A ttenuation Coefficients. 

T(0,0 = f {Kl+cos^O} Ce-"G{C(secC-l)} + i^^<I>(C,0) 
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Table IX.—Total Solar and Sky Eadiation Calculated at Washington Level from Mean Attenuation 

Coefficients. 

This table is drawn up on the same plan as Table VIE, making use of the Washington data given in 

Table II. The values of the “ apparent ” coefficients of attenuation, C, derived from the integrated solar 

radiation curves corresponding to different zenith distances of the sun are given below:— 

c- 0°. 

0
 o

 

0
 o

 

0
 o

 

0
 o

 

O
 

00 

Mean value C between 
0° and 60°. 

c •247 •247 •252 •246 •235 •210 

o
 

00 
1 

II 

lo
 1 oo'' 

II 

iO
 

The value of the apparent transmission of total radiation given for Washington* is e ^ = '787, 

C = • 240 in substantial agreement with the above mean value between 0° and 60°. 

The ratio 

E({)dA 

is approximately constant for all zenith distances to 70° and has the mean value '078. The value of this 

ratio for ( = 80° seems to indicate the existence of a rapidly increasing value of the ratio beyond that 

angle : the analysis by which sky radiation is calculated ceases to hold even approximately for greater 

zenith distances on account of the curvature of the earth. 

* ‘Annals,’ vol. II., p. 96. 
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Table IX. 

■ 
Units. 0°. 20°. 

i 

o
 o
 o

 o
 

1 
1 

1 
1 

70°. 

1 

00
 

o
 

o
 

i 

Total Solar Radiation per unit area 
normal to sun’s rays reaching 
earth’s surface. 

Values of 

j“E(o^a 

r S (fA = 3321 (S, A) units = 1-922 
Jo 

calories per sq. cm. per minute. 

(S, A) units 
dX = 'Ip. 

2597-5 2553-0 2389-0 2032-5 1670-0 991-0 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

1-502 1-478 1-382 1-177 -967 ■574 

Total Solar Radiation per unit area 
of horizontal plane reaching earth’s 
surface. 

Values of 

eosH E(0dA. 
J ^ 

(S, A) units 
dX = 'Ip. 

2597-5 2400 1830 1016 571 172 

Caloi’ies 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

1-502 1-390 1-060 -589 -331 •100 

Total Radiation per unit area of hori¬ 
zontal surface from unit solid angle 
of zenith sky. 

Values of 

|^"t(0,0</a. 

(S, A) units 
dX = -Ip. 

47-5 44-1 34-9 24-1 17-4 10-6 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

-0275 -0255 -0202 -0140 -0101 •0062 

Total Sky Radiation per unit area of 
horizontal surface. 

Values of 

Jo f (1 + COS'^ Q Jo 

• 

(S, A) units 
dX = 'Ip. 

199 197 184 161 130 86 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute. 

-115 -114 -1065 -0931 -0753 •0497 

Total Radiation on horizontal surface 

|”{cosCE(0 + H(0}dA. 

Calories 
per square 
centimetre 
per minute 

1-617 1 - 504 1-166 -682 -406 •150 

rH(0f/A 
-r~» • Jo 
ItHtlO --• 

cos (E {() dX 

— -0778 -0821 -1005 -1588 -228 -.506 

j"H(0^^A 

Ratio ^-• — -0778 -0773 -0766 -0793 -0779 •0865 

rT(o,o^A 

Ratio oj - 

|”E(0dA 

(1) = 27r (1 — cos 16') = 6 • 80 X 10~^ 

— 124-3 X10-8 

00 1 O
 X 

o
 99-4 X10-8 80-7 X10-8 70-8 X10-8 72-7 X10-8 

t 
I 

Total Solar and Shj Badiation Calculated at Sea-Level from Mean Attenuation Coefficients at JVashington. 



416 MR. LOUIS VESSOT KINO ON THE SCATTERING AND 

Table X.—Quality of Sky Puidiation at Mount JFilson, October 17, 1906. 

Observations on the quality of sky-radiation have been made at Mount Wilson.* The values given in 

the present table are calculated in terms of the mean coefficients of attenuation at that station. The units 

of intensity in the calculated and observed values are both arbitrary. The calculated intensities are 

reduced to the same units as the observed intensities by multiplying the former by the mean value of the 

ratios of the intensities corresponding to the different wave-lengths. The results are compared graphically 

in Diagram XIII. The agreement is seen to be fairly satisfactory, in spite of the fact that the mean va\nes 

of the coefficients of attenuation are used in calcidating intensities on a particular day. 

* ‘Annals,’ vol. II., ji. 155. 
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Table X. 

•422/x. •457/a. •491/a. •556/x. • 014/x. •660/a. 

(i-) 

Quality of Sky Badiation. 

' Comparison of 
' Calculated Values with 

Mount Wilson 
Observations, 

October 17, 1906. 

C = 43°. 

= 23°. 

f = 79°. 

Solar 
intensity, 
i = 43°. 

3430 4700 4960 4630 4080 3600 

Zenith 
sky, 

i = 43°. 

m 
116 
109 

102 
97 
92 

83 
80 
78 

1 

u 
43 
42 

26 
26 
26 

18 
18 
18 

Skyjsun, 
C = 43°. 

361 X10-* 
339 
318 

21S X10-* 
206 
196 

167X10-* 
161 
157 

95-0 X10-* 
92-5 
90-5 

6S-5%10-* 
63-5 
63-5 

50X10-* 
50 
50 

Oljserved 
skyjsun. 

655 521 294 188 106 100 

Calculated 
skyjsun. 

4 /V.V 

678 
636 

m 
412 
392 

S3f 
321 
314 

190 
185 
181 

127 
127 
127 

100 
100 
100 1 

(ii.) 

Quality of Sky Radiation. 

Comparison of 
Calculated Values with 

Mount Wilson 
Observations. 

C = 58°. 

</> = 17°. 

f = 146°. 

Solar 
intensity, 

C = 58°. 
3050 4210 4570 4360 3850 

1 

3420 

Zenith 
sky, 

i = 58°. 

99 • 0 
91-0 
82-5 

81-0 
77-5 
73 5 

65 
62 
60 

37 
36 
35 

20-5 
20-5 
20-5 

13-5 
13-5 
13-5 

Skyjsun, 

C = 58°. 

SdG X10-^ 
295 
271 

193X10-* 
184 
175 

lf2 X 10-* 
136 
131 

85-0 X10-* 
82-5 
80 0 

53-3 X10-* 
53-3 
53-3 

39-5x10-* 
39-5 
39-5 

Observed 
skyjsun. 

574 425 317 191 124 104 

Calculated 
skt/jsun. 

750 
680 
625 

U5 
424 
403 

327 
314 
302 

196 
190 
185 

123 
123 
123 

91 
91 i 
91 

(iii.) 

Quality of Sky Radiation. 

Comparison of 
Calculated Values of 

Zenith Sky with Mean 
Absolute Intensity of 

Sky Radiation. 

Mean, = 50°. 

Zenith 
sky. 

112-6 
104-5 
97-0 

92-0 
88-0 
83-6 

73-5 
71-5 
69-0 

lfO-5 
40-0 
39-5 

22-2 
22-2 

15-7 
15-7 
15-7 

deserved 
mean 
sky. 

1194 986 701 395 231 174 

Calculated 
zenith 
sky. 

1192 
1109 
1030 

.97.5 

933 
885 

780 
758 
731 

* 

424 
418 

235 
235 
235 

166 
166 
166 

VOL, CCXTT.-A. 

Quality of Sky Itadiation at Mount Wilson, Octoler 17, 1906. 

3 H 



418 MR. LOUIS VESSOT KING ON THE SCATTERING AND 

Table XL—Tofal Ski/ Badiation at Mount Wilson, October 19, 1906. 

Observations on the total intensity of sky-radiation are given for Mount MTlson* under the date 

October 19, 1906. Attenuation coefficients for this day are not given, so that the observations are 

compared with values calculated from the mean coefficients at Mount AVilson. If w is the solid angle 

subtended by the sun, the value of 

w T {(t>, 0 dX 

is calculated from the approximate formula (66), 

a. f“ T {4>, 0 dX = <0 sec </. r T (0, C) dX. 
Jo 1-1- COS'^ f jo 

Making use of the values of 

o.|“t(0, 0dxl\y.{0dx 

from Table VIL, and interpolating for intermediate values of (from the curves given in Diagram XL, the 

ratio 

was calculated. 

The angle 0 between sun and sky was calculated from the formula 

cos 6 = cos cj) cos ( + sin (f> sin ( cos ijy, 

the azimuth ip being measured from a vertical plane through the sun in the direction N.-E.-S.-AV. 

The comparison of the calculated ratios with those observed is fairly satisfactory; the greatest 

discrepancies occur when 9 is small and when (is large. The prol>al)le reasons for this lack of agreement 

are given at the end of Section 8. 

* ‘ Annals,’ vol. II., Table 32, p. 1.51. 
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Table XL 

c </j. 0. 

■ 
1 + cos'-^ 9 

sec f/). 
Zenith sky 

pixlO-*. 
oun 

Observed 

1 + cos^ ( Sun Sky/Sun x 10~L 

1 
60-2 S61 ‘ 1 

55 ■ 8 79°-2 - 4H5 46-1 1-127 j 5-34 55-0 330 295 

1 49-0 294 
! 

60-6 193 1 

55-5 67-4 - 41-2 37-9 1-228 2-60 55-1 176 219 i 
50-0 160 i 

1 

61-8 HO 
1 

54-0 54-5 - 35-5 28-7 1-316 1-72 56-3 127 165 
50-5 114 

1 
1 
1 62-0 122 . 

53-6 44-6 - 21-3 18-6 1-402 1-40 57-0 112 190 

1 
I 

51-0 100 

6 If. ' 6 118 1 
50-4 40-5 - 6-7 11-5 1-392 1-31 59-3 108 285 

53-2 97 

! 
1 65-0 101 i 

49-8 31-1 12-9 20-6 1 - 327 1-17 60-0 93 350 1 
54-0 84 

1 

65 • 5 70-7 
i 

49-2 49-7 -149-6 94-4 -696 1-55 60-4 65-2 98 1 
54-5 58-8 ! 

65 - 8 73-0 i 

48-9 50-4 - 113-3 79-1 -707 1 • 57 60-6 67-2 108 
54-8 60-8 j 

: 67-0 296 
j 

47-4 79-2 - 63-4 63-2 •826 5-34 61-8 273 222 
56-0 247 

67-2 229 1 

47-0 77-9 - 84-5 77-7 •714 4-77 62-0 211 171 
56-2 191 

67-8 76-1 ' 
46-5 29-2 - 79-6 48-5 • 977 ! 1-15 62-5 70-2 98 1 

1 ! 
57-0 64-0 

68 • 0 57-7 
1 
! 

4G-2 27-8 144-8 70-3 •752 1-13 63-0 53 • 5 68 
57-1 48-5 

1 

Total Shj Radiation at Moamt Wilson, October 19, 1906. 

Comparison of ratio shjjsun for equal solid angles with results of calculation from the formula 

J ^ T (c/), () dk^ I ^ E (C dk. 

3 II 2 



420 ]\IR. LOUIS VESSOT KING ON THE SCATTERING AND 

Table Xll.—Avemije Intensifies of Skf Itadiatiun, Mount JMilson. 

Obsei’vations are given at Mount Wilson* for the average total intensity of sky radiation taken for 

different azimuths. The theoretical formula corresponding to average sky intensity is by (66), 

rT{<k,i)d\ = 
liv Jo Jo 

The term in square brackets denoted by 

1 + cos^ d' 

1 + cos^ 

In calculating ai'ercuje skyjsun for equal solid angles, the value of 

to [”t(0, C)r/A||”E(0rfA 

is derived by interpolation from Diagram XL 

In order to compare the attenuation coefficients on the dates of the above sky observations, these values 

taken from the Mount Wilson observations! are compared in a table with the mean values employed in 

the calculation. It will be noticed that the absorption constants on August 18, 190.5, are in much better 

agreement with the mean values than those of September 8, 1906. The result is that as we should expect 

the sky observations on the former date agree more closely with the calculated values than those on the 

latter. 

= 1 - sin^ </). 
.1 COS'^ f - 1 

1 + cos^ t 

1 1 + cos-^ t) 

27r Jo 1 + cos^ C 
- dtp sec (/) T (0, Q (/A.. 

0 

* ‘Armais,’ vol. II., Table 32, p. 151. 

t ‘Annals,’ vol. II., pp. 96-97. 
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Table NIL 

T + cos^ 

1 + cos^ ( sec 4>- 
Zenith sky 

Sun 
X 10-8. 

Av. sky Observed 
^ ^ • Av.sky/SunxlO-8. 

47'3 29° 4 •969 1-15 
67-0 
62-0 
56-1 

If-8 
69-2 
62-6 

122 

6ffi0 90-() 

51-2 47-9 •945 1-49 59-0 83-0 129 
53-1 74-7 

61-1 137 
54-7 64-5 •999 2-24 56-0 125 185 

50-0 112 

65 • 0 308 
50-0 

00 
00 •918 5^15 60-0 284 214 

53-8 255 

60-6 770 
54-5 85-5 •995 12-75 56-0 710 500^ 

50-0 635 

Sky Radiation, Mount Wilson, September 8, and October 19, 1906. 

f. 
1 + cos^ 6 

_ 1 + cos^ ( av. 

sec f. 
Zenith sky 

Sun 

Av. sky T ^_g j Observed 
Sun • Av. sky/Sun X 10 8. 

2°7 
o 

20 •953 1*064 
82-0 
77-0 
71’8 

83-2 
78-0 
730 

78 

22 30 •894 1-155 
SffiO 
79-0 
74-0 

87-0 
81-8 
76-6 

82 

83-9 9ffi0 
23 45 •791 1-414 78-8 88-4 67 

73-4 82-2 

79-0 108 
32 55 •781 1-743 74-4 102 81 

69 0 94 

83-9 131 
23 65 • 658 2-366 78-8 123 93 

73-4 114 

81-5 301 
29 80 •642 5-76 76-0 281 116 

70-9 262 

Sky Radiation, Mount Wilson, August 18, 1905. 

Averar/e Intensities of Sky liadiation. 

A. c, 
, Aug. 18, 1905. 

c, 
Sept. 8, 1906. 

C, 
average. 

Date. ^/3. 
To 

V 1 

— y- i 
Po 1 

•40y. •342 •263 •356 
Aug. 18, 1905 •0087 -050 

•45 i -265 •180 •230 

•50 ! -202 •129 •148 
Sept. 8, 1906 •0059 •033 

•60 • 139 •065 •085 

•70 •081 •036 •070 

Mean at 
Moiuit Wilson 

•80 •051 •024 •043 •0081 •026 

•90 i -046 •020 •036 

1-00 •048 •016 •032 • 

1-20 ! -045 •014 •028 

1-60 -046 •010 •025 

A ttenuation Coefficients on Dates of Sky Observations. 
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Table XIII.—Pohi)-izatim of Sb/ Bailiafion Calcvlafed from Mount irUson and JFashvngfon Ohservations. 

Numerical results on the polarization of sky radiation are calculated from the approximate formulse 

given in Section 6. In order to save space numerical values corresponding to the formulce given at the 

foot of the table are entered in the same order under each value of A. and 

The values of 

P(0,C) = Ce-^U{C(secC-l)} 
and 

Q(0,0 = |r/C..<i’(C, 0) 

are obtained from Tables VI. and VIII. 

The ratios of the intensities of zenith sky polarized in the principal 2)lane and in a j^lane at right angles 

to it are calculated in the form 

Ti(0,0 ^ i+Q(o,D/P(o, 0 
T.,(o,0 cos-^t+Q(0,D/P(0,0 

The results are shown graphically in Diagram XIV. 

The ratios Q(0, ()/P (0, 1) given in the jiresent table compare the contribution of self-illumination to the 

sky intensity of different wave-lengths with the effect of direct sunlight on sky radiation. 

The ratios 

Q(0, C)/P(0, D 
1+Q(0, 0/P(0,t) 

compare the residual intensity of sky radiation over the great circle of most complete polarization 90° from 

the sun to the intensity polarized in a plane at right angles. It will be noticed that this ratio remains 

nearly the same for all zenith distances, and is very small for long wave-lengths when the effect of self¬ 

illumination is small. 
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Table XIII. 

c. 

Mount Wilson. Washington. 

X. 20°. 60°. 80°. A. 20°. 60°. 80°. 

•05 •741/x 
1-19 

•055 
•052 

3-J,7 
•054 

•051 

18-Jf.2 
•054 

•051 
CXJ — 

•10 •571 
1-17 

•142 
•124 

2-91 
•142 

•124 

O' 55 
•145 

•127 
1 ■ 08/x 

I'lf 
•033 

■032 

3-Of 
•035 

•034 

15-98 
•035 

•034 

•14 •510 
1-16 

•204 
•170 

2-63 
•208 

•172 

5-10 
•207 

•172 
•824 

1-12 
•097 

•088 

3-16 
•097 

•089 

8-60 
•098 

•089 

•18 •474 
1-15 

•268 
•212 

2-U 
•268 

•212 

U'23 
•271 

•213 
‘725 

I'll 
•157 

•136 

2'8f 
•157 

•136 

6-If 
•159 

•137 

■ 22 •446 
1-15 

•291 
•225 

2-39 
•292 

•220 

3-98 
•296 

•228 
•654 

I'll 
' 212 

•175 

2-62 
•214 

•176 

f-95 
•217 

•178 

•26 •427 
1-13 

•388 
•280 

2-18 
•384 

•277 

3-20 
•411 

•291 
•625 

I'lO 
•271 

•213 

2'U 
•273 

•214 

f-06 
•287 

•224 

•30 •416 
1-13 

•446 
•308 

2-09 
•440 

•306 

2-96 
•464 

•317 
•556 

I'll 
•135 

•119 

2-95 
•134 

•118 

6-70 
•140 

•123 

•34 •397 
1-13 

•504 
•335 

1-99 
•510 

•338 

2-71 
•526 

■345 
•509 

I'll 
•184 

•155 

2-75 
•178 

•151 

5-35 
•193 

■162 

•38 •385 
1-12 

•566 
•362 

1-91 
• 570 

•363 

2-56 
•594 

•373 
•482 

I'll 
•234 

•190 

2'5f 
•237 

•192 

f-fS 
•249 

•199 

•50 •357 
1-10 

•749 
•429 

1-7f 
•763 

•438 

2'15 
■814 

•449 
■426 

1'09 
•380 

•275 

2-18 
•387 

•279 

3-20 
•413 

•292 

•60 •341 
1-10 

•902 
•474 

1 • 03 
•920 

•480 

1 ■ 93 
1-012 

■507 
•398 

1-09 
•504 

•335 

1-98 
•518 

•341 

2-02 
•570 ‘ 

•363 

•70 Polarization of 1 Ti (0, 0 1 + Q (0, 0/P (0. 0 

zenith sky J T. (0, 0 cos2 ( + Q (0, C)/P (0, C)' 
•376 

1-08 
•633 

•387 

1-82 
•660 

•398 

2-20 
•740 

•425 

•80 Ratio Q (0,0/P (0,0- •360 
1-07 

•768 
•435 

1-70 
•814 

•450 

2-00 
•945 

•486 

•90 

1 

Polarization of sky I 
90° from sun J 

^ ,. Q(0,0/P(0,0 
l+Q (0,0/P (0,0' 

•346 
1-07 

•901 
•474 

1-62 
•961 

•490 

1 - 90 
1-11 

•527 

Polarization of Sky Badiation Calculated from Moumt JFihon and IVashington Ohsercations. 
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Diagraini I.—Variation of Coefficients of Atmospheric Attenuation with JVave-Lencith. 

The curves of Diagram I. are drawn from the data given in Table 1. The coefficients of attenuation 

at the various stations are plotted against the inverse fourth power of the wave-lengths, the wave-lengths A 

l^eing expressed in microns. The observations give rise to a law of the form 

C^=-/3X~^ + y. 

The stations to which the various lines refer are as follows :— 

Curve 1. Mount Whitney. Curve III. Potsdam. 

Curve II. Mount Wilson. Curve IV. M'^ashington. 

The conclusions derived from these observations are descril^ed in Section 7, and the constants of 

atmospheric scattering and absorption derived from similar curves plotted on a large scale are given in 

Table II. 

The discontinuity in the curves in the neighbourhood of ’GlOp at low-level stations is clearly marked, 

and the observations show that the curves may be represented by broken straight lines. We cannot 

suppose, however, that the discontinuity at A = -GlOp will in reality be as sharjj as tlie intersection of 

two straight lines would require. The j^recise cause of this well-marked point of discontinuity furnishes 

a point which must l)e left to further investigation. 
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Diagram 1. Variation of coefficients of atmospheric attenuation with wave-length. 
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Diagrams II.-VII.—Relative Intensities from Zenith Sky Calculated for Different JFave-Lengths at Mount 

JFilson from Mean Coeffi-cients of Attemiation. 

The curves given on Diagrams II.-VII. are calculated for various wave-lengths from formula (64) in 

terms of the mean coefficients of attenuation for Mount Wilson given in Table II. The numerical values 

from which these curves are drawn are given in Table VI. The three outer curves of each set represent 

the extreme and mean solutions of the integral equation (64), 

T (0, 0 = (4:r)-i [f (1 + cos2 0] s [P (0, 0 + Q, (0, 0]. f/C, 

P(0,0 = Ce-CG[C(secC-l)] 

Q(o,f) = i^0ffi(C,o). 

The inmost curve of each set gives the intensity from zenith sky neglecting self-illumination, i.e., it 

represents the value of 

(47r)-i[f(l + cos2 0] SP(0, O-f/C. 

In this way the contribution of self-illumination to the intensity of sky radiation is made clear. We 

notice the divergence of the extreme solutions for large values of the sun’s zenith distance. 

The curves just described resemble the curves obtained by Nicols* * * § in his observations on the intensities 

in the spectrum of zenith sky compared with corresponding intensities in the spectrum of an acetylene 

flame. The results given by Nicols were taken at various times of the day (July 18, 1907) at Sterzing 

in the Tyrol (lat. 46° 54' N., long. 11° 25' E., elevation 3110 feet above sea-level). Numerous observations 

have been taken by Crova,! Zettwuch|, Ma.torana,§ and others.jl The results are not strictly 

comparable with theory since the attenuation coefficients at the time of observation are not given. The 

forthcoming observations of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory on sky radiation at Mount 

Whitneyll (August, 1910) will enable an accurate comparison to be made with the results calculated from 

the attenuation coefficients measured on the same day. 

where 

and 

* Nicoxs, E. L., “ Tlieories of the Colour of tlie Sky,” ‘ Physical Review,’ XXVI., June, 1908, p. 497. An extensive 

bibliography on sky observations is given in this paper. 

t Ceova, C. R., ‘ Coinptes Rendus,’ CIX., p. 493 ; CXII., p. 1178 ; also ‘ Annales de Chimie et de Physique,’ (6), XX., p. 480. 

X Zettwfch, G-., “ Eicerche sul Bleu del Cielo,” translated in the ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ (6), IV., August, 1902, p. 199. 

§ Majoeaxa, Q., “ On the Relative Luminous Intensities of Sun and Sky,” ‘ Phil. Mag.,’ (6), I., May, 1901, p. 555. 

[[| The writer is indebted to Dr. Otto Klotz, of the Dominion Observatory, Ottawa, for calling his attention to the work of 

Exuee along these lines. Exnee, ‘ Sitzungsbericht d. K. Akad. d. Wissen., Wien, M. N. Klasse,’ 1909, vol. 118, IIa. A 

summary of Exnee’s work and of the observations of Wiesnise and Scheamit, W., is given by Abbot, C. G-., in his recent 

book, ‘ The Sun,’ p. 299 (Appleton and Co., 1911). A problem of somewhat the same natui'e as the qiresent one is considered 

by Gold, E., “ The Isothermal Layer of the Atmosphere and Atmospheric Radiation,” ‘ Roy. Soc. Proc.,’ A, vol. 82, 

1909.—Note added December 31, 1912.] 

^ Abbot, C. G., “Report on the Astrophysical Observatory,” ‘Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution,’ 1911, 

p. 65. 
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Diagiusis II.-YII. 
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Diagram II. Kolative intonsitios from zenitli sky calculated from Mount 

Wilson observations, f = 0". 

{To fare p. 426.) 

Diagram III. Eelative intensities from zenith sky calculated from Mount 

. , Wilson observations, f = 20°. 

Diagram IV. Eelative intensities from zenith sky calculated from Mount 

Wilson observations, f = 40°. 

Diagram V. Eelative intensities from zenith sky calculated from Mount 

Wilson observations, f = 60°. 

Diagram VII. Eelative intensities from zenith sky calculated from Moimt 

Wilson observations, f = 80°. 
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Diagram VIII.—Comparison of Formulce for the Relative Intensities of Shj Radiation Calculated from, Mount 

JFilson Observations f<yr ^ = 60°. 

It is of some interest to compare with the formula for sky intensity derived in the present paper the 

various formulae which have been employed by various writers in the interpretation of sky observations. 

The results are shown graphically in Diagram VIII. for a zenith distance of the sun of 60°, and refer to 

intensities of zenith sky. 

Curve I. is given by the formula (63) 
(47r)-iS|(l+cos2f)C, 

and is the same as that given by Kelvin* and employed by Perrin! in an estimate of the 

number of molecules per unit volume of a gas. 

Curve II. is given by the formula 
(Itt)-! S {f(l + cos2 ()} c, 

and is seen to give a considerably smaller value of sky intensity in the red, agreeing closely with 

the value T (0, () for wave-lengths greater than GS/x. 

Curve III. is given by the mean solution (64) for T (0, ^) which takes into account the effect of self- 

illumination. 

Curve 1V. gives the intensity of zenith sky neglecting self-illumination but taking into consideration the 

attenuation of both the incident and scattered radiation. 

* Kelvin, ‘Baltimore Lectures’ (1904), p. 31.3. 

t Perrin, J., ‘ Annales de Cliimie et de Physique,’ 8™' Serie, September, 1909. See p. 79 of ‘ Brownian Movement and 

Molecular Reality’ (F. Soddv, 1910), published by Taylor and Francis, London. 

Diagram VIII. Comparison of formulae for intensities from zenith sky, Mount Wilson, ( = 60°. 

3 I 2 
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Diagrams IX. and X.—Total Badiation Calculated from Mount JFilson and JFashmgton Observations. 

The curves drawn on Diagrams IX. and X. are drawn from the data calculated in Tables VII. and IX. 

for the values of total solar and sky radiation at Mount Wilson and Washington respectively. The 

various curves denoted by L, II., III., IV., refer to the following quantities:— 

Curve 1. gives the total intensity of solar radiation in calories per square centimetre per minute normal 

to the sun’s rays ; i.e., the curve represents the variation of 

E (0 dX with (. 

Curve 11. gives the total intensity of solar radiation in calories per square centimetre per minute on a 

horizontal plane; i.e., the curve represents the variation of 

cos I E (0 dX with (. 

Curve III. represents the total intensity in calories per square centimetre per minute of the radiation 

from the entire ski'^ on a horizontal plane; i.e., the curve represents the variation of 

j" H (0 dX with 

Curve IV. represents the total radiation from sun and sky on a horizontal plane; i.e., the curve 

represents the variation of 

{cos (E (0 + H (()} dX with (. 

The calculations are oidy given as far as ^ = 80°. Curves I. and II. fall to zero at f = 90°. Curve III. 

is arbitrarily carried on beyond this point (in dotted lines) to ^ = 100°, and represents to some extent the 

intensity of scattered radiation due to the “ twilight ” following the sunset or preceding the sunrise. The 

effect of the earth’s curvature makes it practically impossible to calculate the scattered radiation when the 

sun is below the horizon. The heat reaching the earth before sunrise shows itself in continuous air- 

temperature records in the fact that the minimum in the diurnal inequality of temperature occurs about 

one-half hour before the sun actually rises. 

The curve just described are intended for use in meteorological problems. 
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Cdhries 

Diagram IX. Total solar and sky radiation calculated from Mount Mulson olrservations. 

Cdt/ories 

Diagram X. Total solar and sky radiation calculated from Washington observations. 
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DiACiRAM XI.—Relative Intensities from Sky and Snn Calculated from Mount IRilson and 

JRashington Ohservations. 

The curves given in Diagram XL represent the ratio zenith skyjsun for equal solid angles, the total 

radiation covering all wave-lengths being taken in both cases. The curve represents the formula 

a,[^^T(0,0<^A/|^"E(0 dX, 

where w is the solid angle subtended by the sun, i.e., w = 27r(l - cos 16') = 6’80 x 10“^. 

Curves 1. refer to Mount Wilson and include the extreme and mean solutions in the expression for 

T(0, (). 

Curve II. refers to Washington and represents the mean solution of the integral equation only. 

Since the ratio just described is that most easily obtained in measurements of sky radiation, the curves 

just given are appropriate for a comparison of theory'with observation. 

Diagram XII.—Relative Intensities from Zenith Sky, Calculated for Different JFave-Lengths from 

IFashington Observations. 

The curves given in Diagram XII. are drawn on the same plan as those described in Diagrams II.-VII. 

for Mount Wilson. In the present instance the numerical values from which the curves are drawn are 

given in Table VIII. Intensities corresponding to the mean solution of the integral equation are alone 

given, since the presence of “ dust ” at low-level stations is an extremely variable factor. This factor gives 

rise to a sharp bend in the attenuation curve for Washington shown in Diagram I. in the neighbourhood 

of 'GlOp. The effect on the intensity of zenith sky is very sharply marked and gives rise to a finite 

discontinuity in the intensity curve corresponding to that wave-length. In reality the bend of the 

attenuation curve in Diagram 1. cannot be as sharp as the intersection of two straight lines, so that the 

discontinuity in the sky intensity curve in this neighbourhood is probably represented by a sharp peak 

(represented in the drawing by the dotted portions of the curves) which arises from the effect of “ dust ” in 

scattering the long-wave radiation. The prominence of this peak in the intensity curve must be an 

extremely variable factor, and may possilily account for discrepancies in observations on sky-radiation; e.g., 

Nicols* mentions as a result of his measurements that sky intensities show far greater relative intensities 

in the longer wave-lengths than one would expect from Rayleigh’s theory. The effect of “dust” is an 

illustration of the effect of several groups of molecular complexes or small particles on radiation travelling 

through a medium containing them; each group which is able to produce a sharp bend in the attenuation- 

curve at any wave-length is also able to produce a corresponding maximum in the intensity-curve of the 

scattered radiation, the whole effect resembling a broad emission band in its spectrum, f 

* NicoiiS, loc. cif., p. .502. 

[t Important experiments describing the transition from lateral scattering to selective reflection are described by 

Wood, R. W., under the name “resonance radiation.” These are described in the ‘Clark University Lectures,’ Clark 

University, 1912, p. 101.—Kote added December 31, 1912.] 
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Diagram XI.—Ratio zenithjkijjsnn for equal solid angles calculated from Mount Wilson and 

MLashington observations. 

Diagram XII. Relative intensities from zenith sky, calculated from Washington observations. 

I 
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Diagram XIII.—Quality of Sky Iladiation Calculated at Mount Wilson and Compared luith Ohservations. 

The curves (i), (ii), (iii) of Diagram XIII. are plotted from the results of Table X., and show graphically 

how observed values of sky radiation agree with values calculated from mean attenuation coefficients at 

Mount Wilson. The curves corresponding to the extreme and mean values of the solution of the integral 

equation are retained throughout. Observed points are denoted by small circles, and lie fairly close to the 

calculated curves. 

Diagram XIV.—Polarization of Zenith. Sky Calculated from irashington and Mount Wilson Ohservatwns. 

The curves given in Diagram XIV. are drawn from data calculated in Table XIII., and represent the 

ratio of the component intensities of zenith sky polarized in the principal plane to the component polarized 

at right angles to that plane. This ratio is represented roughly by the formula 

Ty(o^) ^ i + Q(o, 0/P(Q,C) 
T,{0,0 cos^C + Q (0,0/P (0,0 

Curves are given for various zenith distances of the sun, making use of the constants for Mount Wilson 

and Washington. In the latter case the effect of “ dust ” gives rise to a discontinuity in the neighbourhood 

of 'GlO/r, represented in an actual case by a peak in the curves (represented by dotted lines). The 

characteristic just mentioned is actually observed in curves of polarization of zenith sky obtained by 

Nicols.* In comparatively “ dust-free ” air as at Mount Wilson this peak is wanting, and the curve 

represents a type obtained by NicoLsf which rises with increasing wavedength. Since the forms of the 

curves just described depend essentially on the effects of self-illumination, these will be extremely 

sensitive to the presence of “ dust,” and will therefore vary greatly with time and place. Reflection of 

solar radiation from the earth’s surface {e.g., a snow-covered landscape) will affect in a marked manner 

the polarization of sky radiation independently of effects of self-illumination, and may therefore account 

for the great variety of results obtained by observation on this point. 

* Nicols, loo. cit., p. 508, fig. 10, Curves (J) and (It'). 

t Nicols, Ioc. cif., fig. 10, Curve (c). 
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Diagram XIII. Quality of sky radiation, calculated from Mount Wilson observations, October 17, 1906. 

Diagram XIV. Polarization of zenith sky calcixlated from Mount Wilson and Washington observations. 
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